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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

Dr. Julius Muller, the author of the present work, was

born at Brieg, in the government of Breslau in Prussia, on

the 10th April 1801. He was a student at the Gymnasium

in his native town, and at the Universities of Breslau, Got-

tingen, and Berlin. From the study of law, which he first

pursued, he passed to that of theology, and attended the

lectures of Tholuck, Strauss, and Neander. In 1825 he was

appointed minister of the Lutheran Church at Schonbrunn

and Eosen, where he remained six years, and wrote a clever

brochure entitled " Zur Beurtheilung der Schrift : Die Kath.

Kirche Schlesiens." In 1831 a new era of his life began,

when he was nominated second University preacher at Got-

tingen, where he gave lectures on theology and education.

The spirit of his labours there appears in a volume of

sermons, " Das christliche LebeUy seirie Kanvpfe uTid seine

VoUendung" In 1834 he was called to the chair of theo-

logy at Marburg, where for four years he lectured upon

Dogmatic Theology and Ethics. In 1839 he was called

to the University of Halle, where he still resides. The

first edition of his great work, " Die christliche Lehre von

der Silnde" was published in 1839. With it his fame is

chiefly identified.*

This profound and comprehensive work is of great and

acknowledged value to the theologian. It has passed

* See the Conversatiom Lexicon.
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through five large editions ; it has become a text-book in

many of the Universities of Germany ; and it has been much

studied by Biblical scholars acquainted with the language in

England, France, and America. These facts suffice to prove

its worth as a storehouse of thought and learning, of practical

theology and heart anatomy for Christian students, pastors,

and teachers. The subject of which it treats lies at the

foundation of all Christian conviction and Gospel truth.

It is an acknowledged fact that the doctrine of sin, the

unfolding of its nature, its origin, its spread, its aggravation

in the individual and in the world, has become a topic of dis-

course often ignored in the latitudinarian preaching of our time,

and to this fact may be attributed the indistinct and inadequate

views of many concerning our Lord's atonement. For the

great and central doctrine of Eedemption can be fully grasped

by those alone who have felt the reality and the loathsome-

ness of sin in its essence and its effects. A deep conviction

of sin goes hand in hand (in the individual and in the

Church) with a thorough estimate of Christ's redemptive

work.

But it is not so generally known that Dr. Mtiller's work

claims a prominent place in the Philosophical contro-

versies of our day. The bearing of the " Philosophy of

the Conditioned " (as that theory is strangely called which

denies the possibility of philosophy) upon the great truths

of God's infinite and absolute Being, Will, and Knowledge,

and upon human freedom, was only hinted at by Sir

W. Hamilton. He was content with the declaration that,

if the Kantian Criticism be carried to its legitimate issue in

Morals and Eeligion, the doctrine of Moral liberty cannot

be made conceivable, and that " all that remains for Philo-

sophy is to erect an altar with this inscription, ' To the

unknown and unknowable God.' " But his disciple. Pro-

fessor Mansel, in his famous Bampton Lectures, has developed

Sir W. Hamilton's principles, and has boldly argued out
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the conclusion, that of the Infinite and Absolute (which

nevertheless we must allow God to be) we know and can

know nothing. Into " the abyss of the Negative Absolute
"

(to use an expression of Dr. Mtiller's) Mr. Mansel, like Strauss,

would plunge us ; though unlike Strauss, he would rescue us

again from this abyss by the force of authority and irrational

faith. Dr. Miiller, on the contrary, maintains that " a purely

philosophical investigation, pursuing an independent course,

necessarily leads to the conception of a personal God, who is the

only real Absolute," and " that we are no longer obliged to

distinguish between the Absolute and God." Miiller's argu-

ment (chiefly stated in Book III. part i. chap, iv) contains, as

if in anticipation, a triumphant refutation of all that Mr. Mansel

has advanced upon this subject.

More than one able philosopher of our day has observed

that the question of human liberty is the question of the

future ; and any one who is acquainted with the philosophy

of Comte, now so fashionable, and the Determinism to which

it leads, will feel the truth of the remark. " Let me," it is

said, " unerringly know a man's character and antecedents,

and I will unerringly predict his moral acts." Mr. John

Stuart Mill has become a very able champion of this doc-

trine, which he would call " Invariability," in his " Exami-

nation of Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy" (chapter xxvi.).

This great question of human liberty Miiller argues out with

a master-mind, and in the present work freedom is philoso-

phically established. Miiller shows that Determinism, even

in its finest form, is really predeterminism, and that philoso-

phically and practically it is utterly untenable. His disserta-

tions on formal and real freedom in the beginning of Book

III. take up the argument where Mr. Mill leaves it, and

vindicate man's responsibility and guilt as a free agent, in

triumphant opposition to philosophical Determinists, whether

they be Spinoza's followers or Comte's,

The writer begs to add, that the present English version is
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not a revision of that of Mr, Pulsford, but is a new translation,

and from a later edition. He is not unaware how great an

amount of criticism has been expended on Miiller's work, and

how much has been said of the difficulties it presents. His

aim has been (to use the expression of an able reviewer)

" not merely to translate words, but to interpret thought,"

and to present to EngHsh readers Miiller's laborious work in

plain and perspicuous English. Instead of the long, dreary

table of contents at the beginning of each volume, he has

divided each chapter into sections, has inserted Marginal

;N"otes throughout, has occasionally added Eeferences of his

own in the Footnotes, and has appended a copious Index,

which will make the work more accessible as a book of

reference.

June 1868.
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EXTRACT FROM THE PREFACE TO THE

FIRST EDITION.

The Author of this Treatise deems it unnecessary to offer any

lengthened vindication of the present undertaking. It is a

pleasing sign of the times that the theological claims of Chris-

tian Doctrine are beginning again to be fairly recognized ; but

it would be well if there were not such a craving after novelty

in the exposition of Christianity as a systematic whole. We
by no means undervalue the attempts made in some recent

works to present Christian truth in a new light ; but we feel

persuaded that what is most needed is the provision of mate-

rials drawn from the inexhaustible mine of Holy Scripture, and

from Christian consciousness, together with comprehensive trea-

tises upon separate points of doctrine, and, above all, upon each of

the main doctrines of Christianity. The present work, accord-

ingly, treats of a subject the paramount importance of which no

one will deny. From the time when the author sat as a scholar

at the feet of the beloved and revered Neajstder, the convic-

tion has been deeply rooted in his mind, that Christianity is a

practical thing, that everything in it is connected more or less

directly with the great facts of Sin and of Eedemption, and

that the plan of Redemption, which is the essence of Christian-

ity, cannot be rightly understood until the doctrine of Sin be

adequately recognized and established. Here certainly, if any-

where, Christian theology must fight pro axis et focis, repelling

deistical attenuations and pantheistic evaporations of its

teachings.

Is there any ground whatever for the fear that inquiry upon

this subject will end only in making what we seek to explain

VOL. I. A
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more inexplicable and involved than ever ? Is it really more

prudent to leave the dark mysterious form of sin to lurk in the

obscurity of inner feeling and consciousness ? It has, indeed,

been affirmed by a distinguished writer of our day, that when

we examine it minutely, the terrible contradiction in our being,

which we call sin, really disappears, and that instead of a pro-

found mystery we find only an empty word—the horror of sin

wliich a religious mind feels being shown to be ungrounded.

But is this really so ? It might, indeed, be so were our specu-

lations based upon mere notions of the intellect, and not upon

facts of experience. It might be so were we to begin our

speculations by denying that sin is sin. But a consideration of

sin, based upon the testimony of Christian faith, cannot possi-

bly lead to the extinction of our religious horror of it, unless

we presuppose this horror to be a wrong feeling, or according

to Eousseau's maxim, that r homme en commengant a penser

cesse de sentir. Healthy Christian Feeling has no need to fear

thought and investigation, nor has healthy Thinking any reason

to alienate itself from feeling ; Feeling freshens and deepens

Thought, and Thought in turn explains and confirms Feeling.



PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

In again presenting my Treatise upon the Doctrine of Sin to

the theological public, in an essentially unaltered form, I feel

that a few words of explanation are due. The scientific inves-

tigations of this great anthropological problem, which have been

carried on since the first issue of my work, in the theological

treatises of Heppe, Schenkel, Hofmann, Thomasixjs, Philippi,

Plitt, Kahnis, and in the monographs of Ernesti upon " the

Origin of Sin according to St Paul's teaching," of Bruch

upon " the Doctrine of Freewill and its Relation to Grace," of

Paul upon "Kant's doctrine of Radical Evil;" these, contain-

ing as they do, attacks upon my endeavour to solve the pro-

blem, not only urge me strongly to avail myself of the oppor-

tunity afforded by a New Edition to explain and set myself

right with them, but justify my opponents in the expectation

that I should do so. Incumbent upon me as this duty is, I

must abandon the idea of it ; because the affliction which it

has pleased God to lay upon me is not yet sufficiently removed

to enable me to undertake afresh, a thorough investigation of

the subject ; and I have therefore determined upon a reprint

of the last edition of my work, with a few alterations and

additions, rather than attempt a revision, which, considering

the profoundness of the subject, and its breadth, would not have

satisfied me, much less my readers.

Halle, 21th September 1866.





INTRODUCTIOK

An exposition of the Christian doctrine of sin, which would

o
J Twofold

^^^ ^^^y inform the reader concerning the teach-

mode of pro- ing whether true or false, of the Christian
ce ure.

Church upon the subject at different times, but

would furnish as far as possible a true view, may adopt

one or other of two methods. First, it may endeavour to

ascertain the doctrine of Christ and His Apostles in the New
Testament : but he only will do this successfully who, with

a ready recognition of the distinctive phase of thought peculiar

to each of the sacred writers, combines the power of grasping

their manifoldness as a whole, and of perceiving their inner

unity. Or, secondly, it may take as its starting-point the pre-

sent consciousness of the Church in her living members whom
the Spirit of her founder has not forsaken, and systematically

develop therefrom the doctrine of sin in all its essential

features. In adopting the latter course we gain the advantage

of being able to exhibit the various theological and other

differences of thought and opinion current in our day, in their

bearings upon the subject. For while the primary aim of all

scientific treatment of Christian doctrine is to hold the mirror

up to Christian consciousness, and to show it its own contents,

—its elements and principles, and their inner connection,—it

is necessary, in order to this, clearly to define and explain the

intellectual apprehension of Christian faith in its relation to

other prevailing modes of thought, so far, at least, as it touches

upon the same province with them.

Of these two methods, the first should be prosecuted

The second separately, and wholly by itself, without in any
method, -w^ay encroaching upon the second. Any such en-

croachment would be hazardous ; it would tend to sully the
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purity, and to distort the simplicity, of the critical and historical

inquiry, closely connected as this is with every problem of

Scripture and Theology. As to the second method, the case is

different. Here—more especially upon the principles of Protes-

tant theology—our consideration of the first is at the very

outset presupposed, and its conclusions are adopted. The

scientific exposition of any doctrine from the springs of Chris-

in its relation ^ian consciousness stands in this twofold relation

to Scripture, to the New Testament ; it is, on the one hand, a

further development of the germ of doctrine therein contained,

and, on the other, it finds therein its criterion and corrective.

Still, being a development of the scriptural germ, and having

progressively to determine what hitherto had been undeter-

mined, it cannot be expected that every particular conclusion

or inference shall have some express scriptural testimony or

text for its foundation. On the contrary, we can easily under-

stand how, while recognizing the fundamental relation we have

named, the more exact definitions of any point of doctrine,

though opposed to each other, may alike claim—with equal

propriety or impropriety—the sanction of Holy Scripture.

Perfect coincidence is already excluded by the recognition of

the fact that the New Testament transmits Christian doctrine

to us, not systematically, but as reflected in the several minds

of the Apostles, and tinged with the individuality of each

;

and no one who recognizes a plurality of apostolic phases of

doctrine as compatible with one determinate spirit and meaning,

will expect a literal coincidence in each and every representa-

tion. Nevertheless Holy Scripture as a whole, and in its

main teachings, will ever abide as the touchstone of Christian

thinking, the standard by which the Christian philosopher

will measure all conclusions : never will he assume the truth

of these until he is satisfied that they are ratified by Holy
Scripture, or at least in harmony with it. Christian conscious-

ness is indeed the inner and immediate spring from which he

draws, but this consciousness itself requires a rule and standard

such as Scripture, because though genuine in the living mem-
bers of the Christian fellowship, and in them alone, it possesses

no immunity against the mixture of foreign and disturbing

elements. Our apprehensions of theological truth will easily

impart to consciousness a bias contrary to its true nature, if the
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scientific settlement of any doctrine have no objective sanction

or ground of appeal whereby the accuracy of its conclusions

may be tested. The data of our reUgious consciousness, on

which this settlement of doctrine is based, do not assert them-

selves immediately as the inward witness and experience of the

heart ; they are themselves begotten in the human spirit by

God's scriptural Eevelation. How, then, could the theological

development of these data wander with impunity from the

original testimony of that revelation ?
*"'

In adopting the second mode of procedure in our present

inquiry, we must pause at every new sta^e of our

method adopt- investigation to ascertain our latitude, and to set

work
*^^^ ourselves right by the contents of Holy Scripture,

and thus to satisfy ourselves that we are not erring

from the right way.

This second method of treatment calls upon us to contem-

plate the Christian doctrine of sin in an aspect of it which is

quite lost sight of in its narrower treatment, to contemplate, I

mean, its speculative bearings. For the inner nature of the

doctrine itself, and its connection with the great whole of which

it forms a part, alike witness that it has a philosophic or specu-

lative side.

No author in the present day can expect his readers to un-

derstand the view he takes of the relation between Christian

Doctrine and Speculation, unless he explains to them what he

means by Speculation. It is a great mistake to suppose

that Speculation denotes something fixed and settled, upon

which all are agreed. Men's views regarding it necessarily

vary according to the various principles which actuate the

spirit world of thought. No theory of Speculation can reconcile

or annul these individual differences : our theory itself is de-

pendent on them.

Notwithstanding the divergencies thus arising as to what

§ 2. What is speculative thinking really is, there is one common
Speculation, ground on which all are agreed. All look upon

* For a more exact explanation of this relation between the theological data

of Christian consciousness and Scripture, see Domer's acute exposition of the

bearing of the material principle of Protestantism upon its formal principle

in his work entitled " Das Princip unserer Kirche nach dem innern VerhdltnisH

sdner beiden Sdten.^'' 1841.
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Speculation as something distinct from Eeflection, from that

mental process which deals with certain data, with phenomena

which it appropriates and makes its own by continual analysis

or synthesis. If this distinction between Eeflection and Specu-

lation be well founded, it follows that speculative thinking

must not start from certain data as its subject matter, but from

determinations, which thought finds in itself as the necessary

and original principles of all being, as well as of all thinking.

In this sense, it follows that all speculative thinking is of an

a priori, and all reflective thinking of an a posteriori charac-

ter. Empiricism accordingly, which finds the origin of our

knowledge solely in experience, is necessarily the antithesis not

only of this or that speculative system, but of Speculation as

such ; it starts from perceptions and observations, and does not

admit of deductions from principles certified only to the spirit,

and independent of experience ; it has certainly a claim to the

name philosophy, so long as it makes the knowledge of

what is universal and necessary, not indeed its starting

point, but withal its goal; still it essentially follows the reflective

method.

More minute definitions of the nature of speculative know-

ledge will greatly vary according as they are based upon the

principles of Pantheism on the one hand, or of Theism on

the other. The strongest current in our German literature is

undoubtedly that which takes its rise in the springs of Panthe-

istic thought ; its influence is apparent, not in philosophy alone,

but in other sciences, chiefly perhaps in the literature of art

;

indeed, the religious and political agitations of our time abun-

dantly show how deeply these modes of thinking have pene-

trated our national life. Since deistical Rationalism ceased to

be a power, at least in scientific and aesthetic literature, Pan-

theism has assumed the right of inheritance, and spurious

forms of the older Eationalism have in vain disputed its pos-

session. It has succeeded in accommodating itself to the pre-

judices of the age, and thus it rids itself of the unpleasant

necessity of criticizing and controverting other modes of thouoht

disconnected with its own principles, and it measures solely

by its own established standard, as if its right to do so were a

matter of course.

ISTow Pantheism can only explain Speculation, (with its main
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problem concerning relation between the infinite and the finite),

Pantheistic according to the category of immanence, or more

whatSpecula- Correctly of substantial identity between God
tion is. and the world. It makes the essence of Speculation

to consist in seeing everything in the absolute, deriving every-

thing from the absolute, tracing everything back to the abso-

lute, and resolving all the antitheses of the intellect into a

higher unity in the Absolute. Its Absolute is not therefore

an existing thought and a thinking being free of all relation,

resting in itself and in itself perfect ; it is nothing more

than the necessary world-principle, which realizes its own
absoluteness in the world process ;—the absolute world-unity.

From the category of immanence thus understood, it further fol-

lows that Speculation must demand an inviolable Necessity and

a rigid continuity in the derivation of all finite being from the

original principle, and in developing determinations, mutu-

ally dependent, attaining completeness, and having one com-

mon centre. This demand has hitherto been a mere postulate

„ . in pantheistic systems, or if claimed to be fulfilled, a
SpmOZa. ^ J ^

rm r\ •

mere assertion that it is so. Thus Spinoza main-

tained that from the infinite nature of God, allthingsproceedwith

the same necessity, and in the same manner as it follows from

the very nature of the triangle, {ex natwra trianguli), that its

three angles are equal to two right angles. But what is this

but vain and unmeaning grandiloquence, seeking the honour

of Speculation in the degradation of God's infinite nature ?—the

modi or qualities of the substance being all that exists, and it

being utterly inexplicable how the substance comes to have

^
any modi. Or fares it better with this Necessity in

the pan-logical system of Hegel, according to which,

every proposition must spring from the preceding so as to form

an indissoluble chain, and which knows no logical way of com-

ing to Nature, save by the despairing decision of the logical

Idea " to dismiss itself from itself ?
"

Notwithstanding the failure of these attempts, the demand
Christian abovereferred to well indicates the spirit and design

avoTdThis^^ of this pantheistic tendency; and Christian Theism
theory. suffers itself to be drawn into its magic circle when
it unwittingly recognizes this demand as an axiom of all specula-

tion, in the deluded belief that it concerns only the method,
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and not the subject matter. Were Speculation, according to

the true conception of it, bound by this law, we should be

obliged, upon the principles of Christian Theism, to conclude

that the derivation of finite being from the Absolute, cannot be a

fact of speculation at all, but is a matter of faith only, and

that we can know nothing whatever on this point, save what

God has told us by positive revelation. It would indeed be

vain presumption to make the limits of our speculative think-

ing the limit of God's power, and to argue that it is impossible

or inconceivable for Him to make the transition from Himself

to another being by a free act of will, because, forsooth, He
thus would disturb the circle of our school metaphysics, and

would break the sequence of that logical process without which

our Speculation would be worthless. Upon such a theory,

all hope of reconciling Eeligion and Speculation would be

taken away, because religion, at the very outset, refuses to enter-

tain the notion of a Deity destitute of those spiritual attributes

by whose activity the world is made. The effort and aim of

religion really is, to look upon the world as God's world, and

upon God in His relation to the world ; the temper of mind

actuating it is the conviction that it has to do, not with an Object

that must let itself be known because its very existence is con-

tingent upon its being known, but with the Object in relation

to whom we are truly Subject, dependent upon Him and wait-

ing till He manifest Himself. Eeligion demands of us this

humility and devoutness, lest priding ourselves upon the

irresistible power of our intellectual formulae, and fancying

thus to grasp the treasures of knowledge, by a strange and

divinely-ordained irony we lay hold of burning coals instead

of gold.

Happily it is only by a feeble narrowing of its true conception,

that Speculation can thus be fettered to this so-called principle

of " immanence." It may be shown, not indeed from anything

this principle has actually achieved in philosophy, but from its

very nature, that, based upon it, speculation becomes nothing

more than an isolated chain of perfectly uniform and similar

elements of knowledge, a series progressing uninterruptedly and
after the same method from beginning to end. And who can
guarantee that this monotonous series reaUy corresponds with

what is objective in nature and reality ? Who shall answer
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for it that the mind shall not by this method of procedure

merely reflect itself in a world of its own creation, seeing

moreover, that it will allow what is objective to discover itself

according to this one phase or aspect exclusively ? That alone

is genuine philosophy which prizes truth immeasurably above

scientific formulae, which makes up its mind to throw up

each scheme in turn and begin the structure afresh so soon as

it finds that its entire plan and scope is too narrow for the

reality of things.

ROTHB in the Introduction to his Ethics (§ 2) thoroughly

s 3 Roth ' discusses the nature of speculative knowledge, and

theory of distinguishes between philosophical and theological
Speculation,

speculation. He adopts, however, a standing

point of personal faith so decidedly Christian, that we are con-

strained to say,
—" this speculative theologian would turn his

back upon all Speculation, yea, would be content to know
nothing save the Catechism, rather than confide in a method

which in its results might rob him of a personal God, the Thou
of our prayers." According to him, it is essential to all right

speculative knowledge that it shall start from one primary

datum which it is warranted to adopt as immediate and cer-

tain, and from this to develop by strict logic a system of thought

consecutively evolved. " This system," he says, " of thought

generated a priori, must, if speculation is to answer its end,

be an exact and faithful counterpart or image of the universe

—using this word in the widest sense, as including God ;—but

the speculative process is carried on without any consideration

whether or not such a universe really exists, or how the system

thus constructed stands related to the universe : it goes straight

on, turning neither to the right hand nor to the left, following

merely the necessity of logic, whereby each newly attained con-

ception, in virtue of its relation to the rest, and from its

own inner fruitfulness, gives birth in its turn to new concep-

tions." The distinction (according to Eothe) between philoso-

phical and theological Speculation consists merely in the

difference of the primary data from which they respectively

start ; that of philosophy being self-consciovsness, and that of

theology God-comciousness, The method is the same in

both ; theological speculation is bound equally with philoso-
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phical, by the same unvarying logico-dialectic law, and by this

alone. The speculative process must, even in theology, be

conducted wholly apart from religious considerations and in-

terests ; while still incomplete there must not be a single

reference to religious convictions ; but when it is concluded, its

results must be compared with the religious consciousness, in

order that, if not coincident with it, it may be demolished,

and a new speculative structure be begun.

In considering how far we can adopt this theory of specula-

Eothe right ^ion we find ourselves at one with Eothe in the

in saying belief that all speculative knowledge must proceed
that specuJa- ^.

t , t>
tion must be upon a self-consistent and connected system. ±sut

systematic.
^j^^g jg j^^^ peculiar to Speculation. Experimental

knowledge, provided it be not simple sensation or perception,

but really knowledge, tacitly presupposes the systematic con-

nection of all its parts ; without such a connection individual

experience could never of itself lead to conclusions conformable

with connected thought. It must be allowed, however, that

this specially holds true of speculative knowledge, not only

because systematic connection of thought is presupposed from

the very outset, but because this connection must be made

clear to consciousness in order that the relation of each particular

to the great whole, of which it is a part, may be demonstrated.

But when Eothe makes this systematic knowledge exclusively

a priori, and a product of the logical process—as if it could

^ ,
not be systematic save on this condition,—we

Kothe errs in
,

, . • • i t . i •

making its must, cven on his own principles, regard this

data a priori notion of what System is, as an unjustifiable limiting

of speculative knowledge, and logically speaking,

as reasoning in a circle. He holds that this systematic know-

ledge obtained by Speculation is a true reflection and copy of

the universe ; nay, more, he considers the empirical reality of

things to be the touchstone whereby the legitimacy of the

Speculation is to be tested. But what if the Speculation fail

in its coincidence with the reality of things, fail just because

in the actual relations of existence there are living syntheses

which mock necessary thought, turning points where new
principles appear whose activity cannot be explained by mere
logic ? Is speculative thought to persist in standing wholly
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aloof from the reality of things in order to beget a universe

wholly out of itself ? Away with philosophy if it is not to

teach us more clearly to understand reality !

When Rothe insists that Theological Speculation must avoid

Theological ^^1 reference to Christian piety—all " glancing at

speculation {^ " even—until its system be complete, we allow

Christian that every development of determinate knowledge
piety. proceeding from some parent thought as its germ,

must pursue its own course, and must not continually be in-

terrupted by comparing its elements with the affirmations of

the religious consciousness or the declarations of Holy Scrip-

ture. This is not peculiar to speculative thinking ; the same

necessity is felt even in a consideration of Christian Doctrine,

as far removed from Speculation as it can be, whenever it enters

upon an actual development of thought. During this opera-

tion the mind's whole attention is directed to the meaning and

inner sequence of the several successive thoughts, and not till

a conclusion is arrived at does it compare this with what is

externally certain, in order, if the external fact contradict it, to

reject it. But Eothe would have us construct an entire system

of speculative theology without once stopping to institute such

a comparison. This idea seems to us an artificial and forced

abstraction ofthe schools, which can never practically be carried

out. Do Speculation and Christian piety lie apart from each

other in separate compartments of our minds ? Is not the

germ of Christian consciousness, where it really exists, the all-

penetrating, all-inspiring principle of the spirit's life ? If

so, we cannot speak with any propriety of " glancing at

"

Christian piety in our theological speculation. The inquiry

must immediately and unavoidably occur to the thinker whether

the system he is forming be in harmony with his Christian

belief or opposed to it.
,
In a healthy Christian consciousness,

moreover, the question concerns the relation of speculative

thinking not merely to indistinct " Christian sentiment," but.

to determinate Christian knowledge and belief. This is some-

thing already developed and definite ; it includes convictions

upon subjects which Speculation defines according to its own
principles. How, then, can speculative thinking and Christian

belief ignore one another ?
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Eothe must allow us to entertain an estimate not quite so

Kinship of high, as his own of a bare system of logical concepts

Chnstian ^s leading to a knowledge of the truth * What

different really cxcitcs and urges us forward in speculative
systems. thinking is not the law of logic, but concrete

thoughts and imaginings. Hence it is that every system of

philosophy bears the imprint of the mental individuaUty of its

author. This fact certainly ill accords with the strange notion

of a self-acting process of thought evolving all truth out of

itself by necessary reasoning, so that the thinker has to keep

it alone before him. We are persuaded that even Eothe him-

self does not believe in such a chimera. The logical construc-

tion of a system furnishes us simply with a network of thought,

a web comprehensive enough to embrace, and elastic enough

* Contradictory expressions upon this are to be found in Rothe's own work.

At p. 8 he says, that "a system of a priori thought must, in order to succeed,

be the exact and conformable image of the universe, including in this an ade-

quate knowledge of God." But at p. 10 he calls it '* a vain opinion, which no

clear head for Speculation will entertain, that any one can construct a perfect

sj'stem of the universe by speculation alone." AVe are quite atone with him

here, and on this very account we hold that the speculative thinker should not

thus define his task ; for he is certain beforehand that its perfect accomplish-

ment is impossible, that it can only be partially performed, for we are not

speaking of a mere gymnastics of the mind, but of real knowledge. If he be

''deeply convinced that all our knowledge is partial," this need not hinder his

giving his whole energies to advance it, but it certainly does forbid his under-

taking to give, by means of Speculation, a perfect image of the universe,—an

account of it which is not "partial." It is an obvious contradiction to set

ourselves a task with the consciousness that it is unsolvable, for in this case it

is not really a task at all. Ko analogy can fairly be drawn between this and
the apparently similar ideal of piety—the task of sanctification : the Christian

knows that he really will at length reach this ideal in the perfection of the

kingdom of God ;
but as to the task of constructing a system of abstract thought

which shall be a perfect copy of the universe, he knows that it never can be

done, neither in this world {as Rothe grants) nor in that which is to come ; for

tJiere—instead of our present kind of knowledge—speculative knowledge, know-
ledge per speculum, 1 Cor. xiii. 11—we shall have sight. Or, as the threaten-

ing, yet logical, issue of all one-sided a priori systems, is it there also to be our
task, even to the end, to work out the satisfaction of the mind's logical and
systematizing impulse in a scientifically constructed whole, whose value con-

sists not in its relation to truth, but merely in its own completeness ? Once
more ; we have no right to put God and the world together in our concep-
tion of the universe, for then the world must be regarded as the complement
of God, and this contradicts the idea of the Absolate. God is a universe in

Himself, whether the world exists or not.
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to adapt itself to the contents of our consciousness. And we

cannot for a moment suppose that it is otherwise in a system

of ethics, which has to blend so many different voices in one

harmonious whole. The mind that has not lost its own inner

unity will trust its logical operations just as it trusts the life of

which it knows it is a partaker. It must be allowed, indeed,

that the cultivation of an accurate and comprehensive system

of thought tends to rouse the mind to beget new knowledge by

bringing to light the gaps in knowledge still needing to be

filled ; but its pre-eminent value wOl ever consist in the criti-

cal detection and rejection of antagonistic elements within its

own sphere. We must abandon the notion of the abstract in-

dependence of the speculative function, if we would explain

the curious phenomenon that philosophical systems starting

from very different and even opposite principles, the further

they penetrate into the sphere of the concrete, the nearer as a

rule do they approach each other ; the spiritual life of their

authors holds fast the fellowship which the abstract principles

of their respective systems deny.

But while Eothe thus on the one hand overrates the a 'priori

Rothe virtu- character of Speculation, on the other hand he

dershis^a^' "^^^^ down principles wholly subversive of it, at

priori theory, least in its application to theology. According to

him, theological speculation differs from philosophical specula-

tion generally, in the primary datum from which it starts,

namely, our consciousness of God. But this primary datum is

for us not the bare consciousness of God, it is " the Christian,

pious, yea, evangelical consciousneps," (see Eothe, p. 23, 24).

But this is not a simple and primary datum presenting a start-

ing-point for the theologian's speculative thought, and presup-

posing no other starting-points ; on the contrary, it is the title

and superscription of a whole body of divinity, a fulness of con-

crete elements ; and we cannot conceive how a process of

thought, which makes this evangelical and Christian conscious-

ness its fundamental and necessary axiom, and proceeds from

it to further determinations, can be called speculative Theology,

or Speculation in any true sense. Speculation, properly so

called, unquestionably consists in the knowledge of the univer-

sal, and of the particular or special in and through the univer-

sal ; in the knowledge of the abstract, and of the concrete and
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particular in and from the abstract ; but in this case, the most?

concrete elements would be made express presuppositions, and

would occupy the place of the abstract. Least of all is such a

theological speculation,—which, however, we may remark in

passing, we cannot find in this theological system of ethics,

—

justified in boasting that its primary datum is fuller than

that of philosophy (see p. 17). Philosophy would reply,

"that may be very convenient for you, but it is a draw-

back to the scientific worth of your speculation." It is easy

to detect the confusion into which Eothe has fallen, in mak-

ing what is immediately and absolutely certain to the theo-

logian or Christian, the primary datum of theological specula-

tion. The subjective certitude which needs no further

proof, is mistaken for the objective certainty, which is primary,

necessary, and axiomatic. Speculation, whether in philosophy

or theology, must adopt as its axiom, not what is most certain

to the thinking subject, but what proves itself axiomatic by a

rigid necessity of thought.

We shall presently see whether there be any really fixed

Rothe wrong
distinction between theological and philosophical

in his data of Speculation ; on a difference of starting-point, as
speculation.

p^^^-^^ j^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ distinction can be based.

Xot only is it inadmissible to bind philosophical speculation to

self-consciousness alone, and theological speculation to God-con-

sciousness, as their data respectively ; neither the one datum

nor the other, can be looked upon as the starting-point of any
Self-con-

_
kind of Speculation. Self-coTtsdovsness cannot

;

sciousness is p • p m> •
, .t •

not a primary **^^ ^^^ consciousness of Self, IS not somethmg pn-
datum. mary, which presupposes nothing else as necessary

to its possible existence ; on the contrary, we find ourselves

conditioned in our self-consciousness
;
yea, our self-consciousness

is realized only when we, in the very same act, become con-

scious of something else, a non-ego from which we distinguish

ourselves ;
and must not this consciousness also, that there

is something existing without us, have an equal claim to be
the starting-point of speculation ? Descartes is

usually—m the history of philosophy, and indeed
by Eothehimself,—esteemed the discoverer of this starting-point,

but no one can maintain that he really established it as a tenable

starting-point of thought. His cogito ergo sum, is just as un-
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assailable as any other tautology, but as his own unequivocal

explanations testify, he did not take it as presenting a starting-

point for all necessary thinking, nor for metaphysics generally,

but simply as affording a decisive transition from the region

of hare conceptions into that of real existence^ in opposition to

universal scepticism. Descartes, moreover, does not really

gain anything by this transition ; for what boots it clearly to

prove, as he thus does, that there is a Subject for the thinking

activity, and that I am conscious of myself as this Subject, if

all progressive thought be tied to this starting-point, viz., that

various ideas are already involved in this act of thought, (repre-

sentation, according to Descartes* language), whose reality is

collectively dependent upon the one supreme idea, which of

itself, witnesses its own reality ? Such a principle as this

might just as well be inferred directly from the act of thinking,

from the cogito, without the circuitous reasoning concerning the

existence, the ergo sum, of the thinking Subject.

From what has already been said it is moreover evident,

XT -.1 • that our God-consciousness cannot be regarded as
JS either is °
God-consci- a starting-point for speculative thought. Our con-
ousness.

ception of God is much too complex to be made
a primary axiom ; it would, so to speak, anticipate the main

point, the goal of the inquiry. It belongs to the very essence

of Speculation, that it shall have an a priori starting-point

;

and, apart from the question whether the existence of God is

demonstrable a priori, to make our consciousness of God in

all its fulness this a priori starting-point, would be utterly

unjustifiable in a speculative point of view.

Speculation cannot assume for its starting-point anything

§ 4. True more than the bare conception of the absolute

of*all°pe^u^-'^ ^^ ^^^ abstract and negative sense, the abso-

lation. lute as the indefinite, wherein as yet there are

neither contrasts nor distinctions, but which implies the possi-

bility of all contrasts and distinctions. This conception, like

all concepts, requires other concepts for its explanation ; but in

its self-completion as an act of thought, it is independent of all

other concepts, and really precedes them."^^ As a starting-point

* Miiller here evidently adopts the starting-point of Schelling's philosophy,

i.e., the Absolute as the '* indifference point" of the subjective and objective

B
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of thought, however, it must be logically justified

—

i.e., it must

be proved to be logically the first of all metaphysical concep-

tions, and the presupposition of all save itself. That it has

but few distinguishing marks, and is meagre in its logical de-

termination, arises from its position in the series of metaphysi-

cal concepts. For the same reason, its contents cannot at the

outset be regarded as actually existing
;
yet no one acquainted

with the history of philosophy, Gnosticism, and Mysticism,

—

especially in its Pantheistic form, within and without the

sphere of Christianity—will deny its intensely real significance

for the inner life of mankind.

The manner of progress from this starting-point is un-

Manner of questionably the logical a priori. For if specula-

progress, tive thinking be possible, reason must possess

certain necessary and universal concepts, and possessing these,

it must make use of them in constructing a universal system

of knowledge : it is the essence of speculation that all know-

ledge proceed from these beginnings, and be kept in strict

logical connection therewith. In his Dissertation upon the

relation of theology to philosophy,* Stahl remarks that " the

" true method of scientific inquiry is not, as is commonly sup-

" posed, to start from known data, and with logical sequence to

" arrive at the hitherto unknown, but rather to underlay known
" phenomena with some hypothesis as yet uncertain, and to try

" whether it will explain them/' We assent to this statement,

provided it be applied only to the primary conception of a

comprehensive train of thought ; its method, if it be of a specu-

lative character, will still be the same, and if it be systematic,

it mustbeginwith the simplest determinations,—determinations

which in the very necessity of thought take precedence of all

others. But as we have already said, we are very far from be-

whence the ego and the non-ego are evolved, that ultimate and merely negative

concept which denotes what is as yet utterly indefinite, answering to what
Spinoza called "substantia." The absolute in this sense, is widely different

from the absolute in the sense attached to it by Sir W. Hamilton and Professor

Mansel. The former, in his Discussions, p. 13, speaks of the ambiguity of the

term, and gives it a threefold signification. Its meaning as used by Miiller

here, is perhaps as much akin to the third as to the first signification assigned

to it by Hamilton ; certainly it is totally different from Hamilton's second
signification, wherein he says that he exclusively uses the term, and wherein
Professor Mansel also uses it.— ^r.

* Fundamenten einer christlichen Philosophie, p. 178.
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lieving that when these determinations are laid down, they will

begin, like automata, to move of themselves, and, as if by an

inner logical necessity, towards an unknown goal, so that the

speculative thinker must resign himself blindly to them, saying

with Esther, " If I perish, I perish."
'"' They move only as the

thinker himself puts them in motion, i.e,, only when elsewhere

in his consciousness he entertains a definite problem which they

must be made to solve. This problem is the eeality of

THINGS in its widest range, including the highest of all realities,

Eeligion. This they must help him to understand.

In advancing towards this goal, each concept does not of

Connection of itself give birth to another, and this other to a
successive

third, and so on in inexhaustible fecundity. Our
concepts m ' ...
speculation. Concepts do not possess this prolific power in the

shadowy realm of logico-metaphysical thinking, nor can any

principle of negativity, as if with dialectic spell, give to them
this power. In advancing from one determination to another,

the laws of logic, strictly taken, furnish only analyses of the

concepts we already have, or negations, i.e., descriptions of

what must, according to preceding determinations, be excluded

from the following. Of course these following determinations

annex themselves to those preceding, though they be really more

than a repetition of them ; but they do not annex themselves

unless their possibility

—

i.e., conceivableness—be already im-

plied. In this combination all that is required is, that the

new determinations be not directly contradictory to those

preceding ; the principle of sufficient reason in the sphere

of logic possesses only this analytic import.t This bare

negativity of necessary thought it is which gives it such a

destructive power over everything positive and actual, when-

ever it is made the all-embracing and paramount principle of

knowledge ; when it is thus exalted, nothing will save the

thinker from the abyss of Nihilism but his own inconsistency in

shrinking from it. Conscious of this negativity of all necessary

thought, he can avoid this destructive result by taking care not

to demand of it what it cannot really supply,—as, for instance,

* Esther iv. 16.

t "These tests (the principles of contradiction and sufficient reason) may be

employed to bring our thoughts into harmony with each other, but are wholly

inadequate to ascertain whether our thoughts accurately represent the world

around us. They belong to pure Logic alone."

—

Thonison^s Laws of Thought,

p. 296.— Tr.
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the production of new and positive elements of knowledge,

—

and by setting due bounds to the influence of logical proof in

this sphere.

Is there then no guarantee that the progressive determining

„
t f

^^ ^^^ mind shall give us any real knowledge of

truth in the truth ? that this speculative thinking is really
specu ation.

ji^qj^q than mere dreaming, more than a mere ima-

gining or persuasion, based upon a subjective necessity and

without objective reality ? Such a guarantee is to be found in

two things. First, the connection of all these successive concepts

forms a compact and systematic whole, which by its organic

harmony supports and confirms each particular link in the

chain, determining it more accurately, receiving determinations

from it, and growing with it into a more exact and conclusive

unity. Secondly, this systematic whole authenticates itself by

serving as a key to the fuller understanding of the reality of

things, and it thus is confirmed by what we already know con-

cerning the reality af things from other sources. Here the

objection, is raised that speculative thinking is thus given a

second presupposition besides the starting-point above named,

namely, a belief in the reality of things in the consciousness of

the thinker. Eightly understood, this is not to be denied

;

but it never can be the terminus a quo for the speculative

method, it is only the terminus ad quern.

In this reality of things a principle appears which in

a very distinctive manner limits the range of
The fact of

t . / .^ t .i • • i ^
freedom in logical necessity,—I mean the principle oi feeedom
relation to —ajj^^j inasmuch as freedom, being an active prin-
speculation. .in, -,-, p

ciple, can be conceived or only as the will of a

personal being, the principle of personality likewise. All

speculation that aims at discovering the true principles of

reality is logically carried on from the starting-point already

named, the negative conception of the Absolute—to the idea

of absolute Personality. When once this principle of freedom

is recognized, the concepts of a priori metaphysics and logic

will no longer suffice to define what it involves : our concep-

tion indeed of divine and human freedom would be a mere
mockery, if it meant nothing more than the power of realiz-

ing what is already necessarily involved in the very constitution

of the being in whom it is. Other concepts must be received,

concepts which have meaning only when predicated of personal-
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ity, if the course of thought is to follow and to embody the law

(now altered in its nature qualitatively) according to which all

acts in this sphere are contingent upon the Personality itself.

Freedom indeed, when it does not break away from the true ideal

of the being in whom it is,—when, as in God, such a violation

cannot occur,—does not negative the necessary connection ; it

rather takes it up into its own sphere, and elevates it to a

higher range. Leibnitz, if I am not mistaken, was the first

(in the preface to his Theodic6e '" and elsewhere) clearly to

point out this distinction. Between the metaphysical, logical,

and geometric necessity to which Hobbes and Spinoza reduce

all things, and the arbitrariness of will from which Bayle

and some modern philosophers (Cartesians) derive the laws of

action, Leibnitz discovers the law of fitness {convenance)

The law bv ^^-sed upon the principle of the best. This law of

which free- fitness is, according to him, the rule by which free-
om wor 3. j^^ works ; whereas on the principle of irrational

necessity which excludes alike choice and moral good and

intellect, and on the principle of arbitrariness, freedom is

utterly excluded.t This distinction is in the main as just

as it is suggestive, though we cannot altogether assent to

the application its discoverer makes of it. It here con-

cerns the principle of design, apparent in nature, forming

a network of teleological relations above the web of aiteolo-

gical considerations, and reigning supreme in the sphere of

mind and in history. But the Love which designs, and the

Wisdom that realizes the design, are conceivable only as the

attributes of a free Being. And, conversely, if the divine in-

telligence, in virtue of its absoluteness, be conceived of as

raised far above the distinguishing of means and end, free will

and personality when predicated of Him lose all their mean-

ing. In this case, remembering that a personal Subject alone

is properly speaking a Subject at all, possessing the attributes

predicated of it, we have, as the ultimate solution of the pro-

blem, the abortive notion of a thinking without a thinker. But

to allow that God has a plan in the creation and government

of the world, that He ordains means to ends, that everything

" 0pp. philosophica, ed. Erdmann, vol. i. 473, 477. The principal passage in

the Theodicee is §§ 345-347.

f This resembles the distinction between necessitas and convenientia, of which

the Schoolmen, and Thomas Aq^uinas in particular, made such frequent use.
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in the world is by no means alike means and end to Him,

that the mind of God does not rest in the changeful world as

it is, but only when His purposes are attained,—to recognize

all this is to think of God, not only more humanly, but more

divinely, than we could do by determining His relation to the

world upon the principle of metaphysical necessity, or according

to the esthetic analogy of artistic creations. It would be ut-

terly inconsistent with the living and.motive energies of divine

love and wisdom, if our reason (for the sake of preserving at

any price the logical a ipTiori method in this sphere) deduced

God's government of the world by His Wisdom and Love, by

necessary sequence from the bare concepts of those attributes.

The divine plan, when manifest, witnesses that it springs from

love as its principle ; but if, according to Plato, wonder is an

emotion appropriate to the philosopher, still more is it appro-

priate to the religious man. The end which divine love de-

signs as the final goal of all souls yielding to its influence

is so vast, and so transcends the ideas and hopes of man, that

the thought of it, when apprehended by the religious convic-

tions, awakens new wonder and new awe. " Eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of

man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love

Him." Still less shall we think of anticipating, by inferences

from general ideas of wisdom, the manifold wisdom of God.

True knowledge is here possible to us only as we follow God's

wisdom in its working ; and in order to this, there must be an

inner connection between God's wise workings and all the

knowledge already attained as well as what is assured to us

as a 'priori true ; otherwise the new knowledge could not

really become our own. The conclusions of metaphysical and

necessary thinking may be likened to the Law which precedes

the Gospel of this concrete knowledge ; but the gospel must
never be explained merely by the law, though in all points it

be essentially conditioned by the law.

We cannot, therefore, regard speculative knowledge in a

^ .
religious and ethical sense as merely a priori : its

Speculation . i i t- • . i . f^

blends a priori method ot progress IS rather a contmual and alter-
\}it\i a posteri- ^^^6 determining and harmonizing of a priori andon knowledge. . i i i i

i ' " "-^^^

experimental knowledge.

Of these two factors the experimental element becomes
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especially prominent when evil appears, and in connection

with the divine plans and acts which presuppose its existence.

This is the stone of stumbling upon which mere a 'priori

speculation must inevitably be shipwrecked ; and by the in-

vestigations of the present treatise, I hope to prove that to

determine to arrive at a knowledge of evil by an a priori pro-

Cess is to destroy the true conception of evil altogether. That

the champions of a priori speculation should be scandalized

by the more thorough investigation of this topic is only what

might be expected. It throws a stumbling-block in their path,

the very existence of which they find it necessary to ignore.

But are we to regard it as a special characteristic of philo-

^ ^ ^ , . sophical as distinct from theological Speculation
§ 5. Relation , . , . i p •

of philosophy that it takes no cognizance whatever or experience
to Chris-

jj^ j^g great facts of personality, sin, redemption ?

If so, philosophy would be placed in this dilemma

:

either it must altogether renounce that knowledge which

breathes the warm breath of life into all other knowledges, and

must shut itself up in an inaccessible castle of abstractions

apart from all reality, or it must make it its distinctive province

to establish and maintain conclusions which contradict the

reality of its object matter, i.e,y to err. The attempt rightly

to distinguish between philosophy on the one hand, and Chris-

tian science and theology on the other, and to reconcile them,

will be fruitless so long as we assign to the latter its own dis-

tinctive method, without reference to the spirit and principle

of the former. But it is equally true that philosophy must not

ignore the objects of theology, nor must it be left to its own
bare judgment as to what it shall make the object of its know-

ledge, and what it shall reject. It is the unquestionable glory

of Philosophy, according to the original and true idea of it, that

it shall be the universal science, excluding nothing and embrac-

ing all—the science of sciences ;—and the idea of Fichte was

perfectly just, though his exposition failed through partialityand

meagreness in its principles, when he called the system of all

true philosophy, "Wissenschaftslehre," the Doctrine of Science.

As the antithesis between the philosophical and theological

or practical spirit is real, their agreement and harmony is real

too. A philosophy which, by its own theory and the conse-
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quent laws of its own method, can never do justice to person-

ality and freedom as principles of real life, is the born foe of

Christianity and Theology, and excludes the idea of their har-

monious progress or their mutual enlargement. And conversely,

a philosophy which truly realizes the principle of personality

in God and in man is the natural ally of Christianity, though

at times it may lead to differences and contradictions concern-

ing isolated doctrines. 'Not only is such a philosophy influenced

by the history of Christianity as a power in the world, but

philosophical systems whose principles are anti-Christian are

impelled onwards by the very goads against which they kick.

All true philosophy, however, finds in Christianity its posi-

tive realization, the confirmation and completion of its scientific

principles.

When this harmony between philosophy and theology is

Modern sys-
restored, philosophical development will regain

terns of pMlo- the quiet and discreet bearing which it has lacked
sop y-

^j^ modern times, owing to reckless changes in

prevailing systems and to ways of thinking borrowed from

radically different principles. Changes which not only affect

the external aspect of the edifice of Christianity in certain

parts, but pull down the very pillars on which it rests,

cannot be esteemed either right or wise, save by a scepticism

which has degraded the mind, or by that theory tanta-

mount to scepticism, which, indifferent or hostile to facts

as stubborn things, makes the reality of the ideal to consist

in the logical process and its inherent negativity. Every-

one else will recognize in these changes only a ludicrous

satire of success in the avowed object of science, "viz., to

trace all knowledge to its ultimate principles, and thus to a

sure foundation, and to safe paths. He especially who re-

gards the living fellowship of philosophy with other sciences

—

none of which would exchange their sure method of progress

for this game of contradictory principles—as consonant with

nature, as a fellowship which does not confuse, but strengthens

and illumines the natural sciences, he, I say, will not esteem

this strange development of philosophy a sign of health, but

will regard it as a token of unnatural strain. Philosophical

systems have fallen foul of Christianity, and have failed to take

root in our modern spiritual life, because they cannot attach
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themselves to its deepest and strongest convictions. If

philosophy succeeds in finding that foundation in Chris-

tianity which cannot be shaken, it will still have tasks to

perform which will not let it pause in the perfecting of its

system, and in its ever deepening penetration into the several

ranges of knowledge ; but it will no longer, like Penelope, have

to begin its weaving over and over again. Such a philosophy

does not of course provide a foundation for Christian faith

;

Christian faith possesses within itself the most satisfactory

ground of certainty, and must already have vanished if it were

content to borrow its proof and sanction from philosophy. A
philosophy which would pretend to provide a foundation for

Christian faith, as if faith without it were groundless, really

aims at destroying Christianity, and at setting up itself in its

place. The service which philosophy may render to faith, con-

sists in its endeavour to gather and arrange the contents of the

human mind, which have their root in its tendency towards

God or towards the world into one complete whole. Its per-

fection lies in its attesting to Christian faith the developed

perception of its harmony with all those other elements of life

which have an equally true place as constituent parts of

human nature. Tor " the union of Faith with all the forma-

Phiiosophv ^^^® forces of the age, so far as these are true

properly so and contain living germs of the future, consti-
^^ ^^'

tutes PHILOSOPHY properly so called. The affec-

tions can only be at rest when religion is the standard and

measure of all truth, and religion receives its final solution

when unchanged as to its inner truth—for it is indeed un-

changeable and independent of all the vicissitudes of time

—

it takes up into itself all wisdom and all life."
"^^* In virtue of

this unstrained and natural alliance between such a philosophy

and Christianity, we may call it the philosophy of Christian

Theism or Christian philosophy, provided that it never

ceases to be a free philosophy, and never binds itself to a theo-

logical datum as its starting-point.

When such a philosophy of Christian Theism shall be found,

—a philosophy which shall give full expression to the idea of

Personality, and shall preserve at the same time the certain

results of scientific culture in its progress—conditions which,

* Steffens in his Christlichen Religionsphilosophie, part i., p. 12.
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without depreciating any honest inquiries, we must regard as

postulates,—then Dogmatic Theology may omit many elements

which it has now to include within its sphere, but it will not

forfeit its position as a distinct science, side by side with

philosophy. Its task would be to present, in the form of in-

struction, the great facts of the Eedemption which God has

revealed, and of the inward work He carries on in humanity,

without having to enter upon the development of the more

general elements of religious knowledge which it presupposes.

We can never dispense with the monographic and separate

g g rpj^g ^ treatment of the several Doctrines of Christianity

;

matic Mono- for it is only by a thorough investigation of each
^^^^ ^'

part of the Christian system that we can attain a

satisfactory exhibition of the whole,—an exhibition of it I

mean, free from all formahsm, and based upon clear and defi-

nite conceptions. A Monograph must investigate its theme

scientifically, keeping in view the systematic whole of which it

is a part ; for each part of Christian Doctrine is conditioned by

the whole, just as the whole is conditioned by each particular

part. A Monograph, if it be in true conformity with the

system of Christian Doctrine, is a member of the organic whole
;

for while it is itself a relatively independent whole, possessing

a completeness of its own, every step in its argument has a

bearing upon the greater whole of which it forms a part. If,

again, a Monograph include the speculative treatment of its

theme, there should be, on the part of its author, an under-

standing of the more remote premisses of speculation, even in

their simplest elements ; though the connection of these with

the subject immediately in hand be not fully developed, but

only indicated in a rudimentary way.

The method, however, which the Monograph adopts in the

Its method
speculative consideration of its subject, is the very

opposite of that pursued in the comprehensive ex-

position of speculative theology as a whole. Whereas, in the

latter case, the progressive or synthetic method is followed, in

the former—the Monograph—the retrogressive or analytic:-

method is pursued. While theological speculation starts from
the most abstract metaphysical principles, in order, step by
step, to arrive at fuller and more concrete knowledge, the
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Monograph begins with some one determinate Doctrine,—per-

adventure, as in our case, a Doctrine the substance of which is

found deep-seated in the consciousness of every developed life,

—and endeavours, by analysis, to discover the general concepts

and principles which constitute the hidden basis of that Chris-

tian truth in the sphere of speculation. Convinced that truth

never can contradict itself ; that what is true in theology can-

not be false in philosophy, it undertakes to prove what must

be the answer given to philosophical questions which involve

the interests of religion, if that answer is to be in harmony

alike with the essence of Christianity, and with the necessary

facts of moral consciousness on which Christianity depends. It

is obvious that the inquiry must not arbitrarily alter philoso-

phical principles in order to accommodate them to some prac-

tical end or subjective want ; it must proceed scientifically, so

far as to prove from the very nature of those principles, that

in proportion as they are universally necessary and true, they

naturally find their place in a train of speculative thought

corresponding to the express contents of Christianity.

From what has now been said it will be seen that the

object of this work is not exactly to exhibit the Protestant

Doctrine of Sin with its attendant truths, as it is categorically

stated and developed by our older theologians in the Symboli-

cal Books of our Church. It will, we hope, be apparent that

our inquiries are cbnducted in a Protestant spirit ; but, by a

Protestant spirit we mean something widely different from the

interpretation of the term now-a-days fashionable, which makes
it the denial of all settled Doctrine and a protest against Chris-

tian Protestantism. That only can we call a really Protestant

spirit, whether in science or in life, which embraces the vital

religious principles of the Protestant Churches with the con-

viction of the mind and the affection of the heart. But in

order to the Protestant character of a dogmatic investigation,

a perfect coincidence with all our Church Symbols and Con-

fessions is by no means necessary. It is quite possible, we
believe, to rejoice and glory in the great dogmatic works of a

Gerhard or a Quenstedt, as imperishable monuments of

scientific Protestantism in Germany, without relinquishing the

hope of one day making our Protestant theology a still purer

and more living exponent of systematic Christian Doctrine.



BOOK L

THE REALITY OF SIN.

PART I.

THE NATUEE OF SIN.

CHAPTER I.

Sin as Transgression of the Law.

It requires no special profundity of reflection but only a

moderate degree of moral earnestness to prompt

Fac/^f Evil ^^ thoughtfully to pause before ONE GREAT Phe-

nomenon of human life, and ever and anon to

turn towards it a scrutinizing look. I refer to the phenome-

non of Evil ; the presence of an element of disturbance and

discord in a sphere where the demand for harmony and xxmtj

is felt with peculiar emphasis. It meets us at every turn as

the history of the human race in the course of its develop-

ment passes before us ; it betrays its presence in mani-

fold forms when we fix our eyes upon the closest relationships

of society ; and we cannot hide from ourselves its reality when
we look into our own hearts. It is a dark and dismal niffht-

shade, casting a gloom over every department of human life,

and continually pervading its fairest and brightest forms.

They, indeed, make very light of their philosophical percep-

tions who fancy they can dismiss the greatest riddle

iVn^ed.^^
of the world, the existence of evil, simply by forbid-

ding it serious thought. They speak of the dis-

agreeableness of reflections so studiously directed towards the

dark side of life ; they find that it is on]y " according to
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nature," that the more steadily you fix your eyes upon the

darkness, the more immeasurable does it appear ; and they

advise us for our own sakes to turn away from the question of

evil, because our troubhng ourselves about it will be of no

avail save to plunge us into gloomy melancholy.* How gladly

should we follow this advice if only Novalist were right in his

bold promise,'—which expresses the mind of Carpocrates the

Gnostic,J and that perhaps of Tichte also,—that, " if a man
suddenly and thoroughly persuaded himself that he was moral,

he would really be so." Were it true, that if a man with

firm resolve shook off " that old and grievous delusion of sin,"

as a wild and empty dream, he would be free from sin, who
would not in so easy a manner be released ? But as the well-

known device of the ostrich does not save it from the weapon

of the hunter, so the mere shutting of our eyes to the reality

of evil does not make it vanish, but delivers us only the more

surely into its power.

In order to be conquered, the enemy must first of all be

known ; and the very complaints of the disagree-

from other ableness of such reflections strongly witness how
troubles of dangerous it is to shrink from them. When other
liffi. .

things indeed disturb and hinder us, we consider

it an honourable effort on a man*s part to disregard them ; and

yet we feel we ought to abhor this plan as mischievous in the

case of moral troubles. Bodily pain and physical evil we have

in common with all living beings ; they pertain to the lower

and physical part of our nature, and the prevailing power of the

spirit appears doubly noble in rising above them. But moral

*" We find this advice (very like what some modern philosophers give) in the

celebrated work of Boethius, (born at Kome, 445, beheaded 526), De Consola-

Hone Philosophiae

:

—
*' Vos haec fabula respicit,

Quicunque in superAm diem

Mentem ducere quaeritis.

Nam qui Tartareum in specus

Victus lumina flexerit,

Quidquid praecipuum trahit,

Perdit, dum videt inferos."

t Novalis, born 1772, in Mansfield, died 1801. See his Schriften, vol. % p.

248.

X Carpocrates lived during the first half of the second century, at Alexandria.
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evil, wickedness, belongs to man alone of all living creatures in

nature ; it has its seat in the spirit, in the Will ; and if this

discord has penetrated the spirit itself, what else has man

within him whereby to rise above it ? Wickedness is not

the only source of disturbance in the spiritual life, and yet it

stands quite alone in the manner in which it works upon our

consciousness. If man discovers any striking defects in his

mental organization, or unavoidable hindrances to a more per-

fect culture and a more vigorous perception, he is pained at it,

but he does not reproach himself for it ; let him be conscious

of willing what is wrong, and he immediately knows that he

is without excuse.

If our earthly life be fettered with many hard conditions, a

thorough and comprehensive reflection will teach

our iiature^° ^® ^^^ ^^ reconcile these with our higher nature

and our great destiny ; evil alone is excluded as

absolutely alien from and repugnant to our nature : no higher

ground of contemplation, no clearer perception can ever recon-

cile us to it. To the problem with which the youth struggled

hard, the man of mature age returns ; but the stern experience

of real life which he has acquired, and his deeper knowledge

of mankind, have only increased the difficulty of solving it.

Some philosophic modes of thought may boast of having, by

a speculative theory, quite resolved moral evil into a general

necessity, and so of having transformed the dark background

of existence into light and clearness ; but real life strides on

unconcerned alike about the false self-exaltation of the schools

and the self-degradation which would forbid the consideration of

the subject. The advocates of this opinion are, in fact, refuted

by their own experience and conduct, for wrong-doing always

awakens in them a feeling altogether distinct from that with

which they contemplate the unavoidable limitations and un-
toward circumstances of this our individual life ; and, moreover,

they actually deal with wrong-doing in a manner wholly dif-

ferent from their treatment of the inevitable imperfections of

humanity. This theory does not explain the real facts of our
moral life and consciousness ; it gives them the lie, and the
facts avenge themselves by taking no notice of the theory.

But the moral nature with which evil is so boldly and strik-

ingly contrasted, as an element alien and repugnant to it, is
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not that which prevails in real life ; nor does it correspond

with the actual state of mankind generally. Evil, with its

manifold ramifications, has so intimately intertwined itself

with, and grown into human nature, that judging by appear-

ances we might conclude it to be part and parcel of that

nature. It is a higher truth concerning our nature, a truth

perceived only by a more profound reflection that enables us

to judge of evil as a perversion which, though we cannot

destroy it, ought to be rejected as an intruder.

In this consciousness there is, I say, a truth unveiled which

Q - rules our life with unlimited authority, so far as

moral obliga- the moulding of it is in our own hands ; i.e., so
^^^^'

far as our life is conditioned by our conscious self-

determination. The power which, by self-determination, we
possess of deciding our own state and its influences upon

others is denominated will. The true conception of will is,

not the bare act of choice or decision only. This we must

allow to be possessed, in a certain sense, by creatures without

intelligence, and as existing in the organic life of nature by

virtue „ of its development from its own principles.''^ Self-

determination only beconies will when it is conscious of itself,

and when the subject of it is able, beforehand, to think upon

that which by self-determination he realizes. The deeper truth

of our nature expresses not that which actually is, but that

which OUGHT to be ; an ought which is intended to pass into

act

—

i.e., to be realized or obeyed ; but which, though not

yet realized, does not cease to assert itself as an obligation, a

rule of life, a necessity limiting our will.

This inner practical truth of our nature does not of necessity

realize itself immediately, carrying into effect the duty im-

posed. This belongs to the sphere of spirit, and only

through the spirit can it be realized. Accordingly, the physi-

cal possibility of a deviation therefrom, is not excluded from

the self-action of the will. The necessity with which it first

appears is itself a moral one, and it has elasticity enough to

admit of that possible deviation ; still it has unconquerable

energy enough ever to assert its authority, notwithstanding

actual contradiction.

"^ " In a certain sense," for strictly speaking there can he no mention of self

determination where there is no real Self.
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This practical truth which absolutely governs and yet does

The moral ^lot compel the human will, is the moral law.

law. The moral law as the rule of the human will, is

none other than moral good. Hence, it is clear, that the con-

ception of the law presupposes the conception of the good ; and

f if an ethical system follows the true order, this latter concep-

] tion must be deduced prior to the former, and independently of

I
it. The impression of sublimity and of majesty which the

moral law makes upon the mind that contemplates it, provided

its sensibilities are still unblunted, does not arise from its form

merely as an unconditional command, but from the very nature

of its contents, upon which the form itself depends. Kant in

his moral system directly reverses this order, maintaining that

the conception of the good is to be determined after the law

and by the law ; and then he enthusiastically apostrophizes

the great name of Duty.* Schleiermacher justly objects that

such a glorification of duty must be taken as applicable even to

the ethics of Eudemonism for example, because a merely formal

conception of duty cannot be refused a place even in that

system.t

' If in our present exposition we depart from the true and

genetic order which ranks the conception of the good and right

before that of law, it must be remembered that our business is

not to set up a system of morality, but to take cognizance of

the DISTURBANCE of our moral life in all its sad reality. In

order to arrive at this knowledge, our mode of procedure must,

from the very nature of the subject, be first of all descriptive .

This disturbance of our moral nature must be reflected in the

mirror of our contemplation in the very form in which it pre-

sents itself to the inner perceptions of mankind generally. We
must begin with the phenomena in order to search out its

inner nature.

The moral law embraces the whole of human life, so far at

The moral law ^^^^^ ^^ *^^^^ ^^^® ^^ dependent on the will ; but it

in the ab- does this by occupying the highest place above it.
stract.

g^ j^^^y .g -^g throne, that as we take our stand

there and look abroad, all the minor varieties of moral duty

* Kritik der praktischeu Vernunft, 6th Ed. pp. 91, 125.

t Grundlinien einer Kritik der bisherigen Sitteiilehre, p. 180. (1st Ed.)
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in the several spheres of human life and stages of human de-

velopment vanish, and fundamental moral truth presents itself

in simple yet majestic outlines. And yet as we descend, every

thing that is of a moral character in all those various spheres

and stages must find a place within these outlines, and must

prove itself to be in due perspective and harmony there-

with. Thus there is a wide distance between the moral law

far above us and our moral life here below in its concrete limi-

tations, (wholly apart from the question of harmony or discord

between the two,) a barrier so to speak of wide extent, which

ai-ises from the very nature of law. The principles of the law

demand the obedience of man in every moment of his life, and

yet they never descend to the minute moral circumstances of

his position ; they can never tell him in detail and exhaus-

tively how he is to demean himself in relation to them. Tar

above the minutise of actual life, the majestic greatness of the

law appears, great in its uniformity, great also in its reserve.

This sublime elevation, which the moral law sustains towards

Causes of this
^^® actual life of man, even when that life deve-

abstract lops itself and acts according to its commands, is

e eva ion.
owing mainly to two things. The first is indivi-

duality in the widest import of the word. A moral act,

viewed as the determinate outgo of actual life, is never simple

and isolated, it is complex and many-sided, and its real moral

import, both as to contents and to form, depends partly upon

the distinctive character and idiosyncrasy of the doer, and

partly upon the special nature of the social relations in which

he is placed. Now, as the law presents only a general outline

of the normal condition of man*s will and life, of what ought to

be applicable alike to all, the distinctive duty of each individual

could not be detailed therein. The second consideration more

closely concerns our present investigation. As to the first, it

is impossible for the moral law accurately to define individual

duty ; this is a task which even ethical science with its wider

appliances can only approximately perform. Between its con-

ceptions and principles on the one hand, and the circumstances

of the individual on the other, there must always be a dispro-

portion, or at least a gap which no rules can obviate or fill up.

What alone can do this is the conscience of the man himself,

asserting itself and acting in the manner of an immediate

VOL. I. c
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feeling or moral instinct. The second thing to which the ab-

stract position of the law, as the rule of our life, is owing,

is the MORAL CONDITION OF MAN ; this is the presupposition

and starting-point, the basis and source, of all effort to fulfil the

law. We cannot here consider the diversities of this condi-

tion ; suffice it to say, that even when this starting-point has

undergone a radical conversion and renewal of the moral life,

the endeavour after harmony with the moral law is still a con-

tinual conflict with inward and outward hindrances. Even in

this case, man still requires a moral instructor to take him

by the hand, inclined as he is to sin and error though

he has been " apprehended " by the divine principle of the

law, and to teach him to know the moral process whereby

he may progressively realize the moral law in his life. The law

itself, however, does not become his instructor, but overlooking

the changes and stages of the intermediate course, it contents

itself with pointing out to him the right and perfect as his goal.

What then are the intermediate conceptions wherewith

Rothe's Ethics fills up the interval and applies the moral

relative^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ given circumstances of actual life ? It

morality. must not do this by lowering the standard of the

moral law, accommodating it to the ability of sinful man,

renewed though he may be by the redemptive work of Christ,

and prescribing for him only a relatively normal moral con-

duct. Yet this is the solution of the question proposed by

Eothe, who, in his Theological Ethics, investigates the true con-

ception of the moral law with his wonted acuteness.""'^ The
moral law would, by this explanation, be deprived of the ideal

authority which, (even according to the scientific language used

by Eothe to describe it), really belongs to it, and that dictum of

* Among other places, see book iii. §§ 806-809. Here Rothe distinguishes
between the moral law in a wider and in a narrower sense. By the first he un-
derstands the original and perfect standard of human conduct, the morality of

which, according to his theory, consists in the absolute subjection of material
nature to personality. But he does not look upon this simple principle as actual
law, he would rather call it a moral standard or ideal pattern. It is, indeed
law for the Saviour, but not for the Christian. In his view the moral law is

strictly speaking, "that formula for human guidance in virtue of whose re-
straining power the actual performance of moral duty is rendered possible to
sinful man, and guaranteed for him through that divine grace of which by
redemption he is made a partaker."—P. 13.
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Kant, " I can, because I ought," in its reverse form, " I cannot,

and therefore I ought not," would become the canon deter-

mining what the moral law should be for us. * Such a limita-

tion of the true conception of law in its moral bearing, is not

in harmony with the language of Holy Scripture regarding it

;

indeed, it compromises the entire system of morals and the

true and adequate knowledge of sin, as will appear in our

progressive inquiry.

It may further be remarked, that no ethical system can

include in the conception of the moral law, those individual-

izing contingencies which arise from the given conditions of

actual life, and which vary according to nation, age, and

person, t In this case, we should have to treat the moral law

itself as mutable according to circumstances, and this would

directly contradict its ideal import.

The older Theology, that of the Middle Ages, and that of the

True idea f
Protestant Church, was perfectly right in consi-

the moral dering universality, equality for all, and un-
^^'

changeahleness as determinations inseparable from

our conception of the moral law. Its most essential and

distinguishing attribute, viz., its unconditional authority,

depends upon these. It is quite out of place therefore, at

least in the accurate and scientific use of words, to speak of

different Moral Laws, one moral law for heathens, another for

Jews, and a third for Christians. The only allowable dis-

tinction here, is that of a more or less perfect exhibition of

the one Moral Law ; and what is called the Christian moral law

* That Eothe's conception of the limits of the moral law really implies this, is

clear from the grounds upon which he refuses to recognize " the moral standard "

as a moral law for us in our actual state as sinners. It cannot be directly bind-

ing upon us, because in consequence of natural depravity, we are not in a posi-

tion wherein conformity to it would be possible. At p. 12, for instance, he says,

**it demands an absolute normal obedience, but even with the help of divine

grace, we can only render an obedience relatively normal." But this may with

equal truth be asserted of any of the commandments, e.g.^ of that which Christ

calls the first and great commandment, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thine heart, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength." Indeed,

according to the explanation of the Christian moral law which Rothe gives, it

would follow, that even this precept cannot rigidly be considered God's practi-

cal law for man.

+ That Rothe does this likewise, is evident, for he holds that the moral law

in the range of its concrete determinations, is in a state of continual change.

-§§ 820 f.
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is only the pure and perfect embodiment of that one law.*

This embodiment of the law does not necessarily presuppose

the sinfulness of the being to whom it directs its commands

;

the prohibitive form of some of these commands is only the

inseparable exclusion of what is contrary to the right and good

denoted, and this necessarily presupposes, not the reality, but

only the possibility of the sin forbidden.

From the universality of the law in the abstract, and its

sameness for all, there necessarily arises a range of special

limitations which bring it into closer connection with man as he

is, in actual experience of life, within the confines of time and

space, having various claims imposed upon him by his own wants

and the wants of others, whether persons or communities,

fettered moreover and hindered by sin without, and by a hard

conflict within. This complicated series of particular commands

and duties, is evolved from the relation of the universal moral

law to the given circumstances of the individual, but its only

sure objective basis is that high and authoritative original.

In this intermediate range arises also what is ordinarily

Collision of Called the collision of duties. This collision or
duties.

clashing of definite moral precepts, arises generally

from the circumstance, that a man has claims laid upon him
for the performance of several simultaneous and perhaps con-

* Hence, of course, we disagree with Rothe wlien he says that "neither the

moral character of our Lord, nor the moral precepts of the New Testament, can

be made the Christian's standard." His argument is, that the morality of our

Lord was absolutely normal, whereas ours, even when perfect, can be only re-

latively normal ; and moreover, that the moral precepts of the New Testament
presuppose a moral condition and circumstances wholly different from our own.
"We, on the contrary, affirm that the morality of our Lord is a standard for us for

the very reason that it was absolutely normal. Rothe would make Christian

morals, as they actually appear in each particular age and sphere of life, the stan-

dard of Christian morality for that time. But so far from claiming the title of
" reformer of Christian morality," the Protestant Christian will recognize the

standard of Christian morality in vogue at any given time as law, only so far as it

is in harmony with the standard of morality laid down in the New Testament,
i.e., in no wise as really law. How could any changeable form of Christian mor-
ality, variously defined in various circumstances, possess that divine authority,

which even according to Rothe, resides in what is really the moral law? This
readiness to recognize an unconditionally valid standard for our conduct in the
objective reflection which the passing stage of the world's history casts upon
the mirror of our moral consciousness, is only in keeping with the pantheistic
bias from which the speculative principles of this system are not free ; a bias
necessarily arising from Rothe's views, concerning speculative method, to which
we referred in the Introduction.
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flicting duties in every moment of his conscious life, claims far

more numerous than he can possibly fulfil, considering his finite

nature and his multifarious moral relations. Strictly speaking,

this " collision of duties " always exists ; but he notices it only

when the conflicting claims press upon him with special live-

liness, and seemingly with equal moral force.

Having thus distinguished these two great momenta, the

^ n : , . universal moral law, and the particular moral obli-
Dehnite duty. _ . . '

• ^ ^ i

GATION, there is, m the series, a third stage where-

in the moral standard is actually transferred to and embodied

in the experience of the individual, I mean the definite duty.

Herein is pointed out to man the moral conduct becoming him

at any given time, and in any given relations, excluding

every other wish or act on his part. We may venture to adopt

the words of Schleiermacher here, though not in precisely the

same sense as he, that every determinate and fixed duty is a

distinguishing between conflicting duties.* And from this it

will immediately appear that properly speaking there is no

such thing as a collision of duties. The true harmony of the

several parts in the unity of the moral law, and the uncon-

ditional and commanding authority which characterizes its pre-

cepts, are restored again in the positive duty now defined and

settled, so that the end of the series coincides with its be-

ginning. But in the interval, between the ideal starting-

point and the practical goal, the moral law passes through a

multitude of moral relationships, with their respective claims

upon the individual mutually limiting and narrowing each

other, so that it often requires the unravelling of a tangled web
of duties in order to ascertain what is the individual's duty at

any particular time. It is evident therefore, that ethical

science can never decide what is a man's clear and definite

duty in any given circumstances, by progressive and logical in-

ferences from its primary principles. The final and completing

decision must be left to the conscience of the man himself.

The internal perception of the moral law as a rule uncon-

The inner
ditionally binding, is so essential a part of human

witness of consciousness, that were it wholly wanting in any

one, we should be compelled to doubt the complete-

ness of his humanity. It never is wholly absent ;—indeed it is a

* System der Sittenlehre, heraxtsg. von A. Schweizer, § 327. See also Rothe's

remarks on this point, pp. 63-75.
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fact of great significance, a wonderful witness to the original

nobility of the human spirit, that even in the very densest dark-

ness of sin there still linger some elements of the highest know-

ledge,and still glimmer some sparks of ideal truth. At the lowest

depth of this moral darkness we may find moral apprehensions

so perverted as to be almost irreconcilable with the first prin-

ciples of this knowledge ; but cases such as these can only be

looked upon as isolated exceptions from the universal rule.

Even the most uncivilized man will recognize the dictates of

justice as valid and binding, when brought to bear upon the

behaviour of others towards him ; and only when they are

applied to his own conduct, do they sometimes become dark and

doubtful.

The moral law also verifies itself practically as an objective

Embodied in power in history, because its principles form the
human law. p^^e and living germ of all the various rights and

duties of man in the family, in the state, and in society

generally. Thus, as an objective power, the law may be said

to compass man about, onwards from the very first moment of

his life, with an authority silent indeed, but never wholly to be

slighted, and obliging him in some degree to yield to its

demands. But the subjective motive of this compliance

is not only in innumerable instances wholly undeveloped, it

may even be in many cases positively perverted.

It is evident from the hints here given regarding the rela-

The Mosaic tion of the moral law to the consciousness of

Law. man, that its elevation to an ever-increasing

clearness of subjective conviction depends upon the progressive

development of the human spirit generally
; and it also follows

that it must be exposed to disturbance and darkening in

individuals and nations, through the force of propensities and
tendencies of the will that strive against it. Hence it comes
to pass that a positive revelation of the moral law—a oivino-

of the law—appropriately finds its place in the series of God's

historical revelations to man. The Law of Moses is clearly in

its moral precepts nothing more than a republication of the

moral law in its intrinsic truth, suited to the wants of the

Israelites
; and, in order to preserve the knowledge of it in the

midst of the darkening and perverting influence of human
wilfulness and sin, it was necessary to have it committed to
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writing as an actual standard of appeal * But as the moral

law was in this case embodied in a code, clothed with outward

political authority and interwoven with ritualistic and civil

laws, it had to accommodate itself both to the character and

historical relations of the Israelites, and to the requirements of

the stage of moral culture which the age had then reached.

The exposition of it as a whole had therefore to be limited, and

its moral principles are exhibited only in the broadest outlines.

An unprejudiced consideration of the Mosaic law obliges us to

allow that while it announces the eternal principles of true

morality, and is ever calculated to beget the knowledge of sin

and repentance, there is in the Christian Church, through the

power of the pattern of holiness in Christ and of the divine

Spirit, a far more developed and deeper knowledge of the law

than could possibly have been given to the Israelites through

Moses.t

This view of the moral law cannot be subject to the reproach

Practical ^^ reducing it to an abstract ideal, hovering over

power of the mankind in powerless and inactive transcendancy.

There must, indeed, to a certain extent, be a leav-

ing out or renunciation of the idea of immediate fulfilment and

realization in our conception of the moral law. It rules the will,

and yet must so far stand aloof as to allow to the will the ability

of resisting its rule. But though the individual for himself

may overrule the binding authority of the law by his arbitrary

will, this cannot be done to any extent in a community ;—so

closely are some of its principles interwoven with the very

existence of society, that the denial of their authority would be

the ruin of society itself. The person even who refuses to

direct his will any longer by the law, cannot free himself wholly

* Augustine very beautifully says, regarding the Lex scripta (Euarr. in Ps.

Ivii. 1),
'' Quia homines appetentes ea quae /oris sunt j etiama se ipsis exules facti

sunt, data est etiam conscripta Lex ; non quia in cordihus scripta non erat ; sed

quia tufugitivus eras cordis tuij ah illo qui uhique est comprelienderis et ad te ipsum

intra revocaris.
"

+ It in some degree confuses the questions arising from the continual obliga-

tion of the moral law upon the Christian, when the older theology of our Churc]i,

in the Formula ConcordiaCj part ii., chap, vi., de tertio legis divinae usu, usually

fixes its eye exclusively upon the Mosaic Law in its moral bearings. The asser-

tion, for instance, that all that Christ announces in His Sermon on the Mount

as rs'X'^pua-ts tov vofiov is only the real and immediate import of the Old Testa-

ment commands, is on the face of it an arbitrary one.
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from its sway. The repudiated law follows him in his self-

perversion, and will not suffer him wholly to rid himself of the

sense of an inner discord. But how could the violation of the

moral law, proceeding from a will which renounced it, cause an

inward strife and variance in the very consciousness of the man
if the law itself were not inherent there ?

In conformity with these conclusions we find that our con-

„
2 g

sciousness presents to us the evil which is in our

OPPOSITION TO will, in the form first of all of opposition to the
^^^^"

law. The man now for the first time becomes

morally conscious of a demand requiring of him the uncon-

ditional submission of his will to its authority, and obliging

him to give up everything rather than refuse olDedience.

He perceives it at first by a kind of higher instinct of the

reason as an instantaneous feeling, yet not less real than when

it takes the form of a developed insight discerning its inner

necessity. From this moment the man becomes conscious of

evil as evil, as opposition to a demand unconditionally binding,

and as actual rebellion against a law whose sanctity ought

never to be called in question.

And who can deny that in this inward perception there Hes

The truth im- ^ deep truth 1 that thus there may be imprinted
plied in this, q^ the mind, though only in a relative and indis-

tinct manner, a strong conviction that evil may be overcome and

put away ? In opposition to the universal and impartial

authority and to the holy necessity of the moral law, man in

evil doing manifests a principle of subjective choice and

unbounded arbitrariness of will. This arbitrariness is not the

less real because it hides itself conveniently under the guise of

a moral accommodation to, or compliance with one's nature,

which claims an exceptional law and a privileged tribunal of

judgment. The demand so often made in our day, that the

moral law must modestly retire before powerful natures,

strong passions, complicated relations, and make way for

them, does not spring from a healthy sentiment, but from
a feeble deification of mere power. True strength consists

in submitting the will to the recognized call of duty, in

spite of the fierce impulse of one's own nature, and the pressure

of circumstances. It would be conferring upon man a very
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poor honour indeed, if, in the last instance, he must follow the

rule which amid conflicting powers of nature assigns the

right to the strong. It is clear certainly, from what has

already been said, that the positive moral duty of any one in

any given case cannot be decided by the moral law alone ;
that

duty depends not only upon the drift of the law, but also upon

the distinctive individuality of the Subject himself, and the

distinctive peculiarities of his position. Hence arises a pheno-

Spontaneous menon continually to be met with in human
obedience. experience. It is this. If we examine the

springs of moral action in daily life we shall find, in thousands

upon thousands of cases, that even where the moral act bears

the impress of the law, there has been no conscious reference

to the law or its general requirements. Without any resort

to general principles, the man in his decisions obeys the calls

of particular circumstances, whose moral import and binding

power he has become once for all assured of, and his individu-

ality gives to his acts a form of their own, distinct from the

acts of any one else. But herein the particular duty is not

apart from the universal law nor opposed to it, on the contrary

it is included in it and subject to it. The individuality has

itself become false and perverted, and the circumstances illegiti-

mate, if they can no longer be subordinated to the moral

law.* If individuality be not blended with reverence for that

impartial and unerring law which is the same for all, the

more energetic it becomes the more ruinously will it operate.

And if these definite circumstances and relationships of

common life press upon the man with all the weight of moral

power, this arises from the moral law which dwells within the

heart—the original source of their just claims. If these rela-

tions, in the forms which they assume, break loose from their

true and primary source, they can impose themselves upon the

* It is clear that we do not here refer to Jacobi's polemic (especially in

liis Sendschreihen an Fichte) against the attempts of the philosophies of Kant

and Fichte to bring all moral life nnder the dominion of one formula ; because

Jacobi himself in his Allwill has expressly combated the principle of moral com-

pliance with nature and its pretence to self-legislation. Kevertheless he cannot

be said to have solved the autonomy involved in this—the apparent contradic-

tion, I mean, between the sovereignty of personality over the abstract law, as

affirmed in his first-named treatise, and the subjection of personality to the

universality of divine commands as affirmed in his last-named work.
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man and fetter him, only through the blind and precarious force

of habit, or by the interests of selfishness.

If this be the true import of the moral law, then—however

abstract our conception of it-^evil in all its ramifications and

individual manifestations may be described as a violation of it.

It cannot be denied that sin usually presents itself to us in

Sin obiec-
^^ objective form. Whether we take as our stan-

tively con- dard—the violation of which constitutes the essence

of sin—the Mosaic law, the pattern of Christ, and

the precepts which He and His Apostles gave us, or Conscience

alone, it is, in our very conception of it, independent of our

wishes and subjective fancies, and binding on us in virtue of

a higher authority. And it need not in the least confound us

that subjective fancies, even the most morally perverted, have

often been put forth as the decisions of conscience ; for what

truth, however sacred, is there, which may not similarly be

misunderstood or wilfully misinterpreted by infatuation or

hypocrisy ?

But if we analyse our conception of sin, we shall find that

it is never entirely without a subjective element

dement''^''''
likewise. It would be quite impossible for us to

define the moral law, even in its broadest outlines,

as distinguished from the laws of nature, without specifying

its exclusive reference to beings possessed of will. No one

could for a moment think of charging the lower animals with

transgression of the law ; indeed, we can only speak of " the

sins " of children in a potential sense, as possibilities, not

actualities, so long as will and the moral law exist in them in

2Mentid only.^^ Neither can the charge of breaking the moral law

* Upon the same grounds Augustine fully recognizes this freedom from sin,

propriae vitae in the case of very young children (see his Treatise, De pecc. mer.

et remiss,, lih. i. 64, 05). But some Pelagians, in order to avoid the argument

for original sin from the practice of Infant Baptism, attributed actual sin to

new-born children to account for the necessity of baptism. The elder Lutheran

theologians on the contrary were compelled, chiefly by their principle that origi-

nal sin where it existed must be embodied in actual sin, to attribute peccata

actualia to new-born children (see Hutter, Loci Communes, art. s.., cap. i. 3 ; and
Quenstedt, who has a distinct qucestio [the 14th in the polemic section of the

chapter De peccato], An in infantes usu rationis destitutos cadant peccata actu-

alia?) Here the inference seems almost forced upon us, *'If an aipso-/;

ufiapT^Zv (plural) be appropriated by the new-born child in baptism, he must
alieady be guilty of actual sin."
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be brought against the,man whose conscious self-determination

and will, though present, has been deranged by some physical

cause. I say physical, for if the connection between self-

determination and action be disturbed only by the unrestrained

power of the lower impulses, the validity and force of the

moral requirement would not be done away. The will must be

lord within its own house, and that preponderance of the lower

impulses is something that ought not to be. But in the face of

any necessity of nature and against its power, the ought of the

law has no significance. Insanity, again, severs the connection
;

as also do the severest types of feverish diseases and the like.

In such cases the iniquity which lies hidden in the heart may
be exposed to view, but actual sin cannot be committed.

This subjective element of free will is necessarily involved

in the very essence of sin. Whenever anything

free wuT^^
°^ ^^ ^^® ^^^^ ^^ ^ being who determines his conduct

consciously is found to be in opposition to the

moral law, it is, according to this principle, characterized as

SIN ;—without examining how it may have originated, or in

what relation it may stand to the moral consciousness of the

Subject, and to the degree of his present development and

power. Taking this description of sin as in the main just^,

though it does not sufficiently unveil for us its inner nature,

we must nevertheless recognize and allow that all further deter-

minations and inferences, essentially pertaining to sin, will be

found wherever violation of the moral law objectively occurs.

Holy Scripture likewise defines the conception of sin in this

sense,when it declares j? afMaprlaiarlv t) avofjLia{ 1John

Scrip^re.^'
° ^- ^)' "^^^^ expression occurs in the course of an

argument against the laxity which, recognizing the

general authority of the divine law, did not take it as applying

to several sinful practices, because, forsooth, they were not ex-

pressly forbidden by the letter of the Decalogue.* In opposition

to this depraved sentiment the apostle, in the preceding words

(Tra? o TTotMV rrjv afxaprlav koI ttjv avofMiav nroiel), inculcates

the truth that a partial obedience will not satisfy the claims of a

l^w which demands perfect purity both of will and deed. He

* See Liicke's Commentary on the Epistle of John, and Neander, " Pflan-

zung dev Kirche,'' p. 144.
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shows the blameworthiness of everything sinful, in contrast

with the purity spoken of in verse 3, (dyvov elvai), by describing

it as opposition to the law of God. When to the declaration

—

Tray 6 irotSyv Tr)v dfiapriav koi ttjv dvofitav iroielj " every one that

committeth sin also committeth transgression of law "—he adds,

Koi 7} dfiapTia iarXv 17 dvofiiaj " and sin is transgression of law
"

—his intention, certainly, is to define the conception of sin

thus :

—
" And herein consists the nature of sin, sin is a repudia-

tion or violation of the law." The first proposition, viewed by

itself, might be understood as meaning only that transgression

of the law is one out of many elements in the true conception

of sin : but the second defines the thought more accurately,

because it puts the two concepts side by side as co-extensive and

logically convertible.* The elder Dogmatists of our church

were wont to support their definitions of sin by this text.t

In order more fully to define the nature of evil in relation

Three Ques- ^^ ^^^ moral law, THREE QUESTIONS must be

TioNs PRO- answered. First, Is all evil a violation of the
pobED.

moral law ? or does the law apply only to outward

act, and not to inner motive, not to the prevailing state of the

inner life and character ? Secondly, Does evil denote that

only which positively contradicts the law, or that also which

fails to satisfy the fuU claims of the law ? Thirdly, may not

the law and our consciousness of it be really the consequence

* If with Kostlin, ("Der Lehrbegriff des Evangeliums und der Briefe Johan-

nis," p. 246), we adopt Lachmann's reading, xa) a^a^r/a Utiv « aw^/a, it would

appear, considering St. John's usual accuracy in the use of the article, that

a.(i.ttf>ria. should be taken as the predicate, **and violation of law is sin." But

this would be a very weak and unmeaning proposition in relation to the words

immediately preceding, and is not bettered by the exposition, "sin is really sin

because it is included in the conception of avoftia, but this avo/t/a is really sin."

As the words occur in this passage, a,vafi.U is clearly the stronger, and kfia^Tia,

the weaker and less determinate. Even with this reading, therefore, and in

spite of the omission of the article, we should have to take a^a/ir/a as the

subject.

t Melanchthon : defectus vel incUnatio vet actio pugnans cum lege Dei.

{Loci Theol. depeccato, 1569, p. 97.)

Gerhard : discrepantia, aberratio, dejlexio a lege,

Calovius : illegalitas seu difformitas a lege.

Baiek : carentia conformitatis cum lege.

BuDBEUs : violatio seu transgressio legis divince.

Baumgarten : transgressio legis seu absentia conformitatis cum lege.
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of evil, and not, as we have represented it, its presupposition or

basis ?

As to the first of these questions, Schleiermacher maintains

S3 ThbFirst ^^^^ ^^® ^^^ immediately applies to action only,*

Question and that it does not of itself require us to look
CONSIDERED.

^^^^ ^-^^ outward deed to the inward motive.t

This view is manifestly akin to that of Kant, though Schleier-

macher draws a very different inference from it. Kant infers that

the moral law is a standard for the government of action, and

for the several distinct decisions of the will ; whereas Schleier-

macher, in conformity with his more thorough and comprehen-

sive view, holds that the knowledge of right and wrong in

morals ought not to be put in the form of law or command.^

He considers that law is insufficient to produce the knowledge

of sin, and to present to us the goal of perfect holiness.

Schleiermacher accordingly declines to adopt the definition

Schleier- of sin as " transgression of the law."§ For if the law
macher's view. qj{[j bears upon the outward act and not upon the

life, i.e., the habitual character of the man, moral goodness in its

fulness must be more than the fulfilling of the law, and the

proposed definition of evil is essentially imperfect. Much that

a high sense of rectitude will unhesitatingly pronounce evil,

—

e.g., habitual depravity of mind, perverted inclinations, passions

that have attained so fearful a predominance, that the will,

having so often listened to them, does not act but is driven,

—

could not, according to such a definition, be included in our con-

ception of evil. Are these internal disorders to be considered

evil only because they manifest themselves in perverse acts

when opportunity offers ? Certainly not ; on the contrary, no

sooner does the consuming flame of selfish inclinations and

passions begin to burn in a man's heart, than he falls under

the power of evil, though these inward feelings may never be

realized in corresponding crimes.

This is Schleiefmacher's view, and, to a certain extent, we

How far accept it as true. If the law as moral, contains a
correct. call to duty, if the form of command essentially

* Kritik der Sittenlehre, p. 179.

t Glaubenskhre § 112, 5 (vol. ii. p. 250, 2nd ed.)-

X System der {allgemeinen) Sittenlehrej § 93 (p. 65, Schweizer*s Ed.),

§ Glauhenslehre, § 66, 2 (vol. i. p. 399).
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belongs to it, in so far as it addresses the will in order thereby

to be realized in human life, it certainly has to do primarily

with the self-movement of the will to a decision^ Accord-

ingly the act,—which must not be taken in its narrow sense as

How far referring only to the outward part of it—the act,

wrong. I say^ as a whole, is the primary object or aim of

the command. Still, however, everything in the man's life

which really springs out of his act, is its derived or secondary

object. Thus the limits within which Schleiermacher would

confine our conception of law, are already broken through. The

law overrules, not only the deed, but the very being of the

man, because it begins with the inner part of the act, the senti-

ment, which includes the fixed and habitual tendency of the

person's will, his motives and state of feeling, his likes and dis-

likes ; so far as these again are determined by the prevailing

tendency of the will.t It is unquestionably essential that these

internal and abiding impulses of life should be harmoniously

governed in order to the attainment of that moral perfection

which no one would ever think of finding in the mere outward

conformity of action to law. Thus there is nothing in the true

conception of the law which excludes its bearing upon the pre-

vailing moral state of the individual ; and taking it in its

pure and full import, we may describe it in a general way as

the presentation of the moral ideal in the form of a com-

mand."^

* The full explanation of this position will find its appropriate place in the

course of our inquiry concerning the Freedom of the Will in the third Book.

+ There are indeed many men of note among theologians and philosophers who
have pronounced this growth of a man's real nature (as far as moral character is

concerned) from the will as its source, to be impossible. Thus Harless (Christ-

lichen Mhikj 6th Aufi. p. 25), viewing inclination as part of a man's being, says

:

—"I do not know that I am what I am through my will ; but I know that I

cau will through that which I am." I would here confine myself to the remark,

in passing, that while I fully allow the latter or affirmative portion of this pro-

position, I cannot admit its negative part. For we may with a just discrimina-

tion say both '*I am what I am through my will," and "I will, through that

which I am." "As I will so lam" and '' As I am so I will,"

+ Lactantius had this import of the law clearly in his mind when he called

Christ viva proisensque lex (Institt. Div. 1. iv. c. 17, 25), and so had Augustine
when he said ''Lex Domini ipse est, qui venit legem implere, non solvere " (Enarr.

I. in Ps. xviii. ), and Christ Himself refers to the same relation especially in Matt,
xi. 28-30. That the demands of the law extend to perfect holiness, is well

sho>vn by Augustine, De spiritu et littera, c. 14, 36,
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The law thus dwelling in the spirit of man is a matter of

knowledge, more or less clear ; and blended with

theTaw
^^ ° *^is knowledge, in virtue of man's moral nature,

prompts to its is an inner instigation towards its fulfilment.

For since moral good is understood to be law for

the will, it is also recognized in its bearing upon practice, and

in its authority making obedience incumbent upon us ; and

such a recognition of it cannot be imagined without some

impulse, however weak, to bring the will into harmony with it.

Wliere such an impulse is wholly wanting there can hardly be

any knowledge of the moral law, worthy of the name. It has

been reserved for that no longer human but diabolical hatred

of God, which is the most horrible of all the horrible pheno-

mena in the moral life of our day, to dissolve or pervert this

connection between the law of God and man's sense of obliga-

tion. It discerns nothing in the moral law beyond the arbi-

trary will of God as a lawgiver demanding the submission of

man, and accordingly, it refuses to discern any moral obliga-

tion to obey that command. There is nothing, however, in this

inner impulse to fulfil the law blended with the knowledge

of it, to give the man power to realize it in a single step of

his own development ; on the contrary it requires of him that

he shall have this power in himself.

In accordance with what we have already said, we rea.dily

„, ,
grant that the most perfect presentation of the

The law em- ° _ _ ^ T .
• i ,-, i

bodies the moral law cannot exhaustively express all the
l)erfection of fundamental principles of morality, nor the various

moral bearings of every act of will. But the law

does present the perfection of moral life in its main outlines,

and in relation both to our moral being and our moral acts.

And from this it is evident that what some are wont to call

'' legality " as distinct from morality, is properly speaking any-

thing but perfect coincidence with the moral law ; in other

words, this notion of legality has no place whatever in the

sphere of morals. Even in the case of national law, obedience

does not consist in the bare outward act ; it is not satisfactory

unless that springs from a true national sentiment which adopts

the principle of the law ; for even the practical in its true

nature has a moral basis.
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Holy Scripture abundantly witnesses to this comprehensive

Testimony of
significance of the moral law, understanding there-

Scripture, by, as it usually does, the Old Testament exposi-

tion of it. When, indeed, the apostle Paul (Eom. x. 5 ; Gal.

iii. 12) so strongly insists o iroi'^a-a^ avra ^TJaerat iv auroi^, he

seems to favour the limitation of the commands of the law to

the mere act. A close examination however shows us that

he has here in his mind the contrast not between outward

action and inward sentiment, but between a righteousness

wrought out laboriously by our own endeavours and the

righteousness of faith. Again, when he says (Phil. iii. 6),

regarding his early life, " touching the righteousness which is

of the law blameless," and adds that he was dissatisfied with

that righteousness (verses 7 and 8), it is clear that he makes

the assertion according to a human, or, more strictly speaking,

a Jewish judgment, which looked only to the outward works (elf

Tt? hoKel aXko^ ireTToiOevai iv aapKl, iyo) fidWoVy ver. 4) ; he has

no idea whatever of glorying in a real fulfilment of the law in his

previous life (compare Eomans vii. 8-23). The apostle shows

us how far removed that narrow view of the law was from his

present belief by an expression which he uses in Eom. vii. 14,

where he describes the vofio^ as irvevfxartKo^, that is, coincident

as to its contents with the will and mind of the Spirit of God.

If the commands of the law had no bearing upon the inner

man—upon his affections and motives—Paul would not have

been justified in deriving from it the piercing knowledge of

sin, the inrlyvcoo-i'i dfiapriw; spoken of in Eom. iii. 20. It would

be in direct contradiction to such passages as Eom. ii. 13, viii.

7, Gal. V. 22, 23, to suppose that the apostle held that even

when a man had perfectly fulfilled the demands of the law he

would not necessarily be St/cato?, and an object of the divine

approval, because even in that case the sentiments of his heart

(which God's judgment always looks to, Eom. ii. 29 ; 1 Cor.

iv. 5) might not be in keeping with his outward conduct.* This

* This is Schleiermacher's view. In a sermon preached in 1830 {Predigten,

in der Ausg. seiner sammtlichen Werke, vol. ii,, p. 655) he says: "As law

concerns outward conduct only, God, when He judges according to law, must
recognize actions as legal which spring from a heart that is still alien to every

God-pleasing sentiment. "We are wont to say that no flesh can be justified by the

works of the law because no one can perfectly keep the law ; but we may with
equal propriety also say that no flesh can be justified by the works of the law
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would lead to the conclusion that the cause of man's inability

under the dominion of mere law to attain the BiKatoavvTj ©eov is

to be found in the objective character of the law itself, and not

in man, not in moral state into which sin has brought him

and which now renders the law a dead and " death-working
"

letter. But this would be contrary not only to such declara-

tions as we find in Rom. vii. 12, 14, viii. 3 (iv w rjaOevei Sia rij?

(rapK6<;), but to the fundamental views of the apostle as to the

relation between the Old Testament economy and the New

;

views which recognize the truth that the law in itself would be

a way to righteousness and life (Rom. ii. 13, vii. 10) provided

that man in his natural state could satisfy its demands. St.

Paul accordingly does not hesitate to declare it as the aim of

the work of redemption " that the requirements of the law

might be fulfilled in us," Rom. viii. 4. What he finds wanting

in all law is not the perfect exhibition of moral goodness for

our information, but the power of communicating moral life

(Gal. iii. 21). It cannot help men to the possession of right-

eousness because the cdp^ (Rom. viii. 3) hinders their perception

of it and checks the natural impulse associated therewith to

fulful it.* In accordance with this view of the law Christ

refers the young man who came to Him asking, " What good

thing shall I do that I may inherit eternal life ? " to the keep-

ing of the commandments (Matt. xix. 27). And who can for

a moment doubt that He speaks of a sentiment pervading the

entire inner life when He expounds the true significance of the

Law in the Sermon on the Mount, and in Matt. xxii. 37—40

(in which latter place there is special reference to the Mosaic

because a man might perfectly fulfil it and yet would have no claim to the approval

of God." But here Schleiermacher contradicts his own better judgment as stated

in Der Kritik der Sittenlehre, p. 181 f., where, notwithstanding his theory of the

exclusive relation of the law to action, he will not allow that any act can be in an

ethical sense conformable to law if it does not spring from pious motives. Dr.

Schmid discusses this point very thoroughly in his instructive Weihnachtspro-

giamm for the year 1832

—

De notione legis in theologia morali rite cojisiituenda.

* See Neander, Planting, &c.
, p. 658. This very testimony to the weakness

of the law (Rom. viii. 3) shows that Paul recognised this inner impulse to

obedience as indissolubly involved in the knowledge of the law. "Were it a

matter of mere theoretical knowledge without constraining power, it would be

quite out of place to speak of its being " weakened by the flesh " as the reason

why it fails to lead man on to its fulfilment. It gives the knowledge, it awakens
the impulse ; but it is shorn of its power through the flesh.

VOL. I. D
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law) ? How again could He designate the love of His disciples

to one another, which should correspond to His love towards

them, as a new commandment (John xiii. 34), if in the very

conception of the law there were an exclusive reference to the

mere outward act ?
*

If we now inquire what it was that led Schleiermacher to

Ground of
^^^® limited apprehension of the moral law, we find,

Schleierma- as he himself intimates, that it was this : he
c er s view.

believed that man's inner nature and his moral

sentiments could neither be defined nor measured by any law.t

That they cannot be generated by the law we allow ; but why
the law should be unable to describe their perfect form we

cannot see. There is nothing in the form of command insepar-

able from law to prevent its defining perfect morality in its

inward and spiritual as well as in its outward form—the

motive as well as the act.

According to Schleiermacher's ethical principles, the law

cannot give this exposition of perfect duty ; on the contrary,

laws have no plea in ethics save "to express the external

action of the reason upon nature."
J

We can only remark in

passing that this is quite in keeping with Schleiermacher's

notion that a system of ethics should be constructed according

to the analogy of natural science. § In the sphere of nature we

elevate our deductions as to the method of her working into

laws of nature, when and so far only as they are realized in

nature's life ; and it is thus that Schleiermacher would regard

law in the sphere of morals likewise. If this were so it

certainly would not be consistent to take law as the expression

of moral perfection, and to make the recognition of its contents

(though as based upon the ideal they carry with them the

evidence of their own truth and necessity) independent of the

* In proof that the fundamental views of the Reformers as to the nature of

the moral law coincide with our own, we will only quote the definition which

Melanchthon places at the beginning of the section De Lege Divina in his great

dogmatic work :

*

' Lex Dei est doctrina a Deo traditUy praecipiens, quales nos

esse et quaefaceret quae omittere oportet."

+ Glaubenslehre, § 112, 3.

t System der Sittenlehre, § 95. How this action is to be understood may be

gathered from the preceding sections, §§ 92-94.

§ ^bid, §§ 62, 63. Compare, too, the conclusion of the dissertation upon the
difference between the laws of nature and those of morals in the Schriften der
Berliner Akademie der Wissensch. 1825,
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degree in which that perfection is realized by humanity at

large or by its most select and noblest specimens. Indeed

according to Schleiermacher's view, the category of " the ought

"

stands in as close a relation to the sphere of nature as to that

of morals.* But would not the science resulting from these

principles be a philosophy of history rather than a system of

ethics, bearing the same relation to history that speculative

physical science bears to experimental physics ? t

The view Schleiermacher takes of freedom is evidently

traceable to the same source. He takes it to be merely an

inspiring and strengthening liveliness of nature, and he makes

the acts of free will subordinate to the general course of nature,

just as the action of the powers of nature generally are subor-

dinate thereto.;];

* Ibid. § 63. Here, among other things, it is said, "What ought to be and

what is are non-coincident (airw^cro-wTw) in both spheres ; in the sphere of morals

perhaps the approximation seems to be greater." The dissertation upon the

difference between the laws of nature and those of morals further carries out

this thought.

t Twesten has similarly expressed himself in his admirable introduction to

Schleiermacher's Qrundi'iss der philos. EthiJc, pp. xviii, xlviii., evidently with-

out intending to find fault with Schleiermacher's treatment of ethical science.

J G-laubenslehre, § 49, § 81, 2. It is easy to see how closely these contrasted

views are connected with the question concerning the significance of evil and its

influence upon human development. The vacillations of opinion regarding the

relation of ethics to the moral distinctions of good and evil so accurately indi-

cated by the editor of Schleiermacher in § 91 and elsewhere of the System der

Sittenlekre, are very striking. This relation was thus described by Schleier-

macher at an earlier date :
'* The contrast of good and evil denotes the positive

and negative factors in the process of the growing unity of reason and nature

(which process it is the province of ethics according to Schleiermacher to ex-

plain) ; or Ethics is the development of the contrast of good and evil, or the

exposition of good and evil in their co-existence." Now this corresponds with

the fundamental view of the nature of morality indicated above. But when, in

the most recent revision of his Ethics, Schleiermacher totally excludes the con-

trast of good and evil as beyond its sphere, and will admit no ethical element

into the science save under the conception of moral good, and not even good as

opposed to evil, but good as denoting the union of reason and nature by
the activity of reason ; when, moreover, in the same connection he distinguishes

so decidedly between the contrast of perfect and imperfect and that of good and
evil ; these determinations manifestly violate the principles of that view, and
in their logical results would have obliged him essentially to modify his doctrine

of free will, of law, and of evil. Erom this change of opinion in his Lectures

upon morals in 1832 we venture to conclude that his noble and profound spirit

was engaged anew in the investigation of the problem of evil in the last years of

his life.
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We must not here overlook a question of undeniable im-

, _. portance in ethics which comes within the range of
§ 4. WOKKS ^

. T . 1 P .1 J- •

OF SuPEBERo- our inquiry. It is that oi the opus supererogatwms,
GATioN.

jf^ besides deficiencies in the form in which moral

truth is presented in the law, moral perfection be not expressed

in its contents, it is clear that moral performances are possible

which go beyond its demands ; and conversely, if there be such

performances the law does not express moral perfection. It is

precisely on this ground that the boldest and best informed of

modern controversialists in the Eoman Catholic Church under-

takes the defence of the so-called works of supererogation.

MoEHLER maintains "'' that he who is sanctified in Christ and

filled with His Spirit feels himself always superior to the law,

" It is," he says, " the nature of that love which springs from

G-od, and which stands higher, infinitely higher than mere law,

never to rest satisfied with its present manifestations, and ever

to be fertile in devising new ones ; so that Christians of this

stamp are often looked upon as enthusiasts, visionaries, or

fanatics, by men who adopt a lower standard."

Bellarmine has arrayed together a large number of

The Catholic quotations from the works of the Fathers in order

View. to show that Origen, Basil the Great, Gregory

ISTazianzen, Chrysostom, Cyprian, Ambrose, Jerome, and Gregory

the Great, allowed the possibility of works which more than

satisfy the claims of the law, maintaining this in connection,

with the very old distinction between a higher and an ordinary

virtue.t It was, however, during the Middle Ages that this

conception received its more exact elaboration,and its established

place in the system of Church doctrine. The coTisilium

evangelicum corresponds with the opus supererogationis ; the

general vows of monachism—poverty, chastity, and obedience—
are treated of in both; and the sacraments apart, it was chieflyby

these vows that the contents of the gospel law were exalted

above the commands (praecepta) of the Mosaic and the natural

" SymboUk, 3rd ed., p. 214. Moehler died at Munich in 1838.

t De membris EccUsiae militantis, lib. ii., De Monachis, u. xii. {Disputt. de

controvv. chr.fidei, torn. ii.). Bellarmine (born 1542, died 1621) adduces other

testimonies, but they are insufficient. He has at the same time passed by the

oldest Christian witness for this view—that which occurs in the Shepherd of
Kermas, lib. iii. similit. v. 3 : "Sipraeter ea, quae mandavit Dominies, aliquid

honi adjecerisy majorem dignitatem tibi conquireSf'^ dx.
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law. Christianity does not, it is said, enjoin these vows, it

only advises and recommends them ; and it is evident that the

divisions and subdivisions of directions by which these works

of supererogation are prescribed under the conception and

designation even of a law {lex evangelica) must be very in-

definitely meant as such * The essence of law, as bearing upon

the will, is not to recommend but unconditionally to command
;

that only is moral law which possesses the character of moral

necessity.

The scholastic theologians, however, do not treat the ques-

The Scholas-
^^^^ ^^ exactly the same way as Bellarmine and

tic View. modem Catholicism. Thomas Aquinas, who upon

this topic is the most accurate of them, puts the concilia

evangelica and the opera supererogationis in the sphere of

ASCETICISM. In his view they serve very well as means (in-

strmnenta) the better and more easily to lead men on to the

perfection of moral life and blessedness ; t but he is far from

regarding these renunciations and performances as essential

steps towards this perfection, a perfection which he defines as

a perfection of love, in accordance with that summary of the

law which Christ Himself gave. Matt. xxii. To the question,

moreover, whether perfection depends upon the commandments

or upon the counsels, he replies, " It consists prineipaliter et

essentialiter in praeceptis, sectmdario et instrv/mentaliter in

consiliis." |
Indeed, Bellarmine himself seems to coincide with Thomas

Aquinas in this his view of the matter. He not only expressly

refers to it in his criticism of the Liber Concordiae,§ but he

uses similar language in the beginning of his book De Monachis.\\

But the further development of his conception of the opvs

supererogationis by no means confines itself within the limits

of that modest view. In order not to differ with his master,

Bellarmine distinguishes a twofold perfection, the one necessary,

* For Thomas Aquinas (born 1227, died 1274) also thus defines "principali-

ter " the conception of the lex nova : It is " ipsa gratia Spiritus sancti in corde

fidelium scripta."—Summa Theol. Univ. Prima Secundae, qu. 106, art. 1.

t Ibid., ii. 1, qu. 108, art. 4. Thus the deliberative and hypothetical form in

which these moral determinations are stated by Thomas Aquiaas gives to them

3, better foundation on which to base them. t Ibid., ii. 2, qu. 184, art. 3.

§ Judicium de libro Cone, sextumm^ndacium (Disputt. de controw., torn, iv.,

p. 1185, ed. Paris).
|| Cap. 2.
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the other beneficial ; the one necessary ad esse, the other

necessary ad hene esse : the one needful in order to blessed-

ness generally, the other to a higher degree of glory in the

kingdom of God. The latter perfection is the portion of

those only who perform more than is commanded by fulfilling

the evangelical counsels.* But as Bellarmine also must

recognize the avaice^a'Kaloxn'i of all divine commands in the

declaration of Christ in Matt, xxii., to what monstrous inferences

is he driven ! In order to show that man may do more than

" love God with all his heart, with all his soul, and with all

his mind," he tries to weaken the sense of this command by

exegetical artifices, or to extract from it a lower sense as well

as a higher ; venial sins are said not to contradict it ;t and he

who loves God with all his heart is not obliged to do all that

God counsels, but merely what he commands.^ In these

inferences we have the most striking refutation of the principle

from which they spring. Is that to be regarded as genuine

love, corresponding to the divine command, which so discreetly

weighs what in the strictest sense it owes, in order forsooth not

to do too much, and which sets itself up before God with the

cool explanation, " Thou admonishest me indeed to consecrate

my whole life to thy service, but I am under no obligation to

obey thy warnings and counsels, but only thy commands " ?

If there really were a higher moral perfection in the manner

of life which those evangelical counsels enjoin, and were man
really more acceptable in God's sight by observing them, then

he certainly would be bound to strive after them, and not thus

to strive would be sin.§ It is perfectly absurd that man should

possess a moral power which transcends his moral obligation.

On the other hand, it is easy to understand why the Catho-

Inconsistency
^^^ Church has never ventui^d to make what she

of Catholic recommends as the true perfection of man's life
teac mg.

^^ earth a general command. For wherein con-

sists this higher perfection but in the abandonment of certain

spheres, which have their necessary place in the great whole of

* De Monachis, cap. vi., vii., ix., xii. f Ihid, cap. xiii. + Ibid, cap. ix.

§ Peter Martyr (Vermigli, born 1500, died 1562) urged this objection in his

exposition of 1 Cor. ix. Bellarmine quotes him in his De Monachis^ u. xiii.
'

' Promoveri nolle est delinqueref " says Tertullian (Z>e ExhortcUione Caatitatis,

cap. 3).
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free human life, as being morally impenetrable ? Had this

renunciation been made a universal duty, the marked variance

between this one-sided church morality and the general moral

duties of human life would be brought to light. The evil,

however, is not remedied by avoiding such an extreme as that.

If to withdraw one's self from active spheres of life be recog-

nized as a higher degree of holiness, then any participation in

them is darkened by an insurmountable profanity, which, as

history testifies, cannot be removed by raising one of these

spheres, that of marriage, to the dignity of a sacrament ; as if

an obvious contradiction of the theory could be a corrective

of it.

^ While shrinking from essential parts of our moral duty in-

dicates a false timidity and anxiety, the belief that we can excel

the law is no less a proof of false confidence, and of a self-

delusion almost inconceivable in men of any moral earnestness

and experience. Our astonishment at such self-confidence is

very much lessened when Bellarmine informs us that the full

discharge of works of supererogation may be carried on by a

man simultaneously with acts of sin, i.e., venial sin."^ And
here is exposed to view that pernicious root of this

Root of the whole system, and of many other errors of Catholic

Ethics, the piecemeal and anatomical treatment of

morals in relation to the idea of " good works and merit."

This moral anatomy has reached its climax in Jesuitical

morality, the chief doctrinal errors of which arise from its prin-

ciples of philosophic sin, of moral acting according to proba-

bility, of good intention, which justifies the worst means, and

of mental reservation.

If this be the moral import and worth of the doctrine of

works of supererogation, we cannot give up, for the sake of it,

the ideal character of the moral law, according to which perfec-

tion alone fully satisfies its perfect demands, t

* De MonachiSj c. xiii. In Mohler there is often apparent a play upon dif-

ferent ideas which are confounded with each other, c.gr., '* love stands infinitely

higher than law," which can be taken only subjectively. Then he says, **tho

free impulse of love produces a far better righteousness than the mere conscious-

ness of the law—of its express and immediate command." In this sense the

principle is undoubtedly true, but contains nothing that is not fully recognized

in the doctrine of the Reformers.

t Compare the clever criticism of this representation in Batjr's work Gegen-
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As to the Scripture testimony regarding works of superero-

„, , . ^ gation, no passage has been so frequently urged
Teaching of '^ '

i i • ^ i i • e
Scripture ; by CathoUc theologians as the declaration or our
Matt. XIX. 21. £qj.^ ^q ^jjg ^^^Yi young man ;—a declaration which

is said to have decided Antonius, the founder of monasticism,

and Francis of Assisi, in taking upon them an ascetic life ;

—

" If thou wilt he perfect^ go arid sell that thou hast and give

to the pooVy and thou shalt have treasure in heaven, and come,

follow nie" (Matt. xix. 21). The young man, in reply to

his question regarding the way to eternal life, was iirst re-

minded by Christ to keep the commandments, and thereupon

had expressed his belief that he had kept them all—a belief

which Christ does not contradict. To what then could the

words cited refer, save to a higher perfection far above the

bare fulfilment of the law, which by self-imposed poverty he

was to attain ? This explanation of the words el Se ffiXec^s reXeio?

elvat is untenable, because, according to the words of Christ

immediately following (v. 23, 24), the refusal of the young man
deprived him (at least for the present) of participation in the

kingdom of God, and of possession of eternal life ;—unless indeed,

we were to adopt the arbitrary distinction of the Pelagians

between the kingdom of God and eternal life. Accordingly,

the fulfilment of the law on the young man's part was as yet

in Christ's judgment imperfect,"^^ and the injunction was not

intended as if to point him to a perfection transcending the

keeping of the law, but to show him the idols which he was

really worshipping in violation of the very first commandment
of the Decalogue. It is therefore plain that Christ's require-

ment was by no means meant as a counsel which the young

man might have neglected with impunity.

satz des KathoUcismus u. Protestanthmus, 2d ed. p. 301 ff. Baur refutes it on

the ground of the ideal nature of the law ; this is affirmed in answer to the

instances of works of supererogation there adduced.

* See the exposition of the words by Neander (Lehen Jesu, 4th ed., pp 589-

592). We need not stop to prove that the «yar»!(riv auTov of Mark (x. 21)

simply expressed Christ's good will and approval of the young man's earnestness,

considering his limited knowledge of himself and God. And it is further plain

that the words wanting in Matthew, but given by Mark and Luke, 'iv trot vo-Ttpu—In h (Tot >.j/cr», require in the due connection of the sentence the addition
'* in order to obtain eternal life," and if authentic, favour the interpretation

above given.
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Catholic theologians next refer us to the case of the Apostle

Paul (1 Cor. ix. 12-18), who made it a matter of

12-18.
^^' ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ boasting, that instead of preaching the

gospel as an hireling, he exercised his apostolic

office with love and unremunerated. We may here refer to

the thorough development of that passage in its true meaning

by ISTeander/'^ The fact that the apostle expressly says (v. 18),

that if he did less, it would be an " abuse " of his power in

preaching the gospel, shows how little he thought he was doing

more than was actually required of him by the special relation

he was placed in, and his individual responsibility.

It is curious that the very text which Protestants in ancient

T , .. ,^ and modern times adduce as the weightiest witness
Lukexvii. 10.

. . T 1 i_

against the opus supererogahoms, and which spe-

cially troubles CathoHc controversialists in the vindication of

their doctrine,t contains, when closely examined, the greatest

apparent sanction that can be cited from the New Testament

for the possibility of works of supererogation. I refer to Luke

xvii. 1 0. If he who has merely done all that is commanded
him is to esteem himself " an unprofitable servant " because

he had done nothing more than his duty, the question occurs,

Are we to apply this judgment to the perfection of a moral life ?

If we reply in the affirmative, it would follow that Christ Him-
self must have included His own holy life in the conception of

the Sov\o<; d-)(^p€to^. But if this cannot be entertained, how shall

we avoid the inference that a kind of Adrtue must be possible

which does more than what the law demands ;—an opus sicper-

erogationis, though in a far more spiritual and inward sense

than the Catholic Church usually apprehends ?

In answer to this difficulty it must be remembered that our

Lord's expression refers to the Jewish view of the law, which

regarded obedience to the outward letter only. He is not there-

fore speaking of a fulfilment of the law according to its full

import. His aim is to humble the selfish and self-righteous

spirit that would keep the law merely for the sake of the re-

* "Pflanzung der Kirche," p. 746,

+ An interesting collection of the manifold objections urged by Catholic

theologians against the Protestant application of this passage is given by Ger-

HAKD, Gonfessio GathoUca, lib. ii. , art. xxiii. , cap. yiii., Deper/ect. et meritis opp.

It is only Salmeron (born 1515, died 1585) who usually hits the right point.
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ward, and which, boasting of right and service, would demand

payment (v. 9). Man must remember that as far as merit is

concerned, with all his fidelity and exactness of obedience, he

is still only a servant—'* an unprofitable servant."
^^" Such a

position, however, is left far behind when he becomes no longer

a servant but a child of God.t

Modern Catholic theologians, justly feehng the insufficiency

Adroit reply of. the scriptural argument, have endeavoured by a
of Komanists clever tum to make this very weakness of the doc-
to the argu-

. « , -,

ment from tnne of the evangelical counsels and works of super-
Scnpture, erogation the means of its strength, by representing

it very plausibly as a freer development of Christian ethics in

contrast with the strictness of the older Protestantism. While

Protestantism does not recognize any ethical determinations

which cannot be traced back to the express words of the law

as contained in Holy Scripture,| the Catholic Church seems to

afford freer scope for the development of the Christian piety,

because it considers that pious impositions are justifiable and

right, though they cannot be proved from the letter of Scrip-

ture, provided that they tend in a legitimate manner towards

the goal of perfection set before us therein.^ When we come

to look more closely into it, however, this seemingly free de-

velopment turns out to be itself another code of laws, prescribed

* 'Axp^i'os in classical Greek usually means aimless, useless, unserviceable

;

so in Matt. 29, 30. But this meaning of the word is quite inappropriate in

the passage, however it be interpreted. For the meaning usually adopted

here the LXX. in 2 Sam. vi, 22 is the only precedent ; where the Hebrew ^B6^'
T T '

low, humble, is rendered by otp^^itosj though usually by TetTmns.

t Taking this view of the passage, we should more naturally suppose that

Christ was addressing the Pharisees and not His disciples. And verses 7 and 8,

both in the external relations referred to, and in their tone of thought, make
this very probable. The fact that in verses 1-6 Christ is speaking to His dis-

ciples is no argument against this view ; for it is very difficult to prove any real

connection between those six verses and the parable following, unless we resort

to an artificial exposition, such as Neander {Leben Jesu, p. 642) and De Wette

(in ioc.) recognize in Schleiermacher and Olshausen.

i Compare the numerous sayings of Luther and the dogmatic statements of

our symbolical books. Also, regarding the Mandatum Dei as the condition of

every good work, Chemnitz's Examen Cone. Trid. de bonis operibus, qu. 2 ; Ger-

hard's Confessio Caiholicaj lib. ii, art. xxiii. cap. 7, de norma bonorum opp.

Quenstedt's Theol. didactico-polemica, p. iv, c, ix. sect. 2, qu. 2, Quae sit norma
bonorum operum directrix,

§ Bellarmine, De Monachis, c. ix.
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and enforced by the authority of the Church, though always put

in the form of a good counsel. When, moreover, our older

theologians rightly protested that whatever was to be imposed

as a pious ordinance in the Church should be in strict confor-

mity with the express words of Holy Scripture, they by no

means exempted the private Christian from the duty of matur-

ing his own moral knowledge, and of moulding his manner of

hfe upon the foundation and plan of Holy Scripture, yet freely

developing its contents in his own principles and character.

Having found the untenableness of the doctrine of works of

§ 5. The supererogation, we are naturally brought to our

QussTi*oN
second inquiry. The moral law, regarded in its

CONSIDERED, truc import, demands nothing less than perfect

obedience ; is everything that falls short of this to be described

as moral evil ? Taking the question in its widest range, it

manifestly amounts to this, is the concept freedom from evil,

i.e., moral integrity and spotlessness, identical with the concept

moral perfection ? It is of course obviously understood, that

when we speak of moral integrity, we have to do only with

beings possessing a moral nature. Of lower existences in

nature, we can predicate neither moral purity nor immorality.

Bellarmine and other controversial writers of the Eoman

Komanist Catholic Church, answer this question in the nega-
view.

^Iyq^ They allow that the law demands moral

perfection, but they deny that when a man endeavours with

all his powers to fulfil the law, his shortcomings arising from

natural weakness are to be regarded as transgressions of the

law, Bellarmine, following Thomas Aquinas,*^ makes a distinc-

tion between obligatio ad fmein and ohligatio ad media,

meaning by the one, the obligation to perfection, and by the

other, the obligation to the most earnest and persevering efforts

towards perfection. He only who fails to fulfil the latter obli-

gation is a transgressor of the law.t

* Thomas Aquinas lays down the principle, '* Quilibet tenetur tendere ad per-

fectionem, non autem tenetur esse perfectus" see his Secunda Secundae, quaest.

186, art. 2.

t De Monachis, cap. xiii. De amissiorie graiiae et statu peccati, lib. v., c, x.

Compare Andradius ortkodoxae explicationes (1564), lib. v. p. 396 if. In sup-

port of his view Bellarmine quotes Augustine, who expressly recognizes this

distinction between moral perfection and sinlessness, e.g. De libero arhitrio.
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The early theologians of our Church, on the other hand, give

Protestant ^0 *^is question an affirmative reply. They look

theory. upon every act or state which does not ade-

quately embody moral perfection, as SIN or transgression of the

law."^^ The design which Catholic theologians have in view in

making the distinction I have named, is to prove the possibi-

lity of an adequate fulfilment of the law by human effort, and

the working out of a meritorious righteousness of our own in

the sight of God ; and Bellarmine makes special use of it in

his endeavour to prove that the precept forbidding concupis-

centia belongs only to the dbligatio ad finmi. We can very

well conceive how greatly our Protestant theologians would dis-

trust a distinction made on purpose to prop up an erroneous

dogma, the more so, as they saw their opponents inferring

therefrom such destructive conclusions as those of Bellarmine,

that " venial sins are committed not so much contra legem

but praeter legem, and are sins not absolutely, but only rela-

tively," t or, as that of Stapleton, " the precept which requires

lib. iii. c. 22 : '^^NonproptereaDeusanimammalamcreavitjqulanoTidumtantaest,

quanta ut proficiendo esse posset accepit ; " and afterwards in his treatise, De spi-

ritu et Uttera, c. 36, where he distinguishes between the perfect righteousness of

God and a minor justitiay and adds, '

' Neque enim si esse nondum potest tanta

dilectio Dei, quanta illi cognitioni plenae perfectaeque debetuvj jam culpae depu-

tandum est. Aliud est enim totam, a^sequi caritatem, aliud nullam sequi cupidita-

tern" But Augustine is not always true to the insight here indicated. In his

De morihus Manichaeorumy c. 6, he had before made the mutari in Tnelius identical

with the reverti a pervertendo in pejus, the logical inference from which would be

that evil is the negative condition of all moral development. To the same effect,

he says, still more plainly, Ep. 167 (Benedictine arrangement), ad Hieronymum

:

^*plenissima (caritas), quae jam nonpossit augeri^ quamdiu hie homovivit, est in

nemine ; quamdiu autem augeri potest, pro/ecto illud, quod minus est quam debet,

ex vitio est " (opp., tom. ii. p. 897). The Stoics of old discussed this question, and

as they would not make a distinction between virtue not yet perfect and vice,

they were logical enough to deny the possibility of such a thing as an increasing

virtue. (See the references given by Tennemann, Geschichte der Fhilosophie,

v. 4, pp. 104, 105.)

* Kg. Chemnitz (b. 1522, d. 1586), Examims Concilii Tridentini, p. 1, De re-

liquiis pecc. orig. post bapt. (p, 243, ed. 1590) ; De bonis operibus, qu. 3. Gerhard
(b. 1582, d. 1637), Loci Theol. De pecc. act., c. 10, §§ 42-45 ; De lege Dei, c. 4, §§

10, 183 ; De bonis operibus, c. 10, § 1. Quenstedt takes exception to Melanch-

thon's definition of sin, ** Jnclinatio, appetitus, cogitatum, dictum, factum pug

-

nans cum lege Dei." He thinks the pugnans too narrow a word, sanctioning the

Romish view. See his Theol. didactico-polemica, p. ii. cap. ii. sect, ii, qu. 3,

dist. 4.

t De justif., lib. iv- c. 12, 14 ; in accordance with Thomas Aquinas, Prima
Secundce, qu. 88, art. 1. See also Melanchthon's i^oci theol. Depecc. actualibus, p.

117, ed. 1569.
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of US perfect love to God, is not ohligatorium but only doctri-

nale et informatorium." ^'^ Upon closer consideration, however,

we find that what made our older theologians reject this doctrine,

was not merely the abuse of it and its grievous perversion, but

the suspicion that it was contradictory to their views regarding

man's state by nature, and the principles connected therewith.

And can we for a moment hesitate to adopt the view of our

Th P t s-
older theologians, which in its high moral and

tant view the ideal features stands out in striking contrast with
true one.

^-^^ pliant accommodating theories of the Catholic

Church ? The law demands moral perfection, and with the con-

sciousness of this demand, an impulse of the heart to realize it

is indissolubly connected ; if the man therefore, in whom this

consciousness is awakened, comes short in fulfilling the demand,

what can be the cause of this but a tendency within him op-

posing the law and his impulse to fulfil it, in other words the

power of evil ? If, for example, he loves his neighbour less

than himself, while the law tells him to love his neighbour as

himself, to what can this be owing save to the power of selfish-

ness working in him in greater or less degree ?

The old maxim therefore holds true in this case as else-

. where, Omne minus honum hahet rationem mal%

ate sphere Were it otherwise, should we not have to say

:

between right « the law does indeed demand perfection, yet it

does not refuse what is imperfect ; but if it re-

cognizes and accepts this, it surely cannot be in earnest in its

primary demand '*
? And must there not in this case be

granted an intermediate sphere between the will and deed

which perfectly corresponds with the law and that which

directly contradicts it ? ' Schleiermacher has triumphantly

combated the notion of the permissible, understanding thereby

that class of actions which may be called natural and spon-

taneous, neither in conformity with duty nor opposed to it, but

morally indifferent ; t for an objective and moral import can-

not be attributed to such acts without undermining every

* Stapleton (b. 1535, at Henfield, Sussex, died 1598), Dejustific.,\\h. vi. c. 1.

t Kritik der SUtenlehre, p. 185 fF. "Concerning the concept of the Permis-

sible, "jS'amTnf^icAe Werke, dritte Ahtkeilung, v. 2, p. 418 ff. Wuttke, in his Hand-
huch der Ghristlichen SUtenlehre (v. 1, p. 297), shows that the concept of the
" permissible " must be wholly distinct from that of the morally indifferent, and
that " the permissible " properly belongs to the morally good, and thus has its

root in the just and true maintenance of distinctive personality.
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consistent and comprehensive view of man's moral life. But if

there be such an intermediate sphere embracing those deter-

minations of the will which neither correspond fully with the

law nor directly contradict it, what is this but a modified form

of the same error ? And yet we must give up a great deal if

.we reject this distinction.

First of all it is clear that every gradation of moral goodness

Difficulties of must vanish which does not arise from participa-

this view. ^[q^ j^ successive degrees of evil—every gradation

or shade of difference among pure moral beings, and of moral

condition. This must apply even to Christ the Holy One.

How great soever the holy love must have been which actu-

ated Him, it, too, had its boundary where evil begins, border-

ing so close upon it, that had it been in the slightest degree

less strong, it would have transgressed that boundary.

This will be no stumbling-block to those who recognize

therein the sublimity of the moral law, determining every act

upon one absolutely simple principle, and condemning what-

ever falls short of its demand as a contradiction arising from an

opposite principle. But can we assent to the further logical

consequences ? Are we prepared to allow that the conception

of a purely moral development is a contradiction ?—that evil

is the negative condition of all moral development ?—and to

admit that this development must cease as soon as evil is

wholly eradicated from the subject of it, and that a continuous

progress in moral goodness implies a continuous though

decreasing sinfulness ? All this logically follows from the

denial of the distinction between blamelessness and perfection.

If this distinction be sacrificed to the canon : omne minus

honum hdbet rationem mal% it will follow that all moral de-

velopment having its goal still before it, and involving a pro-

gress from the imperfect to the perfect, must necessarily, and

at every point, have evil clinging to it, though in an ever-

decreasing ratio. The possibility of a sinless development

cannot be vindicated by saying that the inner germ of it in

its beginning was sinless, and that its advance consists in the

outward growth of this pure germ throughout the various

departments of life. In the department of morals, the inward

and the outward cannot be separately and abstractedly con-

sidered, and we cannot imagine a prolonged growth in objec-
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tive goodness, without a corresponding enhancement and

deepening of goodness within. And on the other hand, the

principle of holiness in human life cannot attain its full inward

strength and firmness so long as the external sphere of its

exercise is not apprehended and penetrated by it. Once more
;

if there be no distinction between moral perfection and moral

blamelessness, between imperfection and sin, then progress in

goodness must involve the gradual casting away of the evil still

clinging to the life.

The objection, too, may be urged from quite a different

quarter,—Is not that conception which you now

development apply to moral development true of all real de-

urged against velopment in human life ? Does not development

always involve a self-renovating rejection of what-

ever is inimical to its nature ? A strong development advances

not by means of feeble contrasts which are not seriously opposed

to each other, but by means of the strongest contradictions.

The stimulus which alone is sufficient to urge it forward is

the discrepancy between the ideal of life and its reality as

experience witnesses. Without this the spring necessary to

energetic progress is wanting. The development languishes

and dies away, and with it life itself, which is finite, had its

being therein.

Confidently entertained as this notion of development is

This theory now-a-days by some philosophers, it requires but a

sf^lf-contra- small degree of observation to discover how self-

^^ °^^'
contradictory it is. The effort of the individual to

free himself from uncongenial circumstances is said to be the

mainspring of the development. This is clearly a negative de-

scription of his effort to obtain congenial circumstances. And
yet he cannot attain these without putting an end, not only to

his development, but to his actual existence—in other words,

without self-destruction. It is, therefore, clear that this can-

not really be the goal towards which he strives. Herein lies

the contradiction which modern NihiKsm involves ; it explains

the development wherein life consists as a continual disease,

and annihilation as the final goal towards which life tends.

This absurd notion is not altogether new. Fichte's

principles, starting from a different theory, necessarily lead

on to the well-known Progressus adj infinitum^ to that
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everlasting movement of the Ego towards a goal which it

never really reaches, because it is infinitely remote ; and this

infinitely distant goal—every movement towards which is not

only an everlasting approach to it, but an everlasting departure

from it—is none other than the entire " annihilation of the

individual and his absorption into the absolute Pure-Eeason, or

into God."
'''^

And yet we cannot af&rm that this representation of human

Yet some development has no truth whatever at its founda-
truth in it.

^^^^^^ j^ characteristically describes human develop-

ment as it is, the present manner of its progress, which has to

overcome the general hindrance caused by evil, and to extir-

pate every disturbing element. But it is a slavish subserviency

to a limited empiricism whose inductions never get beyond the

sphere of nature to take the present form of development as if

it were its true essence. That, on the contrary, is alone a true

development which, as it advances, loses nothing of what it has

already attained, because it has nothing to cast away ; at no

point does there appear anything to disturb the due determi-

nation of the self-developing life.

The question, however, is by no means settled by

Normal de-
*^^® distinguishing normal development from

velopment that abnormal progress which involves dis-
progressive.

turbances and hindrances. Even in the sphere

of normal development the existence of several stages can-

not be overlooked. So long as its inner impulse consists in

the desire of progress from imperfection to perfection, so long

may it be characterized as teleologicaL It aims for a goal

lying before it, and it is not satisfied until that goal be actually

reached. The very conception of this teleological development

involves the truth that in all its stages, before it reaches the

goal, the state of the individual is not yet in perfect conformity

with its ideal, and that the starting-point must be very far

removed from the perfection which forms the goal. But pro-

vided this development is normal there cannot be anything in

,

* System der Sittenlehre, p. 194 and the preceding pages. ** The entire anni-

hilation of the individual, " it is there said,
'

' is certainly the ultimate goal of the

finite Reason ; but it is not possible in time. " Thus ends this philosophy with
its Tantalus-like striving after an unattainable summum bonum—and this highest

good is annihilation

!
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it contradictory to the ideal. The starting-point cannot lack

moral blamelessness or integrity, for were it in any way evil it

would lie outside the path leading to completeness, and would

not therefore belong to the development. This blamelessness

or integrity necessarily implies an unlimited capability pro-

gressively to realize perfect conformity with the ideal, and so

far the starting-point is itself in conformity therewith ; though

it must be left behind in order that the reality absolutely

answering to the ideal may be reached. Proceeding, then, from

this point, we find that in every normal development towards

the goal of perfection, the moral state of the being in whom it

is carried on will always be in conformity with what the

moral ideal imposes in order to its progressive realization

;

though, of course, this state would not yet be absolutely that of

the ideal. In every action dependent upon conscious self-

determination, a moral motive would be present and active if

only in the form of an instinct for rule and order ; but in pro-

portion to the comprehensive clearness of the moral sense, the

energy of the moral impulse would be susceptible of many suc-

cessive degrees. Progress, therefore, from imperfection towards

perfection cannot be separated even from normal development

;

and thus it is plain that evil cannot be predicated of the mere

difference between perfection and imperfection, nor of the

necessary difference between the ideal and the empirical

reality."*^

Here, then, we have the true answer to the question just

now raised, viz. ;
" Prom what can any minus, any deficiency

Trurnature ^^ relation to the perfection demanded by the law

of normal de- arise, save from the power of an opposing principle
vflopment. gomehow associated with it ? " The necessity for

such a mimes in the beginning of man's course arises simply

* This is recognized even by Schleiermacher, notwithstanding the peculiar

view he takes of evil. In his System der SUtenlehre {% 199), he says, " Critically

speaking, the contrast between good and evil must be viewed as something

positive, evil being itself a positive activity of nature, causing corresponding

pain to the Reason. Not until this action of evil is removed have we the simple

contrast of perfect and imperfect. Imperfection can be predicated only of that

which is not evil, and there only can advance be made towards perfection." It

is certainly very dangerous in Ethics to speak of **an activity of nature," the

continuance of which causes the difference between the antithesis of good and
evil, and that of perfect and imperfect ; and we need not be surprised if in

VOL. I. E
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from the fact that the realization of moral perfection is a tosh

assigned him, the full performance of which in virtue of his very

nature he can only accomplish in successive moments of time.

It follows, therefore, as a matter of course, and not on account

of sin, that it must be beyond man's power at the outset

absolutely to fulfil the demands of the moral law in its entire

range, and that this following on after the law is moral imper-

fection, but not sin. If it were sin, sin would be the necessary

outgo of finite human nature in the state in which it is

created.

To designate as sin that moral imperfection at the outset

Perfect
which unavoidably arises from man's mental and

development moral Constitution, so far from quickening and
progressive.

deepening his consciousness of sin, really does

away with it. These observations of course apply only

to a teleological development whose real aim is to reach

the goal of moral perfection. When the goal is reached it

becomes a development purely representative. The teleolo-

gical development involves at every stage of it an energetic

disclaimer of itself, the disavowal of what has already been

attained as unsatisfying ; but the representative development

advances in a purely affirmative manner. If the name develop-

ment be objected to as inappropriate to a state of human
existence in which there is only the manifestation of inward

and uncreated fulness of life in perfect fellowship with God,

we willingly give it up ; we only wish to maintain that there

is still a living and progressive movement in man when
perfection is attained, though this movement may be wholly

different from what we see in the imperfection of our present

state.

Schleiermacher we meet with contradictory assertions arising from the vacilla-

tion of opinion apparent in § 91 of his Sittenhhre to which we have already-

referred (see p. 53, note). Thus in his Olaubmshhre^ § 63, 3 (vol. i. p. 387), he

says :—" As the energy of our consciousness of God is never absolutely perfect,

there is in it a limiting want of power or weakness which is certainly sinful."

Compare with this his Sittenhhre, p. 62, where he says, "Moral activity can
never do away with the contrast between reason and nature, for this contrast is

the pre-supposition and condition of moral action," an assertion the full import
of which is apparent when we recollect that according to his theory a contrast
between Nature and Reason is a suffering on the part of Reason, and that this

suffering is itself an evil,
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But if there be a moral development which advances

not from evil to good, but only from good to better,

—

True answer ®^^^ ^^^ instance as Holy Scripture describes in

to the second Christ during His youth, how He was " strong in
ques ion.

spirit " and " increased in wisdom, and in favour

with God and man" (Luke ii 40, 52),—it is clear that there

is a moral integrity or blamelessness distinct from moral per-

fection, a state which does not perfectly correspond to the ideal,

and yet does not contradict it, and that the true conception of

evil is not that of something which does not wholly come up

to the perfection which the law demands, but must be defined

as contradiction of the law.

In order to guard against the dangerous inferences above

Difference
referred to, which might be drawn from this con-

between law elusion, we must give our attention more closely
and duty.

^^ ^-^^ distinction already named (p. 37), between

the two conceptions law and duty.

It may here put us upon the right track, if we observe that

Lawob' t*
^^ ethics, the conception of duty and not that

dutysubjec- of law is usually spoken of in immediate rela-
*^^^'

tion to the individual. We say, " my duty is so

and so," not " my law;" if the law be spoken of, the phrase is,

" the law is so and so/' Thus, in our conception of duty,

personality comes prominently forward, whereas in our

conception of law it recedes. The very derivation of the

German word pflicht from pflegen/'' indicates the personal and

subjective character of the conception thus expressed.

In the ordinary use of language, we include under the term

duty, all that the law contains, and without further definition,

we use the word law to denote the obligations of the individual.

Thus apprehended, duty is simply the application of the moral

law to the individual, as that which is to determine his conduct

in the form of the imperative—" thou shalt." " We ought to

respect the freedom, the property, the honour of our fellow-

men,"—in this and similar sayings, the moral and obligatory

bearing of the law upon the man—the fact of its being binding

upon him, which is already implied in the conception of law,

* In like manner, tbe Englisli duty from due, and ought from owe,

—

Tr,
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is actually expressed and prominently brought forward. In

this general sense it may even be said, " It is the duty of man

to obey the moral law, to obtain a clear knowledge of its re-

quirements," and so forth. In this way of speaking, the con-

ception of duty bears unmistakably a merely formal character

;

it involves no special and individual applications of moral

truth.

But besides this general use of the term,there has been formed

Duty implies ill the scientific development of ethical science since

present action, ^]yQ f^jj^Q Qf ^j^g Eeformation, especially since a philo-

sophic treatment of our conceptions of right was brought to bear

upon moral science by Gkotius and Puffendorf, a more exact

apprehension of the conception of duty, far more suggestive and

-significant. According to this, duty is that determinate moral

claiTn which addresses itself to any person a t any given

moment. Duty in this sense is always something which imme-

diately lies before us to be done, in opposition to self-chosen and

far-fetched occupation, to what Fichte cleverly calls " a virtue

which seeks adventure."* The moral conduct which this

definite duty requires, may be altogether inward, it may be

mere endurance, or abstinence from action ; but as in any

case it implies a movement of the will (otherwise the

duty, being confined to one particular moment, would really

claim nothing, would not be a duty at all), we may say

that conduct or action of some kind is the subject matter

of all duty. Duty is the individualized claim of the law

;

it takes into consideration varieties of character and relation-

ships, and makes these its presupposition ; whereas the moral

law as such does not enter upon those individualizing circum-

stances.

By this very definite claim which duty in its immediate

And explains
bearing upon action makes upon the man, its

the ohligatio morally necessitating power encloses the will within
me lum.

^^^ narrowest limits. The distinction between

perfection and blamelessness finds no place here ; if the act of

the will falls short of the duty, it is so far opposed to duty.

If, on the contrary, it obeys the immediate call of duty, we are

not able from this to infer that the entire moral state of the

• System der Sittenlelire, p. 391.
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man is absolutely ia harmony with the standard of the law,

i.e,, that it is perfect. But it is evident, that the intermediate

sphere lying between the state which perfectly reflects the law

and embodies the moral ideal, and the state which is in opposi-

tion thereto, is the distinctive and appropriate sphere of duty.

And as the conception of duty implies the immediate pressure

of a moral claim in every moment of life and action, this must

certainly involve a lowering, or at least an accommodation of

the standard to this particular case. The demand of duty does

not regard perfection itself, which is the goal of the develop-

ment, but only the simple and determinate exercise of the

moral energies (in the widest sense of the word) which lead

towards that goal ; and if after the awakening of the moral

sense there be any lack of acquiescence or of earnestness, we
must look for the cause of it in the fettering power of a posi-

tively counteracting principle. In this way, we may adopt the

distinction before referred to, made by Thomas Aquinas and

Bellarmine, between ohligatio ad finem and dbligatio ad

medium. Our conception of law relates to the former ; our

conception of duty to the latter.

Upon the principles evolved by this investigation, it will not

§ 6. The be difficult to answer the third of the questions we

TWN coNsi^" ^^^® proposed, viz., does not man's consciousness

DEEED. of a moral law follow rather than precede his

fall from moral goodness ? In modern times, a profound

examination of moral facts and truths has often led to an

affirmative reply. As law generally addresses its commands
to that which opposes it, the moral law, in particular, may
have for its presupposition a disturbance which has already

taken place in moral life. That which originally constituted

in the highest sense the life of the created spirit, attends him

now that he has fallen from his original state, as the conscious-

ness of a commanding law. This is the view of Baadee,*

STEFFENS,t and to some extent even of Schleiermacher.J If

* Baadee (b. 1765, d. 1841), PMlosoph. Scliriften, v. 1, p. 17 ff.

t Steffens, see chiefly Ms Anthropologies v. i. p. 391 ; v. iL p. 357 f., see also

his Karikaturen des Heiligsten, v. i. p. 45 f.

X In the first edition of his Glaubenslehre we find this passage {v. ii. p. 378),

"a law can find place only where there is a discrepancy between the whole and
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it be true, it is obvious that it is at least a varepov irporepov

to define sin as opposition to the law.

It would be beyond our province here to trace the particular

relations in which the moral law stands to the successive stages

of man's inner development, revealed as this is in the history

of divine revelation. We take the conception of law in

its widest acceptation. Wherever a rule determining his will

presents itself to a personal created being with the true claim

of unconditional validity, there is law.

It has been already shown (p, 34), that the moral law as

Law does not s^ch loses its force in the case of the man who, in

imply evil, \^\^ moral development, has reached the goal of

perfect holiness. The expression SiKat(p v6^o<; ov Kurai, consi-

dering where it occurs (1 Tim. i. 9), can hardly be interpreted

otherwise than thus ; the Mosaic law, according to the distinc-

tive nature of its contents, is not designed for those who in

Christ have become righteous, but for the unrighteous and

the wicked, for a people of hard heart and stiff neck. But if

we take StW^o? absolutely, as meaning the completeness of

sanctification, we may understand the removal of the law in

its strict and full sense. The law certainly has a bearing upon

but only in- the man who is still imperfect, otherwise morality

completeness, could not present itself to him as an ought—in an

imperative form, and as an objective rule in consciousness.

But as we have already seen, we must not confound this state

of incompleteness with which man has to begin, with that

positive disturbance of moral life which is caused by evil.

Why should only this disturbed moral development which has

to overcome what contradicts the law be under the law's con-

trol ? Why should not the undisturbed progress, the advance

from the imperfect to the perfect also be ruled by the law and

our consciousness of it ? * The imperative of the law, " thou

the individual." (Compare the 2d ed. v. ii. p. 147.) Rothb also holds (part 3

§ 817), that the imperative of the law implies resistance of its demand in the

Subject. Weisse takes rather a different view ; in connection with his singular

theosophy, he apprehends the law in a double light as ** spiritual and springing

from God as to its ultimate source, but tainted with the principle of depravity

through the fleshly nature of the creature," PhilosopJikche DogmatiJc, v. ii.

§761.
* Even Harless in his Christl. Ethih, p. 81 (6th ed.), lays down the principle

:
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shalt," viewed objectively, denotes that moral duty, while it

does not realize itself in the manner of physical necessity, by a

must instead of an oiight, is by no means a matter of option

for man, but an unconditional moral necessity, which he is ab-

solutely bound to realize. Our conception of duty, so far from

being a mere abstraction, derives its contents from the ideal,

and tells directly upon conduct ; so that the imperative simply

expresses the determination of the law to pass into act.

It by no means follows that the imperative " thou shalt

"

presupposes a violation of the law on the part of the

being to whom it addresses itself, in virtue of which it

might be argued, " man is commanded to be righteous, there-

fore he is unrighteous ; " to maintain this would be to confound

the imperative with the obligation, thou shalt with thoio

shouldest or oughtest,"^ When felt as an obligation in the con-

sciousness, it certainly does imply a difference between it and

the man's present state, viz., that he has not yet attained the

perfection of the law ; for if what the man is perfectly cor-

responded with what he should &e, consciousness could not

make this into a command which has yet to be fulfilled, t

But the imperative does not necessarily imply on man's part

any actual contradiction of moral necessity. Were the develop-

*' Conscience presents to me the commandments of God in an imperative form,

not merely to set before me the divine will ohjectively, but to make clear to me
the discrepancy between my will and God's." Should these two things be

separated from each other ? Is it not by showing me the discrepancy between

my will and God's that my conscience sets God's will objectively before me ?

I do not hold that " the spirit imposes on conscience the stereotyped image of

the morally perfect man" (p. 85). Conscience accompanies the several acts or

omissions of the man as the consciousness of a rule according to which they are to

be ordered, and thus it is necessary in order to enforce the imperative; but it has

its foundation in the conception of moral perfection, and it does not rest till

this is realized in the Subject. Regarding this obligation, this determination

of moral aim, inherent originally in human nature and implanted there by God,

see Uleici GoU und die Natur (1862, p. 571 ff.); also his GoU und der Mensch

(1866, pp. 629 ff., 691 ff., 720 f.).

* We must not be misled here by another use of the word soUen, wherein it

is not taken in its ethical import, but as meaning what anything is good for or

intended for. It is sometimes thus used to denote a merely subjective ideal.

+ The Holy One of God applies to Himself the "thou shalt" of the divine

law, to ward off a temptation assailing Him from without ; and this brought into

view that possibility of sinning which already was present, Matt. iv. 6, 10.
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ment normal, every " thou shall,'* every definite command, the

moment it entered consciousness, would awaken activity in

order to its realization. The law would be in force until per-

fection was realized, and yet there would be no slavery under

the law/^

The incompleteness of human development in its beginning

necessarily involves, as we shall hereafter see, the possibility

of evil ; and we must therefore allow that this possibility is

implied also in the very presence of the law in conscience

;

but we cannot look upon this possibility as a germ of evil, we

cannot regard it as itself evil, unless we are prepared to sur-

render the freedom of the will, and to regard evil as a necessary

link in the chain of human development.

CHAPTER II.

Sin as Disobedience against God.

According to Kant's Practical Philosophy of Criticism, the

§ 1. Kant's essence of true morality depends upon the principle

Autonomy of that the will is subject to its own law alone, and

that the source of this law is nowhere to be

found but in the practical Eeason. This autonomy of the

will, according to the moral system of Kant, is fundamentally

opposed to any limitation of the will arising from the nature

of its objects
; and upon the principle of this philosophy

—

which takes no account of the essential difference between that

which comes to the human spirit from dbovey from its own
original (God), and that which comes from helow, from nature,

but abides by the abstract conception of the erepov, z.e., of what
is external and foreign to the will—it follows further that the

* Rom. vi. 14-22. See Wuttke as before, part i., pp. 385 ff., § 79.
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derivation of the moral law from the Will of a supreme and

perfectly holy Being must be rejected as an heteronomy, the

introduction of an alien law interfering with the autonomy or

self-government of the will, and thus as subversive of all

morahty.*

Such an autonomy of the human will seems on the face of

Contradiction ^^ ^^ involve a Contradiction, Where law is, it

involved in clearly must stand above the being who is bound
^^^^'

by it and is subject to it. That this is true in

reference to the moral law—that so long as we have no higher

authority than the law, our relation to it is not that of inclina-

tion towards it arising spontaneously from our inner life, nor

of immediate union with it, but that of submission to its com-

manding authority,—of self-constraint towards obedience,

—

this, I say, is a position which Kant himself lays down as the

basis of his ethical system,t and which he has insisted upon in

opposition to Schiller in his Dissertation upon " Grace and

Dignity ;
*' and certainly with the preponderance of truth on

his side, viewing the human race as it is, and apart from what

it may become by Eedemption. | Kant, therefore, as he makes

^ Grundlegung zur Me'oph. der Siiten^ pp. 73, 79. 92. Kritik der prdkt. Ver-

nunftj 6th ed., p. 184, Metaph. Anfangsgrunde der RechtslehrCf 2nd ed., Intro-

duction, p. xvi. It is the TpMTov -v^iuSoj of the theoretic and practical philosophy

of Kant, that he always regards God as utterly foreign to the spirit of man.

He thus has become the real father of modern Deistical theology. It is at the

same time quite in keeping with this, that (according to this theory) man, morally

considered, has all fundamentally in himself, viz. : 1, the Law; 2, Evil; 3, Free-

dom from evil,—elements which mutually exclude each other,—the second

excluding the possibility of the first, and the third that of the second.

f Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, i. part i., book 3 ; chapter concerning the

motives of the pure practical Beason.

X Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der hlossen Vernun/t, part i., p. 10. It must

ever be esteemed a strange obliquity of a noble mind that Kant could entertain

the belief that true virtue has nothing to do with sympathetic goodwill towards

men, or with the interest the heart feels in their welfare ; that it can reveal itself

in its purity only where it is uninfluenced by any longing toward the objects of

the will. Yet inferences such as these could not be avoided when once the

essence of morality was made to consist in reverence for the law of morality,

because it possesses the formal character of universal validity. Schiller's

treatise Anmuth und Wutrde, in combating this rigorism so hardening in its

effects upon the moral life, contains striking presentiments of Christian truths
;

but as it does not abandon the general principles of the Kantian morality, it

can neither maintain these truths nor avoid self-contradiction, e.(/., in the
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man his own moral lawgiver, claims for him the contradictory

power of separating himself from himself, in order to submit

himself to himself.

There seems to be for Kant a very simple explanation of

Attempted ^^^s contradiction in the Dualism of man's rational

solution. and sensational nature. If with him we venture

to distinguish between man as he is the subject of this legislat-

ing function in his Eeason, and as he is the object of it in his

intellectual and physical nature, we may without contradiction

say that, as his own lawgiver, he submits himself to himself.

But this solution leads us to results still more paradoxical. For

if the moral law be prescribed by the Eeason to the sensational

nature, the feeling of reverence for duty which is the root of

all virtue, must reside
^''

in this latter, and our conceptions

of that morality and virtue whose office it is not to give but

to maintain laws, must denote states, not of our spiritual

life, but of our sensational nature ;—a conclusion which no

serious person can receive, least of all Kant himself, who in

this case would have to give up his principles concerning the

way in which the sensational nature as distinct from the

definite charge brought against Kant's system of morals, viz., that humanity is

impeached and degraded by the imperative form of the moral law ; the fact

being that this imperative form essentially belongs to the law in its relation to

freedom, Schiller was, moreover, on a false track when he hoped for the eleva-

tion of servants into "children of the household," not as Christ did (John viii.

35, 36), by the redemption wrought by the Son, but by an aesthetic culture ;

and when he attribiites to '* beautiful souls" what the Holy Ghost alone can

work. (See the close of the 9th letter concerning the festhetic culture of man.)

Unacquainted with the positive solution of the problem given in the gosjiel, he

tries to tone down the sternness of the Old Testament law by blending with

it the Greek religion of art. But just as the amalgamation of Judaism with

Hellenistic heathenism failed to advance Christianity, and gave birth only to a

Jewish-Alexandrine culture which never could have regenerated the world, this

union of the idea of beauty with that of the moral law is a poor substitute for

the divine principle of redeeming love.

* Schiller expressly recognizes this in his treatise above referred to. He holds

that this reverence arises from the relation of the sensational nature to the de-

mands of the pure practical Reason, and he says that " its object is the Reason

and its subject the sensational nature." Reverence for duty is according to this

a sensuous feeling, and virtue has its foundation in the sensuous faculties

alone.
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Eeason in man is acted upon, and, indeed, to give up his entire

system.'''

This also is certain : it is not man's sensuous nature but his

Other
spirit, Strictly speaking it is the Will which has to

attempts at submit itself to the moral law ; and in its different
explanation,

movements good and evil have their root.t There

is, however, another way whereby perhaps this autonomy may
be saved from self-contradiction. The spirit gives the law in

so far as it is cognizant of it ; it submits to the law so far as it

determines action. But whither will this lead us ? This view,

according to which man's spirit gives the law to his sensational

nature, presupposes a kind of external relation between the spirit

and the sensational nature ; and though this may to a certain

extent be recognized as true regarding the beginning of human
development (1 Cor. xv. 45-47), it introduces a principle of

separation in the inner life of the spirit itself. Eeason reveals

its august authority in the setting up of a law which, because it

is a law to the will, and demands its submission, comes to it as

if from without, from another being. "We by no means deny

that there really is this dualism between the understanding and

the will arising from the variance of human nature with itself

brought about by sin. But in this theory it is something which

has its foundation originally and essentially in the spirit of man,

and thus viewed it cannot for a moment be entertained. And
further, if the giving of the law is to be distinguished from the

cognizance of the law, this distinction must chiefly be explained

by the fact that the lawgiving activity denotes an act of the

will, an active and energetic recognition of the authority of the

law. Kant, therefore, justly considered that the assumed

* Neither could Ahistotle have .adopted such a conclusioD, though Thomas
Aquinas attributed this view to him regarding the two virtues of avSpiee. and
tr/u^poffuvv, because he says of them [Mthica Nicom. lib. iii. u. 10), 'hoKou(ri tuv

aXoytuv fiipuv ecSvai ihott xi aptrai. That this expression is to be otherwise

understood is evident from lib. i., c. 13 ; lib. ii., c, 1.

+ Kant himself distinctly allows this ; for in his " Doctrine of Radical Evil,"

he demands that evil must have an intelligible or ideal basis, and he expressly

derives the imputation of evil from its source in the freedom which belongs to

man as noumenon.
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power of the spirit of man to give to itself moral laws should

never be separated from his will. If, accordingly, we cannot

dispense with the formula that the rational will of man gives

laws to itself,—man being himself the lawgiver and the law

receiver,—the contradiction we have named recurs.*

Personality is usually described as including self-conscious-

s 2 The ele- ^^^^ ^^^ self-determination, and this is correct if

mentsofPer- taken simply to denote the elementary functions

which together make up the conception of person-

ality. Two fundamental tendencies accordingly are presented

* Schleiermacher also touches upon this question, though in a different con-

nection, in his treatise upon the difference between the law of nature and the

moral law :

—

Sdrmntliche Werke, 3rd part, b. ii., pp. 401-403. See also Romang
on the Freedom of the Will and Determinism, p. 139 f.

Zeller in his Dissertations upon the freedom of the Will, Evil, and the

Zeller's Moral Order of the World (Theol. Jahrbiicher von Baur u.

Vindication Zeller, 1846, p. 3 ; 1847, p. 1, 2), makes many references to our

of Kant's present investigation, and objects that the contradiction here
doctnne. referred to is to be found in every living being ; for each indi-

vidual is a type of the species it belongs to, has in it the law of its species, and

yet as an individual does not wholly correspond thereto. Now, as this contra-

diction is realized by the very conception of individuality^ which as a type of

its species represents and yet does not fully represent it ; so here it is realized

in the conception ofpersonality, which includes both the nature common to man-

kind and its own distinctive features ; and accordingly the consciousness of the

transcendent ideal of humanity is included in that of the imperfect individual

(pp. 32, 33). This objection anticipates the course of our inquiry, for we have

not argued against the Autonomy of the will on the ground of its want of con-

formity with the law,— we prove the unallowableness of this representation

from the principles which the conception of the moral law involves. We may,

however, yield to this anticipation, for it is a fact of experience that the human
will does oftentimes oppose the moral law ; and as we may assume that though

it does so the law still remains in consciousness, it is still more obvious that our

will cannot derive the law from itself. That the same contra-
Hegelian diction of the individual with the species to which it belongs is

•''
evident in nature, and that in consequence such individuals dis-

appear, is a principle of the Hegelian logic as favourite as it is untenable. If

we make the general conception of the species a law of nature, we can attribute

to it only those determinations which distinguish the higher genus and the

differentia of the given species—those characteristics which all individuals of

this species must possess if they are to be reckoned as belonging to it. Now it

is obvious that individual existences in nature—if we except monstrosities,

which themselves are in accordance with certain laws of nature, arising usually

from the encroachment of the law of another species—do entirely correspond
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to US in human personality, the one theoretic, the other prac-

tical,—knowing and doing. If we apprehend these as we find

them in the innermost sphere of self, they appear as the ego

existing for itself and throiigh itself. In the one tendency,

the Subject in the given determinateness of its being is its own

object ; in the other tendency, the Subject is itself the power

which conditions this determinateness of its being. The fine-

ness of this distinction between the two tendencies shows how
nearly they are one. Self-determination is what its name

denotes only as it is self-conscious ; and again, man could

never in self-consciousness separate himself with distinctness

and certainty from the world, he could not hold fast the

identity of the ego through all the changes of heterogeneous

circumstances, if his real being were wholly determined by

the world, if he did not possess the power of determining

himself.

If we more closely examine the first of these tendencies,

viz., SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS in man, we perceive in it many limi-

with the law of their species. If indeed, in order to this correspondence of the

individual with its species, it be required that the conception of the species as

such, and what is common to all the individuals of the same class, shall be em-

bodied apart from individual features in one individual existence, the individual

not satisfying this demand will naturally be in contradiction with its species
;

but the demand is itself unreasonable. As little can it be maintained, after

what we have said regarding our conception of species, that every such concep-

tion requires a perfect exemplar as its adequate embodiment in nature, and that

as this can nowhere be found, all individuals must in some way be in contradic-

tion with their species. Such a requirement is not at all included in our con-

ception of species, which here is nothing more than a subjective and aesthetic

ideal that can hardly define itself even. To make it a law of nature is an

unwarrantable transference of ethical rules for free beings into the sphere of

nature where there is no moral freedom. Nature knows nothing of this fancied

contradiction between the individual and its species, and even if it did, it would

not be easy to see how it could be solved by merely naming the very notion

from which it springs—the notion of individuality.

"What Zeller further advances in support of the doctrine of the Autonomy of

the Will is answered in the course of our argument further on. When he thinks

that in rejecting this doctrine, nothing remains for us but to assume that what
now seems immoral could by a fiat of God's will be made permissible and even

obligatory, and that we could not legitimately contradict the assertion that this

is now true in particular instances—that acts morally deserving of abhorrence,

murder, theft, lying, violence, and so forth, might become laudable if done for

God's glory, he must have paid but very little attention to our argument.

This very point is the express topic of our inquiry in the first section of the next

chapter.
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tations. Its inner derivation we reserve for consideration in

the third book (part i. chap. 3). Here we shall simply de-

scribe it as it presents itself to us.

To become conscious of himself, man must distinguish him-

The limits of
^®^^ from the external world, must exclude from

seif-consci- himself another existence which is not himself.
ousne&s.

jj^ cannot think of himself without at the same

time thinking of another, a non-ego. But as he cannot con-

ceive of himself without this strict exclusion of all other than

himself, he discovers that he is obliged to include that other

in his self-consciousness. For the determinate being that

forms the contents of his self-consciousness is never absolutely

independent, but is somehow always co-determined with an-

other. This relativity of man's self-consciousness, arises partly

from his necessary relation to a nature which is relatively

external to himself, and partly from the fact, that it has itself

no reality save in the personal individual who finds himself

face to face with other individuals.

But as the self-consciousness of man, however it may accom-

Self-consci-
plish the act of self-apprehension, cannot avoid tlie

ousness entrance of something else, a non-ego, co-deter-
enve .

mining its contents (I say contents, for as merely

formal, as pure or abstract self- consciousness, it has no reality),

it cannot be absolute and original, but must somehow be con-

ditioned or derived. Could the limitations which beset human
self-consciousness be regarded as merely accidental, its origin-

ality might, strictly speaking, be vindicated by the supposition

that it limited itself by an act of its own, or that the limita-

tion was the unforeseen consequence of its own act, the result

of its own free self-perversion. But these limitations are

essential to man's self-consciousness, they are inseparable from

it, not only in experience, but in the very conception of it ; so

inseparable, that we cannot imagine human self-consciousness

without them. Hence it necessarily and logically follows, that

the self-consciousness of man has not in itself the principle of

reality and existence, but finds it in another.

This other, this non-ego, cannot be nature, for nature cannot

The nrni-ego give what it does not possess, nature cannot beget
must be God. what is toto genere different from itself ; in the

sphere of nature, the canon holds good, " like only can produce
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like." Self-consciousness cannot be explained by w?iconscious-

ness but only by self-consciousness, nor can nature make this

new beginning far above itself ; that personal power alone can

produce it, which from the very beginning raised far above

nature, sets in motion the whole development and sustains it,

itself the creative principle of allother beginnings. If, therefore,

self-consciousness exists, an absolutely original and uncon-

ditioned self-consciousness must also exist. Daily experience,

indeed, regarding the origin of particular existences, and science

(the scientific history of the earth) bearing upon the origin of

the human race, may teach us that human self-consciousness

in its realization has for its presupposition the existence of

nature, and raises itself above it as its foundation. But it can

do this only because there is an Eternal Self-consciousness

overruling this process, that stoops to plant the divine spark of

personal spirit in the dull material of nature, and preserves it

there in still concealment until it can kindle itself into the

bright flame of human self-consciousness. The Mosaic account

of the creation does not fail to describe nature as preceding

the first beginnings of this self-consciousness in time, just as

darkness preceded light ; but it also represents the original

light of the DIVINE self-consciousness as eternally and abso-

lutely preceding all.

Thus the consciousness of God reveals itself to us in the

Self-consci- depths of our s6Z/-consciousness as its hidden back-

volves G?od-
g^o^^d, and the descent into our inmost hearts is

consciousness, at the same time an ascent up to God. Whenever
we reflect closely upon ourselves, we break through the outer

crust of mere world-consciousness which separates us from the

innermost truth of our being, and come face to face with Him
in whom we live and move and have our being. We know
nothing absolutely and originally of any finite object ; as finite

objects are in their essence derived, so also is our knowledge of

them ; originally and immediately we are conscious only of God.

Self-determination (or Will), the second element of our

Limits of
personality, is no more unlimited than is our

self-deter- self-consciousness. We have already learned in
mina ion.

^^^ previous investigations, the original standard by
which, as by a sacred necessity, it is bound ; it is the moral
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laiv in the consciousness of man. As we cannot become con-

scious of ourselves without becoming conscious of God also,

so we cannot thoroughly see the reality of our self-determina-

tion without discovering conscience as the rule for the move-

ments of our will. We have also proved (in chapter 1) how
this formal apprehension of the moral law as a limit for self-

determination becomes higher and more real. The will only

realizes its true ideal when it identifies itself with the contents

of the law, and makes the law the continual germ of its own
manifold and changeful purposes.

These two fundamental activities which together constitute

God-con- human personality, are thus joined to each other
soiousness and

^^ indissoluble Unity, and the principles by which
conscience

_

-^

'

r r j

one. they are limited cannot be disconnected. Expe-

rience witnesses to their inner and mutual relationship. Every

awakening of the consciousness of God is in the pious man an

impulse for his Conscience, and every warning in turn which

Conscience gives, awakens his consciousness of God. He who

interprets the consciousness of God in the human spirit as

a delusion, will soon be logically led to regard the moral law

also as the product of benevolent narrowness or crafty calcula-

tion ; the degeneracy or decay of religion in a nation, is always

accompanied with the deepest deterioration of its moral life,

and no one ever stifles the voice of his conscience without

perverting his religious consciousness in unbelief or supersti-

tion.

The first way in which man becomes conscious of a higher

^ , , union between morality and religion, is by recog-

author of the nizing God as the Author of the moral law and
moral law.

^^^ Surety of its validity, and by acknowledging

the moral law to be the rule according to which the divine

Will guides his life. Leibnitz, in his " Nouveavx Essais sur

Remark of L'EnteTulement humain"^ says :
" God is the only

Leibnitz. immediate and outward (i.e., distinct from the Sub-

ject) Object of the soul—exteriial objects of sense are but

mediately and indirectly known.*' This thought of Leib-

nitz's is clearly in keeping with his system of fore-ordained

* II. 1, § 1. See also Leibnitii Epistolce, ed. Korthold, vol. iii. p. 67.
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harmony ; but as genius has often discovered truth when the

premisses from which it thought to arrive at it were false, this

remark still contains a deep truth though its subjective pre-

suppositions have long since been overthrown. What we

have said concerning the relation of our self-consciousness and

world-consciousness to our consciousness of God,has its founda-

tion in the thought thus uttered by Leibnitz. If Leibnitz is

right, God is also the only immediate object of our moral obli-

Reiicdous
gation,thefoundation of all otherobligations ;

every

import of our moral duty is a duty towards God, and whatever
mor u y. truly binds us in our conscience is the will of God

;

obedience to the law is obedience rendered to the living God,

" of whom, in whom, and to whom " we are. The relation in

which the rational creature stands to God his Creator, when it

is true and normal, is the first and closest ; from Him all

moral life springs, on Him it depends at every point of its

development, and to Him it ever returns from its manifold de-

terminations as to a fixed centre,
—

" from Him, in Him, and to

Him." In this relation we become conscious of moral obliga-

tion, not as an autonomy, not as an heteronomyy but as a

Theonomy.* All morality is recognized as unconscious reli-

gion, and true religion proves itself to be the consciousness of

morality.

Hence it will appear that this divine source of the moral

Significance l^w in US cannot be explained merely as expressive

of the law. Qf ^q general dependence of all created beings

upon God. The law serves to exhibit the threads in the

labyrinth of our consciousness (so far as it does not imme-

diately relate to God), which lead out of its mazes into free-

dom and space, even unto God ; and to bring to light the

undeniable indications of a higher power ruling in us and

over us. Had it only the above-named significance as expres-

sive of dependence, every objection that has been urged

against the so-called proofs of the existence of God derived

from the law of causality might with equal propriety be urged

ao;ainst it.

* Christianity is not to blame, but the contempt of Christianity— the rigid

exclusiveness of the finite et/o,—if to many this Theonomy is nothing more

than a Heteronomy.

VOL. I. F
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§ 3. Proofs In order stillmore fully to understand the necessity

that the Law ^-^ ^-j^q sphere of morals which leads us from the law
iiiicessai'ilv

points to to God, we must inquire how the matter stands in

^°^- the sphere of nature.

Kant, in his Dissertation concerning the only possible

The laws of ground of demonstrative proof of the existence of

SowThey ^rod, tells the story, how he had explained to an

affect us. intelligent scholar that well-known property of the

circle which makes the figure a key to the solution of a

difficult and seemingly complicated mechanicalproblem ; where-

upon the scholar, when he clearly understood it, was filled with

amazement and admiration, as if it had been some wonder of

nature that he beheld. Such, too, is the deep joy which takes

possession of us when for the first time we behold and clearly

see any of the simple and inexhaustiblysuggestive laws of nature,

as, for instance, Kepler's laws concerning the motion of the

planets round the sun, or the laws which determine the meta-

morphosis of plants and of animals. What is the secret cause

of this joy ? It is, in the first place, simply the fact that the

spirit of man is itself reconciled to and understands the sphere

of nature which at first sight seemed strange to him. The law

of nature, its unchanging rule amid the varied and perplexing

changes of phenomena, the harmonious chain traceable amid

manifoldness, the inherent conformity to the end in view,

whereby what is apparently isolated and scattered is united

and blended,—all this is congenial to and in accord with man's

spirit ; he discerns in this conformity to law, a power of

thought and of intelligence overruling the forces of nature, just

as Plato recognized herein a witness for his derivation of nature

from ideas. Law is not the one and all in nature ; a living

and individual development inexhaustibly rich and varied

springs up before us from nature's depths, and to this it is that

nature owes its amazing power over our feeling and imagina-

tion. And yet this silent spell whereby nature enchains us,

though it does not manifest itself in reflection upon nature's

laws, but in an immediate and natural feeling, is nevertheless

conditioned by the dominion of law. Imagine this dominion

removed, and we behold nothing but a chaotic waste, a heav-

ing and drifting sea ; nature can give birth to individual
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and distinctive life in so far only as rule and order prevail

within her.

But if law be a power of Thought over Being, it certainly

Nature's laws
^^^^^^ ^^ist originally and inherently where it

imply con- exists unconsciously ; and thought in nature with-
scioiisness.

^^^ ^ thinking Subject is a mere phantom. The

laws of nature presuppose a real power of thought guiding her

active energies, and they must have their origin and basis in a

free and conscious Being. Laws can be given only by an actual

Will, and no will is real that is not self-conscious ; indeed,

thought itself does not become a real power until it is united

to will. Undoubtedly there is nothing contradictory in the

supposition of an unconscious and instinctive working of nature

according to the laws of inherent conformity to the end in

view, such as is involved in our conception of an organism.

But this only proves a Consciousness above nature, as the

original seat of this thought and the author of its determin-

ing power, by whose will it becomes law. If the coincidence

of the active powers of nature with their law be unconscious,

it must be determined or decreed from without ; real self-

determination and unconsciousness mutually exclude one

another.*

May not this But wherein lies the necessity of removing this

be^n Nature^
consciousness as the essential seat of law beyond

herself? the Sphere of nature ? Why should we not regard

* In another connection, J. H. Fichtb (in his profound dissertation upon

Speculative Theology in the Zeitschriftfur Philosophie und Spelculative Theologk,

new series, v. i., part 2, p. 200) has clearly shown that "this unconscious yet

active wisdom of nature itself requires explanation, and it is only arbitrariness

or indolence of thought that rests satisfied with it as the absolute." See also

Fichte's Speculative Theology, § 33, 34, and the skilful exposition of this inher-

ent Teleology of nature in the " Logischen Untersuchungen " (part 2, chap, vii.)

of Trendelenburg. He says (p. 24), regarding this unconscious confoimity,

that *' it is indeed a fact iu formative nature, but if we imagine we have solved

the riddle by thus stating it we are greatly mistaken," In like manner

ScHWARZ (F. H. C, b. 1766, d. 1837), in his Wesen der Religion, i., p. 175 ff.,

points out the contradiction of supposing a world-aim, without a conscious

principle appointing that aim ; but it is illogical not to infer from this the con-

ception of a Divine personality. For that God must in this case "separate

Himself as an individual from other individuals "
(p. 191), is not involved in the

concept of personality, but only in that of personal individuality, in so far as

individuality is correlative of species.
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nature herself as the subject of it ? and seek in her that

which gives life and soul to the whole visible world as her cor-

poreal frame ? Why does such a supposition contradict the true

conception of nature which necessarily involves dependence and

impersonality ? Is it because experience and observation con-

firm this view of nature, and teach us 4;o regard her, whether

as a whole or in her several parts, as an object upon which we

act,—and without any power to act on us, save as an impersonal

law, with blind purposeless necessity resisting our determina-

tions ? But how narrow is the range of our experience of

nature in comparison with the immeasurable circumference of

the whole ! Why should it be inconceivable that the spirit

which actuates and inspires nature, merely condescends to allow

man to indulge his harmless strivings upon the surface of one

of her smallest organs ? And what is the appeal to some

presupposed conception of nature based upon such limited

experience but a manifest petitio principii ?

But if this were so ; if this self-conscious intelligence, this

Ko ; it must inventress of nature's laws—this mighty will that

be personal, guarantees their validity, were also recognized as a

personal subject in nature, what would follow ? She could not

have submitted herself to these laws as a spirit and personality,

but could only have realized them in her manifestation and

operation. And by this conformity to law, not only the life of

nature, but its relation to the spirit of man must have been

prearranged. In both cases the arranging intelligence proves

itself to be, while inherent in nature, distinct from nature,

while subject to nature, yet free from its power, and even its

mistress. Beginning with the notion of a blindly working and

conformable order of nature, this method of representation leads

on to a more spiritual view, and whatever its former value, the

issue would be to force this law of nature above the sphere in

which it rules into a higher sphere, yea, back to an intelligent

author. Even they who, in explaining the order of nature as

conformable to the end in view, abide firmly by an uncon-

scious power of nature that forms and organizes it, and reject

the notion of a creative intelligence, unintentionally contradict

themselves ; for they attribute to this power of nature what
could only belong to such an intelligence.
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Strauss, instead of removing this contradiction, only

Contradiction
^o^^l^s it when he speaks of man's spirit as having

in Strauss' originally been an unconscious spirit of nature
^^^^'

ordering the relations of the heavenly bodies, form-

ing earth and metals, controlling the organic structure of

plants and animals ; and as now, by investigation, reflection,

and knowledge of nature's laws, ever awakening the recollec-

tion of how it ordered all at first* The first contradiction

here is, that the spirit of man is represented as having once

been an unconscious spirit of nature ; the second is, that this

unconscious spirit is said to have accomplished what can only

be attributed to a conscious being. And supposing it com-

patible with the conception of spirit^ and that spirit a finite

spirit, to predicate of it such a creative yet unconscious power,

—being an unconscious power, it could only be the organ of

a still higher spirit working through it.

In applying these conclusions to the laws of the will, we

Difficulty of
i^^st bear in mind that the cases are by no means

applying this analogous. The thought of law cannot have its

original abode in nature, which is the sphere of

unconsciousness ; but why should we go beyond the self-con-

scious spirit of man in order to find a higher consciousness still

as the original seat of this law of moral freedom ?

Why ? Surely no one could suppose that the moral law

Law has not has its primary source in the wills of individuals

indivilual^ themselves
; such a doctrine would not explain, it

will. would do away with the topic of our inquiry, it

would deny the law as a universal power legislating over the

will by which man feels himself bound. And is not the ideal

of morality clearly a power which asserts its authority in human
life independently of man's will, yea, in spite of its opposition ?

It does this distinctly in two ways. First, in the individual

;

for even when a man has thrown off its authority in sentiment

and maxims, it still asserts itself, if not as an actual conscious-

ness of guilt, yet as a vague sense of the vanity of his strivings.

And secondly, in society with its varied ramifications, which is

carried on in harmony with law, and even by instruments who
are themselves in heart estranged from the law. But may not

• Christl. Gla-ubenslehre, vol. i. p. S.'il.
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these laws and their authority have their origin in the univer-

sal will of mankind collectively, which being really one, and

part of the essence of man, determines the individual will by

means of its unity ? This is quite natural, and does not

oblige us to resort to a superhuman cause as the source of

law, for this universal will itself seems to the individual as a

law established over him. True ;—but we must not forget what

we have already proved, that the origin of the law must be a

self-conscious will. A universal will without a willing subject

is an empty meaningless abstraction, like thought without a

thinking subject ; and he who would pass off upon us such

formulee as this, verily offers us stones for bread. There is

nothing left for us therefore, on this hypothesis, but to describe

this universal will as a personal Subject, as a real and hypo-

static ideal type of humanity, existing as a personal individual,

yet beyond and above personal individuals in whom it is empi-

rically realized. This reminds us of the attempt of modern

speculative Christology to escape from its dilemma between

species and individual by means of the scholastic realism,

whereby theology not only mistakes this realism, but has to

adopt a new kind of polytheism into the bargain. Besides, it

would ever be quite a futile straining, not indeed of speculative

thought, for we dare not impose such an undertaking upon it,

but of imagination, to conjure up before itself a universal will,

including all the wills of individuals, and yet possessing a

distinct personal existence in virtue of which it gives them

laws.

It is clear that we can only find the source of the moral

Law must law, whose demands we hear in our inmost hearts,

so^ui^celn
^^ ^ Being in relation to whom the law of the will

God's will. is not something imposed—is not strictly speaking

law ; because He has in Himself the contents of the law in a

perfect and immediate manner, because He is Himself the

absolute good. Needing no law for Himself, subject to no

law, His will can lay down laws for the wills of all other beings,

even as He is the principle of their existence.

And here we have unveiled to us the universal import and
It has necessity of the law. It belongs to God alone to

rell^ous
^ ^^"^^ ^^^® ^^ Himself

; every other being possesses

significance, it not in itself, but in God, and' receives from Him
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the rule for the development and manifestation of its life. In

the ease of unconscious nature, law immediately determines

and fulfils itself in the working of its powers. In the case of

free self-conscious nature, the divine law is a command which

does not exclude the possibility of a resisting will. This con-

ception of law has essentially a religious import. If the so-

called *' autonomy " of the spirit of man were not se^-contra-

dictory, it would contradict the true conception of man as a

created being. The truth of his being as a creature, consists

in his continued dependence upon the Creator ; the truth of

his being so far as it is conditioned by his will is revealed to

him in the moral law.

This makes still clearer and confirms what we have already

seen (in the preceding chapter), that the rule to guide created

personality, cannot have arisen from the perversion of its rela-

tions to God. That rule is really involved in the very nature

of this relation from the beginning, and onwards until it be

glorified in perfect union with God, wherein He will be " all

in aU," 1 Cor. xv. 28.

The original source of the moral law as thus traced out, fur-

XJncondi- nishes the only adequate explanation of that uncon-

rity o\\he^°'
^^^'^'^^^ authority wherewith its claim makes itself

law. felt in consciousness, notwithstanding the caprice

and opposition of human desires and passions. The uncondi-

tioned Thou shalt ! abides firm even before the will that will

not will ; its imperative form impUes the actual existence of a

higher Will appointing the law, and the unconditional autho-

rity of its demand witnesses that this will confronting man's

will is the will of God. Kh iartv 6 vo/xo6eT7j^j James iv. 12.

Man may indeed make any rules and maxims he likes for his

own guidance, and keep them unvaryingly so long as the force

of passion does not become too strong for them, but he cannot

originate law in the true sense of the word, which abides

unchangeable and unflinching amid the inconstant caprice of

opinion and choice, and which claims his reverence even in his

violation of it.

So strictly and universally is this true, that even in the or-

Even social dainments of social and national life, all true law

•!;!!,.or'1,!*^ lias its source in God ; it is reverenced not as

God. devised by man, but as ordained of God, and in
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obeying it, tlie individual submits not merely to himself or to

his fellow-men, but to God (Rom. xiii. 2).* And accordingly,

any so-called lawgiver, or more properly law-proclaimer among

men, fulfils his calling more perfectly, the less he presumes

to devise or to enact anything by his own caprice, the more

he feels bound by a higher necessity, endeavouring to be only

the simple instrument whereby the Divine world-ordainments

are proclaimed, and the more carefully he regards and is

ouided by the real revelations of God's mind in the eternal laws

of morality, in the distinctive spirit of the people, and in the

course of history. Human legislation, if we trace back its

enactments to their beginnings, which were coincident with

the formation of society and of a body politic, never can

have had the task of deciding what was to be right, but

must itself have been subject to higher rules of rectitude,

either eternal and unchangeable, or historically evolved.

It is a dreadful error when the will of a people, embodied

for instance in a representative assembly, regards itself as

the last and absolutely independent source of what is to

pass for right and law among them ; as if forsooth the vulgar

2J0%oeT of establishing what it liked, perhaps at the risk of

making itself the offscouring of liistory, could also confer the

right

!

Now, as the moral law receives a higher sanction when it is

Evil therefore
recognized as the revelation of God's will to a finite

is sin against being, evil in the same proportion is enhanced

when we become conscious of it not only as trans-

gression of the law, but also as disobedience against God, as

a violation of the relation of dependence essential to the crea-

ture.

* "We find the discernment of this truth that the source of social ordain-

ments and laws lies far above the caprice of man— a truth which many in our

time have quite lost sight of—in Augustine, De libero arUtrio, lib. i., cap. 6 ;

earlier still in Cicero, De LegihuSf lib. ii. c. 4, 5 ; see also the passage quoted

with deserved encomium from Cicero's De Repuhlica, lib, iii., by Lactantius,
Div. Institt. lib. vi., c. 8 ; in Sophocles also, though only in reference to a,

single class of these ordainments, in the beautiful words of Antigone concerning

"the unwritten yet unchangeable decrees of the gods, none of which are of to-

day merely or of yesterday, but which ever live, and no one knows how long it

is since first they were revealed."—^n^/f/owe, 455-457 ; see also (Edipus Tyran-
nus, 863-872.
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This reference to God in human consciousness it is, that con-

verts evil into sin. Por whatever the true etymology of this

word may be, it is in all languages the religious designation of

moral evil.

Our German word Silnde is often derived from silhnen, " to

§ 4 Etymo- expiate," as if it meant that which made man need

LOGY OF THE a Suhm, " an expiation,"—that which has to be
WORD Sin.

expiated. This is Schenkel's view.* But in the

old German and the high German of the middle ages, silhnen

has a long vowel

—

suonan, suonen, suenenj " to level," then
" to reconcile," t whereas Silnde is in old high German Suntia,

in high German of the middle age Sunte, J. Gkimm, who
considers the derivation from suonan, through the Gothic saun,

at least possible, thinks nevertheless that the most probable

derivation is from the old Norse expression s^n, synjar, which

means " an apology in court,'' and also, " the vindication of a

person for non-appearance at court in answer to a summons ;

"

and thus through the successive meanings, " checking," " going

astray," in the sense of " error," " defect," it may have come

to mean " sin."
;];

But would Christian missionaries (whom we
must suppose to have been the originators of this use of the

term) have chosen so weak a word to designate sin, a word

which originally had a good meaning, for Syn was among the

heathen the goddess of justice and truth, synja in Gothic being

synonymous with akrjOeia ?

Much more probable is the derivation (also sanctioned by

Grimm) of the word Silnde, " sin," from the Latin sons (sonts),

a derivation which is given by the latest philologists, R von

* Die christlicke Dogmatik, vol. ii. p. 184.

t Raumer, in his work on the Influence of Christianity upon the old high

German tongue (p. 368), supposes that the German suona may have been de-

rived from the same root as the Latin sanus, sanare, in which case the primary

meaning would be '* to make good or repair an injury, to indemnify." Pictet's

observation regarding the derivation of the word suitd corresponds with this,

" sund hisund {sanus) from suona." See KiTHN, Zeitschri/t fur verglelchende

Sprachforschtmg, b. 5, p. 39.

t Or, conjectures Grimm, Siincie may directly mean txaisatio, in the sense

quod excusandum, exculpandurn est = culpa, causa.—Ahstammung des Wortes

Swide, Stud. u. Krit. 1839, p. 3.
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Eaumer * Leo Meyer,! and Lottnek.J Aufrecht § explains

som, as Testus does, by nocens, "As nocere alicui means

nothing less than neci esse alicui^ to be the cause of the death

or ruin of any one, so sotis means primarily destroying, kill-

ing." The further derivation of the word sotis from KTAN
seems to me very doubtful.||

'AjjLapria, whatever may be its derivation and original mean-

Greek words ing, is according to New Testament usage the

for sin. general term for any kind of transgression of the

divine command. When sin is named in the Old Testament,

we often find its relation to God distinctly expressed ; this

occurs only once in the Kew Testament, Luke xv. 18, 21;

but this relation, though not always expressed, is always pre-

supposed. All men are dfiapTaXoi; the d<}>€o-L<; afxapriMV, of sins

in human consciousness arising from the actual relation of the

man to God, is offered to every one without exception. Acts ii.

38, iii. 19, X, 43, etc. ; but men are divided into the irovrjpol

(KaKoi) and the djadoi, Matt. v. 45, xxii. 10.1F In like manner

TrapaTTTcofia from irapaTriirro) (meaning originallythe case of one

who slips from the path) is used not only for sins of infirmity,

but for every kind of transgression of the divine command,

Matt. vi. 14, xviii. 25 ; Eom. iv. 25, v. 15-20, xi. 11, 12
;

2 Cor. V. 19 ; Gal. vi. 1 ; Eph. i. 7, ii. 1 ; Col. ii. 13 ; James v.

1 6. This transgression of the divine law is distinctly expressed

when sin is designated irapaKorj^ Eom. v. 1 9 ; 2 Cor. x. 6 ; Heb.

i. 2. Uapd^aatf; has the same meaning, it is the act by which

a divine command is broken, whether that given to the first

* As before, p. 384.

t KuHN, Zeitschrift far vergl. SpradiforscJiung, v. 5, p. 381.

t Ibid. V. 7, p. 188. § Ibid. v. 8, p. 73 ff.

II The derivation of the Latin peccare, peccaturrij is doubtful. It cannot be,

as Salmasius assumes, from pecus {more pecudum agere), nor as Doderlein sup-

poses (Lateinische Synonyme u. Etymologien, part ii. p. 140), from the root

pevj in which case perversion would be the fundamental thought ; nor, as Grimm
hints is possible, from pioy which would bring us back to the notion of expiation.

The etymology suggested by Doderlein further on (part 6, p. 260), which

brings the word into connection with ^tt^vst "thick," " duU," is more probable.

IT Measured by the absolute standard of rectitude, man is ^ovtjpog in God's

sight even when in discipleship to Christ, Luke xi. 13. iJawpev tTvat, however,

means not only moral evil (wickedness), but natural evil also ; thus Eph. v. 16

;

vi. 13 {-nfiipet vevnpx) ; Gal. i. 4 {aiuv vrovnpos) ; Matt. vii. 17, 18 {xafi'x'oi

^ovnpoi) ; so also xaxav, Luke xvi. 25, Acts xvi. 28, xxviii. 5 ; kuxoZv, Acts vii.

6, 19, xii. 1, xviii. 10 ; whereas afiaprla refers only to moral evil.
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man, 1 Tim. ii. 14; Eom. v. 14; or that given by Moses,

Eom. ii. 23 ; Heb. ii. 2, ix. 15 {irapa^dri]% B.om. ii. 25, 27 ;

James ii. 9, 11); or that written in man's heart, Gal. iii. 19.

Finally, dvofita denotes practical apostasy or alienation from

the law of God ; it sometimes occurs with the same meaning as

dfiapria, or side by side with this word, Titus ii. 14 ; Heb. x.

1 7 ; it oftener denotes the determinate forms of sin and of the

sinful state. Matt. vii. 23, xiii. 41, xxiii. 28, xxiv. 12 ;
Eom.

vi. 19 ; 2 Cor. vi. 14 ; and in the second Epistle to the Thessa-

lonians it is the name given to the perfect and conscious

antagonist to the divine law and its author, 2 Thess. ii. 7, 8
;

{dvofiosi). The apostle Paul and the evangelist Luke translate

V^^WB, Eom. iv. 7, Luke xxii. 37 (compare Ps. xxxii. 1 ; Isa.

hii. 12), and the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews trans-

lates y?^, Heb. i. 9 (compare Ps. xlv. 8)—by ai/o/to?, dvofxia.

As to the etymology of dfiaprdpccv dfiapTia, according to BuT-

mann's supposition they are derived from fj,ipo^ fxeipeiVj hence

dfiipSetVj to make separate, i.e. to deprive ; dfjuapTGcv, intransi-

tively, to become separate, i.e, not to arrive at, to miss one's

aim ; the change of the aspirate being not without analogy. *

This supposition is very probable ; much more so at least than

that suggested in the Mymologicum magnurriy viz., from

fxdpTTTciVj to seize, to hold, with a privativuTn ; and than that

also which Eeiche thinks possible, viz., from dfMapa, a drain

or sewer, t The missing of the marJc was accordingly the

original representation, but whether this meant the goal of the

traveller, the target of the arrow, or the destined arm of the spear,

we do not venture to decide. Homer often uses dixaprdveiv,

d(f>afiapTdp€iv of the arrow or spear which misses its aim, e.g.,

Hiad, iv. 491, v. 287; (^/A^/30Te9, ovic eVuj^e?) viii. 119,

302, 311; X. 372 ; xvii. 609
;

(also the derived d^pord^etv,

Iliad
J
X. 65, of men who miss each other in the dark). But

who can certify to us that this representation was the primary

and original one in the use of the word among the Greeks ?

—

Whichever of them be preferred, there -lies in these etymologies

the deep conviction that man in sinning has never attained

* LexilogvJi^ i. 137.

t Erklarung des Br, a. d. Eijmer, i., p. 359.
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what he sought, that sin is essentially a disappointment, a

delusion, and a fraud. It is not, indeed, intimated that the

sinner's aim or goal is in itself wrong; sin here appears

only as an act which errs in the choice of means to its

end.*

«i^n " to sin," with its derivative noun forms, ri«an, n&5i3n,

Kt?n " sin," KDn » sinner" (i^«^n " sinner " fm%, Amos

words for sin.
i^- ^^\ ^^^ <^^^®^ occurs side by side with the

similar word P^'S, W^ ; e.g,, Jos. xxiv. 1 9 ; Job

xiii. 23 ; Ps. xxv. 7 ; Isaiah xliii. 25 ; Amos v. 12 ; and also

with 11V; e.^., Psj xxxii. 5, xxxviii. 29; Isaiah vi. 7, xliv.

22, liii, 5 ; Jer. v. 25. We find all three words used together

fully to express the sum of human sin ; e.^., Exod, xxxiv. 7
;

Job xiii. 23 ; Ps. xxxii. 1, 2, 5, li. 4, 5, cvi. 6 ; Jer. xxxiii, 8.

Glaring offences—murder, 2 Sam. xii. 1 3 ; blood-red sins,

Isaiah i. 18 ; the sin of the sons of Korah, Num. xvi. 21
;

idolatry, Ex. xxxii. 21, 30-32 ; the vice of unnatural debauch-

ery, Gen. xviii. 1 ; Isaiah iii. 9 ; Lam. iv. 6 ;—are denoted

by riK^n. Sinning against God and disobedience are fre-

quently expressed by the verb fe^on or its cognate noun ; e.g.,

Gen. xiii. 13, xx. 6, xxxix. 9, Exod. xxxii. 33 ; Jos. vii. 20
;

1 Sam. ii. 25, vii. 6, xii. 23 ; 2 Sam. xii. 13 ; and especially

Psalm li. 6, where the expression " against Thee, Thee only,

have I sinned," should, as De Wette and Hupfeld remark, be ex-

plained as indicating theintensity of the feeling which, forgetting

other bearings of the offence, realizes its one great and highest

reference to God. t Umbeeit | thinks that HKiari denotes the

inward, and jiV the outward act of sin, but judging from the

above references we cannot look upon this as established.

Indeed, in the very first place where the word occurs, Gen. iv.

7, the outward realization of the passionate desire is denoted

by the word nxi^n.

The primary meaning of NtJC* so far as it can be traced in

* Compare the different view of Weisse, Philos, Dogmatihi part 2, p. 392 f.

t Henostenberg, who finds fault with De Wette'a reference of the expres-

sion to the inward feeling, gives no other explanation himself, save that David
sees God in the man whom he had injured, so that his whole sin is transformed

into a sin against God. Commentary on the Psalms in loe.

t Die Sunde. Beitrag zur Theologie des Alten Testaments, p. 50.
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the Hebrew language, is that of " stumbling on the way to a

goal," Prov. xix. 2 ; in which is implied a missing of the

thing sought for, Prov. viii. 3 6 ; and thus it is used literally of

slingers who miss the mark, Judges xx. 16, when the verb is

in Hiphil, and used just like the Homeric afiaprdvetv. Accord-

ingly niK^n were sins of infirmity, errors arising from haste

and from passion darkening clear consciousness. But the word

occurs in this sense in only a few passages, e.g. Num. xii. 11,

where Aaron calls the sin of Miriam ^37fe<i3 (from ^^\ 7NiJ, " to

do foolishly," or according to Hupfeld (Psalmen, v. i., p. 141)

a metaplasm for ?!«, " to be empty or hollow," Psalm xxv. 8,

where O'^^^n are " sinners " converted to God ; in other places

njK', JJK'^ ^^!^J^, njj^ are used for sins of haste and infirmity;

but Xisn occurs in a hundred places where there is no

room for the excuse of want of forethought and defective

consciousness.'"'

V^B from VK^'S signifies primarily the breaking of a covenant.

Thus Vl^B is used to describe the revolt of Israel (Ephraim)

from Eehoboam, and the rebellion of the Moabites and Edomites,

1 Kings xii. 19 ; 2 Kings i. 1, viii. 20, 22. StHl oftener

does it describe the apostasy of the children of Israel from

Jehovah to the service of idols, e.g., Isaiah i. 2 ; Jer. ii. 19;

Dan. viii. 12 (just as dfiapria, corresponding exactly with

ns^n^ is used for the apostasy from Christ to Judaism, Heb.

iii. 13, and of relapse into a heathenish life, Heb. xi. 15); and

sometimes a vicious life and gross offences, e.g., Psalm v. 1 1
;

Isaiah Ivii. 4 ; Amos i. 3, 6, 9, 11, 13, ii. 1, 4, 6.

py, probably from njy " to be bent or perverted," describes

sin as a departure from the normal path for man, the way to-

wards God and obedience to His will. By itself, and apart

from its employment as synonymous with HNDn and V^^, PV

* Hupfeld, in Ms excellent commentary on the Psalms, vol. 2, p. 75, puts

nsisn ill nearly the same relation to ytJ'B as rUJE^* to niD1"T'. But there is
T- ~v tt: ttt

only one passage which requires us to regard ]J^Q as a stronger term than

riNlsn, viz., Job xxxiv. 37; elsewhere both words are used together simply to
T -

add fulness to the conception.

Mention will be made of the difference between Dt^tsn and DK'K, especially
T - T T

in Leviticus, further on, in the first chapter of part 2.
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is used where Job endeavours to excuse himself on account of

the sins of his youth, Job xiii. 26, and also of the fratricide of

Cain, Gen. iv. 1 3 (though perhaps the wish to excuse the deed

led to the choice of the word here). According to usage,

though not according to etymology, JiV often conveys the idea

of guilt, e.g,, Gen. xv. 16; 1 Sam. iii. 14; Psalm xxxii. 5;

Jer. li. 5 ; Lam. v. 7.

There is another word besides these which is often used in the

In various 0^^ Testament for sin, though chiefly in the book of

senses. Jq]^^ often in the Psalms and Proverbs, and often

too in the Prophets, viz. Vf^, which means primarily, accord-

ing to Eodiger (Thesaurus iii.), Hengstenberg, and Delitzsch,

"to be restless, noisy, tempestuous;" according to Hupfeld

(Psahn i. 1), "to be unrighteous, to trespass against, or blas-

pheme," in contrast with PI?. In like manner, n^iT'a 7J?d bv^

" to deal treacherously with Jehovah, to break his covenant,"

often occurs in the Books of Chronicles. The transition from

the physical to the moral appears strikingly in VV^ (Vl), which

is primarily use.d of breaking in pieces with a crash, Job xxxiv.

2 4 ; Psalm ii. 9 ; Isaiah xxiv. 1 9 ; then of evil or unfortunate

occurrences of various kinds, and then at length, especially in

Hiphil, of an evil deed.

CHAPTEE III.

Sin as Selfishness.

Division A.

The real principle of the moral lavj.

Evil presupposes good as the negative does the af&rmative,

§ 1. Evil pre- ^^^ the antithesis the thesis ; it is the direct

supposes good, opposite of good, apostasy from it. Possessing no
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independent existence of itself, the knowledge of it cannot be

primary or original, but is secondary and derived. W,e cannot

understand anything of evil and its root in man, until we

possess a true conception of good.

There are, indeed, some keen-sighted observers of the various

intricacies of the human heart who must possess but a very

shallow knowledge of moral good, seeing that they do not

believe in such a thing as a will truly bent upon goodness.

Few have spied out evil beneath the manifold disguises in which

it delights to lurk in the circles of the polite and fashionable

world with keener eye than Rochefoucault, who, in his

" Maxims," among other places, asserts that not only the vices

but even the virtues of men lose themselves in self-interest as

rivers in a sea. But is it not true of him, as , was said of

Voltaire, that without believing in the devil he saw him every-

where, even where he was not ? And yet the idea of a pure

will manifestly guided him in his sage reflections upon the

weakness and knavery of man, though the belief in its realiza-

tion he held to be a mere chimera.

If there be this close relation between our knowledge of

And must be ^^^^ ^^^ °^ ®^^' ^^ must begin our investigation

defined by regarding the inner unity in which the various
means o i

. forms of sin are centred by discovering the inner

unity of moral good. Good as well as evil presents itself to us

in so many and manifold forms that it almost baffles our en-

deavours to trace in it any inner unity. And yet we confidently

take for granted that there is such a unity, a definite central

tendency underlying each antithesis, for we include one class of

determinations in human life dependent on the will under the

conception of good, and another under the conception of evil.*

* The contrast between the apparent manifoldness of good and its inner

unity involves the question so variously discussed in the moral philosophy of

Greece and Eome, whether virtue is one or manifold. Both are true. Plato

shows that the various tendencies of evil thoroughly resist any union, in the 4th

book of the Kepublic (p. 445), where he lays down the principle iv f^h ttvai

JSas T*}f aptvns ei-rupx Ss rns Kettticts. If this explanation of the contrast were

strictly true it would certainly be unmeaning to speak of a *' kingdom of evil,"

as Christ does (see Matt. xii. 26, and parallel passages). There seems to be a

modification of this even in Plato himself when he says in the Sophists^ p. 256,
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We have now to find out what this central and fundamental

tendency is from which that manifoldness springs, first in the

sphere of moral good, and secondly, in the sphere of moral evil.

We call this central and fundamental tendency in good or in

evil the " real principle " of each, but we are ready to exchange

this designation for another if any one can suggest a better.

After the explanation we have given, no one can mistake the

expression as implying any special type of good or evil which

appeared first by itself, and then gave birth to various other

forms. It may, moreover, easily be shown that in the actual

course of moral development, whether normal or abnormal, the

individual is not always conscious of the principles which we

are about to seek out, but recognizes them only at a subsequent

stage of his experience ; nay, more, it may even be shown that

a definite consciousness of them (especially of the principle of

evil) is by multitudes never attained. But this would by no

means prove that we had not hit upon the right points in

which the various radii of good and evil respectively centre ; a

definite principle may wholly rule the moral life of a man
without his having in his mind any definite consciousness of

what it is.

It is, of course, a scientific feeling which prompts us to

This is not an
^^^eavour to contemplate the various parts of the

a priori specu- moral law as together making up a complete whole,

^ ^°^*
and to trace these various parts as necessarily

emanating from this unity. That is true here which Anselm

says in the beginning of his great work Cttr Deus homo,—
Negligentice mihi esse videtur, si, postqicam confirmati sumtts

in fide, id quod credimus, non studemus intelligere. What
we seek is by no means an a priori construction of the

contents of the law which shall methodically arrange them and

avoid at the same time all empirical suppositions and additions.

It is evident, from our investigation concerning the speculative

part of our inquiry in the Introduction, that we cannot obtain

this. Our course of thought, as it has to do with what is

objective and positive, must not produce anything indepen-

dently, but must simply reproduce what has been originally

created and revealed by God. It is therefore, properly speak-

ing, reflection upon a theme, or following out a path already
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marked out for us by the original thought and will of the

Creator. Yet it is at the same time a progressive and con-

nected course of thought, not merely an isolated and frag-

mentary conception—which would not be a true ' following

out ' of the path even in the apprehension of the individual, for

there is nothing isolated in the thoughts or works of God,

—

but a search after the true connection and course of God's

ordainments.

But is it perhaps just here, in this department of knowledge

Obiection
—*^® knowledge of the moral law—that we have

against this no right to expect to discover the inner foundation
m(iuiry.

^^^ connection of part with part, but must rest

content with the fact that God has thus ordained it, according

to the maxim. Hoc voloj sic jubeo ; sit pro ratione voluntas ?

Is the principle of Evodius in Augustine's treatise. Be libero

arhitrio (lib. i., c. 3), peccatum nan ideo malum est, quia

vetatur lege, sed ideo lege vetatur, quia malum est,—is this true

only when taken conversely ? This is certainly the view of

not a few who have investigated the relation of

will of God is moral law to God. So early as the Scholastic age

*f^i.f"?*^^P^® some of the most celebrated scholars differed from
01 the law,

the generally received view, and made the merum
avlitrium Dei, the foundation and the standard, not only of

the government of the world, but of the moral law itself. The
chief among these thinkers were Duns Scotus, who excluded

even the divine understanding as the source of the moral law,

and placed it in the will of God alone,* and some of the later

* Lib. i. Sentent. disL 44, ^'Ideo—potest aliam legem siatuere rectam, quae,

si statueretur a Deo, recta esset, quia nulla lex est recta nisi quatenus a Dei volun-

tate acceptatur." Yet Scotus in Sentent., lib. iiL, recognizes an unconditional

necessity in the fundamental law of love towards God, and in all which this

logically includes. Divine arbitrariness refers only to the sphere of finite

beings and their relations ; we cannot therefore do away with the necessity of

submitting the human will directly to God as its aim, by any divine command-

ment. This coincides with his fundamental principle, omne aliud a Deo ideo est

bomim; quia a Deo dilectum, et non e contrario {lib. iii., sent dist. 19). But he

narrows this inference so much as to exclude from it the love of our neighbour

(lib. iii., dist. 28 and 37). Regarding this point in the system of Scotus, see

Baitr's '
' Christian Doctrine of the Trinity and Incarnation, " vol. ii. , p. 642, and

RiTTER*s '* History of Christian Philosophy," vol. iv., pp. 393-401 ; and concern-

ing the kindred doctrines taught in the Arabian school of philosophy of the

Motakhallim (vol. iii., p. 737). Duns Scotus was born 1265, and died 1308.

VOL. I. G
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Nominalists, Ockham,^^ the disciple of Scotus, Gabriel Biel,

who published an abridgment of Ockham's works, and Peter

D'AiLLY.t The doctrine was somewhat modified by the last-

named scholar, who, like Descartes J after him, while making

God's will the foundation of morality, held the inseparable

identity of the Divine will and thought.

It was in support of the doctrine of predestination that the

This notion
Stricter theologians of the Protestant Reformed

still held by Church (the Supralapsarians) adopted similar
^°"^®'

opinions in their controversywith the Remonstrants.

About the same time this principle (which seems to put an end

to all philosophy) was in high favour even in the sphere of

philosophy, owing to its adoption by the inaugurators of the

new philosophy. Descartes derived not only moral laws,

but theoretic and even mathematical truths from an indifferent

or arbitrary will of God.§ And hence it was that Leibnitz, in

his TheodicdCj maintained that the world-ordering will of God

was determined by the ideas of the Divine understanding.|| In

its exclusive application to moral truth, this principle became

the topic of discussion among the founders of the Utilitarian

school, and the advocates of the system of Natural Right (jtcs

naturce). Pxjffendorf,1[ in particular, was attacked by his

theological and philosophical opponents, among whom was

Leibnitz,"*'^"^^—but not altogether justly—as the advocate of the

* Ockham (d. 1347), Sentent., lib. ii., gu. 19, **^a est boni et tnali moralis

natura, ut, cum a Uberrima Dpi voluntate sancita sit et definitaf db eademfacile
possit amoveri et refigi, adeo ut rnutata ea voluntate, quod sanctum etjustum est,

possit evadere injustum."

t Gabriel Biel (b. 1442, d. 1495) ; Peter D'Ailly (b. 1350, d. 1425). In mag.

sentent. proem, i. lit. q.

X Principia PkUos.y p. \i% 23.

§ Responsio ad sextos Objectiones, § 6. Compare Princ. Phil, i., §§ 29, 30.

Ii Theodic4ef § 176 ff. Leibnitz curiously maintains that the opinion ex-

pressed by Descartes was not meant in earnest. See § 186, '*C'^toit apparem-

ment un de ses tours, une de ses ruses philosophiques."

H '* Samuel Puffendokf (b. 1632, d. 1694) and Cumberland are the two great

promoters, if not founders, of that school in ethics which, abandoning the higher

ground of both philosophers and theologians, that of an intrinsic fitness and
propriety in actions, resolved them all into their conduciveness toward good."

—Hallam, " Literature of Europe," vol. iii., p. 406. Tr.
** Obsei-vationes de principiojuriSt § 13. MonitaquaedamadPufendorJiiprin'

cipia, § 4. Further on, § 5, Leibnitz himself remarks that there are statements
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doctrine that our conceptions of what is right and wrong

depend entirely upon the arbitrary will of God. Even in our

day the interest attaching to this question is not wholly extinct

;

for while, on the one hand, a wide spreading school does not

scruple to derive the moral law from, and to resolve it into a'

metaphysical necessity wholly independent of God's will, there

are not wanting, on the other hand, some who believe that

God's absolute freedom in His actual government of the

world can only be maintained upon the principle that what is

good or evil is established solely by an arbitrary act of God's

will*

As to the question which we here propose to solve, it is clear

that if such a principle as this be recognized, all

if true, would hope of discovering the germ of moral truth in its

terminate onr inner necessity is taken away ; and the question

following thereupon regarding the inner foundation

of the manifold forms of evil in human life is likewise put an

end to. Nothing would then remain in the dogmatic treat-

ment of sin but the consideration of its various manifestations

and the classification of these according to their resemblances

and affinities, without any endeavour to discover a common root

from which they spring.

contrary to this in PuflFendorf himself, the apparent contradiction of which, with

that quoted by Leibnitz before, might easily be solved.

* "We must not confound this view with the frequent division of moral laws

into those which arise out of the nature of man and those which depend only

upon the arhitrium Dei. Thomasius (b. 1655, d. 1728) at first distinguished in

his moral philosophy between the leges naturahSj and the leges universales posi-

iivae{arbitrariae). But afterwards in his Fwndamenta juris na,turae et gentium^

he takes the Divine ordainments of the latter class to be mere decrees of God.

The controversy was resumed in the theological sphere by Eenesti (b. 1707, d.

1781), who considered that certain legislative enactments contained in Holy

Scripture, which depended solely for their validity on the divine choice, pos-

sessed the force of universal obligation. See his treatise Vindiciae arbitrii divini

in religione c(mstUuenda, § 48 ff. On the opposite side Tollner (b. 1724, d. 1774)

maintained the necessity of the divine law as recognized by the reason of man

in his Disqtiis. utrum Dens ex mero arbitrio potestatem suam legislaioriam exer-

ceat, &c., and in a second treatise, De potestate Dei legislatoria non mere arhi-

traria. So also Velthusen. As, however, Ernesti, in the 3rd part of his work,

limited the conception of the avUtrium Dei, the controversy became a mere

strife of words ; none of the above-named theologians thoroughly investigated

the matter.
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A theology which knows its true principle cannot but rejoice

. in the philosophic efforts of our time to establish

Divine the recognition of God's freedom in the place of

arbitrariness.
^^^^ derivation of all things from Him by a logi-

cal necessity, ".which we ourselves cannot endure in our acts

—

to say nothing of God." * But while avoiding this Charybdis of

a necessity which treacherously draws everything into its

depths, we must be very careful lest we be engulfed in the

Scylla of a bottomless arbitrariness. Our conception of divine

freedom is already converted into that of arbitrariness if we

seek the basis of any precept of the moral law in a mere act

of God's will, for which no reason can be given, but which we

must abide by as an ultimatum,. Such an act of will would

be a mere decree, not what every divine choice is—and what

alone enables us to look upon it as divine—a self-revelatioro of

God. The contents of the moral law, though the product of

God's will, would thus be something foreign to, and separate

from Him, having no natural relation to His nature. Our idea

of God would become a mere abstraction if this principle were

carried out,and neither theworld nor ourown consciousnesscould

give us any indications regarding God Himself ; to all our

questionings there would be but the one answer, the exhibition

of an arbitrary decree ordaining all and indifferent to all. It

would, moreover, logically follow regarding even theoretic

truth, e.g,, regarding the elementary laws of logic and mathe-

matics, that they depend entirely upon the divine discretion,

and have no necessary foundation in the divine understanding.

It is manifest that such an isolating apprehension of the world-

ordering will of God, contrary as it is to a comprehensive idea

of the divine perfections and maintaining His infinite power only,

must make way for an unbridled scepticism, which even the

reference to the historical revelation of God would no longer

be able to expel.

This view of the creative fiat of God as resting solely in

Cause of this
^^^^^^> arises from an important misunderstanding

erroneous of the nature of freedom, concerning which the
notion.

Theodic4e of Leibnitz, however inadequate its treat-

* Schelling's -words, in his treatise iXher das We^en der menschlichen Freikeit;

Werkej erste Abtheilung, vol. vii., p. 396.
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ment of the topic may be in relation to God and creation, may

be read with great benefit/"* The idea is, that the freedom of

an act of will is limited in proportion as the subject may deter-

mine his own choice, by the principles which knowledge pre-

sents to him. Now we maintain, on the contrary, that the

True con- ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^y ^^ ^^^^ ^^* ^^ ®^^ doing, is

ception of the more free, the more clearly the actor knows
freedom.

^^^^ ^^ ^.jj^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^. jj^ . ^^^ ^-^^ j^gg ^^

wills merely for the sake of willing, the more will his whole

spiritual life, whatever its condition may be, be concentrated

in the act of will. An arbitrary act, in the merely formal

sense of the term, as denoting indifference, is one in which the

person acting gives himself up to the blind force of chance,

and thus of outward circumstances. If a man resolves upon

an act arbitrarily and without reasons, indifferent as to its

import, he does not properly speaking determine himself, but

he allows himself to be influenced and determined by what is

external to him,—perhaps by an impression which the outer

world happened to make upon him at the moment of his

choosing, and which gave just this direction to the action now

originating within,—or by whatever means the unconscious

realization of the act may be brought about. Thus the most

trifling occurrences may become masters of the emerging

action, because it is in its birth wholly destitute of energetic

and conscious will. If this be the true nature of an arbitrary

action, so far as such a thing deserves the name of ccctwn, it

is evident that while it may be possible (a positive ability it

cannot strictly speaking be, for it is only a negation) for

a personal created being, it is impossible for God, While

in the creature the union between knowing and choosing

may be broken, in God it is indissoluble ; and herein it

chiefly is that the perfection of the divine will consists, it

always reflects with unvarying precision the absolute per-

fection of divine thought in its truth, its wisdom, and its

righteousness.

* Part 2, § 175 f., § 191 f., § 225 f., Part 3, § 318 f., &a We have already

referred (p. 21) to the acute distinction between a metaphysical and a

moral necessity, the latter name being applied by Leibnitz, not without

danger of misunderstanding, to the necessity implied in the moral attributes

of God.
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The notion of an eternal law existing independently of God,

Notion of a ^^^ revealing itself to man in moral consciousness

lex seterna.
^^g ^ natural moral law, which would be recognized

as such even (as Wolf "^ puts it) if there were no God, is alto-

gether false and even nonsensical. This view has often been

attributed to the scholastic philosophers, but where have they

propounded it? Alexander von Hales (d, 1245), Thomas

Aquinas, Antoninus, Archbishop of Tlorence (d. 1459), upon

whom especially this reproach rests, following in the steps of

Augustine,t speak of a lex sterna that constitutes the eternal

standard of all movements and acts ; but they do not regard

this as something existing independently of God or above Him,

they place it in the divine tmderstanding itself ; and in thus

doing they are right, however they may have failed in the

amplification of details. They explain the natural moral law

and all that is truly right and conformable thereto in human

laws as a participatio legis mternae, and when they maintain

that there is for man a per se honestum vel twrpe antecedenter

ad voluntatem divinam, they are far from sanctioning a god-

less foundation of Ethics ; their aim is simply to guard against

that representation which bases our conceptions of what is

good and evil in an act of divine arbitrariness in God*s will as

separate from the mens divina.^ They are only to be blamed

for describing that eternal basis of the law in the divine imder-

standing, the ideas of things eternally existing in Him, in view

of which God has given His law to the world, as itself a law

;

whereas it can only become law by an act of the divine will

* Verniinftige Gedanken von der Menschen Thun und Lasstn, p. i., ch. 1, § 20.

t Delibero ArbitriOf lib. i. cap. 6(16); Contra FausL ManicJu, lib. xxii., c. 27.

28 ; and many other places.

J Alexander v. Hales, Summa tlieolog. univers., p. i., qu. 35, membr. 3 ; q^u.

27, membr. 2, 3. Thomas Aquinas, Prima Secundae, quaest. 91, art. 1, 2
;

quaest. 93. Antoninus, Summa theologica, p. i., tit. 11-20. The real defect of

the scholastic doctrine concerning the law is, that notwithstanding its prolixity,

it dwells too much upon generals, and does not sufficiently consider the relation

of the law to the present fallen condition of man. The view which Leibnitz in

his Theodic^e developes (especially in §§ 175-192), is very similar to that of

Aquinas, as to the relation of the moral law to the divine understanding, save

that Leibnitz here also introduces that outward notion of the dependence of the

divine M'ill upon the divine knowledge which Aquinas, without denying the

distinction between the two, endeavours to avoid.
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and in relation to real existence external to God, a want of

accuracy which did not escape the acuteness of Thomas Aquinas,

but which, through reverence for Augustine, who had intro-

duced the expression into the dogmatic phraseology of the

Church, he did not venture to correct."^ But when the state-

ment incidentally occurs in the works of Aquinas, as also in

Grotius and Leibnitz after him, that the moral law would not

cease to be binding upon man, etsi daretur Detim non esse,

this must be carefully distinguished from the opinion similar

in form above condemned, for it really means nothing more than

that the destruction of our directly religious consciousness

would not necessarily involve the extinction of our moral con-

sciousness likewise.! It is an often repeated fact, that even the

most emphatic deniers of the true and personal God, cannot

entirely rid themselves of the warnings of His law in

conscience. And must we not discern herein the holy and

gracious ordainment of God, that even when a man has en-

tirely severed the bond of conscious fellowship with Him, there

should still remain another bond, whereby, through the

striking alarm of an inner discord, the wanderer might be

restored ?

The doctrine that the foundation of morality is to be wholly

Texts which sought in the arbitrary will of God, seems to be
seem to sanctioned by some expressions of St. Paul, accord-
sanction the . 1 1 . 11 . p 1

doctrine of mg to which it would appear as if there could be
arbitrariness,

gjj^ ^j, blameable violation only when there is law.

If that which is condemned by the moral law be not evil in

itself and anterior to the law, it would also follow, that what

* Prima secundae, quaest. 91, art. 2.

t Rothe, in his Ethics, vol. i. p. 191, charges me with making morality pos-

sible only on the basis of religion. But the passage which he cites in proof is

taken from the first edition of this work, and was expunged from the second

edition. That I do not thus determine the relation, my honoured friend will

see, if he considers the importance I attach to conscience even in the religious

life ; conscience I say according to my conception of it, which certainly differs

somewhat from his. I can fully subscribe to what he says in the place referred

to, for Rothe himself allows that the idea of morality cannot be truly conceived

and understood without the idea of God, that morality necessarily involves onr

relation to God, and that, ceteris paribus, the more fully it is penetrated by this,

the more perfect it becomes.
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the law approves, is not in itself and anterior to the law

essentially good.

But it appears on the face of it very improbable that Paul

should maintain that the law originated sin and even moral

goodness, when, as we have already seen, the very opposite

error which would make sin the cause of all law was supposed

to have a champion in Paul.

And yet it would appear from the words of the Apostle,

Eom. iv. 15, 6 v6fio<; opyfjv Karepyd^erai* ov yap (Se) oifK eart

vofw^, ovhe 7rapd^a(TL<;, logically to follow that the revelation of

the divine law first introduced a distinction between human ac-

tions alike and in themselves indifferent, in virtue of which the

class in conformity with the law presented itself to man's con-

sciousness as good and necessary, while the other class being

transgressions of the law appeared as evil and blameable,bringing

upon man the opji]—the displeasure and punishment of God.

And the Apostle's words in Eom. v. 1 3 seem to coincide with

this, if eXXoyetTac there is to be understood of divine imputation.

For the words, «%/3i y^p vofiov dfiapria ^v iv tcoa-fi^' dfiapria Se

ov/c iK\oyetTat,fii) ovto^ vo/jlov, must be rendered, "For before the

law (of Moses), that was in the world which we now regard as

sin, but so long as there was no law it was not imputed to us

by God, i,e., not in the light of sin
;

" and, consequently, as

God sees things only as they in reality are, it was not really

sin. The Apostle's words in Eom. v. 20 are in unison with

this ;
" the law came in (irapeia-ipi.de) between the promise and

its fulfilment that sin might abound." All this seems to

coincide with the notion that God, having resolved to lead

mankind on to their destination by means of a redemp-

tion and by the removal of a contrast (" the slaying of an

enmity "), He had first to bring them into a state of inward

contradiction by means of the law, which, by awakening in

them a sense of the need of redemption, might be their school-

master to bring them to Christ. And must not this be re-

garded as the doctrine of Paul as stated in Eom. iii. 19, 20,

and Gal. iii. 22-24 ? The recollection that the vofio^ here

spoken of is throughout the Mosaic law,—indeed, prominently

so in the main text, Eom. iv, 15,—only confirms the inference

that it is the law of God alone which introduces the difference

between right and wrong. For if in the wider sphere of actions
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generally, what is done without a knowledge of the Mosaic law

can in no true sense be sin, how much less can there be any

sin in the much narrower sphere of those actions which are

gone through without any consciousness of the law in the

inward man ?

The plausibility of this view cannot be denied. Let us,

Criticism of however, examine more closely the context of the
Eom. iv. 15. main passage, Eom. iv. 15. The Apostle had just

shown that Abraham was made partaker of the promise " that

he should be heir of the world, not by the law, but by the

righteousness of faith." ' For,' he continues, * if they who have

the law (and fulfil it, Eom. ii. 13) are to be heirs, faith loses

its significance, and the promise is annulled.' Why ? Because

it rests upon conditions which man cannot perform. ' For it

is attested by universal experience that the law instead of lead-

ing men to righteousness awakens within them the conscious-

ness of wrath, of God's holy displeasure on account of their

sinful state.' Paul now gives us the general reason for this

fact, generalizing the concept of law by leaving out the article,—
' for where there is no law in the consciousness of the man

sinning, sin is not regarded by him as transgression/ nor can it

awaken in him the consciousness of God's wrath. If this be

the meaning of the 15th verse, if the KaTcpyd^eaBat opyijv and

the 7rapd0aa-c<s denote what takes place in consciousness, we
need not understand the Karepyd^ea-dat opyriv of a mere increase

of the deserved punishment, nor take it as a contradiction of

Eph. ii. 3, where the heathen

—

oi XotiroL—are described as

TGicva <j>va-€L opyrj^y and of John iii. 36, where the wrath of God
is said to abide (fMevec) upon the man who believes not on the

Son. The oifK iXXoyecTat in Eom. v, 13 is to be understood

only of the self-imputation of sin as sin, in the consciousness of

the sinner. In opposition to the view above described, the

Apostle (in Eom. v. 13, 14) shows that though mankind,

beyond the range of the positive law of God, are not wont to

bring sin to consciousness as it really is, and to impute it to

themselves, yet from the universal sway of death over those who
have transgressed no positive and revealed law, we must infer

the presence of sin before the Mosaic legislation. It thus

becomes self-evident that Eom. v. 20 contains nothing about

the original introduction of ' the offence,' and that we cannot
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adopt the interpretation of the Apostle's chain of thought

above described.

But the Apostle not only did not teach—he expressly com-

st Paul ex-
l^^ted any such representation of the origin of sin

pressly rejects from the law, whether it be that the law for the
e no ion.

^^^^ ^^^ forbids some out of the mass of indiffer-

ent acts, and thus makes these wrong, or that by its prohibi-

tions it necessarily provokes the will, pure in itself, to opposition.

The passage which seems more to sanction such a representa-

tion is Eom. vii. 5 where the lusts of sin are described as ra

Bta Tov vofiov ; and, accordingly, Paul takes pains to prove (Eom.

vii. 7-16) that the law is not to blame for the state of inner

discord and misery (6dvaro<;) into which the man sinks when he

becomes conscious of its demands. It is, he says, in itself

"holy and just and good" (v. 12) ; it is calculated in itself to

bring life to man (v. 10) ; and it is only indwelling sin in the

man, though still latent and slumbering, which takes occasion

by the law to slay him. Not only is the consciousness of in-

dwelling sin awakened in the man, and the inner discord made

objective by the law, but the indwelling sin is provoked to break

out with greater energy in particular acts of sin—sinful lusts

(v. 8), by the opposing restraint of the law, which is too

weak in itself to bring the will into harmony with it. It is per-

fectly clear that the Apostle throughout his argument—not

only in Eom. vii. 7-23, but in vii. 5, iv. 15, v. 13, 20—has

in his mind the relation of the law, not to man in his primi-

tive perfection, but to a state in which sin is already present as

an indwelling bias and tendency. St. Paul confutes the repre-

sentation we have named from another point of view in Eom.

viii. 7. We must leave the inquiry as to the meaning of a-dp^

for the present ; but these two things are certain, viz., that

with Paul <l>p6v'r]fia t^? aaptco'; is a general designation for a

sinful being ; and that he includes in it a definite tendency of

human life, a series of lusts and endeavours governed by one

and the same bias. Now theApostle says concerningthis^/aoi/Ty/ia

T>79 aapfc6<i, " it is enmity against God, for it is not subject to the

law of God, neither indeed can be,"—z.e., from its inner nature

and condition. Now if it were the work of the law not to

bring to light an impulse in itself sinful, but to make an im-

pulse which is in itself indifferent now for the first time wrong,
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this ovSe hvvarat would lose all meaning as a statement in

advance of the ou^ virordaaerai.

It is therefore wholly a mistake to suppose that the doc-

trine that the moral law derives its definite contents from

an arbitrary decree of God rests upon the authority of St.

Paul.

The warning, however, not to trouble ourselves with the

Real source
investigation of the inner source and connecting

of this erro- centre of morality, seeing that it is divinely or-
necus view.

^^^ined, but simply to hold fast to the facts of our

moral consciousness and of historical revelation, can have only

a subjective meaning. It can only imply that the inner unity

of the moral law, amid its manifold commands, though doubt-

less known to the divine intelligence, is undiscoverable by us.

Thus Augustine thought in reference to predestination; he

held that the will of God is absolutely wise and just, but that

we are wholly ignorant of the grounds of its conclusions.

Amyraut ^ and Schleiermacher t have clearly proved that

Calvin also did not by his decretum absolutum mean a divine

arbitrariness, but only an inability in our present state to

understand the wise and righteous counsels of God. How far

these great teachers of the Church were right in this conclusion

we need not decide ; we have only to ask whether this renun-

ciation of a thorough understanding of the divine ordainments

obliges us to set aside our problem ? We must presuppose the

possibility of such an understanding, certainly to some extent,

where a divine ordainment is given which we are called upon

to realize in our appointed sphere by our free will and deed.

In behalf not only of scientific thought, but of practical life,

we should endeavour to bring to light the productive centre of

all morality, the fundamental sentiment out of which the entire

Christian life develops itself, and which enters into and pene-

trates its manifold relations, circumstances, and activities. If

this knowledge were virtually denied us, how could the law

* Def&ndo doctrince. Jo. Calviniy de ahsoluto reprohationis decreto, adv. anony-

mum. Salm, 1641.

t In his dissertation uher die Erwahlungslehre, Theohg, ZeiUckriftj 1st part,

p. 78. Calvin has on the other hand made so many positive statements as to

the grounds and design of the decretum absolutum, that every attempt to har-

monize it with the rigJUeousness of God, must terminate not in hidden darkness,

but in manifest contradiction.
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ever become anything but a dead and outward letter, whose

prescriptions we should have to apprehend and accept one by

one without connection ? If the Christian be free from the

outward yoke of the law, so that the spirit of holiness works

in him, and begins to evolve from within the true fulfilment of

the law (Gal. v. 18, 22), he surely must be able to understand

that fruitful principle of the moral law which his own expe-

rience is ever reminding him of, to search into it, and thus to

understand the entire contents of the divine will in their true

connection, so far as they are revealed to beings possessed of

moral freedom in this world.

The real principle of the moral law from which its varied

§ 2. Real prin- Contents spring, must be sought for in the manner
ciple of the in which it is obeyed, in the essential and univer-

with its SQ-l motive which prompts its fulfilment. When
motive. j^^-^ perceives the true relation in which he stands

to His Maker, his respect for the unconditional authority of the

law is transformed into ready obedience to a personal God. All

the contents of the moral law are involved in the recognition

of this relation. "We cannot regard anything as the objective

principle of the law which is too meagre to be its inner and

all-embracing motive. To separate these two things must,

from a Christian point of view, be regarded as a mistaken

accommodation of science to the imperfect state of man. In

subordinate stages of the moral life, in its development as dis-

turbed by sin, and while the contents of the moral law are still

in some degree strange and external to the Subject, the objec-

tive principle and the highest subjective motive do not coincide.

The prevailing motive in this case may be a vague respect for

the unconditional demand of the law, or the submission of the

creature to the Creator, or the obedience of the servant to the

Lord ; and none of these motives can be adopted as the real

principle of the moral law. When this estrangement of the

Subject from the contents of the law is removed, when he fully

knows and understands it, external principle and inward motive

will be identical.

But notwithstanding this real identity, there will still be a

difference between the external principle and the internal

motive in their relation to the consciousness of the Subject.
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The true relation of man to God as the objective principle of

morality, is somewhat remote from the moral determinations of

the individual ; in order to rise up to it, he must go through

several intermediate stages. But in proportion as the highest

subjective motive arises from that relation of man to God, it is

present in every moment of the moral life, the man carries it

in his bosom, and it penetrates him with its divine energy.

Christ tells the Pharisaic doctor of the law who asked Him
^ ,r what was the greatest commandment, that it is

motive of LOVE TO GoD penetrating the whole man ; and that
the law.

^j^g second is like unto it in dignity and import-

ance, love to our neighbour as on a par with ourselves, Matt,

xxii. 36-39
; Mark xii. 29-31. And to guard against the

misconception that these commandments were only the greatest

among many which come to us from without, and at the same

time to lead the inquirer to the knowledge of the truth that in

them the living unity of all moral precepts is contained, Christ

adds the words, iv ravTat<; ratq Svcrlv ivroKah 0X09 o v6iio<i

Kpifiarai koI oi Trpo^rjrat, There are but few statements of Holy

Scripture bearing upon this point worthy to be compared with

this in importance and fulness, even in an exegetical point of

view. We may refer however to 1 Peter i. 16, " Be ye holy,

for I am holy;" Matt. v. 48, "Be ye perfect as your Father

in heaven is perfect ;" Matt. vii. 12, "What you would that

men should do to you, do you even so to them ;

" and the ex-

hortations to love often given to the followers of Christ.* It

would be easy to show that these expressions, and others like

them, are either of a formal character, and inappropriate to

denote the real centre of unity in the contents of the law, or

are too narrow to embrace the whole circumference of the

moral life.

In that answer of Christ, the highest unity appears, though

Love to God
expressed in two fundamental precepts—the love of

includes all God and of our neighbour. But the manner in
°^®' which Christ speaks of the first of these (avrrj ia-rlv

* Eothe assigns a similar dignity and importance to these words ; see, among
other places, vol. i. 196. A declaration somewhat like this of Matt, xxii 39

occurs in the exhortation, * * Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,

do you even so to them." But it is evident that Christ has here in view but

one side of the moral life, which is described in the former text as the love of

our neighbour.
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t) fieyaXr]—absolutely " the great commandment," fcal irpcoTT)

ivTo\rj)y very clearly indicates that we must seek the union of

both in it ; and this is still more plain when we inquire why
it is that man, as distinct from all other beings known to us on

earth, must be the object of our love, of a love which forbids

us to use him as a mere means to accomplish our ends, but

which recognises him for his own sake, and endeavours to help

him on. If, in reply, we be referred to mere unity of species,

this is indeed often spoken of as the natural foundation of

general love of mankind, but not as the source of its moral

import and necessity. This consists far more essentially in the

truth, that the likeness of God shines in the spiritual nature

of man, and love for God must necessarily extend to all who

bear His image. Thus the second commandment has the first

for its principle, and the outward distinction between them as

standing side by side, or the second subordinate to the first

—

whereon the usual division of duties into those towards G-od

and those towards our neighbour rests, is resolved into a true

unity. God is not only the chief object of man's love,—

^

truth which cannot be denied save by the negative theology of

our time, which has lost the true conception of God or the

conception of His personality, and consequently that of the

living relation between God and man ;—He is also the dbsohtte

and all-emhracing object of this love, so that all other love

becomes holy and abiding only as it is comprehended in love

to God. Strictly speaking, this is actually expressed in the

command to love God " with all thy heart, with all thy soul,

with all thy mind, and with all thy strength." A love which

lays claim to the whole inner life, cannot stand side by side

with other moral commands as above them or below them, it

must embrace and penetrate them all. The Old Testament

bases the command to reverence human life upon the fact that

God made man in his own image (Gen. ix. 6); and St.

James confirms his admonition against cursing men upon the

same truth, representing it as an essential contradiction

out of the same mouth to bless God the Father, and to curse

men who are the offspring of God (James iii. 9-11). The

argument moreover of St. John (1 John iv. 20) rests, accord-

ing to its most natural interpretation upon the same thought

;

love for the archetype cannot be genuine unless it be confirmed
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by love for the likeness ; it is so much the less genuine, we may

add, inasmuch as we cannot see the essence of God save

through His revelation of Himself, and man is in himself

according to his own nature a revelation of God. But the other

side of this relation must never be overlooked, namely, that

man is a manifestation of God only in proportion as he leads

our thoughts to Him.

It is not, however, in this declaration of our Lord alone that

T tim 11 f
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ recognised as the life-giving princi-

Scripture pie of all true fulfilling of the law ; the truth runs
genera y. throughout the New Testament, and appears in

manifold references and ways ; it often asserts itself, moreover,

as a tacit presupposition, or an implied principle, even where

love and obedience are not the direct topic of discourse. We may
call to mind how variously Christ Himself names love to His

Father and to mankind as the soul of His own life ; e.g., John

xiv. 31, XV. 10 ; how He urges upon His disciples love to

Himself, which is identical with love to the Father (John xiv.

9), as the living source of obedience to His commands, e.g., John

xiv. 15, 21, XV. 10 ; and how He expressly denies the possi-

bility of this obedience where love to Him is wanting, John

xiv. 24. In like manner, love to God, to Christ, or love gene-

rally, is represented by the apostles as the inmost essence of all

Christian virtues, and as the aim of all law, e.g., Eph. iii. 18,

iv. 15 ; 1 Cor. viii. 2, 3, xiii. 1-7 ; Eom. xiv. 7, 8 ; 2 Cor.

V. 14, 15 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; 1 Tim. i. 5 ; 1 John iv. 19-21, v.

1-3.'^^ We have the same thought in another form where the

Apostle Paul exhorts the Christian that whatever he does, he

should do all to the glory of God, 1 Cor. x. 3 1 ; compare Matt.

v. 1 6 ; for this effort after God's glory is the necessary activity

of love. So also where Scripture refers to the law of love to

our neighbour as " the royal law," the sum of the law, the bond

of all the elements of a perfect life, the spring of the several

virtues (James ii. 8 ; Eom. xiii. 8-10 ; Col. iii. 14 ; John xiii.

34, 35) ;—the love of God is beyond all doubt implied as the

essential presupposition and living root of our true fellowship

with one another (1 John i. 3).

* Regarding the place which love occupies among the Christian virtues, see

the remarks of Nbander in his Planting and Training of the Christian Churchy

p. 760. German Ed. Bohn, i. 488.
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We may now understand that very profound text in Matt.

Tj, 11 . xix. 1 7. The reading authenticated by external evi-
rull meaning o j

of Matt. xix. dence, and adopted by Griesbach, Lachmann, and

Tischendorf,

—

ri fie epmra<i irepl rov dyaOov ; eh

icrriv 6 aya06<;, might at first sight seem to have arisen from a

doctrinal objection which the transcriber felt against the form

of the expression as it occurs in the other synoptical gospels

:

TL fie Xiyei^ dyaOov ; ovSek dya0b<s el fir} eh, 6 Beo? ; Mark x. 1 8
;

Luke xviii. 19. But upon closer reflection, seeing that the read-

ing in the paradoxical, disconnected, enigmatical, yet suggestive

character of the answer, affords so deep a meaning, and falls in

so naturally with the train of thought, we canhardly regard it as

a mere correction of a copyist who wantonly makes alterations.

On the other hand, the reading in the Eeceived text is easily

explained as having originated in a desire to make Christ's

answer in Matthew coincide with the parallel passage in Mark
and Luke. The disconnected form in which the two latter

render Christ's words may have had its origin in a very early

inexact apprehension of their meaning, which emphasized the

affirmative part of Christ's answer, and altered the interrogative

part of it so as to hannonize with the question of the young

man. We therefore feel justified in regarding the above read-

ing as the original form of Christ's words, without appealing to

the disputed authority of thefirstgospel.* The inquirerexpected,

as the form of his question shows, to be told of some one good

act by which he might obtain eternal Kfe. When, therefore,

Christreplies, Tifjue ipcora's 'rrepX rovdyaQov; ehearivodyaOo^ijILe

turns the man's atten,tion first from an individual and outward

goodness which was in his thoughts, and wherein he thought

he had already done respectably, to the One and all-embracing

good, and from the abstract conception of the good in a neutral

form, to the personal God as alone good, and to loving fellow-

ship with Him as the source of all good and of all holiness in

His intelligent creatures. What follows is in exact keeping

with this. Christ refers the young man to the revelation of

* It should moreover be observed that according to Lachmann's rendering of

the text the word aya^i in the question addressed to Christ is wanting, and it

is upon this alone that the words ti fit xiyus kytt^U depend. Has this also

arisen from an intentional erasure ? This is all the more unlikely, because the

epithet does not att'ect the other reading, t*' ia% Ipuras •jnp'i rov ayahv.
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the will of this absolute Good in the summary of the divine

commandments ; and then, in order to the exercise of his

intended virtue and purity, He demands of him the surrender

of that upon which his heart was set, clearly in order to bring

him back to the point with which He had begun, and to con-

vince him of the necessity of seeking above all things true

fellowship with God Himself, see v. 26.*

Thus Holy Scripture teaches that love to god is the

The BrinciDle
®ssence of moral good, being in itself the pure

of love willing of what is good and right, and that every
eterna

.

other Sentiment, every kind of action, is truly

moral' only in proportion as it springs from this. Eegarding

other human virtues, we can see that they pertain to human
life in its present stage of development only, and that in a state

of perfection their significance is done away. But of love, we
know with the clearest certainty that it can never lose its

significance ; it not only holds good for the development of our

race on earth, and onwards to a state of perfection,—as Christ

says with special emphasis of law, and with reference to its

goal (Matt. V. 18, 19)—but it is absolutely eternal (1 Cor. xiii.

8), and in every future state of man, however altered his con-

dition and varied his circumstances, it must be the germinat-

ing principle of a holy life. God himself is good (o ayadot;) only

as He is Love (1 John iv. 8, 16), and His holiness and right-

eousness depend upon His love. Now, remembering that love

to God is not only gratitude for benefits received, but also and

essentially admiration for His glorious perfection, this perfec-

tion itself in its innermost essence is nothing less than love

communicating itself. Thus the distinction which Christian

Ethics has more than once made between these two kinds of

* De Wette recognizes Lachmann's text as the true one, but his exposition

seems to me wholly to miss the true meaning and connection of Christ's words.

Christ does not intend by His question in reply, and by the declaration tJs itrriv

kya&kt to represent the young man's inquiry as unanswerable, but, on the con-

trary, as one the answer to which was obvious. The Vt in the words immedi-

ately following, upon which De Wette mainly rests his interpretation, implies

that it is not enough, to recognize the truth, otius limv a ayx^osj but that our

own will must be made to coincide with the will of the &Ts kyaSh. In Rom. v. 7

also it seems to me obvious that toZ ayaSoZ should be taken as the genitive

ofo ayaSoSj God, and lUoitos (without the article) as meaning a (relatively)

righteous man.

VOL. I. H
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love to God is done away, and the inseparable unity of both is

manifest.

But love can only exist in a Being who, though he might

Presatres of ^^ self-contained, yet will not, but voluntarily goes

love in nature, out of himself in Order to live in and for others.

Love, therefore, can only realize itself in the sphere of personal

existence in beings who possess an independent centre of

personality, and consequently by the absolute removal of an

absolute isolation. This association of personal beings in love,

while it involves the most perfect distinguishing of the / and

thoUy proves itself to be the highest form of unity. The

semblance of love in the sphere of animated nature, the impulse

uniting two beings, which works as instinct or physical neces-

sity, is the significant type or presage of love, and is one of the

wonderful indications of a glimmering form of personality and

self-consciousness in this sphere ; but real love it cannot be

called. "We find these semblances of love not only among the

lower animals, but in nature generally ; we trace,the tokens of

its prevailing law from the metamorphosis of the smallest plant

to the most general cosmical relations of the heavenly bodies

;

we see how all kinds of life, all formations, spring from the

union and working together of distinct agencies, just as the

beautiful myth of Hesiod's theogony witnesses, wherein he re-

presents Eros who blends and unites differences as " the world-

constructing principle." But that which nature thus, accord-

ing to God's ordainment, unconsciously presages in her deepest

meanings, is realized in consciousness, and raised to its full

truth in the region of personal existence, and as the funda-

mental law of the moral world.

Here indeed also love is hidden in its beginnings ; it is

Indirect
manifest in another and apparently different form.

j
manifesta- The growth of the inner sense of justice in human

I

tionsoflove.
intercourse, even where it demands self-renuncia-

I

tion on our part, what is it but the entrance of other persons

I

and their interests into the sphere of our own personality ? The

recognition of the moral necessity obliging the individual to

moderate his claims and to submit to the general ordainments of

society, what is it but the first going forth of the man from the

prison of self, in which the ego refers everything to self alone ?

The nice distinctions and separations of spheres whereby the
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rights of the individual are secured, are not certainly the

highest manifestations of love, yet they spring from this prin-

ciple ; for while the crude, selfish impulse of personality enforces

only its own boundless claim, it limits itself here by the similar

claims of others. And what would a living fellowship be, how
could the individual live and work for the whole, if he did not

thus limit the range of his own personal rights and liberties, in

order to social and combined activity ? It is not altogether

false hatred of every law that resists egotistic arbitrariness, but

often a well-intentioned enthusiasm, which now-a-days, in the

name of love, demands the abolition of all distinctions and the

resolving of all individuality in a philosophical commuuism.

But such levelling notions are further removed from the true

reality of love than is the principle of impartial and even-

handed justice."^'' Love is the inmost soul of all moral ordain-

ments ; and all deep reverence for law, all obedience to a higher

will, all those sacred energies which hold human life together

and confine its activity within accurately defined spheres, are

only love in disguise ; t and like the Old Testament law in the

history of the human race, these, when defined and embodied

in the life of the individual, are 'TratSayoyyol, (Gal. iii. 24), for

the kingdom of love revealed. Love can take root only in

the soil of earnest strictness ; true liberty can germinate only

beneath the closely-enveloj)ing sheath of self-limitation and

submission to law.

But love can only become the generative principle of a

Love direct higher life wheu it makes itself manifest in its

and manifest, ^j-^q character. It does not show itself in its

fulness until it becomes conscious of G-od as its absolute object,

and of all its other objects in their true relation to Him.

* Here we see what madness it is to think of advancing the kingdom of God

by doing away with the individual rights of property. It is the bitterest satire

upon the much-prized culture of modern days, that numbers of our contem-

poraries need to be set right regarding this primary element of moral knowledge.

t This is true even of the Kantian rigorism of law, however far removed from

love it seems to be through its efforts to be formal. De Wette has clearly shown

in his criticism of the moral system of Kant (Tbeolog. Zeitschrift von Schleier-

macher, De Wette, and Liicke, Heft 2, s. 3), that the categorical imperative in

Kant's theory implies the truth that man must grow and advance at the same

rate with his fellows and the society in which he moves. But this is nothing

less than the purpose of love.
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Thus is the heavenly magnet found which is able, not for

the passing moment of enthusiastic excitement only, but con-

tinually, to guide and sustain the life of man over the dark

mysterious sea in which the powers of the deep and the burden

of its own sins and sorrows ever tend to sink it.

An acute opponent of this treatise, when it first appeared.

All Diou
^^^® objects that this love, which is moral only as

feelings are the inner relation of the subject to God, is " a mere
orins love,

fqj.jj^ q^ name without any definite meaning."* It

has been supposed, also from another point of view, that love

to God is used by the New Testament writers to denote pious

sentiment and emotion.t As to thelatter remark, it is perfectly

true, though in a different sense from that here meant. Love

to God, in the full conception of it, is the beginning and the

end, the first and the last, of all pious feelings ; so that if this

love, as the inner relation of man to God, be called an empty

form, the substance of religion generally is denied. All the

relations in which man stands towards God, and which are

realized by an act of his own freewill,—child-like reverence,

humility, self-denying obedience, self-surrender, trust, firm hope,

are summed up in love, and are only different forms of love,

Faith, moreover, in the strictly Christian, i.e. Pauline, sense of

the word, must be looked upon as a constituent part of our

conception of love to God—(both words, Glauhe and Ziehen

have apparently the same root in our language)—for it is an

assurance of the heart in the complaisant love and grace of

God, and this is manifestly a kind of love to God. Love is

the deep-felt breath of life, distinguishing living faith from that

mere behef which is indeed the objective foundation of true

faith, but which, without the breath of love, is but a Trtb-Tt?

v€Kpd. We must also regard the scholastic notion of 21, fides

caritatc formata^ with its correlative a fides informiSj as

* Vatke,Die menschUclie Freiheit in ihrem Verhaltniss zur Sunde und Gnade,

p. 427, Compare Vatke's Review of "the Doctrine of Sin," Hallische Jahrb.,

1840, p.1039-40. When, in opposition to the view here given, Vatke makes the

principle of freedom the aim of all moral life, we do not really differ from him,

except that we know no real freedom save in the love of God. In its beginning,

as implicitum, love is the productive principle ; in its completion, as explidtunij it

is the end and result of moral life.

t Baumgarten-Crusius, Lehrbuch der Christl. Sittenlehre, p. 169.
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altogether a mistake, because it makes the living power of love

an addition to faith ; whereas it is the very life of faith *

Love to God is realized by an inward and primary act of the

What love
heart which, on the one hand, receives the proffered

to God grace, t and, on the other, surrenders its whole life,

so as no longer to live unto itself, but to Him and

to His service ; and, so far from being the product of other

virtues, all these really follow from this love as a matter of

course wherever it truly is, and are contained in it as their

germ. This surrender of self to God is really the adoption of His

purpose to develop the kingdom of heaven among men ; if this

surrender were only something self-contained and without love,

how could it be the principle of all moral resolves ? That only

is true surrender to God's will and purpose which springs from

an actual living and personal relation to Him already begun.

This primary act, as it is accomplished by the man himself

—

both priest and offering in the " Holy of holies " of communion
with God—is both affirmative and negative ; it is the death of

the life of nature and resurrection to the new life of grace

;

and whoever has experienced this change, in its true import,

must think it strange indeed that any philosophy should deny

its reality and call love to God an empty form. We can easily

see how a philosophic theory that regards God in His relation

to man only as a principle which gives personality,| and not as

Himself a Person, may have no place for love to God as a living

fellowship between personal beings. It may make love between

God and man to mean no more than a process whereby the

ideal or intelligible continually enters the finite or actual, and

then goes forth again as conscious spirit. We can understand

also how this doctrine arrives at the conclusion that God and

* See tlie profound, yet simple, exposition of this relation between love and

faith in Neander's Apost. Zeitalter, 4th ed., pp. 747 f., 758.

t That this reception is here described as an act, wiU require no justification

for those who understand the difference between receptivity and passivity,

between a living appropriation and a passive retention. Appropriation is essen-

tially an act.

X Vatke, Die menschliche Ereiheit, pp. 122, 125, 210. Here we are told

that as the pure conception of personality God first becomes a Person by Hie

union with reality, i.e, with humanity ; and in support of this view, which is

directly opposed to Christianity, reference is made to the fundamental doctrine

of Chiistianity—the Incarnation of the Son of God.
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man became personal only by love,* an opinion which must be

rejected as self-contradictory from any point of view, if real

love be meant, for real love obviously presupposes personality

—

the distinction between the thou and the /, which by it are

united in one.

Man*s love, in relation to its absolute object, God, cannot

T , manifest itself as love between equals, by a reci-
Love man s

i

only real gift procal giving and receiving ; it seems rather a
to God.

Tcccimng only. God's love to man is absolutely

spontaneous, for it must first give being to its object. When
the creature is united to the Creator by holy love, what is

this but that he opens his heart to receive a communication

from God, in order that his whole life may be penetrated

thereby, and consecrated to God's service ? Herein consists

his love to God, that he surrenders himself wholly to God's

disposal, and rejoices in the consciousness of being His. Just

so ; and thus this self-surrender to God is, as the word inti-

mates, a true giving on man's part, and a true receiving on

God's.t Herein is the mystery of this love, inexplicable

indeed, yet manifest to every Christian heart, that God can

never, by His almighty power, compel to that which is the

\'ery highest gift in the life of His creatures—love to

Himself ; but that He receives it as the free gift of His

creature ; that He is only able to allure men to give it to

Him in a free act of their own, by the power of His own

boundless love (1 John iv. 19). | The early Fathers, like our

* As tefore, p. 210.

t I cannot see any insuperable difficulty in the application of the term

receiving to God, on the ground that in human relations it implies a previous

non-possession (Ritter, liber das Bose, p. 38). Without letting go the fact, we

must, as in all such cases, remember that the limitations of time do not per-

tain to God, to whom all the successive events of time are eternally present.

Oar giving is an act in time ; His receiving is eternal,—but yet not the less

really a receiving, for eternity is not the negative doing away with time, but

involves its entire fulness.

X The reader may here be reminded of similar expressions fi'ora the angelical

wanderer of Angelus Silesius, especially the well-known
*' God has need of me, even as I need Him,

His nature I help Him to guard, even as He helps me.*'

But these ajiparent parallels need only to be quoted to be at once rejected.

This wanderer's turns of thought, in their strange intermixture of pantheistic

speculation and religious mysticism, are altogether different from those here

laid down. The above sentence is the mystical and poetic expression of the
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own Hamann * in more modern times, described the creation

of the world as a work of divine condescension and humility
;

and however paradoxical it may seem, the expression is

appropriate, in so far as God calls into existence, as the highest

and noblest of His creatures, those who are self-conscious and

free.

True love among men has sometimes regarded the differ-

ence of personaHty between those united by its

differences as ties as a hindrance to its perfect realization, and
hindrances to

{^^ moments of rapture it has longed to become

one with its beloved. The wish springs from a

noble impulse, but it means something different from what it

says. As love is not the relation of the subject of it to itself,

but necessarily to another with whom it is in fellowship, to

take it at its word would be to destroy it. What is really

longed for is susceptibility of unlimited communion, the power

of making its own being perfectly transparent to its beloved, and

of similarly possessing its beloved in return ; thus understood,

there Hes in this wish a presage of a power of perfect union,

which love will reveal in the consummation of God's kingdom.

Love to God has often been apprehended by the Mystics of

the East and West as analogous to this longing of

love accord- love among men. That only is supposed to be
uig to the perfect love when the creature longs to lose him-
Mystics. ' °

self in God, like a drop in the ocean, and thus to

resolve his own being and consciousness in the being and con-

sciousness of God.t If this were true, man could only attain

first article in the philosophic Credo of the day, that God first comes into exist-

ence in the world and in man.—Rahinund von Sabunde [a Spaniard by birth,

physician and theologian, flourished circ. 1430] has similar thoughts to our own
regarding man's love to God as the only thing that man can really give to God.

See his Theologia Naturalise caps. 109, 111.

* A deep thinker and writer, born 1730 at Konigsberg, died 1788. He led

a strange and wandering life, and called himself "the Magician of the North."

+ Tholuck's admirable Bliithensammlung aus, der morgenlandischen Mystik,

gives abundant evidence of this error in the Mysticism of the East, especially

in the q^uotations from Saadi's Baumgarten and Feridoddin Attar's Kleinod der

Snbstancef and from the Vogelgesprdchen of the same poet. In Saadi, in parti-

cular, the representation given of this mystical and senseless desire for self-

annihilation is tinged with the most glowing colours of Oriental poetry. See

also Tholuck's Sujismits, pp. 76, 130 f., and the description of Buddhism in

Stuhr's Religionssystemen der Volher des OrientSy pp. 163, 167. As to Western

Mysticism, we meet with this tendency chiefly in Meister Eckart (see Schmidt's
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the perfection after which he is to strive by ceasing to exist

as man,—in oth^r words, he would fail to attain it altogether

;

and such a conception of man could not be realized by a per-

sonal creature, for it would absolutely contradict his nature.

It makes no real difference whether Mysticism puts this

absorption into God, which it makes the highest end of man, at

the end of life, or holds that it may be attained during life by

the ideal death of mystical ecstasy. We behold in its views a

religious tendency, which had far outstripped others in the

inner longings of the spirit, and in its perception of the

infinite significance of love, shipwrecked when almost in the

haven upon those cliffs of Pantheism, which threaten alike

excess of religious feeling and unbridled speculation despising

every instinctive certitude of the spirit.

The serious misconception from which this view arises is

Personality evident from what has now been said. Personal

indivisible, existence is indivisible (in-dividual), it is bound

together in a central point, and is insusceptible of assimilation.

That only can be assimilated which is destitute of individu-

ality ; its existence is transitory when compared with personal

being. But individuality, in its highest form of personality,

is essential to love ; and love is only possible between per-

sonal beings. Take away the distinction of persons in love,

and the living unity of the individual also vanishes. If love

to God thus annihilated itself in its perfection, if the effort to

able dissertation in the Studien u. Kritiken, 1839, part 3, p. 933 f., and Marten-

sen, Meister Eckart, 1842), and in *' the brothers and sisters of the free spirit," to

whose family most probably the Mystics belong whom Ruysbroech opposes on

account of their Antinomian and Pantheistic extravagances (see Engelkardt's

Hichard von St. Victor u. Joh, Ruysbroech, p. 231). Even Tauler and Euys-

broech themselves do not always know how to avoid this abyss of absorption

into God, though they rightly suspect that not only man but God Himself would

be swallowed up in its terrible darkness ; see e.g. what the latter teaches con-

cerning the fourth stage of love (pp. 246, 249) ; and for Tauler's wavering views,

see Schmidt's Joh, Tauler, p. 126. The paths of Mysticism recklessly pursued

all alike plunge into this abyss ; and when several Mystics of the Middle Ages

—as Liebner justly remarks concerning Bernhard and Hugo (Hugo St. Victor,

pp. 346, 347)—maintain the distinction between a mystical union with God
and a union of natures, this witnesses to the practical wisdom of their heart,

but not to any logicalness in the carrying out of their principles. Gerson's well-

known attack upon Ruysbroech is principally directed against this logical result

(see Engelhardt's work, as before, p. 265 f.). We find the same tendency very

apparent in quietistic Mysticism, especially its doctrine of mystical death.
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annihilate itself thus belonged to its true essence, love would

be a perfect contradiction, "mysterious alike for wise men
and for fools.*'

There is nothing, therefore, which we should more jealously

Perfect
defend from every rash attempt to annul the dis-

love not tinction between God and the creature, than the
a sorp ion.

clear perception of the imperishable nature of love,

which unites both. So far from the man's individuality being

lost in perfect love to God, it is elevated to its full truth, and

revealed in its eternal significance, as alike the subject and

the object of a love between God and His creature ; when
man thus gives himself up to God, he then for the first time, in

the truest sense, gains possession of himself, for " he who
loses his Ufe, the same shall find it." What true love covets

is not abstract identity, not a dissolution into the divine being,

but perfect and undisturbed fellowship with Godj^ just as it is

promised in Holy Scripture as the highest blessing, not to

become God, but " to see God face to face," 1 Cor. xiii. 1 2 ; 2

Cor. V. 7 ; 1 John iii. 2 ; Matt. v. 8. It is a wanton con-

founding of living and free unity with sameness of nature, to

adduce the expression by which the Apostle Paul describes

the final goal of the divine development of man

—

iva y 6 0eo5

Ta irdvTa ev Traatv, 1 Cor. xv, 28,—as if it proved the final

dissolving of all personal existences into God. The expression

really proves the very opposite ; for how could God be " all in

all," how could He penetrate and fill all beings with His

Spirit, so that every act of their resolve would be a guidance

from Him, if this " all
"—all these beings—no longer existed,

but He Himself alone, and none other beside Him (praeter

Deum) 1 And what would the divine development of our

race in the liistory of the world be but a meaningless game,

cruel as it was aimless, the most terrible mockery on God's

part of His own creation ? Could there be a more glaring

* A prayer of one of the worshippers of Vishnu, which Tholuck quotes from

Ward's Bellgwn of the Hindoos, curiously confesses this :
'* Vishnu ! Grant

us, not an absorption, but a state of being wherein we shall for ever see thee

and serve thee as our Lord, wherein thou shalt ever be our dear Lord, and we
thy servants " (Lehre von Siinde u. vom Versohner, p. 198, 7th ed.). This, in

the language of the Eastern Mystics, is only a longing to remain under the

yoke of the law and of the letter, for in their view God is absolutely without

the power to create or sustain spirit and will external to Himself.
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perversion of God's love to man than the belief that, instead

of accomplishing its design in its true sense, it consumes and

annihilates it ? Por vague, mystical, and meaningless expres-

sions about " the dissolution of individual personality into the

divine essence," and the like, if we are to understand anything

at all by them, can only refer to absolute annihilation.

"Were love to God involuntary in man, a fixing of his affec-

Love an act tions apart from the direction of his will, it could

of will. not be the principle of morality, for morality rests

in and proceeds from will. If, however, our description of the

nature of love be correct and true, we have no need to prove

that we are right in regarding it as a sentiment which is

dependent upon man's free will. It would never enter our

thoughts to doubt that the more perfect love is, the more fully

does it embody the deepest stirrings and impulses of the soul,

and the inmost desires of the heart. Neither could we sup-

pose that the beginning of this love in us could be the result

of an isolated resolve. It can be a matter of command and ex-

hortation only so far as its rise and progress in the soul depends

upon a persevering desire and effort upon man's part. And if

this holy love can be begun in sinful man, estranged from God,

only by the agency of His Spirit, we must at the same time

remember that there is a yielding to this influence on man's

part which proceeds from the innermost centre of his will.

We need not here enter minutely into the inquiry suggested

Pathological ^^ ^^^^^'^ division of love into ^pathological and

and practical practical. It is Said that we cannot feel patholo-
°^^"

gical or passive love toward God, because He is not

the object of sense, and practical love to Him is nothing more

than ready obedience to His commands, i.e, to duties which

are as if {instar) divine commands.* If this be so, it is of

course the merest tautology to call this love the principle of

morality. The distinction is quite erroneous ; it is not

exhaustive, nay, it even leaves out the real nature of love. It is

evident that love to God is not pathological in Kant's sense of

the word, for it has its origin, not in the natural, but in the

* Orundlegung zur Mataphysih der Sitten^ p. 13 (ed. 1791) ; Kriiih der prak-

tischen Ytrnunft^ p. 121 f. (6th ed.). In the latter reference Kant admits what

he seems to deny in the former, viz., that practical love to God cannot, strictly

speaking, be a matter of command.
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spiritual life, and the spirit, so far from being trammelled by

sense when it begins to love, now for the first time becomes

conscious of its true freedom. But it is equally evident that

this love is far more real and living than that abstraction of

" practical love," wherein there is no real relation of person to

person, and which, therefore, can only in a very indefinite sense

be called love. Who can believe for a moment that Christ

meant no more than this so-called " practical love,*' when He
commanded us to love God " with all our heart, with all our

soul, and with all our mind " ? And as regards love to man,

Paul says concerning such merely outward action as this

" practical love " is defined to be, that though it amount to the

giving up of one's life for another, if that inner love be want-

ing which feels a real interest in the welfare of our brother, " it

profiteth nothing," 1 Cor. xiii. 3 *

* What we have thus far developed essentially coincides with the conclusions

. .
of a highly-esteemed theologian (Dr. Hase, Professor of Theology

Hase?^ ^* ^®^^' ^' ^^^^^' ^^° ^^ ^^^ Theology lays down the foUowing

propositions amongst others :
*' The surrender of free personality

would he the destruction of love, whose imity consists in a duality of persons.

Therefore our love to God involves the belief that we shall never be dissolved

into the Absolute, but shall always retain our freedom and personality in order

always to love God." (See Ease's Lehrbuoh der evangelischen Dogmatik, 2nd

ed. §§ 59, 101.) Though I cannot adopt this line of argument, a brief explana-

tion is due from me, because a polemical remark of mine regarding Hase's theory,

in the first edition of this work, elicited from him an elaborate reply (see Jena-

ische Literaturzeitung, 1842, Nos. 109, 110). The aim of humanity is defined

(§ 52), '* the continual evolution of the infinite from the finite," i.e. (according

to the explanations of the following §§), the efibrt of the spirit to realize the

infinite, to become itself infinite. What is infinite in man is the efi'ort, and the

goal to which it tends ; what is finite in him is only the starting-point, wherein

man possesses only a limited energy proceeding from a power above him, and

a relative freedom. But according to § 54, the finite is the simple negation of

the infinite, and would therefore destroy itself if it became infinite. (This

principle is thus expressed and applied in his Christologie, § 170 :
** God and

man difier only quantitatively, i.e., man aims after the infinite while God is the

Infinite
; hence the union of both is a contradiction, for each of the two natures

differs from the other in the negation of that which by such a union it would

appropriate, and by the appropriation of which it would necessarily become the

other.") The solution of this mutually destructive contradiction lies (accord-

"ig to §§ 55-57) in the essence of religion, which is love to God. By love man
makes the Infinite his own, without actually appropriating it, and thus without

losing his individuality. But is the contradiction really solved by saying that

this effort after infinity which constitutes the essence of man, and out of which

the contradiction arises, must be virtually given up, and that man seeing the

vanity of it, must content himself with something less, and as he cannot be God
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If we had now fully to present the truth of our position that

§ 3. A system 1^^® ^^ ^rod is the main principle of the moral law
of Ethics in which all its contents centre, we should be

.rincipleof obliged to demonstrate it scientifically, i,e,, to

sketch in outline an ethical system which would

include all moral determinations in the unity of this love. Tor

though the setting up of this principle is by no means new, but

as old as the Christian Church itself, we do not know of any

must love G-od ? Certainly not ; the weakening and softening down of one of

the terms of a contradiction is not its solution. And therefore we find in Hase

himself, that notwithstanding the introduction of love, the contradiction

reappears in the following sections. Together with love the effort of man to

realize in himself the infinite again appears (§ 59), and Hase attempts a second

solution of the contradiction, which {§ 61) is an adjunct to the first, being a

second kind of approximation of the finite by love to the infinite. It is the path of

holiness or a becoming Godlike, assimilation with God in never-ending approxi-

mation. Here, besides the former contradiction—that man must strive after a

goal, the reaching of which would be the destruction of his being—a new con-

tradiction is added ; for an endless approximation which is always at the same,

i,€, an infinite distance from the goal, is no approximation at all. This, indeed.

is confirmed by the statement that this very approximation, whose reverse side

is an endless distance of man from his goal, must (§ 78) at every point of his

development be a state of sinfulness. Hase so far forgets the principle laid down

by himself for the solution of the contradiction, that he begins his philosophic

inquiry concerning the immortality of the soul (§ 98) thus :
—"The contradic-

tion that the infinite must be aimed at in finite life can only [only] be solved by

the doctrine that this finite life is of infinite duration, during which the reality

can never fully attain its ideal, but ever approximates thereto. " If, on the one

hand, the notion that the essence of man consists in his evolving the infinite

from the finite—in his effort as finite to become infinite—be so self-contradic-

tory and lead to such further incongruities, as this acute theologian himself

perceives ; and if, on the other hand, the principle of love to God is not only

free from contradiction, but proves itself everywhere the key to the riddle of

human life ; surely our only logical course is to leave that notion to its fate, and

to start from this principle in our philosophic treatment of theology, modifying

by it our conclusions regarding the nature of man and his relation to God.

Taking for granted the fact of our consciousness of God as the really existing

One who reveals Himself as He is to His creature man, we need not resort to

that strange contradiction between a longing for the infinite, and an inability to

become so, in order to explain man's love to God. "We should only require it

if we had to show how the human spirit generated for itself the idea of a God
as the object of its perfect love. The result of such a task would, after all, be

nothing but a human ideal, the thought of a perfect man. The principles of

Hase*s theology seem to compel him actually to identify man with God
;
yea,

this is already involved in them ; and yet such a doctrine can never be truly

held by a theologian who considers the Incarnation of the Logos impossible,

because man's dwelling-place is only a subordinate planet, a transitory speck in

the universe (Jenaische Literaturzcitung, 1842, p. 459).
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systematic tracing of it out in all its parts to which we could

refer. As we have no room here for such an exposition, we
shall confine ourselves to a few general hints regarding the

possibility of forming such an ethical system upon the basis

named.

The tendency to mysticism as it develops itself in the growth

of Christian consciousness has this characteristic

:

ii/relationTo ^^ ^^ not content with making man's relation to

Christian God the highest and all-determining one, it makes

it in fact the only one of which it takes any notice.

Herein it stands in striking contrast with the philosophy of

our day ; for while this assigns quite a subordinate place to

that which concerns the being of man, subordinating religion to

philosophy and sentiment to logic, mysticism passing by what

is subordinate, firmly maintains our relation to God in all its

directness. While philosophy holds that the religious ten-

dency in our consciousness is only an undeveloped starting-

point of man's spirit, which must be subdued in order to his

attaining real knowledge, mysticism makes this immediate

reference to God the all in all. The tendency of mysticism, if

logically carried out, is to turn its back upon the manifold

relations of man to the world, upon his endeavours morally to

construct and uphold these relations, and upon the various forms

of social life wherein these endeavours are realized. Mysticism

discards all these things, as far at least as they in any way con-

cern this world ; and to destroy the reality to which they lay

claim by plunging into the mere essence of God is the task of

mystical contemplation.* But as it cannot wholly avoid

* The error of Mysticism, logically considered, consists in making all wMch
is not actually God a negation of God. This doctrine is expressly stated in one

of the remarkable positions of Eckart which the Bull of Pope John XXII. con-

demns. It'is there said, Petens hoc aut hoc malum petit et male, quia negatioTiem

boni et negationem Dei petit et oratDeum sibi negari. See Gieseler's ' * Lehrbuch

der Kirchengeschichte," vol. ii., part 2, p. 630, 3rd ed. Martensen calls this

negation of the finite on the part of Mysticism by the well-known term applied by

Jacobi to the system of Spinoza, *' the Acosmism of mystical theology, " Meister

Eckart, p. 34. He endeavours to show that this Acosmism, looked at from

another side, is Atheism (p. 40), and as regards Eckart, we must allow that he

is right, for in his view God is absolutely predicateless being, "pure nothing.'*

But Martensen himself can become enthusiastic about this continual alterna-

tion from nothing to nothing, which has a wonderful appearance of reality, and

can discern in it something very profound and really philosophical : and this is
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having something to do with the reality of things in active

life, it endures it as a necessary evil, instead of regarding it

with true and living sympathy. Among the noblest men of

this type of mind the moral sentiments seem ever to be in a

state of extreme contraction, wherein the tenderness of a life

spent solely in private communion with God timidly shrinks

from contact with the world ; and in determining their religious

principles they forget to take possession of the world by spiritual

conflict and untiring toil, and to direct and form all their rela-

tions towards it with a heart devoted to God. The moral life,

instead of becoming a tree with a thousand beautiful flowers

and fruits well-pleasing to God, growing out of the root of

love to Him, thus remains buried in its root. Though mysti-

cism, as distinct from speculative philosophy, makes the direct

relation of God to the ego the practical principle of the inner

life, we can never expect by it to build up a comprehensive and

really complete system of Ethics. Strictly speaking, it excludes

the possibility of such a system.

For the development of Christian Ethics some motive fovjtr

M f er of ^progress is required in order that, starting from

in Christian the inner centre of love to God, it may go forth

^ °^'
into all the minute and manifold ramifications of

duty. This motive power cannot be derived from these external

ramifications themselves, it must emanate from the centre,

which cannot correctly be called the principle of morality unless

it possess it. !N"ow as love to God is an unconditional surren-

der of one*s self to Him, and as God Himself is the primary and

only absolute fountain of obligation for us, it is manifest that

we can only attain that progress by taking cognizance of the

fact that God has produced other beings beside Himself, and

evident from the affinity between his view and that of Eckart. When, for ex-

ample (p. 100), he says, "the soul of all religious and speculative Ethics is the

cognizance of the truth that, rightly understood, the demand that man shall do

the will of God is nothing less than the demand that he shall realize God, shall

embody God's nature in his own life ; "—it is evident that God can be delivered

from that unreality in which He exists, according to the logical ideal, only

by man, by passing over into the realm of the finite, wherein being is ever

resolved into nothing. All forms of speculative mysticism, however they may
differ in the principles from which they start, coincide in this phUosophic view !

This logic of Martensen's, like Eckart's mysticism, makes all out of nothing,

in order again to make nothing out of all.
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has placed them in so close a relation to Himself, that they too

possess the power of imposing obligations upon us. Christian

Ethics, accordingly, finds this motive power of progression in

the Divine acts alone. They are the exciting powers and

developing principles in the growing system of Ethics which,

like every science imbued with the spirit of Christianity,

has to trace out and pursue the ways of God ; upon them the

introduction of every new duty depends. It is thus, by

the coincidence of its several conclusions with its central

principle, that any system of Ethics can set forth the real

connection between the Being who is the primary source of

obligation and other beings and spheres of fellowship towards

which we have duties ; but that connection is not one of

substantial immanence or identity, as Pantheism would make
out.

God having by His creative will called a world into exist-

Wh t these ^"^^^i ^^1^ tl^is world possessing, in virtue of its

Divine acts creation by God (for God cannot create a nonentity,
^^®'

an unreal shadow), a derived reality, as distinct from

God's essence as it is dependent on His will, it certainly

behoves us not wilfully to deny as far as possible this reality

to the world, and to ignore the inexhaustible fulness of its rela-

tions toward us ; but, on the contrary, to mould these relations

into a moral system upon the principle of love to God. The

first great central conception here is that of crea-

tion. According to its true import, the origin of the

world from God is on the one hand no mere necessary evolu-

tion of God's essence, but God's free etct, whereby alone other

finite beings can have any existence distinct from Him, the

infinite and absolutely self-contained spirit ; and on the other

hand, no arbitrary setting up of something wholly foreign to

and destitute of any inner relation to God, but a true self-mani-

festation of God in His works, a permanent embodiment of

His Ideas. All terrestrial beings, therefore, possess a certain

dignity as the creation of God, a dignity which is antecedent to

the possibility of a moral relation to Him, and which makes

them the objects of certain duties on our part. It is worthy

of remark here, that true Mysticism is wholly wanting in a

right understanding of what creation is ; it has reduced the
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world, if not to nonentity, at least to a mere shadowy existence,*

and instead of creation it entertains the notion of indistinct

emanations, confounded partially with a dualistic element.

When applied to practice, we often find (as has been above

remarked) these opposite views coming into collision with each

other in Mysticism ;—^thinking to resolve the world into mere

nothingness, in its anxious dread of it it sets it up face to face

with God in a dualistic manner wholly impenetrable by Him.

The truth which Eevelation declares, that God contemplates

the existence of the world with complacency (Genesis i. 31),

is of incalculable importance for Ethics.

The second great central conception is the divine act of

making beings who, as personal, hear the iinage of
The creation ^^g^^ Creator, This truth is beyond measure fruit-
ot man. '^

-r-, i

ful in the development of Christian Ethics ; a wide

and rich sphere of moral states and relations is opened up by

it ; herein consists the specific dignity which belongs to man as

man, and the most comprehensive basis for the bidlding up

of human life in the relations between man and man and in

society generally.

The third great central conception, implied as it is in the

The Incarna-
second, is the highest act of God's love in the

tion of the Incarnation of the Logos, in the redemption of
jogos,

fallen humanity by the Son of God, in the estab-

lishment of a divine kingdom upon earth. The conception of

a Divine kingdom is of the highest importance in an Ethical

system, but the establishment of such a kingdom can only be

accomplished in our sinful race by Eedemption, and Eedemp-

tion again is possible only through the Incarnation of the Son

of God.

It is quite natural that these successive acts and inferences

should, upon the Hegelian system, be subject to the reproach of

formalism. It is clear, that from such a quarter, every religious

system of Ethics is liable to this reproach, for it is theistic,

and rests upon the conception of creation ; whereas that system

tloinks to obtain real transitions and inferences by making the

world the self-realization of God, and the moral principles of

* As in the 26th of Eckart's propositions : Omnes creaturae sunt unum purum
nihil ; non dico quod sint quid modicum vel aliquid, sed quod sint unum purum
nihil. See Gieseler, as before, p. 633 ; Schmidt, as before, p. 675.
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human life mere momenta in the process. In order to satisfy

such a claim as this, we must forego nothing less, than that

which alone can raise us above this transitory world,—fellow-

ship with a personal God.

Division B.

The real principle of Sin,

Having by our investigations thus far discovered that love

g ^ ^g^^'s
^^ ^^^ ^® ^^® ^^^^ principle of moral good, it is

estrangement evident that moral evil as the antithesis to moral
^^"^ ^ ' good must have its inner principle in the want

of this love, in the estrangement of man from God, Sin is

certainly a perversion of our relations to the world also ; but as

our true relations to the world arise out of our true relation to

God, the derangement of the former is necessarily involved in

the derangement of the latter.

That this estrangement of man from God is in itself the

Tliis taught primary sin and the source of all other depravity, is

by St. Paul, intimated by the Apostle Paul himself, for (Eom.

i. 21-23) he derives the awful degradation of the heathen as

sunk in vices of all kinds, from their apostasy from the wor-

ship of the true God to the idolatry of the creature ; and he

describes it as a righteous ordainment of God that those who
will not hold fellowship with Him can no longer maintain the

supremacy of the spirit over nature, but sink into the most

ignominious servitude to fleshly lusts. The immediate punish-

ment of that one sinful deed whereby they have degraded the

pure and godlike into the contrasts and contradictions of

natural and human life, consists (v. 25) in their becoming the

prey of vile affections {'rrddr) dTtfiLa<;, v. 26). And in this state

man misapplies and debauches that very power of will and of

reflection which distinguishes him from the brutes until it

becomes the instrument of degrading him below them by the

unnatural distortion of natural affections, and the invention of

VOL. I. I
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fleshly lusts which contradict alike the order and the end of

nature (v. 26, 27).

But the apostle declares the most grievous fall of the human

This is not
^^^® ^^ ^® their inner apostasy from God, that

man's original they do not revcrence Him, nor are thankful, but
state.

^^^^ ^^^ truth of God into a lie, and, forgetting

the Creator, honour created nature and humanity more ; and

those immoral abominations are in his view the natural ex-

ponents of this fundamental sin, the revelation of this inward

perversion. The whole argument of the apostle involves the

presupposition that a strong bias towards God has been

naturally implanted in the spirit of man,—an inclination " to

feel after Him and find Him," Acts xvii. 27. This pre-

supposition of the original nobleness of human nature cannot

be more insultingly trodden under foot than by the notion that

it has from the beginning been natural to man to render divine

honours to the powers of nature. Far rather is it true that as

God's work of creation first rested in man when He had created

him in His image (Gen. ii. 2), so man can only find rest in

God ; as it is well expressed in a beautiful saying of Hugo of

St. Victor,—" it is the glory of man that he is satisfied with no

good below the highest, namely God." Indeed, this tendency

of man's spirit towards God is inseparable from the conception

of his divine origin, and what has been stigmatised as natural-

ism in the doctrines of the Eeformers concerning man's original

righteousness is the very thing which elevates it above the

teaching of the Catholic Church. When the individual stifles

within him this tendency, the religious principles of society

may still hold him up and preserve him by moral force from

grosser degeneracy ; but when society breaks loose from this

basis, the simplest principles of moral truth lose their binding

power, and moral disorder inevitably ensues.

The important distinction, however, between a developed

and an undeveloped consciousness in man must not
Man's
consciousness ^^ overlooked. We have already seen regarding

of God often ixioral goodness that the full force of its obligation

is not manifest from the outset, and the same holds

true with reference to moral evil. In multitudes the conscious-

ness of God is weakened and depressed, and appears only as

an indefinite impulse after something higher and more satisfy-
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ing, as a vague presentiment of an eternal destiny beyond

this transitory world. No man who is not given over to

obduracy can get rid of the conviction that he has by sin vio-

lated these inward stirrings and impulses. But he may not

yet be conscious that thus he has also become an alien from

the living God, for his consciousness of God may still be only

an indefinite and glimmering presentiment.

Sin, therefore, is manifest in its true character when the

Sin a wilful
demand of holiness in the conscience, presenting

turning away itself to the man as one of loving submission to
rom

. Q^^^ £g p^^ ham him with aversion. Here sin

appears as it really is, a turning away from God ; and while

the man's guilt is enhanced, there ensues a benumbing of the

heart resulting from the crushing of those higher impulses.

This is what is meant by the reprobate state of those who
reject Christ and will not believe the gospel, so often spoken

of in the New Testament ; this unbeKef is just the closing of

the heart against the highest love. The manifestation of Christ

in the history of the race and of the individual involves a KpL<Tt<;,

Not only does it work salvation in one and not in another, but

in whomsoever it does not lead to " a rising again " it produces

a deeper "fall" (Luke ii. 34) ; to him who does not receive

Christ as the corner-stone of his hope, He becomes a stone of

stumbling on which he shall be broken (Matt. xxi. 42, 44

;

1 Peter ii. 6-8).

But sin is not only the absence of love to God ; for with the

Sin defined as
^^g^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ relation to Him there is the

love of the affirmation of a false one. Unbelief iu the true
crea ure. q^^ ^^^ ^^ revelation of His holiness always

involves a contrary belief, if it be only in the sufficiency of

one's own critical and sceptical understanding. Upon the

disappearance of the divine principle, there immediately ensues

the entrance of a principle opposed to God, accordiug to the

saying of Christ, " he who is not with me is against me."

Man cannot abandon his true relation to God, without settiag

up an idol in God's stead. What is this idol ? Christian

theories of sin have often answered, the creature generally^

They have made the essence of sia to consist in the love of

the creature in place of the Creator, in a perversion of the

due relations in which the objects of our desire should stand
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to each other, whereby a relative good is preferred to the

absolute one. This view of evil often appears in early Chris-

tian theology, especially in Augustine,* who describes it thus

:

— Conversio a bono majori ad mimes honumy a hoTW incom-

mutabili ad bona commutabiliaj defectio ab eo quod summe

est ad id quod minus est, jperversitas voluntatis a summa
substantia detortae ad infimam. It appears, too, in many of

the Fathers, and still more clearly expressed during the Middle

Ages in the works of the Schoolmen and Mystics ; in more

modern times, also, it has been advocated variously,! for

example, by Leibnitz in his Tkeodicde,^

Let us review the results of our past inquiry, in order to test

this definition of the nature of sin. We have

creature is found that the inner essence of moral good is love

really love of to God. We saw that the true import of love

was the surrender of self—the man*s coming out

of himself, in order to live in and for God. Now, in the view

of evil above described, love of the creature usurps the place of

this love to God. The creature is a very wide term, but in the

entire sphere denoted by the word no distinction is more

general and universal than that of personal and impersonal.

This distinction seems to correspond with the twofold tendency

of sinful inclination and of fleshly lust. According thereto we

have in the first class perverted inclinations or sins of vanity,

* Contra Julianum Pelagianum, lib. i, cap. 3 ; De libera arhitriot lib. i. u. 15,

16, lib. iii. c. 1 ; De civitate Dei, lib. xii. c. 7, 8 ; Confess, lib. vii. c. 16. We
find a similar thougbt in Augustine's definition of human perverseness ; est uti

fruendis etfrui utendis. By comparing De civit. Dei, lib. xi. c, 25, and De doctr.

Christ., lib. i. c. 3, 4, it is evident that the/3'«2 refers to the bona cetema, and

the uti to the bona temporalia.

t If the primary conception of the old High German pdsi (bbse) really were,

as Graff (Sprachschatz, part 3, p. 216) seems to think, weakness, insignificance,

nothingness, the derivation of our German word would favour the view above

stated. But it is much more probable, as the brothers Grimm in their German

Worterbuch suggest, that the word post was originally akin to the Middle Age

Latin bausiare, fallere, decipere, bausia, felcnia. The Gothic &a«sis answering

on this supposition to pdsi would indicate an affinity with the Lithuanian baisus,

"horrid," ''frightful," and with hesas, ''Devil," for which analogous forms

occur in the Slavonic languages. "What is said in the Worterbuch (vol. ii.
, p. 259),

that bdse primarily denotes "boiling indignation," does not agree with this.

X See, for example, part 1, sect. 33. According to Leibnitz, this view of

sin harmonizes with its being traced back to a mere privation, and also with his

abstract derivation of moral good from purely metaphysical conclusions.
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love of approbation, ambition ; and in the second class longing

after the pleasures of sense in their manifold forms,—covetous-

ness, and so forth. When applied to the inquiry concerning

the nature of sin, however, the tendency towards the impersonal

does not stand the test. External things, in their true and

normal relation to personality, are only meaTis, and they

remain so, though their use may be perverted. The man who
loves earthly things instead of God, really loves himself in

them—seeks, by means of them, his own gratification. It

may indeed happen that the things to which he enslaves him-

self by sin, instead of procuring for him that self-gratification

which he seeks, increase his restlessness, want, and pain, and

yet he cannot forsake them. This, however, is experienced

chiefly in the more advanced stages of moral corruption, and

in some one evil tendency, and being narrow in its range, and

not of universal import, we cannot determine by it the funda-

mental principle of sin.

Again, it is maintained that the perverted disposition which

in sin takes the place of love to God is an inclina-

ofman tion or affection towards personal creatures, that

springs from ^[j^ positively defined is inordinate love to mankind,

they being made the highest objects of affection

and effort, whose fellowship is only a homom commutabile ef

minus. Is this, we ask, possible ? The only true and per-

manent bond of union between mankind and the individual

man is our common relation to God ; all true fellowship among
men has its foundation in God (1 John i. 3 ; iv. 7, 12, 16)

;

the recognition of man's relation to God, which (as we have seen

in the first part of this chapter) is his true dignity, is necessary

to all true love, and how can the man who shuts his heart

against Him who is Himself Love, give up that exclusiveness

for the sake of his fellow-men ? Man having by sin turned

away from God, and become estranged from his fellowship,

belies, at the same time, all true fellowship with his species,

and opposes himself to them, as if he existed solely for himself.

Sin, indeed, in some of its forms, seems to promote fellowship
;

vanity seeks a circle of friends by whom it may be admired,

sensuaHty makes alliances for the gratification of its passions,

and ambition cannot accomplish its plans without forming

associations with others. But it is clear as noonday that such
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fellowship is only apparent, unreal at the core, and even in these

forms of evil the sinner almost always has self for his end.

Sin may urge him to form connections with others, but it is

only to use them as means to his own selfish end, and without

his ever coming out of his selfish isolation. We cannot, more-

over, gainsay the well-known testimony of experience, that

alliances, arising merely out of lust, beget, at least on the

female side, a kind of tender affection, which does not shrink

even from the greatest dangers and sacrifices, in order to shield

the object of its desires from injury or to comfort him in

sufferings. The physical impress which such facts bear be-

trays only too plainly their affinity with similar phenomena

among the lower animals, so that we cannot recognize in them

any purely human fellowship. If sin could beget true fellow-

ship, it would teach men to live in and for others, but this

ean be done by holy love alone, which, wherever it be found,

has its origin in God. Whoever has the power to deny himself,

and in genuine self-surrender to live for others, he has it from

God, and he lives in God, however undeveloped his knowledge

of God may be.

The idol, therefore, which man in sin sets up in the place

Selfishness
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^® none other than himself. He

the principle makes self and self-satisfaction the highest aim of

^ ^^"'
his life. To self his efforts ultimately tend, how-

ever the modes and directions of sin may vary. The inner-

most essence of sin, the ruling and penetrating principle in

all its forms, is selfishness.^

Man must be a personal being, an ego, if he be capable of

Souie holy love ; and if he excludes holy love from his

actuating inner life, his natural self-love degenerates into
principle oi it ».ini
life there semshness, the disease of self, the corruption oi

must be. self-love.t Our very conception of life implies

aims and interests which give it spring and activity. Not

even the most passive disposition can endure the millstone of

empty objectless existence, devoid alike of wants and their

* Among modern writers upon the doctrine of sin, Tholuck, in particular,

determines in like manner the essence of sin. See his work, von der Siiiide und
vom VersShner, p. 27, ed. 7.

t According to the derivation of our German word, SQlhst8ucht=iSeiichet
'* malady," der Selbstheit.
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supply, of desires and their satisfaction, of efforts and their

attainment ; the will that wills nothing, the movement which

If not love, is directed to no goal. Now, if love with the
it 13 self. various aims and interests which spring from it be

not the ruling principle of life, the want of something else to

fill the void is itself a very strong incitement to the develop-

ment and strengthening of the selfish principle, causing it to

pervade the entire life.

This impulse to adopt one or other of these contrasted

jje^tj.^!
moral principles as the spring of action, and to

sphere of Subordinate our conduct in life to it, is somewhat

modified by the following circumstance. Between
the ranges of these two principles there seems to be a neutral

sphere of action embracing a variety of employments, in the

discharge of which the individual is actuated neither by selfish-

ness nor by love, but perhaps simply by the effort to do his

duty faithfully. The motive power here consists in the end-

less variety of the several tasks themselves which excites the

physical or mental energies of the worker in each particular

case ; the labour is prosecuted by good and bad, by pious and

godless alike. This intermediate sphere of life, whose elements

possess the incitement to their right performance, apart from

the moral sentiments of the agent, widens and encroaches upon

those other spheres, wherein selfishness or love is the ruling

principle in proportion as the organization of society becomes

more manifold and complicated. But it is only the outside of

life which seems thus devoid of any moral qualities, and they

alone who confine their attention to particular instances are

liable to be deceived by it ; no one who has not sunk into

weak stupidity and dull artificiality can be wholly without

stirrings of mind wherein one or the other moral motive, selfish-

ness or love, makes itself felt, and determines those courses of

action, right or wrong, thus making them constituent parts of

a correct or perverted moral life.

If the practical relation of the man to himself, to his own

Q. separate interests, be the point wherein all his

positivel-y sinful impulses and efforts, however they may
perverted radiate and cross one another, centre, it becomes
principle.

. . p • i i

clear that sm is not a mere want of prmciple, but

in itself a perverted princijple, not the breaking up of unity,
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but a false concentration of human life as a whole. The true

unity is dissolved in order to set up a false one in its place.

If sin had only the negative meaning of ara^ia, " disorder,"

the particularizing and carrying of it out in various wicked

acts would still be only the evolution of the good principle

within ; each sinful deed could be realized only by the negation

or rejection of a good impulse which was still developing itself.

That this is not the case ; that sin, as we shall presently see,

develops its own principle in the manifoldness of particular aims

and acts, is strong evidence that there is a positive element in

evil, however negative may be its form.

If we once become cognizant of this, sin can no longer be

looked upon as a disorder which concerns only the outward

sphere of life,—a slight soiling of outward life which might be

shaken off like dust from the feet,—nor as a hindrance which

checks the endeavour of the egOy in itself pure, to realize

itself externally ; it must be regarded as a positive derange-

ment which has penetrated to the very centre and core of

our life.

That which makes sin to be sin, and which is the evil

of evil, is the selfish isolation of the man, which

of sin is it involves. There are cases—with some it is the

selfish xvIq of life—where a man keeps himself free from

wild ungovernable passions, and only seldom is

guilty of overt acts which conscience recognizes as sins
;

yet,

in his inmost heart, " the /, that gloomy despot," rules supreme

;

he stands alone in the world, shut up within himself, and in a

chaos of selfish endeavours, preferences, and antipathies ;

—

without any true participation in the joys and sorrows of man-

kind ;—estranged from God. When the heart that has long

been in this state comes to know by experience the sweets

of fellowship with God, and is thus awakened to a higher

consciousness, it looks back upon its past condition as one of

the deepest darkness and basest depravity, even though its

outward life had been throughout upright. And this is a true

instinct, because, in such a state, the principle of sin, though

shut up within, rules with no less real power, than where its

dominion is manifest in glaring wickedness and vice and a wild

disordering of the outward life.

Against this tracing of sin to selfishness as its root it has
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been objected, not only that, in spite of its claims to reality,

„, . ^. in contrast with the description of sin discussed
Objections. -^

above, it is merely formal^ but also that though

professing to express what is positive in the nature of sin, it is

nothing more than a negation in disguise, t

As to the first objection, we must partially admit it. What

This
^^ have here described as the perverted principle

neither in all sinful beings seems to be only formal and

fbrmal •
abstract when contrasted with the multitude of

special interests and endeavours, desires and

pleasures, in which it is continually embodied. But is not

this always the apparent relation of a principle viewed by
itself to its outward manifestations ? At the same time, we
firmly maintain that this selfishness, which is so obvious in

direct self-seeking, is not merely the formal basis of all sorts

of sinful actions, but is in itself a reality ; in other words, that

besides its outward manifestation in various and multiform

acts, it is itself present with unvarying certainty as an element

in all,—present in the form of an effort after a state of satis-

faction, and a desire to remain in such a state when it is once

attained. Man may deliberately make self and self-interest

his motive and aim and the unconditional rule of his conduct

in the midst of aU his varied purposes and acts. We say he

may do so, because life teaches us that he really does so con-

tinually. And when he does so, we say that he has entirely

given himself up to moral evil, though perhaps his boundless

selfishness is concealed beneath a behaviour and course of

action higher and more spiritual. What isknown and definitely

manifest regarding this tendency helps us to understand what

is unknown and indefinite.

This consideration is, we think, a reply to the second objec-

Nor merely tion likewise, SO far as it pertains to this part of
negative.

^^^ inquiry to examine the ground of it. When
man makes the satisfaction of self the highest and sole aim of

his life, so that every other aim whatever be its name is only

a means thereto, it is clear that this is not a mere negation,

but something really positive—a perverted affirmation of self,

* Vatke, Hall. Jahrbucher 1840, Ifo. 132, p. 1049.

t Ritter, TTeber das Bbse, p. 11 ; compare pp. 4, 5.
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rrom what has now been said, it is hardly requisite to guard

§ 2. DisTiNc- against the misunderstanding that this view of the
TioN BETWEEN nature of sin makes the natural desire for our own
SELF-LOVE -^

AND SELFISH- Welfare wrong. Belief in the reality of God's
NESS. government of the world, and in its power to

realize itself in actual life, must lead man to the conclusion

that a life spent in obedience to the truth ever conduces to his

own most thorough and lasting satisfaction. But it by no

means follows that as in evil so in well-doing this satisfaction is

the end and motive. We must here bear in mind the difference

between a true and a false perception of the nature of happi-

ness and the best means of securing it. It is an arbitrary

begging of the question to put that desire of happiness which

is inseparable from the striving after holiness in the category

of aiin or end, as if it were the actuating principle. But

apart from this there is an immeasurable difference between

the pursuit of a happiness which the man knows to be universal

in its range, and that maxim which makes the happiness of

man's own self his highest aim. It is very easy, by leaving

out one qualifying consideration after another, to arrive at last

at a point where the most striking contrasts meet, but no one

should fancy that he has thus defined or settled anything.

These remarks have brought us face to face with a prevailing

Self-love is Conception in morals which, viewed in the light of

more than the our investigations as to the nature of sin, seems to
instinct of _ , ° _ . T p 1

self-preserva- be rather a knotty pomt. 1 reier to the concep-
tion.

^.JQjj Qf self-love. As an ethical conception it must

be carefully distinguished from that merely natural impulse

towards self-preservation which man has in common with the

lower animals. The relations of the subject to himself involved

in self-love are of the nature of moral obligation ; whereas the

instinct which every living creature feels to preserve its life,

and keep itself in a state conformable to its structure, is merely

a necessity of nature. Now if selfishness, wherein the ego

makes self the highest and final aim of all its efforts and acts,

be the essence of sin, how can any effort or action which makes

self its aim be in any true sense moral ? If this were granted,

would not the logical inference be that evil consists in the

excess of something which is in itself good {nimius amor sui) ?

Thus the difference between good and evil would be made only
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one of degree, and holiness would be nothing more than a

moderating and controlling of a natural tendency in itself good.

It is evident how varying and uncertain the boundary would

in this case be between good and evil, especially when we
remember that only a few of those who are ruled by selfish-

ness ever arrive at any definite consciousness of it as, in the

manner above described, the principle of their life ; most

people blindly follow it, for when self-interest and duty clash

they sacrifice the latter to any particular aim which lays claim

to their attention, without referring their act to the general

rule which lies at the foundation of it.

These considerations threaten almost to exclude self-love

Self-love a entirely from Christian ethics, as an impure con-

means to an ception, and derived from a suspicious quarter.

And it tells but little in its favour that in everyday

life we find it spoken of as that which every one owes to

himself. For how many an opinion, which morally viewed is

more than doubtful, drags out its existence with invincible

tenacity as a traditional principle from generation to genera-

tion ! And how conflicting and contradictory, according to the

ordinary view, are the principles which pertain to the sphere

of rights when compared with those that belong to the sphere

of duties 1 A course of action which concerns the man himself,

and which is usually looked upon as proceeding from a justifi-

able self-love, from a becoming anxiety for one's own culture,

for life and health—the duty of preserving the dominion of

the spirit over sensational nature, or the duty of guarding one's

own person from wanton injury, and so forth—how can all

this be allowed a place in ethics save in so far as a moral value

can be assigned to it from another point of view, in so far, for

example, as the moral activity and influence of the man in and
for society is dependent upon it ? Thus Fichte, for instance,

explains these duties, and he logically demands that to each

individual every one else should be an aim for his own sake,

but that each should be to himself only a means and instru-

ment of fulfilling the moral law.*

Yet were we to allow that all the demands which conscience,

Difficulties of enlightened by Christianity, makes upon a man in
iMs view. the way of duties towards himself, could fairly be

* System der Sittenlehre, p. 341 f.
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deduced from some such principle as Fichte's, we could not rest

satisfied with the result. For, first of all, it is plain that the

moral duty of self-denial is thus transformed into an ideal self-

abnegation such as we find in mysticism, especially in its

doctrine of pure love. And as this moral principle applies to

every one it becomes an obvious contradiction ; for individuals

are ever to deny themselves a dignity which they know that

every one else is morally bound to recognize in them. But

we cannot allow that this explanation is by any means adequate

in order rightly to justifythe duties referred to. Circumstances

continually arise wherein the so-called duties to self, rendered

justifiable and obligatory on these grounds, would no longer be

binding ; e.g., when any such activity for the sake of society

is for ever put an end to by imprisonment for life or involuntary

solitude.

In Holy Scripture, moreover, we find that self-love is not

Scripture
only justified but enjoined; e,g.y Matt, xxii. 39;

justifies Eomans xiii. 9 ; Gal. v. 14 ; James ii. 8. If in
se - ove.

these passages it is not expressly commanded, its

obligation is recognized, for we are told that the love of our

neighbour is to equal our self-love.'"'

From what has already been said concerning the nature of

love, it is unnecessary to prove that the conception of seZ/-love

is in some degree inconsistent because the expression is a

figurative one. The I^ew Testament uses it only in quotations

from the Old, and then in a cursory and matter of course way.

If we look closely into the matter, the conception implies that

the subject is for his own sake and at the same time the object

of a moral duty ; there is something which each man owes

himself.

* Sartorius (Lehrevon der heiligen Liebe, i., p. 65) remarks concerning this

precept, * * It does not say, as thou lovest thyself so love thy neighbour, but it calls

upon us to make not ourselves, but ourselves with others^ the object of our human

love." If I rightly understand this opinion, it means that ayavrnffus tov ^rXjjff/ov

ffou us trtauTov is to be understood not in the sense of a comparison or parallel,

but that we are to put our neighbour in the place of ourselves as the object of

love, in which case the thought shall be expressed, "henceforth love thy

neighbour as hitherto thou hast loved thyself." But such an Interpretation is

altogether forced, it is indeed distinctly excluded by the manner in which the

apostle (Eph. V, 28-33) explains the words, ayec^av rhv tavrov yuymTxet ais TO

iccvTov ffufjta, or (if invrov, To the ms trtavrov we can supply nothing but

aycc-pt^S,
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Whence arises this obligation towards one's self ?

It surely cannot arise from the claims of the individual ego

True basis of ill ^"^^ ^^^ itself, and as we find it by experience

self-love. in a state of sin and estranged from God. It may
indeed assert itself and maintain its right to make itself felt

in its natural wants and endeavours, but there is nothing of a

moral character in this, it is only the natural instinct of self-

preservation which is thus made the object of reflection.

As all moral relations and duties owe their reality to their

Man's own re- Connection with one primary duty to God, namely,
lation to God. q^^ Iqyq ^0 Him, man cannot truly be the object

of moral duty on his own part, save in his relation to God and by

his moral dignity arising therefrom. This sense of one's own
moral dignity can only arise from the knowledge that man was

created in the image of God and is appointed to realize in his

individual life God's eternal designs. And since the entrance

of hindering and restraining sin, this sense of self-respect can

be raised again to its true reality only by the power of redemp-

tion. It is therefore not his natural self, but " his better self
"

adopted into fellowship with God, and thereby sanctified, whose

dignity man has to recognize and to reverence in the duties

which he owes himself. He must first lose himself—give

himself up to God—in order to receive himself from God as

the object of weU-grounded moral duty. It is only so far as a

man's conduct towards himself is directed and controlled from

this point of view that it can form a part of a system of morals.

It appears, therefore,that man's relations towards himself may

Three stages be threefold. First, there is the natural instinct

of self-love. of SELF-PRESERVATION, which is not, to begin

with, of a moral character, but the conception of which includes

the natural desire of man for a state of satisfaction conformable

with his individual nature. Upon the awakening of his moral

consciousness two contrasted paths present themselves to this

natural impulse, the one downwards, the other upwards. It

may sink down into selfishness, or it may rise into moral

SELF-LOVE by self-denying obedience to the divine law, whose

germ is love to God.*

* The problem here discussed is alluded to also by Thomas Aquinas in his

Summa in two places, viz. p. ii. 1, qu. 27, art. 4
; p. ii. 2, qu. 25, art. 7 ; but

he does not enter minutely upon the investigation of it.
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Holy Scripture confirms the principle that selfishness is the

§ 3. Testi- root of sin in various ways. When Christ would
MONIES CON- testify of His own perfect sanctity, He declares that
FIRMING OTTR _._'',

^ ^^. ^ „, , tt- i i

THEOKT.— He sought not His own will, not His own glory, but

1. Scripture, ^he will and glory of His Father, John v. 3 0, vii. 1 8,

viii. 50 ; see also Matt. xx. 28, xxvi. 39. The Apostle Paul

also, when he points to Christ as our pattern, declares that

" Christ pleased not Himself," Eom. xv. 3. Accordingly, in

several sayings of our Lord, and of the Apostle Paul, the great

turning-point between the old life, under the prevailing prin-

ciple of sin, and the new life originated by the divine Spirit, is

described as a man's ceasing to live to himself, to seek his own,

to love a worldly selfish life, Eom. xiv. 7, 8; Gal. ii. 20;

2 Cor. v. 15 ; Phil. ii. 3-8, 21 ; 1 Cor. x. 24, 33 ; Luke xiv.

2 6 ; John xii. 2 5 ; in a word, that the power of selfishness

must be crushed and broken in the man. Now, what is to

be broken down and crushed in a man when true holiness

begins, must be the real principle of sin. So likewise in that

simple yet profound parable of the Prodigal Son, his fall begins

with the significant fact of his demanding that his own portion

of goods should be separated from his father*s, and he separates

himself wholly from his father and his father's house, Luke xv,

12, 13 ; moreover, the true and normal relation of the son to

the father is afterwards described (v. 31) as being ever with

the father, and all that the father has being his. The account

of the fall also in Genesis coincides with this, where we find

just what beforehand we should have expected, that the true

nature of sin was distinctly revealed in its first beginnings.

The examination and confirmation of this, we must, however,

postpone to a later part of our inquiry.

There is a singular correspondence in Holy Scripture be-

tween its account of the beginning of human evil in the fall,

and its description of evil in its perfected state, as the culmi-

nation of the development of ungodliness at the end of the

world's history, representing it both as the solution of the com-

plicated enigma, and as the revelation of an awful mystery

which shall be punished by the Lord, 2 Thess. ii. 8. "When

Paul says concerning this dvOpcoirof; t>5? d/xapTia*;, this avofio^ and

avTiKeifi€vo<i that "as God he sitteth in the temple of God"
^a'rroheiKvv'i eavrov ore earl 6e6<i (2 Thess.ii. 3, 4),he characteristic-
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ally describes the highest possible ambition of selfishness, where-

in the creature appropriates to himself unbounded dignity and

independence, and lays claim to the worship that belongs to God.

And history abundantly testifies how nearly human pride has

sometimes approached this standard. No one can fail to notice

the close and striking correspondence of this mysterium iniqui-

tatis with the words " Ye shall be as Gods/' in the account of the

fall, and with the third temptation put before our Lord at the

beginning of His public ministry as recorded by St. Matthew.*

The Fathers and the schoolmen, referring to Sirach x. 1

5

2 The Fathers
(according to one reading of that passage), usually

and school- make sv/perbia v'jr€p7}<pavui the beginning of sin in
^^^'

our first parents, and the fruitful root of all sinful-

ness in this posterity. This is the view of Augustine t and

of Thomas Aquinas.J The latter, however, in order to harmo-

nize the various authorities which he quotes, distinguishes

between the principle (causa interior principium), the root

(radix), and the beginning (initium) of sia,§ and makes the

last only to be superhia. But all these theologians define this

superhia to be the presumptuous desire after unrestrained inde-

pendence, as the effort to usurp the place of God, and it is

evident that they have selfishness in view as the essence of

sin, though in rather a one-sided aspect of it, regarding it

rather too closely in the light of the first sin. Augustine and

Thomas Aquinas, moreover, in other places, expressly name

* See Ernesti's remarks regarding the passage above referred to in his work

upon the *' Origin of Sin," according to the Pauline view (vol, ii. p. 17-33).

Regarding my remark in earlier editions of this work, that Paul places selfish-

ness at the head of a long list of sins (2 Tim. iii. 2-5), I grant the force of

Ernesti's remark, that neither completeness nor systematic unity should he

sought for in those passages. What Ernesti says, regarding the applicability of

the other passages cited, depends, for the most part, especially regarding Rom.

xiv. 7, 8, Phil. ii. 3-8, upon an interpretation of these Pauline declarations

which I cannot adopt.

+ De civitate Dei^ lib. xiv. c. 13, 14 ; Enchir, c. 45 ; De Oenesi ad litt,^ lib,

viii. c. 14 ; lib. xi. u. 30 ; De pecc. meritis et rem. , lib. ii. c. 17 ; De spiritu et Uttera^

c. 7 ; and in many other places.

X Summa, p. ii. 1, qu. 84, art. 2
; p. ii. 2, qu. 162, art. 6, 7.

§ See p. ii. 1, qu. 77, art. 4 ; qu. 84, art. 1 and 2. From what we have

already said (p. 95), it is evident that a distinction must be made between

the principle of all sin, and the beginning of human sin, which as a phenomenon

in time, must have been a particularizer of this principle. This will become

more evident in the second part of our inquiry.
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amor sui in contrast with amor dei as the source of sin,* and

the profound Maximus names ^iXaurta.t "We find this true

view of the nature of sin, as we might expect, among the theo-

logians of the Middle Ages, and especially among the Mystics

;

the germ of it, as stated in Hugo and Eichard a St. Victore,

is more accurately developed in Tauler and in the Theologia

Germanica.

The Eeformers Luther J and Calvin,§ and the oldest Pro-

3. The Refor- testant theologians, made unbelief the beginning
^^^^' and root of all human sin ; but this unbehef, as

we have already seen, involves a turning away from the love

of God to love of self, and is thus one of the earliest manifes-

tations of selfishness ; so that there is hardly any difference

between their view and our own. Some of the older dogmatists

of our Church rightly name disobedience as the primary sin,

but to put this forth in opposition to selfishness or pride is to

confound the form which all sin assumes with the generating

principle of sin. Eaumgarten-Crusius supposes a twofold source

of evil in man, our fleshly nature and self-love,|| and the fact

that we often meet with similar views to this in our modern

philosophical and theological literature witnesses how readily

it occurs to those who reflect upon sin. Yet in the fuller

carrying out of this theory, which is rather vague and mistaken

as to its historical bearings, it is admitted that whatever excites

the one principle excites the other also, and that in the mani-

festations of the one the other also appears,1[ so that the out-

* Kg., De civ. Dei, lib. xiv. c. 28. Summa^ p. ii. 1, qu. 77, art. 4.

t K.i<pa,>.a.iec -^ip) yvjs ayasr«s, C. 4, § 26.

J Commentary on Genesis, chap. iii. ver. 1. Elsewhere, however, Luther

often names selfishness and pride as distinct and primary sins.

§ Instit. Belig. Christ, lib. ii. c. 1, sec. 4. Bellarmine strongly combats this

view as opposed to the theory that pride is the root of sin, De amissione gratiae

et statu peccati, lib. iii. c. 5. And we coincide with what he says regarding un-

belief, that it cannot be regarded as the actual beginning of sin, but presupposes

a motive which already must be sinful. Bellarmine rightly makes pride this

motive.

II
Lehrbuch der Christl. Sittenlehre, § 43, p. 219. Among more recent dis-

sertations upon this subject the treatise of Klaiber, "The New Testament

Doctrine of Sin and Redemption," traces it back to selfishness and sense, yet

without further developing the thought ; for this very useful work sketches the

doctrine of sin, only in its general outlines. Krahbe's treatise, ** the doctrine of

sin and death," p. 84 f., is more accurate.

H As before, p. 226.
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ward distinction of the two is removed and the necessity of

uniting them is recognized. It would indeed make our con-

ception of evil uncertain and fluctuating were its nature to be

traced from two independent sources, for its unity depends

upon its principle. And there is no reason why these two

forms of human desire should be included under one name, nor

is there any security that in addition to them a third and then

a fourth element may not be added with equal reason as funda-

mentals of depravity. We could not maintain any truly

scientific conception of evil did we abide by such a result as

this. If, therefore, this supposed mutual working of " self-

love '' and " sense '* can be proved to be one and the same,

the unity of both may be found in a third principle which is

above both. All careful observation of the manifold forms of

sin witnesses that whenever we see manifestations of unbridled

sensuality, selfishness is always there ;
* but we do not find

* Nagelsbach's "Homeric Theology," in the sixth section, concerning "Sin

and Atonement," presents a striking parallel to this argument,
iestimonies

According to him, the Greeks, and Homer in particular, looked

in'^the classics ^P*^^ *^^ essence of sin as twofold—infatuation, kt*?, and selfisli-

ness, u^pis. See K. 0. Miiller's Eumenides of iEschylus, pp.

129, 136, Nagelshach understands this not of two different kinds of sin, but

of two aspects of it, and he therefore considers that in Homer's view selfishness

is the original source of sin (pp, 284, 288), "Tfipis, however, among the Greeks,

expressed a much narrower conception than selfishness in Christian Ethics.

None of the ancient philosophers investigated the nature of evil so thoroughly

as Plato. In the De legibus, v. 731, he derives all kinds of sin from excessive

self-love ; to oi aXtj'^Btec ys. •^avraiv O'f^apTi'ifia.Tcav ota Tnv a^o^pit laUTov <ptX'iav a'l'rioif

iKaffTAi yiynrcci ixscittoti ; this statement, however, while it fairly represents the

Platonic view of the nature of sin, is too isolated to warrant us in adducing

Plato as a witness for the view of evil here unfolded. This we find more clearly

indicated in the Timaeus (86), where Plato speaks of evil as ecvmit, and divides it

iiito two kinds, fiavU and xfia^U (Bekker, 3rd ed., ii. 129). The explanation

given in his Sophista is analogous to this, according to which the wickedness of

the soul xccKia -iFtpi -^ux^v is twofold. The one yivo$j what men call ^revKpia, is

described as disease, and here the Platonic doctrine xxkos ixav ovhis comes in
;

compare the way in which Plato reduces the moral to this conception of the

ioa-as in the Timaeus (as above). The identity of this disease with the inner

sedition [irTaa-ts) of the soul is then shown, and cowardice, licentiousness, and
unrighteousness are included in it. The otber yiyog is ignorance [ciyvoia. cor-

responding to aiffxoi in the physical sphere). Here appears the Platonic con-

ception of the ufxiTpov as a designation for evil ; see concerning this Ed. Miiller's

Geschichte der Theorie der Kunstbei den Alten, vol. i. p. 64 f. In this passaage,

indeed, Plato only applies it to one kind of evil, the ayvoiec, but these concep-

tions, like that of voffos in its ethical sense, are not accurately defined by Plato.

YOL. I. K
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that where there is selfishness sensuality is also at work. Even

this theory, therefore, is obliged to recognize self-love, or

rather selfishness, as the source of all sin.*

But how could he have failed to perceive that the other yUos, also the trratrts,

which in his Timaeus answers to the (/.aviec, is itself also oifjarpov ? As the good

is with him the fitting or conformable {e/<^£T^ov), the uf^tTpta is often used by
him of evil generally ; so that we may regard this as the fundamental thought

of the Platonic doctrine of evil. (See Eitter's Geschichte der Philosophie, vol.

ii. p. i6Qj 1st ed.) The rudeness of the untutored mind, the ot/iafia or

eiyvoix, is the defectus in this want of conformity ; the wild uncontrolled power

of the rahy the ^avi'a or ffva.ffisj is the excessus. But as where the defect exists

the excess will generally follow, Plato usually describes the nature of evil as

afLctSio. ; e.gr,, Protagoras^ 359, 360 ; De Legibv^^ iii. 689, though k(^a.6ia. as fre-

quently occurs to denote one kind of evil. The general presupposition is in-

volved in the dualistic view of the primary ara^/a, from which the present order

was evolved (a vwv x.'o<rfi.o$^y of the old nature (« ^uXeti ^erl <pvtrtSf h 'ifivpotrhv

His), wherein the soul and all living beings derive everything adverse and

unjust {Timaeus, 30—Bekker, ii. 25 ; Politicus, 273). As to the Platonic theory

of evil generally, see Ritter's able and judicious treatise upon the subject ;—ae

before, 303 f., 387f.,401f. ; also Ackermann, " Das Christliche imPlato,"p. 51,

59 f., 303 f. : Kern, iiber die Lehre von der Silnde (Tiibinger Zeitschrift fiir

Theologie, 1832, p. 3, p. 100 f.). Marker treats of this point in the Platonic

doctrine in a very copious, hut not unbiassed, manner in his work. Das Princip

des Bosen nach den Begriffen der Griechen, pp. 319-330, and often elsewhere.

* Rothe (Theologische Ethik, vol. ii., pp. 181-187) argues strongly against the

derivation of sin from selfishness, and maintains in its stead

P
7?*^,^.^ a theory of evil which attributes its origin to the prepon-

theoi-v
derance of our sensational nature. But he sets up two forms

of abnormal self-determination, sensuous and selfish sin,

and thus he recognizes selfishness as one department at least of sinful

development and action. It requires, again, on our part, but a superficial

knowledge of human depravity to perceive how great an influence the prepon-

derance of sensationalism has, although we deny that this is the mainspriug of

human depravity. Thus it would apj)ear that the strongly marked difference

of view between Rothe and ourselves is capable of reconciliation. But while we

trace this undue preponderance of sense to selfishness as its root, Rothe traces

selfishness to the materiality or sensuousness of man's nature,—and thus our

respective views are radically different. The way in which he would reduce

sins of selfishness to the mere preponderance of our fleshly over our spiritual or

personal nature is described in the following sentences (p. 175 f.):
— " In sins of

selfishness the man in his fleshly nature considers only the relation of every-

thing to his own individual person, instead of reflecting upon the relations in

which he as a personal being stands to everything. To man in his fleshly

nature—to the natural man—selfishness is natural. In his merely natural state,

which is the outgo of his material organism, his personality is merely that of

an individual creature, and it turns in upon itself as individual and alone.

. . . For the merely material organism, even of man, works only for itself,

and goes forth in its movements beyond itself, only for its own sake, and to

perfect its own central life in the complexity of the natural elements of which

it is composed ;—i.e., fully to satisfy the individual ego merely."
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We cannot examine the conditions to which the develop-

I 3^ Deri- Client of sin in individual experience is subject

vATioN OF in our present state, until in our inquiries we

FORMS OF come to the doctrine of original sin. If we now,
SIN FROM therefore, attempt to describe the manifold forms
SELFISHNESS. o •.-,• \ . , .., «-,«,

01 sm m their relation to the principle of selfish-

ness, our aim is only to point out the inner and essential con-

We can understand how much deeper and more comprehen,sive a meaning is

given to the derivation of sin from the autonomy or self-rule of

merely sensa-
*^^ fleshly nature by thus combining it with selfishness, and how

tionalism.
cleverly Rothe is able from this point of view to present many
phenomena of sin in a new light. But as for the tenableness of

this view, it rests upon Eothe's theory of moral good, which consists, according

to him, in the government of man's material nature by his personality, and
upon the bold Gnostic theory by which he derives the various ranges of terres-

trial existences up to the highest, that of personality, apart from God. A specu-

lative system which holds that this process begins with matter,—"with that

which is not definitely willed by God, but is the direct antithesis to God, for

the removal of which God's creative activity has ever been directed since the first

creative act " (p. 179), may well make sin to consist in the submission of the

will to the material principle **as the principle directly opposed to God."

A critique of Rothe's theory of evil would have to test this doctrine, but this

is beyond our province here. Yet he will allow me frankly to make a remark

controverting the kernel of his argument, the more readily as he in the main
agrees with me in his explanation of the absoluteness of the divine personality.

This kernel I take to be his way of deriving the non-ego out of God (vol. i.,

p. 85). If this '* contra-position " means anything, it means
^rror in

^^^^ q^^ makes the beginning of all things by the setting up of

theorv
*^** which is furthest removed from the divine ^go as abso-

lute Spirit ; namely, of matter (p. 126). It might, indeed, be

expected that the author of a theological system of ethics would have avoided

thus making matter in a dualistic sense virtually an eivTihog, a principle " to

which God must ever be contradictory, absolutely antithetic and repellent " (vol.

ii. 194). Matter here seems to be viewed in the Neo-Platonic manner, as,

according to Plotinus, the ground of evil, and as that which, by gradual depriva-

tion {<rrip9)ifis)f is to be made the last, the furthest removed from the otpx^f and

having the least reality. But it is just the derivation of evil from matter

which obliges Rothe to adopt this dualistic view ; only thus can he upon his

principles make sin a positive contrast to God. But as to this method of deriv-

ing the non-ego out of God,'the non-ego is said to be, not indeed the condition,

but the necessary result of God's self-realization, in virtue of which He is a

personal Being. "God, thinking and appointing in one and the same act,

determines Himself as a Person, i.e. as Mgo : and, eo ipso, He thinks and appoints

at the same time His non-ego " (vol. i. 85). [His conceiving Himself as an Ego
necessarily involves the setting up of a non-ego—i.e. matter.] But, as Rothe

himself grants (p. 86), God's absoluteness is thus destroyed, so that He must

be absolute only in abstracto ; in action He must become so by gradually

destroying the non-ego which negatives His absoluteness ; and this is the task

being accomplished in the entire world-process, including pre-eminently tho
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nection of the various sinful tendencies therewith, and thus to

show that the principle of sin has been rightly defined. "We

can make no use of the customary divisions of sins of act in

theological text-books, most of which have been handed down

from the Fathers. These divisions very well exhibit the

various ways in which man may pollute himself with sin

;

some of them, which we shall refer to hereafter, describe the

different degrees of guilt attaching to different kinds of sin,

and arising from the different ways in which it is realized

;

but any one may see that, taken together, they are not

arranged genetically, as branching forth from any fundamental

principle. Seeing that they refer only to sins of act, the

principle upon which they are drawn up is too narrow for

moral process. And then what guarantee is there, from a speculative point of

view, that this work will be successful,—that the non-ego wiU be removed ? for

the setting up of it is a necessity with God, and it is primitive matter, and

matter, as the *' direct antithesis of God," necessarily resists its destruction by
God. In fact it is not successful ; for in restoring the Divine absoluteness im-

perfect success is a failure ; and imperfect success it is, if this resistance of the

7ion-ego, in some personal beings, can be done away with only by their annihi-

lation (vol. ii. 332 f. ). And so far as the removal of it is successful, is it not we

who accomplish it by our moral acts, aided of course by divine grace? Is it

not we, in fact, who make good what God of necessity had made evil ? The

production of matter involves this necessity, for it is (according to Kothe) the

production of something which exists only to be destroyed, and which, being in

contrast with God, necessarily hardens into hostility against Him, into direct

opposition to the idea of His freedom and absoluteness. God is thus in a worse

position than a human work-master, for the latter has at least the power of

declining to begin a work, when he foresees that he cannot set the forces neces-

sary thereto in motion without calling ferth a disturbing activity. Rothe will

thus see that as his theory makes matter *' merely set up through God," yet in

principle " directly opposed to God " (vol. ii. 221), I cannot exclude it from

the category of dualistic views. Indeed it may be regarded as a heavier fate

that God should be obliged to set up such a dismal contrast to Himself, the

gloomy shadow which darkens all His works, than that He should find it already

existing ; as, for instance in Plato, whose thoughts above referred to, especially

as presented in his PoUticus, remind us of Rothe's theory.*

To return to the question concerning the derivation of sin from the autnnomy

ofiheJlesUy nature, I agree with Eothe's remark, that **the
Selfishness merely material organism, even of man, goes forth in its move-

to man ments beyond itself merely for its own sake, to perfect its omi
central life in the complexity of the elements of which it is com-

* See the acute remarks of Dr. Kym from another stand-point against this

" contra-position, " in his treatise, Bewegung, Zweck und die Erkennharkeit dea

Absoluteiij p. 46 fi.
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our present purpose, which is to point oict tJie connection

of the various fundamental tendencies of. sin with its

principle.

In naming selfishness, which alienates man from God as the

distinctive principle in our conception of sin, it is by no means

implied that man in sin has always the express intention of

asserting and satisfying self. Such au avowed adoption of

selfishness as the principle of life is occasionally to be met with,

but this avowal of selfishness, apart from particular affections,

implies a degradation of consciousness and an increased energy

in willing evil, which, to say the least, cannot be regarded as

the earliest manifestation of the selfish principle. For the ego

first of all satisfies self by a definite mode of life in which it

finds enjoyment, and in relation thereto it assumes that un-

limited self-assertion whereby self-love becomes selfishness,

though this mode of life itself gives the ego this self-satis-

faction,—this increased sense of its own existence.

Let us more minutely analyze this relation, in order to dis-

posed." But! cannot see how it follows from this that selfishness—which
exists only where there is a personal will^s natural to humanity, not as per-

taining to his altera naturaj which is tainted with sin, hut as belonging to his

natura prima et Integra. If, whenever the tendency to self-centralization

came into collision with moral order, the conflict were perceived by conscious-

ness and put a stop to at the same moment by a decision of the will against it,

—this would, in the true sense of the word, be natural. How far the develop-

ment of this consciousness may be influenced by tuition, and what difficulties

may arise from the want of culture, are questions which do not concern us now,

because we have nothing here to do with the primitive introduction of sin.

The attempt, therefore, to deduce selfishness from the natural promptings of

our sensational nature by the train of thought now discussed, I hold to be a

failure.

In Rothe's judgment, our Inquiry as to the nature of evil fails to distinguish

between the essence and the principle of sin (vol. ii. 184). But whatever objec-

tion may lie against our Inquiry, this certainly does not. By the principle of

sin, Rothe understands what conditions and occasions the entrance of sin. Now
this is not the question in this part of our Inquiry. The question as to the

origin of sin will follow our investigation as to the nature of human freedom.

But in the present treatise the principle of sin bears another meaning, which is

fully explained in this second edition as the central point in the nature of sin,

the fundamental tendency from which all others may be derived. With Rothe

principle means the concept of existence (the determining cause of existence),

here it means the concept of essence, so that the question as to the principle of

sin is identical with that concerning its essence.

"With other strictures of Rothe I thoroughly agree, as is evident from the

fact that the things excepted to are to be found only in the first edition, and

in the second are withdrawn or modified.
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cover the particular forms of sin which spring from selfishness

in this direction.

Our organic and self-developing life is continually stirred

Relation of and impelled forwards by manifold instincts or

affectionTto
inipulses. The silent formation and almost vege-

selfishness. tative impulses which direct the growth of our

corporeal nature, and carry on their work therein beyond the

sphere of consciousness, do not concern us here. We have

only to do with those impulses which we consciously perceive,*

and which are gratified by an act consciously tending to this

end. It is an error to suppose that instinct necessarily implies

an internal disturbance and variance. But all instinct implies

a want, a partial or entire absence of that which is needed in

order to its satisfaction, and when it expresses itself in lust or

inclination, it becomes the manifestation of that want. In-

stincts or impulses are the active stimulants of that progressive

development in man, wherein the outgo of self, and the con-

stant reception and appropriation of something objective, alter-

nately limit and supplement each other. If man is intended

for development, and can only thus realize the ideal of his

being, manifold instincts and impulses are necessary for the

continual rousing and movement of his life.

These impulses belong partly to the sensuous and partly to

the spiritual nature. When created, the spirit is instinctively

roused to self-development ; were it without impulse, it would

be without wants, resting like the Creator in itself. The

opinion that man's spirit can be raised above nature only by

identifying it with God's, may be consistent with the genius of

an ideal Pantheism, but is wholly contrary to the principle of

Theism. The fact that finite spirit is above nature, by no

means does away with its created dependence. The fact that

it is spirit, separates it infinitely from nature ; the fact that

* So far as an impulse, in its direction towards its object, is perceived by

the man, it becomes desire or passion, inclination or propensity,—according

to Spinoza's definition, Cupiditas est appetitus cum ejusdem conscientia

(Ethic, pars iii., prop, ix., schol.). The maxim therefore is true,

—

ignoti milla

cupido; but it would be incorrect if applied to the mere impulse. Impulse is

desire or passion, so far as it involves a definite movement of sensational percep-

tion or of feeling at a given time. It is inclination or propensity as a continuous

state realizing itself in the one sphere or the other. Thus passion differs from

desire, and propensity from inclination, as including the notion of excess.
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it is created, separates it equally from God. If then the spirit

of man has its origin not in itself but in God, and gradually

developes itself not only in the individual, but in the race, it

must be roused to this development by primary and indwelling

instincts.

Human impulses branch forth in two directions. In the

one branch, individual existence asserts its claims, its satisfac-

tion is the natural end which it pursues ; it wiU assert itself,

strengthen itself, spread and free itself from hindrances and

disturbances, and it tries to appropriate all that will enhance

its self-satisfaction. On the vitality of these instincts the ener-

getic self-assertion of the man as a living being depends.

Their exercise therefore is in behalf of self. And to this class

belong not only those fleshly instincts which man has in common
with the lower animals, but some impulses of a spiritual nature

;

as, for example, the impulse to know, so far as this is a natural

appetite for mental food,* and the corresponding impulse to

mental activity.

That is a very inexact use of language which with Daub t

and others attributes selfishness to these natural impulses.

Selfishness implies a perversion or disease of self which is pos-

sible only in the moral sphere, in the sphere of self-conscious-

ness and will. All these impulses are certainly directed

towards the satisfaction of self, but they are necessary in order

to individual existence ; the self which asserts itself in them

is the indispensable basis of all higher life, and without it even

love would lose its worth ; nay, more, without such an ener-

getic individualizing and self-centralizing tendency, there could

be no such thing as love between created and personal beings.

* This limitation guards against the misconception that our longing after

the knowledge of truth is to be reckoned among these impulses in behalf of self.

In this longing there is a religious element, for it does not spring from the

unnatural disease of a merely logical enthusiasm which has no motive, and

appropriates anything ; it clearly arises (whether the inc[uirer be conscious of it

or not) from faith in the reality of truth, which guarantees that sense and under-

standing are in every reality. The germs of religion are not scattered so sparingly

in human life, that we can only venture to recognize them when we discern

the definite thought of a personal God in the self-consciousness of man.

t Vorlesungen iiber die philos. Anthropologic, p. 127. Daub accordingly

ascribes selfishness to the lower animals. See his System der theol. Morale vol.

ii., part 2, p. 16. But where there is no self-reflecting self-hood, we cannot

correctly speak of selfishness,
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This class of impulses, accordingly, may be regarded aa

-r ,. , p modifications of the general instinct of self-presev'

self-preser- vation, or as Spinoza"* defines it, the conatus quo
vation,

imaquaeque res in suo esse jperseverare conatnr,

Por self-preservation, when applied to living creatures, must be

taken as including growth. Every living thing as it exists in

time, exists only in proportion as it grows, it can keep itself

alive only by the further development of life. Indeed, it is

self-evident that it endeavours to advance its life not merely

for the sake of existence, but in its distinctive individuality,

and according to the tendencies peculiar to it. Even the im-

pulse to destroy things, so often met with in children, is an

instinct of self-preservation ; it frequently arises from curiosity,

and is thus a form of the impulse to know, but more com-

monly it springs from the child's endeavour to perceive things

as distinct from and subject to its own independence and

superiority.

The instinct of self-preservation urges man to action in rela-

tion to the world, though this action be in part nothing more

than opposition ; indeed his entire activity in the world springs

originally from this impulse. The individual aims only at

self-satisfaction, yet the impulse urges him out of himself. Tor

the good things which he instinctively seeks, are not to be

found in self, and he therefore goes out of himself in order to

find objects which will satisfy him, thus making the world

subservient to himself. Hence there arises a restless effort to

subordinate and appropriate external things, and the instinct

of self-preservation becomes a world-subduing instinct. The

man developes his own being in this endeavour to appropriate

the external to himself ; and his latent energies and talents

can be brought into play only by their employment upon the

manifold materials presented for their use in the world.

The principles of moral consciousness and the consciousness

Man's moral of God are raised above this class of instincts,

instincts. Both are in the spirit of man not merely in

the form of abstract thought and passive feeling, but as

* Ethic, p. ill., prop, vi., vii. In like manner, Thomas Aquinas says :

—

Quae-

lihet res naturaUter conservat se in esse et cori'umpentihus resistit quantum potest.

Secunda Secundae, qu. 64, art. 5,
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living impulses ; moral and religious effort is involved in

moral and religious consciousness,— effort which prompts

to action^ though this action may, to begin with, be purely

inward.

If we analyze the moral impulse as a phenomenon of the

Threefold
inner life, we find in it a threefold tendency,

moral namely, the impulse to obtain moral dominion
impu se.

^^^^ nature,* the impulse to discern, distinguish,

and maintain personal rights and duties in their various spheres

of life, and the impulse to blend these spheres together by

goodwill and love.t This division is not a merely formal or

abstract one, it is manifest in life as experience testifies, and is

so strongly marked, that we sometimes find one impulse very

fully developed, while the other two are almost wholly wanting.

But where this occurs, the broken unity of the moral principle

avenges itself by manifesting a deficiency in stability and

purity. These two higher impulses, moral consciousness or

conscience and God-consciousness, differ essentially from the

instincts to self-preservation, because their aim is not the

satisfaction of the individual, but the submission of self to a

universal order, the surrender of self for the sake of others.

We must not allow ourselves to be led astray by the argument

that these impulses also, when fulfilled, produce inward satis-

faction, yea, a higher satisfaction than those other instincts

;

they are indeed accompanied with the inner satisfaction, but

this is not their aim,

* This dominion is to be understood in so comprehensive a sense as to include in

this division three out of the four cardinal virtues of the ancient Ethics, ffutppo^vvji,

PpovnfiS, and kvhfiiet.

t Spinoza, on the contrary (in the 3rd part of his Ethics), derives not only the

affections of anger, resentment, jealousy, ambition, sensuality, covetousness,

etc., but love, benevolence, compassion, and the various forms of the two

active affections animositas and generositas from the one fundamental impulse,

viz., appetitus umusctgttsque reiin suo esse perseverandi. The unsophisticated

reader, who has not learnt to reverence Medusa's head as the model of scientific

accuracy, will not fail to observe the formal and sometimes unbearable tautology

by means of which Spinoza, "more geometrico" obtains his conclusions. The

effort to preserve one's own being is made the first and only principle of virtue

(p. iv., prop, xviii., schol. ;—prop, xxii., coroll.). The more one seeks his own
advantage, i.e., endeavours to preserve himself, and succeeds, the more virtuous

he is (prop. xx.). For virtue is the power of the man, p. iv. defin. viii. ; but the

power of man really means the being of man, i.e., the effort of man to preserve

his beine.
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Instinct impels the animal involuntarily towards the object

Moral in-
^ which it finds satisfaction, it leads to action

Stinct involves whereby the object is obtained. If it were thus
^ ' with the impulses of human hfe, considering their

multiformity and complications, we could only imagine as the

result a confused mixture of different elements and tendencies,

without form and void, without any fixed centre. But it would

be contradictory to suppose that in a personal being in whom the

ego asserts itself, the impulse immediately generates correspond-

ing activity. Here the relation of impulse to action depends

upon the will. The incitements of impulse to action must go

down to this foundation of all action, the will, in order, if ratified

there, to ascend again as incentives to an activity generated by

the will itself. The will is the bond which holds in hand these

affections and gives to their working a certain character, either

good or evil. It is only of men who seem wholly devoid of

any character or aim that this seems not to hold true, men
who, as Fichte says, " seem to will nothing, but suffer them-

selves to be goaded and driven on by some blind propensity

;

who have no real consciousness, simply because they never

create, or determine, or direct their views and movements

for themselves, but dream through life a long dream, which

blindly pursues its rambling course according to the association

of ideas." * But no one can fall into this imbecile condition

without wilfully surrendering his power of will,—this meagre

and miserable existence being the necessary result of such a

surrender.

It is a negative and false morality, which, if carried out,

Natural im-
would lead to Manichacism, which, in the spirit of

pulses not to asceticism and with the idea of perfection, would
ecrus e

. -weaken and crush every impulse in man not

directly religious or moral.t Ear rather would we call that a

healthy condition of life, wherein those highest impulses in

their fuU import go hand in hand with the other instincts

which bring life into conformity with nature, the demands of

both being harmoniously fulfilled. In order to this harmony,

it is of course necessary that the latter instincts, and endeavours

* Sittenlehre, p. 175.

t The relative right which the negative treatment of these impulses acquires,

in relation to a diseased condition of human nature, is explained in the second

volume.
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connected with them, be unconditionally subordinated to those

which spring from conscience and the consciousness of God.

Thus in progressive development they may be elevated into

close and positive union with those all-embracing and all-sancti-

fying energies—a goal which St. Paul sets before us in 1 Cor.

X. 31, and other passages. This is not a mere subordination

of the less to the greater, however calculated this may be to

guide the working of the impulses directed to finite objects in

conformity with higher aims : between the conditional and the

unconditional there exist no degrees. Can we for a moment
believe that these barren categories of less and greater will

sufi&ce to explain the relation of these relative impulses in

Christ to his uninterrupted fellowship with the Father ? The

consciousness of this fellowship, and the longing of holy love

inseparable therefrom to bring the human race into this fellow-

ship, was the sole determining principle of His life, so that no

natural impulse could excite Him to action unless it had been

apprehended and penetrated by divine principle, and appro-

priated to be its organ. Herein is set before us the highest

task which can be assigned to man. Now, as these impulses

together constitute man's relation to the manifold good things

of the world, the conclusion at which we have arrived concern-

ing their due order tells us at the same time what is the true

and perfect character of our relation to the world in the sphere of

our spiritual and sensational life. This cannot consist in man's

separation from the world, or in his estrangement from its

manifold interests ; it consists in his fulfilling the call, taken

in its highest sense, which was given him at the beginning,

Genesis i. 26, 27, that as created in the divine image and

called to self-conscious fellowship with God he shall have

dominion over the world, and shall subdue it to himself.

In order to this dominion man must be free from the tyranny

„ , , of the world, and this freedom consists in his

dom in having his true home in a region above the world,

^ith^God^
^^ habitual fellowship with God. Here the 809 fioL

TTov <JT(o of Archimedes applies ; in order to have

dominion over the things of the world man needs a standing-

point,* independent of the world and beyond the range of its

* This beginning of man's dominion over the world by inner freedom from

the world, is simply and beautifully expressed in the saying of Racine in one of

his tragedies :—Je crains Dieu et n'ai point d'autre crainte.
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movements. He thus attains the true guiding principles of

his manifold relations to the world, the sure ground from which

what is positive and practical in his ruling and subduing

the world springs. On the one hand, there is the theoretical

point, that the world is perfectly clear to man s consciousness,

so that he sees God present and ruling everywhere ; and,

on the other hand, there is the practical point, that he moulds

the actual state of the world by his activity, so far as lies in

his power, into harmony with the divine ordainments and aims.

This alone is man's true dominion over the world ; he can be

king of nature only as he is God's priest * That which

now-a-days is generally called man's dominion over nature

—

its external subjugation by railways, steamships, telegraphs,

and the like,—is not only compatible with a slavish depend-

ence upon nature, but tends greatly to enhance this depend-

ence, if it claims to be the true and adequate realization of that

dominion.

If man separates himself from the eternal Source of his life

TVJT^r. ;« r,;« in order to be his own master and to obtain satis- •

Man. in sm
loses his faction by living to himself, he incurs the contra-
ree om.

diction of losing himself amid the things of this

world.t What in freedom he should subdue to himself, what

in harmony with his destiny he should use and enjoy without

allowing himself to become its slave (1 Cor. vi. 12, vii, 31

;

Phil. iv. 12), now becomes his lord; the natural impulses of

his spirit, having lost their true centre and the symmetry of

their harmonious movement, are kindled into wild desires and

passions. Passion— suffering— this is the term whereby

language denotes this disturbed and unquiet state, because it

represents the life of man in a more or less unnatural condition,

and thus profoundly intimates that man has by sin exchanged

his free and active relation to the world for a passive and

* See the beautiful remarks concerning this connection in Sartorius, p. 45 f.

l^eander, apost. Zeitalter, p. 675 f.

+ Apol. GoTifeB. Augustanay Art, De peccato originali; *' aegra natura^ quia

non potest Deum timere et diligerej Deo credere^ quaerit et amat carnalia " (ed.

l^ancke, p. 59). Camalia in the Apologia are not merely the objects of fleshly

lust, but all worldly and selfish strivings. It is a striking feature in the parable

of the Prodigal Son, that, far away from his father, whose servants have bread

enough and to spare, he seeks his satisfaction in a reckless life—at last in animal

appetites, and in hunger discovers his want and weakness.
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slavish dependence upon the things of the world as the objects

of his desires * Man having wandered from God makes the

things of this world—separated from their essential relation to

God, and no longer revealing His holy love and wisdom—the

k6<tixo<; in the sense in which the word is used in 1 John ii. 15,t

the objects of his efforts, entangles himself in them, and

becomes hardened by them ; he thinks to obtain the mastery

over them ; in reality they master him.

Thus with the stirrings of selfishness there always arises

The i-nhfiU some special tendency of worldly affection (iTriOvfiLa

is selfishness. to{) Koafjbov, 1 John ii. 17; compare iiriOv^iat

Koo-fiLKat as dai^eta the negative side of selfishness manifests

itself in them, Titus ii. 12), which is the direct contrast to true

freedom in the appropriation and use of worldly things. Direct

acts of sin soon seem to be brought about by the action of the

iiriOvfjiia, which, beginning to work in the lower sphere of life,

apart from the determining ego, decoys and entices it to adopt

it, or to surrender itself more or less to it, and by this acqui-

escence of the ego, i.e. of the will, with the iirtOvfiia sin is brought

forth (^fcaarof; Tretpd^erac, vtto t^9 ISia^ eiriOvfiia^ i^eXKOfievo^

Kol Sekea^ofievo^. elra y iiriOvfJiLa avkXa/Sovaa riKret d/xapriav,

James i. 14, 15 ; compare Eom. vii. 7, 8).

Selfishness must be embodied in soTtu one particular

Fleshly lust
description of worldly affection in order to the

most liable progressive development of sin ; every earthly re-

^
^^^"

lation, every finite interest serving as material for

that principle to realize itself in—worldly happiness being in

* It was a matter of dispute among the Stoics and Peripatetics, as we leam

from Cicero's Tusculan Disput. (Book iv. caps. 17-21, where are many remaiis

upon the present topic), whether the perturbationes animi—as Cicero renders

the vei^ri of the Greeks, see cap. 5,—are to be wholly extirpated or only mode-

rated. If the definition of ^dhs cited from Zeno be adopted—" aversa a recta

ratione contra naturam animi commotio"—the question is of itself answered in

favour of the Stoics, and we must assent to the same if we adopt the same defi-

nition for our conception of ** passion." But if we limit the question to the

motus animi as the actual outgo of the excited imptilse, it is clear from what has

been said above that true Ethics cannot abide by the Peripatetic demand of

mere moderation. If regarding natural impulses Ethics had nothing to ofier but

this negation, there would be no reason, upon its own principles, why this nega-

tion should not be carried so far as to require the subjection and extirpation of

these impulses to the utmost of one's power.

t See the admirable exposition of this passage in Lucke's Commentary, pp.

176, 177.
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all its branches the direct opposite of the blessedness which

is in God, James iv. 4 ; 1 John ii. 16, 17.* And yet it

is quite possible that owing to the peculiar place divinely

assigned to man in the scale of being, involving the union of

soul and body in some distinctive way, that amid the multi-

formity of worldly affections fleshly lust should become specially

dangerous to him, and should pervade and govern his life.

This union of two natures, this duality that underhes the unity

of human nature, whereby (as Theodorus of Mopsuestia recog-

nized t) it becomes the bond of the created universe and its

various ranges of existence, is at the same time the most vul-

nerable point, the point which is most exposed to the attacks

of sin in its efforts to destroy that unity. And thus man's

separation from God involves at the same time, though in

different degrees, a variance between the two parts of his own

nature, the spiritual and the fleshly. If man's spirit be

alienated from God, nature becomes alien to his spirit ; if

man's spirit no longer surrenders itself to be an instrument for

God, nature, in turn, declines to serve man as his instrument.

In the normal condition of man, his sensational nature

promptly yielded to the movements of his knowing and will-

ing spirit, and with readiness reproduced them ; but now it

has become an independent power over against his spirit, with

its own law of action (the I'o/io? eV rot? fiekecn, Eom. vii. 23),

and with a series of impulses and manifestations of its own ; so

* The expressions used by St. John in this difficult passage which seem more

than to border upon Manichaeifim, may he strictly taken, if we adopt the

meaning of xofff^o^ hinted at above. The 'apostle explains what he means by

frav T6 iv rS xoa-f^cj in the words which immediately follow ; the various ten-

dencies of the WiSvu-ia.^ which all relate to the xoffftog^ properly belong to it.

This inward impulse, the apostle says, does not spring from the Father, but

from the world ; because through man's fall from God to selfishness it has lost

for his disordered consciousness its connection with God—it has ceased to be

for him what it really is in itself, the instrument of God's self-manifestation,

Rom. i. 20. This subjective severance of the connection of the world with God
corresponds with the preceding context ; now first in his alienation from God

do the things of this world excite in man the various forms of false and passion-

ate desires. See, besides Liicke, Frommann's Johanneischen Lehrbegriff, p.

262 ff. Diisterdieck, Die drei Johanneischen Briefe, vol, i., p. 254 ff. The
passage in James iv. 1-4 also serves to explain the words of St. John.

"

+ In a passage cited by Nitzsch, System der Christl. Lehre, § 89, from Theo-

doret, Quaest. xx. ad Genes. There is a, similar thought in Augustine, Ad
Oroaium contra Priscil. et Origen, c. 10.
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that the highest forces of the spiritual life and its noblest

resolves have no longer the power to realize themselves, to

subordinate the sensational side of life, or to break through

its evil habits.

As this derangement advances, this conflict between the

spirit and the flesh ceases, and harmony is restored—but now
a false and inverted harmony ; the understanding and the will

have now at length degraded themselves to become the ready

instruments of the flesh, carrying out the demands of its

impulses and desires. The understanding and the will indeed

always involve a certain sequence in the movements of life,

whereas fleshly desires demand immediate satisfaction, so that

there is frequently some clashing between them, even in this

perverted state, which convinces the man from time to time

of his miserable thraldom ; but the unbridled fleshly impulse

usually remains master of the field.

In this usurped dominion of the fleshly nature, a twofold

Positive and
tendency appears. The one may be called a

negative positive longing after pleasure, for it manifests
se s ness.

ftself in lust and sensuality of all kinds and in the

insatiable pursuit of momentary gratifications of fleshly desires.

As these satisfactions are but fleeting, they beget in those who
are slaves to them impulsive restlessness and wild excess. The

spasmodic efforts of the slave of pleasure to keep fast hold of

the sensational enjoyment which vanishes in a moment, are

utterly in vain, because its charm is dependent upon the desire

which is extinguished in its gratification. The other tendency

may be called a riegative longing, because its gratification con-

sists in surrendering itself to passive enjoyment. The sins of

indolence and sloth, of cowardice and effeminacy, of laxity and

neglect, belong to this class.

While these multiform worldly lusts give selfishness its

Fleshly lust
material on which to work, and by which to de-

checks selfish- velop itself, it is this very connection between it
"^^^'

and them which prevents human wickedness from

becoming devilish— becoming conscious self-idolatry, and

hatred of God, and all created beings. Tor as selfishness

realizes itself in its manifold forms by means of worldly lust,

these act as a kind of veil * to hide it from our view ; in this

* The theological contemplation of evil has also sufiered itself not unfre-
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incessant endeavour and searching for particular objects of

desire, the ego seldom perceives that it has made self its idol.

This relative unconsciousness of the children of this world as

to the real principle of their life, mitigates in some degree

their guilt ; but guilt attains its acme in the man who through

the veil of worldly desires, recognises selfishness as the germ

of all his sins, yet does not set himself might and main to

destroy it. Of these various tendencies of worldly desire again,

those appetites which are specially directed to sensuous grati-

fication for the most part confirm that unconsciousness, while

the affections of covetousness, love of power, ambition, and

pride are but semi-transparent veils which hardly conceal the

dark fornr of selfishness. The former are momentary only,

and directly aim at their own gratification, and they do not

come into collision with the rights or efforts of others so long

as the means of their gratification are within reach ; on the con-

trary, attaining their own ends, those actuated by them rather

rejoice in the similar efforts of others.* The latter, on the

contrary, unavoidably negative similar affections in others,

and strive against them, so that instead of pursuing the impulse

of the moment they assume a higher position and extend over

quently to be deceived in the same manner by this veil of particular affections

which conceals selfishness, e.g,^ in the definition of sin already referred to

conversio a majori bono ad minus bonum, in so far as the minus bonum is taken

to mean, not man himself as the object of his own love, but merely outward

objects of desire. [We are also reminded of Bishop Butler's theory regarding

self-love and particular affections, a theory with which Miiller's views are in

perfect accord, although he traces out the workings of selfishness in fallen

human nature more fully and minutely than Butler, whose theory applies chiefly

to man's normal state.— 3V.]

* The affections of our sensational nature are as a rule social ; love of power,

ambition, covetousness, pride, and hatred are unsocial. But in all sociality,

even in its most degraded forms, there is always an opposing power that

counteracts the advance of moral depravity to its extreme depth. Social life

has an e(iualizing or levelling influence, hindering the highest moral efforts on

the one hand, and the deepest degradations on the other. It strives after

equalization and mediocrity. Man, if we omit the few exceptional cases of

stronger and more independent characters, is in solitude always better or worse

than in society. [Compare the remark in "Guesses at Truth," "Most men are

neither so good nor so bad as they seem."] Bellarmine carries the distinction

between these two classes of affections so far as to maintain that, by the former

man makes himself a brute^, by the latter a devil.

—

Lib. ii. De statu peccatij

cap. 2. A similar thought occurs in Kant's Heligion innerkalb der Grenzen der

blossen Vernunft, pp. 16-18, 2nd ed.
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a wider range. Here selfishness acts as a central point in the

wide circle, and uses various means to obtain its ends, and the

relation of these means to the egotistic aim being matter of

reflection, selfishness becomes clear to man's consciousness as

the determining principle of his life/"

This is strikingly illustrated in the case of covetousness and

^ ^ its kindred afifections. Covetousness to some
Covetousness.

.
- t ^ -,

extent impnes dependence upon the determining

power of sense, but only indirectly. The covetous man does

not make sensuous gratification itself, but only the things

which contribute thereto, the objects of his ardent pursuit.

It is the dependence of a cowardly and timid soul that has

not the courage to grasp the present good, but mindful only of

the future, takes pains to forego the present in order to make
sure of it. Anxious about the real aim, it never ventures to

take possession of it, but ever strives after the means as if they

were its aim ; so that the very poverty and want in material

life which it seeks to avoid in the future it brings upon itself

in the present ; and its true aim is thus hidden from the man's

consciousness. Draw back the immediate power of sense and

the material covering of egotism, and selfishness reveals itself

in the covetousness in most revolting nakedness.

In this analysis we find the explanation of the circumstance

often witnessed, that men who are subjects of the grossest sen-

suousness, not only oftentimes take a lively interest in the weal

or woe of others, but in certain positions show themselves

capable of noble-minded sacrifice of their own interests. There

is truth in the naively expressed thought of Hamann, that

" the fleshly wants of our nature may have preserved us while

higher and more shadowy spirits may have irrecoverably

fallen." t In fact, the principle of selfishness finds a Ihniting

hindrance in man's gross and earthly corporeity, which prevents

self from fully revealing its dark satanic fulness in man's pre-

* And yet, according to the unquestionable testimony of experience, men
repent and turn from sins of lust more easily than from sins of ambition, covet-

ousness, and love of power. The reason of this is, that by the multitude,

selfishness, so long as it keeps within the bounds of law and honour, of a

certain kind, is never really recognized as sin. This usual way of judging is

by the outward appearance, and it is natural that the sins which immediately

degrade a man, more easily humble him than those wherein he exalts himself.

t Werke, vol. i. p. 148.

VOL. I. L
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sent state. Selfisliness is a subtile, volatile poison, and in this

world it receives, as it were, an alloy of coarse earthly matter,

which retards and obstructs its spread through all the arteries

and nerves of the inner life. In his fleshly nature man finds

himself in various ways dependent upon his fellows and upon

outward nature, and thus the principle of selfish isolation is

prevented from maintaining that thorough firmness which it

may manifest perhaps in spheres of being differently formed.

The power of evil, which in energetic and perfectly conscious

concentration might plunge the man who surrendered himself

to it in the abyss of irretrievable destruction, is compelled by

the continual urgency of our sensational life, with its manifold

wants, to divide self and dissipate itself in an endless variety

of perverted and vain endeavours. And thus this same weak

sensational nature which counteracts the persevering and

abiding union of all the powers of man on the side of moral

goodness, no less hinders the energetic concentration of them

in behalf of evil.

Upon the same principle we may understand how it is that

in men whose whole life is a sad picture of moral depravity a

remnant of good has been preserved—preserved in those very

departments of life which are most intimately connected with

our sensational nature, I mean, in the sphere of family hfe.

Capable of every kind of injustice, of every crime abroad, they

frequently practise a self-forgetting love, a self-sacrificing

fidelity towards their own at home. Such phenomena, indeed,

possess at the best but a very inferior moral worth ; his family

is to the man only a more extended ego ;—yet we cannot help

recognizing therein something of a moral element, for the man

is thus driven to the extension of his ego (which, to guard

against misunderstanding, be it remarked, is not involved in

sexual love), to such an extension as leads him to subordinate

his own selfish interests for the weal of others. Thus man's

fleshly nature is itself a barrier against his utter moral ruin,

and the ground of a hope for his final restoration.

Man, having by selfishness and love of the world, alienated

himself from God, sinks into a false position,

and his whole life is unreal and untrue. Life

possesses truth in the highest and only real sense when man
develops his powers in continual fellowship with God ; for only
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then is he at one with himself, only then is the outward

reality in unison with the inward ideal. This is a thought

which often appears in the Gospel and Epistles of St. John, as

for example in the use of the terms elvav e/c t^9 oXriOeCa^ and

elvai €K Tov 6eov interchangeably ; compare John xviii. 3 7
;

1 John iii. 19, with John viii. 47 ; 1 John iv. 4, 6. However
innumerable the instances be, it must ever be a contradiction

for beings wholly dependent to seek in themselves the centre

of their life. And however great and powerful human life may
seem, when it enthrones selfishness as its dominant principle

it can never be anything but a huge lie in itself, divided and

contradictory, though it assume the form of a compact and har-

monious whole. Such a life can never be wholly free from the

perception of its own untruthfulness. For the satisfaction

which it seeks in one or another direction or form of love of

the world it can never really find, and its selfish efforts become

only self-consuming and tantalizing thirst. Selfishness is

therefore the deepest self-deception, Man suffers himself to

be decoyed from fellowship with God, in whom alone is the

perennial spring of his true satisfaction, through the pretence

of a satisfaction more conformable to his nature, into separa-

tion from God, and thus surrenders himself to the continual

torment of having restlessly to pursue an ever receding goal.

He thinks to raise himself to perfect independence and to find

rest wholly in himself ; he finds himself in a deep harrowing

contradiction of his whole existence. Accordingly, in Holy

Scripture sin is often represented as a delusion and a snare,

e.g., Heb. iii. 1 3 ; Eom. vii. 1 1 ; Gen. iii. 1 3 ; 1 Tim. ii. 14;

2 Cor. xi. 3 ; Eom. i. 27 ; Eev. xii. 9, xiii. 14. Very strik-

ing, too, is that expression of our Lord's where, representing the

devil as the originator of evil endeavour and murderous hate

among men. He calls him " a liar, and the father of lies," John

viii. 44. Compare also the appellations avTiK€i^evo<;,avTL')(^piaTO'i,

in 2 Thess. ii. 9, 10 ; 1 John ii. 22.

While we thus allow that sin possesses in itself a delusive

form, holding out to men a satisfaction which it can never

really give,"^'"" we must guard against the notion that the guilt

* The Hebrew form of expression indicates this feature of sin, for the sinner

is called ^iix and sin n733. Regarding the other names given to evilin the Old
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of sin is thereby lessened or removed, occurring only by an

error which a being of limited capacities cannot see through or

avoid.* The deception does not consist in mistaking evil for

moral good, but in man's falsely fancying that he will find his

real satisfaction in what he knows to be sin. But man's chief

end is by no means to seek his own satisfaction ; it is to hold

fellowship with God, and to live in harmony with His holy

Will.

And this is a conclusive reply to the philanthropic doctrine

which explains sin simply from man's preference for what is

agreeable above that which is in the abstract good, as if it were

not much to be wondered at that the desire after happiness

is inherent in him. We must, on the contrary, simply affirm

that it is the very essence of egotism to make one's own happi-

ness the highest aim instead of submitting ourselves to the

holy and necessary claims of the divine will. The perverted

principle must already have obtained a footing in man's heart

if he has fallen into the delusion that he can obtain perfect

satisfaction in himself. Were it not so, he would have known
that he can only find it for himself when he seeks it, not in

himself, but in God. In the case of many particular forms of

sin, such as covetousness, hatred, envy, revenge, it is itself a

phenomenon of unnatural perversion that the heart should find

a passionate pleasure in their exercise ; and thus it becomes

especially clear that the explanation of sin from this inclination

to pleasurable sensations is nothing more than an explanation

of sin by sin.

As selfishness, therefore, does not arise from the delusive

garb of sin, that hope is evidently a false one which imagines

this garb to be a nonentity and of only transient duration, and

that when it is revealed to the befooled man in its worthless-

Testament, see Hupfeld, Die Psalmen, vol. i. pp. 138-142. Nagelsbach

compares the Greek conception of the art} with the Hebrew n?33, Homerische
T t:

Theologie, p. 271. "We have already shown (p. 91) that the primary import

of oifixprdvuv is a missing of the mark.
* Tbllner has expanded and advocated this view of sin in his Theol. Untersuch-

ungen, part i. sec. iv., ** Of the pleasure arising from sinful acts,"—Part ii. sec.

iv. ,
" Of original sin ; " sect, v. ,

" The good in human nature. " As the eudemo-

nistic principles of this view are unmistakably expounded in the first sentences

of the last-named section, the second one named makes it apparent how destruc-

tive the logical deductions of this system are of faith in God's holiness.
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ness, sin will vanish with it. This very convenient theory of

redemption, according to which man's freedom from sin*s power

is accomplished of its own accord, originates either in a meagre

and feeble apprehension of what sin is, or in an exaggerated re-

presentation of the power of thought over the incUnations and

the will, such as that into which Spinoza was ensnared, and

by which now-a-days many disciples of logical philosophy are

deceived concerning themselves and their own real need. A
deeper investigation into the nature of sin, and a more thorough

estimate of the relation between will and knowledge, will

convince us that no mere thinking or knowing can suffice to

free man from sin's power.* Even supposing that the under-

standing possessed correct and clear conceptions concerning the

nature of good and evil, it would by no means follow that the

will would obey its dictates ; such a merely negative know-

ledge of the worthlessness and contradictoriness of all evil

which does not involve any perception of positive truth would

certainly fail to constrain it ; and he who does not timidly shut

his eyes to the deep distraction of human life, nor disobeys the

Delphic motto jvq)6i creavrov, he alone truly knows how often a

clear consciousness of the utter barrenness of sin and of the

vanity of its delusions may coexist with a persistent adhesion

on the sinner's part to a course of wickedness. And yet, on

the other hand, there is no reason to doubt that the will,

alienated from God, may possess the power in all future con-

ditions of human existence of creating new forms of self-decep-

tion at any crisis in its history, whenever as, e.g., at death one

definite form of sin is necessarily destroyed (1 John ii. 17). If

we would not give the lie to the plain dictates of our moral

sense, we must ever maintain that the delusive garb which sin

wears arises from the perversion of the will, not that the

perversion of the will arises from sin's delusive garb. When
once man surrenders himself to the sway of that perverted

principle which makes his own satisfaction the aim of all his

endeavours, there will necessarily spring from this foul root a

* John viii. 32 does not contradict this, for " the knowledge of the truth
"

there spoken of as "making free," presupposes the

—

fiivuv h tm Xoyu tov *ln<rov,

and the aXw^ws f^echTx) avTou tTveci. But the thought of freedom in its rational

necessity is very far removed from actually becoming free. In order to this,

something more is required than human thinking.
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multitude of erroneous notions as to what this satisfaction really

consists in.

But if selfishness be in its essence self-deception, it neces-

How selfish-
sarily begets untruthfulness towards others,—the

ness leads to deliberate neglect of the right of those whom we
^ ^ °° ' hold intercourse with, to have to do with us as we
are, and not with an assumed character which we choose to

present to them. The self-seeker, who sees nothing higher or

wider than his own particular interests, soon discovers that this

disposition involves him in continual embarrassments, not only

with those actuated by the same principle towards him, but

even with men who endeavour to order their relations towards

others on the principles of righteousness, and, indeed, with the

arrangements of society in general. Man, by sin, isolates him-

self, and yet needs the fellowship of his brethren in a thousand

ways. But he would deprive himself of this fellowship and its

advantages were he openly to display that principle of isolation.

Hence he feels himself obliged to conceal beneath a thousand

masks the real character of his thoughts and acts—first, perhaps,

in personal relations and then throughout the sphere of his life.

This we may maintain to be the universal rule ; for though we
sometimes behold confirmed selfishness vaunting its abominable

motives with barefaced shamelessness when it has a fixed

independence of circumstances in outward life to rely upon, yet

even this only needs the temptation arising from the risk of

losing its end to make it hide itself at once beneath an

impenetrable veil.

Thus the process of separation and isolation which began

with a self-seeking love of the world at length becomes

systematic lying, for the man will now not only not act and

work for others, he wiU no longer exist for them as the object

of their true knowledge. Indeed, so powerful will the per-

verted impulse become when once excited, that the lie,

originally the child of selfish effort, frequently separates from

its mother in the more rapid growth of its own development,

and may be met with where there is no connection whatever

with the special interests of selfishness, where only the wanton

desire to deceive others can have prompted it. In this manner

it becomes a second nature with the liar to carry on a horrible

game with the sacred gift of speech ; and as he so thoroughly
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separates reality and appearance in his own life, every reality

becomes to him a nonentity and a phantom, so that at last he

can no longer distinguish what in his life is falsehood and what

is truth.

Falsehood, which no longer springs from self-interest, but

from a wanton desire to deceive, brings us to a new form of

selfishness, beginning with self-esteem and ending in hatred.

When falsehood reaches this point, its true source is the liar's

proud self-complacency in the belief that he is superior to those

whom he deceives. He flatters himself in this belief by making

them the dupes of his recklessness in word and deed.

Pride is the basest and most glaring form that selfishness

can assume. In love of the world and falsehood,
Pride.

prompted by self-interest, it is more or less hidden,

and in other wide-spreading branches of its development, in

unrighteousness and hatred, the conflict of particular interests,

and the passion often excited by some check from the object

of hatred, serves in a measure to conceal it. But in pride the

isolating principle of selfishness presents its obvious and formal

type. Yet we call pride the first stage of this development,

because it does not necessarily involve a hostile encroachment

upon the rights of others, but only an imaginary, a self-

deceptive complacency. Here the man is not urged out of

himself by some restless passion directed against some outward

object, but in solitary esclusiveness he fancies himself self-

sufficient. He is absorbed in the enjoyment and admiration of

himself, and instead of remembering that he is but one member
of society, and that by humble and unassuming association with

others he should seek their welfare with his own, he presumes

to be quite complete in himself and for himself.

It may be, and indeed it usually is so, that the proud man

Forms of i^ ^is self-exaltation prides himself upon some
Pride. special possession whereby he may make good his

claim to superiority. If this be of an inferior kind, pertaining

to externals and to natural life, as in pride of wealth, of rank,

of office— so far as such pride involves a contemptible

excluding of others, for only then is it properly speaking

pride—it cannot conceal the meagreness and meanness of its

basis save by an extravagant infatuation of egotism. And yet,

considering the outward definiteness of these possessions, it can
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readily be understood how easily a person may come to make
them the means of an exclusive self-satisfaction. On the other

hand, the higher and more inward the possessions upon which

the proud man bases his self-glorification the deeper must be

his self-perversion, because it is in direct opposition to the

nature and spirit of the things possessed. Pride of knowledge

is of this kind, whether it be based upon the amount of the

erudition gained or the kind of knowledge possessed. Over

against this may be named pride of practical activity in the

world, whether of power or of influence. "Worse than either is

virtuous pride, self-righteousness, that strange infatuation which

constrains a man to dwell upon his own supposed excellence,

and to regard his moral performances as fully satisfying the

commandments of God. This form of pride reaches its acme

in spiritual pride, which attaches a special significance to that

which in its very nature is confessedly universal, and which is

wont to rest upon a predilection for something new and strange

in the sphere of religion, whereby to feed the notion of its

exclusive superiority. The poison of pride must here prove so

much the more destructive, because the contradiction between

it and true piety is so much more obvious, and the impulse to

humilityand self-forgetfulness involved in the perception of our

relation to God should be so much stronger. It is a striking

proof of the deep-seated propensity to self-deception, and to

pride in the human heart, when it is able to maintain its place

within the soul, though all its outward branches be broken

off, and when humility itself which contains the germ of piety

is not free from the danger of also including within it the evil

seed of pride, and of suffering that germ to be choked thereby.

We should altogether mistake the nature of pride were we
to suppose that it consists in an excessive appre-

Pride not ciation of the thing of which it makes its boast.

world. Were this so, true piety would necessarily lead

to pride, for it exists only where our relation to

God is esteemed of paramount importance. Pride is not

a passive surrender to that on which it is based, not an

overweening attachment to it, in which selfishness is only

indirectly and imperceptibly present, it is a rigid adherence to

one's own self. It is distinct from worldly desire, even in cases

where the thiag of which it boasts is the object of this desire.
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In worldly desire the ego identifies itself with the things

desired ; in pride it identifies the things desired with itself.

To the proud man the good things aimed at or possessed are

not valuable in themselves, he values them only as he himself

possesses them. The esteem which he claims for himself does

not rest upon an estimate of the excellency and worth of the

things wherein he prides himself ; but, on the contrary, this

estimate of the things rests upon the exclusive importance which

he attaches to himself, as the possessor of them, he has no

readiness to recognize or admire the very same things when
possessed by others, and if he were compelled to recognize

them they would only awaken in him envious feelings.

Hence it logically follows, that pride never thoroughly

Love of devotes itself to any definite principles, but
power. relinquishes them readily upon the pressure of

circumstances, in order to maintain its own self-assertion.

His own ego, his own will, must rule, and no one can bind him
to any other fixed aim. Thus, when pride emerges from its

exclusiveness, and assumes the offensive towards those around,

it becomes tyrannical love of powevj which must not, how-

ever, be confounded with the natural impulse of a powerful

mind to influence men in behalf of some great objective end.

We see the same tendency, though in a more negative form, in

ohstinaci/j wherein the ego presumes to maintain its own
formal independence, instead of yielding to the claims of other

wills or to some general ordainment.

There is a fine, yet inward sense of justice, which can only

, . ,

.

sprine from the endeavour to hold intercourse with
Inmsiics

mankind according to the rule of self-denying

love. He who is thoroughly cognizant of the depth of selfish-

ness in man, not only disturbing the will but falsifying the

judgment, will also know how much reason he has in advocat-

ing his own claims against those of others, to fear the sophist

in his own heart, keen-sighted of its own rights, but slow to

recognize those of others. In order to be truly just in these

complicated relations, we must resolve to be more than just.

A more accurate analysis of this finer sense of justice will

show that it implies the imaginative power of love, which

knows the art of putting one's self in our brother's place, and

looking at the case from his point of view.
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Yet, even where this sense of justice, deep-rooted is love, is

wanting, we often meet with a feeling of respect for the dis-

tinctive rights of others, so far as they are cognizable by the

crudest moral sense. There are men who allow themselves

to be ruled by selfish impulses, who yet will not knowingly

neglect the claims of justice towards their fellow-men. Even
with the proud man an obvious duty towards one whom he

despises will act as a limit that he feels bound to respect.

Accordingly, we must regard it as a further development of

the selfish principle when even this restraint is broken through,

when injustice allows itself to attack the rights of others pro-

vided only it be prudent. The undertaking of the Trench

Eevolution, the Utopian schemes of national demagogues to

plant the foot of equality upon the outward relations of man-

kind, must be regarded by every thoughtful mind as an insane

vagary, contrary alike to the necessities of reason and to

practicable feasibility ; but above the inequalities arising from

the present vicissitudes of human life there is an equality,

which every one in his proportion shares. Each one may
claim from every one else that the rights which belong to him
as a member of the community, whether his sphere of hfe be

wide or narrow, shall be maintained intact. And it is this

claim—this principle of equality in practical life—which injus-

tice ventures to make light of, and set at nought. Here the

individual sets himself up as if possessed of boundless liberty,

while he regards others as having no rights which limit his

own ; in a word, he sets himself up as alone personal, others

are to him only things. The maxim the unjust man sets

up is, that all shall be bound by the law ; and woe to them

should they venture to infringe any claim to which he, accord-

ing to the law of society, finds himself entitled : but as for

himself, he must be exempted from law, and owes no man
anything. Hence the rebellious indignation with which men
are wont to resent the selfish injustice of another towards

them. And apart from the injury it may do ourselves, this

moral revolt is perfectly justifiable—indifference to the rights

of others is one of the most repulsive forms of selfishness.

Proceeding still further in the same direction we find selfish-

ness assuming the form of destructive hatred.

Let the principle of selfishness once obtain supre-
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macy in a man's life, and it only requires a sufficiently strong

interference on the part of others to kindle in it the flame of

hatred. Hatred is nothing more than selfishness aroused by

the resistance of others to positive hostility against them.

Injustice does not grudge another his rights provided they do

not interfere with its own efforts and aims, but hatred wantonly

wishes evil to its neighbour. The principle of selfishness

appears in the one case more as self-gratification and self-

interest, in the other more as pride. If, as Kant remarks,*

every benefactor must be prepared to awaken the tendency

deep-seated in the human heart, of disliking those to whom it

is under any obligation, this aversion is only the positive

ingratitude of selfishness, even as hatred is injustice in a

positive form. It springs from the one or the other of these

two tendencies. In the one case, the benefactor is disliked

because he brings to the remembrance of the recipient obliga-

tions that are burdensome to his idleness or his self-interest

;

in the other case, because he awakens in some degree the

feeling of humiliation.

The first stages of this growth of hatred out of selfishness

correspond with the sins into which the person's irritability

leads him. Among these may be named sudden anger, quarrel-

someness, vindictiveness, implacability. In its full growth

hatred is manifest in fruits which fully embody the bitterness

of their root—in envy and malevolence, in malice and cruelty.

But in order clearly to understand the connection between

selfishness and hatred, we must bear in mind the special

nature and circumstances of our earthly life. The good things

which are made the objects of earnest pursuit—riches, pleasure,

outward honour, power, and influence, are of such a nature

that the possession of them on the part of any one necessarily

excludes others therefrom. They thus afford abundant material

whereby the spark of hatred concealed in selfishness may
become a flame, and may spread through life. Should strong

desires after any of these earthly goods be kindled in us, we
should feel obliged to supplant others in order to our own
aggrandizement. Thus we become involved in many collisions

with the claims of others, and hatred is nourished and con-

firmed in our hearts.

* Eeligion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Yernunft, p. 29, ed. 2.
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And yet the most obvious selfishness in this department of

morals, so far from being combined with hatred,

often is sometimes directly opposed to it. Who does
suppresses

j^q^ know that cffotistic desire of ease which, lest
hatred. *^ '

its quiet be disturbed, shuns nothing so much as

the annoying complications of passionate hatred; and well

knowing the impossibility of avoiding the mutual restraints of

social life, exercises a kind of toleration, according to its

favourite maxim, " live and let live "
? Even when selfishness

attains its highest mastery over the man, transforming his life

into a hard calculation of his interests, and indifference to the

welfare of others save as they may serve as instruments to

forward its schemes of self-interest, power, or ambition, we find

that the stirrings of angry hatred are checked with determina-

tion, as tending to disturb and thwart those schemes ; nay,

peradventure, so large are these plans, and so comprehensive

the man's aims, that he does not think it worth .while to give

place to wrathful hatred against any one. Yet even in cha-

racters such as these it cannot be denied that hatred, though

unshown, lurks deep within, and that it requires only more

powerful excitements to rouse it from its lair. But as to those

other easy-going people to whom we have referred, it must be

allowed that hatred, as well as love, implies a certain energy

of character and susceptibility of excitement. There is such a

thing as a lapsing into the coldest indifference, a deadening

torpor of the whole being, however it may be ruled by selfish-

ness, which renders it too slow and drowsy to be capable of

hatred.

But selfishness when roused may be kindled not only into

Hatred of hatred of men, but even to hatred of God. For
God. when sin reigns within, without the consciousness

of God being wholly destroyed, and when the essential connec-

tion between this and the moral sense is not wholly severed

by impure superstitions or superficial views of the conditions

on which God's approbation depends, selfishness finds in this

consciousness its severest and most burdensome restraint ; and

if it be not vanquished by redemption, it feels an aversion to

God, a secret wish that there were no God, so that it might

give itself up with impunity to sin (compare John xv, 24 with

John iii. 20). There is no contradiction involved in the
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supposition that a remnant of fear towards a holy God may
co-exist with determined enmity against Him and divine things.

The very dignity of our nature, as created in God's image,

involves the awful truth that when a man is estranged from

God, more especially if he has ever experienced living com-

munion with Him, he more readily falls into hatred of God
than into lifeless insensibility and indifference. He cannot

entirely rid himself of the silent stirrings of conscience, remind-

ing him of his obligation to God
;
yet he endeavours to do so,

and feels an impulse positively to resist them. History thus

testifies that God's kingdom does not suffer neutrality in man :

"He who is not with me is against me " (Matt. xii. 30)—he

who will not love must hate. Though the prevailing philan-

thropy of last century was wont to deny the possibility of this

hatred, the experience of all times, even of the most recent,

has abundantly proved the fact of it. For ourselves, we can-

not but regard the shocking views propounded by well-known

writers in our day, as to whether man has more cause to hate

God or to love Him ; the horrible vows by which the members
of some communistic societies bind themselves to personal

hostility against God, as the natural and necessary result when
once the principle of egotism has taken thorough possession of

the life.

There is another form of hatred against God which must

be carefully distinguished from that now described. It does

not arise from the consciousness of moral perverseness in

God's sight (for even that last remnant of fear has faded from

the inner life), but from the burdensome consciousness on the

part of the creature at variance with Him, and longing for

independence, that he is surrounded by an almighty power

from which he cannot escape. God is then the only barrier

remaining against the wilfulness of the man, and wilfulness

hates the barrier. This hatred, however, described as it is

by Byron in his " Cain," seems to be impossible, at least in

man's earthly life, because, if the consciousness of his moral

relations to God be wholly destroyed, there is no longer any

recognition upon the man's part of a personal and Almighty

Being. The blind desire for independence rebels against the

barriers of a fate equally blind, or against an insuperable

necessity of nature, and cherishes towards these imaginary
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powers the sullen resentment which would be felt towards

God were His existence believed in.*

"We must therefore scruple about attributing to man, in

common with all finite life (as SchelUng does in his treatise

upon Freedom), an insuperable melancholy in consequence of

the fact that he has no power over the conditions of his exist-

ence.t What is this melancholy but the result of a vain

endeavour to be, like God, ruled only by one's self ? Philo-

sophy has, indeed, often maintained the right of such an effort

after absolute power upon man's part, nay, it has presump-

tuously ventured to erect whole systems upon this principle,

as, for instance, that of Fichte. But religion must ever regard

such an effort, coincident as Schelling*s view is with it, as

essentially evil. True piety must ever delight in the truth,

that the conditions of our existence are in God's hands, that

we are not in our own but in God's power. That accordingly

is a spirit wholly disconsonant with and foreign to piety,

which, in the words of Eosenkranz, calls Schleiermacher's

definition of religion as " a sense of dependence " revolting to

every manly feeling. This definition is in other respects

inadequate ; but as it cannot be borne that it is God upon

whom man is dependent, not only the doctrine of Schleier-

macher, but every doctrine of the faith must be negatived.

When Eosenkranz J further argues that, according to this

* It may seem strange that we do not here enter upon the question whether

this depth of moral depravity, and (what is akin to it) a hatred of the good, as

such, is really possible. We may first reply with the question of our Lord, rt

fti Iparas vrtpi rou a.ya,6ou ; eJV iimv o aya^ogf Matt, xix, 17. Hatred, like love,

has, strictly speaking, to do only with persons. Even when directed to imper-

sonal objects, it involuntarily personifies them. The good is repugnant to

many, because it is uncongenial with their desires, and stands in the way of

their passions, and disturbs their pleasant dreams. It may become altogether

offensive to a deeper depravity and recklessness—although this state may require

the destruction of the good, in some relations, on account of its advantages,

—

because it perceives the irreconcilable and destructive hostility of moral good

against the maxims which it espouses. Satanic wickedness may hate the good,

as being the object of the divine will ; and it hates God when it cannot avoid

believing in Him, James ii. 19.

t Sammtliche Werke, section 1, vol. vii. p. 399. We must not forget that,

according to the view there developed, this condition of our existence arises not

from a personal God, but from a bare principle.

X Kritik der Schleiermacherschen Glaubenslehre, p. 21. See the admirable

criticisms of Nit^sch in his review of this work, Stud, und Krit., 1837, part ii.

p. 443 f.
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definition, God is only substance, absolute power, or Lord, he

forgets that even in living fellowship with God as Father,

man's relation is still one of dependence and submission to

the divine will. The fault of Schleiermacher's definition is,

that it regards this dependence, which when viewed side by

side with human freedom is a most profound and suggestive

truth, as something immediate and unconditional, and fixed

as if by some necessity of nature. Eeligion is an act of self-

surrender to God, but the true consciousness of this entire

dependence proceeds in the first instance from this act of

surrender.

Is hatred for its own sake to be met with in human life

without any exciting cause in selfish passion, and

breaking ^^e resistance of foreign claims arising therefrom,

through the —hatred that has, so to speak, forgotten its

selfishness. origin, SO that the man feeling it contradicts

himself, and directs it against others, and takes

delight in wanton interference with their wellbeing, with-

out any further end in view than the gratification of this

feeling ? "We will not adopt the remark of the keen-sighted

Eochefoucault, which Kant seems to adopt,"^'^ " that there is

always something in the misfortune of our best friends which

is not displeasing to us." If this were as generally true as it

is here supposed to be, it would still be capable of various

explanations, and may arise, in some cases at least, from

nobler feelings, e.g., from a lurking feeling of gladness that

we can now bind our friend afresh to us by helpful love.

But who can ignore the numberless instances of envy and

wanton pleasure at the misfortunes of others which we meet

with in daily life ? Who can blot from the page of history

the awful instances of wild and objectless slaughter, of wanton

cruelty feeding itself upon the cries of its victims ? Who can

shut his eyes to the atrocities of the Thirty Years' War, or

the campaigns of Genghis-Khan, or his ears to sayings like

that of Caligula, " Utinam populus HoTnamis unam cervicem

haheret " ? Alas ! it cannot be denied that, as there is an

inspiration of holy love, so also is there an inspiration of

hatred, a savage lust, actuated by which a man may abandon

* Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der hlossen Vernunft, p^ 29.
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himself to the principle of hatred and destructiveness.* And
when the language of the common people implies an incarna-

tion of Satan, a " devil incarnate," the fearful truth is thus

implied, that man, by repeated sins of wanton wickedness, may
overstep the boundary between human and satanic evil, and

may disclose within himself the deep abyss of a hatred that

takes pleasure in the infliction of pain and death, simply for

its own sake, and wholly apart from self-interest and advan-

tage. This hatred corresponds, in the sphere of conscious

and responsible life, to the wild destructiveness sometimes

manifest in madmen, as a strange power in human nature

urging the man in reckless wildness against everything that

comes in his way. The recognition of these facts does

not invalidate the old canon, nihil appetimus nisi sub

ratione honi; nihil aversamur nisi sub ratione malL This

maxim is as certain and as incontestable as is any tautology
;

for the very fact of our making anything, however bad and

revolting, the aim of our desires, makes it a bonum to us

in the formal sense, while the truly good, which we turn from

with dislike, becomes in the same way a malum to us. t

Therefore, even where evil is pursued from a diabolical lust

for pure mischief and destructiveness, this mischief and

destructiveness are pursued as objects of desire and means of

its satisfaction, sub ratione boni. This it is that is so shock-

ing, that the moral degeneracy of man is so great, that he can

find a sort of sensational gratification in the wildest and most

malignant outgoings of sin. Herein lies the awful connection

between sensuality and cruelty ; for sensuality, in its grossest

excess, can as easily transform itself into a destructive furious-

ness against others and against its own bodily frame, as the

wanton practice of cruelty can afford a sensual pleasure,

* Ily a des heros en mal comme en bien, says the above-named connoisseur

of the human heart, in his Refiexions et maximes morales.

t W"e may see how perplexing it is to mix up the abstract ideas of good and

evil in this question, from the example of Bellarmine, who is thereby led to the

conclusion that liberum arbitrium ever seeks after the good.

—

De gratia et lib,

arbitr.j lib. iii. c. xii. Such -a conception of the good as would call murder,

prompted by cruelty or revenge, the gratification of a lust for good, has nothing

in common with the good that rightly rules the will. Bellarmine here also has

Thomas Aquinas on his side (Summa, p. i., qu. 63, art. 1), and other school-

men, such as Antonius. We find the same axiom, moreover, in Leibnitz. It

may be traced back even to Plato,
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This connection, which Novalis has already pointed out, and

which is full of significance, especially for those engaged in

education, is not only confirmed by numerous instances—from

the history of the Eoman emperors, for example, from the

lives of many criminals, and from the facts of the Trench

Eevolution—it is also indicated in the savage self-lacerations

and self-mutilations practised in the religious orgies of Eastern

systems.''^ It is very easy, according to the fashion of the day,

to set up a general formula, such as, that love of cruelty is

the negative pole to sensuality, but it is very difficult really

to explain the connection. The phenomenon belongs to the

darkest and blackest side of human life, wherein moral

degeneracy sinks into the realm of unconsciousness and invo-

luntary action which we find in nature, and it has unmistak-

able affinities with the animal creation.

Christ makes hatred and lying the two fundamental ten-

dencies of evil in the human heart, because he describes the

Devil as on the one hand a murderer from the beginning, and

on the other a liar and the father of lies (John viii. 44).

Falsehood is the timidity, and hatred the daring of selfishness.

They mutually give rise to one another ; hatred springs from

lying, for it is enmity against Him who takes the side of

truth ; t and lying springs from hatred, for it is the instru-

ment which hatred uses to accomphsh its designs.

We have now traced the several tendencies of sin to which

Sins of the its particular forms, by whatever names they may
emotions.

-j^^ called, may easily be reduced. A parallel may
be observed between the main branches of this development

and those springing from the stem of good impulse and endea-

vour, as before described (p. 147). If we have succeeded

in proving that all these tendencies have their root in selfish-

ness, we have solved the problem which we proposed to our-

selves (p. 152). There is no need to enter into details

concerning the various discords of our emotional life, which a

fully developed moral consciousness looks upon as sins, ill-

humour, propensity to gloominess, to despondency, to despair,

* See Stuhr, Die Religionssysteme der heidnisclieu Volker des Orients, p.

440 f., though this distinguished investigator of the Religions of the East takes

a somewhat different view of the phenomena which he relates.

+ Christ Himself points out this side of the connection, in the same conversa-

tion with the Jews, John viii. 37-47.

VOL. I. M
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and that stolid indifference and apathy, a bosom sin of monas-

ticism, which the schoolmen were wont to reckon among the

cardinal vices, under the name of acidia (aKrjSia). These

derangements of our emotional nature are sinful, only so far

as they arise from a perverted tendency of the will. There is

no difficulty in applying this rule to particular cases, though

sometimes complications arise, through personal idiosyncrasy

which causes the same tendency of will to assume different

forms in different persons. In general, it can only be said

that these ill-humours, so far as they are blameworthy, are

owing to a want of energy in the moral character, and in

other cases they indicate a want of living and conscious

fellowship with God. It is, however, the power of the selfish

principle which cheeks that energy and hinders that fellowship.

The same may be said regarding the blameworthiness of

irregularities in the sphere of intellect. The whole course of

our investigation suggests the dependence of our cognitive

faculties upon the will and the emotions. The answers

which truth gives to a man depend very much upon the

questions which he puts to truth. The manner in which

he puts his questions depends very much upon the principles

which rule his life, No logic, no method of thought, can do

away with this dependence of our intelligence upon the inner

ground of our sentiments ; it necessarily brings to light what

lies hidden in the recesses of the heart, and as it may be a

vessel unto honour when used by an earnest heart and with

a clear consciousness of its import and its limits, so may it be

also a vessel to dishonour when a frivolous spirit uses it.

Moral qualities cannot always be thus attributed to the

intellect in the same degree. They are most
Sins of the prominent, however, in relation to topics which

concern the inmost centre of life, and pervade its

whole range ; but at the circumference, in relation to know-

ledge of a more abstract and formal nature they vanish. Thus,

for instance, in the development of mathematical truth it

makes no difference whether the student be moral or immoral,

pious or godless,—the results, like the methods, are the same

among Christian and heathen nations. But mathematics has

no reason to pride itself upon this independence of the great

contrasts in moral and religious life ; its very independence of
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them is its restriction. Its position is such, moreover, that

the truth it affords stands opposed not to doubt but to

absurdity. Those are the highest and most important topics

of our knowledge which disappear from the spirit when it con-

fines itself within the limits of its own self-satisfied reason,

and will believe nothing which cannot be demonstrated to its

satisfaction ; those are the highest truths which it can make

its own by living action alone, and which it can retain only by

ever rising anew above itself. Divine truths, says Pascal,

reach the spirit through the heart. We must love divine

things in order to know them * But if the heart be estranged

from God and given over to emptiness and vanity, it is only to

be expected that when the unity of heart and intellect in the

man asserts itself the derangement should be felt, and the eye of

the spirit should be blinded by the deceptive glitter of the world.

The right apprehension and understanding of the Eevela-

tion of God in Christ depends more than does any

hinders our
Other kind of knowledge upon the moral state of

understand- the individual. Theoretical arguments, and the

G<fspel.
^ enthusiasm of pure logic are wholly unable to

apprehend it—indeed, they tend to close the soul

against it. Their avowed principle is to put practical moral

interests quite aside, but the truth which pertains to Christi-

anity affects not the intellect only, but the whole man. Its

bearings in this broad light cannot be understood unless we

possess an indwelling interpreter in an inclination of the heart

towards God, and an abiding consciousness of the discord

existing within. The truth which constitutes revelation is a

holy truth ; it does not flatter the pride and indolence of man,

nor does it feed his selfishness ; it strikes down the assumptions

and reserves of self-complacency, and it demands earnest self-

surrender, self-denial, and humility. Christianity reveals her-

self only to those who possess a sincere longing to know her.

The Logos is the Light of men even as He is their life (John

i. 4). In order to perceive that Christ's doctrine is of God,

man must be ready and desirous to do the will of God (John

vii. 17). He who is not of God cannot receive God's words

(John viii. 47 ; 1 Cor. ii. 14).t

* Pens^es de Pascal, Berlin, 1836, torn, i., p. 112.

t Concerning this connection between theory and practice, see N. T. Stirm's
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,The saying, " He that hath, to him shall be given," is true

concerning all moral truth ; we must will it in order to know

it.* If this earnest and hearty will be wanting, the appre-

hension of it will be more or less indistinct. It is unutter-

ably difficult for man to tolerate any contradiction between

himself and the holy standard of his life in all its sternness.

If, therefore, he cannot bring his inclinations and the bias of

his will into harmony with God*s law, he endeavours by a

process of self-deception to accommodate God's law to his

inclinations. Selfishness contributes to this obscuration of the

moral consciousness, perceptibly by the fostering of insolent

pride and haughty pretentiousness, which makes self the

standard of life, and insensibly, by the prostration of the soul,

which has now fallen to a lower level so that it cannot become

consciously alive to its higher destiny.

If a man's opinions and inclinations thus affect the inner

sphere of his knowledge, it remains for us to

tendencies of indicate what these one-sided and perverted ten-

thought in dencies of thought are in the region of divine

realities, and in their relation to selfishness. This,

indeed, has already been done in our own day, and since

richte's time by Daub in his work entitled, Die dogmatische

Theologie der jetzigen Zeit, 1833. He traces all the theologi-

cal tendencies of the present day, of course with one exception,

to selfishness, and accuses Christian theology of deviating from

a philosophy which is really destruction of its fundamental

truths. Such a precedent as this does not invite imitation, for

it requires no little feeling of self-importance to set one's self up

as a moral judge of the scientific world, forgetting how easy it

would be by the same logic to turn the sword of judgment

against him who wields it.

There are, moreover, methods of thought fashionable in our

Atheistic day which indicate a deep inward disturbance
frivolity. q^-^^^ undermining of the moral life, although the

espousers of them satisfy the ordinary rules of conformity to law

Anthropologisch-exegetische Untersuchungen, Tiibinger Zeitschr. fur Theol.

1834, part iii., p. 7 f. ; and concerning St. Paul's view of,it see Neander, Planting

and Training, etc. ; concerning St. John's, see Frommann's Johanneischen

Lehrhegriff, p. 202.

* See my Vorlesung iiber das Verhaltniss der dogmatischen Theologie zu den

anti-religiosen Richtungen der Zeit, 12 fF.
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and uprightness of conduct. When atheistic giddiness and the

delirium of self-idolatry gain the ascendancy, the law of God

loses its influence ; and the intellect can submit itself to

a materialism which denies the existence of spirit, only when

the practical consciousness of man's superiority to nature is

extinguished. Such perversions bear so obviously—on the very

face of them—the brand of Cain, that it is superfluous to

exhibit their connection with unbridled selfishness. Where,

on the contrary, the connection is deeply hidden, it is beyond

the provuice of sinful man to analyse and decide upon it.

There is but One perfectly free from error and free from sin,

Christ. He alone could lay claim to the faith of men in

Himself as one who spake the truth, upon the ground of His

own moral purity (John viii. 46) ; and He therefore can pro-

nounce judgment upon whatever does not receive and harmo-

nize with Him, as a wandering in the paths of darkness ; He
alone can analyze its connection with a depraved bias of the

will. That which Protagoras the sophist said of man sub-

jectively, that he is " the measure of all things," is objectively

true of the man who is our Lord and our God (John xx. 28).

But as for us, seeing we are never free from sin, and are there-

fore continually liable to error, it is our highest wisdom not to

trust to ourselves, still less to make ourselves the " measure of

things," but to rise above ourselves to Him who alone is holy,

and who as He is the life, so also is the truth.

As to the perversions of our knowledge in its practical

sphere, we may venture with less hesitation to point out the

connection in which they stand with selfishness.

The perfection of practical knowledge consists in two things,

wisdom in the choice and conception of our aims,

and prudence in the use of means to realize these

aims. Now folly stands opposed to wisdom as a perverted

choice and conception of aims, and its essence accordingly lies

in its making the gratification of self and of selfish desires the

end of life. However accurate and shrewd its calculations,

however circumspect it be in carrying them into practice, its

egotism ever prevents its bearing the true stamp of wisdom ; and

however great an adept the man may be in the art of mould-

ing individuals or nations according to his selfish plans, he is

no less a fool. Leaving out the relation of his motives to the
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holy and loving plans of God, and viewing his conduct simply

in the light of his own consciousness and striving, it can never

free itself from an aspect of ludicrousness, arising from the

strange contrast between the enormous expenditure of means,

and the littleness (not to say unattainableness) of the end in

view.*

But as to imprudence or want of judgment in the means

devised in order to attain the end, however good, a

superficial observation may conclude that it arises

simplyfrom thewant of that gift of nature, a sound understanding.

But if we analyse it more closely, we shall find that a limited

understanding—apart, of course, from aberrations of mind,imbe-

cility, and so forth—will never obhge a man to be imprudent

and indiscreet. If the man of limited understanding is con-

scious of this defect, he will not undertake duties and situations

in life which he cannot adequately fulfil. But if he wants this

self-knowledge, this consciousness of his real power, his impru-

dence is owing not to his limited understanding, but to his

slothful indifference or to his self-conceit in fancying that he

has capability. Imprudence, therefore, in the use of means, as

a moral defect, is of two kinds ; it is a lazy loitering carelessness,

or haste and want of deliberateness in judgment. And it is easy

to see how the former arises from a self-indulgent indolence

and sloth, rendering the man incapable of any continuous

mental exertion, and how the latter springs partly from assumed

self-confidence and conceit, and partly from the disturbing force

of passion ; both having their original source in the power of

selfishness.

Sin, in its widest acceptation, presents itself in a twofold

g 5 habi- foi'i^j either as a prevailing tendency and habit of

TUAL AND the inner life, or as a particular and momentary

act, peccatimTh hahituale and actiude. The New
Testament recognizes both these forms. It has been in

* Maclliavelli's ill-famed book Del Principe, awakens this feeling in the un-

prejudiced reader. The violent and restless efforts of power, to which the Prince

is urged, not to restore order in a troubled kingdom, but to secure his own

sovereignt}^ while revolting, are somehow comical ; a sovereignty too which at

last, like that of Machiavelli's model prince, Cesare Borgia, vanishes in smoke

some fine morning by a little mishap which had not been calculated upon.
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modern times asserted by several theologians that afiapravw,

dfjiapria in the New Testament never means the sinful disposi-

tion of the man, but only the definite sinful act ; see, e.g.,

Bretschneider,"*^ Eeiche,t K. F. A. Fritzsche.;]: The question

as to the correctness of this opinion may be important in the

exegetical argument for original sin, but it does not affect our

present question. For supposing that afiaprla were only thus

used, there are passages, such as Matt. xii. 33, xv. 19, 1 John

ii. 15, in which the word dfiapTia does not occur, and which

leave no doubt that the New Testament recognizes sin as a

perverted habit of mind from which particular acts of sin may
spring. We must certainly agree with those expositors, who

assert that the verb dfiaprdveiv refers directly to acts of sin.

And as to the substantive, it cannot be denied that the render-

ing " a state of sin " has often been adopted in passages where

it is clearly inappropriate, e.g.j John viii. 34, ix. 34 ; Heb. ix.

28. But in that passage, which gives us the fullest and

minutest description of sin and of its development in man,

Eom. vii., dfxapTia clearly implies a power dwelling and work-

ing in man, including a sinful bias, a perverted state. Eom. vii.

8-11, " Sin which before was dead, by the entrance of the law

revived, and took occasion by the commandment to slay man ;

"

this has no meaning unless we take d/xaprla to mean a power

dwelling in the man though in a hidden manner. The dfiapria

iv ep,ol oiKOva-a (v. 17-20), and the vofio^ dfiapria^ (v. 23),imply

the same truth. We cannot explain these expressions away by

having recourse to the notion of a poetical personification of sin,

for such a lengthy personification, extending from Eom. v. 1 2 to

viii. 3, would not only be very prosaic and without parallel

in the New Testament ; it is quite out of keeping with the

* Bretschneider (born 1776, died 1848), Grundlage des evang. Pietismus, pp.

144, 176. Yet in the former place, and in his Lexicon, he includes in the word

the idea of guilt ensuing upon one or more sinful acts.

t Ausfuhrliche Erklarung des Briefes Pauli an die Romer, vol. i. p. 359.

Yet this scholar, while strongly objecting to the rendering *' habitual sins,"

admits that oifiecpT/tx. denotes "condemnable activity of life, "not only in deed,

but in thought and inclination, " so far as these are in the power of man's free

will," p. 359, note. However it may be as to the last part of this statement, it

is certainly recognized that aft-aprioi may also denote a habiitis, for disposition

and inclination are habits.

t K. F. A. Fritzsche (born 1801, died 1846), Pauli ad Bomanos Eplstola,

torn. i. pp. 290 ff.
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character of the apostle's exposition throughout this part of his

epistle, and with many of his statements regarding the power

and activity of sin *

Actual sin, as the name itself indicates, implies a deed. If

our conception of a deed included a determination
A p+iiq] QlTl

of the will, it would seem that we must adopt the

scholastic maxim regarding peccata adicalia^ omne peccatuTn

est voluntarium, which is defended by Bellarmine t as strongly

as it is condemned by the Keformers, especially by Melanchthon

in the Apology, and elsewhere,;]; and that we must give up the

old Protestant division of these sins into voluntaria and inwU
untaria. It is obvious that we must not limit our conception

of actual sin as distinct from a state of sin to the merely out-

ward embodiment of the sin in word or work. The act may
be wholly inward, the intentional cherishing of sinful lust, the

calling up in the mind and entertaining of lustful thoughts, yet

it is certainly an act of sin. Those also are acts of sin which

may be included under the well-known division factum^

dictum^ conaipitttmj or peccata operiSj oris, cordis^ according

to one of the oldest and most distinguished advocates § of this

* Fritzsche ought not to have adduced the classical use of the word a^a/jT;*,

which certainly excludes the notion of habitual sin and inner depravity of dis-

position, as evidence against this application of the term in the New Testament,

for in its transition from the sphere of heathendom into Christianity, its import

must necessarily have been widened and spiritualized. * The same restriction

applies to the parallel drawn from the use of the word xion ^^ the Old Testament.
- T

t De amissioTie graticeet statu pecc.f lib. i. c. 1 and 8. De gratia et lib. arbitr.,

lib. ii. c, 7, and elsewhere. Bellarmine applies the principle not only to sins of

deed, but to sins generally, including the ^ecca^wm. hahituaUj which he endea-

vours to represent as wholly different from the vitioms habitus, as before lib. v.

c. 19. In defence of his maxim, Bellarmine makes ample use of an expression

of Augustine's in his treatise De vera religione, c. 14; Usque adeo peccatum

voluntarius motus est, ut nullo raodopeccatum sit, si non sit peccatum voluntarium,

Augustine explains this position in his Retractationes thus, peccatum quippe

illud cogitandum est, quod tantummodo peccatum est, non quod est etiam poena

pecco.tij lib. i. c. 13, 5. After such a forced explanation as this, Augustine

cannot complain of the violence Bellarmine does to it, when he identifies it with

his doctrine o( peccatum voluntarium ; J)e gratia et lib, arb,, lib. v. c. 27.

t Apol. Confess. Augustana, art. de pecc. orig.

—

Loci Theol. depecc, orig., p.

110 ; de discrim. pecc. mort. et ven., p. 335 (ed. 1569). Melanchthon recognizes

in that maxim an unwarrantable transfer of a judicial view of sin into the

sphere of religion. "We find similar polemics against the maxim in Chemnitz,

Hutter, and Gerhard.

% Augustinus contra Faustum Manich., lib. xxii. u. 27. The division also

occurs in Lactantius, Div. Instit.f lib. vi. cap. 13.
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division. Concerning sins of omission, which ancient and

modern theologians have been wont to reckon among the

peccata adualia, they !may easily be shown to be voluntaria

and inward acts, inasmuch as they are the rejection of a com-

mand in conscience for the performance of a duty. If this

inward act of refusing to obey the dictates of conscience be

absent, as in the case of a call of duty coming from without

yet finding no response within, this indicates very deep moral

depravity, a perfect searing of the moral sense ; but seeing that

no definite act has occurred in the man, nor anything done by

him externally, there seems to be no ground for designating it

a feccatum actuaUy nor any, indeed, for calhng it a sin of

omission.

If we are right in calling alL actual sins ;peccata voluntaria,

Peccata We must show that every act of life which bears a

voluntaria. sinful impress, though it cannot be called a state

of sin, yet involves a movement of the wilL We will not here

refer to the involuntary promptings of sinful desire, the motus

primoprimi according to Scholastic terminology. It is respect-

ing these that the dispute about the maxim above-named has

chiefly arisen, and they who maintain it of course refuse to

regard these as really sinful. But when the affection of

sudden anger, for instance, has attained such power over a man
that every vexation rouses him to more immoderate wrath and

grosser acts of violence, even the just judgment of civil law

would condemn him as a transgressor, and we cannot hesitate

to describe his conduct as sin. The conclusions at which we
arrived in our first chapter lead us to do this, for the law has

in this case been broken by a man in duty boimd to obey it.

And yet, when we analyze the act itself, where shall we find

any movement of will and resolve ?

If, then, there are acts in the moral sphere of life which we
must regard as sins, though we can trace no movement of will

in them, what becomes of the canon ovme peccatum (actuale)

est voluntarium ? The answer is that we must view such sins

as belonging to the class of peccata habitualia, somehow as

Bellarmine does not hesitate to speak of peccatis originalihus

when dealing with the motus primoprimi. But if this be

thought contradictory, we must let go the old canon, and adopt

the interpretation of the older Lutheran divines, who widened
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the term peccatum actuale, so as to denote by it every occur-

rence bearing the outward or inward mark of sin which takes

place and passes away in any given point of time, and apart

from the consideration of guilt. "We may include sins of

omission in this definition, not a majority of them only, but all;

for where, owing to moral insensibility, the actual refusal of an

inward call of duty does not occur, the omission may be regarded

as an occurrence or phenomenon which is sinful, though purely

negative. For to be so insensible to the call of duty arising

from the circumstances of any given moment as not even to be

conscious of it, is—presupposing, of course, our being in a state

of accountability, and responsible for our conduct—^in itself a

definite sin.* A sin of omission is a neglect, not only in the

fulfilment of the moral law generally, but in the discharge of a

defined duty; it is therefore an act of opposition to a defined

duty (see p. 69).

Adopting this explanation, which gives to our conception

P m d't t d ^^ actual sin the range requisite to include

and unpreme- therein all sinful acts which do not belong to the
ita e sms.

qH-^qj- class of habitual sins, our hesitation about

adopting the distinction of actual sins into premeditated and

unpremeditated is removed.t It has already been shown (p.

42), that opposition to the moral law implies that all sin has

its primary source in the will, though in its particular mani-

festations a direct action of the will is by no means necessary.

Kot only violent outbreaks of unbridled passion, but in-

voluntary stirrings of unlawful desire must be regarded as sins.

When, for instance, a feeling of vindictiveness, or of envy at

* Thomas Aquinas explains the conception of sins of omission thus : It does

not, according to him, require any actus, not even an inward one, to make them

sins, and he endeavours to reconcile this with the maxim, omne peccatum volun-

tarium, by asserting that in such cases it was, at least, in the power of the man
to have willed and he did not. Summa, ii. 1, qu, 71, art. 5. Compare li. 2,

qu. 79, art. 3.

t Objections of another kind, arising from cases where superficiality of judg-

ment is found connected with moral earnestness and high integrity, are urged

against this by Tdllner (died 1774), in his "Dissertatioii upon the distinction

between premeditated and unpremeditated sins" (Theol. tjntersuchungen, vol. i.

part 2, pp. 214-259). What is called unpremeditated sin, according to him, is

not, properly speaking, sin at all. The TpuTov \piu^os of his argument lies in his

analysis of the subjective momenta in sin, which finds its refutation here and in

Book 3 of our Enquiry.
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another's good fortune, arises in the mind, it is an outward

sign of the predominance of the selfish principle within, and

must therefore be designated in the wider sense of the term

an actual sin ; and this, indeed, is witnessed to by the inward

sense of self-reproach which a tender conscience will feel on

account of it.

To dwell a little longer upon this subject in consideration of

Views of our subsequent inquiries, we may remark that the

on^tMs*^"^
older theologians were wont to sub-divide unpre-

distinction. meditated sins into two classes, sins of precipitancy

or infirmity {peccata praecipitantiae seu infirmitatis)^ and

sins of ignorance (peccata ignorantiae)!^^ The peccatuon

voluntariumj in the true conception of it, implies not only the

willing of what is wrong, but the consciousness that what is

willed is contrary to the Divine law (jperpetratur a sciente d
volentej and therefore peccatum contra conscientiavi). This,

if correct, justifies their division of the peccata involuntaria.

If the act of will prompting to the sin be wanting, it is a sin

of precipitancy, the excessive violence of the impulse not

suffering the will to discharge its office. If the consciousness of

the act as a violation of God's law be wanting, it is a sin of

ignorance.

But when the older theologians denote sins of precipitancy

Sins of as also sins of infirmity, we maintain with
mtirmity. ToUner t that this term must be transferred to a

class of premeditated sins of which those divines were not

sufficiently cognizant. Sins of infirmity must accordingly be

regarded as sins of premeditation committed in opposition to a

better prompting of the will, on account of the weakness of this

prompting and the strength of the temptation. We can only

explain this upon the supposition of two conflicting tendencies of

the will in the man at one and the same time. The one

tendency of the will is towards the will of God and the revela-

tion thereof in conscience and His Word, the other is in league

with the inclinations and desires claiming satisfaction at the

time. The one is the willing of the inmost Ego, the inner

man of the heart which the individual possesses only so far as

* See, for instance Quenstedt, p. ii., c. ii. , sect. L, thmi^ 75 seq.

t As before, p. 239 f.
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a higher bias has not wholly vanished from his consciousness or

has been awakened therein, the other is the will of the man
who is not himself, who loses himself in the things of the

world. But the former is a mere velleitas, a willingness

and wish which cannot accomplish itself, whereas the latter

as the stronger, rules the conduct and determines the act

;

and hence it is that the whole host of sins of infirmity

arise. When St. Paul, in the very affecting picture which he

draws of this state, wherein a better consciousness and effort

contends in vain with the long-established dominion of sin,

describes the deed as so opposed to the will, that it seems to be

accomplished wholly without will (Eom. vii. 15, 17, 19,

20), he means that will of "the inward man" which he

describes as the true Ego. Premeditated sins of other kinds

may be called sins of malice or of wantonness, a name

applied by the older theologians to sins of premeditation

generally.

In proving selfishness to be the ruling principle in all sinful

Does every natures, we have regarded sin as a permanent
transgression state, and we have traced the various tendencies

spring from of perverted, disposition and character usually

selfisliness ? embodiedin corresponding action to their develop-

ment out of that principle. Let us now give our attention to

distinctive acts of sin, and inquire whether every act which

must be described as immoral, either directly by God's Word,

or by the moral consciousness enlightened thereby, necessarily

springs from selfishness in the sinner ? And if the answer be

in the negative, let us ask, How then can selfishness be the

principle of all human sin ? Should we not then be obliged

either to explain such actions as justifiable, and thus contra-

dict the verdict of the moral consciousness and our own

development of the nature of sin,—seeing that it could be

reconciled neither with our definition of sin as transgression

of the law, nor with our derivation of it from selfishness ; or

to seek another principle for sin, seeing that this is

inadequate.

Two questions are involved in this problem, which we must

be careful to distinguish: (1) Does every act which is

objectively opposed to the moral law necessarily spring from

selfish motives ? and (2) Is such an act which does
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not spring from these, but from contrary motives, morally justi-

fiable on this ground ?

As to the first question, we cannot answer it in the affirma-

tive without reservation. Thomas Aquinas moots it in his

Summa, and replies in the negative that sins may sometimes

be committed through inordinate love of our neighbour.* Who
can deny that thousands of instances of this are to be met

with in daily life ? That not only the impulses of mistaken

kindness, obligingness, and pliableness of disposition, or a

mistaken zeal for God's glory, but motives in themselves noble

may involve a man in opposition to the definite commands of

the moral law ? This want of coincidence between the

objective principle and the subjective motive is frequently

observable in the sphere of moral good ; can it then seem

strange to us in the sphere of moral evil ? But we have only

maintained the objective connection of all sin with the

principles of selfishness ; and no one can doubt that stealing,

for instance, springs essentially from selfishness, although a

person may take a fancy to steal out of love to his neighbour

—

to take leather, for example, from the rich in order to make
shoes gratis for the poor. Thus in the act both views of sin

as transgression and as selfishness coincide ; but in the actor,

the acting subject, they may occasionally be separated. What-
ever be the inner nature of sin, if it has a definite import,

and denotes a definite tendency of the inner life, considering

human arbitrariness and its strange combinations, there will

ever be particular acts naturally proceeding from this tendency

which in special cases break away therefrom, and spring from

other motives. Such cases must happen unless we adopt an

utterly formal and vague definition, as, for example, the deriva-

tion of sin from moral disorder.

This is just the point whereon Jacobi's polemic t takes its

^ , .,
stand, in opposition to every attempt to elevate

JacoDis protest. ,,. ., . ,, -..,, -. .,
ethics into a universally applicable and strictly

scientific system. For if an act directly contrary to a definite

precept of the moral law may spring from a good motive, and

* Prima Secundae^ qu 73, art. 4. He suggests the following very inadequate

solution :

—

Dicendum, quod amicus quasi est alter ipse, et ideo quod peccatur

propter amorem amici, videtur propter amorem sui peccari.

t Sendschreiben an Fichte, pp. 32 f.
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therefrom be justifiable, the letter of every moral system stands

in an arbitrary and irrational relation to the spirit of moral

good, not only on account of the narrowness of our present

knowledge, but from the very necessity of the case. The

letter is wholly inadequate to represent the spirit ; the spirit

cannot, according to its true nature, stir nor act without violat-

ing the letter. The only course accordingly seems to be for

the spirit, relying upon itself, to make this its self-certitude

and freedom its letter, by setting up a system whose principle

is will—a Will that wills nothing but its own perfect independ-

ence. But this daring attempt (says Jacobi), instead of

elevating the letter into pure spirit, ossifies the spirit in the

letter of a stiff formalism.

And when this formalism accuses every one who refuses to

reverence that "Will as in itself good, of atheism, of actual

godlessness, Jacobi's pathos breaks forth in the famous words

:

—" Yes, I am the atheist and godless man, who will lie

against the Will that wills nothing, even as Desdemona dying

lied ; who will lie and deceive, even as Pylades representing

himself to be Orestes ; who will murder, even as Timoleon ; who

will break law and oath, even as Epaminondas and John De
Wit ; who will resolve upon suicide even as Otho ; who will

commit sacrilege, like David ; ay, and who will pluck the ears

of corn on the Sabbath, though only because I am hungry, and

because the law was made for the sake of man and not man for

the sake of the law. I am this godless one,and scorn philosophy,

—scorn her because she calls me godless on this account, scorn

her and her highest essence ; because by the sacred certitude

that I have within, I know that the privilegmm aggratiandi

on account of such transgressions of the mere letter of the

absolute and universal law of reason is the royal prerogative of

man, the seal of his dignity and of his divine nature."

And yet in the midst of these strong protestations by which

Contradiction Jacobi asserts the universal authority of the indi-

liere. vidual moral consciousness, he unwittingly betrays

his own uncertainty. The protest begins with the claim of a

formal recognition before the judgment-seat of conscience of

those deeds wherein the man, actuated by a noble impulse,

breaks through the letter of the moral law, and it ends by

claiming on their behalf from man the prerogative of mercy.
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We do not at all object to this claim as far as man can here be

a judge of such actions ; the narrowness of human knowledge,

and the urgency of the moment demanding quick resolve, forbid

us, remembering our own weakness, to exercise a severer judg-

ment, when one of our fellow-labourers in extraordinary

emergencies involving great moral perplexity cannot, perhaps,

find the true solution. But for the conscience of the man to

transgress laws—actual precepts of the Divine law—definite

duties, in order thus to attain somethhig better than their ful-

filment, is really the adoption on the part of conscience of the

maxim that makes the devil the helper of God. And where is

there a halting-place between this and the Jesuitical maxim
that the good end sanctifies the means ? * Manifold subjective

excuses may indeed be urged in behalf of those who act as is

described, but for the objective maintenance of goodness and

holiness in the world, they who do evil with however good

an intention, equally with those who do good from bad motives,

are more dangerous foes than the multitude in whom bad

motive and bad action go together—far more dangerous, I say,

because this arbitrary juxtaposition of contradictoriness, this

linking of good and evil as means and end, is the very thing to

weaken the consciousness of that war of extermination which

moral good incessantly wages against moral evil.t

From this turbid source there flows an ever-increasing

enervation and deadening of the moral judgment, which can no

* It is well known that a dispute has again arisen whether this maxim is to

be found in so many words in the writings of the Jesuits ; and the decision of

it is very difficult on account of the character of the Jesuitical works now
extant. But though we may not be able to prove that the above words are

actually used by the Jesuits, they correspond completely with the spirit of the

Jesuitical treatises on Ethics ; just as, for example, the saying virtutes paga-

norum sunt splendida vitia, corresponds with the spirit of Augustine, though it

can be proved that the saying thus expressed cannot be found in Augustine's

works.

t The moral law stands in the same relation to these two classes of persons as

religion does to its false friends and its avowed foes. Christianity has her most

dangerous enemies, not in the latter, but in the former ; by far the most
dangerous, for they find it always easy to bring their principles, which are

diametrically opposed to Christianity, before the multitude, seeing that they only

need to be uttered with spirit and taste ; and a host of **good Christians" of

spirit and taste may be found to "accommodate" these principles with

Christianity, taking care to make the poison a saleable article by interloading

it with a sufficient number of innocent thoughts and pious phrases.
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longer feel any energetic hatred even of the grossest worthless-

ness, unless perhaps of robbery and murder, and such crimes

as invade the outward order of life, violently disturbing and

destroying it. Tor who would have any difficulty in dis-

covering something or other to justify the vilest act which has

the shadow of a good intention ?

The answer to the second question lies in what we have now
said. An action which contradicts the moral law is not

justified by the mere fact that, by an anomaly within an

anomaly, it happens to proceed not from selfish but from good

motives in some one particular case. Man is to regard the

objective connection of a mode of action contrary to the law

with the principle of selfishness as an unconditional veto against

that action, even though he may imagine that he has in some

special case the most excellent motives prompting him thereto.

Indeed, in the very self-assertion of his own subjectivity as the

determining and deciding power in the face of the plain declara-

tions of the moral law there is an arrogance, side by side with

noble-mindedness, enthusiasm, and what not, whose real source

is selfishness.

In the discussion of this problem we have viewed actual sin

as embodied in outward conduct rather than in thought, but

the same conclusion may easily be reached in relation to all

involuntary outbreaks of selfish impulse which must be re-

garded as peccata adualia, whether they be wholly internal or

be manifest in rash and unmeaning action. Unbridled selfish

impulse, so far as it is sanctioned by any will, is undoubtedly a

form of selfishness. The impulse would have been controlled

and subdued, if the will had not surrendered itself to that

principle.
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PAET II.

THE IMPUTATION OF SIN.

CHAPTEE I.

Guilt; and the Consciousness of Guilt.

As the result of our inquiry at the beginning of Part I., we
may in a general way describe the antithesis

TioN BETWEEN bctween good and evil thus :—Good is not merely
GOOD AND that which is, but that which ought to be ; not
EVIL

reality alone, but necessity also belongs to it.

Evil, on the contrary, while possessing an empirical existence,

is that which ought not to be ; it exists only as an infringe-

ment ofj or opposition to, an ideal law.

But upon closer consideration we find that sin is not

This deecrip-
^^reby Sufficiently distinguished from other strik-

tion of evil ing phenomena in human life ; the condemnation
ina equa e.

-^^ich conscience compels us to pronounce against

it is not yet fully defined. Deformity or ughness may be

described as that which ought not to be, for it is not merely

the absence of beauty, or of Essthetic qualities generally, but

the perversion and positive negation of beauty, a contradiction

of its law.*

It certainly cannot be denied that there is an affinity

between deformity and moral evil, even as there

between is a coincidence between the beautiful and the
deformity rjood. That which violates the law of moral
and evu. ^

• t -,

good may mdeed sometimes find an appropriate

place in a complex work of art, contributing by way of con-

trast to the beauty of the whole, but viewed by itself it can

never truly correspond to the law of beauty. Language

itself—not that of the Greeks alone, among whom beauty

was most akin to the spirit of the people, but Latin and
German also—bears witness to this affinity, for the same

* See the fuller development of this conception in Weiss's jEsthetik, vol. il.

pp. 173-207.

VOL. I, N
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word {turpis, hasslich) is used to denote both physical and

moral deformity. Man instinctively feels that there is an

incongruity, if not a violation of order, when what is well-

favoured does not embody and represent the good, and what

is ill-favoured is not used to represent the evil; and we

cannot regard it as in any way strange or inconsistent that

the genius of the Greek language should have associated

shame not only with sin, but with deformity.* How the

philosophic spirit of Greece in the zenith of its development

—in the Dialogues of Plato—described this order and affinity,

is too well known to require illustration here. Yet nothing

could be more prejudicial to the interests of moral truth, than

to resolve our moral judgments into merely eesthetic principles.

The peculiar way in which our idea of morahty reveals

The distinc-
itself in consciousncss requires more careful inves-

tive idea of tigation than it has hitherto received. Kant
^ ^' pre-eminently led the way in this inquiry ; and if

the results did not answer the expectations which his earnest

genius for truth warranted, this arose from the merely logical

formalism of his Ethics, and from his belief in the autonomy

of the practical Eeason. It must here suffice for us briefly

to name two distinctive features of the Moral as contrasted

with the Beautiful. We speak of course of the beautiful only

so far as it has to do with human action. The cultivation

and exhibition in conduct of what is beautiful depends upon

individual talent and taste ; if a man be deficient in these, it

is because he has no gift or inclination thereto, and he is not

on this account to be blamed. But the call of morality is

universal, and wholly independent of individual gifts and

tastes. Morality requires of the individual the universal

reahzation of its demands ; it does not suffer any partition of

duty, whereby a person may compensate for the omission of

one virtue by practising another. Indeed, it is a wanton

violation of the majesty of duty to fancy that its claims can be

satisfied by any such compensation on the part of mankind,

—

as if the faults of one could be counterbalanced by the virtues of

another.t This notion is a natural product of the old error,

* Ata-xpos, derived from the eame root as ecttr^^vvn, aiff^vvofje,a.t.

+ Fbuebbaoh (b. 1804), " Wesen des ChristenthumSj" -p. 205 f. Ullmann
has analysed this peculiarity of morality more minutely than any author that I
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which regarded sin as the necessary consequence of human
finiteness and idiosyncrasy. To measure duty and its claims

by the standard of aesthetics is really to deny it. Violation

of duty, moreover, when perceived, affects our consciousness

and moral sense far more deeply than any disregard of the

laws of beauty, and in a very different way. If it be other-

wise in any one's experience, if a man finds it more difficult

to forgive himself a breach of good manners or good taste than

a sin, this is only a sign of his moral derangement. Of

deformity or want of beauty we can only conditionally say,

that it ought not to be, because the beauty embodied in

human works can be only conditionally necessary ;—a glory of

outward form, which becomes a consuming fire if made the

all in all of life ;—but the " ought not " of evil is uncon-

ditional, because the necessity of good is universal, and

demands from every one without exception recognition and

obedience.

The peculiar way in which sin bears upon him who commits

it is embodied in our conception of guilt. In

o?Lur^^* aesthetic judgments we find fault with the un-

becoming, in and for itself, and without reference

to results or ends ; whereas, when the moral judgment

disapproves, there is always implied the presence of personal

guilt.

The conception of guilt implies, first, that the sin in ques-

tion must be attributed to the man in whom it is, as its

author. In our conception of sin we include only what is

objective,—a fact which is contrary to the Divine will,

whether it be act or state ;—-but our conception of guilt has

a subjective bearing ; it points to an author to whom the sin

may be attributed. However it may be with other disturb-

ances of life, regarding sin we have an immediate conscious-

ness that it is not only in us but of us.

know of, in his " Polemisches in Betrefder SilndlosigJceit Jesu," p. 70 (published

also in the Studien und KritiJcen, 1842) ; and yet I cannot disguise the convic-

tion that this view of morality, accurately defined, will not admit of the use to

which Ullmann applies it, viz., to demonstrate a ^Wori the necessity of a sinless

individual in history, from whom a new development of holiness springs. If

we contemplate the divine ideal we must conclude that there will he a divine

kingdom of perfectly holy men at the end and goal of history, and for this very

reason Ullmann's argument is hardly logical.
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Causation, therefore, forms a necessary part of our concep-

TT tion of guilt, and this is exclusively expressed in

causation the Greek word for it—atria * If we contem-
° ^^"'

plate the relation of sin to man's nature, we may
describe it as a diseased affection of the soul,—as something

foreign and contrary to man's true nature ; if we regard it as

it occurs in its relation to actual life, it is not an affection

but an act of the soul, either immediately an act, or at least

embodied in an act, Plato regards evil as a mere affection,

for in his ethical inquiries he often repeats the principle that

no one is willingly (i/cmp) sinful or wicked.t And if it were

certainly true that good is the activity, but eAril the passivity

of the soul, there would, as Plato himself shows in the end of

the Hippias Minor
, J be the strangest contradiction involved

in the supposition that any one is willingly sinful. The

inferences which he himself draws, however, abundantly show

how destructive this view is of the imputability of sin. It

compels him to seek its cause in bodily malformation or in

perverted education, to complain of evil because it is evil,S

and to represent it as the cause rather than the effect, the

educator of man rather than the result and fruit of his

nature. Plato's view of sin really arose from his not suffi-

ciently distinguishing between physical and moral evil.

The juridical aspect of guilt rests upon its causal relationship.

The forensic ^^ the first instance it simply denotes the fact that
^^^- the deed in question had its origin in the will, and

there is another term to express the connection of the deed

with the intention of the acting subject. The rights of an

individual or of a community have been violated by an act of

some one. If the question be concerning the author of this

* The popular application of the idea of guilt to the sphere of nature means
nothing more than that the thing blamed is the cause of an undesirable elfect.

In Latin the distinction between a responsible and an irresponsible cause is

very accurately expressed. See Dbderlein'a Lateinische Synonyme liber culpa

niid noxia, vol. ii. p. 152.

t £J.g. Protagoras, 345, 358 ; Gorgias, 468 ; Timaeus, 86 ; De legibuSj lib. v.

731.

X 376. Concerning the genuineness of this Dialogue see K. Fr, Hermann,
** Geschlchte und System der Platonischen Philosophies" \ol, i. p. 487, and the

notes there.

§ Timaeus as before. Hero Plato expressly says : Txvryi xaxo) ^ravTB; ol kkko)

Ota. duo axouffiaTara ytyvof-it^ct.
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violation, we have to consider the distinction between culpa

and dolus. If there be only the outward fact of the effect being

produced by the careless act, or the neglect of any one, so that

this person knew or might have known this as the possible

consequence of his conduct, without designing it as his aim, in

this case we find only culpa {lata or levis), conformably to the

sense of the word as used by classical writers ; but where, on

the contrary, the injurious act springs from the intent to injure,

there we charge the actor with dohi^s. But besides this

narrower definition jurisprudence applies the conception of

guilt in a wider sense. When there is a violation of right and

a personal actor possessed of consciousness and will, to whom it

is ascribed as the author of it, whether it be as culpa or dolus

he is described as guilty.

Akin to this wider sense is the ethical aspect of guilt which

The Ethical intensifies it. In the Forum of law that only is

view. looked upon as guilt which is an overt violation of

right ; and there, too, it is not the sinfulness of the act which

makes the man guilty, but the fact of its infringing the legal

rights of citizen life. But in the Forum of Morals everything

is regarded as guilt which contradicts the moral law,—in

beings of course who are subject to the law, and according to

the conditions of life in which they are (compare p. 42) ; all

disturbances, therefore, and perversions of the inner life which

have their root in the will are also guilt.

This relation to the will, however, which is implied in the

imputation of guilt, must be more accurately defined. It was

not the peccatum voluntarium merely, but the consideration

of sin generally, which at the outset led us to the conclusion

that its seat is in the will ; our conception of the moral law as

that to which sin stands opposed, cannot be explained without

showing its bearing upon the will, and representing the will as

the real seat of this opposition. But the will may be this, and

at the same time only the channel carrying forward into act an

impulse given to it by a foreign, perhaps a superhuman power.

That it is not only the seat of the opposition, but also, by its

own determining power, the originator of evil in human life,

we learn from the consciousness of guilt. This it is which

makes us personally answerable for our sin. ]^o one can say,

" When my conscience condemns my sin, it does not necessarily
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condemn me ;

" the sinner himself is inseparably identified

with his sin, and the condemnatory judgment of conscience

concerns himself *

This condemnatory judgment is the second principle involved

in onr conception of guilt when we view the objective sin in its

relation to a responsible subject. There is a twofold condem-

D e t of
nation : there is first, the negative result of sin, the

punishment, separation of the sinner from fellowship with God,
,

ega ive.
j^ ^^ ^^ remembered that we have found the

essence of sin to consist in man's departure from God, and

hence the present thought may seem tautological. But its

distinctive import consists in the fact that this separation from

God ensuing upon sin, cleaves to the sinner as an abiding sense

of unworthiness. He has committed sin ; he is guilty. So

long as the desire after God is dormant, the sense of guilt is

dormant too ; but when the sense of guilt awakes, the man
finds that he is separated from God, and unworthy of any

revelation from God save only the revelation of His wrath.

„ . This leads us, secondly, to the positive result of
2, Positive. . ^^ - . ' -

^'
-u T4- ^T.- XTsm attachmg to the man as guilty. It is this. He

has thus incurred the punishment due on account of His offence

against God's sacred order of the world. It will appear further

on in our inquiry how sin, as an act, produces a sinful state,

which in turn gives birth to manifold acts of sin. Together

with this actual consequence—wherein the life is chained to

the power of the sin with which it forms an alliance—there is

closely connected an obligation created by the sin to satisfy

that injured majesty of the moral law which (as we have proved

in the second chapter of the first part) is inseparable from the

majesty of the Lawgiver.

The New Testament expresses this conception of guilt as

Words in KT. involving an obligation to render satisfaction on
for guilt

; account of sin by the words, o^eikeLv, 6(p€L\7)fMa,

6(^eiX€T??9, Luke xiii. 4 ; Matt. vi. 12. The expression is figura-

* If this seems contradictory to the Apostle's words, ohxiTt \ya> KitTifiyaZ,of/.ai

ahro (to xa.xov)y aXX, h olaovira, h If^o) oi.f/.tx.pTlcc, Rom. vii. 17-20, it must be remem-
bered that this whole passage does not treat of men in general, but of one in

whom aspiration and even struggling after righteousness are already begun
(tfuxfiTi). What the ouk lyu means, and how it is explained by other statements'

of the Apostle in the same connection, will be shown further on.
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tive, implying a debt incurred by sin, against God as the credi-

tor (Matt. V. 26 ; Luke vii. 41, 42), a comparison which, as is

well known, Anselm adopted as the basis of his theory of the

Atonement. Arraignment under the law as following upon sin

is expressed by the words evo^ov ehat, which, governing the

genitive, sometimes refers, to the law itself (James ii. 10),

sometimes to the punishment ordained by it (Matt. xxvi. 6 6
;

Mark iii. 29), sometimes to the object against which the sin is

committed (1 Cor. xi. 27) ; and which, governing the dative,

refers to the arraigning power of the law (Matt. v. 21, 22).

The conception of guilt in its religious aspect is more

accurately expressed by vttoSikov yeviaOac tc3 dew, Eom. iii. 19,

to which the designation of the guilty, reKvov 6pyr]<i (rov 6eov),

Eph. ii. 3, corresponds.

Old Testament phraseology seems hardly to coincide with

0. T. words the conception of guilt as above described. It is

for guilt. universally allowed that the word DK^'N denotes this

conception. But, first of all, the frequently recurring formula

to express the demand for punishment or expiation on account

of sin is a striking one. We might expect to find ^^5''^5 XK'3,

but this never occurs. Instead of it we almost always meet

with i^iv ^m or iKtpn^ implying either that the sin has not

yet been expiated by a sin-offering, as it should be, according

to the theocratic relations of the sinner ; or that it cannot

thus be expiated.* It is akin to the expressions " to cover

sin," " to take away sin," " to atone for or forgive sin," which

also have \SV, nxDn, w^ and not DK'X.

The much discussed difference between " sin-offerin^ " nxrsn.

Difference be-
^^^ " trespass-offering," d:?'^, may perhaps throw

tweenainand light upon this matter. The ordainments regard-
gui -0 enng.

.^^ these (Lev. iii.—vi., xix., xx.-xxii. ; Num. v.- vii.,

XV., xxviii., xxix.) show that not only were trespass-offerings

sometimes made apart from sin-offerings, but sin-offerings

* With the first import, e.g., Lev, v. 1, 17, xxii. 9, Num. xxx. 16 ; with
the second, Gen. iv. 13, Lev. vii. 18, xxiv. 15, Num. v. 31, ix. 13, xiv.

24. The same form of expression is used for the vicarious bearing of sin, Isa.

liii. 12 ; Ezek. iv. 4, 6, xviii. 19, 20 ; Lev. xvi, 22. The further meaning
which Gesenius, in his Thesaurus, gives to XK'Jj

'* to atone for sin," seems
T T

nowhere to be proved, and arises from the confounding of the necessary conse-

quence of the act with the act itself.
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also apart from trespass-offerings. The union of both in

one act of expiation occurs only in the purification of the

leper and of the I^azarite, Lev. xiv. 1-31
;

Num. \d.

9-21. "We may therefore with certainty conclude that

" sin " and " trespass " or " guilt," do not denote merely

different aspects of the same transgression, but different kinds

of offences against the theocratic law. And seeing that in

the detailed descriptions of offerings given in Leviticus viii.-x.

burnt-offerings, sin-offerings (offerings of consecration), thank-

offerings (meat-offerings) are mentioned, but not trespass or

guilt-offerings ; seeing, moreover, that in the minute directions

given in Numbers sxviii., xxix., concerning the feast-offerings,

and in the circumstantial account of the offerings of the

princes of Israel upon the setting up of the tabernacle,

Numbers vii., guilt-offerings are passed over in silence,* we

must conclude that the ^f^ did not belong to the regular

sacrificial service, but was offered only in particular cases for

defilements, which did not so often occur.

The passages in the Pentateuch relating to these guilt-

offerings do not throw much light upon the question as to the

distinctive difference between these trespasses and the rest,

and the reason of their being called tear i^o'^ijv " guilt," DB'X.t

Hengstenberg's view, according to which the sin denoted by

nxtsn is an inward disturbance, a fall of the man from himself
;

and the sin denoted by D^K is transgression against the Holy

God and His Law,—a robbery of God, demanding restitution,^

—is contradicted by the use of these words in Hebrew. For

we find njn"-,^ xdpi or Ci^n*^«^ {e.g., Gen. xx. 6, xxxix. 9 ; 1 Sam.

vii. 9) as well as njn7 D^*N; and a fixed distinction of this

* Here one "kid of the goats "for a sin-offering is repeatedly named, but

not *' the ram " of the guilt-offering. See also Lev. xxiii. 9-20.

+ The guilt, or trespass offering, may be more easily explained regarding

*'the trespass in the holy things of the Lord," Lev. v. 14-16 ; the withholding

of that delivered to one to keep, or taken away by violence, Lev. vi. 1-7
;

adultery with a betrothed bondmaid, Lev. xix. 20-22 ; the purification of

the leper, Lev. xiv. 10-32, and of the Nazarite, Num. vi. 1-21. But there is great

difficulty in explaining it in Lev. v. 17-19, on account of the very general nature

of the sin for which it is prescribed. We cannot make the V^^"N^ (^- 1^) *^®

difcrentia specifica of the trespasses meant which specially demanded the guilt-

offering, for in the case immediately following (ch. vi. 2, 3) this " ignorance "

cannot be supposed,

t Die Authentic des Pentateuchs, vol. ii. p. 214 f.
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kind does not harmonize with the fundamental view of the

Old Testament concerning sin, nor with the idea of sacrifice

which it contains ;
* out of the sis or seven cases cited in which

a guilt-offering is prescribed, only one (Lev. v. 15, 16)

describes the sin as distinctively a robbery of God. The

hypothesis adopted by Winer, who follows Eeland, is, that the

guilt-offering refers to transgressions which have no witness

except the man's own conscience; and the sin-offering to

transgressions of which the persons had been convicted, or

which might be presupposed according to the general consti-

tution of human life.t This is strongly supported by the

similar view of Josephus.J And yet the nature of the two

classes of transgressions, as the Pentateuch describes them, is

opposed to this view also. Most of those trespasses for which

the guilt-offering only was to be offered, imply a cognizance

of the offence on the part of others
; § and many of the trans-

gressions for which the sin-offering was appointed afford no

hint of such a cognizance.
||

As the older attempts to explain

the difference between the sin and the guilt offerings are still

less tenable, we must regard it as, down to the present time,

an unsolved problem.1[

A careful examination, however, of all the passages bearing

Wider upon the question, clearly proves that besides the

meaning of narrower meaning of DK^X^ guilt, on account of

T.T- which the guilt-offering as distinguished from the

* Hengstenberg might be justified in regarding this difference as arising only

from diflferent ways of looking at the same transgression, if his assumption that

a guilt-offering was connected with every sin-offering were well grounded.

+ Biblisches Realworterbuch, Art. Schuld- und Siind-opfer.

:J:
See the places cited by Winer, —Antiq. iii. 9, 3. Buddeus (died 1729)

adopts this explanation, Hist. Eccles. V. T. torn. i. pp. 723, 724.

§ Winer maintains the opposite ; but in the retaining of what was entrusted

to one, and in illicit intercourse with a betrothed bondmaid, must not the

injured person have been cognizant of the sin ? Sin also against what was holy

to the Lord could not as a rule have escaped the knowledge of the priests and

Levites.

II This is true especially of many of the defilements named in Lev. v. 1-13,

and regarding this section Winer himself admits (with his wonted candour)

that his proposed principle is not borne out.

IF This, too, is the judgment of Bahr in his inquiry regarding the sin and

guilt offerings, Symholik des Mosaischen Kultus, vol. ii. p. 410 f. ; and he rightly

rejects the assumption of confusion or arbitrariness in the use of the words, and

of a later origin, for this part of the Pentateuch.
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sin-offering was ordained, a wider signification must be recog-

nized, in accordance with which D^"^ is sometimes used when

no guilt-offering, but only a sin-offering was to be presented,

see especially Lev. iv. 3, 13, 22, 27, v. 2-5. The Mosaic

ordinances regarding ' the sacrifice of expiation (in its strict

sense ; for, in a wider sense, every offering had an expiatory

import), involve this fundamental thought—Every sin * is an

offence against God, an infringement of His prerogative, and

involves, therefore, a guiltiness or a condition which needs to

be atoned for, requiring in one case a sin-offering, in another a

guilt or trespass-offering, and in a third both these. In this

chain of thought the guiltiness is the necessary consequence of

the sin, as is implied in the passages above referred to in

Leviticus, and by the position of the CaK^'x or D^^, after

^9'^^ the arraignment of the sinner arising from the sin

obliging him to render satisfaction.t Thus we find Qk^k and
CiErK used in Gen. xxvi. 10, xlii. 21 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 3; 2

Chron. xxviii. 13 ; Ezra ix. 6, 7, 13, 15, x. 10. In the

view here given, according to which the sin-offering itself may
be called Q^"^, i.e.y not a guilt-offering, but guilt for which

restitution must be rendered to God, we have the key to that

apparently confused passage in Lev. v. 1—1
3.
J The difficulty

above referred to in the use of the expressions liV K^^^ or

^9'?> disappears when we remember that the conception of

* Mention is made only of njJJtJ') sins of ** ignorance," in directions given for
TT

offerings and presumptuous sins—nD"l T'3 ^-re expressly excluded, JS'um. xv.
T T t:

22-31. But according to the instances of sins given in Leviticus, n^JlK' must be
tt;

taken in a very wide sense.

t Compare Hengstenterg's remarks in the place before cited concerning the

meaning of DK'X-

Strongly as the conception of guilt is set forth in this passage, there can

Lev. V. 1-13. ^^ ^° doubt (according to verses 6, 7, 9, 11, 12) that it treats of

the sin-offering. ^D£^*N"nK is neither in ver. 6 to be rendered

"his guilt-offering" {De Wette), nor in ver. 7 " for his guilt," •* on account of

his guilt " (De Wette and Hengstenberg), but in both places " as his guilt,"

compensation which was to be rendered to the Lord on account of the sin

committed (xDH "ICi'fc^), answering to the xtDH "lEJ^N iimpTlX ver. 11, as an
T T V -: T T V -; - :'t v'

offering which, as it is more accurately explained in the same verse, was to

appear as a substitute, when through poverty the proper Dl"X, the appointed

sin-offering, could not be brought.
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guilt is already contained in the verb ^f^. Guilt ensues pre-

cisely because the sin does not pass away with the moment in

which it is committed, but abides upon the sinner, and he must

bear the burden of it. Thus the forms of expression '^^^D. "^^^

]\V "133^ may be taken in their natural sense according to the

true meaning of the verbs without warranting lexicographers

in including the conception of guilt as part of the meaning of

the substantives.

This guilt which attaches to sin is included in Melanchthon's

definition of sin so often quoted by the older theologians of

our church ;

—

^eccahcm est defectus vet indinatio vel actio

jpugnans cv/m lege De% offendens Deurriy damnata a Deo,

faciens reos aeternae irae et aeternarum poenarum^ nisi sit

facta remissio* Many of our theologians further distinguish

between the reatus culpae and reatus poenae in explaining the

imputation of sin, and, thougli the expression is awkward, the

distinction is justifiable, for in its true import it corresponds

with the two elements specified above, which our conception

of guilt includes.!

Melanchthon, when speaking of the different degrees of

§ 2.DEGREES guilt attaching to actual sins, strongly repudiates

OF Guilt. ^]^q gtoical doctrine that all sins are alike in this

respect.J And herein he is confirmed, not only by the testi-

mony of the Old Testament—most particularly by the Mosaic

* Loci Theol. Depecc, p. 97.

t Baier, who is distinguished among our older Dogmatists for the precision

with which he defines dogmatic formulae, thus explains the reatus culpae

:

—
ohligatio, qua quis subpeccato, per ipsum peccatuTn constrictuSf tenetur, ut revera

sit et dicatur peccator. It is the immediate devolving of his sin on the

personality of the sinner by imputation. See also his definition of the reatus

poenae; corap. Theol. positivae, p. ii., c. 1, § 15.

XLoci Com., p. 119, and in like manner the second Helvetic Confession, cap.

viii. (Coll. Confess. Niemeyer, p. 478). Strictly speaking, however, Melanch-

thon rejects the doctrine in relation only to sins of the regenerate ; as to the

unregenerate, with Luther, he grants it so far as to regard all their sins as alike

deadly sins ; and hence some Catholic controversialists— Bellarmine, for

instance, De statu peccati, lib. i., cap. iv., charge them both with maintaining,

omnia peccata esse paria. Their train of thought on the subject is as follows :

—

Every sin is in itself a deadly sin, making the transgressor liable to eternal

condemnation, and it is only by regeneration and its principle of faith that any

sin can become venial. "Now some sins, if committed in a state of regeneration,

involve the destruction of faith, and the contradiction of that state, though not
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regulations concerning the sin-offering now described, which

obviously imply different degrees of guilt attaching to different

sins,—but also by passages in the New Testament, e.g. Matt.

V. 21, 22, X. 15, xii. 31, 32; Luke xii. 47, 48; John xix.

11 ; 1 John V. 16. These different degrees of guilt cannot,

as Schleiermacher thinks, be resolved into different degrees of

responsibility and of privilege in those who commit the sins/'^

This view arises from Schleiermacher's regarding actual sins

merely as the effects of sinful habits ; he overlooked the fact

that they are not only effects but causes, for habits spring from

acts ; and if we are seriously to maintain guilt as attaching to

sin, sin must, in the first instance, always be actual. And if

actual sins be thus the causes of habitual states of sin, there

is no reason for confining degrees of guilt to these habitual

states alone,—no reason why degrees of guilt should not be

predicated of the sinful acts themselves according to their kind.

Mortal and The old division of sins into mortal and venial,

venial sins. -v^ith its littlenesses and externalities, has been the

inexhaustible source of mischief, and even of misery in the

Confessional of the Eoman Catholic Church. They only

deceive themselves who think that they can by certain signs

discern the exact degree of guilt attaching to every sin ;— still

perversions and abuses such as these do not destroy the truth

of the principle, that different sins involve different degrees

of guilt.

On what do these differences depend ? Guilt is the recoil

™ - ,

,

of sin upon him who commits it, but the force of
Twofold cause

.^ ^ -, ^ 1 *
j; i-l,

of the the recoil depends not only upon the tension oi tne
difference.

spiritual energy from which it first sprang, but

also upon the objective magnitude of the sin itself. It is

dangerous, and if legitimately carried out it might resolve sin

irretrievably

—

peccata mortalia;—other sins do not destroy faith, and these

cannot fail of the divine forgiveness, for faith still exercised secures it

—

peccata

venialia. Principles essentially the same were adopted by the theologians of the

Reformed Church; see Qsl-vyn's Imtitutio, lib. ii., o. 8, § 59. Declar. Torun. De

peccato^ 8, 9.

* Glaubenslehre, § 74, i. (vol. i., p. 451). As to the distinction between

mortal and venial sins, the Reformers and the older Theologians of our Church

agree with him so far as to lay down the principle (according to the former note)

" peccattim mortale et vemale distinguitur non secundum suhstantiam factif sed

secundum personam sive -propter differentiam peccata admittentium,^'
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into a merely subjective feeling, to make the degrees of guilt

formally dependent upon the manner in which the sin was

resolved upon within the heart. Degrees in guilt are con-

tingent not only thus upon what is formal and subjective,

but also upon what is material and objective. The latter

depends upon the strength or weakness of the principle of

selfishness which works in all sin ; the former upon the

more or less deliberate committal of the sin by the individiial

himself.

In order to complete responsibility in the committal of sin,

Degrees of the act must be realized by the will, and with the

guilt in pre- consciousness that it is sin. The absence, either

unpremedi- of this consciousness or of the decision of the will,

tated sins
; must, therefore, affect the completeness of the

responsibility. And thus we have before us again the two

kinds of unpremeditated sins already mentioned, sins of

ignorance and sins of haste. Melanchthon,* followed by his

pupil Chemnitz,t Hutter,J and others, resolves the different

degrees of guilt in sin in the case of the regenerate, and even

the distinction between mortal and venial sins, into this

division of sins into premeditated and unpremeditated. We
indeed, as above remarked, make degrees of sin in part

dependent externally upon the varying strength of the selfish

principle in the act
;
yet the result is pretty much the same in

both cases. For if a man, when committing sin, is conscious of

it as sin, his consciousness must offer resistance against it, and

this must, in turn, be overcome and crushed by a higher degree

of firmness influencing the will to yield to selfishness. And as a

rule, it is really so. But there are sins wherein the principle of

selfishness is remarkably active, and yet the sinner, on account

of the gross darkness wherewith the very act overshadows his

soul, never realizes it in consciousness as sin. We must

therefore allow that differences of degree in the guilt of actual

sins do not always coincide with the division of sins into pre-

meditated and unpremeditated. This is especially true regarding

Sins of s^^^ ^^ infirmity, violating the law of conscience, in

infirmity. which, notwithstanding that the person is com-

* Loci OommuneSj p. 117. De Dlscrimine peccj p. 276.

fDied 1586. Loci Theol. p. iii., loc. de discr. pecc. mort. et venialiSy fol. 122 f.

X Loci Comm. De disci', pecc. mortalis et venialis, p. 356.
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pletely cognizant of his act, a less degree of selfishness is

apparent than in wilful sins, and in sins of ignorance committed

almost unconsciously, and through a reckless despisal of the still

small voice of conscience.

It is upon the same principle that we must estimate the

In sins of truth of the common opinion that in sins of

ignorance. ignorance^ the fact of ignorance obviates guilt,

because though there be a distinct act of will, there is no

cognizance of any sin therein. Moral guilt, at least, is in this

case said to exist only in the act which objectively violates the

moral law, and which is committed by a person who might,

had he chosen, have avoided his ignorance in this particular.

When this is the case, guilt attaches even to a sin of omission

arising from moral indifference or from carelessness.

There are certainly so-called " sins " of ignorance, wherein

the ignorance wholly does away with the guilt, and

^^tC^^"^ therefore with the sin. But here we must bear in

mind the well-known distinction between ignorance

of the law as binding, and ignorance of the act in its conse-

quences {ignorantia juris et ignorantia facti). Our knowledge

of the act pertains to what is external, to manifold relations

and circumstances of time and place wherein it is committed.

Ignorance and mistake may easily occur in this sphere, and

error in act may ensue simply from want of discernment and

observation, without the least guilt attaching to the actor. If

a man, for example, disposes of the property of another as his

own, in the belief, fully warranted by the circumstances, that

it is certainly his, there is in this a violation of civil right, but

no moral guilt. The decisions of the Mosaic law, according

to which guilt arose from Levitical impurities, even where there

was ignorantia foA^ti {e.g.. Lev. v. 2, 3), cannot be urged

against this view. The whole conception of Levitical unclean-

ness, though destitute of permanent moral and religious signifi-

cance, was perfectly adapted (in the historical circumstances of

the people) to fulfil the design of the Mosaic law, and to work

in Israel a consciousness of sin and of their need of redemp-

tion. In carrying it out, therefore, the fact of defilement had

to be maintained, without suffering the difference between

knowledge and ignorance of the law to decide more than the

degrees of theocratic guilt ensuing thereupon.
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Sins of this kind, however, do not concern us ; but sins

which spring from inordinate self-love contradict
Ignorantta ^-^^ moral law and have guilt attaching to them,

whether the doer be cognizant of this contradiction

or not. Certainly, if it were utterly impossible for any one to

know the precepts of the moral law, and if it were out of his

power to know that such selfish conduct is wrong, he would

be freed from the guilt and charge of sin ; but the incomplete-

ness of his moral nature would thus be implied. The distinction,

too, between superable and insuperable ignorance at the time

of resolve and action will also affect our calculation of the

degree of guilt, though it cannot imply its entire absence. A
man cannot be reproached on account of ignorance or mistake

regarding things accidental and changeable ; but to be ignorant

of those fundamental truths whereof conscience informs him,

and of their bearing upon conduct, is the sign of a sinful dis-

turbance and perversion of the inner life. If, from the moment
when first he heard the voice of conscience, his aim always had

been simply and solely to know what that voice tells him, and

unconditionally to obey, there would be no sins of ignorance,

no sins arising from ignorantia juris to be laid to his charge.

His moral consciousness would be developed to so high a

degree of strength and clearness in the man that the right

counsel would never fail him. But the sinfulness of human
nature in this respect, as we shall see by and by, prevents

our freeing him thus from the guilt of particular sins. It is

the unrighteousness of man that hinders the growth of truth

in his consciousness (Eom. i. 18). And hence we find that

savages, when they have been converted from the abominations

of idolatry,—from lust and murder, and unbridled selfish

impulse,—to the faith of Christ, never excuse themselves on

the ground of ignorance, but in deep humiliation feel the

reproaches of an awakened conscience.

St. Paul recognises the mitigation oi guilt in the case of the

St Paul's
ignorant heathen,when he says regarding the %p6vot

view of sins of t^? djvoia^, " God overlooked them" (Acts xvii. 2 ;

ignorance.
compare Eom. ii. 9 ; Matt. xi. 21-24). But he

by no means considers the sinful heathen to be free from guilt.

On the contrary, he speaks of the original consciousness of God
in the human heart, and of its being further roused by the
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revelation of God in nature ; and he traces the perversion of

the religious life to the wilful suppression of that consciousness

(Acts xvii. 27-29 ; Eom. i. 19-21, 28). He refers with equal

distinctness to the power of conscience in the hearts of the

Jieathen (Rom. ii. 15), and to the fact that in social life they

" not only did such " horrible crimes as he depicts, but " took

pleasure in them that did them,"—and yet knew that such

things merited death (Rom. i. 82). From both these facts he

concludes that they could by no means justify or excuse them-

selves in their sins (Rom. i. 20, ii. 1, iii. 23). He at the

same time speaks of it as an instance of the Divine long-suffer-

ing, that he who had been before a blasphemer, persecutor,

and injurious—though he did it ignorantly and in unbelief

—

" obtained mercy ;
" and in obvious reference to that part of

his life he calls himself "the chief of sinners" (1 Tim. i,

13-15).

St. Paul, in Romans xiv. 23, teaches that whatever is

disapproved by the inward moral testimony of a

of cons^cience.
^^^'^ own conscience must be imputed to him as

sin if he commits it ; and it has been from this

inferred that (according to the Pauline view) the imputation of

guilt depends solely upon the subjective witness of the man
himself as to whether the act be right or wrong. De Wette,

in his Ethics, thus understands the passage, and infers from it

a doctrine of guilt of a wholly subjective character, leading him

to reject the division of sins into sins of ignorance and sins of

knowledge, because the former are not sins, and because the

anxiety of the conscience regarding unknown sins (Psalm xix.

13) applied only to the case of the Hebrew, bound by an

outward law."^ But this could not logically be inferred from

the Apostle's words unless he had written not only irdv o ovk i/c

TrrcTTectx? dfiaprta eerrt, but irdv o etc Triareco^ SiKatov icmv. Can

this affirmative judgment be logically deduced from the negative

one ? ITo, certainly. Of course a man's moral conviction,

though erroneous, possesses the power to oblige him to that

which it represents as his duty, but it has not the power to

free him from the authority of the truth, and to set itself up

in its place. It is the curse of moral error that it condemns

a man when he acts in opposition to his subjective convictions,

* Sittenlebre, part i. p. Ill ; compare pp. 308-10.
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but yet does not justify him, if in following them he does what

is wrong. The persecutors of the apostles possessed the* most

decided conviction that by so doing they were fulfilling a duty

towards God (John xvi. 2), and for this very reason they would

have been deserving of punishment whether they forbore or

carried on the persecution.

Christ says concerning those Jews who hated Him, " If I

had not come and spoken unto them, they had not
Declarations i i » / • j_i • t/ » ji<> y ft '

of Christ. ^^^ S^^ ('^•^» ^^ Si^ ^'^^ ^^^ oihaai tqv irefiyfravra

fi€), John XV. 22, 24 ; and though a^priav e'^eiv

denotes only the actual presence of the sin,—the aybaprdveiv or

rjfiapTTjKevatj—yet, considering the contrast— ;^i)j^ 8e 7rp6(f)acnv

oifK e^ovcrt Treplrrjf; a^apTia<;avT(av—the words certainlycontain

a conditional negation of guilt. But we must not understand

this negation as absolute, but only as relative, for throughout

the New Testament, and in St John's Gospel in particular {e.g,,

John i. 29, iii. 36, ^ 0/37^ rov Oeov fievec iir avrov] xx. 23), the

sinfulness of the world through estrangement from God is

spoken of as involving guilt. The similar contrast, which is

drawn by our Lord in Matt. xi. 21-24, recognizes only a

mitigation of guilt. The similar words of our Lord, addressed

to the Jews (John ix. 41), tell strongly against a negation or

even a mitigation of their guilt. They may be paraphrased

thus :

—
" If ye were wholly unable to comprehend my message,

the rejection of it would not have been your sin ; but now you

yourselves acknowledge that you do understand it, and there-

fore the rejection of it rests upon you as sin."* Christ, how-

ever, expressly declares it to be a universal rule that the

sinner's knowledge or ignorance of the divine law which he

has broken causes a difference only in the degree of his guilt

and desert of punishment (Luke xii. 47, 48). The same truth

is expressed in Christ's prayer for His murderers as He hung

upon the cross, " Father, forgive them, for they know not what

they do," Luke xxiii. 34. If this ignorance wholly freed them

from guilt, they had no need of forgiveness ; if it did not lessen

their guilt, it could not have been used as a plea. Thus the

prayer which we find in Psalm xix. 13 is confirmed as still

needful and appropriate, not only by Christian experience, but

by its full confirmation in the New Testament.

* See in both places Liicke's observations in his commentary.

VOL. I.
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In our inquiry thus far we have considered guilt independ-

„ „ rn ently of its realization in the consciousness of the
§ 3. The con- at.. • p

sciousNEssoF sinucr. And this is no mere abstraction, for
GUILT.

guilt is originally objective ; it cleaves to the

sinner as an unavoidable '' thou oughtest," following upon a

primary " thou shalt,"
^''^ which had been left unfulfilled. It

demands, moreover, an expiation, though the sinner be himself

unconscious of the relation in which he stands to the injured

majesty of the divine law. The reality of guilt is by no means

dependent upon the sinner's cognizance of it. But is an

entire absence of this cognizance possible in the case of a guilty

man ? It might be so if the consciousness in man of a rule

governing his whole life by its unconditional demands were

ever wholly extinguished. Experience furnishes us with

instances of the utter stifling of this consciousness, as well as

of its being clouded and perverted ; but it does not justify us in

entirely denying its existence at any stage whatever of man's

moral depravation. Bolder spirits may, having thrown off the

authority of God and of His holy law, try to persuade them-

selves and others that they are free from such an inward

accusing faculty ; but in his heart of hearts man can never be

indifferent to the moral distinctions of good and evil ;—he can

never help disapproving acts of hatred, of injustice, of lying,

and approving acts of benevolence, justice, and truth. Even the

most hardened villain, whose maxim is to follow the prompt-

ings of his own evil and corrupt heart, and never to trouble

himself about duty, finds that there are acts of wickedness against

which, when he is tempted to them, his moral sense rebels.

Still it by no means follows that the consciousness of guilt

The limits of i^ human life is as universal as is sin. AU we
coDscience. ^an infer from these witnesses to the existence of

an indestructible moral nature in man, is, that there are some

acts of villany which no one can ever venture upon, without

rousing conscience secretly to resent and punish the crime.

Experience does not warrant the belief that more than this

exists universally among men. Multitudes allow themselves

* Language very obviously expresses this indissoluble connection. Man, in

the first place, owes obedience to tbe law ; if he does not fulfil this obligation,

he is again a debtor to the law. This twofold " ought " is also expressed in the
Greek otpuXuvj otptUtjficc.
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without compunction to be wholly ruled by impulse and selfish-

ness, and in the utter crudeness and barbarism of their moral

state they never think of reproaching themselves. Others

pride themselves upon a refined and cultivated moral consci-

ousness, but their moral sense is so infected by the sophistries

of desire and passion that the ordinary impulses of their

egotism no longer awaken in them a sense of guilt. Heathen-

ism, even in its highest and purest development, indicates the

limits of man's moral judgment in those very elements of its

religious teaching, wherein a strong moral consciousness makes

itself heard. The Eumenides who show their power in the

upbraidings of conscience, exercise the solemn functions of their

august office only on occasions of gross violations of the most

sacred and obvious rights,—when, for instance, a crime of

bloodshed has been perpetrated.

It must certainly be acknowledged that guilt among men
is far greater and wider in its range than the personal consci-

ousness of guilt. It is not always felt even where it acts as a

restraint and outward obligation upon a man ; in multitudes

it is dormant, and can be awakened—not merely as an accuser

on account of some grosser crimes, but as a witness against an

all-pervading opposition to the sacred rules of life,—only when
the soul is freed from the icy fetters of moral insensibility and

indifference. But even when the sinner is destitute of a clear

moral conviction of his crime, he is not without a misgiving

which must be regarded as the germ of this conviction. Though

he be free from more glaring crimes, yet so long as he spends

his life in the service of fleshly desires and selfish interests, he

does not feel at one with himself ; he has a hidden presenti-

ment that the sphere in which he lives is not his true home.

There are moments too when a feeling of uncertainty warns

him that the ground on which he stands is hollow and under-

mined. The service of sin never suffers man's heart to be free,

it invariably enthralls it.

But when the actual consciousness of guilt springs forth

from these hidden misgivings, a practical proof is

guilt implies a given US that sin has not yet wholly penetrated
limit to human man's moral being ;—the self-accusations even of

an evil conscience are the outward signs of an

acquiescence which man in his inmost heart spontaneously
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and even against his will must yield to God's law. Even

when man has wholly surrendered himself to the service of

sin, and onwards till he reaches the lowest depth of moral

obduracy, evil presents itself to his moral sense as a foreign

power, which though it dwells within him by his own permis-

sion and will, yet causes an inner discord, and sets him at

variance with himself. Our consciousness of guilt has two

strange and contracted bearings ; on the one hand it attributes

sin to the ego of the man, and makes him personally answerable

for it, and on the other hand, yet at the same time, it brings to

light a hidden bias within him which inclines towards the law

of God, and which (as if in a self-contradictory way) resists the

efforts and acts of the selfish ego. The true ego which can

realize itself only in fellowship with God, and which separates

sin from itself as a foreign element,"^ is at variance with the

state of the ego as a matter of experience according to which

sin must be recognized as its own.t Conscience, therefore, is

the divine bond which unites the created spirit—^however

deeply sunk in apostasy—with its original. The essential

dependence of our spirit upon God, the 7ez/o<? tov ©eov, Acts xvii.

28, asserts itself even in the consciousness of guilt, however

misapprehended this truth may be by man so long as he has

nothing higher than his evil conscience. The pain and anguish

arising from the upbraidings of this consciousness, the inner

uneasiness which sometimes takes possession of the servant of

sin, are witnesses that he is not yet wholly estranged from God.

Sin is an effort of the creature to separate himself from God,

and this effort, while it must ever be objectively fruitless and

vain, must be so subjectively likewise, provided that the con-

sciousness of guilt within is not utterly extinguished.^

While thus recognizing the moral import of this consciousness

* Ei oh 6iXoi) Xytu rouTo vroia^ ouk in liyu x.a.TipyaZ^ofi.eci alro^ aXX' h oIkov^oc, sc

\(jt.o) ocfiapriot, Rom. vii. 20, compare verses 9, 10,

•f* 0'iha.(Atv OTi vofj^of '^nvfiHTixos itTTtVf lysa Se /retpxtxas sif^ij Rom. vii. 14. If WO

compare with this the Platonic doctrine which makes evil something that

cleaves to a man wholly from without and apart wholly from his will, and that

tyrannizes over him, we must confess that Plato here sacrifices the experimental

truth of the matter, with which the question of guilt has entirely to do, to a

merely ideal view.

t Goethe, in his Faust^ puts the reproaches of an awakened conscience into

the mouth of the evil spirit, and parallels to this may he found in the writings

of the chief Doctors of the Church, Luther for example. And the poet's con-
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of guilt, we must not forget the difference between it and

Distinction
repentance. The varying degrees of human suscep-

betweenthe tibility in regard to that consciousness, depend

and^repent-^ upon the general moral condition of the individual,

auce. But its manifestation in particular cases—the

awakening of the conscience—is at first spontaneous. It

asserts itself even when the man endeavours to suppress it.

He does not himself retain this consciousness, but it retains its

hold on him ; it pursues him when he would flee from it, and

resists his efforts to ignore it. When the ego in unbridled

selfishness imagines that it will overleap all the divine com-

mands, it finds that the insuperable power of these laws witliin

him, mocks his vain endeavours. The consciousness of guilt

is thus a power over the man in his present condition, so wonder-

ful a power, that it often compels the most reckless criminal as

if by a spell to confess his crime and to deliver himself up to

the sword of justice from which a persistent lie would have

permanently shielded him. It is only by repeated resistance

and persistent obduracy, that a man can entirely free himself

from these inner self-upbraidings. But his gradual searing and

silencing of the inward monitor, so far from exculpating the

sinner, involves the responsibility of a long course of guilt of

which it is the fruit.

Eepentance, on the other hand, is not only a passive feeling,

it is an inward act, not a mere verdict of conscience, but an act

of will ; it differs from the bare consciousness of guilt by

involving an actual and free surrender to this inward punish-

ment as deserved. Eepentance is an element in the work of

salvation, a step in the way back to God, whereas the tortures

of an evil conscience must have been felt by such monsters of

iniquity as Tiberius * and ITero.t We cannot require of a man
that he shall feel the consciousness of guilt and the stings of

conscience, since these are spontaneous, but we can call upon
him to repent. Eepentance, therefore, necessarily includes the

endeavour to be free from sin and to do God's will. Sorrow

for sin without the stimulus of this endeavour, is not " godly

sorrow" (2 Cor. vii. 9, 10), nor can it properly be called

ception is justified by tlie fact that while the consciousness of guilt is holy in

its origin, yet in its workings it leads to one of two contrasted issues. While
in a Peter it rouses to conversion, In Cain and Judas it urges on to ruin.

* Tacitus, Annals, Book vi. 6. Suetonius, Tiberius, 66, 67.

t Suetonius, Nero, 34.
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repentance. This inner unity is expressed in the language of

the isTew Testament ; for both sorrow for sin and the longing

after a life well pleasing to God, are included in the concep-

tions fxerdvoiay fxeravoelv ; and this is the more clear from the

significant construction of the words on the one hand with iic

ra)v epycov avroVj i/c Tcav (f>6vQ)V,a'7ro vcKpcov epycoVjawo ttJ? KUfcla'i

(Acts viii. 22 ; Heb. vi. 1 ; Eev. ii. 21, 22, ix. 20, 21, xvi. 11),

and on the other with eh top Oeov (Acts xx. 21).

Luther, in the Articuli Smalcaldici, Part III, Art. III. (pp.

Luther's view 320, 322, Ed, EecJienb.), rejects the notion of

of contntio. contritio activa maintained by the scholastic

theologians, and describes true repentance as contritio passiva.

We can easily understand how the impulsive spirit of Luther^

in which the consciousness of sin as a ruinous enmity against

God was as strong as his consciousness of God's all powerful

grace, would oppose the penance of Eoman Catholic doctrine

and practice, the artificial forcing and eliciting (elicere) of the

required penitence, so that he calls this repentance factitia et

accersitay and the delusion that we may merit forgiveness of

sins by means of repentance an opus meritorium ; and he com-

bats it as Pelagianism.'^^ But from what we have already said,

it is evident that human activity rightly understood is included

in true repentance. When Luther, Chemnitz,t and others

maintain the contrary, they do not sufficiently distinguish re-

pentance from the mere consciousness of guilt and from the

pain of an awakened conscience, and this Bellarmine has

pointed out.J Still this view of the doctrine of repentance

coincides with that pati actionem dei and capacitas mere

passiva, whereby Luther and the Formula Goncordim § de-

scribe the relation of the human will to divine agency in con-

version. We may regard this view as defective without

having to assent to the opposite doctrine of the semi-Pelagians,

or to the awkwardly worded forrnulse of the Synergists.||

* And yet the Council of Trent, Sessio 14, De Poenitentia, c. 4, speaks not

only of contritio, but even of attritlo [contritio imperfecta) as donum Dei^ and the

work of the Holy Spirit. See Bellarmine, De poenit. lib. ii. c. 3.

t Examen Cone. Trident.
, p. ii. De contritione, p. 347 f. Ed. 1590,

t DepoeniLf lib. ii. c. 2; De controv, christ. fid., torn, iii. p. 964.

§ SoUda declaration cap. 2, DeUbero arbitrio (p. 662, ^d. Rechenb,). Here, as

in some other dogmas, we trace the want of a due distinction between passivity

and receptivity, and the inadequate expression of a principle essentially true.

II A refined semi-Pelagianism advocated by Melanclithon and his school, as well

as by Erasmus.
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CHAPTEE IL

Man's Guilt and his Dependence upon God.

We do not deny that the necessity under which we are of

§ 1. The attributing sin to ourselves, and of accusing our-

ovERWHELM- selves ofwandering fromGod,and of opposition to

^^^ His will, is. very humiliating and even fearful. On
the borders of this dark abyss into which man must descend

alone,—for though the prevenient grace of God accompanies

him here also, he knows it not as yet,—not merely a super-

ficial and worldly morality that regards sins as ever coining

from without rather than from within, not merely a pious

sentimentality which may experience the sense of sin as a

gentle sorrow intended merely to enhance the joy of deliverance

rather than as a bitter pang ; not merely a philosophy which

requires for its world as an antithesis to the good, an evil

continually to be overcome, yet never to be wholly vanquished,

'—but even an earnest and religious consciousness starts back

in alarm, and betrays a strange proneness to resort to excul-

patory theories.

And, indeed, the difficulties are by no means trifling which

present themselves, especially from a religious point of view,

against a decided maintenance of man's guilt in sin. The

independent action on man's part, which the very nature of

guilt implies, how can this be reconciled with our conception

of him as a creature,and with God's all-pervading, all-sustaining

presence in His world ? If man be created by God, he derives

his being and nature from an absolute cause ; how then can

anything proceed from his will which is not finally traceable

to this absolute cause ? If God be everywhere present with

His all-powerful will, man's will can do nothing great or small,

beneficial or baneful, without God's sustaining activity some-

how taking part therein.

The wide distance between God and the world exists only in

Is God the ^^^ imagination of a pietyutterlyemasculated,and
author of sin? Qf a theology merelyintellectual and barren ; God
is in reality so near, that man could not withdraw from His

all-pervading power even if he would. Divine love, as it gives
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being to the world, will not cast it off, but ever cherishes it in

its bosom. Now, if facts which so deeply affect human life as

the resolving and the doing of evil are to be derived from the

will of man as their immediate cause, is it conceivable that

on this account they should any the less depend ultimately

upon divine origination ?

But on the other hand, it is no trifling consideration that

prevents our unhesitatingly adopting this train of thought and

following it to its legitimate results. We shall see hereafter

how thoroughly dependent the main doctrines of Christianity

are upon the truth of the consciousness of guilt. But is it only

consciousness of guilt which we must surrender if we look upon

God as the author of sin ? If the conscience which condemns

the sinner be a delusion, can the conscience which repudiates

sin be regarded as indubitably true ? If so, we must bethink

ourselves on "Whom the guilt of sin must fall, if we absolve

ourselves. If God works evil by His own absolute will, so that

when we sin we are merely the submissive instruments of that

will, how can we venture still to repudiate and abhor what

comes from God ? If God be the author of evil, it is not evil

that we have to repudiate, but that bold condemnation of evil

which presumes to censure the Divine ordainments. We then

cannot any more approve the good ; the distinction between

good and evil must give place to the identity of both ; and the

moral foundations of our being are overthrown. Or, must we
say according to the maxim nemo contra Deum nisi Deiis ipse,

that God has established these moral distinctions within Himself

that by an internal conflict He might provide a fountain of

life, a never-failing incentive to development ? Must morality

thus be allowed to depend upon the blasphemous notion of a

Pantheism that knows nothing of the holiness of God ? A
contrast of good and evil which God Himself creates, can never

be anything but a mere play of the Absolute within itself, and

how can it ever be regarded by the human conscience, cogni-

zant of this, its import, as a solemn reality ? If, as Eosenkranz

maintains, true religion must regard God as a being who
reveals His nature and His will with equal necessity in aU that

is and all that happens,—who gives birth to the good without

thus honouring Himself, and to the evil without debasing

Himself,—religion would be in its essence hostile to morality.
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If the reality of the moral consciousness is to be sacrificed in

order to preserve the reality of religion, that which we gain by

the sacrifice must itself be sacrificed in its turn. For what

kind of piety would that be wherein the soul could turn

towards God without becoming conscious that its own selfish

and worldly desires and aims were thoroughly condemned by

Him ? Thus, representations and views which seem at first to

spring from a regard to interests of rehgion, clearly end in its

total overthrow.

A way out of the difficulty seems to present itself in the

supposition that God, while He has Himself ordained that

limit or hindrance in human life which we call Evil, has, at the

same time, inseparably joined with it the consciousness of guilt

in order to prevent man from submissively resigning himself to

it, and to stimulate him to untiring efforts after goodness as

the true harmony and freedom of his being. But what a

resort—what a conception of God-—is this ! A dark, demo-

niacal Power, " who lets the poor soul become guilty and leaves

it in its pain," the pain of an evil conscience—who ordains

selfishness, lying, and even hatred as the necessary shadow of

Good,—a shadow ever vanishing, yet never disappearing

altogether, and who burdens man's consciousness with the

responsibility of this, thus adding to the weight of sin the

inward torment of self-reproach,—such a Power may perhaps

be conceivable upon the principles of Polytheism* and Pan-

theism, but it is utterly irreconcilable with Christian Theism.

"Not only does it contradict God's truth and holiness ; not

only does it undermine all faith in His revelations, but it

transforms the love of God into the cruelty of a despot.

* In the Epic poetry and in the Tragedies of Greece we not only find the guilt

™. ,. ,
of sin shifted upon Zeus'and Fate,—as in Agamemnon's speech,

of Greecefitf ^^^^^' ^^^- ^^ (seeNagelsbach, pp. 275 f., 295 f., 6Q f.),—but the

view of guilt. thought above-named appears, viz., that the gods themselves

plunge a man into deep guilt when they have determined to

destroy him. Thus Plato, in order to explain the banishment of the poet

from his ideal Republic, quotes the following words from a lost drama of

^schylus (Be Repuhl, lib. il. 380) :—

&10S fji,iv ccIticcv (puu l^poroTs

"We cannot, indeed, attach much importance to this passage seeing that we
know neither its connection nor the character and circumstances of the speaker •

but Sophocles, the noblest poet of antiquity, puts the following words into the
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It is, in fact, self-evident that every explanation of the

Such a view
consciousness of guilt which regards it as ordained

destroys the of God, not because evil has its origin in the
sense o gui

.
qj-q^^^^jq^ ^^^^ merely to the end that the creature

mouth of Oidipus Colon^us, describing what the king had done, or rather (as

the poet often distinguishes) had gone through, v. 964 :

—

&taTs yoip nv cvTea (piXov

ra^ civ ti (iviviovffiv its yfivaj va,Xai,

And in the following lines he describes the ^'unpccrov which had been appointed

for his father as the irresistible cause of his bloody deed, though this judgment
is not justified in the further development of the drama. The gods avenge the

rp&iTapxos aTti of a family upon its descendants, by infatuation and wickedness,

whereby they again become liable to divine punishment ; but this ^paTapxos

art} itself (as the myth and even the meaning of aVw suggests) is sent by the

gods who are jealous of human greatness. The ^purv apx^ of "this perversion

is in man, only so far as the extraordinary elevation of the individual above

the usual level of human weakness and infirmity excites the (proves of the gods.

Thus iu the Ajax of Sophocles, 745-748, these are said to have been the words

of the prophet Calchas :—
Ta yap ^ipitrtra xavovYtra truficcTce,

vriTTTtiv (Iccpiicus sr^o? heUv ^uff-Vpa^ia.is

* * * * offTts oty^puivTov <pvffiv

ptXaffruv t'TiiTa (jlti xolt civ^pwrov (ppov^.

Greek piety includes humility in the presence of the gods. This, indeed, is a

prominent feature in it so far as it regards evil, as v^pts, but this humility is

metaphysical rather than moral. The ra,<^iivo^poirvvn of Christianity humbles

us in the very consciousness of our lofty origin and our high destiny because of

the contradiction for which we are ourselves responsible between what we are and

what we might have been ; the humility of Greek piety forbids man to entertain

lofty views of his destiny. It has, indeed, somewhat of amoral character, but

this is not distinctly visible, it lies only in the background. The above quotation

affords a striking instance of the wavering of the ideas of the Greeks upon the

subject : the guiltless eminence of Ajax and the v^pn of his mind are together

named as the causes of his tragical fate ; but does it not seem, as we read it,

as if the f^h xm avSpuTov (ppovuv is itself involved in the •^npiffffols xxvowitois

ffafixa-i ? Schbmann, in his 'profound and thoughtful work, the Prometheus

Vinctus of ^schylus (1844), very kindly and instructively refers (p. 133) to

the first edition of this work, and argues that a closer analysis of the story of

(Edipus proves that his guilt was the cause of his tragical fate. As to the drift

of the story this I allow to be true ; but had Sophocles regarded it in this light,

would he not have thus described it in his play, especially in the concluding

scenes where atonement is made ? But as to the prevailing opinions of the

Greeks at the time of their highest glory as a nation, it is difficult to believe

that they would have listened so attentively to the father of history at the

Olympic games had not the wav hTov <p6ovtpov, which characterizes his work

throughout, been deeply rooted in the faith of the people. Greek philosophy,

on the contrary, expressly condemns the attributing of guilt to the gods. "We

find this in Plato repeatedly (see the passage above-named), and in Plutarch

also, Adv. StoicoSj c, 19.
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should confine the derivation and imputation of it to himself

really involves the destruction of that consciousness altogether.

To discern such a purpose would be really to defeat it.

Having discovered his Creator's design, the subject of it can no

longer really attribute evil in its source to himself. God's device

is frustrated when clever man sees through it. The conscious-

ness of guilt, moreover, no longer serves as a spur to progress.

We must not turn our backs upon the momentous interests

g 2 The involved in the question as to the trustworthiness

Providence of our sense of guilt, for the sake of quietly resting
OF God. .^ ^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ g^^^,^ all-conditioning power. But

it would be equally wrong to deny our immediate conscious-

ness of this divine agency, recognized as it is by true

piety, and confirmed by the uniform testimony of Holy Scrip-

ture, lest we should thus have to call in question the affirma-

tions of consciousness concerning our guilt. Both dictates of

our consciousness are alike true, and alike to be vindicated

;

and a true solution of the problem is to be found in the union

of both. So far as this question is immediately connected with

the freedom of the human will, the consideration of it does

not belong to this part of our treatise ; this aspect of it, and

indeed its profoundest basis, must be examined in the third

book, where this freedom will be the topic of inquiry. The

question whether a power of causation be conceivable which,

while dependent for its existence upon God, yet is able in

itself to give to its activity a tendency opposed to the divine

will, and independent of His power of causation,—this ques-

tion properly concerns the relation of sin to the creative power

of God. Here we have only to consider whether God's active

power in continuing the existence of all created beings, and

in sustainiTig all things, does not necessarily make Him the

author of evil ; does not resolve our sense of guilt into a mere

shadow thrown upon the soul by a mistaken feeling of our

own independence.

A definition of God's providence, usually assigned to the

schoolmen, describes it as creatio continuaJ^^ This view of it

has found special acceptance with those who from their own

* Is this expression really derived from the schoolmen ? In those whom I

have by me, Lombard, Aquinas iahis Summa totius tkeologiae, and in his Summa
contra gentiles^ Bonaventura in his Commentary, and in his Breviloquium, it does
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religious experience have been confirmed in the belief of the

close and continual relation of God's working to the history of

the world. It served them as a safeguard against deistical

separations of the world from God as its maker, as if it were a

completed piece of mechanism.

If this expression have any definite meaning, it must clearly

be, that what we denote by the terms creation and preserva-

tion, are one and the same divine activity,—the difference

between them being only in our subjective apprehension of

them ; and that not only the beginning, but the continuation

and development of all finite being, with all its movements

and changes, wholly and alike depend upon this creative

working. They especially must maintain this identity who
with Schleiermacher regard modes of divine activity, objectively

different, to be inconceivable, as necessarily involving alternate

contrasts and limitations. But Schleiermacher insists very

strongly upon the duty of tracing all doctrinal conclusions, and

especially those relating to creation and providence, to the

immediate data of our religious consciousness ; and this identi-

fication of all divine workings is merely a metaphysical abstrac-

tion. It is based upon the notion of a unity simple and

uniform, which is alike the transcendental principle of the

world and of all the various and contrasted existences upon it,

and which is accordingly the absolute terminus a quo of all

things, and eq[ually pervades all ranges and movements of

being. Further on in our inquiry (in book iii. part i. chapter

4) we shall endeavour to show how inconsistent this idea of

God and His relation to the world is with the truths of religion,

with which the interests of true philosophy must always be

one ; meanwhile, we cannot give up the real distinction between

Creation and Providence for the sake of the fancied notion

that there can be no change in the manner of God's operations.

Provided, moreover, the distinction be acknowledged as a

Relation of fact, it does not signify to us that the various

c^at^onTnd ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ divine Working follow each other

Providence. in the order of time; that as Providence pre-

not occur in any place where creation, providence, foreknowledge are treated of.

The conception, however, we do find otherwise expressed in the words of

Aquinas, in his Summa tot. theol. p. i., qu. 104, art. 1,

—

Gonservatio rerum a

Deo non est per aliquam novam actionem, sedper continuaiionem actionisj qua dat

esse. See also the beginning of art. 2.
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supposes the existence of its object-matter, the creative

activity originating it must have preceded the providential

activity which preserves it, and which therefore follows

creation in the order of time. God's will and counsel are (as

Luther says) independent of time, both as to means and oppor-

tunity ; but it is a misunderstanding as great as it is common
to infer from this that divine agency cannot be manifest in

time, i.e.y in the world ; or that it cannot limit itself by time.

There is no contradiction (as the schoolmen have shown) in

the thought of an eternal counsel of God's will to accomplish

a definite work at a definite time ; but it is a contradiction to

allow the active presence of God in the world, and the divine

government of the world accomplishing a definite end, and yet

to repudiate that thought. If time be only the subjective

form of our own imagination, the representation that God can

limit His workings in any manner by time is equally a phantom

;

and so is every conception, every presentiment as to what

change and development in themselves may be ; for without

the idea of duration we cannot conceive of anything, even

the least, and our view of the world would be reduced to a

tantalizing Fata morgana^ to an objectless reflection of our

own faculty of knowledge, and its limit. If time, on the

contrary, be the real and objective form of worldly existence,

so far as this existence is essentially an advancing one ; and

if God's working can yet have no possible relation to time,

then—on the supposition of God's independent personality

—

all bonds of union between God and the world are snapped

in sunder.*

We shall not renounce the distinction between Creation and

Are ment Providence upon any such grounds as these. The
from God's weightiest considerations against their identifica-
omess.

^^^^ ^^^ suggested by the conception of God's

* Lutlier maintains no such timelessness, and thougli Schleiermacher quotes

some expressions occurring in his commentary on Genesis in favour of the theory

that the divine operations must be absolutely timeless {Glauhenslehre, § 41, vol.

i. pp. 215, 217), these expressions, taken in their true connection, intimate no

such doctrine. Thus on Gen. ii. 2 Luther says, " Operatur Deus adhuc, siquidem

aemel conditam naturam non deseruit, sed gubernat et conservat virtute verbi sui.

Cessavit igitur a conditionet sed non cessavit a guberfiatione." That expression,

" apart from time either as to means or opportunity," Luther predicates, not of

God's working, but of God Himself.
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holiness. Our religious consciousness cannot allow the prin-

ciple to be impugned, that God could never have created man
evil ; because, were this principle denied, God must be the

author of evil. But, nevertheless, it is God who preserms

man, sinful though he be ; and if creation and preservation be

identical, must not God still be the author of evil ?

The distinction between creation and providence has the

universal testimony of language in its favour. In
Distinction ^i i pi j_* n
between crea- the sphere 01 human operations, we call an acti-

tion and pro- yi^y ^hat accomplishes something new, " creation,"

with the proviso of course that it is not absolutely

a creation, a making out of nothing, because this new thing is

only a mode of being. An activity, on the other hand, which

controls and guides what already exists, we call " providence
"

or " preservation.'' !N"ow the word " creation " implies a

much stronger activity, which, other things being equal, has a

higher degree of responsibility attaching to it. How are we to

apply this distinction to the divine activity ? If every new pro-

duction, so far as it is original and cannot be derived from the

agency of created powers already present, must be attributed

to the creative power of God, our conception of creation cannot

be confined merely to some one moment at the beginning of

finite existence. Every new species is originated by a creative

act, for the very conception of a " new species " implies that it

cannot be deduced from or explained by anything already

existing. Thus, for example, to take only the most general

orders of species presented to us, the first appearance of plants

was a new miracle of creation in the realm of unorganized

nature, that of animals gifted with life, endowed with senses

and instincts, in the vegetable, and that of man in the animal

world. Upon the principles of theistic metaphysics indeed, it

is usually assumed that the production of new species does not

take place in the progressive development of finite existence, but

only at the beginning. But even supposing this opinion to be

correct, the relation in which the various species stand to each

other, one being the presupposition of the other, very much
favours the extension of this beginning itself in a series of suc-

cessive moments, just as we find it represented in the Mosaic

account of the creation. And granting such a series of creative

moments, it makes no difference (as far as the doctrine of crea-
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tion is concerned) whether the intervals between the successive

moments be days only or thousands of years. Within the

sphere of humanity itself, moreover, there is a new life pro-

ceeding from Christ, the introduction of which into the liistory

of mankind in general, and into the soul of the individual,

must be regarded as a new and distinct creative act of God,

a "new creation," tcaovr} /cTiVi? (2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. vi. 15).

Miracles, and above all the future resurrection of the body, and

the renovation of the earth by the wonder-working power of

God ensuing thereupon,* must be included in the same con-

ception. Thus it is clear that we may undeniably speak of a

creatio continua, though not as denoting the preserving power

of God.

Are we then to say, that whatever in God's working is not

Creation in
strictly Speaking His sustaining activity, must be

a relative looked Upon as creation in an absolute sense ? If
sense.

^^^ q^^ thing Created must be wholly new, original,

and independent of any created agencies. The question can

only be answered upon the principle that the world must be

regarded as a whole, whose parts mutually correspond and work
together. As a whole, it is continually progressing, but this

whole itself was not originally composed of various disconnected

pieces placed in juxtaposition. If it had been so, it must

have remained a mere juxtaposition for aU future ages, Now,
the entrance of ^ a new creative activity such as that above

described unto the world in its present course of development,

does not destroy its unity nor its organic progress, because it is

the activity of that wherein the world first had its origin, of

that Mind which first evolved the eternal idea of the world,

and of that almighty will by which it is held together and

ruled. And yet this creative activity would certainly produce

some such destructive results did it not before its entrance

attract as if with magnetic infiuence the active powers of nature,

that they by their activity might prepare the way for its mani-

festation, and make material things susceptible of it; and

moreover, did it not at the moment of its entrance unite itself

* It is of this creative activity of God, and not, as is commonly supposed, of

His sustaining power, that Christ speaks in John v. 17, when He says o warm
fAov &&/; xpn Ipyd^iTut. The general connection in which the passage stands

proves this.
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with these powers and adopt them as co-workers. We have

not therefore, in such cases, a pure creation, but a making

which is at the same time a sustaining—a preservation of the

co-operating powers. If we contemplate the world in its con-

tinuance and, as this implies, in its development, we find that

God*s working therein is not isolated and monotonous, but

sometimes has more of a sustaining and sometimes more of a

creative character.

]^ow if creation in the strict sense of the word be attributed

Creation in
*^ ^°^' ^^ necessarily implies a distinct beginning

an absolute of the world. A creation in its absolute sense,
^^^^®'

and entirely distinct from anything before existing,

would, if it took place in the course of the world's progress,

unavoidably be destruction. We may trace all relative moments

of creation, yea, all indications of creative power in all times

and places, back to one original creative act, as the general

principle and source of all productions in the world's develop-

ment, and herein we may fancy that we have creation in an

absolute sense. But this original creative act is, properly

speaking, the creative will of God viewed as His determinate

counsel, which as the transcendental basis of all terrestrial

beings, absolutely determines the existence of the whole world

from its elementary beginning to its consummation ; it is not

creation as a generating cause and a working power. For if

that creative will were really and directly causative it would

at once establish the world in its final completeness, and no

place would be left for gradual development. We have here

to do with creation as a positively active and working power,

and we must abide by the principle that in its strict sense it

can be conceived of only as the giving birth to the primary

beguming of the world.

But has there ever been such a beginning ? The well-

known theory of an eternal creation of the world here presents

itself. The phrase is manifestly inaccurate, for eternal creation

would necessarily involve the eternal existence of the world,

which contradicts our conception of creation ; but this is easily

rectified. What is meant is that the existence of the world a

'parte, ante is of unlimited duration, that it never had a begin-

ning. This theory of the world's eternal duration (not to

mention decidedly pantheistic views) has been zealously espoused
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by Kothe * It is indeed a very crude notion to suppose, as

„ ,, , . some do, that by the denial of the world's be-
Eothe's view. ..\^*', „, ^ ^

,..
ginning the dependence of the world upon aivme

causality is removed ; all the more crude because even they who
maintain that the world had a beginning cannot by reason

prove that God existed in time as the creator before the world.

Thus much, however, is clear ;—though this theory of a world

without a beginning may recognize a living and really active

God, yet it cannot admit the possibility of His activity being

purely creative at any period of the world's development ; it

can only admit of such an activity as adjusts itself to the

workings of created agencies—such as is blended with the

sustaining activity—and accordingly it seems almost to do

away with the distinction between creation and providence

altogether. To maintain the absolute dependence of the world

upon God it is obliged in this particular to turn aside from the

category of active causes and to have recourse to that of the

transcendental principle, which conditions the existence of the

world as a whole in time and space. But here the difficulty

occurs, that the really causal activity of God, which as the

world's development has no beginning, is never purely creative,!

but co-operates with what already exists, does not correspond to

the transcendental principle which must be absolutely creative.

But starting from the conception of the world, we wonder

how Eothe can bring himself so easily to give up the fact of its

having had a beginning. It is an essential part of this theory

that the world must be regarded as a gradational development.

But in what conceivable sense can there be a succession of

degrees which is to reach its appointed goal according to an

ordered progress, and yet has no first stage, but flows back into

a regresstcs in infinitum ? If this succession have no begin-

ning, progress conformable to a certain end is nullified ; in its

place we have only a purposeless vicissitude, and there can be

no degrees, properly speaking, in the world's development.

And yet Eothe himself admits one primary stage of created

* Theologische EtUlc, § 40 (vol. i. p. 101).

t The creation of pure matter seems here to he expected (p. 131), so that we
should have in it a creative work of God. Yet Rothe does not venture to derive

the existence of this miserable shadow of the Godhead, which is absolute

nonentity (p. 126), from any work of God,

VOL. I. P
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being, namely, pure matter, which he calls the primitive

creation of God.* But how can he conceive the existence

of mere matter to be a step in this series, if all other steps are

limited by time, while this alone is without a beginning, and

entirely unlimited a 'parte, ante ? t And do not the difficulties

supposed to be involved in a beginning of the world return

now indeed as really unsolvable, because, while denying its

beginning, we have to allow the fact of its eternal creation, and

to believe that God, having left it as it was for a limitless

period, barely existing as materia hruta^ at length began at

some definite point of time to think of it and to ordain it, i.e.,

to begin to develop it towards the goal of its becoming spirit ?

What conceivable pleasure could God have had during those

countless ages—in comparison of which the duration of the

world's development hitherto vanishes to a geometric point

—

in idly gazing upon Himself in contrast with " the abstract and

empty form of imaginary being, this imaginary nothing " ?

And if the beginning of the world involves a transition from

non-creation to creation inconsistent with God's unchange-

ableness, have we not here also a transition on God's part from

inactivity to action, equally inadmissible, because in this case

God's revelation of Himself in outward activity becomes a

necessity of His nature ? Eothe manifestly contradicts himself

when, on the one hand, he calls pure matter, though ordained

of God, " beginningless as God is" (in any case, a very

questionable expression), and yet, on the other hand, maintains

that every creature without exception has a beginning in time,

according to the old axiom, nulla creatura esse potest nisi

post non esse,\

Every one who holds that the world had a beginning must

The beginning of course admit that time had a beginning likewise,
of time. rp^g

^^^ ^g predicated only of earthly existence
* As before, § 44, 45.

+ It logically follows from this that matter is something which has no
sequences or effects, for if it had, supposing it to have no beginning, these must
proceed from it eternally. As Rothe does not maintain this, it is evident that

his representation of matter as the universal womb from which all created

beings proceed (p. 129) cannot be taken literally. But the world and time
begin only from the moment when matter, conceived and appointed by God, begins

to be developed. Thus Rothe's denial of a beginning for the world's existence
seems unavoidably to involve its affirmation.

J As before, pp. 102, 103.
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whose source is not in itself, but is derived. The notion of an

endless duration of time, during which nothing is done or

happens, is self-contradictory. The above supposition,that God

may not for ever have been externally active, may not always

have been Lord of another being, is not wholly inconceivable,

for this is not on our principles a necessity of His nature. And
yet we cannot so much as say this in words, because " ever

"

and " always " are designations of time, and a moment of time

without something created by the outward activity of God is

inconceivable. The only real difificulty of the assumption that

the world, and therefore time, had a beginning, lies in our

inability to form any clear conception of a first moment of

duration. When our imagination endeavours to form such a

conception it unavoidably falls into the contradiction of fixing

a boundary, separating time collectively from what lies beyond

it, and yet really there is no Beyond, nothing, strictly speaking,

preceding it* This difficulty disappears when we remember

that the reason why we cannot have a definite conception of

the beginning of time is, because we can form no definite

conceptions whatever, save according to the register and within

the domain of time.

Seeing, then, that we not only may, but must assume that

the world has had a beginning, we have here creation in its

strict sense, as distinct from Providence, or God's sustaining of

the world ;—a primary commencement of finite substances and

powers by the exclusive causation of the Divine Will. And
thus the opinion above stated is confirmed, that if God had

created a being tainted with evil, He must have been the

author of evil, because there could have been nothing in such

a being but what had its origin through Him
;
yet at the same

time He can preserve a being so tainted without any infringe-

ment of his holiness.

How then are we to understand God's sustaining activity as

distinct from His creative power ? It is not enough to say that

* Kant, on the contrary, the advocate of the transcendental philosophy (in

his remarks on the antithesis of the third autonomy, — KritiJc der reinen

Vernun/t, 7th ed., p. 347), hases our belief that the present course of phenomena
must have had a beginning upon the fact that the imagination continually

endeavours to find some resting place. But we may confidently appeal to the

self-observation of any one to say what the power of imagination has to do with
this question.
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God's sustaining activity is identified with the agency of

created powers ; for to discern even the possibihty
Our concep- « i .

tion of God's of such a union, we must have some conception
providence.

q£ ^^^^ nature of this sustaining activity. There

appears in Luther's earlier writings, particularly in his work,

De servo arhitrio, rather an original view of this Divine agency

in man, which unquestionably has its sanction in the Old

Testament, particularly in the Prophets. There God's almighty

and direct working in all His creatures, is represented as a

never resting movement, an onward and mighty tide which

cannot be stayed. Among men in particular, so far as their

will is perverted, this movement on God's part nullifies their

fancied freedom to choose between good and evil, between the

committal or rejection of sin. If man's will acted only

according to his own impulse, he might imagine that he could

turn whichever way he listed, but now he is carried along by

God's all-pervading activity to choose what is natural to him in

his present circumstances. By this general divine working,

Luther explains, moreover, the obduracy of man's corrupt will.

God's working urges the man forwards in the course that he has

once for all chosen, so that he must ever become more evil.

The corrupt will, if left to itself, might not move at all, but as

the Almighty Euler, by His irresistible movement within the

man, obliges him to will something, he must, following the

dictates of his depraved nature, put himself in determined

hostility to God's word and commandment.*

We cannot say that this representation of God's omnipresent

working in His creatures makes Him the author of sin, though

dangerous consequences such as this do arise from other points

of doctrine advocated in the same work {e.g.^ from the necessi-

tating power of God's prescience). But the independence of

the creature in willing or forbearing action is made entirely to

succumb to the prevailing power of God's operations. This

theory, indeed, leads us to the conclusion that God has not

created active energies, but only passive substances. Creatures

(according to the view presented in some passages) would, if

left to themselves, remain at rest ; but they are continually

acting, because the all-impelling activity of God is upon them.

This somewhat resembles the doctrine of Divine Assistance, or

" De servo arhitriOj Set. Schmid's edition, pp. 127-187.
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Occasional Causes, as expounded chiefly by Malebranche.

According to him, God is the only truly active Cause, created

beings are only apparently so ; their strivings and agitations

would produce nothing, did not God take occasion to work by

them. But, according to this view, not only are so-called

finite causes without any real activity, but the infinite Cause

must be so too ; for the finite being which is the product of

this infinite cause has real existence only as it somehow acts.

Thus in describing providence as creatio continua in this strict

and narrow sense, we have nothing but a God continually pro-

ducing, without any real product.

The view of God's working which the schoolmen and the

The Schol f
^^^^^ orthodox theologians of our Church developed

doctrine of and designated as the Divine co-operation {con-
concursus.

cuTSus Dei generalis\ is undeniably more satisfac-

tory. It endeavours to maintain the true efficiency of finite

causes, and at the same time God's activity throughout the

universe—an activity which does not retain the same form

amid the manifold variety of created causes, but which dis-

tributes and individualizes itself among them, not only pre-

serving created energies in being, but exerting a direct influence

upon their action and effects. But against this view the

objection arises that it assigns two causes for every effect,

either of which would be sufficient as its cause, and an

adequate explanation of its working. When to meet this

Thomas Aquinas asserts that created causes are effective only

in virtue of the first cause, God,* this, in its only legitimate

sense, is obviously true, for it is involved in the fact of their

creation, but it avails nothing towards the solution of the

difficulties which the conception of a concursus involves. If

the meaning be that created causes can operate only so far as

they are moved by God's co-operation, it then becomes a

question how this can be reconciled with their independent

movement, and the influence of other finite causes upon

them. A division of their operation, assigning part to the

power of the Divine concursus, and part to the created causes,

cannot be entertained, for the schoolmen and the early

Protestant theologians have rejected such a representation,

and indeed every external co-ordination of divine and created

efficiency in this question. And though ordinary modes of

* Summa Univ.j P. i. qu. 105, art 5.
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Speaking seem to sanction such a view, ascribing, for example,

the increase of the fruits of the earth partly to the labours

of the husbandman, and partly to the blessing of God, no

immediate activity on God's part is meant, but one working

through finite causes, such as seasonable weather; and the

distinction arises from our consciousness that some of the

conditions upon which the result is contingent are beyond our

power. Seeing, theit, that we cannot correctly speak of a

division in the operation, the old dogmatic theory of a con-

cicTsus, as one wherein the divine and the created activity

simply involve one another, must be adhered to.* Upon
certain conditions, therefore, recognizing more especially that

in the ordinary course of nature (to which alone our present

remarks refer) every effect may be inferred with correctness

from certain finite causes, we may suppose that God's power

works through finite causes, and we may attribute the effect as

correctly to the direct action of God as to the finite cause ; the

latter serving as the wholly dependent instrument of the

former.t But this view unavoidably drifts into the shallows

of the doctrine of occasional causes, which it strove to avoid

;

all finite agencies being swallowed up in the one great and

only true cause. The tendency of this theory in that direc-

tion appears from the fact that it cannot reconcile human
responsibility on account of sin with its doctrine of a concnrsiis,

save by the method described by Malebranche. Tor, accord-

ing to Aquinas, it adopts the old canon, Deus concurrit ad

materials, non ad formah actionis malae, in the sense that

the form of the action as evil is nothing real, but merely a

defect, an ens mere privativum, wherein there is no co-opera-

tion on God's part, but which must be attributed to the will

of man alone.J

If this view also be involved in unsolvable difficulties, the

The Ar- question naturally arises. Why is the doctrine of

minian view. Providence adopted by Arminianism, which seems
* Quenstedt, syst. theol. De Providentia, sect, ii., qu. 3, 'U^. xiii. ;

" {Actio

Dei) intime in actione creaturae includitur, imo una eademque est cum ilia."

•f Quenstedt at the outset denies this, and yet it is implied in his words as

quoted in the foregoing note, wherein he endeavours to explain the union of both

causalities.

X See Malebranche, lllustrationes ad librum de inquirenda veritate (Ed. of I753i

P. ii. p. 325). ** Peccatum . . . asolohomineperpetrarifateor;sedquicquam

ah ipso turn agi nego ; nam peccaium^ en'or et ipsa concupiscentia nihil sunt. " See

also p. 206 f.
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so simply to meet the perplexities of the question, so generally

distasteful to Protestant theology in its more modern develop-

ment ? According to it, providence has only the negative import

that God does not annihilate created beings, though He has the

power to do so. A true apprehension of the nature of creation

will show that this does not at least contradict our conception

of created being. It would be a contradiction to suppose that

a finite being has the source of its existence in itself ; the

power of existence which it has received may have been given

it in such a manner that it possesses in itself the elements of

its continuance during the term of life assigned to it in the

general order of the world. This may be said of the world as

a whole. But we have not here to do only with a logical

necessity. "We allow that in the ordinary dogmatic and

popular religious view of God's omnipresence there are many
misconceptions, and that when regarded as dynamical, religious

interests are sometimes brought in when the divine omni-

presence only should be recognized ; but we must nevertheless

assert that the consciousness of God's presence as embracing

and sustaining all earthly being, forms an essential part of all

living piety. God has indeed given to the world which He has

made a substantiality of its own ; but he has not made it

independent of Himself, nor removed it to an infinite distance

from Him. Had He done so, would not every act of God
in the government of the world, His causing the working

together of free powers according to the law of their nature to

a predetermined end, be ever an intrusion ? It cannot be a

stirring and movement of the world within itself unless the

world at every point in its development does not depend upon

itself, but upon God's living and omnipresent power.

The idea of divine providence, defined as coticutsus in the

sense attached to this word by our older theologians, lost itself

in these difficulties through the supposition that God's activity

is divided and individualized according to the varied divisions

of created powers and their operations ; and, moreover, that it

directly ordained and accomplished certain effects in common
with finite causes.* This view certainly recommends itself to

our religious consciousness, and seems to express most accu-

*'When Rothe, from his religious standing-point, so readily surrenders divine

providence in its usual acceptation, resolving it into God's government of the
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rately the truth we inwardly feel. Yet there lies at its founda-

tion a delusion, not indeed in this consciousness itself, but in

the particular application of it ; the religious convictions which

are properly met and satisfied in the recognition of the divine

government and the workings of the Holy Spirit, being errone-

ously included in the conception of providence. "Were this

view maintained, it would unavoidably lead to a plurality of

causes, involving a contradiction, for each explanation of the

given result would be in itself adequate, and would therefore

supplant the others. We must therefore turn from this, and

True concep- regard the providence of God as an activity

tion of provi- universally simple and uniform, sustaining created

powers in every moment of their working, and

keeping them in subjection to Him. It thus makes itself the

basis of all minor activities in the life and progress of the

world, without itself, as such, giving any special bias to the

working of created powers. In this respect it simply keeps in

view the ordainments and bounds appointed by God's creative

activity, and sustains individual existence within the limits

assigned to it by those ordainments, and by the relations and

activities of worldly powers dependent thereupon, and mutually

directing and restraining one another. As God's world-sustain-

ing activity thus leaves all natures as it finds them, compassing

irrational as well as rational natures, the evil as well as the

good (Matt. V. 45), it in no way destroys nor interferes with

man's responsibility for his sins, whether of act, of resolve, or

of inclination. It conditions the action of created powers

unremittingly when they are directed towards some evil end,

but only just so far as it sustains and embraces the whole

world in all its parts, with uniform and universal attention to

existence as its appropriate province. But it communicates

No bias eiven ^^ ^^^® whatever, whether towards good or evil, to

toman's any created activity. The fact, therefore, that
moral Dature. • t,* • j.*n j i j.i j. *

man m his sm is still encompassed by the sustam-

ing providence of God does not in the least degree take away

world, and this again into God's creation of the world, he does so upon the

ground that he regards the development of the world itself, so far as it ia a

constant generation of spirit
—"a continual world-becoming of God "—in a.pro-

rjressus in injinitum. See as before, vol. i., pp. 98, 99, 105. We can easily see how

he thinks he can dispense with the dynamical power of providence by substitut-

ing this substantial immanence.
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from his guilt. Man derives his power to act, to decide, to

desire, from God alone every moment of his life ; but he

desires or resolves upon or does evil of himself. To say that

God if He really did not will evil would only have to refuse

His sustaining efficiency from the evil promptings of the will,

means nothing less than to require God to create no personal

natures whatever, so as to make evil—the possibility of which

is inseparable from the existence of created personality

—

impossible; for any such momentary withdrawal of God's

sustaining activity from His creature would involve its

immediate annihilation.

An unbiassed investigation which will not allow a few minor

difficulties to hinder its taking a comprehensive

witness of view of the whole, may easily discover the conclu-
Holy Scrip- gjoj^g ^q which Holy Scripture, the New Testament

in particular, leads us regarding the nature of our

consciousness of guilt, and the relation of evil to the Divine

will and operations.

It is allowed on all sides, that the specific difference between

the religion of the Bible and Heathenism is the high moral

standard which the former maintains in contemplating the rela-

tion between God and man, and the prominence it gives to

God's holiness. The divine revelations contained in Genesis and

Exodus begin deeply to impress the thought of God's holiness

upon the heart of man, and in the fulness of their realization

in Jesus Christ this idea shines forth in the perfection of its

clearness. God is absolutely " the good," 6 070^09, Matt. xix.

1 7 ; Eom. v. 7 ; Christ reveals Him in visible manifestation

because He is the Holy One, John xiv. 6-9
; and man can

see God only by holiness. Matt. v. 8 ; Heb. xii. 14 ; 1 John i.

6, iii, 2, 3 ; and while it is a prominent doctrine of the Old

Testament that there is in God a profound and living abhor-

rence of evil,* while the history of Israel is thoroughly

* The expression used in the Old Testament for God's holiness—K'inp.
T

Hebrew term t^'^p— distinctly implies the denial of evil because it represents

for holiness. Qq^ ^g p^j-g from the defilement of evil, separated from any

communion with it. He it is whose fellowship makes man holy, it^t'npD nin^j

Lev. xxi. 8, 15, 23 ; xxii. 9, 32. "When Jehovah appears as the terrible One,
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penetrated with the consciousness that through sin the nation

is guilty before God, the !N"ew Testament fully and without

reserve ratifies the same doctrines, insisting particularly upon the

wrath of God against all who cleave to iniquity. Those very

doctrines of Christianity, to which a narrow and spurious

moralism takes exception, the Atonement for instance, and

Justification by faith, bear on the very face of them a distinc-

tively moral character, and have at their foundation, and as

their presupposition, the thought of God's inviolable holiness.

With these teachings the notion that God is the

originate evil, author of evil is utterly irreconcilable ; God could

not hate what was His own work, nor could man be

guilty in God's sight on account of that which came from God
Himself. Sin is described as " enmity against God," Eomans

viii. 7 ; Col. i. 2 1 ; and to call God in the face of this the

author of evil is not profundity but absurdity. Such a notion

is expressly condemned by the New Testament writers, espe-

cially in the Epistle of James (i. 13—17). As God cannot

Himself be tempted to evil, as in Him is no darkness nor

shadow of turning (see 1 John i. 5, o ^eo? ^w? eVrt, Kal aKorla

iv avTw ovfc ea-Tiv oiSefita), He tempts no one to evil ; on the

contrary, from Him, the Father of all spiritual light,man receives

nothing but good gifts, yea, nothing but perfect gifts ;
* temp-

tation comes to man from his own (iSia<;) inordinate desires.

The same truth is impHed in those texts which attribute the

the sight of whose countenance would be death, He makes arrangements that

the people may not be consumed before the flame of His devouring wrath,

Exodus xix., xxxiii., xxxiv.,—representations which at first sight seem to refer

not to the moral but to the physical manifestation of God as the almighty

principle of nature ; but it must be remembered that these manifestations of

Jehovah clearly and obviously imply the guilt of the people.

* This is indisputably the import of the passage ; the intention of St. James

is not primarily to give utterance to the thought that all that is good comes

from God, but that all which comes from God is good, that nothing evil can

come from Him (like the Platonic expression Deus causa honi in natura, which

also has this restricting force excluding the mali). The use of eras admits of

this interpretation ; compare chap. i. 2, and its connection with v. 13, upon

which what follows, as far as v. 17, depends ; what is predicated of God more-

over in V. 17

—

^a.p tu ouK tvi ^atpakXayh tj rpo^^s a,7roffjcta.fffAot—requires this

rendering. Neander also recognizes in the whole passage an express argument

against the deep-seated propensity in man to excuse himself on account of sin

by attributing it to God as its cause. Gesch. der Pflanzung der Kirche, p. 872.

See also Kern, Der Brief Jacobi, chap. i. 13.
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presence of sin to the agency of the devil in opposition to God's

working—John viii. 44; 1 John iii. 8, 12 ; Matt. xiii. 39.

Christianity cannot more distinctly exclude the derivation of

sin from God than by ascribing, as it does, its origin to a being

diametrically opposed to God in all his aims. When, for

instance, it is said of the devil, in John viii. 44, orav "XaXr} to

'yfrevSo^ ifc tcop ISiav XaXet' ore yfre-uo-TTj^ ian koI o irarrjp

avTov, this language, taken in connection with verses 42, 43,

most distinctly excludes every explanation of evil that seeks

the basis of its existence higher than in finite spirit.

Some modern theologians, Olshausen * for example, maintain

Does God ^^^^ ^^^ ^® represented in Holy Scripture as pro-

work evil by ducing evil, though the man who commits it is not

thereby exculpated. What is said concerning God
hardening man's heart, and concerning the punishment of sin

by means of sin, and those !N"ew Testament texts usually referred

to in support of this opinion, will be examined more in detail

when we come to consider the growth of sin in its development

in time. Here it may suffice to remark in passing that this

conception of the Divine activity presupposes the depravity of

man. We need not be surprised to find in the books of the

Old Testament expressions which seem almost to transgress the

Hmits of propriety in their assertion of man's unconditional

dependence upon God. For at this stage of the religious

consciousness of mankind enlightened by Eevelation, the

distinction between the sphere of nature and of spirit in its

relation to divine agency was not fully developed, as the doctrine

* Comm. upon Romans, Introduction to chap. ix. p. 347, Religious rever-

ence prevents the author from carrying his explanation in the direction he marks

out to its clear and definite results. Hengstenberg's remarks also upon the

hardening of Pharaoh's heart (Authentic des Pentateuches, vol. ii. p. 462 f.) can

scarcely be reduced to a definite and self-consistent theory. He rightly con-

demns the resolving of the plain teaching of Scripture regarding God's working

through the evil deeds of men, into the notion of mere permission. But when
he insists that we must first learn to regard our evil maligners as involuntary

instruments in God's hand, so as to extinguish all enmity against them, how is

this to be reconciled with his assertion of the sinner's answerableness and desert

of punishment in God's sight? If original sin has brought man into the

condition of an involuntary and dependent instrument of evil, how can it be

said of him, so as to preserve his accountability, that at any moment he might

by penitence free himself from sin ? There would still be wanting on God's

part the call which does not come at any moment and anywhere, and on man's

part the power of self-determination which this view expressly denies him.
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of the H0I7 Spirit for example shows ; man had not yet attained

to the clear consciousness of his dignity in God's sight, and of

his destiny as a candidate for eternal life in fellowship with

God ; the infinite importance attaching to created personality

was but partially revealed, for it could be fully unveiled only

by the Incarnation of the Son ; so that we can easily under-

stand how a man, thoroughly imbued with the conviction of

God's universal working, might attribute evil to it as well as

good, without in the least intending to deny the essential

opposition of sin to the divine will, and man's accountabihty

because of it. Strictly speaking, however, there

apparently is only one passage which, candidly interpreted,

attributing must be allowed to present a contradiction or
evil to God. . , nn • t • -r

antinomy, baining every attempt at solution, i

mean 2 Sam. xxiv. 1 and 10, where David's resolve to number

the people is represented as instigated by Jehovah in His wrath

against Israel, and then as the king's own sinful act it is

visited with severe punishment."^'^ We have, indeed, a similar

case in 2 Sam. xvi. 10, 11, compared with 1 Kings ii. 44,

but here we have only David's declaration, which upon the

strictest theory of inspiration cannot be taken as authoritative.

In 1 Kings xxii. 22, we have a figurative representation

adopted by the prophet Micah, and we cannot base any

dogmatic theory upon the phraseology used. The complaint

in Isaiah Ixiii. 1 7 seems to be a more serious stumbling-block,

" Lord, why hast Thou made us to err from Thy ways, and

hardened our heart from Thy fear ?
" But these words occur in

that glorious prayer so full of grief and aspiration which the

sacred writer puts into the mouth of the people, chap. Ixiii. 11-

Ixiv. 12, and their excessive grief cannot in its expressions be

taken as the statement of the prophet's doctrine. In Isa. xlv. 7

we must not take the ^K^'n which God creates in any other

than its proper and literal sense as " darkness," not as " sin
;

"

and VI here does not denote "evil" in a moral sense, but

physical evil, as is clear from its contrast with "ovf and from

* It is worthy of observation that the Old Testament itself contains a

correction of this statement ; in 1 Chron. xxii. 1, the stirring up of David is

attributed to Satan,—Eehoboam's severity, -which ended in the division of the

kingdom, is traced to Jehovah as its source, plin^ DVD DBD, 1 Kings xii. 15 ; but
T ; • • T •

it is not described as an evil course of action.
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its use in Isaiah xxxi. 2; Jer. ii. 18, xviii. 8 ; xxiv. 2, 3,

8, and other places.''"'' It is clear that this also is the refer-

ence of Amos iii. 6. Some other passages nsnally cited, such as

Man's evil
^^^' -^^^^ ^' ^ ^Si,za, xii. 11, express the thought

peiTerting that even human perversity in its manifestations
s p ans.

^^^ consequences must be subservient to God in

the execution of His will and the carrying out of His designs.t

This is strikingly apparent when phenomena the reverse of

these occur, and the plans of God seem to be thwarted by the

wickedness of man, Eegarding these appearances the sacred

writers declare, that whatever springs from such hostility on

man's part has a place assigned to it even in God*s own plan.J

The perversity of the human will itseK, though God foreknows

it from eternity, can in no way be attributed to Him as its

author ; but God urges on the will which has perverted itself,

by circumstances arranged by Him, to certain manifestations

and acts.§ When Olshausen further argues from certain

Scripture proofs of God's foreknowledge of evil that He is the

cause of evil, this arises, as we shall hereafter see, from a

mistaken estimate of God's knowledge. As for so general an

assertion as that which CoUn (not to mention earlier writers)

ventures upon, that " Hebraism attributes to God not only

all extraordinary good, but all extraordinary evil likewise,"
1|

it should have been prevented by the perception that in the

most prominent sins and sinful circumstances to which Holy
Scripture refers, such as the fall of our first parents, the

fratricide of Cain, the depravity of the race before the Flood,

* See Gesenius, Lexicon manuale Hebr.

t Jeremiah xxvii. 14, 15 (see also verses 9, 10) tlirows much light upon this

connection. Here the Jews are warned in the name of Jehovah not to give ear

to false prophets, "For I have not sent them, saith the Lord, yet they prophesy

a lie in my name, that (V}^'dy) I might drive you and that ye might perish, ye

and your prophets. " This, however, can only mean what the prophet himself

intends hy it, that if the people, contrary to the will and warning of God,

persisted in obeying the false prophets, their doing so would be an instrument

in His hand for the infliction of righteous judgment upon both them and the

false prophets.

:f It is in this way that we must explain those similar passages in the New
Testament, Acts ii. 23, iv. 28. The same thought underlies St. Paul's argument
in Romans ix.

§ See Hengstenberg as before, p. 466.

Ii
Biblische Theologie, vol, i. p. 184. See on the other side, Baumgarteu

Crusius, Grundzuge der hibl. Theol, p. 274.
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and of the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah, the growing

obduracy of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah and of their

kings, there is not a trace of this attributing of evil to God.

Nothing so conclusively proves how firmly and deeply the

recognition of man's consciousness of guilt and the exclusion

of sin from divine causation has rooted itself in the Christian

system as does the inseparable connection of these truths

with the main points of Christian Doctrine, the Judgment of

God, and Eedemption.

As for the first of these two doctrines, a true estimate of it

*i^P®^*is entirely upon our perception of the signi-

DocTRiNB ficance of Eschatology generally in the Christian
OF Final system. Human perfection requires that man
Judgment. "^ -^ ^

shall be liberated from all, in his present life on
sc a ogy.

q^^^j^-^^ ^|^^^ hinders his true fellowship with God

;

that the outward shall correspond perfectly with the inward,

and that the harmony of the inner life which that fellowship

already in principle involves shall be thoroughly embodied in

the entire range of his outward circumstances, Christianity

regards man's present state as one grievously disturbed and

marred, and it accordingly involves the expectation of a blissful

future realized through holiness ; thus its Cliristology can only

be fully understood by means of its Eschatology. It will ever

be found that they who deprecate for themselves this per-

fection, because they can be happy only within the limits and

contrasts of their present life, and who would prefer annihila-

tion to life eternal, have never yet experienced the beginning

of this holy life. If they have not this beginning we may
easily perceive how the twofold want—the want of a living God

to preserve His creature in death and to raise him from the

dead again, and the want of just conceptions regarding a future

life—causes them to regard perfection as something impossible.

The necessity of judgment, taking it in its literal import

Necessity of ^^^ according to the primary meaning of icpiai,<; as

judgment. discrimination and separation, arises from the fact

that the main contrast between man and man in relation to

that future state must be made manifest by the cessation of

intercourse between those who obey God and those who resist

Him. Beings whose relations to God are diametrically opposite,
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and persistently so, differ so greatly from each other that other

ties of relationship become as nothing in comparison. Bonds

of union among men arising out of the relationship of natural

life must give way of themselves if the tie which binds man's

spiritual consciousness and will to his Creator be on either side

wholly severed, Por those bonds have not in themselves an

eternal significance, save so far as they are included in that

relation to God which is of everlasting importance. If this truth

be recognized, the most cogent objections, quoted by Strauss

from Lessing or Schleiermacher, or raised by himself against

the separation involved in a final judgment, are obviated.
"^^

Meanwhile, the reality of this contrast is called in question

Reality of the ^^ various quarters. It has been styled a childish

contrast of
^

fancy to Separate men merely according to the
goo an e

. antithesis of good and evil ; these, it is said, are

only abstractions, and in experience they are bound to-

gether in manifold complications, so that we cannot so much
as assign any single act, to say nothing of individual moral

characters, to one side or the other. There is much that is

plausible in this reasoning ; it not only flatters the intellect of

man, which would resolve all moral distinctions into mere

differences of degree, but it justly describes the actual limit of

our present judgment regarding our fellow-men. But if, as

we are convinced, good and evil are opposed to each other in

principle, are both to dwell in peace together and happily to

be blended in one life ? Never : on the contrary, they will

struggle together all the more violently in proportion as* the

contrast between them is perceived (Matt. vi. 24). The final

decision of this struggle may indeed be long delayed : many
may uncertainly vacillate between the two powers for a long

time, but in the long run the struggle must terminate in the

triumph of either the one principle or the other. It is only

when the good principle has gained the ascendancy in the man
that we can with propriety speak of good intentions and good

works, according to Christ's words, " Let the tree be good, and

we may take for granted that the fruit will be good," Matt,

xii. 33, which Luther's well-known saying paraphrases, "Good
works do not make the good man, but the good man makes

the good works." The denial of this contrast among men
* Christliche Glaubenshhre^ vol. ii. § 105,
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necessarily leads to the denial of the essential difference

between good and evil. It is easy in the contemplation of

human circumstances to deny the presence of this contrast,

because in time it is very much concealed ; a fact which the

prophecy of a future judgment itself distinctly implies. It is

a very beautiful, a very humane truth, though an unchildlike

generation may deny it and scorn it a thousand times, that in

the highest departments of human life the simplest intuition of

childhood, which would be rejected by intellectual reflection as

a crude, unformed imagination, and would be resolved into the

fluctuating difierence of a more or less, is re-established in a

higher sense by the most advanced and profoundest knowledge.
" Whosoever doth not receive the kingdom of God as a little

child, he can in no case enter therein."

But the judgment of God is not only separation but retribu-

.
tion, i,e., the realization of a correspondence

between the moral import of the man's life and

his outward condition, whether it involve something of pleasure

or pain, blessedness or misery (though be it remembered,

meanwhile, that in the separation itself of good from evil there

is involved a retribution for both classes). Here we have to

do only with retribution in its negative sense as denoting

punishment. And in endeavouring to examine its necessary

import our immediate purpose is not moral and practical,

—

i.e., to inquire whether the thought of punishment be a fit^

stimulus to keep the will from evil and to urge it towards

goodness,—it is only to attain a clear apprehension of what

God has actually ordained concerning the judgment of the

world.

The idea of Wickedness is usually included in our conception

Katural and of ^vil, and Under the designation of moral evil it

moral evil. stands contrasted with natural evil ; but the general

conception of evil forming its basis may be defined as simply an

interruption of life. This interruption cannot be the limitation

of life necessarily involved in the fact of our finite nature and

its gradual development,—this would be only malum meta-

physicv/my which is called malum only by a misappropriation

of the word,—it is something disturbing, which arrests the

course of life and its normal development, as an element foreign

to and opposing it. Moral evil or wickedness is that disturbance
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of life which arises from self-determiTiation and action ; natural

evil, on the other hand, is that which is extraneously determined

and involves suffering. We become immediately sensible of

the disturbance of life produced by physical evil, but are not so

of the disturbance of moral evil ; it is felt rather to be an

advance or furthering of a purpose, though this may sometimes

consist only in the gratification of the will, in the pleasure of

wilfulness ; for disturbance cannot spring from self-determi-

nation unless in conformity with the canon, nihil appetimus

nisi sub ratioTie honi.^

These definitions, though abstract and insufficient for the

full understanding of retribution, nevertheless serve to show on

the one hand the distinction between natural and moral evil,

and on the other hand the close connection subsisting between

them, i.e.i the necessity of punishment, and how thoughtless

it is to refuse to believe in the punitive justice of God on the

ground that it is already misfortune enough for man to be

wicked. The general conception of punishment is, that the evil

which was felt by the subject of it as an excitement, is thrown

back upon him in its true character, and is felt by him as a

hindrance and disturbance. As punishment attaches physical

to moral evil, it necessarily implies the return of moral evil

upon its author, so that what he has actively given out, he

receives again passively. Thus there is a law of harmony even

in the perversion of a principle. Sin, first of all, involves a

self-gratification, at least, of an unrestrained liberty, but the

working of the divine Order counteracting it is punitive, so

that the sinner experiences a state of bondage as the conse-

quence of his sin. This punishment is in its beginnings within

the sphere of the inner life ; it consists in the upbraidings of

conscience on account of the sin committed, and the bitter

experience that sin is a tyrannical power, and that to give way
to it is servitude.

The friends of " the modern gospel of virtue," as Strauss

calls it—those of them, at least, who do not explain these " glad

tidings " as having nothing to do with sin—are quite satisfied

* A man, of course, may determine upon that which he feels to be a suffering

and an interruption of life, but (except in cases of «, perverted consciousness)

he does so only in proportion as he regards it as means toward the furtherance

of life.

VOL. I. Q
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with this theory of punishment. But they reject a future

retributiony a divine judgment removing the discrepancies

between man's moral state and his outward circumstances, as

an unspiritual representation that cannot distinguish the

outward from the inward, appearance from reality.

Considering the anathema which Strauss pronounces upon

H iness
every contradiction of his view,* it would be useless

one with here to pause in order to test its tenableness. In
esse ness.

^j^^^^ ^^^ least, we are perfectly agreed with him,

namely, that man's happiness essentially consists in something

spiritual, although we understand by this spiritual possession

something very different from what Strauss means. But does

not the I^ew Testament in almost every page bear witness that

they who believe in Christ have eternal life, and' are passed

from death unto life, that Christ gives His own peace to them

who are His, that they who are justified through Him have

peace with God, and that peace and joy are among the truest

gifts of the Spirit ? It is a wanton perversion of New
Testament doctrine to represent the knowledge that life in the

truth brings with it its own immediate reward, as a principle

opposed to Christianity, and as a new discovery. He who in

the Pauline sense unceasingly works out his own salvation, so

far from acting from egotism or selfishness, is thus really work-

ing out his own sandification (a-coTTjpla iv aycacrfjuo) Trvevfiaro^j

2 Thess. ii. 13). The New Testament, so far from representing

holiness merely as a means to happiness, knows of no holiness,

of no blessedness save in fellowship with God, wherein holiness

Exceptions in ^^^ happiness are inseparably one. But Holy
this life. Scripture will not, any more than will experience,

suffer us to deceive ourselves as to the fact that this inner joy

of the Christian is often hindered in its full development and

influence by serious drawbacks in that sphere of life over which

he has no control.t

But, on the other hand, regarding evil, with which especially

* GhristUche OlauhensleUrey vol. ii. § 107, p. 712.

+ If, indeed, human happiness be defined as "whatever is estimated and felt

by the man himself as such, and recognized by others as such " {Strauss's Ghrist-

Uche Glaubenslehre, vol. i. § 20, p. 269), it might easily be shown how,

according to the tautology involved in this, the most dreadful fate that could

befall a man, could not in the least disturb or mar his happiness, so far as he

himself is concerned.
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our inc[uiry is concerned, it is not true that punishment

Sin not
always immediately accompanies it in this Hfe.

always one On the contrary, the sinner may oftentimes avoid
m sorrow,

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^-^^ more readily, the more thoroughly

he has surrendered himself to wickedness. If, as Strauss main-

tains, the happiness which is identical with virtue consists in

a sense of power inseparable from the exercise of power,* an

egotism in some degree active, backed by talent and good-

fortune—though for these reasons none the less condemnable

—

may itself lead to the attainment of this happiness : a contra-

diction arising out of Spinoza's doctrine of moral good, which

forms the basis of Strauss's theory. The oft-quoted saying of

the poet in his youth, " the history of the world is the judgment

of the world," cannot be applied in an unqualified sense to the

inner experience of the individual. The smner does not

. always perceive at once the worthlessness of his sin

between ^^^ the Vanity of resisting God and His holy
character and commandments, nor is he always plunged into
condition. _ __ pi

sorrow and remorse, Ihe present state or the

world is not likely to force the conviction of these things upon

him, though a deeper insight into its history can hardly fail to

discern the power of God's laws penetrating all its complexities

and overcoming all hindrances. Bayle, as is well known, drew

the strongest arguments in his hypothetical defence of Dualism

from the present state of the world,t and this shows that it

must contain many assurances of power and success to satisfy

the unscrupulous efforts of selfishness, and to flatter the

depraved will. Sin is, indeed, vanity (nothingness, as the

Hebrew word \)!^ expresses it) and wretchedness ; but this is

not always apparent in every part of human life, it is not

Obviated evident until the consequences of it come. But
by a final these are realized only by the judgment of God at
ju gmen

. ^-^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ World's history. Then the discre-

pancy between the outward and inward sphere of the sinner's

life, the continuance of which would be a violation of God's

* As before, vol. ii. p. 714 ; compare vol. i. p. 603. This identifying of

virtue and happiness, and consequently of moral with physical eviJ, possesses an

equivocal import ; it may lead not only to the elevation of the physical to the

level of the moral, but to the lowering of the moral to the level of the physical.

+ Strauss recognizes this also ; see as before, vol. i. p. 407 ; compare also

vol. ii. p. 366.
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law wholly incompatible with His dominion over the world, will

be for ever done away. The perversion of the will and of the

moral life proceeding therefrom, will then be reflected in a

corresponding decay and ruin of the outward state and prospects

according to the fundamental principle of justice suum cuique.

It is easy to see how the Christian belief in a discerning

and retributive judgment involves the truth that the responsi-

bility and guilt of sin belong to man alone, and not in any

sense to God. If evil came from God as its author, if sin were

necessarily interwoven into human nature and its development

by divine ordainment, the essential distinction between good

and evil would be resolved into a mere comparison of means

and ends of conditional and unconditional necessity, and the

principle upon which a discerning moral judgment rests would

be destroyed. If God punished His creatures on account of an

act of will or of deed which He Himself had caused, He would

condemn His own act, and a horrible contradiction would ensue

in our consciousness of God. Peccati Alitor Twn peccati auctor.

However many the intermediate links in the chain of thought

and action between the creative will of God and the sinful act of

man, if none of them have any independent power of causation

apart from God, they are nothing more than the media through

which the divine causation is transmitted, and whatever evil

they issue in, whatever guilt they involve—if indeed there can

be any mention in such a case of " guilt "—must rest solely

upon God, The divine judgment of evil therefore necessarily

presupposes a power of causation, a relative independence,

distinct from God's ; an independcTice—otherwise man could

produce nothing that could be the subject of divine condem-

nation ; a relative independence, otherwise man could not be

subject to divine judgment at all. It is only by the recognition

of this relative independence that we can really exclude the

notion of God's being directly or indirectly the author of sin,

and maintain in its integrity the consciousness of guilt in man.

In order, however, more fully to perceive how necessarily the

Distinction Conception of the righteous judgment and retri-

between butivc lustice of God involvcs the conception of
chastisement . -n -j o -i

• i

and punish- guilt in ail its lulness, we must examine the
nient. difference between chastisement and punishment

so clearly set forth in the New Testament. The conception of
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chastisement is there expressed by iraiZevetv TratSela, 1 Cor. xi.

32 ; 2 Cor. vi. 9 ; Eph. vi. 4 ; Heb. xii. 5-11 ; Kev. iii. 19
;

and the conception of punishment by SiKt), 2 Thess. i. 9 ; Jude

7 ; or iKSiKv<Ti<}, Eom. xii. 19 ; 2 Thess. i. 8 ; Heb. x. 30 ; 1 Pet.

ii. 14 ; or ri/xcopva, rificopecv, Heb. x. 29 ; Acts xxii. 3, xxvi. 11.

KoXaac^ also, and KoXd^etv, which in classical Greek are usually

associated with the idea of chastisement {KoXd^eiv v^ptv, mean-
ing primarily " to curtail," " to prune "), are applied in the New
Testament to punishment ; although here also it seems rather to

express only physical suffering, or pain, not moral retribution,

Actsiv. 21 ; Matt. xxv. 46 ; 2 Pet.ii. 9 ; compare 1 Johniv. 18.

If, as is commonly supposed, the sole design of punishment

The design of Were the good of the culprit, this would explain the
punishment, connection of the conception of punishment with
that of sin, but not with that of guilt The only consideration

would be that by means of punishment something which ought

not to be, Le., sin, must be taken away from man ; the

principle that man is the responsible author of that which is

to be taken away, i.e., the principle of guilt, would not once

occur to us. But this view of the design of punishment con-

founds the distinction between it and chastisement. The
design of chastisement is the improvement of the person

chastened, but punishment is the actual revelation of the fact

that the majesty of law has not been dethroned by rebellion

against it. The moral law, which has to do with the will,

cannot directly force it as by a necessity of nature to fulfil its

requirements, the very conception of it as distinct from natural

law permits the resistance of the will ; but it maintains its

character as law by realizing itself indirectly through the

punishment following upon such resistance. The design of

chastisement as such rests entirely in the person chastened,

but punishment properly so called—for it may of course include

sometimes an element of chastisement—has to vindicate the

universal against the individual. Chastisement accordingly (as

that other word for it, discipline, implies, iraiheia from 7raL<i)

presupposes a tutorial relationship of which punishment as such

knows nothing.*

* In the 0. T. also (Lev. xix. 20) we find chastisement, flips distinguished

from the punishment of deatK In other places the idea of chastisemtnt is

usually expressed by ID'', ID^D.
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As to Divine punishment, its distinctive purpose cannot

certainly be the improvement of the person punished, because

this in the full truth of its import is the object of redemption.

If punishment were the means appropriate to this end there

would be no need for redemption ; or rather, if this object is

attained by redemption, of what use is the severity of punish-

ment ? Are we to suppose that when redemption proves

ineffectual for the improvement of man, punishment must be

resorted to to attain the object ? It would then follow that

punishment is more effectual for man's regeneration than

redemption. The conflict between the sphere of punishment

thus regarded and that of redemption becomes all the more

perplexing when we recollect that the main feature of redemp-

tion is the doing away with punishment by the forgiveness of

sins. If punishment be remedial, is it a kindness to free man
from it before it has accomplished its work ? And how is it

possible that redemption, which is the removal of punishment,

should renovate, if punishment itself does so also ? If again the

sensational part of our nature be the appropriate sphere of

punishment, while redemption has to do with the spiritual, is

the true amelioration of man to be accomplished by a work upon

his sensational nature as effectually as by one upon his spirit ?

And yet the influence of punishment in preserving and

re-establishing the power of moral goodness in the sufferer must

not be wholly denied. Punishment on the one hand acts as a

barrier against the desolating inroads of sin by reasserting the

fixed ordainments of the law ; and on the other hand, it bears

witness to the sinner of the crushing power wherewith evil

recoils upon himself and makes him tremble when he surrenders

himself to it. In these two ways it prepares man for the work

of redemption. Eut in its distinctive character it is not calcu-

lated to produce a true improvement, an inward renovation of

the sinner. On the contrary, the two spheres, that of redemp-

tion, which alone can accomplish a true renewal, and that

of punishment, mutually exclude one another. Whenever a

living participation in the blessings of redemption begins,

punishment, properly so called

—

BIkt}, iKSUrjai^, rtficopia—
ceases ; but so long as man continues to be the subject of

God's righteous punishment, he is excluded from those

blessings, John iii. 36.
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Divine chastisement, on the contrarj

—

iraiheia—^is itself a

Nature of part of God's redeeming work, Titus, ii 11, 12.
chastisement, j^ order to become the object of it, the man must

have experienced the saving grace of the Spirit, become a child

of God, and surrendered himself to His fatherly care ; whereas,

to be the object of divine punishment, the sinner's acquiescence

is by no means needed, for he has really surrendered himself

to it by his sin."^ The New Testament writers accordingly

speak of God's chastisements only in reference to those who by

faith in Christ have become children of God ; see especially

Heb. xii. ; so strictly is this rule adhered to, that even those of

God's children who have deeply fallen are still represented as

the objects of chastisement, emphasis being laid* on their

salvation as the aim of it, 1 Cor. iii. 11-15; Eev. iii. 19,

The world, on the contrary, including all who refuse the

obedience of faith to the gospel, becomes liable to the righteous

punishment of God, together with apostates from the fellowship

of Christ, 2 Thess. i. 8, 9, ii. 12 ; Heb. x. 29, 30, and other pas-

sages. This contrast between the two conceptions is strikingly

set forth in 1 Cor. xi. 3 2 , Kptvo/MevoL—the Apostle had been speak-

ing of the chastisements (ver. 3 0) which the Corinthian Church

had suffered on account of their frivolously partaking of the holy

communion

—

virb Kvpiov iravBevofMeOa, Iva fxr] avv tm Koafim

KaraKptdwfiGP. The Lord chastised the Corinthians by afflict-

ing them so that they might not be punished with the unbelieving

world. The appropriate sphere of chastisement is within the

range of fellowship with God, that of punishment lies beyond it.

Chastisement, therefore, is in the New Testament represented

Love the
^^ prompted by love ; thus Heb. xii. 6, ov dyaira

source of KvpiO'i TTctiSevet, quoted from Prov. iii. 12 ; Eev. iii.

both. -fn'^f 'Vj.-\'*'^' ^ 5-'
1 y, eyco oa-QVi eav (piXo), eAey^^o) Kao TraLoevco,

Punishment, on the other hand, is described as springing from

opy^, on the part of man, Rom. xiii. 4, 5 ; on God's part, Matt.

iii. 7 ; John iii. 36 ; Eom. ii. 5, 8, iii. 5, v. 9, xii. 19 ; 1 Thess.

i. 10 ; Eev. vi. 16, 17, xi. 18. While, on the one hand, we

* In this sense Clemens-Alexandrinus—though otherwise we cannot find

much that is thorough in his conception of punishment— says very truly

by expressing an unplatonic truth (a celebrated Platonic word) aipiTrai 'UocffToz

hficov Tflj? Tifioifiias avTOs, Ixatv afiaprdva/v' ocWta. Se iXofiivov Stog ayctirios,—Pdcdciy.

c. viii. § 69 (ed. Klotz, vol. i. p. 154).
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abide by the conception of God's wrath according to the warning

of Heb. xii. 29, Kal o ©ec? rjixt^v (not only the God of the old

covenant but our God, compare verses 18—27), Trvp Karava-

XlcTKov ; on the other hand, we must as firmly recognize it to be

a necessary and truly Christian effort, to trace all God's dealings

with the world to love as their original source. Even God's

wrath is in its ultimate essence love; love itself is " a consuming

fire " against all which is opposed to it—the very essence of

good. Love would not be true to itself if it did not repudiate

its opposite. Herein we see how it is that heathenism does not

discern the holy wrath of God, namely, because it fails to re-

cognize His love ; because it descries at the inmost centre of

the universe behind all divinities, whether friendly or hostile to

man, a mysterious power indifferent to man's welfare, declaring

all existence with its greatness and glory to be less than

nothing and vanity.

God's holy love not only precludes His having any part

Love must whatever in the origination of sin, it imphes His

prevail over emphatic negation of its continuance. "With a

personal being, opposition to God's will must at

least be possible, but it cannot acquire any permanent value

in a world created and ruled by God. It must be manifest by

clear and external experience, both to society and to the wicked

man himself, seeing that he is to be regarded even in his

deepest wickedness, and in the face of his wish at the time, as

a reasonable being, that by his sinful conduct he has fallen into

a ruinous self-contradiction. Hence arises the punitive justice

of God, which subjects the man who sins actively to a corre-

sponding suffering. By just punishment, God's majesty, which

is the source of all reverence for law, and whose inviolableness

is the safeguard of all creatures, is maintained and attested.

The assault upon God's majesty, implied in the act of sin,

cannot overthrow it, because in punishment, the act recoils

upon the sinner himself. If, on the contrary, the sinner

remained unpunished, sin would win the day against the

majesty and law of God, and the law would belie itself. This

majesty of law, i.e., love, by punishing sin which is selfishness,

af&rms itself as that which alone must prevail.

In punishment again, as distinguished from chastisement,

the complete personality of the person punished is recognized,
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and in this sense, it has been trulj said by others, and of

"What punish- late by Goschel,* that honour is shown to the
ment implies, transgressor in punishing him. This is easily seen

in the case of civil punishment. If the authorities were to allow

the transgressor to go unpunished, or merely chastised the evil-

doer in the way which appeared most conducive to his welfare,

without measuring the proportion between the offence and its

penalty according to a certain standard, they would be treating

him as an undeveloped irresponsible child, the guilt of whose

crime is not to be imputed to him. Did they hand the

offender over to the citizens of the state to be slain where and

how they liked, they would be treating him as a wild beast.

But by showing justice to him in equitable punishment, they

recognize the mental independence upon which his account-

ability depends, and thus the dignity also of his developed per-

sonality. And it is not otherwise in the case of divine punish-

ment. The very fact that man can become the subject of it,

implies the relation to God in which he stands, namely, that

man is the object and aim of God's redeeming love ; it depends

upon the dignity conferred upon him as a rational being

possessing an independent centre within himself ; and hence it

is that punishment, as well as God's condemnation, loses all

meaning if the conception of guilt be not maintained in its

full reality.

This is not in any way opposed to what has already been

What chas-
affirmed, that the relation of sonship to God which

tisement chastisement as distinct from punishment implies,

^ ^^^'
is far higher than this independence which punish-

ment recognizes in the transgressor. It is indeed far nobler,

but only so far as it is not compulsory, but the result of a will-

ing self-surrender, God deals with each according to the

bearing of each one's will towards Him, according to the rela-

* Zerstreute Blatter aus den Hand- und Hulfsakten eines Juristen, part i. p.

434 ; a work which, following Kant and Hegel, has done^^good service incur day

towards the thorough investigation of the conception of punishment. But when
Goschel (died 1862) finds this thought in the words Ti/u-ufiet, TifcupUj this, like

many of the derivations of this clever man, is a witty play upon words rather

than an etymology. T/^aw means *

' to estimate the value of a thing, "
*

' to esti-

mate the amount due as an ecLuivalent for something taken away," and hence

comes the meaning " to award punishment " in TifAxai itself, and **to punish "

(including both the judicial sentence and its execution) in rifia^'iai.
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tion which each assumes. He punishes the sinner who by

wilful disobedience asserts his own independence in opposition

to Him. But He treats the pious man who looks upon self-

surrender to God as the highest exercise of his independence,

and who finds his happiness in ready and childlike dependence

upon Him, as His child ; and like a father, chastens him with

sufferings according as in His wisdom He thinks fit, but always

for his profit, Eom. viii. 28; Heb. xii. 11; Rom. v. 3, 4.

This is an assurance which is never given in the New Testa-

ment to those who have exposed themselves by sin to punish-

ment from God in the strict sense of the word.^

Considering the moral necessity of punishment as here

described, we cannot but regard it as one of the most promi-

nent symptoms of a fatal disease which is eating into the very

heart of our national life, that our people, so far at least as

they are represented by the prevailing views of our educated

classes, no longer believe in punishment as properly the desert

of sin and crime. Whoever considers the discussions of our

representative assemblies upon capital punishment, political

offences, social misdemeanours, and the like, will find them

marked by this weakening of the moral consciousness. "No

one is surer of the applause of the majority than the man who
discovers some new method of evading justice under the pretext

of humanity, or even presumes to be a lawgiver and judge of

human weakness, so as to secure impunity from the law, and

if possible from public opinion too, for the villain and the

criminal. This moral corruption most commonly assumes

the form of a more or less refined Determinism. The real

author of the deed is not the criminal, but his circumstances

or his bad training, or the want of proper social regu-

lations which should enable him to procure the means of life

without resorting to crime. Crime is misfortune rather than

guilt, and it seems accordingly very unkind to inflict upon him

who has had the misfortune to commit an assassination, the

additional and " still greater evil of his death." We then find

* This distinction between punishment, properly so called, and chastisement,

is fully described by Twesten, Vorlesungeu iiber die Dogmatik, vol. 2, part 1. p.

145 f. Among the older theologians, Gerhard distinguishes between the poena

satisfactoria and the poena casiigatoria, Loci TheoL De morte, § 199. See also

Baier's compend. theol, -posit, p. ii. cap. 1, § 15 ; HoUaz's Examcn theol. p. ii.

cap. ii., qu. 19.
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among keener thinkers the logical consequence of this opinion,

a decided moral scepticism which regards the moral law as a

matter of arbitrary contrivance and agreement. Thus is illus-

trated the truth of the old maxim, that the man who alienates

himself from God soon becomes a traitor to his own conscience.

In forming a moral judgment of the evil-doer, that is the true

humanity which recognizes the murderer, who makes himself

amenable to the law with the clear consciousness that he thereby

of right forfeits his life, as beyond comparison higher than the

lawgiver or the judge who will not venture to inflict the

punishment of death upon him because he is to pity not to

punish. The former has violated the law, but he is willing to

pay the heaviest penalty he can as a member of society for the

greatest crime ; the latter destroys as far as in him lies the

authority of the law.

Eedemption is the other great doctrine of Christianity whose

§ 5 Eedemp- ^^^^® import is wholly undermined by the supposi-

TioN implies tion that man's consciousness of guilt is only a
umangui

. g^i^jgc^iye feeling, and is utterly overthrown by

the imaginary notion of the divinely ordained necessity of sin.

This is unquestionably the most important part of our present

inquiry. It is no mere item of Christian truth that is here

called in question, but the very essence of Christianity, and

yet we may be all the briefer in our treatment of it, consider-

ing how clear its import is and how obvious its connection with

the reality of guilt.

We cannot at once, however, give our assent to the theory

which has of late been propounded,"^^ that no recovery from sin

is possible if sin be not regarded as involving guilt. Supposing

that sin were only suffering, a malady affecting the guiltless

race of man, it might still be regarded as a transitory state,

the termination of which as well as its beginning had been

ordained by God. Its disappearance also might be brought

about, not by the unassisted power of man, but by divine help,

by a divine activity freeing man from the tyranny of evil

;

and thus it might be regarded in some sense as a redemption.

But such a deliverance would be widely different from the

Christian Eedemption taken in its true import. The first

point of difference consists in the fact that salvation as wrought
* Ackermaniij das Christliche im Plato, p. 247.
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by Christ's redemptive work is always spoken of in the New
Testament as an operation and exhibition of the grace of God,

something which man could not claim by right, but which he

receives as wholly undeserved. This is set forth in many
passages, particularly in Luke xvii. 7-10 ; Acts xv. 11 ; Eom.

iii. 24, V. 15 ; Eph. ii. 4-8 ; Titus iii. 4-7. If God in redemp-

tion merely freed man from a yoke which He Himself had

imposed in the order of the world, we could not even call it

an act of righteousness^ much less an act of grace.* Por on

such a standing-point what intelligible sense would the divine

attribute of righteousness have ? Nothing here can be main-

tained as just or righteous unless, besides the divine wiU and

work, there is another and relative independence whose decisions

have not their origin in God, but—we do not hesitate to use

a strong expression in order sharply to mark the difference of

view—are given facts or data even to God Himself, upon

which His act of retributive justice assigning to each his own

depends. The elevation, or more properly, degradation of

God's omnipotence to the absolute necessitating of all beings

and events leaves no room for the objective conception of God's

righteousness, and by logical sequence it must destroy aU the

so-called moral attributes of God. According to this view, no

mention can be made either of man's meriting redemption nor

of his desert in an opposite sense, demeritum, as the schoolmen

called it
;
grace loses all its meaning at the same time with God's

righteousness ; they both sink into the abyss of absolute will,

wholly beyond the power of man to determine it positively or

negatively, and this will arbitrarily orders all.

If we more closely examine the way in which grace develops

Redemption itself in redemption, we distinguish two depart-

subjectively ments in the work, the one objective, namely, the

propitiatory sacrifice of the Eedeemer ; the other

objective, namely, the principle of the forgiveness of sins.

* It is evident from this, I remark in passing, how cautiously the expression,

so often repeated now-a-days, "redemption is the true or normal theodicy,"

must be received, if it is not to lead us into a serious error fundamentally

affecting Christian doctrine. If redemption be an essential act of God's right*

eousness, necessarily involved in His justice, it would have been an act of

injustice and the neglect of a rightful claim on man's part to have left him
without redemption. But he alone can so regard it who denies that man is

responsible for his sin and its consequences.
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Taking the latter first, it is evident that by denying the reality

of guilt, our conception of forgiveness, as denoting the removal

of guilt and of the punishment which it involves, loses all its

reality likewise. The innocent man requires no forgiveness,

and where no guilt exists no guilt can be taken away. When
God removes man's guilt. He by no means declares that man
had no guilt or that evil is not to be condemned.^ He declares

that upon certain conditions, essentially involving the renewal

of the guilty, the existing guilt shall not exclude him from His

fellowship. If sin were a necessary part of the world's develop-

ment, to rise above it, to resist its rule, to combat and overcome

it, might be regarded as man's appointed destiny. But it would

in this case be utterly meaningless, nay, an act of impiety, to

sorrow and mourn over sin, and to seek the divine forgiveness

for an act, for an inner state, which is an appointed stage to

be passed through in the divinely ordained course of human
life. The proper frame of mind would certainly be a patient

submission to and contentment with the course of development

thus appointed, joy upon every advance in goodness and willing

surrender to its impulse, coupled with an entire absence of

reproach or penitence in the retrospect of past errors.t "We

shall not be surprised if some of our readers here exclaim,

" And is not this really the right temper of mind ? does it

* Kitter, for example, " seems to apprehend divine forgiveness thus when he

contrasts it with the judgment of man upon sin. He regards it, not as God's

free act, but simply as giving prominence to another aspect of sin, viewing it

in the light of love rather than of justice. Ueber das Bbse, pp. 72, 73.

t Romang in his acute work, Ueber Willens-freiheU und DeterminismuSj p.

160 ff. (compare also his System der naturlichen Beligionslehre, §§ 99-111),

endeavours to reconcile the facts of consciousness concerning guilt and repent-

ance with his theory that evil, like everything else, is necessary and divinely

ordained. But he neither realizes the fuU import of those facts, nor does he

bring what he does recognize in them into harmony with his theory. This

view, especially as it is in this case a religious and therefore an optimistic one,

cannot explain this one thing, viz., why it is that our moral development (seeing

each step is a contrast to the one preceding it, which it supersedes) does not

proceed in such a manner that nothing higher enters into consciousness and

endeavour than the will at the time has power to realize. What Eomang

advances by way of proof is only the affirmation of his view in another form

(compare p. 142 ff. Avith p. 166 ff. See also his own admissions upon this point,

*' Contributions towards the doctrine of freedom," Fichte's Zeitschrift, vol. 7,

part 2, p. 214 ff.). Sigwart in his Dissertation concerning the freedom and

bondage of tie will (Tiibinger Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1839, part 3, pp. 1-222)

endeavours in a similar manner to vindicate the moral justice of Determinism,
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not imply the most admirable union of moral earnestness and

truly wise equanimity ? " Moral earnestness, we reply, is

exactly what this view lacks ; such serene slurring over and

disregard of the deep reality of the contrast, such easily bought

contentment with the existence of evil in one own's life, is

wholly incompatible with moral earnestness. Such a temper

of mind quite enervates the moral energies, especially in our

present state of moral development, which is not an even and

gradual progress, but a hard battle against the power of

perverted principle, a conversion and a regeneration. Chris-

tianity is essentially a new life, beginning with faith in the

forgiving grace of God in Christ ; it therefore presupposes the

inner condemnation of conscience and the self-accusings of

contrition.

How dependent the doctrine of redemption is upon a full

Redemption
recognition of the reality of guilt is still more

objectively apparent when we recollect that forgiveness has
consi ere

. £^^ -^^ objective basis propitiation by the death of

the Eedeemer. The need of this propitiation cannot be

perceived while the moral act of man is regarded as a thing

merely outward and temporary, and while the interruption of

his fellowship with God is made to consist in the evil now
happening, not in that which has already taken place. It

would follow from such a view that the sinner needed no

expiation in order to be restored to sonship with God, any

more than he needs repentance and forgiveness, but that all

that is required of him is to forsake evil, and to turn again to

Him. So far from recognizing the truth of the old saying,

" What is done cannot be undone,'' this theory looks upon evil

when once committed, as if it had never taken place, just

because it is done, and in point of time is past and gone.

But a true forsaking of evil and return to God, a renewal

of the inner life which this impHes, can be accomplished in

man by redemption alone. Man may bring himself into a

state of ruin by his own perverted will, but he cannot raise

himself out of this state when once he has fallen into it. He
has surrendered himself to a power which tyrannizes over him,

and he cannot free himself again, except by the help of the

Spirit of God working in him to will and to do. Man, if left

to himself, can never make the evil which he has once com-
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mitted, aij act past and gone, no more to be thought of, or to

reappear ; on the contrary, his sin embodies itself in his

present sinfulness. Even supposing that man could, if he

chose, sever these bonds, and, by the power of his will, free

himself from sin at any given moment, he could never annihi-

late that past sinfulness of his, which includes within its range

innumerable violations of the law. Even supposing, therefore,

that past sin no longer repeated itself in the actual state of the

man who commits it, we cannot see how, on this theory, its

guilt and imputation can be done away. The sin still cleaves

to the man in the form of guilt, and he is accountable for it,

and liable to punishment because of it, so long as its guilt is

unexpiated.

If mankind are to be restored to fellowship with God, there

Ex iation im-
^^^^ ^^ ^^ expiation which Christ alone can

plies the guilt accomplish ; because He alone among men is
of past sins,

perfectly sinless, and He alone, as the incarnate

Son of God, and the Founder of a new kingdom, universal in

its range, stands in an all-embracing relation to humanity. By
the power of His love uniting Himself most intimately with

the race that needed expiation. He fits Himself as the Substi-

tute for man to suffer that death to which He was not Himself

Hable. And now only, now that this side of the connection

between our present state and our past sinfulness—which we
may call its ideal side—is obviated, can the other side—the real

—be also removed. For the Holy Spirit, as the source of the

new life, could not be given to mankind while sin still lay upon

them unexpiated, and while Christ had not entered into His

glory through His atoning death (John vii. 39). But if, on

the contrary, only present sins and not those which are past,

have power to separate man from God, there was no necessity

laid upon Him to render satisfaction to the violated law, and

the crucifixion of Christ was superfluous. Hence in that locus

classicus for the doctrine of expiation (Eom. iii. 24, 25), the

propitiation of Christ is specially applied to the irpoye'yovoTa

dfiapr7]/xara. In order to maintain the holiness of the divine

government, which might seem to be doubtful on account of

the " overlooking " (irdpea-c;) or non-punishment of the innumer-

able sins before committed, it was necessary for God, when
establishing the new kingdom, of love and grace, to reveal His
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righteousness in the expiatory death of its Founder and King *

Thus the full truth of the consciousness of guilt may be proved

from the Atonement. The cross of the Son of God, of the

All-holy among men, declares more forcibly than all the

punishments of God, that sins which are past have a reality

still, a power separating man from God ; and the primitive

Church rightly looked upon this Cross as the revelation of God's

wrath, as well as of His highest grace and love.

From what has now been said, our opinion may easily be

Import of 0. T. inferred regarding the statement that the separation
e igion.

q£ Israelfrom God proves the inadequacy of the Old

Testament standing-point. This alienation, proving that sin was

as yet unexpiated,is really its foremost truth. We must remember

that this apostasy concerns not only a process in consciousness,

but the most real outward relations ; in other words, that the

Jewish consciousness of their relation to God arose from actual

facts. A transitory reconciliation and blending of the bold con-

trast was necessary, lest the pious under the Old Dispensation

should, by the cognizance of that truth, be kept in the bonds

of hopeless grief. And hence we find in their declarations the

feeling of Jehovah's gracious nearness to them side by side

with the consciousness of separation from Him. In the earlier

ages of the world, preceding the Mosaic Legislation, this was

owing to the fact that the religious consciousness of man had

not yet adequately measured the depth of the chasm caused by

sin. But in the post-Mosaic period it had its foundation partly

in the theocratic institutions which served those earnestly

disposed, as a provisional barrier against the prevailing power

of this contrast—among which may be named the covenant

relation established between God and the people, and the

propitiatory offerings for manifold sins which did not exclude

a sincere effort after righteousness—and partly in the profound

anticipation of New Testament truth involved in Messianic hope,

and belonging to a stage of religious consciousness, which,

according to divine appointment, was a preparation for, and a

prophecy of, something higher yet to come. It was, moreover,

the very error of heathenism, especially among the Greeks, that

it did not regard the separation from God by sin as something

* See Neander, Planting and Training, etc., p. 619 f. Tholnck, Commentary
on the Romans (5tli German ed., p. 146).
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pervading the whole life, so that it encouraged men to approach

divine things boldly and confidently while still in their sins.

This can only be done when the Divine Being is robbed of His

holiness, and is brought down into the very contradictions of

human life. A celebrated poet has said, " When the gods

were more human, men were more divine," This is true

in so far only as it is a mere tautology. In proportion as men
make the gods human, attributing to them their passions and

their sins, it is very easy for them to be godlike. Christianity

alone presents to us the truly human in God, the religion of

the Son of God incarnate in humanity. But as Judaism alone

could supply the historical conditions under which the Son of

God was to appear among men (John iv. 22), that is true in

a spiritual sense which the first Christian Church maintained

in an outward sense until the turning-point of Acts x., the

royal road from heathenism to Christianity is through Judaism.

Ecclesiastical development of doctrine has ever endeavoured

zealously to maintain the consciousness of guilt

OAL THEORIES in its Integrity by excluding evil from the divine
coNCEKNiNa causality ; but in its anxiety to avoid the clashing

of this doctrine with that of God's unlimited

power of causation, it has not always been successful.

It was this anxiety, and not the Platonic conception of the

fir) ov which is connected with quite another line of thought,

which led Origen and Gregory of Kyssa to resolve evil into an

ovK 6vj an airova-ia tov KpeLrrovo^ ; in this way they intended to

avoid the production of evil by God, the Author of all that

actually exists. Basil, too, in one of his Homilies, the ninth,

endeavours to prove that neither physical nor moral evil comes

from God.*^^ Augustine, moreover, always abides by his denial

of the divine causation of evil ; and though in ancient and

modern times the opposite opinion has been attributed to him,

on account of his doctrines of the moral inability of human
nature, and predestination, this arises from unwarrantable in-

ferences unfairly attributed to this great teacher of the Church.

Augustine expresslydistinguishes between God's predestination,

which relates to Himself and what He does, and God's fore-

knowledge, which extends to what He does not do—to sint

—

* 0pp. ed. Benedict., torn. ii. pp. 73-83.

t De praedest, sanctorum^ c. x. Compare Encliir. ad Laur.^ c. 95, 96,

VOL. I. E
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and he thus clearly excludes the latter from the sphere of the

divine predetermination. This predetermination, according to

his system (which in this part of it resembles that of the later

Infralapsarians),* presupposes the free act of man by which sin

gains an entrance into human nature, namely, Adam's fall, in

the guilt of which every individual of our race is involved.

Another cause of this charge against Augustine, that he makes

God the author of evil, we find in Julian, Pelagian bishop of

Eclanum, who often attributes to his opponent the thought

that God frequently punishes the sins of men by means of sin.

Our investigation of this question further on will show how
ungrounded this notion is. The difficulties besetting the

problem multiplied in the scholastic theology, as it began to

define more minutely the doctrines of Providence, of a divine

Concursus with the free acts of men (see p. 220), and of the

unerring and all-embracing foreknowledge of God, in support

of the conception of an absolute causality. But with a few

decidedly pantheistic exceptions, the schoolmen manifest the

most earnest endeavour to remove the causation of evil far

from God. Thomas Aquinas, indeed, and many others, do not

hesitate to adopt the formula on account of which Calixtus was

severely censured by the orthodox Lutherans, Deus est causa

mail per accidens. This offensive formula is used by Aquinas,

however, in a very harmless way, simply to prove that God

* Wiggera misunderstands the Infralapsarian view when he denies its coin-

cidence with that of Augustine (Darstellung des Augustinismus und Pelagianis-

mii8, p. 309). The theologians of Dort do not regard the divine decree as

following the fall in the order of time ; on the contrary, they emphatically

de^ne it decretvmi aeternum ; Canones Dordr., c. i., art. 6. Priority in the order

of time is by no means logically connected with priority in thought. According

to the Supralapsarian view, the fall forms part of the divine decree regarding

the blessedness or condemnation of man, and is therefore necessary as a means

of fulfilling that decree. According to the Infralapsarian view, Adam's fall

involving the corruption of the race is a given fact for the eternal decree of God,

and stands in the relation of a presupposition to that decree. And this is cer-

tainly Augustine's view. But seeing that this presupposition is a given fact

taking place in time, while the divine decree which it determines is eternal,

this apparent contradiction is reconciled by the principle of the unemng fore •

knowledge of God. If indeed we hold that this foreknowledge necessitates

the act of man, and thus attributes to God's knowledge a causative force, the

Infralapsarian theory will seem very weak and illogical, but we thus introduce

into it a principle which is wholly foreign to it. Augustine expressly defends

himself against assigning such a power to God's foreknowledge, e.g.^ D& Civitate

Dei, lib. i. u. x. De anima et ejus originey c, vii»
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created a being to whom sin was possible.* But in treating

of the relation between divine and human agency, scholasticism

lost sight of those practical religious interests and principles to

which Augustine ever recurs, and involved itself in a predilec-

tion for a one-sided and metaphysical treatment of the question,

"When, accordingly, its anti-Pelagian tendencies become pro-

minent, as in that remarkable Treatise of Thomas Bradwardine,

De causa Dei contra Pelagium et de Virtute Gausarum, they

lead to results which only hide the divine causation of evil by

means of artificial formulse.t

We cannot wonder that that deep stirring of the religious

The doctrine
spirit from which the Eeformation sprang some-

ofthe what erred in its first attempts to solve the old
e ormers.

problem by means of a Christian consciousness

which now rested on a new ground. A superficial Pelagian

and deistical view of God's relations generally to the world,

and to the moral life of the individual, may find it easy by a

* Summa, p. i. qu. 48, art. 2. The following remark occurs in the preceding

question, ipsa natura rerum id habet, ut, quae dejicere possimt, quandoque dC'

ficiant ; and if this be taken together with what follows, we fall into the dilemma
either that the divine creation was originally limited, and must be regarded

not as a pure act, but dualistically as a permission of God, or that the origin

of evil must be traced back to God's will. Upon the principles of Aquinas it

is quite inconceivable that God should not foresee what the natura rerum as

ordained by Him involved. As used by Calixtus and his disciples, the formula

Dews est auctor peccati per accidens, is applied partly to the divine permission of

sin, and partly denotes that every act of sin is committed against God. This

vexed question resolves itself into the relation between human freedom and

divine foreknowledge. God could only be called causa mali per accidens if He
had produced something in creation from which evil must necessarily spring in

certain circumstances unforeseen by Him.

+ Lib. i. c. 34 (p. 294-307 in Savilius* ed.) ; compare lib. ii. c. 29, 30 ; lib.

iii. c. 42. Bradwardine (Archbisliop of Canterbury, died 1349) in opposing

Pelagianism defends the absolute causality ofthe divine will as the priraa causa ;

and seeing that he disallows all contingency and separation of this will from

the action of created beings, he holds that it absolutely necessitates all action

of the causae inferioreSj and of course of the human will—which is free only

in relation to other causae inferioreSj as Schleiermacher and Romang maintain.

The change of view above remarked is generally indicated by the denial or

ignoring of the distinction between God's active and permissive will ; and

Bradwardine sees no meaning in the notion of God's permissive will, though,

out of respect to the authority of his master Augustine, he retains the name

;

he recognises really but one all-producing and all-working will of God, lib. i.

cap. 9, 22, 32, 33. He glides over, as in a light skiff, the hidden rocks involved

in this question, adopting that conception of evil which regards it as something

only privative, lib. i. c. 27 and 34.
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harmless formula to forbid the derivation of evil from God.

Separating God from His world, as a work-master from his

perfected machine, and abandoning His reasonable creatures to

their own powers and the freedom of their own wills in the

decision of their moral duties, without distinction of moral

condition, Deism is in no way tempted to make God the author

of evil, and it is wholly without excuse when, in its decisions

concerning the origin of evil, it is often involved in a net which

was never laid for it.* But a clear consciousness of the omni-

present and all-working God, who is " above all and through

all and in all" (Eph, iv. 6), a deep-seated conviction of the

truth that man, in his present condition, can do nothing really

good without the assistance of divine grace (John xv. 5), has

other difficulties to encounter. The general principle, that

God has created man's free will and has left him to choose and

decide for himself, is an inadequate explanation, if we would

not lose that numen prmseTis of the living God which all true

piety feels the deep need of while endeavouring to keep the

holy God clear of the evU in His creatures.

If we endeavour to solve the difficulty like the scholastic

theologians by ascribing to evil a private character only, we

shall find, if we examine it closely, that so far as this has

any really definite meaning, and is not a simple negation of

evil, it is nothing more than a vain expedient to reconcile

the existence of evil with God's omniscience and omnipotence.

For if evil is a defect, which must have its place in the normal

order of things, we must first of all consider what this defect

is in its relation to the divine knowledge in all its truth and

perfection ; unless, indeed, it be maintained that the object of

God's knowledge is not the world in its actual condition, but

an ideal world quite different therefrom ; a doctrine which is

subversive of all religion. Answering to this privation, to this

defect in the will of man, which contradicts the divine order,

there must accordingly be a deficiency in the divine co-opera-

tion, a want of its ordinary force. If again it be answered,

* And yet, more closely considered, there are reasons why a consistent Deism

is wholly unable to avoid the derivation of evil from God. Giving up the truth

of God's relation to the world, it necessarily surrenders also the personality of

man, and its natural fondness for mechanical representations leads it unavoid-

ably to degrade human action to the sphere of the so-called mechanism of

nature, against which freedom is only a deceptive safeguard.
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this want of co-operation does not arise from God, but from the

want of that action on the creature's part together with which

God works, we reply that in this case there is no need to intro-

duce the idea of privation in order to exclude evil from the

divine causation. For if we allow any determination of the

divine activity to be contingent upon the decisions of the human
will, we may apply this principle to the apprehension of sin as

positive, equally with the privative view of it. Hence, too, it

follows that the formula, D&as concurrit ad materiaUj Twn ad

formale actionis malae, is of no avail in solving the problem,

seeing it depends solely upon the privative view of evil. If,

again, we are to exclude evil from the divine causation and

knowledge by means of a negative conception of it, we must

at once adopt a simple negation of evil instead of resorting to

the theory of privation. In this case evil is only what is

imperfect, what is implied in the necessary limits of finite

being, according to its diversities and gradual development. It

can only be called a defect or want by an unwarrantable isola-

tion of the individual, and an unfair comparison of him with

other individuals at a higher stage of development ; for the

true view of the world, which loses sight of the individual in

the great whole, does not take any note of evil. This doing

away in toto with evil is logically justified on Spinoza's prin-

ciples, but had the Eeformers thought that their method of

separating the causation of evil from God would lead to such a

result, they would have at once rejected it.

Thus pressed, in a very difficult conflict, they have a just

claim to an equitable judgment, if they often stumble in the

endeavour to harmonize the contrasted tendencies of the

Christian consciousness, and advance contradictory statements in

the same connection. It would have been wiser to have left

the antithesis unharmonized by the separate affirmation of each

of the contrasted truths, than arbitrarily to incline to one at

the expense of the other.

The nineteenth Article of the Augsburg Confession, which

rpj^g was framed expressly for the purpose of denying

Augsburg the divine causation of sin, and of refuting the
on ession.

imputations of Catholic opponents, involves this

unsolved antithesis. It runs thus,

—

De causa jpeccati docent

guod tccmetsi J)eus creat et conservat ncbturam^ tamen causa
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peccati est voluntas malorum videlicet didboli et invpiorum,

QUAE NON ADJUVANTS DEO AVERTIT SE A DEO, (in the Original

German version of the Confession it is still more strongly

expressed, viz., " when God withdrew His hand, it turned

from God to evil/' *)

—

sicut Christus ait, John viii., " Gum
loquitur mendacium ex se ipso loquiturJ' In order to

understand the words which we have emphasized, it must be

remembered that in the opinion of the Eeformers of Saxony

God's dealings with man, not only in his restoration when

fallen, but in his primaeval innocence, were regarded as

operations of grace. Melanchthon, for instance, expressly

taught that from the beginning man was prompted to good by

the influence of the Holy Spirit.f That article, accordingly,

* The efforts alike of ancient and modern Lutherans to give an orthodox

explanation to the words non adjuvante Deo, by interpreting them, '* without

God's furthering this turning away from Him," are utterly useless when

applied to the original German text of the Confession. "When Melancthon

puts contra mandata Dei for non adjuvante Deo in the Fan'aia, it is very

unnatural to call this merely **an explanation," as a dissertation in the Ev.

Kirchenzeitungf 1847 (Nos. 46, 47, p. 464) does,—a dissertation directed against

this exposition of the 19th Article of the Augsburg Confession, and against a

similar one in my pamphlet upon the General Synod of 1846,—but it is a

witness that Melanchthon perceived the hazardousness of the expression.

•f Loci Theol. Augustische Ausg., p. 19. Melanchthon treats of this point

more guardedly in the editions of his Loci published after the year 1535.

Where before he spoke of the auxilium Spiritics Sanctis he now uses the more

general expression lux Dei. The above interpretation of the 19th Article of the

Augsburg Confession is objected to in the Dissertation of the Ev. K. Z. The

Holy Spirit, as named by Melanchthon in this part of the Loci, is said to be,

"not the Spirit of supernatural grace, but generally the spirit of life, the

principle of life in man as he was originally united with God," p. 463. Further,

Melanchthon is said "already (in his Commentary on the Ep. to the Colos-

sians, 1527) to have changed the opinion according to which man's freedom

seems to be absorbed in the all-working power of God," p. 459. As to the

second of these statements, the modifications which Melanchthon here proposes

correspond exactly with Luther's doctrine of God's universal activity as stated

in his treatise De servo arhitrio. (See above, p. 228.) This generalis Dei

actio, Melanchthon now takes to be compatible with a certain freedom of the

will in actions which relate to civil justice, see the 18th Art. of the Conf.

August, This, accordingly, has nothing to do with the point here discussed.

The correct and careful delineation of the gradual transition in Melanchthon's

views, given in Galle's Charakteristik Mel.'s (1840), to which the dissertation

refers, makes it evident that Mel. from the year 1532, in the new ed. of his

Comm. on the Romans, began to break through the magic circle whose primary

premiss is unconditional predestination. But as to the first of these statements,

viz., that Mel. understood the Holy Spirit in man's original state, difierently

from the Holy Spirit in Christianity, it is a groundless assertion, as the

connection in which the words in question stand in the Loci shows. This appears
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undoubtedly involves the presupposition that man as man
possesses in himself no sufficient power toward good and

against temptation
; andSchleiermacher is certainly right when

he sees in this withdrawal of God's hand, a divine causation of

that which necessarily follows that presupposition* Further,

Luther in his controversy with Erasmus, Melanchthon in the

earlier edition of the Loc% and in his commentary on the

Komans, Zwingli in his treatise De Procidentia, Calvin and

Beza ultimately base their doctrine of predestination upon the

ever present and active power of God's knowledge and will to

involve everything which happens in an absolute necessity.

Thus, the Infralapsarian view essentially resolves itself into

the Supralapsarian, and it logically follows, that the first sin,

as little as those which come after, can be excluded from the

diwe causation. To disavow this, and affirm that God does

not give birth to sin in the heart of man, but only ordains by

His decree that it shall be produced by man's own will and its

arbitrary causation, is only a roundabout way of saying the

same thing and returning to the same point.t It is here just

also by comparing Luther's statements on the subject in his treatise De servo

arbitrio{p. 79,80, ed. ofSeb. Schmid, 4to), ^^sijpHmtw homo non erat impotens

assistente gratia, tamen in hoc praecepto satis osteiidit ei Detcs, quam esset im-

potens absente gratia* Quodsi is homo, cum. adesset Spiritus nova voluntate non

potuit velle honum de novo propositum, i.e., obedienttam, qulaSpiritus illamnon

addebat (i.e., clearly, nonadjuvante Deo), quid nos sine Spiritu {hnther is speak-

ing of man's natural state), possemus in bono amisso ? Ostensum est ergo in isto

homine exemplo terribili pro nostra superhia conterenda, quid possit libeeum

AKBITRIX7M NOSTRUM siBi KELICTUM ac uou continuo magis ac magis actum et

auctum Spiritu Dei. Augustine's well-known adjutorium, gratiae in man's ori-

ginal state is implied here, but the Reformers took the adjutorium to be some-

thing more definite than Augustine meant.

But when the Ev, Kirchenzeitung (p. 461) charges me with an unjustifiable

method, namely, that 1 " intentionally separate the Gonf. Augustana from the

body of our Church Symbols, and attribute to its articles an interpretation

justified only by quotations from the private writings of the Reformers, '^ and

denies to me "the virtue of historic and fairinterpretation," it misstates the case
;

because there is nothing here of "intentional separation," nor of "exclusive

justification," Did we possess, e.g., an explanation of this disputed point in the

Apology, this would have with me the weight of an authentic interpretation.

But this reproof can only mean that I ought to have interpreted the 19th Art. of

the Gonf. Augustana by the 11th Art. of the Formula Goncordiae, and I must
freely confess that to such a .doctrine of the historic interpretation of our

symbolic books my view of historic interpretation is diametrically opposed.
* Glaubenslehre, 1. i. p. 496, 497.

+ Still less does it go to the root of the matter when Calvin urges, in opposi-
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as we find it in many forms of modern philosophical systems

which profess to explain the conception of guilt, what they say

really amounts to nothing more than is self-evident, namely,

that sin is in the creature and springs forth, but that it is not

of the creature. They all with one accord guard against the

inference that God is the author of sin, and Calvin waxes very

zealous in defending his position against it * But he can do

so only by placing statements directly contradicting each other,

side by side, as in the well-known proposition Cadit homo Dei

PROVIDENTIA SIC OEDINANTE (that the Connection here between

providence and the fall is causal, is clear from the words imme-

diately preceding, lapsus est primics homo, quia Dominus ita

expedire censuerat) SED SUO vitio CADiT.t The real meaning of

this proposition clearly appears in the development of it by Beza,

whose acute intellect feared no consequences, especially in the

following striking passage : — Quaerenda est vitii origo in

instruTnentorum spontaneo motu, quo fit, ut Detts juste de-

creveritj quod illi (protoplasti) injuste fecerunt. At enim

dices : non potu^runt resistere Dei voluntatis id est, decreto,

Fateor ; sed sicut non potuerunt ita etiam noluerunt, Verum

non poterant aliter velle. Fateor quoad eventum et ivipyeiav
;

tion to the above inference, that the conceptions of the divine command and the

divine will are thus confounded, Instit. Relig. Christ, lib. i. c. xviii. § 4. The

question concerns the causation of the evil decision of the will ; and the divine

command, which, as Calvin himself allows, has no power to bring about the

tendency of the wUl which it ordains, does not belong to the consideration ; the

question still is, in what relation does man's evil will and act stand to the crea-

tive will of God, which according to Calvin is the absolutely necessitating cause

of all things.

* Instit. Christ. Relig. lib. i. c. xviii. §4 ; lib. iii. u. xviii., and especially in

the polemic yfovV.Ad calumnias nebulonis cujusclani, etc.j responsio; also in the

Consensus Oenevensia.

t Instit. lib. iii. i;. xxxiii. § 8. In § 7 he says, Decretum quidem horribilef

fateor; infitiari tamen nemo poterit, guin pi'aesciverit Deus^ quern exUum habi-

ttirus, esset homo, antequam ipaum conderet^et ideo praesciverit, quia decreto suo

sic ordinarat. Similarly Luther says {De servo arbitrio, p. 37), Deussuo volun-

tate nos necessario damnabiles facit. Both maintain that God must ha-ve^ justis"

simas rationes for this decree, though the reason of man is not in a position to

understand these. Occulta ratio esse potest^ injusta non potest, says Calvin in

the Consensus Genevensis (p. 268 of Niemeyer's Ed. of the symbols of the Re-

formed Church). He rejects in the strongest terms the notion of a divine will

which works by its absolute power without reference to the rule of righteous-

ness, Instit., lib. i. c. xviii. § 2 ; lib, iii. c. xiii. § 2. But in this case, wherein

there is nothing whatever on man's part according to which God's ordainment

is to aut, righteousness is an empty and meaningless word.
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sed volimtas tamen Adami non coacta fuit^ Thus Beza

lays great stress upon this fact that the first man was not com-

pelled to sin, although he necessarily fell into sin ; and in

investigating the origin of evil he requires us to maintain, as

the instrument of action, the will of man, and its spontaneus

motus. But Beza himself does not keep to this, for he calls

man's will " the instrument " of God's ; he teaches, too, in

another place (in the treatise quoted below), that all causae

secuTidae, intelligent or not intelligent, are nothing more than

instruments of the causa prima. The injunction, therefore,

to keep to the instrument and its spontaneus motus when
treating of the derivation of evil, coupled with the fact that the

consideration necessarily extends beyond this (and not only in

a negative manner, for Beza ventures very confidently to define

God's designs in ordaining sin),t leads us to adopt two positions,

a relative and an absolute one, by means of which some

modern theologians have tried to help themselves. From the

relative standing-point evil is regarded simply as the^guilt of

man in contradicting the revealed will ofGod which here appears

in the form of law : from the absolute standing-point it appears

as the ordainment of God, the working of His hidden will,

which is the unconditioned and conditioning cause of all being

and events, but which realizes itself in effecting evil in the

form of the self-determinations of an intelligent being. But

such a relative standing-point, from which the fact contem-

plated presents quite a different phase to that seen from the

absolute point of view, is quite done away with when we
perceive that it is relative and discover the absolute ; it may
indeed, and peradventure always will, make good its claim as

an unavoidable phantom in our instinctive consciousness, and

* Mesp. adSehast. Gastellionem de, aeterna Deipraedestinationef in refutatione

secundae calumniae. See the expanding of the same thought in the Conseiisus

Oenevensis; Nieraeyer, p. 267.

t Beza, following Augustine, Zwingli, and Calvin, explains these designs as

consisting in the fact that the divine attribute of punitive justice, as well as that

of compassion, must have objects whereby to manifest themselves ; see the

Abstersio calumniarum Filem. Hessktisiij and the Acta Colloquii Monttsbelligar'

tensis. . But the conceptions of righteousness and of compassion are alike

destroyed by his theory. For God's punitive righteousness presupposes the

accountability of man in virtue of his free self-determination ; but this is done

away with on Beza*s principles, by the necessitating force of God's decree. Com-
passion also is resolved into a cruel pretence on God's part, if He brings man
into a condition retiuiring His help in order to deliver him out of it.
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it is still of the highest interest as a psychological phenomenon,

but if it claims an objective import as contrasted with the

absolute view it becomes a positive untruth * The men of

the sixteenth century were ingenious in developing these

thoughts, and they thought them quite compatible with highest

Christian piety. In our day, owing to our advanced perception

of the presuppositions and inferences involved in every view,

such thoughts cannot be scientifically developed without leading

to Pantheism, The attempt of Al. Schweizer to reduce the

old theology of the Eeformed Church to the principle of

religious fatalism, and to make it the representative of the

absolute view in contrast with the relative view of the Lutheran

theology, no more helps that theology than it conduces to

health when the morbid matter in a living organism concen-

trates itself to one point and shows itself.t

* The same relation may be shown to subsist in the contrast between the

hidden and the revealed will of God. God's hidden will must be a revealed

one, because otherwise nothing could be known of its relation to a so-called

revealed will. The revealed will, on the contrary, reveals nothing, it rather

serves only as a veil to hide God's true will, and is therefore a mere fiction, so

far as it contradicts the so-called hidden will.

+ "With these remarks the cautious and thorough comments of Nitzsch may
be compared, in his first Article against Mohler upon the teaching of the

Reformers as to the origin of evil {Studien und KriU, 1834, part i. pp. 45-55).

A venerable opponent of this work, Bitter uher das BUse^ p. 69, is mistaken

,
in referring the argument of the last note but one * concerning

rp the distinction between the hidden and the revealed will, to

the view put forth in his Die Erhenntniss Gottes in der Weltj

pp. 531-543. It is really directed against Beza and other of the older maintaiuers

of the decretum absolv-tuin ; and the remark occurring a little before in the

text, "whereby some more modern writers have endeavoured to find help,"

which Ritter, giving it the same reference, challenges me to prove, relates

only to the assumption of an absolute and relative standing-point in defining

the relation of sin to God. This assumption is to be found substantially

even in Spinoza, and appears in various forms in the theories which have arisen

from his philosophy. But as to the hypothesis itself, that there are two wills

in God, one of which, the hidden will, is said to have produced evil ; while the

other, the revealed will, forbids evil to men,—the hypothesis, accordingly, that

there are two contradictory wills of God—! am utterly at a loss to understand,

even after Eitter's remarks, how any one to whom that hidden will has

revealed its import can still sincerely maintain the revealed will as a true and

real will of God. And here I may appeal even to my opponent himself. From
his remarks, pp. 67, 68, we see that the revealed will is said to belong only to

the "relative" will of God. But regarding this "relative" will, Ritter says,

p. 67, "that of course in God, contemplated exclusively in and for Himself,

there is nothing relative or conditioned, all in Him is unconditioned ; but we
are obliged .to conceive of God in relation to His creatures, and especially in
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relation to ourselves ; and thus such a distinction between a hidden and a

revealed or relative will must necessarily present itself." Now, if this means

that God in His relations to His creatures has given certain conditions to His own
will, simply in order that it may be realized, so far at least as they identify

their wills with it, T should myself agree with the thing meant. But Ritter's

view of the omnipotence of God prevents his taking the distinction in this real

sense, otherwise why should he so emphatically reject the thought of self-limi-

tation on God's part? The "relative" will of God, therefore, cannot be any-

thing more than a subjective representation ; and however irresistibly it may
enforce itself upon us, we cannot but know that it does not express the essence

of the divine will, and we are also conscious that it embodies no real knowledge

of it. But if we consider more closely the "hidden " will of God, and remem-

ber that the entire distinction is laid down by Ritter merely in order to guard

against the exclusion of any being or event from the unconditional causality of

the divine will, we must naturally be gi-eatly surprised that Ritter, in the

decisive passage, where the greatest accuracy of expression was needed,

describes this hidden will merely as a will "left unrevealed" (pp. 68, 69).

If all that is meant be only a divine reservation, involving the notion

of a self-imposed and negative relation of God towards another causality, I

should be rejoiced to be able to appeal to the argument of one of our most dis-

tinguished philosophers, in a conception which, I am convinced, must find a

place in every logically consistent system of Theism. But Ritter prevents our

understanding him thus, for at p. 32 he reckons the divine reservation among

those evasive distinctions often resorted to, which cannot be taken in real

earnest. I honour the motive which keeps him from asserting that God wills

and works according to His hidden will the evil which He forbids according to

His revealed will ; but I cannot see the solution of this problem in a distinction

which the author himself lets go at the deciding point.
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EIAMINATION OF THE PRINCIPAL THEOEIES

IN EXPLANATION OP SIN.

INTEODUCTION.

The question whether the existence of sin can in any manner

Sin as
^^ explained a priori from the idea of it, is to be

matter of answered in the following inquiries. It must, how-
expenence.

ever, at once be granted that evil does not thus

present itself to us in the first instance ; on the contrary, we first

become cognizant of it as a fact of experience. It is thus that the

thought of evil is suggested to our minds, and not by any out-

ward tradition ; tradition, indeed, would be virtually meaning-

less to us if it were not ratified by inward perception of its truth.

Evil is so entirely a matter of experience, that the understanding

would be very ready to rid itself, if it could, of this unpleasant

yet obstinate element of our being. But experience will not

allow it to do so. We should like to deny the reality of sin,

but it forces itself upon us, and recognize it we must.

In our inquiries thus far we have considered sin, and its

reversion upon us as guilt, simply as facts of experience.

Some^^ would rather let evil be logically inferred a priori

from the conception of will as a so-called element thereof

;

and they have blamed us for not following this method,!

Any one who has thus far attentively followed the course of

our inquiry must admit that such a mode of procedure would

have been in direct contradiction to the fundamental principles

* For instance, Vatke in his treatise, Die menschliche Freiheit in ihrem Ver-

hdltniss zur Siinde und zur gottUchen Onade.

t Vatke in his Review of the first edition of this work, ffallische Jahrhucher,

1840, p. 1036,
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of our view. It may appear very fair to require us, as a matter

of course, to allow that sin is " an element of the self-deter-

mining will
;

" and yet we have only to adopt this apparently

harmless proposition to see the conclusions we have arrived at

concerning the nature of sin one after another explained away.

If this discord which we call sin be not a mere phantom,

Oueation
^ith. which a melancholy view of Life torments us,

concerning but an indubitable fact of experience, we cannot
1 s origin.

p^^ from us the question concerning its origin

and the data which render it possible. How does such a

discord arise in human life, wherein everything indicates

unity and harmony as its normal condition ; a discord which

penetrates life to its lowest depth, and fills it with inex-

pressible restlessness and pain ? How can any hostility

against God arise in a world created and sustained by His

holy and almighty love ?—an hostility whereby the creature

may incur endless punishment through the judgment of the

Creator ?
*—an hostility which has to be expiated by the

sufferings and death of the Son of God, which extorted from

Him the cry of agony, " My God, my God, why hast Thou

forsaken me ?

"

We shall not here decide whethei' the very conception of

sin does not forbid the possibility of a perfect solution of the

enigma ; for peradventure, if the consideration of it only leads

us to discover that such a solution is impossible, and whi/ it is

so,—such a solution I mean as would convert the dark abyss

from which sin arises into light and clearness,—even this

result would be of the highest importance for the more thorough

understanding of man, his eternal destiny, and the relation

thereto of his present state.

This great problem has ever occupied the thoughts, not

only of theologians and philosophers as their proper study, but

of all who have felt any desire to fathom the true significance

of human life. And justly ; for as the moral and rehgious

concerns of the spirit of man are the most important, a worldly

view, which entirely evades the question as to the origin of

* When we read, even so early as Genesis vi. 6, that on account of the wicked-

ness of man "it repented Jehovah that He had made man on earth, and it

grieved Him at His heart," no one who understands how to read the Holy
Scripture wiU fail to discover the deep meaning underlying the anthropopathic

form of this striking expression.
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sin, or would treat it as a subordinate matter, is in the highest

degree inadequate and unreal.

It would not, therefore, be right for us at once to pass to

Various ^^® exposition of that principle in human nature, on

theories which the entrance of sin into the world clearly de-
propoun e

.

p^j^f^g^ without giving our attention to the views of

others. If we would not at every step of our progress be hindered

by doubts and objections, we must pave the way to our goal by

critically examining the various theories that have been pro-

pounded in explanation of evil, as far at least as they demand

special notice on account of their intrinsic value, or their external

celebrity in our day/^ The perception of the erroneousness or

inadequacy of these opposite and divergent views will help us on

to the only true solution of the problem. We shall, moreover,

feel ourselves fully warranted in not always taking the negative

side towards those who have most profoundly examined the

question, because the solutions theypropose, however inadequate,

cannot be wholly destitute of elements of truth, widening and

deepening our knowledge of sin ; and even the errors of such

men will instruct us more than the truth of others who content

themselves with repeating the general decisions of the moral

consciousness regarding evil without trying to reconcile them

with other and no less certain and holy truths, and even

without being able to guarantee a thorough understanding of

those decisions.

If we be asked by what standard we shall judge these

theories, seeing that no provision has been made for an appeal

to any definite philosophic system as the test of all truth, we

reply, that apart from a few contradictions in the several views,

which must be judged of in themselves, our inquiries hitherto

furnish a sufficient basis of judgment. If we find those

theories in unison with what we have established as the

nature and form of sin, if they explain more fully the results

of our investigation, and if, at the same time, they are con-

firmed by the undeniable witness of our moral and religious

consciousness and of God's HolyWord, how can they be anything

but welcome to us ? If they contradict what upon this ground

* As a matter of course, therefore, we shall not enter upon the consideration

of those theories which in their conclusions are closely and affirmatively con-

nected with our own exposition.
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we have recognized as true, we must of course reject them, For

as, upon scientific principles, it would not be enough merely

to maintain that fundamental truth without endeavouring to

unfold it, it would be equally wrong to adopt as our own what

virtually contradicts it.

CHAPTER I.

Derivation of Sin from the Metaphysical Imperfection

OF Man.

The first answer which presents itself to the question concern-

§ 1. Outline i^g the origin of sin is contained in the notion of

OF THIS VIEW, metaphysical imperfection which cleaves to man as

a created being. Absolute perfection, it is urged, cannot belong

to the creature ; otherwise man would be God. He alone is the

Infinite ; what "is finite and limited belongs only to His creature.

Definite limits are put to man's power and knowledge ; he is

. subject to a development in time, and consequently to change of

circumstances and state. He is variously dependent upon the

outward world, which exercises sometimes a furthering, and at

other times a hindering, influence upon his life. In virtue of

this imperfection cleaving originally to his nature, knowledge

of error as well as of truth finds place in his understanding,

pain as well as pleasure in his affections. How then can it

seem strange to us that in the will of man moral good should

appear, not indeed in perfection, but imperfectly, and mixed

with sin ? Must it not rather surprise us that a finite being,

in the hurry of life and the continual stream of manifold

excitement, should ever hit upon the right instead of continu-

ally doing the wrong and the false ?
"^

* Bockshammer thus expresses himself in his treatise Ueber die Freikeit des

menschlichen Willens, p. 115. The same thought is still more distinctly expressed

in Jacobi's Allwillf which, to use an expression of Hamann, requires us—instead

of asking, Whence comes what is imperfect, vain, and evil ? (for it is character-

istic of this standing-point that it does not recognize any difference between

imperfect and evil)—to reverse the question and to wonder that finite creatures
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In giving an exact account of this view of evil we have the

advantage of being able to refer to a universally recognized

advocate of it, to Leibnitz, who develops it in his Theodide

with wary acuteness and in manifold aspects, From his work

the above statements are in the main taken.'"'

Leibnitz of course does not mean that the malum morale

must always spring from the malum im^erfectionis which is

inseparable from the creature. That would oblige us to attri-

bute evil to all finite beings ; in other words—for such an

assumption literally taken would be perfectly meaningless

—

to destroy the conception of evil by resolving it into finiteness.

Leibnitz by no means overlooks the fact that moral evil

presupposes certain perfect and higher faculties, viz. reason and

will.t But as the limitation essential to the creature appears

in the sphere of these faculties, and chiefly in that of the will,

evil ensues. The tendency to good is, generally speaking,

essential to the human will.
J

But as man is influenced in virtue

of his finite nature, not only by adequate but by dark and

confused representations,^ he usually remains in the lower

sphere of impulse instead of advancing to higher and real good
;

and herein evil consists.
||

This again is regarded as nothing real, but as a mere priva-

tion, like error in the spiritual sphere, darkness or cold in the

sphere of nature, inertia corporum naturalis as discovered by

Kepler,1[ As, therefore, we have not to seek a principle or

cau^a efficiens of evil, but only a cavsa dejlcietis, the divine

will is not to be blamed as the originator of it.'^'*'^^ For though

the perfections of the creature, his power and knowledge,

as they appear even in sinful acts, must be traced back to the

divine concursuSy and must be regarded as creatio continuay

are capable of inquiring after truth, of demanding what is good itself, and of

laying claim to blessedness.— Werkey vol. i. p. 132.

* Theodicie, part i. § 20, 31. t Ibid., part ii. § 119.

t Ibid., part i. § 33
;
part ii, § 154, § Ibid., part i. § 64.

I! Part 1. § 33.

U Ibid., part 1. § 20, 30, 32
;
part ii. § 163

;
part iii. § 377, 378. Compare

Causa Dei asserta per justitiam ejus, § 69.

** Ibid., part i. § 33 ;
part ii. 152. In this opinion the Theodic^e has

been anticipated not only by the Schoolmen (see especially Aquinas, Summa,

Prima secundae, qu. 75, art. 1), but even by Augustine, De Civ. Dei, lib. xii.

c. 7, where, however, the thought is somewhat obscured by a play upon words

arising from the double sense of deficere.
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this cannot hold true of that which makes the action sin as to

its formaU, because this is a mere privation.''^

But this, like all other privations, wherewith the creature is

beset, is really nothing more than his limited susceptibility of

the perfections (realities) which God is willing to communicate

to him in the greatest possible fulness.t This limited suscep-

tibility has its foundation ultimately in the divine understand-

ing, the region of eternal truths, of possible forms or ideals, in

the only thing which God has not made, because He is not the

author of His own understanding.^ We must regard this

region of ideas as the ideal source of evil (and indeed of good

likewise), and as thus occupying the place usually assigned to

matter by the ancients.§

The thoughts of Leibnitz now quoted regarding the origin of

evil, admit of a twofold interpretation. They may

interpretation fi^'^^ be taken to mean that sin has of necessity

of Leibnitz's arisenfrom this originalimperfection of the creature.
view.

It may, indeed, be firmly maintained here, that sm
is immediately realized by an act of the self-determining will,

but this self-determination is nothing more than the form in

which the higher necessity makes itself felt in this sphere.

While man in his subjective consciousness determines for him-

self, he really is determined by the limits of his own nature,

implied in every act. The words of Leibnitz may, secondly

,

be taken to mean that in human imperfection the ^possibility

only of evil is implied.

If the Leibnitzian theory be understood according to the

* Theodic6e, part i. 27, 28 ; part iii. § 381 f.

+ lUd., part i. §§ 20, 30, 31 ;
part iii. §§ 377, 388.

J Ibid, part i. § 20. Leibnitz here says concerning the verU4s Uemelles, " elks

sont dans Ventendement de Dieu indipendammznt de sa volont4." Part iii. § 288,

380, 381 {les formes possible antirieures aux actes de la volonU de Dieu)^ com-

pare his Principia philosophiaej §§ 42, 43, 47. In the causa Dei, etc., this region

of eternal truths is called the status purae possibilitatiSj § 69. In the Theodic^e,

part ii. § 149, when arguing against Bayle's exposition of the principle that the

condition of the world as known to experience is favourable to the doctrine of

dualism, Leibnitz uses the following remarkable words : "Je suis surpris,

qu'il n'ait point consider^, que ce roman de la vie humaine, qui fait rhistoire

universelle du genre humain, se trouve tout invent^ dans l*entendement divine

avec une infinite d'autres, et que la volonte en a decern^e seulement 1'existence.

"

§ Ibid.y part i. § 20
;
part ii. § 149. Leibnitz qualifies this definition, § 20,

by a pour ainsi dire, for we cannot speak of a cause in any true sense in relation

to evil if it be merely a privation.

VOL. I, S
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first of these interpretations, we must affirm that the Theodic^e

has totally failed in its aim, which is to vindicate God*s justice

in the existence of moral as well as physical evil in the world.

For granting that evil, being only an ens ^privatwum^ "une

suite des limitations precedentes^ qui sont originairement

dans la eHatwrel' has no effecting cause, still the presence

of sin must be laid to the charge of God as its eausa deficienSj

seeing that He did not give His creatures the power requisite

to avoid sin. The distinction between the understanding and

the will of God is of no avail to avert this inference, unless it

be taken in a most dualistic sense. And as such a sense con-

tradicts the spirit of the Theodic^e and the general system of

its author, how can he avoid the conclusion that the divine

Will, when it determines to create beings from whose nature it

perceives " in the region of eternal truths " that evil must of

necessity arise, must logically be regarded as the author of

evil ? And even supposing this inference could be avoided,

how much better will it be if we seek the source of evil in

the divine understanding? Eemembering our past investi-

gations, it requires no further argument to prove that upon this

theory that distinctive feature of sin in human consciousness

which we call guilt, so far from being explained, is virtually

denied.

But the objective conception of sin which this theory pro-

poses, namely, that it is a privation, cannot (as will be shown

further on) be really maintained, if sin necessarily follow from

the nature of man. They who maintain this necessity, with-

out denying the immortality of the individual, really make sin

everlasting. If it arise necessarily from the limitation which

belongs to our conception of a created being, it cannot really

be removed through all succeeding ages, but affords only an

endless approximation to entire removal, a view which Leibnitz

virtually adopts in general terms when he describes finite

spirit as aavfjLinwTo<i (non-coincident) with the Godhead, But

such a so-called endless approximation, wherein the distance

from the goal aimed at must ever remain the same, because

ever infinite, would not really be blessedness, but on the con-

trary a torment worse than that of Sisyphus. Even the sup-

position of a magical transformation wrought at death to accom-

plish what development could never attain, would not serve us.
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For while, on the one hand, such a transformation would be

tantamount to an annihilation of the being to be made perfect

and the creation of another, on the other hand, this new being

must still have within it the germs of sin equally with the old,

in virtue of the metaphysical imperfection which pertains,

according to this theory, to all created beings. It is a signi-

ficant fact, that those theories which weaken our conception of

evil are most in danger of making it an abiding element of

human existence.

But are we justified in understanding the TheodicSe thus ?

There are indeed strong grounds for taking it to mean this.

Its task throughout is to reconcile not only the possibility but

the fact of sin with its " best world ; " and it seriously argues,

that the world would be less perfect if sin were wanting ;
*^^ so

that according to the fundamental idea of Leibnitz, it seems

to follow that it was an act of necessity on God's part to

arrange for the entrance of sin. If the original imperfection

of the creature involved only the possibility of sin, this would

not suffice to explain its origin. The realization of evil would

in this case be entirely the act of free-will unbiassed by any

necessity, and we should expect that the Theodic4e would have

examined the relation of free-will to evil as the very kernel of

the inquiry. But it nowhere does this clearly, because its

author knew that upon his theory of will—which, with some

modifications in particulars, hardly escapes the ban of fatalism

—it would be useless. There is one striking passage indeed

in which Leibnitz describes the original imperfection of the

creature as the ground of the possibility of evil (cela les rend

capables de p&her), but attributes the realization of this possi-

bihty not to free-wiU, but to circumstances arising in the

course of events (et il y a des circonstances dans la suite des

choses, qui font que cette puissance est mise en acte).t This

* Theodicie, part i. §10, and frequently afterwards. Speaking of the evil of

guilt as among the best things which God could ordain, Leibnitz says (§ 25),
'

' nrni

obstant le mat de coulpe, qui s'y trouveenveloppdpar la supremenScessiU des verity

^temelles. Among recent writers, Lamennais is satisiied with this derivation

of evil from the necessary limitations of finite humanity, eking it out with some
of Spinoza's thoughts, in his Esquisse d^une philosophie. This is the more strange

because his theory of two principles in man and in all created beings, viz. , iden-

tity and individuality, should certainly have led him to a more thorough view

of evil,

t Ibid., part ii. § 156.
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would lead to the conclusion that, presupposing certain definite

and finite relations in which man stands, evil necessarily arises

from the limit of his being.

And yet a fair and unbiassed judgment of the Theodicee will

rather recognize here an unsolved contradiction than attribute

to it an entire sublimation of evil, with all its ruinous conse-

quences. When Leibnitz calls the original imperfection of the

creature as it exists among the objects of the divine under-

standing and its eternal ideas, cause ideate du mal, he only

means, according to his use of language, to denote that which

involves the possibility of evil. Leibnitz, indeed, says dis-

tinctly that evil is not necessary, but is possible only in virtue

of eternal truths ; * that the real cause of evil is the free will

of created beings,t from which he excludes not only compulsion,

but necessity likewise.J And as, according to him, while the

will is the cause of existence generally, the understanding in

God is the source of essences and of things as possibilities,^

we can only infer the possibility of evil from the fact that evil,

as a result of the limitation of created being, is contained in

the region of eternal truths, and nothing but a will can give it

reality ; and seeing that the will of God cannot be the source

of evil, IT it must spring from the creature's will.

Leibnitz, therefore, describes the relation of the Divine will

to evil, not as an ordainment, but as a permission ; and he

strongly vindicates the permissive will against the objections

of Bayle and others, without penetrating deeplyinto its nature.||

Leibnitz distinguishes also between an antecedent and a con-

sequent will in God. The primitive and antecedent will aims

simply at the good, and excludes evil. But the divine

^ Theodic4e, part i. § 21. Leibnitz says this most distinctly in his Causa Dei

assertaj etc., § 69. Ita/undamentum mail estnecessarium, sed ortus tamen con-

tingens, id est, necessarium estut mala slntpossibilia, sed co7itingensest ut mala sint

actuaUa. What immediately follows, however, almost nullifies this :

—

contigens

autem (the reading " noncontingetis " in the German Ed. of his works, vol. i. p.

485, and in the Amsterdam Ed. of the Theodicee, 1734, lib. ii. p. 360, must be a

literal error) per harmoniam rerum a potentia transit ad actum oh convenientiam

cum optima rerum serie, cujus partem facit.

t Ibid.f part ii. § 120; part iii. §§ 274, 288.

t Ibid., part i. § 34
;
part iii. §§ 288 f.

§ Ibid., part i. § 7.

11 Ibid., part i. §§ 23, 24, 30.

II
Ibid., part i. §§ 21, 25 ;

part ii. §§ 121, 127, 128, 149, 150, 230.
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understanding presents to the creative will an endless series of

possible worlds, and in the best of those possible worlds evil is

contained as a conditio sine qua nan of the highest good.

The divine will, accordingly, as it directs itself solely according

to the standard of wisdom, cannot but choose the best thing

possible, and determines as a consequent will {la volonte finale

et decisive) to permit evil a titre du sine qua non ou de

TiecessitS hypothetiquCj qui le lie avec le meillettr. *

Were there in the moral world only sins of weakness (would

§ 2. This ^^^^ ^^ were so), wherein a will directed towards
theory the good is thwarted by the prevalence of oppos-

phenomena of i^g impulses, there would be nothing, in our
moral life

; experience, directly opposed to this theory of

Leibnitz. But will the notion of mere limitation or privation

suffice to explain actions which indicate not only a weak but

an evil will, a malevolent disposition, a wanton lust after what

is forbidden, and a shameless and resistless surrender to vice ?

Such phenomena as these cannot be regarded as a mere
" stopping short of the will at some lesser good, instead of

advancing to the highest/' This difficulty has not escaped the

notice of Leibnitz himself, who endeavours to explain it by the

illustration of cold, which, though a privation, yet by freezing

an enclosed mass of water, may burst a metal pipe, thus show-

ing how what is in itself privative may accidentally, or par

concomitancey become in some degree positive.t But apart

from the twofold insufficiency of this method of .proof, we are

not speaking of what occasionally may happen as the result of

evil, but of universal phenomena, in which the distinctive con-

sequences of evil reveal themselves. Those forms of sin wherein

evil seems to us at the outset to be only a privation, can,

through interruption and opposition, attain malignity only in

virtue of some positive principle inherent, though latent, at the

outset. If the sinful act had (as Leibnitz infers from the

idea of privation) no effecting cause, we do not see how it

could effect anything in the Subject, how (not to go beyond

its first and innermost sphere) it could beget a sinful state.

* Tkeodic^j part i. § 25, 22
;
part ii. § 119, where mentiou is made of the

connection of evil par concomitance with the best world. § 201.

t Ibid.f part ii. p. 153.
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The imdeniable connection subsisting between the various

perverted acts of a man, the progressive development which

advances in evil as well as in good, the hardening of the will

in evil by repeated and deliberate sin, these are phenomena

which this negative view utterly fails to explain.

Again, how are we to account for the fact that when evil

And to becomes apparent in its most decided form, when
experience ; selfishness is enthroned with clear consciousness and

deliberate aim as the ruling principle of life, it is not usually

attended with any weakening of the power of will or of the

imderstanding, but is oftenaccompaniedby a remarkable energy

in both ? * Man can concentrate his powers in evil as well as

in good. Does not experience frequently bear witness to the

fact that a decided bias to evil may stimulate its possessor and

beget in him a prevailing elasticity of mental power in restless

activity ?t Holy Scripture speaks of an ivepyeia ifKavr}^ as the

acme of human depravity, 2 Thess. ii. 11, and it recognizes not

only ^dOrj tov Geov, but ^ddTj rod aarava, Eev. ii. 2. Christ

Himself declares that " the children of this world are in their

generation wiser than the children of light," Luke xvi. 8. This

energy of the intellect and will is notj indeed, in itself evil, but

neither can it be called morally good ; it is a natural good to

which evil cleaves, and makes use of for its own purposes. But

if sin be in its essence nothing more than a weakening and

limitation of mental and spiritual life, this tendency to concen-

trate the spiritual life so powerfully in evil would be more than

inconceivable.

And how, lastly, can we upon this theory explain that very

And to distinct and peculiar feeling of abhorrence with
conscience. which evil fills US the more clearly it presents

itself in conscious will, and the more definitely it is embodied

* See Schelling's Works, 1st part, vol. vii. p. 368 f.

+ Plato, as Weisse {Idee der Gottheity p. 110) remarks, describes aS/«/aas tov

t^ovTcc irhv adixiav) ftdka. ^o/tixov vccpi^ovffoc xaci vrpos y 'in tu ^oiTixu aypvTTvo^.

De. Repuhlica^ lib. x. (p. iii. vol. i. p. 495, ed. Bekker). However unsatis-

factory his theory of evil may otherwise be, hia f/M Sv must not be confounded

with the negative view of evil adopted by modern philosophers who follow in

the steps of Leibnitz. It will be seen further on that this theory of privation

derives no real support from the fact that every method of explaining evil must
ultimately resolve it negatively into that which ought not to be, into that which
has no part in existence, viewed according to its true ideal.
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in outward life ? We need not call to mind the monsters in

human form who have made for themselves a name in history
;

—the decided wickedness,recklessness, and unbridled selfishness

which we continually observe, not only awaken in us mere pity

on account of the Weakness and thraldom of man, but make us

turn away with indignant horror and loathing.

There are certain phenomena of our moral life and judg-

ment by which every scientific inquiry into the nature and

origin of evil must test itself and discover its latitude, if it

would gain the credit of solving the problem. But as an

erroneous theory, if it only obtain sufficient prevalence, will in

the end betray the life into error, so this view of evil, wide-

spreading in its manifold modifications, has in its measure only

too well succeeded in supplanting the feeling of moral loathing

and abhorrence which it cannot explain, by a mere pity that

this or that man is so unfortunate as to be a miscreant. It

turns away from the inner reality of evil, and in the end comes

to regard sin, not as in itself deserving of abhorrence, but

merely as something which " makes man miserable in manifold

ways," as Leibnitz incidentally expresses it.* Thus the shallow

eudemonistic philanthropism of the last century ventured

to construct a kind of philosophic support for itself out of

fragmentary extracts from the Theodicde, as for instance in

the treatise of Villaume on the origin and ends of evil. While

this weak and enervating view of sin is utterly worthless in

itself, it necessarily involves the deepest and most thorough

contradiction of the moral principles of Chris-

oppoCd t^ it.
tianity. For Holy Scripture, while it testifies to

the compassionate love of God towards our sinful

race, ever represents sin as the object of God's wrath ; it

recognizes in the servant of sin an enemy of God and an ally

of Satan, and it announces God's retributive justice, and con-

* Theodic4e, part i. § 26, And yet better principles concerning tlie relation

between physical and moral evil are to be found elsewhere in the Theodicie.

That view of the real cause of the condemnatory judgment which we pronounce

against evil is presented in a work which appeared a few years before the

Theodic6e—a work containing many striking points of resemblance with the

Theodic6e— I mean Archbishop King's treatise De origine Mali. King does not

shrink from avowing the doctrine—which is the necessary inference from that

view,—that physical evil is greater than moral, cap. v., sect. 5. Happiness itself

'indeed is upon the same principle regarded merely as physical good.
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demnation against the ungodly * The prevailing feeling in

reference to sin which it presents in the Lord Jesus, the pattern

of the perfect man, is not sorrow on account of an insuperable

infirmity in Himself or in others, but holy wrath. It therefore

summons us, not to useless lamentation over the melancholy

fatality of sin, but to burning hatred and relentless war of

extermination against it. We need not cite particular passages

;

this doctrine, like the life-blood which throbs in every vein,

pervades every part of the New Testament ; we perceive the

divine abhorrence of evil if not expressed in so many words,

yet implied in every line. We may here be reminded of the

eschatology which the Bible predicts, especially of its prophecy

regarding an amazing increase and intensity of evil before the

end of history, and of an anti-christ. In this sense the ethical

principle of Christianity may justly be described as dttalistic.

We cannot enlarge upon this ; but in few words we may say

that a view of the world which regards the deep discord in our

nature to be merely negative, and seeks its origin in the

metaphysical imperfection of the creature, may account for the

absence of good, but not for positive evil, not for actual opposi-

tion to goodness ; it strikes at the root of the Christian doctrine

concerning evil, a doctrine which exactly corresponds with the

real testimony of our moral consciousness. Instead of the

* The Theodicie preserves these doctrines inviolate, and endeavours to har-

monize the eternal duration of punishment with its principles. "We are not

justified in regarding this recognition as a mere conformity to popular notions

which Leibnitz gave way to—a view which Hegel
(
Vorlesungen uber GeschkJUe

der Philosophies vol. iii. p. 452) unwarrantably takes of the Theodicie, thus

sacrificing the integrity of the writer's convictions for the sake of securing his

speculation from the reproach of narrowness. The only external evidence in

support of such a view is Leibnitz's well-known letter to Pfaff, in which he

satirizes the theologian*s acuteness and his naive confidence in his discovery.

There are many other writings which deserve the same censure as the Theodicie,

e.g. ,
* 'The reconciliation of faith and reason

,
" the Causa Dei a^serta perjustitiam

ejuSf Hobbes's work on Freedom, Necessity^ and Chance, King's treatise on the

Origin of evil, and several of Leibnitz's letters, in which, as in those other

writings, the principles of the Theodicie are traceable. Every attentive reader

of the Theodicie, however, must confess how foreign the doctrines of Scripture

are from the principles thus maintained, how artificial and strained their justi-

fication is, and to what suspicious consequences these principles lead. Among
these may be named the serious ignoring of the high importance attached by

God to individual personality, the eternal salvation of the individual being

sacrificed to the rigid notion of the '* best world. " See Theodicee, part ii. § 118,

122; part iii. §244.
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positive and essential difference whicli Christianity presents

between good and evil, this meagre view offers only a difference

in degree, one of more or less ; the will, according to Leibnitz,

really tends towards the good even in wickedness,* and the

limitations attaching to the action through the inadequate

value of its aim are a privation only or defectuSy and deserve

the name of sin only through an unavoidable comparison with

a Better, i.e., with a will directed towards higher objects. All

is thus resolved into a mere difference of degree, and this is

plain from the way in which Leibnitz speaks of the naturalis

inertia corporum which, according to him, is only a negative

force—a limit in the susceptibility of the body for the fulness

of energetic power,—the perfect prototype of the original

finiteness of the creature, so far as he is evil.t He compares

the good and evil acts of men to several boats borne along

upon the same river (i.e., upon the current of the divine

activity, co-operating with whatever is real and positive in

human action as the efficient cause), which, nevertheless, move
with different degrees of swiftness according to the cargo,

whether heavier or lighter, with which they are freighted, and

which acts as a greater or lesser hindrance to their progress.

If this analogy, which occurs not only in the Theodic4e, but

elsewhere,^ be a fair one, evil is resolved into a merely

relative and comparative conception.

We have already (p. 132) referred to the abstract conception

of moral good from which Leibnitz (with other

confounded philosophers and theologians) sets out in the

^^*^
, . , investigation of the nature and origin of sin. We

metaphysical. ° °

cannot look upon moral good as essentially con-

nected with freedom of choice, nor can we maintain that in

choosing its opposite, there has been freedom in the true

sense, so long as actual moral goodness is derived from or

rather resolved into metaphysical good, it being made to

consist merely in preference for the perfect, as the more real,

above the imperfect. Hence arises the indistinct confounding

of moral with metaphysical good which so often presents itself

to us in the Theodicde in expressions like these ;
—

" freewill

tends to what is good, and if it turns aside to evil it is by

* Theodicde, part i. § 33. + Ibid., part i. § 30.

X Causa Del asserta, § 71,
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accident, and because the evil is concealed beneath some

apparent good which it assumes as a mask." "^ The conception

of good is in both cases taken in a metaphysical, and that

of evil in a moral sense.

The common saying of our own day, that evil always contains

an element of good, is akin to this doctrine of Leibnitz. If

this saying has any real meaning, it must be that evil never

manifests itself in inward or outward action without being

associated with something morally good within the soul, some-

thing to which it cleaves like rust to iron. Taken in this sense

no unprejudiced person will assert that it is true of every act,

however infamous. Whether or not, hardly any one can

seriously think of proving such a proposition by experience and

observation. It is nothing more than a mere assertion that it

must be so, based upon a certain psychological theory. Appeal

is made on both sides to the necessary permanence of the

moral consciousness in life, good and evil ever being factors

therein, if, indeed, good be still any factor in the moral life of

the hardened villain. But it is too external an application of

a just thought to argue from the presence of these conflicting

powers in the inner life that they must logically find place in

every outward act. The maxim, however, has been adopted by

many ; in ancient times, for instance, by Augustine,t and the

Pseudo-Dionysius (Be div, nominibus, cap. 4), and thus it is

taken to mean that evil has no objective and substantial

existence, that it never can, in the strict sense of the word,

become " nature," that it abides in the sphere of subjectivity,

and that it must attach itself to something in a metaphysical

sense good, which it misapplies and perverts, in order to

embody its lie, its unreality, in act. Taken in this sense, the

maxim is so unquestionably true that nothing but the sheerest

dualism could deny it. But even here it involves serious

mistake and error, because it does not distinguish as it should

* Theodic^e, ^a-rti. §154. ** Lefranc-arbitrevaaubien,etsHl rencontre le mat,

c^est par accident, c'est que ce mat est cacM sous le bien et comme masqui." This

coincides with the theory propounded by Plato in his' OorgiaSy 468 (Bekker, p.

ii. vol. 1, p. 46 f.), according to which the aim of the will at the time is to be

considered, and not the import of the act itself, as it is related thereto as means

to an end (

—

ou rouro ^ovXirai w^ccTTBi, aXX* Ikuvov oS i'vexa ^pxTTu). But the

man always regards these aims as good (see Meno, 77). We have already seen

that this maxim, if viewed in reference to the good, is a mere tautology. See

also Ritter's Qeschichte der Philosophif^ p. ii. p. 401.

t Op. imperf. c, Julian., lib. i. c, 112.
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between moral and metaphysicalgood/'' a distinction upon which

the conception of reality in good and evil rests. If the category

of substance is thus to be applied to moral distinctions, we must

allow that evil equally with moral good has, strictly speaking,

no substantial existence, but presupposes some existence as

its basis, and we may extend the maxim that evil always has

good coexistent with it, by addiag that good always has good

coexistent with it, metaphysical good with moral.

In order to understand what sin is, and how it arises, we

This doctrine ^^^^ have recourse to other conceptions widely

traceable iu different from, and far more definite than these

^ ' bare categories of affirmative and negative, exist-

ence and non-existence, the real and the privative, whereon
this theory of evil, and many others like it, ancient and
modern, are based—an ethical method which attained its

full development in the system of Spinoza.t We admit that

these general abstractions may have their truth and value in

the iavestigation of evil. But it is wrong to confine one's self to

* The confusion of theae two conceptions forms the basis of a modern
argument, supposed to be logically unassailable, against the existence of the Evil

One. So far as he has natural existence, it is said (i.e., mind and affections iu

some substratum), he is good, so that evil is not absolute in him, but coexists

and is limited by good of some kind. If the evil in such a being were really

absolute it must have destroyed all good in him, i.e., destroyed his substantial

existence (natura), so that he is really non-existent. "Satan has being,

therefore he must have good in him, and, therefore, must be *in God and

through God ; ' Satan is only evil, therefore he cannot be." Goschel's fragment

upon Evil, appended to his Octavius and Cdcilitcs, p. 201. Here good and evil

are evidently taken in two different senses, good as metaphysical, evil as moral.

The representation of an absolutely evil being who has become so and in whom
there are no elements of moral good, is certainly compassed with many diffi-

culties, arising partly from the conception of evil itself, and partly from the

relation of such a being to the all-embracing, all-sustaining activit}' of God.

But there is no contradiction between evil which has become absolute and that

kind of good which is necessary to all existence,—according to Augustine's canon,

quidquid est in quantum est, honunei est,—this metaphysical good cannot limit

moral evil because it does not concern the same sphere of things ; it cannot

infringe upon the perfect ascendancy of evil (which is at the same time complete

slavery), it cannot interfere with the entire penetration and filling of life with evil.

^ Ethic, p. iv. propos. xx. Quo magis unusquisque—auum esse conservare

conatur et potest, eo magis virtute praedittts est ; contra quatenus unusquisque—

suum esse conservare negligit, eatenus est impotens ; compare prop, xxii. In the

demonstration of prop, xx. potentia corresponds to virtue, see the eighth

definition of part iv. ; so that the want of virtue or evil is inability in man to

preserve his being. But this inability does not arise from anything in the man
himself, SchoL to pro}^ xx., but from the hindrance wliich every individual
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them, and to , imagine that they are the key to the entire

problem. Moral good is defined as something positive and real,

yet its true conception is not, strictly speaking, thus realized,

for these predicates obviously pertain only to the sphere of

nature, whereof no mention can be made of moral good. So

long as the philosophic treatment of the question is thus

confined to the sphere of these abstract determinations the

contrast of good and evil is not really present, and though

notwithstanding the endeavour be made to consider it, the

result will be simply to explain it away. In order to examine

moral distinctions fairly, some true conception must already

have been obtained regarding the relation of created beings to

God, and regarding personality and will.

And yet it would be unjust to describe the Theodicee as

containing no recognition of these conceptions concerning the

creature and his relation to God. But in how abstract a

manner is this for the most part recognized, and with how
many merely quantitative limitations ! God is infinitely perfect,

uniting in His own essence all reality, but the creature is

finite and limited. Could these limitations only be removed,

the creature would at once become God. The creature is

therefore by necessity imperfect, and affected with malum
metaphysicum in order that he may be distinguished from God.

Hence the quantitative view of the distinction between good

and evil condemned above logically follows together with the

privative conception of evil.*

thing experiences from others round abput it, prop. iii. , iv. ,—its passive relations

props, xxix. , XXX., Ixiv.,—and therefore, the limitation involved in the reality

of individual being, see the Preface to the fourth Part. The fact that this

limitation, attaching to everything finite as a mere privation—omnis determi-

natio est negatio—appears as malum, arises merely from our inadequate

knowledge which regards individual things one-sidedly and apart from their

due connection, and compares them with other perfect things, or the various

circumstances and stages of progress of the same thing with each other or with

some general conception, and thereby discovers some want, prop. Ixxlii. Schol.

Tract, polit. c. ii. § 8, Epist. xxxii., xxxiv. Leibnitz, as we have seen, agrees

with Spinoza in this issue, with this difference ; the comparison, according to

Leibnitz, which gives rise to the notion of evil is necessary, but, according to

Spinoza, it is arbitrary and a prejudgment of imagination which the true philo-

sopher does away with ; thus with all true conceptions of evil the conception

of good also disappears—see also the Appendix to Book i. of Spinoza's Ethic?.

* Compare on Leibnitz's doctrine concerning evil, Sigwart, Das Problem des

Bdsen oder die Theodk4ey 1840, p. 101-120.
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This merely quantitative estimate of good and evil has been

lately developed in Dr. Baur's " Eejoinder to Dr.
eory.

j^^]^jgj,'g -^^^^ polemic/' etc.,* but (like Spinoza)

the conceptions of malum morale and the so-called malum
metaphysicum are identified, so that the privative conception

of evil resolves itself into a simple negative. The extreme to

which a reckless acuteness has thus reduced the doctrine

that we have been combating, is too significant to be passed

over without a few extracts in illustration of it, concerning the

nature and cause of sin. If " freedom from sin," it is said, " be

the removal of the limit of finiteness, it is clear that there

must be an endless series of gradations leading on to the point

where sin appears as a vanishing minimitm. If this minimum
be conceived of as wholly done away, the being perfectly free

must become one with God Himself, because God alone is abso-

lutely sinless. If, again, there are beings distinct from God,

there must be presupposed in them, so far as they are not God,

a minimum at least of evil."t Further on we read, " If we
are to caU everything constituting the difference between the

Creator and the creature sin,".—this the author himself does, and

not his opponent,—" it follows that sin can no more be done

away than can the distinction between the Creator and the

creature, but it is only fair to recognize in this case, that

nothing more is said than must in any case be allowed, viz.,

that while man is man, the limitations which separate him
as a creature from the Creator, the absolute God, can never

be removed. In this sense, the highest created spirits cannot

be conceived of without a minimum of sin, neither can the

most degraded of fallen spirits be without a minimum of

good, for even this one fact that they are spirit, implies

reality, and therefore good ; " J here a distinction between moral

and metaphysical good is not so much as thought of. The
issue of the discussion is summed up in the followingremarkable

words: "In every sin that only must be regarded as evil,

which appears as a negation in it ; evil therefore is only the

finite, because the finite is itself negative, the negation of the

infinite, and all manifestations of the finite are only a relative

nothing, the negativity which appears in many various forms

* Tiibinger Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1834, 3d part.

t lUd., p. 230. + Ibid., p, 231.
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according to the continually varying 'plus or minus of reality."*

To return to the starting-point of these statements, is it possible

more effectually and thoroughly to do away with all real diffe-

rence between good and evil in the world as created by God ?

To make the finite, as such, evil, is (as has already been

observed) only another way of denying the existence of evil

altogether. As to the practical consequence of this extension

of the theory, it will be this : instead of leading man to turn

away sadly or with hatred from the finite on account of the

evil which attaches to it, evil will ever become less an object

of anxiety, and man will allow himself to indulge in it because

it is inseparable from the finite.

The derivation of evil from the metaphysical imperfection of

§ 3. The the creature is closely allied, both in the Theodicee

EVIL A^s^ itself, and in many popular philosophical treatises

PRIVATION. upon this problem, based upon the main principles

of the Theodicee,\ with the explanation of evil as a privation.

It remains fpr us, therefore, still to examine the relation of

this idea of privation to the essence of evil, and to its origin

as derived from the so-called malum imperfectionis.

To understand this question clearly, we must more closely

Distinction analyse the distinction between simple negation and
between privation, as it has been carefully drawn already by
privation and -^ \ . j. n- i . , •

negation. Thomas Aqumas.J Simple negation denies to a

thing certain realities, which it affirms do not belong to its

nature. Negation, in a general sense, is inseparable from

finite being ; separate individuality involves a distinction from

other individuals, and therefore an exclusion of certain other

realities. This simple negation, as it is essential to all finite

beings, cannot be regarded as disturbance or depravation;

disturbance or depravation in anything is that which con-

tradicts its own essence. Privation, on the contrary, is the want

of some reality which belongs to our conception of its essence.

Now, it is evident that every sin includes the idea of priva-

tion. Holiness, and the continual development of holiness,

*Tiibinger Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1834, p. 233.

+ "Werdermann gives illustrations from the most prominent of these writers

in his VersucJi einer Qeschichte der Meinungen iiher Schicksal und m.enschliche

FreiUity p. 241 f.

% Summa, p. i. qu. 48, art. 5.
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alone correspond with the true conception of perfect humanity.

But every sin, if it be not a sign of the entire absence of this

development, is at least a limitation of its progress. It is,

however, quite another thing to affirm that evil may be wholly

reduced to this notion of privation. If we call to mind the

result of our earlier inquiry concerning the nature of sin, we
shall find that the explanation of evil merely as a privation is

wholly inadequate ; that self, which so strongly and ungovern-

ably asserts itself in evil, ought indeed to be affirmed, but only

in harmony with the divine law, and in perfect subservience

to the love of God. But is not this want of advance to the

higher principle of the love of God a privation ? Certainly
;

but this want arises from the fact that what ought to be a

subservient element usurps the place of the higher principle,

and will rule alone. The perverted negative here presupposes

a perverted affirmative. And must not the privative view of

sin, whatever be the more concrete definitions which it lays

down concerning its nature, at least acknowledge this ? If

evil be really privation, it is a disturbance of moral order ; and

then the question arises, "What power or activity is it whereby

the confusion of the moral order is caused ? If this question

be not evaded, the element required by the moral order in this

particular place will be found to be wanting, because another

and perverted element has supplanted it ; and this in its turn

is the perverted affirmative.

However correct it may be to recognise a privation in every

This theory sin, the real nature of sin is by no means adequately
inadequate. expressed thereby, nor is its origin explained. The

question still remains virtually unanswered—What is it that

produces the privation ? To say that evil has no causa efficiens,

but only a caibsa deficienSy i.e., a defectus caiisae, is not really to

answer the question ; this is clear from our definition of priva-

tion. Leibnitz inay answer, as we have already seen, " the

privation arises from the original finiteness of the creature
;

" but

we must further ask, how can a privation which contradicts the

true nature of man spring from other privations essentially

belonging to his nature ? Leibnitz has nowhere shown how
this comes to pass ; and being still unacquainted with the

evolutions of the idea by means of which, in a purely logical

manner, the simple negation-^the mere not being good

—
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passes on into positive contrast and contradiction, he could in

no wise show this. The imperfection which necessarily arises

from the finite nature of created being, or from its progressive

development, cannot properly be regarded as sin or disturbance,

and is not, therefore, strictly speaking, privation. If evil,

therefore, be deduced from the mere finiteness of the creature,

the idea of privation is resolved into a mere negation, i,e., into

the denial of evil altogether. But to despatch a problem

which has occupied the thoughts of the deepest thinkers for

thousands of years with the summary explanation of Spinoza,

that the subject-matter of it does not really exist, is not to

solve, but virtually to evade it.

Schelling expresses surprise at the fact that many of the

§4. Privati-ve Fathers, Augustine in particular, make evil to

BT^THE^
^^^^ consist in mere privation * And he is right ; for

Fathers. how can we harmonise this with the clear per-

ception of evil in its reality which penetrates the inmost soul

of this great Father, and pervades his entire theological system ?

Augustine is not the first who endeavoured to reduce the

conception of evil to that of a mere negation. The germs of

this view, which seem to be traceable in the Platonic philoso-

phy, vanish upon closer examination, but it is distinctly defined

in the writings of some of the Stoic and ]S"eoplatonic philoso-

phers.t Within the pale of the Christian Church we find it

in various expressions of Origen,J then in Athanasius,§ Basil

* Sammtliche Werke, erste Abtheilung, vol. vii. p. 369. We find this view

of evil in Augustine, e.g.j Contra epist. Manich. quam vacantfundam, c. xxxv.,

seq.; Confess, lib. 7, c. 12 ; De natura boni c. Manich., c. iv,; De Givitate Dei,

lib. xi. c. 9 ; lib. xii. c. 3. Enchir,, cap. xi., xii., xiii.

t Especially in Plotinus, in whose writings we find this view of evil connected

with the theory of emanation, Ennead, iii., lib. ii. c. 5 ; compare lib. viii. c. 8,

where evil is called trvipntris rou ovras. Compare, concerning the doctrine of

Plotinus, Sigwart as before, p. 80 ff. , and Yogt, Keoplatonismit^ und Christen-

thum, p. 67 ff.

t De principiis, lib. ii. c. 9. In Joann. t. ii. c. 7 (torn. iv. p. 65, 66, ed. de

la Rue), where among other things he says, irStra « «««/« ouSsv Iittiv (in reference to

the ouViv in John i. 3), e?r£< »ai oi/x ov rvyxa-vu. Further on he denotes evil as an

IffTipnffffat rov ovros. Compare Thomasius on Origen, p. 175 f. ; Redepenning

on Origen, p. 2, p. 328 f. Ritter also recognizes the fundamental error here to

consist in the quantitative view taken of the distinction between good and evil,

Geschichte der Christl. Philosophie, part i. p. 534.

§ Contra Oentes, c. vii. (tom. 1, p. ii. p, 7 ; ed. Bened.).
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the Great,* and G-regory of Nyssa.t "We have already seen

(p. 257) how the true aim of these Christian theologians was

to exclude evil from the divine causation, and to harmonize the

fact of its existence with the consciousness of God's living pre-

sence in all beings and events. Closely allied to this is the

Mysticism of the Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita regarding emana-

tion, who sought very fully to explain and support the negative

view of evil,| although he thus involved himself in a very

formal and fruitless play upon the categories of being and

nonentity, good and evil. But it is above all to the authority

of Augustine and to the wider application which the theory

of evil as negation, or more accurately, as privation, received

from him, that this conception owes its wide spread, not only

in Scholasticism, but even in the older theology of Protes-

tantism.
§

Augustine built up his theory in opposition to Manichaeism,

thinking to guard against the doctrine that evil resides in sub-

stance or nature, by adopting the principle that evil is only

privation. Accordingly he is wont to describe the essence of

sin as corruptio or privatio hom.\\ But as he takes this donum

usually in the metaphysical sense, expressing it more accurately

as honum naturae,^ the phrase really means the same as

* In HexaemeroUf horn. ii. (0pp. ed. Gamier, torn. i. p. 16 f.). 'OfitxU oti

ovK iVt/w oi'trio; Tuv xaxMv o has (tom. ii. p. 72-83, especially p. 78). Yet his

formula, to kkkov a-riptitris kyahv^ must not be confounded with Augustine's,

because the kya-Sat here is, as the connection shows, moral good.

t Aoydf xeiTV};^v)Ti»osj c. V., vi., xxii., xxviii. ; compare the Dialogue, De anima
et Resurrectione.

Z De Divinis Nominihus^ c. iv. § 18, to the end,

§ In Duns Scotus Erigena, the view taken corresponds rather to that of

Pseudo-Dionysius. As to the Schoolmen generally, it may suffice to refer to

Thomas Aquinas, Summa, part i. qu. 48, art. 1-3
;
qu. 49, art. 1. Most of

the later Schoolmen and the Catholic theologians of the 16th and 17th cen-

turies follow him, as does also Bellarmine. Among Protestant theologians

Melanchthon may be named as in the later editions of his Loci adopting the con-

ception of privation in the more exactly defined forms of Aquinas ; Z>e causa

peccati et contingentia, p. 64 f,

II
For this expression, see in addition to the passages already referred to, De

moribits Manich. c. v. seq. ; De libero ^r6i(rio, lib. iii. c. 13, 14,

TI Contra Julianum Pelagianum, lib. i. c 8, 9. De civitate Dei, as before and

lib. xi. c. 17. De nuptm etconcup., lib. ii. c. 17. Colin {Bearheitung des Mun-
scherschen Lehrbuches der Dogmengeschichte, vol, i. p. 355) makes out a contra-

diction in Augustine, when, in contrast with his later views, he says in his trea-

tise De Genesi contra Manich. lib. ii. c. 27, nullum malum esse naturale, sed

omnes naturas bonas esse. But as Augustine means it, this sentence is in per-

VOL. I. T
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" depravation of being," " a falling off from its reality

"

(Enchir. c. 12). Evil, according to Augustine's fundamental

definition of it (wherein he follows Plato), is, "what is

injurious
;

" it is that which tends to destroy {consuTnere) the

existence of the being to whom it cleaves {tendit ad non

esse) ; and yet it may never reach this goal and has never

yet reached it, because evil can only exist as it is connected

with good,—connected with the divinely created nature of the

subject who has become evil—so that it would annihilate itself

if it annihilated this nature.* This corruption is possible in

the case of the creature alone, and arises from the fact that he

does not derive his existence from himself or from the essence

of God {de Deo), but is made out of nothing by the creative will

of God.t In King's work, already mentioned, this thought is

expanded into a kind of dualism, which puts " nothing " in the

place assigned to matter by the ancients as one generating

principle of existence. King's words are, nascitur creatura

a Deo patre perfectissimo, at a nihilo quasi matre, quae est

ipsa imperfectio.']^

Kecollecting, however, that Augustine (as has already been

shown) regards evil in respect of its object and aim as per-

verted desire, as conversio ah eOj quod magis sen summe est,

ad idj quod minus est, the antithesis between good and evil

seems to escape us just as we were about to grasp it, Tor if

we set up the nihil in the place of a minus of reality, there is

no truth in the representation that nihil forms an actual

antithesis to absolute being or God.§ If such an antithesis

feet harmony with the view Tvhich he afterwards develops more fully against

the Pelagians ; indeed, he often repeats the same thought in various forms in

his later writings, in the Oivitas, the Enchiridion^ the books contra Julian. ^ and

in the Opus imperfectum. He does not therefore consider that the expression

needs any explanation in the Retractationes. If we may judge the contents of

the last treatise of Theodorus of Mopsuestia from its title, viz., ^ph rous

Xiyovras <p6ffu xcti oh yvufzy ^ramv tovs av^paivovsy it seems not to have hit the

right nail on the head, at least as far as Augustine is concerned.

* De moribus Manichaeorum, lib. ii. c. 6, 7. Op, imper/. c. Jtd.j lib. i. c.

112. Enchir. u. 13.

t De lihero arhitriOj lib. ii. c. 20. Contra epist. fund., u. xxxvi., xxxviii.

Contra Jul, lib, i. c. 8. De nupt. et concup.^ lib. ii. c. 29.

X De origine Mali^ cap. iv. sect. 9 ; compare sect. 2. "We frequently find the

same thought in the Theosophists, and the theosophic sects.

§ Contra Secundinum Manich., c. 10, when ATigustine says, non esse contra-

rium Deo, qui summe est^ nisi quod omnino non est* From this imaginary contrast
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were possible it could only be by supposing this nihil to be

another being over against absolute being, i.e., by supposing it

no longer to be nihil but something. Now, if we keep to the

definition above given, that man, in evil as well as in good,

strives after something real, but after the lesser instead of the

greater, or rather more after the lesser than the greater ; instead

of the antithesis of good and evil we have only a difference

of degree between the more or less perfect. That primary

flaw in Augustine's conception of evil, his endeavour to derive

it, in its contrast with good, from the greater or less reality in

the object aimed at, pervades his treatise, De lihero arUtrio, and

leads to many strange statements both there and in his works.

Be ordine, De Morihus Manichaeorum, De natura Boni

;

e.g., that it is better to be evil and wretched than not to be

at all, non-existence being the summum malvmi ; that the

creature depraved by sin is more perfect than the wholly

irrational, just as adulterated gold is of higher value than pure

silver*

Thus Augustine's view of sin appears to be essentially the

same as that of Leibnitz. Throughout Augustine's writings

we find the deepest conviction of the positive antithesis between

good and evil, and the keenest discernment of the reality of

evil. This raises them far above the TheodicSe ; and the only

apparent explanation seems to be that his genius was far

beyond his system, that the riches of Christian experience, the

fulness of deep insight in his giant spirit, and his recognition

of sin arising therefrom, broke through the limits of his

theory.

But upon closer examination we find that there is a very-

important and fundamental difference in the way in which

Augustine and Leibnitz explain the conception of ;privatio honi

sen naturae in their respective theories of evil. The former

uses the word privatio in an active sense, but the latter merely

between nothing and being Origen infers his negative conception of evil, for he

makes being and good identical.

* We meet with the same thought in Leibnitz in the TheodicSe, and Spinoza

(ep. xxxii.), and also in Hegel's Encyclop., § 248 :

—"If mental caprice or

arbitrariness goes on to evil, it is still infinitely higher than the movements of

the heavenly bodies in conformity to law, or than the harmlessness of plants."

As if any comparison at all were possible between things so remote as the harm-
lessness of plants, the order of the heavenly bodies, and the depraved will of

man !
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ill a passive sense. With the latter, evil is merely a defect or

want, arising essentially from the metaphysical imperfection of

created being ; but with the former it is a privative activity

which lessens real being, not a mere infirmity, but a tendency

resisting bare life {malum tendit ad non esse), the presence of

which can only be explained by the freedom of the will. With

Augustine it is plain that the fact of man's creation out of

nothing, and the corruptibility of his nature involved therein,

explains only the possibihty of evil. The actual introduction of

it is to be accounted for oaaly by the freedom of the creature

;

and his conception of freedom did not allow of his regarding

the act of will as the working of another cause still further

removed.* It is only thus that Augustine could harmonize

his notion of privatio with his doctrine of cor^i^ptio and per-

versio. Evil is, indeed, according to Augustine, a negation,

but in the same sense in which fire, for instance, is a negation,

because it tends to destroy the material on which it feeds.

If this be the true import of Augustine's theory, it manifestly

Evil ac- affords a clearer and more suggestive insight into

Aiigusfine
^^^ nature of evil. Evil is no longer a mere

corruptio, defect, it is a positive antithesis between Grod and

created being, a principle of disturbance ; and it is well to

remember, that in his speculative treatment of the subject,

Augustine, like his Manichaean opponents, blends together

moral and physical evil in the one term malum, and this is

certainly a disadvantage in his inquiry. It is essentially the

same view of evil as is presented in Goethe's Eaust.t It is

* So in his De libero Arbitrio, lib. iii. c. 17, 18, and in many places in his

anti-Manichaean writings. Baur recognises the importance of this principle in

Augustine's theory—see his work, Die christl. Lelire von der Dreieinigheit und

Menschwerdung Gottes in Hirer geschichtlichen Entwickelung, vol. i. p. 905.

t Especially in the confession of M-ephistopheles,

—

*' I am the spirit which constantly denies
;

And rightly so, for all that is created

Is worthy only that it be destroyed
;

Far better were it, had nothing e'er existed."

And further on, from another point of view, in Faust's complaint concerning

him,
" He turns Thy gifts to nothing with a breath."

Tieck, in one of his thoughtful poems, the Hezensahhat, develops a different

theory of evil. Here its reality arises from the fall of the most powerful
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certainly true and sound at bottom, it rests upon the cogniz-

ance of the fact, that this world's existence and the existence

of finite being is in itself a good, conformable and well-pleasing

to the divine will. And every one who considers with any

degree of attention the view which the Bible gives of the crea-

tion, must allow that this is in keeping with the principles of

Christianity. If the talk indulged in now-a-days about the

austere dualism of Christianity be anything more than an

accusation, it must prove that Christianity presupposes at the

beginning of the world a fall, and an estrangement from God.

The more accurately we test this principle, the more clearly

we see how little it harmordzes with a candid observation of

depraved human life to attribute evil wholly to a tendency to

non-existence. We have indeed already seen (p. 176) that there

is an acme in the development of evil wherein it becomes a

fury of destructiveness, a fierce hatred of all being. But the

cases wherein the destructive power of evil has thus broken

through all bounds of selfishness are comparatively rare,

and they admonish us that evil contains in it an element of

insanity. Usually, however, it by no means shows this tendency

to destructiveness and to pure annihilation* It rather

created spirits from God, and their "being plunged into the deep ; and Lucifer is

the world-forming principle, *'the power that moves the world, the life of

nature, the spirit and flow of matter, that by seeming destruction creates, and

by seeming creation destroys." Similar opinions have been held within the

Christian Church ever since the views of Gnosticism concerning the o<pn. The
main source of that poetic representation is probably the speculations of

Solger, which in their continual alternation between God and !N"othing, contain

the Hegelian process as if in embryo. God gives Himself up to nothing that we

may be, and offering up Himself destroys this nothing that we might not remain

nothing, but may return to Him and live in Him. But if this Nothing will

separate itself from God and become a positive Nothing, it becomes evil. This

is a sort of divine game which comes to nothing, and which we rightly treat

with scorn. We need hardly observe, however, that there are elements in the

philosophy of that noble spirit which quite break through his unfruitful

principle and its logical consequences.

* In order to subordinate evil in all its eleipents to this one aspect of it, we
may adopt the explanation which Augustine gives of the conception of being, in

his work De. 'morih-m Manichaeorum, c. viii. Nihil est esse quaTn unum esse.

, . , SimpUcia per se sunt, quia una sunt; quae autem non sunt simpUciay

Concordia partium imitantur unitatem et in tantum sunt, in quantum assequuntur,

Quare ordinatio esse cogit, inordinatio vera non esse; quae perversio etiam nomi-

natur atque corruptio. Without deteriorating from the beauty and relative

truth of this thought, it rests upon an abstract conception of the highest unity,

and that view of evil could not be maintained in its integrity if that be true
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awakens in man an immoderate effort to possess all for self,

stimulating all his powers and concentrating them on one point,

so that the ego assumes an independent importance, isolating

itself from the higher unity to which it belongs, and seeking a

unity within itself. Sin is indeed destructive, but it will only

destroy that which interferes with the eagerness of selfishness.

Thus a perverted state lies at the foundation of the negative

tendency in evil. And this Augustine himself confirms, for

" when he would picture to us the nature of evil in the indi-

vidual, or would describe the difference between good and evil

in general, we find that he always adopts something affirma-

tive,""^^—pride, avarice, self-love, and the like. We have already

shown that this must be so if the conception of privation be

really meant as something different from mere negation.

Augustine, however, seems not always to have had a clear

consciousness of the relations of these two conceptions to each

other, and of the difference between them, for in his treatment

of privation he sometimes passes imperceptibly to the other

standing point.

When the Apologia of the Augsburg Confession maintains

original sin, not only as defectus, but lays stress upon the other

aspect of it as concujpiscentia,\ it is not Melanchthon's intention

directly to oppose the Augustinian definition of evil, for this

is of metaphysical import only, and refers to sin in abstractor

as our older theology expresses it. Melanchthon is here

treating of a contrast in the experimental and psychological

apprehension of inborn moral depravity which pervades the

middle age theology ; for on the one hand he keeps more to

which an earlier examination has taught ns (p. 143), viz., that evil is not only

want of order and of nnity, but a perverted order and unity.

* Ritter, as hefore, p. 357. Ritter has not given sufficient weight to the pecu-

liar view of the theory of evil as privation explained above, and in his account

of this Augustinian doctrine of evil, he arrives at very different conclusions from

mine ; but this arises from the fact that he attributes an element to Augustine's

method, to which, while he allows that it is borrowed from Greek philosophy,

he attaches greater importance than I can. I mean the Eesthetic view often to

be found in Augustine's earlier writings, viz., that evil in contrast with good,

tends to tbe beauty of the world and to the manifestation of God's righteous-

ness. See Ritter, p. 329 f. If in those writings the aesthetic view is made the

basis of the divine righteousness, the necessity of evil would be proved, and the

idea of holiness would be sacrificed to that of beauty, a charge which cannot be

brought against the Augustinian system.

t Art. de peccato originali, p. 65, the Rechenberg Ed.
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the defectus or carentia (absentia privativa) justitiae origiTialis,

and on the other to the positive depravity of man, the vitiosa

qualitaSj which, after Augustine, is usually denoted by the

word concupiscentia, Melanchthon, therefore, and the older

Protestant theologians, though recognizing a twofold element

in sin, do not consider themselves at variance with Augustine's

theory of privation any more than did Aquinas ^^ in his general

Evil viewed
vi^'w^ ^^ ^^ (soe p. 132). Viewed in concreto et

c^Hce and ethicc—which is the usual form of the older
metap ysice.

p^otestant teaching upon this point t—original

sin IS not a mere want of original righteousness, but a qualitas

positiva in relation to the other essential element, concupiscentia.

Viewed in dbstrado et Tnetaphysice, it is according to them a

Tfiere privation ; and it is surprising that the irrational

relation of this metaphysical view of sin to the ethical aspect

of it did not check these theologians in the conclusions they

arrived at. It is, however, plain that the adoption of this

notion of privation did not lead to the same results, nor was

applied to the same uses as we find it now-a-days, by modern

writers who welcome it so as to reconcile the presence of evil

with God's knowledge and will. But we dare not allow (as

the older Dogmatists did) that God is cognisant of evil in man
only in dbstracto.

CHAPTEK II.

Derivation of Sin from Man's Sensuous Nature.

Our examination of the theory of privation in explanation of

o
-^ State-

*^® origin of evil, has led us to the conclusion,

MENT OF THE fuUy cstablishcd, that there must be something
THEORY.

positive in sin, whereby what is privative in it is

produced. If we now inquire what this positive element is,

innumerable voices of the present day, and still more numerous
* Summa, p. i. qu. 48, art. 1, 2, 3

;
qu. 49, art. 1 ; compare with p. ii. 1,

qu. 82, art. 1.

t It is sufficient here to refer to Gerhard's Confessio catholica, de peccatt

originalis natura et quidditaiBf p. 1406 ; and Quenstedt, as before, p. ii. cap. ii.

sect. ii. qu. 11.
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voices of the past generation refer us at once to sense*

Herein, we are told, lie hid the springs of sin ; to wit, in the

power of man's sensuous nature over his spiritual. The fact

that man is not only a spiritual but a sensuous being, and the

examination of the relation between these two elements, brings

to Hght (it is said) and fully accounts for the presence of sin

ftnd its wide diffusion through the human race.

The derivation of sin from man's fleshly nature or sense is

certainly preferable to the privative theory already considered,

because the abstract view of evil, and the conceptions con-

nected therewith, become more concrete.

Hitter sanctions the derivation of sin from sense ; but he

attributes to sense a meaning which we cannot recognize in

the theory we have now to examine. He understands by sense

the changeableness and transitoriness of our earthly life—our

present state being continually moulded by our past, what we

are by what we have been ; and he opposes to this the super-

sensuous, as the essence of man and of all creatures, so far as

it exists in the eternal mind of God. Hence he asserts that

our derivation of sin from selfishness may be resolved into this

explanation of it from sense. For " the ego, which the selfish

man inordinately loves, is only his temporal self, not the

immortal ego as it exists ideally in the eternal heart of God." t

We readily allow the latter proposition ; for the ego^ as it

exists ideally in God's eternal nature, exists not only in its

own purity and truth, but in perfect unison with God and the

world. If man loves thus to realize his ideal self, this love can

never become selfishness. But, on the other hand, a man
might make the blessedness of an eternal existence hereafter

* "While there have ever been numerous espousers of this view, the great

Doctors of the Church have never been backward in their denunciations of it.

See Augustine, for instance, De Civitate Dei, lib. xiv. c. 2-5 ; Luther, De servo

arUtrio (p. 167, Ed. of Leb. Schmidt in 4to) ; Melanchtbon in the Apologia,

art. Depecc. orig., p. 55, compare pp. 52, 53. In the Formula Concordiae {soL

dedar., art. 1, Depeccato orig.) original sin is described as having its seat in

superioribus et principalihus animae facultatihus. As to Augustine, it is all the

more necessary to refer to such passages as the above, because the derivation of

sin from sensationalism has been attributed to him in our day, e.g., by Baum-

garten Crusius, Lehrbuck der Sittenlehre, p. 220. So far was Augustine from

holding concupiscentia to be the original source of sin, that he names this as its

effect aad punishment.

+ Utber das Bdse, p. 5 f.
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the aim of his endeavour, and yet if he did not keep before

him fellowship with God and a life of perfect love as his goal,

but only his own satisfaction, he would even in this effort fall

into selfishness and sin. But ;we have not here to do with

that philosophic use of language wherewith Eitter describes

the difference between sensuous and a supersensuous ego in

man and all other creatures, but with the language he describes

as ordinary, and by which man's sensuous nature, or sense, is

Definition of that part of our being which is capable of receiv-

sense.
jj^g impressions from the outer world* If we

would reduce the distinctions upon which this theory turns to

the most general philosophical conceptions, we must describe

them, not as the antithesis between the ideal and the

phenomenal, but as the contrast of spirit and matter, action

and being. Moral goodness in God, according to this theory,

is pure spirituality ; in man it is the unconditional dominion

of the spirit over matter in his sensuous yet rational life.

And yet in the case of many who hold this view there seems

to be a confounding of both conceptions in this word sense.

The theory here to be weighed cannot, on the other hand,

mean that our sensuous nature, with its instincts and their

satisfaction, is in itself evil. For in this case it would follow

that wherever there is animated matter, evil necessarily exists
;

but what reasonable person would regard the instincts of

animals, and the gratification of them, as sin ? "Were we to

do so, we should evaporate the conception of evil altogether

by an unwarrantable extension of its meaning, for all mani-

festations of sensuous life would in this case be sin, in fact sin

in its true meaning would no longer exist—all guilt, all con-

science, of an inner discord which ought not to be, would

vanish, and nothing would be left but the necessary laws per-

taining to a really innocent nature.

Evil, therefore, cannot, according to this theory, have its

root in sensuous nature in and for itself, but only in so far as

this is blended with spirit in a personal being. And if this,

* LuECKE, seeing that he defends the principle that sense is an essential factor

in the origin of the first sin, and of all following sins (Giittinger Gel. Anzeiger,

1839, part xxvii. p. 261), expressly explains "sense'' in a wider yet exacter

way, according to which, even in the most spiritual sins, the will is still inclined

towards the world.
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again, is not to lead us back to the same point, we must not

regard the manifestations of sense in this sphere as in themselves

sinful, except so far as sense, which ought to be the willing

servant of the spirit and the basis of its earthly existence, by

its own action and susceptibility resists the spirit and asserts its

independence and even dominion in human life. If we would

discover the only conceivable import of this theory we must

bear in mind that, strictly speaking, it is not the sensuous

nature but ultimately the will alone—man as a voluntary

being—that can be the subject of sin. Taking the, word seme

in its true meaning, it is clear that no action, in the true sense of

the word, can properly be attributed to it ; every theory which

does not wholly give up the fact of guilt in sin must recognize

this. Any view, therefore, if it is not to be involved in mani-

fest contradiction, which derives evil from sense, must suppose

that the spirit voluntarily yields to its stronger power instead

of obeying the law involved in its own moral being.

But how can any such theory explain the possibility of so

strange a phenomenon as this, wherein that part of human
nature which, according to its true ideal, is the higher, thus

becomes the lower or subservient, and that which is properly

the lower the dominant ? Whence this disturbance and perver-

sion of a true order which necessarily arises out of the essential

relations of both parts to each other ?

It is replied that our sensational nature demands merely what

Attempted is agreeable and satisfying, whereas our reason
explanations, demands what is morally good, and that the deter-

minate aims of both do not always coincide. But while we may
thus very easily understand how momentary perplexities and

complications between the impulses proceeding fromeach part of

our nature may occur, no explanation is given of the fact that in

such a conflict the pleasant overcomes the good, and the claim of

our lower nature, which is ever limited, supersedes the uncondi-

tional law -of the higher and spiritual nature,—as we see that

it really does in sins against conscience and against the demands

of the watchful and self-conscious spirit (see p. 165). An
abnormal and (upon this theory) inconceivable relation must

be presupposed, wherein what is really good for the spirit is

not at the same time pleasant and agreeable for the flesh, but

forms a stern ought in opposition to the inclination. And it
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must be most strange that there is in this sphere not only a

conflict issuing in the subjugation of the spirit, but a retro-

gressive development—an advancing degeneracy—in which

the sensational nature obtains the mastery over the spiritual,

and makes the will the ready servant of its desires. Here we
behold a power which the spirit already possesses, and which

it endeavours according to its nature to maintain, yet wrung

from it (according to this theory) by sense apart from will, and

this not momentarily merely, but for life ; so that sense, the

part of our being by which we are determined in a particular

way, annihilates that which the independent principle of our

being would have effected. And so thoroughly perverted may
this relation become, that in innumerable cases the spiritual is

nothing more than the instrument of the sensuous nature, and

to concern one's self with the interests of the spirit is with not a

few of no importance, save as it may minister to their sensuous

need and satisfaction ; in a word, that the spiritual is of use

only to refine and sharpen the sensuous appetite. All these

are facts fully confirmed by experience, and to contravene them

implies the most glaring ignorance of real life ; but what light

can a theory which attributes evil wholly to sense throw upon

the possibility of such a positive perversion in our nature ?

Would we fall back upon the doctrine of the freedom of the

will for the solution of this difficulty,—upon its power to yield

either to the demands of the spirit,

—

i.e,, the reason, or to

the impulses of sense, and thus to raise the one or the other

to supreme power,—the supposed explanation of evil on the

principle of sense must be not only modified but virtually

surrendered. The fact that sense in the present state of

human nature works upon the will as a stimulus to resolve in

opposition to the moral law,—that the dominance of the

sensational impulses over the spiritual is the usual form which

moral corruption in man assumes,—^must be recognized in

every theory of evil which does not ignore the facts of the

case. And nothing more than this is really left to this theory

if it calls to its aid the doctrine of freedom. For if the final

decision as to whether the spirit or sense shall have the pre-

dominance be left to free-will and its unrestrained decision, the

real source of sin is no longer sense, but must be looked for

in the fact that the will, being free, surrenders itself to a
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perverted tendency, and wantonly gives to sense inordinate

power and supremacy. It is not weakness, but a positive self-

perversion of the will, and a contradiction of the freedom which

it possesses, if the spirit makes sense and its promptings the

principle of its acts, instead of obeying its own law. How
comes it to pass that the spirit thus willingly determines itself,

not according to its own nature, but according to sense ?

"Wherein consists this self-degradation and self-surrender to an

ignominious slavery ? This is really the problem wherein the

question regarding the origin of evil takes its rise. However

inconceivable it may seem, naturally and psychologically, that

the representations of man's sensuous nature (whose objects are

immediately present to him and claim momentary satisfaction)

should work more effectually upon him than his spiritual desires,

and thus cause the entrance of sin, the fact that it is so can only

be recognized by admitting that the resolve not to act depends

not upon sense but upon will, i,e., upon the spirit. And thus

the wide-spreading web of psychological explanations, where-

with the enlighteners of the past century delighted to adorn

their sensuous theories, is swept away by the simple affirmation

that nothing can be nearer to the spirit than the spirit itself*

This derivation of evil from our sensational nature, to be

Freedom self-consistent, and to maintain its claim to explain

limited by not only the nature but even the origin of evil,

sense.
must not assume the principle (hypothetically

received) of the freedom of the will, as an ability to decide

either according to the promptings of the spirit or according

to the promptings of the flesh. It has often done this in

ancient and modern times, but we must recognize herein an

obvious want of logical acumen. If it will not surrender the

fact or at least the name of freedom, this name wiU only

be the power of spirit in another form, whereby it determines

itself according to its own nature and spiritual instincts, in

opposition to the power of the sensational nature. This power

of the spirit must be limited in its relation to the flesh, and

* Against such modes of explanation it has often been rightly urged that they

begin with denying the spirit and degrade man in the sphere of nature, in order

afterwards to find that, like the brutes, he follows his merely sensational instincts

quite naturally. The problem to be solved, the dominant power of sense in

man, is presupposed as the law of his nature, and then it is further argued

from that law.
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only thus (upon this theory) is sin possible to man ; sin being

said to have its foundation simply in the limitation or fettering

of the spirit. So far from sin, according to this theory, arising

out of human freedom, it does not really begin to exist until

freedom is sacrificed.* And these fetters, which the spirit

encounters in endeavouring to realize its true nature, could not

have been imposed by any act of self-enthralment ; for if it

were, this primary act would be its original sin, and the

dominance of sense would be the consequence of such an act,

and not, as this theory would make out, the cause and original

source of evil. But these fetters are assigned to the spirit

without its co-operation, and by a necessity from without.

There must, therefore, be a natural weakness and want of

energy in the spirit corresponding to the preponderance of

sense ; indeed, the excessive strength and irritability of the

sensational instincts is only relative, and virtually means a

want of due energy on the part of the spirit to subdue it, and

so to make it its servant and instrument. Accordingly, to say

that sin has its origm in the sensuous nature, or its preponder-

ance, is tantamount to saying that sin has its origin in the

natural weakness of the spirit, i.e., of the will. If it arise from

these natural and necessary limits, it cannot be regarded as

perversion or depravation ; and if it must be regarded as

perversion or depravation, the reference to our sensuous nature

does not in the least explain its origin.

What has now been said throws some light upon the relation

Only a form ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^® Leibnitzian theory of privation,

of the theory If the sensuous theory resolve itself into the weak-
pnva ion.

^^^^ ^£ ^^^^ Spirit Or will as the seat of sin, the
* Bretschneidek, e.g,, on the contrary, sets out with this view, and yet

thinks that he can attribute sin to freedom. In his System Entwickdung oiler

dogmaiisch. Begriffe (p. 498, 3d ed.) we read,
—"So far as it (the Reason)

appears as an ability to act we call it will or rationality, and so far as it is the

only ground of action we call it freedom. Moral liberty, viewed as human
ability, is the power of human reason to follow out the knowledge of the true

and good as the only basis of will and act, and to resist all other impulses not

coming from the reason." But at p. 530 he says, "Sin formally consists in the

knowledge of the law and the voluntary violation of the law—its violation

vnth freedom, i.e., in a state of reasonableness." The source of this manifest

contradiction is to be looked for beyond the range of Bretschneider's dogmatic
system (see the Appendix to this chapter). His system is answerable only for

the doubling of the contradiction which occurs in the explanatory clause, "in a
state of reasonableness.

"
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doctrine of privation really lies at its root, and it can be

regarded only as a further evolution of it in a particular

direction, however little it is wont to be thus understood * The

distinction between good and evil is thus resolved into a differ-

ence only of degree, and not of nature. Man's free will has

various degrees of strength ; if its strength be great, 'it subdues

the sensational nature, and the result is virtue ; if it be small,

sense gains the ascendancy, and the result is vice.

But it may be asked, does our inability to conceive the

origin of a total perversion of the relation between

Development the spiritual and fleshly natures in man, arise

OF THIS from our regarding these two elements as distinct
Theory.

^ , -, -, •, .

and separate from each other ? Their relation is

not that of settled and independent co-existence, but of living

and mutually progressive growth. Let us picture to ourselves

the manner of their development as it usually appears in human
life, and the changes and alternations springing therefrom.

Our sensational nature not only unfolds itself first, but for

some time it is the only medium of perception. The child

becomes accustomed to satisfy the sensational instincts, and to

act upon sensuous desires, before its spirit awakes to con-

sciousness and independence ; and we cannot regard this as a

violation of order, or a disturbance arising from a free act of

the will. "When the spiritual nature begins to emerge from

its primary condition of latent potentiality, and to assert its

claims upon the man's life, it finds the ground already occu-

pied by the sensational impulse which has obtained considerable

power by the very force of habitual dominion, whereas the

spirit has to begin with only a minimum of power. Can we

wonder that the fleshly nature continually resists its claims,

and that in its endeavour to establish them, the spirit has a

hard battle to fight, and many defeats to endure ? And
although in the progress of development it may obtain in-

* We find the recognition of this connection, e.g.y in Tollner, Theol.

Untersuchungeriy part ii. iv. Von der ErhsiXnde^ p. 110 ; also in Bretschneider,

Grundlage des evang. PietismuSf p. 126, though here only in indefinite and

somewhat contradictory hints. It is, however, entirely overlooked by

Michaelis, one of the most decided advocates of the theory that our sensational

nature is the root of sin, in his Gedanken uber die Lehre der heil. Schrift uher

die Sunde und Genugthuung*
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creasing power, the sensational nature advances in equal ratio,

and retains its position in advance, so that it can be out-

stripped and overcome only by a long and difficult conflict.

Thus we see that we must not allow ourselves to be deceived

by occasional victories upon the part of the spirit over the

flesh, which seem at first sight to prove how utterly the latter

has been subdued, and which lead to the belief that if it after-

wards becomes active, this is owing to some extraneous cause.

These victories are never more than partial, and while the

power of the sensational nature is kept in check in one direc-

tion, it silently strengthens itself in another, and soon breaks

forth again with renewed vigour. Hence arise the contradic-

tions, the vicissitudes, and continual retrogressions which occur

in the gradual subjugation of the fleshly nature to the spirit.

This theory seems specially to be confirmed by the altered

principles now-a-days maintained regarding the relation of the

spiritual part of our nature to the sensuous.

In former times the derivation of evil from sense usually

regarded it as standing in an abstract and mechanical relation

to the spirit,—man being made up of soul and body, spirit

and nature. And many even still avow their adoption of the

theory according to this view. Upon this principle it seems

easier to understand the resistance offered by the sensuous

nature to the spirit ; but it is far more difificult to understand

how the spirit comes to submit to the fetters of the fleshly

nature which is so wholly external to it, and why, seeing it

has to submit by a necessary ordainment to such a yoke, it

imputes to itself as sin what arises naturally from the power

with which its physical nature is gifted."*

The theory can be much better established if, according to

* Some would solve this difficulty by the assumptiou that God has ordained

that the opposition of the flesh against the spirit, though in itself natural and
necessary, should nevertheless appear in consciousness as guilt, in order by this

consciousness to stimulate us to increased strivings after moral good. Such a

naive attempt, unobservedly, to lift the veil behind which God is said secretly

to contrive, may well have its reward in the discovery that God attributes to

man a sinfulness which arises from His own planning and ordering of the world,

—from the inadequate spiritual power which He has bestowed—and that He
suffers man to bear the guilt of it in his consciousness to the end that by
redoubled effort he may find the necessary corrective, though at the cost of his

inward peace and unity in himself. Upon such a principle we must allow that

God might more easily have effected the same result, by giving greater strength

to man's spiritual nature so as to enable him to realize the moral claims
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more modern views, we maintain the inseparable union of the

spiritual with the natural or sensuous in man, and regard the

former simply as the awakening of the latter and its becoming

conscious ; nature being thus only dormant spirit. Thus it is

certainly less contradictory to suppose that the spirit becoming

self-conscious, should not be able so easily and quickly to free

itself from the trammels of the sensational nature, and at the

same time that it should impute to itself as guilt what is,

strictly speaking, nothing more than an unrestrained power of

the fleshly nature ; for nature in this case is only the spirit

itself in a state of potentiality.

While we do not espouse the mechanical theory of the

relation subsisting between the spirit and the flesh in man
above referred to—we may call it the theory of co-existence or

juxtaposition—we must as firmly guard against the theory of

identity here laid down which looks upon the spirit of man
merely as the highest blossoming of his natural life, the issue

of his progressive development. Of course we maintain the

unity of the finite spirit and of nature in a really true sense, a

truth which Christian theology cannot deny as long as it does

not ignore the significance of its doctrine concerning the Eesur-

rection. This doctrine clearly implies that spirit and nature in

man will at last become so perfectly one that the latter, as aMfia

TTvevfiarcKov, will no longer stand contrasted with the spirit as

something external and foreign to it, but will be perfectly

adequate for its full manifestation and outgo. But if spirit

and nature are thus in the issue to become one, they must ever

have been in themselves one, i.e.^ in the divine understanding

which eternally beholds the ideas which it has to realize as the

goal of all development.

But we do reject such a doctrine of identity as would make

Anthropolo-
^^® spirit simply a development of nature, so that

gical theory nature, which is only its presupposition and the
rejec e . medium of its manifestation, becomes its principle

*

implanted in him, whenever they appear in consciousness, and to subordinate

the sensuous nature in ready, yet unhindered, development, and to make it the

instrument of the spirit.

* History teaches us the sad yet easily conceivable fact that the obliteration

of the sacred line of demarcation between spirit and nature has ever tended,

not to the spiritualizing of nature, but invariably to the naturalizing and con-

sequent degrading of spirit.
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The ideal unity which we allow involves the greatest actual

difference ; it specially demands it in the present stage of

man's development, because his corporeal nature, the aSifxa

yfrv^^iKov—is not yet fully conformable to the spirit, but has still

in order thereto to be transformed and glorified. Properly

speaking, there is no fixed transition from nature to spirit

;

spirit is not only distinct from the stages below it, but is

essentially different from nature as a whole ; the difference is

one, not of degree merely, but of kind, for spirit is infinitely

above nature, an entirely new beginning, which can be

explained neither by the stage of natural development next

below it, nor by all the stages of natural development together,

This is most clearly attested by the fact that man alone, as

distinct from all merely animal natures, has religion, and

possesses not only a relation to this world, but an absolute

relation to God. Hence it is that the dignity of divine kin-

ship as "the offspring of God" is assigned (Acts xvii. 28, 29)

to man alone as spirit.

If this truth be acknowledged, we cannot understand—it

. , . - requires at least a further tracing out of evil even
Awakening of ^. . . • i t i . ,

conscience in to its source m an origmal disturbance m the
™^^"

spirit itself and its relations to God to explain

—

how' it is that when it first becomes conscious of its divine

destiny, the spirit does not at once subordinate the fleshly

nature to its will and exercise unwavering dominion over it.

The habit of following the sensational instincts may be formed

in the child before the awakening of its spiritual nature, but

certainly not the habit of subordinating the moral instincts to

the sensational ; because the sensational nature only now begins

to be a power acting over against the spirit. The awakening

of moral consciousness, moreover, does not take place imper-

ceptibly and gradually from day to day, it is a sudden

transition, an enlightening almost like a lightning flash in the

twilight of unconsciousness. " The light of consciousness," to

adopt an expression of Baader upon this point, " is begotten of

the lightning." The presentiment thus arises in the child's

spirit that moral duty, which hitherto had been regarded by

him only as the will of parents, guardians, and teachers, pos-

sesses an unconditional authority as God's will, and this is the

first definite self-manifestation of conscience.

VOL. I. U
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This might suffice as an answer to the anthropological foun-

dation of the sensuous theory which we have described. But

let us for a moment suppose—we could admit it only by the

sacrifice of freedom, by resolving it into a mere potential energy

of nature—that there is a quantitative relation between spirit

and nature as the factors of human development. In this case,

both must be regarded as powers whose reciprocal relation is

marked by increase or diminution, and at the outset, when the

development advances from the earliest stage of infancy, the

spiritual factor is smallest, and the sensuous possesses predomi-

nating sway. In the course of time, both would grow in equal

ratio, and thus virtue would be wholly impossible to man. If

he attained it, either the second factor must have remained

stationary with the same unvarying amount of strength, while

the first increased, a supposition inconceivable in a living indivi-

dual, or the gradual increase must have been more rapid in the

case of the' spiritual than in that of the sensuous nature.

Thus, in the progress of development, a point must occur where

both powers coincide in strength, and are of exactly the same

weight, but from this turning-point the relation is reversed and

the spiritual begins to preponderate. What would follow from

this account of the phenomena ? Why, certainly this, that in

the ordinary development of human Hfe, and with some isolated

exceptions arising from special circumstances, the power of sin

must be greatest in early childhood, when the spirit is only

beginning to awake to activity, and when the moral conscious-

ness begins to dawn. But they who would derive evil from

the sensational nature would be slow to allow this, for it con-

tradicts experience no less than the plain declarations of our

Lord (Matt, xviii. 3, xix. 14) and of the Apostle Paul (1 Cor.

xiv. 20). On the other hand, were sin nothing more than the

unsubdued animal in man,—the animal nature as the first stage

of human consciousness resisting the liberation of the spiritual

and its own subjugation to the spirit's sway,—the general law

for the gradual conquest of sin would be that sin must vanish

in proportion as spiritual culture advances. But is this again

confirmed by experience ? A theoretical judgment indeed, and

a superficial observation of life itself, have led to the conclusion

that immorality decreases in proportion as the growth of the

spiritual nature increases, and the truest " children of this
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generation " pride themselves in no small degree upon the dis-

covery that culture and not Christianity is the means of true

freedom, and the panacea for all the disorders of the world.

But a single unbiassed and penetrating glance at life will

suffice to dissipate these illusions. We oftentimes find the

deepest moral degradation and disorder in the very highest

stages of culture, a frivolity of mind resolving all relations of

life into rottenness, an utter insensibility to every impulse of

holy love, and a cold calculating self-conscious egotism which

puts from it the call to sacrifice any one of its own interests

as something quite ridiculous,—the men with whom it comes

in contact being regarded merely as cyphers, by whose help its

own aggrandizement may be attained. Mental culture does

not eradicate a single tendency of moral depravity, it only veils

and refines them all ; and so far from redeeming the man, if it

be not sanctified by a higher principle, it really confirms

within him the dominion of sin.

This theory, therefore, even if we could adopt its anthropo-

logical basis, instead of explaining the most obvious facts of

experience, is in irreconcilable contradiction thereto.*

In testing this theory thus far, we have refrained from

* Rothe defends himself against this criticism upon a theory which virtually

coincides with his view of the nature of sin, by saying that the conception of

"spirit" as here described in its workings, is to him very indistinct and con-

fused. It is not easy to argue against a condemnation so generally expressed,

at least by resorting to definition
;
yet, I must confess to my honoured friend,

that as far as my powers of conception go, it is just that conception he has of

"spirit" leading him to condemn me, which usually seems very difficult

and obscure to readers of his work. Will they not call to mind, for instance, the

manner in which he describes
'

' spirit "as *
' the product of the working of per-

sonality upon material or physical nature " (Ethik, vol. i. p. 9S, 99), " because

personality itself can be conceived of only upon the basis of spiritual existence.

"

I must leave it to them to make out what this means, with the help of the Theo-

logical Ethics and its terminology, for I find Rothe's notion of matter still more

difficult to understand. Rothe's rejection ofthe above representation of **spirit"

as in a state of potentiality, is quite in keeping with his belief that it is only a

product not of the divine causation alone, but of the active powers of the crea-

ture. But it is quite irreconcilable with his doctrine, that spirit itself, or at least

the two factors which compose it, the ideal and the real, are educed or " aUured
"

out of pure matter by the creative activity of God (vol. i. p. 214); for how

could this be if they were not there in potentid already ?
*' Matter," according

to this, must be the twofold factor of "spirit" in statu potentiae, whereas,

according to our view, neither matter nor nature generally can be called " spirit

in statu potentiae,
"
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noticing the facts which it presupposes, namely, that in

§ 3. This experience the manifold forms of sin indicate

THEORY an nnbridled power of the sensuous nature as

THE PHENo- the source from which they spring, so that sin

MENA oE SIN. always has for its essential object the satisfaction of

sense, as the preponderating inclination and bias of man. Let

us now inquire, Does this really hold good ? Can we deny

the fact that a very marked exertion of will in controlling the

sensuous nature is to be often found combined with that selfish

instinct which in itself no one would hesitate wholly to

condemn ? What have the affections of ambition and love of

power in common with the sensational nature ? Nay, more,

have not men's desires after so purely spiritual a possession as

posthumous fame often exercised a positive and strong control

over their sensuous instincts ? and how in this case can we

regard this as the source of those desires after dominion and

greatness which have actuated men of power—men who have

appeared like disturbing meteors in the hemisphere of history ?

Traits of character which in themselves claim the highest

admiration—acute understanding, clear discernment, inflexible

fixity of purpose, singular energy of spirit—may be found ia

conjunction with, and made subservient to, a prevailing effort

to realize by any means the authority and predominance of

self, and to exalt the individual will, even in its minutest and

most capricious whims, and in its mere arbitrariness without

any determinate plan, into a law for others in the widest

possible range. Can this be called the preponderance of the

sensuous nature over the spirit ? Or, seeing that it is not,

T^ ^- 4.-U 4. must we withhold our moral abhorrence of this
Doctrine that

force is good- disposition, as those of our contemporaries do who
^^^^' have brought themselves to estimate greatness by

mere power, and to regard moraUty as only the idea of power

in disguise,* and who from this standing-point look down with

* We cannot, indeed, include Goetlie among those whom we have here

specially in view
;
genius, in her happy hours, revealed to him more of the real

nature of sin than to any other modern poet of Germany. But there is certainly

a tendency in his view of the world to regard power and activity as the essence

of morality, as indeed an acute interpreter of the poet, Schubarth, showed in

his great work on Goethe many years ago. Power is not, indeed, made the

exclusive test of good and evil, but somehow good is always made to appear
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haughty self-importance, or the complacency of superiority,

upon what they are pleased to call the " vulgar " moral judg-

ment concerning such phenomena, as very narrow and ignorant ?

Now the Christian view of humanity must submit to this

reproach, because it recognises no greatness where man
refuses to submit to the holy will and law of God ; and on its

principles the elevation of evil to the presumptuous boldness

even of a Lucifer is not its removal, but its augmentation and

enhancement.

It is the great defect of this theory, when viewed in relation

Sins sprinffiuff
^^ ^^® facts of experience, that it takes notice of

from pride but One range of phenomena in human life—that,
Ignore ,

namely, wherein sin appears obviously to arise

from the preponderance of the sensuous over the spiritual

nature, while it overlooks many forms of sin which spring from

pride, an emotion wholly distinct from sense. It regards sin

only as a degradation of man, and not as a false self-exaltation
;

as a defectus of the spirit, and not as an eoccessus. The theory

continually abides by and refers to the coarsest and most

palpable forms of sin ; but these are not really the worst or

most dangerous, but, on the contrary, those cases where selfish-

wherever there is power ; and the prostration of power, the barrenness of life,

alone is evil.

" Whoe'er with constant effort strives,

Him we may hope to save,"

The meaning of these words is evident from the fact that Faust attains the

heavenly goal without repentance or expiation, and merely by his unceasing

efforts from below, and by the attraction of the eternally feminine from above ;

—a doctrine of course acceptable to those to whom the fundamental truths of

the gospel have become so entirely incomprehensible that they can see nothing

in its requirements save the arbitrary setting up of certain conditions of pardon.

This conception of moral good is one of the results of the great poet's study of

Spinoza. With Spinoza, as we have already remarked, moral good is only

power or reality, and accordingly his well-known principle (though spiritually

interpreted) was suurn utile quaerere—a principle warmly espoused by Goethe in

his correspondence with Zelter.

It is worthy of remark that the Fichtian morality, though the contrasted

starting-point of its investigations seems to promise more, arrives in the end at

no better a conclusion regarding the source of evil than that it springs from

"an inherent indolence or inertia of human nature."

There is, however, one indisputable truth underlying these views, viz., that

conversion to goodness is never more difficult than in the case of those in whom
the exclusively selfish tendency is coupled with a general inertness, and a state

of careless indifference or lukewarmness.
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ness penetrates human life like a subtle and transparent

poison, all the more destructive because insidious. By the

man who knows how severe a conflict the soul has with sin

when " the messenger of Satan "— whether it be pride,

ambition, or envy on account of the spiritual superiority of

others—" is sent to buffet him," it will be regarded as nothing

more than trifling to tell him that his real enemy is only his

sensuous in contrast with his spiritual nature. In the primi-

tive history of our race, as recorded in Genesis (as Daniel Von
Colin acutely remarks*), this twofold tendency in the develop-

ment of sin shows itself, on the one hand, as the excess and

perversion of sensuous impulses ; and, on the other hand,

as arrogance and ambition. The same contrast pervades the

entire history of Israel. It reappears, though in a somewhat

modified form, in the history of our Lord in the contrasted

sins of the publicans and the Pharisees, " Verily I say unto

you, That the publicans and harlots go into the kingdom of

God before you" (Matt. xxi. 31).

This ignoring of the sin which lurks in pride and springs

g ^ coNSE- therefrom is but one indication of a general ten-

QUENCKs OF dcucy apparent in all such explanations of evil.

Man is obliged to allow the fact of sin in his life,

though he would deny it if he could, but the propensity to

self-justification springing from the depths of selfishness is not

overcome, and it endeavours to regard sin as something separate

from the real ego of the man and quite external to him.

Christ, on the contrary, declares that sin first appears in the

form of evil thoughts springing out of the heart, Le.^ out of

the inmost centre of life, the seat of the desires and the will

;

and that thus "it defileth the man."t This theory, on the

* Died 1833. Biblische Theologie, vol. i. pp. 234, 235. This twofold develop-

Inent of sin in Genesis had already been pointed out by the Cabalistic writers.

f Matt. XV. 19, 20. The "htccXoyifffAo) •/ravtjpot are not contrasted with the ^aW,

fitoi;:^i7ai^ and so forth, as a distinct class of sins, but are represented as the first

developments of all sin, all that follow being the outward realization of these

sins of thought. It seems difficult in this passage to explain how evil proceed-

ing out of the heart is said to defile a man, seeing that it springs from a heart

which seems already to be defiled. But the realization of what springs from

an impure bias of heart makes the actual consciousness and the conduct impure

in deed and in word {^piuhfitecprvplcci, fiXainptj/niea). That the body which ought

to be the temple of the Holy Ghost is thus also defiled is in the New Testa-
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contrary, maintains that sin springs from the sensational

nature, i.e., from a sphere of life external to the real ego of

man ; so that it cannot very seriously defile the entire man,

but is rather to be treated as an earthly contamination con-

tracted from without, by which the radiation of the inner life,

in its true brightness, is hindered, and its manifestation only

disturbed. The heart is thus preserved from every dishonour-

ing impeachment ; the will in itself is ever directed towards the

good ; for if it were evil or perverted, it, and not the mutiny

of the flesh against the spirit, would be the source of sin. The

supposed good turns out to be a mistake and a failure only

when it has been realized, and thus evil ensues. Sin, there-

fore, is not in truth our act but our misfortune, an infirmity

of our nature to be mourned over and pitied, and arising from

the sad fact that the flesh and the spirit have been united in

one, and that the flesh is so strong and the spirit so weak
;

we are not in ourselves evil, we only suffer it. The words

that Sophocles puts in the mouth of CEdipus, viz., that his

works were rather suffered than done {CEd, in. Colono, !^66,

267), would thus hold true of all the evil works of man.

Moreover, as every act of self-vindication and exculpation

implies an unjust accusation, this explanation of the origin of

sin involves a gross calumny against the sensational nature of

•man, because that is laid to its charge of which the accuser

itself, the spirit, is guilty, whose will the sensational nature

has to obey. Quidguid delirant regeSj plectuntur Achivi.

Against these unjust accusations we must consider Hamann's

statement (already referred to, p. 161) as to the influence of

man's physical nature in the entrance and beginning of sin.

The flesh is in itself wholly guiltless ; its instincts and impulses

are never, even in the most degraded circumstances, directed

towards evil for its own sake ; the guilt lies in the chooser who

misapplies it as the instrument of his own perverted unnatural

and godless thoughts. Each man's conscience testifies to this

by accusing him of wilful sin. But it is easy to see that a

theory in explanation of sin which ignores the relation of the

ment made a secondary yet by no means an unimportant fact ; see tlie

Pauline expression xoc$afi'iffUfilv \0tvrau5 a,vo ^avros fjCoXva-fAou aapKOS Kai TViUfiaras

—the train of thought being progressive from the less to the greater, 2 Cor.

vii. 1.
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sinner to God will also mistake and pervert his relation to

nature in the sphere of his own life. He who does not seek the

principle of sin in man's rebellion against God, begins by pre-

supposing man as godless in order to discover that principle,

and is in a fair way to rob him of his very nature. He slurs over

the true source of sin, and, to make out a principle from which

sin may be derived, he can hardly avoid converting the innocent

and divinely ordered distinction in human nature between the

sensuous and spiritual into a primary and irreconcilable discord.

And here we see the practical consequences of this view in

another direction. While, on the one hand, a trivial view of

sin, which makes light of it, and resolves it into the supremacy

of the flesh over the spirit, regards it only as an insuperable

hindrance in our mortal life ; on the other hand, a practical

spiritualism turns away in melancholy and gloom from the

sensuous sphere of human life, which it regards with an almost

Manichaean dread. If evil be the antagonism between the

sensuous and spiritual nature, how can we find fault with the

monastic asceticism which weakens the fleshly nature by

subduing its instincts and its needs ? This is nothing more

than the logical consequence of this view of sin urging the

necessity of asceticism, if the spirit would preserve aity remnant

of its primeval nobleness, and would earnestly strive after

holiness. If our sensational nature be really antagonistic to

our spiritual life, and seeks to destroy it, it is only natural that

our spiritual nature should endeavour to free itself from its

fetters. We may find fault with the methods which asceticism

adopts for the attainment of its end, but the end itself we must

allow to be good.

In order to avoid these serious inferences, will it suffice to

say that it is not our sensuous nature itself, with its instincts

and inclinations, that is to be regarded as evil, but only its

excessive influence in relation to the spirit ? We answer, no
;

for whatever the sensational nature necessarily and of course

develops when it has reached a certain standard, must have

already existed in it as a germ in its very beginnings ; its

tendency must ever have been to oppose the spirit, and if sin

ensues from this opposition, it is clear that the entire effort

after holiness must apply itself from the first to the subduing

and weakening of the flesh. The necessity for this is all the
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more pressing if we hold that the sensuous nature already

possesses dominion over the life, so that when the spiiit

begins to assert itself, it is already at a disadvantage, and its

development begins with a preponderance of the lower over

the higher sphere. The most energetic and persevering

activity for the conquest of sin will, upon this theory, be

carried on in both spheres at the same time — viz., the

strengthening of the spirit and the weakening of the flesh
;

for if we regard each contrasted sphere in itself, it amounts to

the same thing, whether the spirit be strengthened or the

flesh be weakened.

But what is worse than all in the practical and serious

carrying out of this theory, we find that while in the effort

after holiness the enemy is sought and conquered in the

outworks, the serpent is all the more securely cherished and

fostered in the bosom. Fleshly lust and love of the world are

resisted and subdued, but the more dangerous and insidious

feehngs of self-conceit, of pride, of an exclusive narrow-

minded disposition, are quietly preserved in all their power.

The very victories over sin obtained under such circumstances

prove a snare to the mind ; they only strengthen the enemy
within, by feeding spiritual pride and self-righteousness.

It must be allowed, and is, indeed, very easily perceived from

r. . ^ ^ our investigations thus far, that Pelafnan views
Point of

. , , 1 T P 1

coincidence form the prm.cipal groundwork of the argument
between

_ ^j^ favour, not indeed of the derivation of sin from
relagianism
and Mani- Sense—for a very little logic would suffice to show
c aeism. ^^^ ^j^^ principle of freedom of choice, so highly

esteemed by Pelagianism, excludes all this—but of that one-

sided view of sin which makes it merely the preponderance

of the fleshly nature over the spirit. Taking this fact in

connection with what we have now seen to be the practical

consequences of this view of sin, we cannot refrain from

observing, by the way, that the difference between the

sanguine and melancholic temperament by no means serves

to explain the contrast between the Pelagian and Manichaean

extremes of opinion ; and it is also an obviously mistaken

attempt when we would trace all one-sided tendencies and

extreme views—which really proceed from the deepest move-

ments of the spirit, seeking the knowledge of eternal truth,
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yet unable to surrender itself to its power—to the same

physiological differences. Pelagianism has certainly its deeper

root and more congenial soil in the more joyous feelings of

human nature ; but while as in our day its tendency is to

laxity in the judgment and treatment of morals, it can with

equal facility assume the form of melancholy abstinence from

everything pleasant and charming in physical life, and gloomy

zeal to establish its own righteousness, together with a self-

renouncing devotion to this end. Monasticism especially

shows this, for from its cells Pelagianism first sprang, and

there it formed its strongest advocates and champions in

opposition to the Augustinian doctrine.*^^ Our view, moreover,

is confirmed on the other hand by the fact that Monasticism,

so far as it claims to be the most perfect form of human hfe,

strongly tends to Manichaean views. The main bond of union

between these tendencies of thought in life is the disposition

common to both to find the original source of sinful effort in

the outer, and not in the inner sphere of human life, in the

fleshly nature and the lusts thereof.t

We have already recognized the fact that a very important

Results of the place must be assigned to the predominance of the

criticism of sensuous nature over the spirit in the phenomena
this theory. . f ^

or sm. But the view which we have here com-

bated unwarrantably errs in not keeping to the recognition of

this fact so obvious and striking, but in endeavouring to

explain the nature and the essence of sin by means of it,

instead of seeking an underlying principle. Hence it is that

any theory of evil which goes no further than the contrast

between reason and sense, spirit and nature, in explaining it,

can never rid itself of a certain superficiality in its treatment

of the subject. We have already seen (in the first book) that

the disturbance of the true harmony between the two parts of

our nature—which, in innumerable cases, is not only a want

of harmony, but a ready slavery on the part of the spirit to

fleshly desires, an exchange of true unity for a false and per-

verted one—^has for its principle and source a derangement of

* See Wigger'a pragmat. Darstellung des Augustinismusund Pelagianismus,

part ii. p. 19.

t Compare Nitzsch's System der chrisilichen Lehre^ § 106. Note ii. (p. 228,

sixth ed.)-
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the highest relation in which we stand, our relation to God.*

The fearful discord, the unbounded wretchedness which sin has

diffused throughout human life can be explained only upon

this principle, that sin in its inner essence is a fall from the

worship of God to the idolatry of self. He who in the face

of this boundless and unutterable misery can make the unsus-

ceptibility of our fleshly nature to the determining power of

the spirit the primary source of sin, can keep his ground only

by shutting his eyes to it as much as possible.

The explanation of sin which we have been combating,

„ ^ ^ shields itself under the highest authority: a century
§ 5. Beaeing . - . „ f .111
OF SoKiPTURE ago it was the view all but unanimously adopted
UPON THIS

]jj theologians ; and it is still very generally held

that the doctrine of the Kew Testament is that

sin proceeds (as some express it) from the body,t or, as others

more cautiously say, from man's sensuous nature, its instincts

and inclinations. Christ Himself is said to have taught this.

Matt. xxvi. 41 ; John iii. 6 ; and St. James, ch. i. 14, 15
;

but especially the Apostle Paul, who not only makes a-co/xa or

fiiXTj the seat of sin in many passages, but distinctly names the

G-dp^ (in his Epistles to the Eomans, the Galatians, and the

Colossians) as the source of sin, describes the man who has

surrendered himself to sin as a'a/>/cfc/co9,and the necessary striving

after Christian holiness as the warfare of the irvevfia against the

crdp^. But adp^ is said to be simply the sensational or animal

nature of man, including not only corporeity, but the physical

principle of life, with its multiplicity of sensations, impulses, and

passions, and Trvevfia, in contrast to it, denotes the higher, the ra-

tional nature of man, and its powers, intellectual and practical.

Pirst, as to the non-Pauline passages, we certainly are not

Christ's
justified in taking Christ's words, to f^ev irvevpia

words, Matt. iTpoOvfiov 7} Se <rdp^ daOevrj^^ as a general declara-

tion concerning the nature and source of sin. The

* In the profound account of the Fall which Genesis iii. contains, sin is, in

the first instance, represented as the consequence of a primary rebellion against

God, and the preponderance of fleshly instincts is represented as the punish-

ment which ensues ; the serpent is to cleave to the earth more than all the

beasts of the field, to go on its belly and eat dust all the days of its life.

+ Ammon, for example, in his Handbuch der Christlichen Sittenlehre, part i.

§ 12, charges the Apostle Paul with ''a moral dualism, because he considers

matter as the seat of evil, and spirit as the source of good "
!
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Saviour does not here say of all men in all conditions that the

spirit ever wills what is good. He is speaking of His disciples,

whose love to Him He knew ; and when He warns them of the

weakness of the fleshly nature, which He designates as crdp^j His

reference is to the emergency of the approaching moment when

their fidelity would be threatened with dangers directly acting

upon and terrifying the sensational nature. While in this

passage irvevfxa clearly refers to an element of human nature, it

^ , ... has a different meaning in those other words of
John 111. 6. T J V / , « V / c. ,

our Lord, to yeyevvr/fievov e/c Tr]<; (Tapfco<;, crap^ eari

KOL TO j6fyevv7]/xevov etc tov Trz^euyctaro?, ^vevfxd iaTi. Here

TTvevfjba is clearly, as verses 5 and 8 show, the Trvevfia aytovj

and in the last-named verse, the new life derived from Him,

the Divine life in man. The expression yejevvrjaOai gk ttj^

aapKo^;, on the other hand, means the fleshly or physical birth

of man,fromwhich the sensational or natural life alone is derived,

not that in virtue of which he becomes a citizen of God's king-

dom (see Liicke's Commentary, vol. i. p. 524). !N'icodemus

thought that this sufficed of itself to make him a sharer in

God's kingdom, and this is the notion which Christ herecondemns.

There is no reference to the source of sin, the active hindrance

to this participation. James i. 14, 15 teaches us, indeed, the

manner in which sinful acts usually arise in human life in its

present fallen state, but it is quite arbitrary to take iinOv/jLla

as meaning desires after fleshly satisfaction merely.

In these and similar texts the semblance of a derivation of

St. Paul's sin from sense vanishes upon closer examination

;

teaching. "j^^^ ^^le inquiry is more difficult and involved

when we turn to the Apostle Paul's teaching upon the subject.*

We must at once grant that St. Paul often speaks of the body

and its members not only as instruments of sin but as the seat

of its power, thus clearly denoting the inordinate strength of

fleshly instincts and desires. See for example Komans vi. 12,

13, 19; vii. 5, 23, 24. Commentators are wont to attach

the same meaning to Eom. vi. 6, and Col. ii. 11 ; but it will

be shown by and. by that these passages have quite another

* See Tholuck's renewed investigation of the meaning of creipl as the source

of sin, Studien und Kritiken, 1855, 3d part, p. 477 ff. Ernesti, "The theory

of the derivation of sin from sensej viewed in the light of the Pauline teaching,"

1855.
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import. Keander has explained ^'^ what it probably was that

led the apostle to lay so much stress upon the manifestation

of sin in the preponderance of fleshly lusts. But in recognizing

the importance thus attached by St. Paul to man's sensuous

nature, no real sanction is given to the theory which seeks

support from it. Scripture critics and theologians in treating

upon this subject have often confused the three distinct con-

ceptions, " source of sin," " seat of sin," and " instrument of

sin
;

" in the present investigation we must distinctly keep

before us the first of these as that alone with which we have

to do. The question is, whether, according to St. Paul, the

presence of sin in human life arises from man's sensuous

nature and its original insusceptibility of submitting to the

determining power of his spirit ; whether, according to this

theory, he thus makes sin, as to its nature and essence, to con-

sist in the preponderance of the fleshly over the spiritual nature.

The apostle certainly must be understood as teaching this if

o-dp^ as used by him in contrast with irvev^a, really means (as

many modern theologians understand it) t the sensuous nature

of man, with the wants and instincts, the pleasures and pains

essentially pertaining to it. Such passages as Eomans viii. 7,

8, Gal. V. 16, 17, Eph. ii. 3, together with the apostle's oft-

repeated description of a life beset by sin as tcara aapKa Trepi-

iraTelv, . . ^rjv, . . elvac, leave little room for doubting that

he understood crdp^ to be not only the seat of sin, and the

instrument of sin, but at least one source or principle of sin.

If, however, we examine other and corresponding points of

Paul's general St. Paul's teaching, we shall find it very improbable

oDMself to
^^^^ crdp^ with him, in contrast with irvevfMa, meant

'

this view. only the sensuous or (if the word be preferred) the
* Geschichte der Pjlanzung der Christl. K., vol. ii. p. 665 {4th ed.).

+ E.g,i Usteri, Entwickelung des Paulin. LehrhegriffeSj p. 43 ; Schulz, die christl.

Lehre vom h. Ah, p. 96 f. (1st ed.) ; De Wette, christl. Sittenlehre^ § 10 ; Bret-

schneider, Grundlagen des evangelischen Fietismus, § 12 ; Von Colin, bibl. Theo-

logicj vol. ii. p. 237, 248. Tholuck, in the earlier editions of his Commentary
on the Romans, opposed this interpretation of ffdp^. Baur in his Paulus speaks

very hesitatingly upon the subject. On the one hand, he says expressly, p. 528,
" the flesh means the man not merely as to one part of his nature, but accordinrr

to his natural condition viewed as a whole, his nature according to the flesh."

And yet in p. 551, ffa.p^ is said to mean " the corporeal part of man." Accord-

ing to Baur, indeed, ira.p'i is at the same time the principle, the seat, and the

instrument of sin, so that any determinate conception of its meaning is out of

the question.
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animal nature of man. If, according to Paul, the human
body—because possibly it is ^(piKQ^—is necessarily at

variance with the spirit, and if sin arises necessarily from this

variance though in the form of arbitrariness and freedom, how-

can he exhort Christians to yield their bodies and their mem-
bers as instruments to God's service ? How can he call their

bodies, this present earthly and material frame, a temple of the

Holy Ghost? (See Eom, vi. 13, 19 ; xii. 1 ; 1 Cor. vi. 13,

15, 19, 20.) 1 Cor. vi. 13 must specially be noticed, where

the high and holy importance of the human body is insisted

on in opposition to the views of modern spiritualism ; for the

apostle not only says to o-cofxa tc5 KvpltOy but also conversely,

o Kvpio^ T(p acofjLart, The derivation of sin from sense, strictly

understood, must mean that sense determines, and that the

spirit and the will submit ; and this can be made the doctrine

of the apostle only by supposing him to teach that sense

possesses the power of itself to choose between the service of

God and that of sin, i.e.j that will and spirit may be predicated

of it.

It is moreover in the writings of the Apostle Paul especially,

Paul's doc-
^^^^ ^® ^^^ *^® doctrine of the future resurrection

trine of the of the body most prominently insisted upon, and
esurrec ion.

^^^^ -^ clearly at variance with the doctrine that

sin springs from our corporeal nature as its source,—even

taking into account the distinction between awfia -yjrvxt'fcov and

a-Mfia irvevfiaTiKov, 1 Cor. xv.44—for no one can deny that there

is a marked contradiction between these two doctrines, at least

in their tendency. When once the view that sin is owing to

sense is fully adopted, and the dualistic notion of the relation

between soul and body established, all interest in the question

as to the preservation and final glorification of our corporeal

nature is taken away, and nothing is left but the general

notion of a merely spiritual existence after death. This

incompatibility between the two doctrines becomes a direct

contradiction, if we follow the most obvious and logical infer-

ences from the apostle's general teaching. Paul has clearly

excluded sin from the divine ordainment and causation by

describing it as enmity against God; if, therefore, man's

fleshly nature were regarded by him as the positive ground of

sin, he could not make God the author of this nature, but
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must have regarded it as the work of a principle opposed to

God. And in this case, so far from man's redemption from sin's

power being consummated in the resurrection of his body, the

perfection of that redemption would be realized only in. its

annihilation.

We shall find also that the derivation of sin from sense

His doctrine
^® Utterly irreconcilable with the central principle

concerning of the apostle's doctrine as to the perfect holiness
"^

'

of the Eedeemer. If sense in man be not merely

a stimulus acting upon the will and urging it to oppose God's

will, but the original source of sin, some degree of moral

impurity must of necessity spring from the sensuous nature in

any given circumstances of human development ; and thus we
are involved in the fatal dilemma either of sacrificing the spot-

less holiness of Christ's life, the dfiapriav fir) jvwvul (1 Cor. v.

21), as some modern espousers of this view have ventured to

do, or of surrendering (according to the Docetic view) the

reality of Christ's human nature, the avOpdoirov elvat of 1 Tim.

ii. 4, Eom. v. 15, 1 Cor. xv. 21 ; the ^evofievov eK ^vvatico<i, iic

a-'jripfiaTO<i Aa^lh Kara aapKa of Gal. iv. 4, Eom. i. 3, and his

participation in the aoiixa yfrv^iKov of our present life. Either

alternative contradicts aKke the plain declarations and the

entire drift of the Pauline doctrine, and even the most essen-

tial interests of the Christian faith. A way out of the difficulty

seems, indeed, to present itself in the notion which Tollner's

acuteness has discovered and insisted upon in order to preserve

on this principle the sinlessness of Jesus. It is the notion that

supernatural power was given to Him so that He was in every

critical moment preserved from sin by a continual miracle.*

But on this principle we lose the true conception of the

* Theolog. ?7wiers«cA«m^e«, vol, i. part 2, p. 126. ToUner virtually maintains

that sin necessarily arises from the natural limits which pertain to man as man,

and he endeavours to reconcile the sinlessness of Jesus with this doctrine by
means of the above expedient. This doctrine of evil, as well as the one com-

bated in the preceding chapter, which derives sin from the metaphysical imper-

fection of men, are not only contradictory to Christian doctrine, but preclude

even the possibility of the doctrine of the Incarnation. The opinion of Bayle,

which coincides with Tollner's notion, is adopted (hypothetically, of course, and
on the supposition that the Christian doctrine is true) by Strauss in his ChristL

GlaubenslehrCj § 78 (vol. ii. p. 371), when he holds that God, if He did not will

evil, might prevent its realization by withdrawing the coneursus whenever man
was about to sin.
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Eedeemer's inward purity ; sin is ever on the point of manifest-

ing itself in Him, and is suppressed and prevented from

realizing itself in act by an external force. This intervention

of an external force coincides with the Catholic doctrine of

man's primary condition, developed by Bellarmine, according to

which there always existed an antagonism between the fleshly

nature and the spirit, a naturalis propeTisiomtm pugna,—
Bellarmine does not hesitate to call it languor^ morbus Tiaturae

humanae, and to trace it back ex conditione materiae,—which

was kept in check only by the donum supematurale justitiae

originalis velut aureo freno* The objection against such a

view is not obviated by the doctrine of the union of the

divine and human natures in Christ, upon which the sinlessness

of the Saviour was based in the theology of the ancient Church,t

His divine nature being supposed to act in place of super-

natural grace as a check upon His sensational nature. For

the purity of Christ's humanity would not by this means be

preserved, and in addition to this, the personal union of the

divine and human natures in Christ would be supplanted by a

merely outward or Nestorian view of the relation. The con-

tradiction therefore remains unsolved, and we naturally shrink

from attributing it to the apostle, and not to our mistaken

views of his doctrine.

The fact, moreover, that the apostle predicates e^dl, and that

Evil attri- i^ its worst form, of created beings who possess no
buted by earthly nature, no (T(b(.ia '^v)(^iKQV—to evil spirits,

tospirits. suggests a doubt as to the correctness of the view

above given of what he means by a-ap^. He denies

the presence of evil in Christ, who was partaker of our fleshly

nature (Gal. iv. 4; Heb. ii. 14); and he recognizes it in

* De gratia pi'imi hominis, cap. iv., v.

t This was certainly a mistaken view, for by such a theory of Christ's holi-

ness we lose His liability to temptation, which is insisted upon by the author of

tlie Epistle to the Hebrews, as strongly as is His sinless purity and His progres-

sive moral development, which is especially confirmed to us in Luke ii. 52 ; and

indeed, the conceivableness of Christ's life on earth generally. This mistaken

view of Christ's holiness arose from the fact that the old theology did not recog-

nize the full import of the lavTov Uivuirif Phil. ii. 7, and was never free from a

certain vacillation between the Docetic theory on the one hand, and the Nesto-

rian doctrine on the other. As to the holiness of Jesus as a sharer in our sensa-

tional nature, and as liable to temptation, see Ullmann's learned treatise,

uber die SiXndlosiglceit JesUj especially pp. 113-131, 152 f. (seventh ed.).
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spirits who are not partakers thereof ; is it not therefore in the

highest degree probable that, according to him, evil does not

necessarily pertain to man's sensuous nature, and that (rdp^

denotes something different from this ?

Now if we contemplate more closely the Pauline use of the

word, its import in one of the main passages where it occurs

(Gal. V. 13-24), cannot certainly be "the sensational nature."

At the very outset it must strike us as strange how the apostle

supposing him to mean this, could have added the exhortation

" By love serve one another," to his admonition " Use not

liberty for an occasion to the adp^'' (v. 13). The connection

shows that by the iTndvfiia orapKo^;, spoken of in the following

verses, he has in his mind the passions of hatred, envy, and

the like {oXKtjXov^ SaKvetv koL Kareordietv, v. 15). In ver. 20,

accordingly, he enumerates the following as epya t??? (rapKO^,—
e-^Opac, e/3t?, ^tjXo^, OvfjLoij ipi6etat, Si'^oo'Taa'iaiy alpio'ec';, <j)66voc,

<f)6voi. What have these sins to do with the sensational or bodily

nature ? Even if it be possible to show how every sin, when
manifest outwardly, is more or less connected with the sensa-

tional nature, how can we make this the active agent producing

thesesins, these ep ja tt}? a-apKo^ ? In keeping with this passage,

the apostle, writing to the Corinthians, calls them aapKiKoi,

because there was among them envying, strife, and divisions,

because they attached themselves to certain human teachers,

instead of to Christ, 1 Cor. iii. 1-4. By the iirtreXeladac

(TapKi, in Gal. iii. 3, the apostle does not mean a preponderance

of carnal inclinations and passions, but a trusting to the works

of the law. This is manifest from the somewhat parallel

passage in the Romans (iv. 1), where the order of the words,

according to the received text, must be retained, and Kara

(rdpKa must be joined to evp7}K€vai (see Fritzsche, Pauli ad

Eomanos Upistola, torn. i. p. 213, 214). Here, also, fcara

crdpKa €vp7jK6vaCj refers to that which Abraham had attained by

his righteousness of works, namely, tcavxvf^^ ^^^* ^^ Trpo? top

6e6v ; but what has this to do with the sensational nature ?

The Karh trapKU crocfiOL, in 1 Cor. i. 26, moreover are, according

to St. Paul, clearly not the adherents of a materialistic or

sensual system of philosophy, but, as the connection of the

entire chapter shows, all who sought their happiness in the

various systems of Hellenistic philosophy, instead of trusting

VOL. I. X
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to the grace of God in Christ, 2 Cor. i. 12. But the restric-

tion of adp^ to the sensational nature is clearly forbidden by

Col. ii. 18, 19. The apostle is there condemning a sect

which combined strict asceticism with theosophic speculation,

and this he stigmatizes as d(pecSLa aco/jLaro^ (ver. 23). These

spiritualists, proud of their superior knowledge and their

abnegation of the sensuous nature, Paul describes as " vamly

puffed up in their fleshly mind" and declares that their

distinctive aim was nothing else than " the satisfying of the

flesh."

Seeing that we are thus driven to the conclusion that the

sensuous nature is not what St Paul denotes by the term

cdp^, let us inquire what is the true and full conception he

expresses by that word ?

If we would trace its meaning and development from the

outset, we must begin with the word "ib'S, which is used in the

Old Testament with a far wider reference than its primary

meaning warrants. In many passages the notion of thesensuous

is retained, and the word means simply the material substance

of the bodies of man or of animals, sometimes distinguished

from the skin and bones, sometimes without this distinction,

and sometimes again in a tropical or figurative sense, as in

Job xix. 22 ; Psalm xxvii. 2, Ixxxiv. 3 ; Jer. xix. 9. Akin to

this is the use of "i^| to denote the human body generally as

distinct from 3.?, D^^ ej'D3 ; thus it occurs in Psalm xvi. 9,

Ixxxiv. 3; Job xii. 10, xiv. 22. A more extended apphca-

tion of the word grows out of this its primary meaning ; the

distinction of "i^3 from K^"w is lost sight of, and all terrestrial

beings who possess sensational life are called "iK*3
; e.g., Gen. vi.

16, 19, vii. 15, 21, viii. 17; Num. xvi. 22,'xxvii. 11; Job

xxxiv. 15; Psalm cxxxvi. 25; Dan. iv. 9. Human nature,

and the personal life attached to it, are very frequently denoted

by nB>3 in the Old Testament, Gen. vi. 12 ; Deut. v. 26
;

Psalm Ivi. 5, Ixxviii. 39, cxliv. 21 ; Isaiah xl. 5, 6, xlix. 26,

Ixvi. 16, 23, 24; Jer. xii. 12, xvii. 5, xxv. 31, xlv. 5; Ezek.

XX. 48, xxi. 4, 5 ; Joel iii. 1 ; Zech. ii. 13. In this use of

the word the predominant idea is that of the weakness, the

frailty, and the transitoriness of all earthly existence. This is

very prominently set forth in several passages, e.g., Job xxxiv.
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1 5 ; Psalm Ixxviii. 3 9 ; Isaiah xl. 6 ; and man's frailty is

strikingly contrasted with the eternity, the omnipotence of Grod,

and with God's Spirit as the source of all power, Dent. v. 26
;

Isaiah xxxi. 3 ; Jer. xvii. 5 ; Psalm Ivi. 5. But not a single

passage in the Old Testament can be adduced wherein "i^^ is

used to denote man's sensuous nature as the seat of an opposition

against his spirit and of a bias towards sin. Gesenius in his

Thesaurus, and many others who follow him, find this meaning

in Eccles. v. 6 ; see also ii. 3. But taking the words as Gesenius

takes them, and according to their obvious import, t^fi'^^

^ib'H-nK K'-pnb T^-m can only be rendered, " Suffer not thy

mouth to bring thy flesh into sin,'' i.e,, by vows of offerings

beyond thy abiHty, and which thus would prevent thy attending

to the wants of thy body. The passage thus contains no refer-

ence to the corporeal nature as inclined to sin. Still less do

we lind any such reference in Eccles. ii. 3, where the resolve

is expressed " to nourish the body with wine while the heart

behaved itself wisely."* At first sight we might suppose this to

be the meaning of that difficult expression in Gen. vi. 3. Yet,

in this case, whether we take the following words to denote

the time of grace or respite given to the race before its destruc-

tion on account of sin, or as the limit put to human life for

succeeding generations (which however does not agree with ix.

10-23), '^f^
t<^n cannot be explained as meaning more than the

transitoriness and mortality of man's corporeal nature. This

use of the word adp^ is also foreign to the Apocrypha ; t it

occurs often in the book of Ecclesiasticus with the signification

" human nature," or the individuals who partake of that

nature.

With this conception of ">^5 as used in the Old Testament,

associated as it is with the views of Mosaism and of
2«/)|^iii the

revealed religion generally, the adoption of the term

in the New Testament, and particularly in St. Paul's

* Gesenius himself thus explains this passage under the words jn3 and 7]E^*D

so that his reference to it tinder ~\\^^ must be an oversight.
T T

+ The irvfia trapses of Sirach ixiii. 16, cannot be adduced as contradicting

this, for there irap^ must be taken to mean the substance or material of the body.

Sirach xxviii. 5 might rather be referred to as an instance of the meaning

sought. Bat here also there is no sufl&cient reason for departing from the usual

idea of weakness, infirmity, and mortality.
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writings, is closely connected. Sometimes crdp^ is unquestion-

ably used by him in its narrower and physiological sense, for

the earthly material substance composing the o-cofia of man and

animals generally, viewed as an organism ; if the conception

of an organism be left out, the word used is Kpea^, Eom. xiv.

21 ; 1 Cor. viii. 13.* Paul uses a-dp^ thus in 1 Cor. xv. 39
;

Eph. V. 29. Taking this as the germ of the conception, Paul

often denotes the outward sensational part of human existence

by crdp^ in contrast with the inner and spiritual part, a relation

which he more definitely expresses by the words acbfia and

rrvevfia, 1 Cor. vi. 16, 17, vii. 34 ; Eom. viii. 10 (compare 2

Cor. iv. 10) ; once also he expresses it by 6 e^«o and o eaayOev

rjfiwv dvOpcoTTO'i, 2 Cor. iv. 16. Sdp^ has this meaning in Eom.

ii. 28 ; 1 Cor. v. 5, vii. 28, x. 18 ; 2 Cor. iv. 11 (compare v.

10), vii. 5, xii. 7. To these texts may be added the fMoXvafio<;

aapKo^ Kol TTvevfMaro'i, 2 Cor. vii. 1 ; the meaning of which is

perfectly clear if we compare it with 1 Cor. vii. 34 (d/yia koX

aco/jLari Kol irvevfjiaTL) ] and Eom. ii. 28, 29. The conception

expressed by the word is in just the same stage of development

when adp^ is used by Paul to denote the corporeal presence

visible to the senses as contrasted with spiritual fellowship ev

'jTveifiart, 2 Cor. v. 16 ; Col. ii. 1, 5. This contrast again is

likewise expressed by o-w/^a and irvevfjua, 1 Cor. v. 3, 4 ; 2 Cor.

X. 10. Prom this there is a natural progress in the develop-

ment of the conception, and adp^ comes to mean the earthly

being or life of man generally and in the circumstances and

relations peculiar thereto. Thus l^rjv, irepcTraTelv, iTrtfiivecv iv

aapici, Gal. ii. 20 ; 2 Cor. x. 3 ; Phil. i. 22, 24 ; and in particular

Col. i. 22

—

ev Tw acofjuart t?}? aapKO'^ avTov, " in the body of his

earthly life
"—24 (in confirmation and explanation of which, see

Heb. V. 7. X. 20) ; and KaTa adpKa in reference to Christ, Eom.

i. 3, ix. 5 ; Acts ii. 30 (?). To this class of texts Eph. ii. 15

belongs, where r^y e'xdpav is governed by Xucra?, and must be

taken in connection with iv ry aapKi avrov immediately follow-

* This indeed may be taken as the true distinction between trapl and xpias

as used in the New Testament, and not, as is commonly supposed, living and

dead flesh ; see Acts ii. 26, 31 ; Rev. xix, 21. In the classical use of the words

there is no fixed distinction, for we find ffotpKo<pciyos not only as meaning a coffin

(which might be in keeping with the distinctive meaning of <rxpl}, but trapxatpdyos

and cupxo(pa.yia in a literal sense, as well as a-ccpjtof^apo; and ffxpzofiepiea, critpxoXecfiis,

COCpKtOlOV,
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ing. This e^Opa means the enmity between Israel and the

heathen, which still continued while Christ's earthly and human
life lasted, and which could be removed only by His expiatory

death, together with the gift of the Spirit following thereupon

and introducing a new relation between God and the whole

family of man, a relation which supplanted all former distinc-

tions— airoKTetva^i rr^v e')(6pav iv avroi (-i.e., tS> aravp^, unless

indeed we are to read iv avrat), Sdp^ has the same meaning in 2

Cor. xi. 18 ; Gal. vi. 12, 13 ; Phil. iii. 3, 4 ; Eph. vi. 5 ; Col. iii.

22 ; Philem. 14 ; in all these places the earthly life of man and

its relations— all qualities, circumstances, and actions which

concern man's relation to the world—are represented in strict

contrast with his relation to God in Christ.t It was a natural

transition, therefore, to use adp^ as ^^^ is used in the Old

Testament, to designate human nature itself in its present

earthly stage of development, and the individuals belonging to

it collectively. Thus the word occurs, 1 Tim. iii. 1 6 (compare

John i. 14 ; 1 John iv. 2, 3); and Eom. vi. 19; Gal. iv.

13
; further in Eom. iii. 20 ; 1 Cor. i. 29 ; Gal. ii. 16 (com-

pare John xvii. 2 ; Matt. xxiv. 22 ; Luke iii. 6).

In all these passages the word crdp^, whether it refers to the

outward sphere of human existence as distinct from the inward,

or human life generally as distinct from the divine life in God,

has as yet no directly ethical import. It includes this only

when.it passes beyond the bounds of the Old Testament use of

"•^5* ^^^ when that necessary and sinless distinction becomes a

separation and an actual opposition. Sdp^ is now no longer a

special, yet perfectly legitimate, department of human life ; it

* This difficult text, so profound in its meanincr, is in its several parts

analogous to tlie following explanatory passages—Matt. x. 5, xv. 24 ; Gal. vi.

15 ; Col. iii. 11 ; 2 Cor. v. 16, 17 ; Col. i. 22, ii. 14 ; Heb. x. 20 ; John xvi. 7.

The exposition of it given above seems to be more correct than that of Harless

in his Commentary on this Epistle, p. 216-234, which he vindicates with great

acuteness. Considering the connection of the passage, it is rather forced to

refer the fi&iraTot;;^ey rod (ppayf^ou and the '^x^P^ ^^ anything else than the enmity

between Israel and the heathen, or to place the transition of thought from the

reconciliation of the one with the other to the reconciliation of both with God
in any other part of the sentence than after »aT«^7»iVaf, where it naturally

occurs.

t It is very remarkable that in 2 Cor. xi. 23, f., Paul applies the expression

xara ffdfiKit xee.uxoi'r^i^i (v. 18) to the scrvice of Christ, with all its persecutions

and sorrows—though only so far as he speaks ironically, or " as a fool."
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denotes a tendency, that tendency which turns towards the

things of the world in desire and in lust, and is thereby turned

away from God. ^apKiKo^, iv aapKi oyv, Kara aapKa &v^ fwi',

ireptirarMv, arparevofjievof; (Eom. vii. 14, viii. 4, 5, 8, 13 ; 1 Cor.

iii. 3 ; 2 Cor. x. 2, 3), describes man as governed by this bias

or tendency. Here we find a surrender to the good things of

the /coo-yLto9, which has its foundation essentially in the primary

meaning of the word already proved ; the eTrtOvfiia {iindvpiLat)

T^9 crapKo^ as used by Paul, Gal. v. 16, 25, Eph. ii. 3, corre-

sponds exactly with the eTriOvfila tov Kocrfiov of St. John, 1 John

ii. 17 (compare the iindvfXiaL Koo-fiiKaty Titus ii. 12), while with

the latter (St. John) the iircOvfila ttJ? capKO'; is only a particular

form of the eirtdvfila rod Koa/iov (v. 16), With St. Paul himself

the " minding of earthly things" (Phil. iii. 19) is only a more

objective expression of the thought which lies in the words

"to be carnally-minded" of Eom. viii. 6. The principle of

selfishness forms the background of the Pauline conception of

a-dp^. It finds its place accordingly in that development of

sin wherein selfishness is hidden and represented by the love

of the world (see p. 157).

Now, when the Apostle contrasts irvevfia with a-dp^ as the

principle of all that is good and holy in human life (Gal. v.

and Eom. viii.), he must not be understood as meaning the

'iTvevpba tov dv6p(07rov as distinct either from acofxa, or from aco/Ma

and '^v^ij. How could this be reconciled with the Pauline

doctrine that Trvevfxa in this anthropological sense is itself

exposed to pollution (2 Cor. vii. 1), and needs sanctification

and cleansing just as '^v^;^ and acofia (1 Thess. v. 23 ; 1 Cor.

vii. 34)? that this spiritual sphere of life is the one which

in the work of regeneration most needs to be renewed (Eph.

iv. 23, compared with Eom. xii. 2)? The notion that man's

spirit cannot be depraved, that it is only limited in its activity

from without, and that sin is the consequence of this limitation,

cannot properly be attributed to the Apostle ; and if Eomans

vii. be referred to in proof of such a notion, it can be so only

(we shall presently see) by an unwarrantable generalization of

that passage. The irvevfia, as contrasted morally with crap^, does

not moreover mean, as Usteri expresses it,* " the human spirit,

ever strengthened by the indwelling Divine Spirit," it means
* Eniioickelung dee Paul. Lehrhegriffes, p. 43, ed, 4.
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the Divine Spirit Himself, so far as He works and rules in

man, the principle identifying itself with his spiritual life, the

TTveufia T>7?
^(07J<; ev Xptara 'Iija-ov, Eom. viii. 2, the Trvevfxa

Oeov, Xpcarov (v. 9), the Trvevfxa rov iyeipavTOf; ^Irjaovv etc

P€Kp(bv ivoLKovv iv vfilv (v. 11). Accordingly, in Eom. vii. 6,

the Apostle contrasts Kaiv6T7)<i Trvevfiaro^ with the TraXatorr}^

ypdfifiaro'ij and yet he calls this iraXacoTTj^ ypdfifjLaro*; " irvev-

jiartKov" in an objective sense, v. 14. And who can doubt

that the w^eaQai tc3 irvevfMaTL of Gal. v. 18 is synonymous
in the Apostle's mind with the ajeaOai tc3 irvevfiari rod 6eov

of Eom. viii. 14. But it is beyond question that irvevfia in

Gal. V. 16, 17, 22, must be taken in the same sense as in ver.

18. The fact that expositors have usually understood irvevfjua

here of the spirit of man rather than of God, may be accounted

for, apart from doctrinal prejudices, by the fact that the spirit

of man is the appropriate basis of susceptibility for the working

of God's Spirit, Eom. viii. 10, 16.* In German, moreover, ac-

cording to the precedent established by Luther, a different word
is used for irvev^arifcov when contrasted with the aapKiKov ; it

is not expressed bythe ordinary G'^as^,butby theword Geistlich.i

The Apostle describes this contrast between irvevfxa and

^lipl and ffuf^a. o-dp^ in its most general bearing in Gal. v.

contrasted.
13_25.J "The flesh " which "lusteth against

the spirit " denotes man's habit of life and conduct in this

present world. This, and not the sensational nature, is " the

flesh " which is to be " crucified," v. 24 ; and this will appear

still more clearly to the unbiassed expositor when he compares

* We may easily see here the analogy Ijetween the civ^pwros ypuxtx-of and

trapxtxos, 1 Cor. ii, 14. When man's spirit withdraws from the influence of God's

Spirit, by whom alone it can really become what it ought to be, it brings upon

itself the punishment of its self-perversion in servitude to the lower powers of

physical life, wherein man's relations to the worldly and temporal alone are

realized. These powers become dominant, occupying his consciousness, and

determining his will. He is therefore called 4'^X"^°^i i^ distinction from

7rvivfi.ar1x.0s, the man whose spirit has God's Spirit as the principle of its life.

Compare the •4't/x"^'>') '^''^'^fJ^«- /*^ £;^;ovTes, Jude 19 ; the ca^/a Iw/yi/o?, •^uxty-^i

James iii. 15. The o-Wjiict -^ux'tovt as contrasted with the trMf^a •^rvivfiarucov in

1 Cor. XV. 44-46, also explains and illustrates this distinction.

i Geistig means ** mental," ''spiritual," or "pertaining to the spirit," in a

human sense ; Geistlich "spiritual" in a religious or divine sense. The former

denotes the immaterial as contrasted with the material ; the latter denotes the

religious as distinct from the secular.

—

Tr.

X ^esLiidieTy PJlanzung, etc., p. 737.
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the expression with that much milder one concerning " the

body," in 1 Cor. ix. 27, " to bring it into subjection," SovXa-

ycoyelv to aoyfjua. This distinctive meaning of (rdp^ may be

recognized in 2 Cor. i. 1 7, and Eph. ii. 3 (" we all also walked

once in the desires of our worldly and godless life "). The

(j>v(novfi€vo<? viro rov voo<; t^? o-apKo<i aurof) (Col. ii. 18), is the

man " vainly puffed up by the mind of his own flesh," by his

own ungodly worldliness, the man who, in his apparent humility

and self-abnegation, is seeking only the satisfaction of his vain

worldly-mindeduess. Hence, too, we may see how St. Paul

explains his aapKiKoi iare in 1 Cor. iii. 3, by the words im-

mediately following, Kal Kara avOpmirov irepiiraTelrej i.e.f
" ac-

cording to the mind of man alienated from God and given up

to worldly impulses." The contrast between irvevfia and adp^

has the same general bearing in Gal. vi. 8, iii. 3.

The antagonism between irvevfia and o-ap^has a more definite

reference to the life of the regenerate in Rom. viii.

4-13. From the import of o-ajof as now developed,

we can understand the Apostle's strong assertion in ver. 7, that

the (jypovi^fia Tr}<; crapKo^ is e^^pa eh 6e6v (compare 1 John ii.

15—18
; James iv. 4), that "it is not subject to the law of

God, neither indeed can be." The Trpd^ei^ rov ado/xaTo^ are

certainly the deeds which spring from sensuous lusts. If,

however, according to the structure of the sentence, the Kara

a-dpKa i^rfv at the beginning of the verse corresponds with the

Trpd^eif; rod acofiaro^, it by no means follows that both ideas

are synonymous and co-extensive, but only that they stand side

by side in contrast with the irvevfia and its works. The Kara

crdpKa ^Tjv is the genus of which the rrpd^et^ rov <rcofjiaro<; is

the species.

If we now revert to Eomans vii. 14-25, we find the same

contrast, but in another form. "We must especially

remember that Paul is here describing a particular

stage of religious development in the inner life ; his exposition

as he proceeds becomes more and more personal as he reflects

in it his own experience. His description of the life of faith

in Christ does not begin until chap. viii. 1. According to the

Apostle's doctrine they only who are in Christ are partakers

of the Spirit, and therefore the principle which is opposed to

the power of sin before this turning-point in life cannot be the
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TTvevfia (rod Oeov). Wefind, accordingly, that the Apostle denotes

it by another word ; he calls it ecrco avOpcoiro'^, or vov<i, vers. 22,

23, 25."^ On the other hand, the Apostle is by no means

describing the state of unredeemed men generally, or the

confirmed and settled service of sin, for in such a condition

the flesh in one form or another is the sole ruling principle, and

there can be no real conflict between it and the opposing

principle, which is wholly dormant or subdued. In the state

which he is describing, a conflict (ver. 23) is going on; the

Divine principle, indeed, appears first in the form of law

only, but it awakens in the man a feeling of approba-

tion, and a wish to carry it out in the life, and thus far a

will conformable to the law ; but this will has not the

power to determine and to penetrate the man's real life in

its manifold departments, or even in its very beginning ; it has

not the power to redeem him. Xow, when this endeavour after

conformity to the divine law, whose import reveals itself in all

its fulness to the mind, has once begun, it must be regarded as

that of the man's inward self, deeply reflecting upon him-

self, and hence the expression eo-w dvOpeoiro^^ ver. 22, implying

the separation of the man's own ego, his better self, from the

act of sin, vers. 17, 19. In such a case, the man's sinful nature

is as if removed into the outward sphere of things in relation

to himself, where it still asserts its dominion unimpaired, though

a better impulse has arisen within ; and hence the representa-

tion, given ver, 18, of the will, good in itself, being hindered

by sin dwelling in the o-dp^, and the description of sin's power

in such a man as a fettering vofio^ iv rot? /4€Xeo-t,ver. 2 3, together

with the contrast roS fiev vol' BovXevco vofio) Beov, rfj Se aapKt

vofjbw dfiapria^j ver. 26.t As dfiapria is here distinguished

from crdp^, and the latter described as simply the appropriate

seat of the former, a-dp^ strictly taken must still be confined

* St. Paul might, indeed, have predicated the ffuvviti(r6ai and '^ovXivnv rf vofte^

Tov &iBv of the :rw£y^a, i.e., rov uvSpu^ov ; but he chose the above designations in

preference, because TTfivtia. implies the idea of power, and when this element of

our being has to be expressed in its inability to realize itself in actual life, those

other designations are more appropriate, so as to avoid our confounding the

^nvfia of man with the Divine principle of all true renewal, the •xnvfi.a, in the

highest sense.

tTholuck's commentary on this passage (5th ed., 1856) contains many clever

and pointed remarks thoroughly sifting the question. See also his general remarks,

ch, vi. 6. Some variations will be observable between his exposition and mine.
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in its reference to that part of human nature which is neither

moral nor immoral, but simply natural, as we have already

explained it. It denotes the whole outward and manifest life

of the man, his worldly life in all its bearings. Thus, the

meaning of verse 25 is made clear and freed from all tautology,

the contrast in chap. viii. 4, firj fcara aapKa aXKa KarcL Trvevfia

ireptirarelv is clearly and distinctly marked, and the difficulty

in ver. 18, ovk olicel iv i/Moij tout' ea-rtv iv rj} aapKi fiov ar^aQov

removed. If, on the contrary, aap^ be rendered " man's sensa-

tional nature," or " his life as alien from God or ruled by

selfishness," or " immoral disposition," this last-named passage

will have a very strange meaning.* If trapl^ be simply taken

to mean the outward reality of human life viewed as a whole,

the apostle may fairly explain the eV epLoi by eV Tr\ aapKi /^ou.t

There are, lastly, two expressions used by the Apostle which

Rom. vi. 6, and sccm to sanction the assertion that he derives sin

Col. ii. 11. from man's sensuous nature, viz., those wherein

conversion is represented as the destruction or the putting off

of "the body of sin," "the fleshly nature" {aco/jua Trj<; dfiapria^j

(Tcofia T^9 (TapKo^i), Eom. vi. 6 ; Col. ii. 11. Let us examine

these passages more closely. Scofia, in Col. ii. 11, denotes, as

most modern expositors affirm, man's actual body, and thus the

direfcSvo-K; rod aa)/xaTo<;, answering to the iKSvaaaOat of 2 Cor. v.

4, can mean nothing else than the death of the body, and never

* The second and third rendering involves a tautology. According to the

first, it would seem inappropriate to substitute " the sensational nature " for

the ** in me," and superfluous to affirm that in "the sensational nature " no

good (clearly moral good, as the connection shows) dwells.

t The explanation of Rom. vii. 14, viii. 12, espoused by Philippi, in his com-

mentary to the Romans, and by the Erlangen theologians, Hofmann excepted,

according to which the section vii. 14-25 describes one aspect of the regenerate

life, and viii. 1-12 the other, I consider quite untenable. There would in this

case be no transition from the state wherein sin rules over the man and works

spiritual death, vii. 9-13, and that which Paul describes as Iv tm Tvtv/iceiri tivcn,

r^nvfAtx. Xpitrrov 'ix^'^i ^iii- ^ > t^® description of the regenerate man would begin

suddenly and unexpectedly at vii. 14. Again, if Paul speaks of himself as a

regenerate man when he says, ver, 14, lyat arapxtxos (or trdpKivo;) tifti, •rs^pafiivos

ii'^o T^v eifi'Oi.prixv, how couM We harmonize this with his witness Xpt(fTos hfAo.i

l^jTyapatTEv £x Tijs xardpcts rov vo/zou, Gal, iii. 13, and s'l Tts Iv XpiffTM kouvvj Kriffts,

TO. kp^ma. fffapnxhvf JSau, y'lyoviv xaiva to. vatret^ 2 Cor. V. 17; nay, With his asser-

tion in the same epistle o •jru.Xtx.tos hfx>m av^pu^os truvitrTavpiu^ij, het xarapyriS^ to

ffuf^a. rris a-f^eipriits <rou fAiKiTioovXtutivtifcxsTvoifiapTia, Rom, vi. 6, and on to

the end of the chapter, It must be remembered that the apostle predicates of the

ty&t (which must be distinguished from his own inner self, v. 17), ^enTv wpdfftrziv,
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signifies the subjugation of thebodyand its impulses to the spirit.

The Karapyelv to o-aj/ia, Eom.vi. 6,must undoubtedly berendered
" that the body might be deprived of its power." But as the

Karapyetv rrjv KoCKiav, 1 Cor. vi. 1 3 , refers to the death of thebody,

it would be more natural to take the words in Eom. vi. 6, con-

sidering the preceding and following context, as likewise refer-

ring to the destruction of the body by death. The qualifying

genitive, tt}? crap/co?, ttj^ a^aprta^i, could not upon this rendering

so alter the sense as to make the apostle mean no longer the

body ruled by sensational desires and afflicted with sin, but

these sensational desires, this sin itself, as that which is to be

destroyed. But no one will maintain that the apostle is

speaking of physical death in either of these passages ; and

therefore we cannot take awfia literally. "We are thus led to

ffZfi.a. used the conclusion sanctioned by the context that the
figuratively, apostle in both places uses the word figuratively.

In Eom. vi. we have not only the comparison of man's

regeneration through Christ with bodily death and resurrection,

but in the words immediately preceding, ver. 6, St. Paul uses the

figurative expression o-ravpwdrjvat rov irakaiov '^ficov avOpcoiroVf

and how natural it is that he should immediately call the mass

of sin " a body " which is deprived of life in the death of " the

old man." Col. ii. 11, moreover, stands in close connection

with a figurative representation carried on from that verse to

chap. iii. 9, wherein the stages of moral renewal through Christ

are represented as death, burial, and resurrection with Him,

In this train of thought it is natural that the apostle should

xaTipyd^iff&cct kxkov, iu contrast with a powerless will towards good which

springs from his true iya in its state of bondage, v. 15-21, and are we really to

understand this of the regenerate ? If so, in what does the condition of the re-

generate differ from that of the unregenerate ? The vofies alxfAaXuTiXm ft\ tu

vofLca rvis afiocpriai tZ ovti iv toTs (/.iXifft fJt-ov^ vii. 23, and the vo^o? tou Tiivfx.a.TOS Tvis

^aiiii Iv H.ptffTu 'itjirou IXgvhpoJff'as fitl a.^9 too voftov rvis a^fitapTta; xou tov ^avarov,

viii^ 2, are diametrically opposed to each other, and how can we take them as

describing merely two aspects of the same state ? Is that undecided struggle

really the token of a state of regeneration ? We must assume this if we take

the exclamation ra^cci^ofpos lya av^paicros' t!s /a& pveriTCu Ik tou o-af^aTos tov ^avxrav

TovTov ; as describing the present state of the apostle. And is this the same

apostle who immediately afterwards says, otroi wBVfia.Ti hod ayotrai, ovtoi vUi

ziffiv hov, viii. 14, and in Eph. ii. 10, xvtov le-fnv To'ir,[i.a XTurHvTt? Iv XpiffToi

'lyiffov i*i tpyois aya^oTs, o7s •x'poTjToi/^eta'gv o hog "vet h avroTs 9rtpi'ree.Tr,ffci)fi,iv ? If SO,

how is the teaching of the Apostle regarding the regenerate to be distinguished

from the views of Mani, that man has two souls, one good and the other evil ?
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describe the old sinful nature as a " body " which the Christian

puts off in regeneration (see iii. 9), in order to be clothed

upon with the veo<i dvOpoiiro^, ^o-p^y therefore, is to be taken

just as in the words ccjfia r^? aapKo^i avrov (rov XpcaTov), i. 22,

as meaning the earthly life, though of course as part of that

figurative comparison. Col. iii. 5 also serves to illustrate this,

vefcpdxTare TUfiiXi] v/jlmv raiTrl tt)? yTJ^^jiropvelav, afca9apo-Lav,etQ.

Here, according to the grammatical structure of the passage,

the iropveia, aKaOapaia, etc., simply specify the pLekt) ra iirl rrj^

7?59, and thus various kinds of sins are represented as the mem-
bers or limbs of the " old man " minding earthly things."*

I trust that by these investigations it has been satisfactorily

proved that Paul does not derive sin fromman's corporeal nature,

and thatthe contrastwhich he drawsbetweenTrz^ev/ia and(7ap^,as

moral principles, by no means corresponds with our antithesis

between man's spiritual (or rational) and sensuous nature.

In deriving various forms of sin from cdp^ the apostle

recognizes (as our inq[uiry has shown), that man in his separa-

tion from God and devotion to the K6(7fio<;, can originate nothing

truly good in himself, but ever bears about with him a per-

petual source of sin and death. There is surely no need to

prove the fact that this consciousness of the vanity and ineffi-

cacy of all human thought and action apart from fellowship

with God is a distinguishing feature of Scripture teaching

generally and of the Pauline doctrine in particular. By this

close connection between sin and cdp^, Paul expresses the truth

that the source of sin is not in the relations of the creature in

himself nor in any contradiction essential to his own nature,

* K. A. Fr. Fritzsche in his Commentary on the Romans, vol. i. p. 386,

gives another explanation of this passage, Haec P. mens est : enecate corporis

vestri membraj quae in terrae orhe kabetis (np, cupiditatum quas accendunt ardore
'

restincto)j enecate, inquam scortatioremj etc. But it somewhat violates the close

connection of To^E/av, axa^apa-Uv with the preceding words to insert enecate,

inquam in the translation, so as to make a new beginning. And in this render-

ing it is di£Scult to see what the words Ta ewJ tSs yTJs reaUy mean, as they form

an implied contrast to fiikn ra. \v rols ovpavoTs,—perhaps also to the members of

the resurrection body ? To explain them by a reference to the ra Wi rns yns

of ver, 2, would lead to an unmeaning view of them. In our exposition it is

plain that to. W) t^s yns is unimportant. The f^ixvi [vov yiov av^peC^ov) ra Iv

To7s oiipavoT; would be the Christian virtues as contrasted with the vices

enumerated. It is generally important carefully to recollect the symbolic

character of the entire passage, from chap. ii. 11, as above referred to. See,

among modern interpreters of this Epistle, Bahr and Bohmer, in he.
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but solely in his relations to God. Hdp^ is not a merely an-

thropological notion, its meaning is to be found in the depths

of the religious consciousness. St. Paul does not indeed

overlook the comprehensive significance of the warfare between

the sensuous nature with its impulses and the spirit, in the

development and manifestation of sin. But this state of war-

fare is itself, as heclearly shows, Eom. i. 18—32, the consequence

of man's not following his original bias towards God, and not

remembering that His will is an absolutely holy standard.

It has not escaped the notice of the chief Doctors of the

Church at various times that St. Paul's conception of adp^ goes

far beyond man's sensuous nature. In earlier times Augustine

distinctly declared * this ; in the middle ages it was affirmed by

Anselm t and Thomas Aquinas.;]; The chief of the reformers,

moreover, Luther,§ Melanchthon,|| and Calvin IT agree on this

point ; and following them, the wider meaning of adp^, which

even the great catholic theologian Bellarmine recognizes ^^ in

many passages in the New Testament, is generally adopted in

the older Protestant theology. In our own day we must refer

to Neander's thorough development of this conception in his

" History of the Planting of the Church by the Apostles."tt

* De GivUate Dei, lib. xiv. c. 2 and 4.

t Opera, ed. Gerberon, epist. 133.

X Summa, prima sec. qu. 72, art. 2.

§ De Servo Arhitrio, ed. Seb. Schmid, pp. 168, 178. Compare the passage

whicb Philippi {Kirchlicke Glaubenslehre, iii. p. 201) cites from the preface to

Luther's veraion of the Epistle to the Romans.

II
Loci Theol. ed. Augusti, p. 20. Comment in epist. ad Bom., ch. vii, 14, vii. 7.

H Instit. Bel Christ., lib. ii. c. 1, sect. 9, Comment inep. ad Bom., ch. vii. 18.

Yet Calvin is not very exact in thus defining the Pauline contrast between srvey/«a

and ffapl,— utrumqV'e nom^n in animxim competit, sed alterum, qua parte est

regenerata, alterum, qua naturalem adhuc affectum retinet.

** Ibid., lib. V. de amiss, gratiae, c. 7, 15. Usually, however, he renders

ffa.pl by sensualitas.

ft 76id., vol. 2, p. 662, f., compare p. 737, f. (4th ed.) Stirm also in his anthro-

pological and exegetical inquiries [Tubinger Zeitschriftfur Theol, 1834, part iii.)

treats of the Pauline fap^ in a sense essentially correct, though not without

some indistinctness and uncertainty in details. Harless, also, Comment, on the

Ephesians, p. 162, f. (1st ed.), Thomasius, Christi Person und Werh, i. p. 234,

ff. (1st ed.) ; Ebrard, Dogmatih, i. p. 463, f. (1st ed.) ;
Philippi, Kirchlicke,

Glaubenslehre^ iii. p. 200, ff. ; Kahnis, Lutherische Dogm-. , i. p. 550, f., all alike

espouse the correct rendering and conception of <rxp^. Plitt {evangelische Glau-

benslehre, part i. pp. 280, 281), lays stress upon " the deeply grounded distinc-

tion between Adamic and Satanic sin," and discovers in the Pauline ffeipl " not
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II.

Kant's view of the Origin of Evil, compared with the

Theory of the Derivation of Sin from Sense.

As the doctrine that evil has its source in man's sensuous

^ nature penetrated the literature of the last century,

derive evil influencing both its poets and its thinkers, some
from sense ? have supposed that it is embodied likewise in the

greatest production of philosophical thought during that period

—the Kantian Criticism. And at first sight this opinion seems

to be correct. Does not Kant continually affirm that evil

consists solely in the perverted maxim which subordinates the

law of the Practical Eeason to sensuous instincts,—which

makes obedience to consist in satisfying those sensuous inclina-

tions which are summed up subjectively under the name
" self-love," and objectively as constituting "happiness ? " And,

according to him, is human freedom anything more than the

power of acting independently of sensuous impulses, and even

the purely spiritual and absolute selfishness, personal in the fullest sense, with

its corresponding enmity against God, which forms the essence of the sin of evil

spirits, " but '
' a moral deadening or weakening of the man, subjecting him to the

finite and sensuous part of his being. This, forgetting his divine origin and his

corresponding destiny, selfishly buries itself in a temporal and isolated existence,

and thus leads on to death, i.e., ruin in all relations, entire hostility and aliena-

tion from God and men, nay, even from self, inasmuch as a general internal

destruction of the man's spiritual relations and energies is the inevitable con-

sequence of its perverted activity." I agree with the distinction between

diabolical and Adamic sin, or, as I would rather express it, human sin generally,

although I regard it as a transitory and vanishing one,—as indeed the author of

the Glaubenslehre himself does ; human sin itself in its most aggravated stage,

becomes diabolical. We find that the Apostle Paul represents the struggle which

the Christian has to carry on against those who deny or pervert the gospel of

Christ as a struggle against Satan, 2 Cor. xi. 14 ; Eph. vi. 11-18 ; 2 Tim. ii. 26
;

but we find diabolical sin referred to only in 2 Thess. ii. 3, 4. But in more than

one description of human depravity he uses erdp^ (or the fiixt}) in connection with

such sins as cannot be derived from a mere ** subjugation of man to his sensuous

and finite nature." Are siSwXoXar^i/a, (papftuxiU, tz^p'^', £/>£'?, ^nkoi, 6ofAoij

ipihTcti, ^ix^ff'ra.ffia.ij aipitr^tSt Gal. V. 20, to be regarded merely as "tokens of

weakness " ? In passages, moreover, when the apostle does not expressly name

the (ra.pl, ^-Q-i Romans i. 18-32 ; 1 Oor. vi. 9, 10, he refers to sins which do not

differ in kind from those specified in Gal. v, and Col. iii. We must, therefore,

maintain that the apostle includes the entire range of human sin, excepting a

few cases when it passes into diabolical sin, in his expression ipyot rvs (rapxas.
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in opposition to them, according to the dictates of the Practical

Reason ? Is not the freedom which thus cleaves to this form

of universal law, in his view, the only freedom that man,

according to his ideal or intelligible essence, and so far as he

practically needs it, can be conscious of ? If evil, therefore,

cannot be derived from freedom nor from man's intelligible or

ideal essence, what remains save to derive it from sense ?

And upon this standing-point such a derivation of evil can

be effected only by tracing its origin, on the one hand, to a

hindrance which man's sensuous nature presents to his spirit,

and its manifestation in the world of phenomena ; and on the

other hand, to a want of power in man's intelligible or ideal

character to realize itself empirically. Many expressions in

the Kritih der praktischen Vernunft and the Grundlegung

zur Metaphysik der Sitten seem to harmonize with this ; and

even in the Metaphysischen Anfangsgrunden der Rechtslehre

the possibility of deviating from the inner dictates of the

reason is explained as a want of power—an " inability "—and

all derivation of evil from freedom is forbidden.^ But, accord-

ing to this, evil evidently dwindles into a mere privation, as

in the theory of Leibnitz ; and as in that theory it is resolved

into the metaphysical imperfection of the creature, here it is

resolved into the inability, or " insusceptibility," of the creature

to realize its ideal character in its empirical life and under the

conditions of time and space : and thus, in judging of human
life and conduct, the difference between good and evil becomes

unavoidably one only of degree. It is quite in keeping with

this that Kant zealously endeavours to deprive man of the

hope of ever rising above that stage of perfection wherein

reverence for the moral law, for duty, and for virtue is highest,

or of attaining the goal of perfect holiness in any future

development. He maintains that a state in which man
spontaneously and perfectly fulfils the demands of the law is

incompatible with the nature of a being both sensuous and

rational ; and while thus depriving us of the prospect of actual

* Meiaph. Anfangsgrunden, Einleitung, p. xxviii. (2d ed. ) This remark

clearly refers evil to man only as a sensuous being. The natural outgrowth of

the Kantian theory in this phase of it is the Fichtian doctrine, that evil has its

foundation in the original inertness of human nature ; and this corresponds

with the identifying of morality (as realized in independent action) with free-

dom in the Fichtian sense.
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freedom from all inner contradiction and discord, he indemnifies

us with the Tantalus-like bliss of an endless approximation to

the goal of moral perfection,*

If, with these results, we now turn to that treatise of Kant's,

wherein he makes evil directly the topic of inquiry—I mean

h is Religion innerhalh der grenzen der hlossen Vernunft—
we shall be surprised to find a theory developed apparently the

very opposite of what we have described. Here the derivation

of evil from sense is expressly condemned, and on two grounds,

because evil cannot be predicated of our sensuous inclinations,

and because by such a derivation the guilt of evil would be

done away. In order to maintain man's responsibility and

guilt, the origin of evil is transferred to the " thing in itself

"

—to " the intelligible being " of man, to his self-determining

freedom apart from all conditions of time—in a word, to liberty,

as it belongs to man as nouTnenon.f

How are we to harmonize such contradictory assertions ?

Must we not adopt the conclusion of those followers of Kant

who, as they cannot reconcile themselves to this " Eadical

Evil," endeavour to explain it as an unaccountable departure

of their master from his principles—a kind of mystical reverie

in an hour of weakness,"—an aberration of his sober under-

standing, the serious consequences of which have been since

developed in Ehrhard's Apologie des Teufels, and in Daub's

Jtcdas Ischarioth ? | Even Schelling, though he considers

* See especially the Kritik der prakt. Vernunft, pp. 89, 107, 122, 178, 189,

(6th ed.)

+ 1st part, "Concerning the indwelling of the evil principle side by side

with good in human nature," pp. 21, 22, 27, 39, 40 (2d ed.)

X Among these attempted explanations given by his disciples, one of the

most noticeable is that of J. A. W. Gessner, '^ Ueher den (/rsprung des sittlich

Bosen in Mensckeriy " which endeavours to recall the critical philosophy from its

daring flight into the realm of the ideal, where it hoped to discover the source

of evil, and to bring it back to the well-known regions of sense and experience.

The treatise contains much that is acute and clever in opposition to Kant's

view ; but it shows how great a sacrifice is involved in this getting rid of evil

as radical—as based upon an ideal act—nothing less than the surrender of

moral accountability and guilt. The huge rock of Radical Evil, which Kant

rolled into the way, is broken by Gessner into innumerable fragments, so as to

make a road of natural and progressive development from the dominion of sense

to that of spirit. Erh. Schmid also in his Versuch einer MoralpJiilosophie finds

the doctrine of his master insufferably hard
; he cannot understand how Kant

could say that man, as a. reasonable being, forms a character of his own, if he
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'Kant's view the very opposite of the sensuous theory,

inclines to the opinion that Kant arrived at that view only

later in life, and in opposition to his former principles and

method.*

But we cannot adopt such an explanation. Kant's Kritih

Kant con-
^^'^ veinen Vernunft, in its investigations con-

sistent in his cerning the relations of human freedom to the
^°^"

necessity of nature, contains the unmistakable

groundwork of that first section in his Religion innerhalh der

Grenzen der hlossen Vernunft.\ It is not difficult to see

that he could hardly have arrived at any other conclusion upon
the highest principles of his system. How could he imagine

that the world of phenomena, which is only the reflex and
counterpart of the world of noumenaj manifest within the

hmits of space and time, can possess any independence of its

own, or actively contradict that world of noumena ? If man,

as noumenon, apart from and above all time, be ever in real

accord with the law of the practical reason, how could he as

" phenomenon " ever contradict that law ? What can man's

empirical character be in its elements of good and evil save

the outgo and manifestation of that ideal character by which

he is wholly determined ? The Kritik der reinen Vernunft

expressly recognizes this.J And as Kant always proceeds

upon the axiom which unites the consciousness of the law of

practical reason with the conception of human liberty—" what

man ought to do, that he can do,"—the fact that he does in

the least degree that which he ought not to do, must arise,

not from weakness and inability, but from a want of wiU,

which is conceivable only on the supposition of freedom ; and

be himself the free source also of transgression ;—if all that springs from the

arbitrary will of man, every evil act done with premeditation has freedom for

its cause (p. 342, 2d ed.) These improvers upon Kant should have reflected

that had he desired to accommodate himself to the pleasant doctrine, that the

good only, and not the evil which man does, must be imputed to him as his

own, Kant would have been no longer Kant—the inspired prophet of the moral

law, and of its inviolable sanctity.

* Works, part i. vol. vii. 388. Schelling took a different view of the

Kantian doctrine of evil in his dissertations upon Idealism in the Wissen-

schaftslehre of the years 1796, 1797 ; see Works, vol. i. 43.2.

t In the section entitled AuflHsung der kosmologischen Idee von der Totalitdt

der Ahleitung der Weltbegebenheiten aus iliren Ursachen, see in particular pp.

429-433 (7th ed.).

X Pp. 422, 431, 432.

VOL. I. Y
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as freedom involves independence of the phenomenal law of

nature, it can apply only to man as " nonmenon."

Even if, upon the principles of the Kritik der praktisehen

Doctrine of
Vemunfty evil is to be regarded as a merely

his earlier phenomenal interruption of the perfect accord of
^^^ ^

' man with law ; still this interruption or hindrance

cannot be regarded as merely passive, as a being hindered^ but

as a self-limitation—as a sin of omission on the part of that

freedom which should ever be identical with reason. Thus,

upon Kant's own principles, evil must of necessity spring from

man's intelligible or ideal liberty. According to the funda-

mental principles of his Criticism, it is the law of the practical

reason alone which—being unconditioned—raises man above

the world of phenomena into the region of the intelligible.

Were the actual behaviour of man in perfect harmony with

this law, there would be no difficulty. But man's actual moral

conduct in manifold ways contradicts the moral ideal. If,

then, we are to explain this contradiction by saying that

human freedom, as the necessary correlative of the intelligible

law of reason, does not possess the due power of realizing itself,

human freedom as intelligible would have to be surrendered,

together with the possibility of recognizing the practical law

of reason as unconditioned ; and in the very act of passing

from the world of sense to the world of ideas, the Kantian

principle in its affirmative aspect would have to be given up.

We must therefore seek for the source of evil in ideal or intel-

ligible freedom itself.

Now when Kant in his Religion innerhalh der Grenzen

Confirmed bv
^^^ hlossen Vemunft ^ so distinctly regards evil

his later (as in his earlier writings) as a subordination of
wri ings.

^j^g claims of the law to the impulses of sense, we

must lay it down as a fundamental principle of Kant's in

relation to this question, that the object which man aims at in

sin belongs to the world of sense, but sin's source to the

world of ideas ; and that evil has not its origin in sense, but

in an intelligible or ideal act of man's spirit outside the sphere

of empirical existence, yet conditioning it—an act whereby

he has taken up into his will as its regulative principle the

maxim to subordinate the motives of the moral law to the

* Kg., pp- 33, 34(2ded.).
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sensuous impulses."^'' In this, the Kantian view, the distinction

between noumenon and phenomenon corresponds to the dualism

between duty and inclination, virtue and pleasure ; only that

the phenomenon, when it opposes and overrides the noumenon,

in the form of an impulse after happiness, does not possess this

power of itself and through an original necessity, but derives

it primarily from a self-perversion of the noumenon.

It will now, therefore, first of all be expected of us to

explain what seems to be utterly inconceivable, viz., how a

purely intelligible essence could ever impose on itself the

maxim which gives the sensuous instincts and inclinations

—

whose objects have for it, as purely ideal, no reality whatever

—a preponderance over its law, i.e., over itself. If the incon-

ceivableness of this is to be justified only on the ground of the

transcendental character of the intelligible, we cannot too

strongly protest against a mode of procedure which creates

contradictions at pleasure in the essence of man, and then uses

the X—the unknown quantity in the calculation—as a loop-

hole in order to evade the claim for an explanation.

It is, however, evident that it was an essential extension of

this theory when Schelling, in his treatise Philosopkie und

Religion, and after him Daub, in his Judas Isckariothj gave

to this intelligible act another and more conceivable import,

explaining it as a fall from the absolute to the concrete, or to

self-dependent existence. It is certainly a conclusion drawn

from premisses, which any one who will may recognize in Kant,

that on his standing-point the existence of the world of pheno-

mena should be regarded as the consequence of that primary fall,

Turthermore, according to the above description of the

Kantian principle, there must ever be a hopeless

consistency contradiction. For on the one hand he blends
in Kant's freedom as closely and inseparably with the law of

practical reason as the facts of nature are united

with its laws ; nay, he supposes this practical law to have so

necessary a causality in relation to the free act of man, that

even as in nature nothing can happen without a cause working

* Kant designates this by a term very strange, yet necessary, on his prin-

ciples, viz., "the Origin in Reason" of evil action, in contrast with its "origin

in time " as a mere phenomenon.

—

R&ligion inn. der Grenzen der blossen Vernunftj

40, 43, 46.
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according to law, so a freedom which does not work according

to the law of practical reason gives the idea of action without

a cause, i.e., of an impossibility.* And on the other hand,

he is obliged to regard the freedom of the will as an ability

not only to do good, but also to do evil, or what is contrary

to the moral law. This perplexing ambiguity in his con-

ception of freedom pervades the practical side of Kant's

philosophy throughout, and this has been fully shown by

Herbart.t The contradiction involved in this way of viewing

freedom is partly hidden by his usually avoiding the use of the

word when he is speaking of the origin of evil, and by his pre-

ferring to speak of a perversion of motives in the general

maxim of " arbitrariness," of evil having its source in " arbi-

trariness," and so on. But if evil action really has its ground

in the ideally intelligible character of man, what else can this

" arbitrariness " be than man's freedom as noumenon ? Or, if

we must distinguish between this " arbitrariness " and freedom,

so that freedom may be regarded only as what is in harmony

with the law, must we still include in the intelligible essence

of man a faculty of " arbitrariness " from which nothing but

evil could spring ? If, again, an ideal or intelligible freedom

involving the possibility both of good and evil be objected to,

how can such an ideal arbitrariness be entertained ? Would

not the serious contradictions which, according to this theory,

destroy the sphere of the intelligible, be really multipHed ?

Tor besides the moral law and obedience to its commands, we

should have also the transgression of it, and then again, the

negativing of this transgression by repentance and amendment,

all alike deriving their origin from the same ideal.J

The profound truths included in Kant's doctrine of evil,

together with the errors which they conceal, will come before

us again at a future stage of our inquiry. Here we have only

had briefly to explain the relation of his doctrine to the deri-

vation of evil from man's sensuous nature.

* Grundlegung zur Metaph. der Bitten, pp. 98, 118 (ed. of 1791). Kritih der

prakt. Vernunjij pp. 43, 49, 60, and elsewhere. Freedom and practical reason,

according to this aspect of the Kantian doctrine, are simply different names

for one and the same thing ; freedom is practical reason so far as it possesses

causality ; the practical reason is freedom so far as it is a law unto itself.

t Gesprdche ilher das Bosef p. 145, f.

> t Compare Paul, Kant's Lehre vom radiJcalen Bosen, p. 78, ff.
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CHAPTEE III.

Schleiermacher's View of the Essence and
Origin of Sin.

EOSENKRANZ, in his critique of Schleiermacher's " Glauhens-

§1. Doe8ScHL-ZeA?'6," finds fanlt with the author because he

derive sin seeks the principle of that aberration which we
from sense ? call evil, not in the spirit of man, not in freedom,

not in the will, but in his sensuous nature. Schleiermacher

would hardly adopt this expression of his views, for it is some-
what inexact ; but his treatment of the doctrine of sin must at

once convince every one that this objection in substance is not

without foundation. It is therefore fitting that a brief exami-

nation of his theory should find place here. We have mainly
to consider the statement of his doctrine in the " GlauhcTis-

lehre," but for explanation's sake, we may refer also to

what Schleiermacher has advanced upon the subject in other

writings.

Schleiermacher's "Outlines of a System of Ethics,"publishedby

Testimony of Al. Schweizer after his death, define the conception

MACHP^^'^'
°^ ^^^ only incidentally, SO as to justify its exclusion

Dissertations from the sphere of this science
;
yet enough is said

on Morals.
^^ confirm the above objection. Good is there

described to be the coincidence or union of reason and nature
;

evil, on the other hand, is in Schleiermacher's earlier writings

defined to be the negative factor in the process of this union,

in his somewhat later works, as the negative expression of the

original irrationality of nature, and at last, as " the divorce of

reason and nature in every individual moral sphere ; " * state-

ments which, taken together, clearly point to an antagonism

between our sensational nature and our spirit. The striking

expression incidentally used regarding evil, as "an act of

nature involving a corresponding suffering of reason," confirms

this interpretation.t

If we inquire how a passive state can be attributed thus to

* Qlauheiislehre, § 91, pp. 52-54. See the note p. 48 of this work

ilUd., §109, p. 71.
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reason, and an active power determining and acting upon

His state- reason to the sensuous, nature, though our ques-

ments in the ^{qj^ jg ^ot answered in the "Ethics," Schleier-
works of the

, . . .

Berlin macher s academic dissertation, " Concerning the
Academy. distinction between the laws of nature and of

morals " is very valuable as indicating the exact point of

his philosophic view."^'* Here we are told that "the spirit

entering upon earthly existence must become a quantum or

relative quantity,t and as such seems adequate to counter-

balance the subordinate functions of individual life;" and

hence arise deviations from that moral law, which is the pure

and perfect expression of the essence and activity of the intel-

ligence. This is analogous, it is said, to what we find in the

sphere of nature. Taking the various species as the true

standards of nature, we continually meet with deviations from

these in the diseases of plants and animals, in malformations

and the like, which are owing to the circumstance that the

distinctive principle of each successive stage has not fully

appropriated the powers of the preceding. It is evident that

the subordinate functions, whence evil, or that which contra-

dicts the moral law, springs,—through their strength not being

fully subdued by the spirit,—are those of the animal life.J

And this, as it seems to us, is just what the Glaubenslehre

says. In it sin is described to be a limitation
This state-

ment in the of the spirit's determining power, caused by the

Gkiubens- independent action of the sensuous functions, or
l^fire. .^

. . . P 1 n 1 -J.
agam^ " a positive resistance of the nesh agamst

the spirit." § The conception expressed here by " the flesh
"

is not exactly that of St. Paul, neither is it that of many
* Philosophische und vermischte Schrifterif vol. ii. p. 415.

t The Entwurf eines Systems der Sittenlehre expressly denies this of the

Reason, and explains it as impossible, § 105, p. 64. How, then, can this

Reason "suffer" from the quantitatively determining nature, as the same

Entwurf sAy3 that it does?

X See *' Die Abhandlung uher die wissenschafiUche Behundlung des Tugendbe-

griffes"—Philosophische Schri/ten, vol. ii. 359. Supposing we could allow that

the conception of species were nature's laws, a great discrepancy would stiU

be perceptible in any parallel between the disturbances which occur in natural

and in moral life. In the phenomena of nature above referred to, though some

particular in nature's law is wanting (it being either interrupted or paralysed),

that law is in other particulars realized. But in moral evil, on the other hand,

we find that when one particular in the law of the will is actually contra-

dicted, no other points of this law are realized.

§ Die Christliche Glaube, part i. § QG^ 2 (2d ed.).
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modern theologians, who understand by it the body ; it is said

to denote " the lower powers of the soul collectively." This

hardly indicates a difference of view on Schleiermaeher's part

;

he only expresses more accurately those refined anthropo-

logical conceptions which other expounders of the theory really

mean ; for the body apart from the soul is mere lifeless matter,

and strictly speaking it cannot be to it, but to the ^jrvxv in

the body, that sensation and sensuous impulse belong. But
Schleiermacher nowhere accurately defines what he under-

stands by "the spirit" in contrast with the flesh; he simply

makes his conception of it more distinct by using, as synony-
mous, the expression, " place of the God-consciousness." * This

expression favours the idea that the spirit, the limitation of

which causes sin, is the seat of other functions besides the

God-consciousness, and that the limitation of these by sense

must also be regarded as sin. But it is clear, from the sec-

tions preceding and following the 66th, that Schleiermacher

does not mean this,—that sin with him is simply an opposi-

tion to the determining power of the God-consciousness.

But there is some confusion or at least complexity here.

,„ ^ ^ How can Schleiermaeher's conception of "the
Want of • • » T 1 . . 1 1

perspicuity spirit, though meant subjectively, be taken as

^ta?*^ t
analogous to the Pauhne irvevfjba in relation to the

Christian life, when the other side of the contrast,

" the flesh," embraces in his view a much narrower sphere

than that assigned to it by St. Paul ? How comes it to pass

that according to St. Paul the godly and the worldly {i.e.,

humanity in its selfishness) are opposed to each other, but

according to Schleiermacher the divine and the sensuous ?

Does Schleiermacher really mean that the Trvev/xa of man, as

distinct from the (rdp^, is the seat of the God-consciousness

alone, and not of anything else ? Does he consider that the

God-consciousness alone is implanted as a heavenly germ in

our animal nature, so that man really differs from the brutes

in nothing save in the fact that he is religious ? This may
have been the opinion of others, e.g., of Jean Paul, though it

is not seriously maintained even by him ; but the Introduction

to Schleiermaeher's Glauhenslehre, especially § 5, admits of

* Die CkristUche Glaube, p. 398. The explanation given of the spirit in the

1st ed. of the Glavhenslekre is peculiar— "that within us which gives rise to

the consciousness of God," part ii. § 86, p, 17.
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no doubt that his view was widely different. When he

teaches us to regard the God-consciousness as the highest in

human life, he clearly implies that the subordinate sphere

includes much more than the sensuous activities of life—the

movements and workings of the lower energies. But the

question recurs, Why are the disturbances of the divine har-

mony of life arising from other parts of this higher sphere,

though subordinate to the God-consciousness, altogether over-

looked in the section concerning man's sinful state ? Or

what proof is given to show that opposition to the determin-

ing power of the God-consciousness might not arise from other

parts of that higher sphere ? How can it be supposed, not to

say proved by experience, that the collective activity of the

higher energies are so necessarily one with the divine con-

sciousness that they can never be separated from it ? '"

If, in this perplexity, we turn to the Introduction to the

Wider mean- GlavheThshhre to see whether it throws any light

ing assigned to upon these undefined relations, we find there also

the Intro- (§ 4 and 5) the distinction drawn between the

duction. God-consciousness on the one hand, and our

sensuous self-consciousness on the other; but another and far

wider application is given to the conception of the sensuous

nature. It is made to include all the movements of self-con-

sciousness wherein the world {i.e., finite existence collectively)

is a co-determining factor ; and as a counter-working of our

own activity in opposition to that which works upon us is

possible, these movements may be divided into a sense of de-

pendence on the one hand, and a sense of freedom on the other.

"Here we include," says Schleiermacher, ^ 5, 1, "those deter-

minations of self-consciousness which we have above (§ 4, 2)

described as closely allied to the feeling of absolute depen-

dence ; so that by the term ' sensuous,' we must understand

social and moral, as well as selfish feelings, seeing that they

find place in the sphere of independent existence and of

contrast." The God-consciousness, on the contrary, " expresses

the feeling of absolute dependence " t which has to do not with

* As the question concerns the unity of the God-consciousness in this sense,

the difficulty is not obviated by referring to the statement in the Dialektih of

Schleierma(3her (§ 214), that all knowledge and will have their transcendental

basis in the idea of the absolute as the highest unity of all contrasts.

t Schleiermacher uses this expression in § 5, note, and thus seems to dis-
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the world (because our relation to the world is one of relative

dependence only, involving the possibility of reaction), but

with God who is raised far above all contrasts. This sense of

absolute dependence, in relation to the Unity far removed from

all contrasts and all limitations of time and space, can be

realized in time only by an inward state of pious feeling,

combined with and embodied in some of the manifold deter-

minations of the sensuous self-consciousness.'^^''

Here, indeed, we stumble upon a glaring contradiction.

Contradiction I'irst of all we are told (p. 28) that the conscious-
here. j^ggg ^f total dependence, when once it has entered

human life and while life lasts, is an abiding one, always there

and always the same : this, indeed, necessarily follows upon

Schleiermacher's principles, since that consciousness is simple

and uncompounded, and free from the limitations of time.

But immediately after this (p. 29), speaking of a life wherein

this God-consciousness is already present, mention is made of

certain elements of a merely sensuous consciousness as really

appearing ; indeed the idea of the abiding union or inter-

penetration of both tendencies of our self-consciousness dwindles

into the notion of a mere demand, or of something which

ought to be, preceding action (pp. 33, 34); see also § 60, 1
;

63, 3, of the Glauhenslehre, We shall hereafter see that this

notable contradiction, traceable throughout, has an important

bearing upon the question before us.

In § 4, pp. 32, 33, he makes a further distinction between

Indistinctness an easier and more difficult maintenance of the

maewrview ^^^g^^st self-consciousness (the easier or more

of sin itself. difficult Union of the sense of entire dependence

with the sensuous consciousness in its determinations), and

derives the contrasts of religious joy or sorrow from this dis-

tinction
; and we naturally expect that we have here arrived

tinguish between an absolute sense of dependence and the God-consciousness,

the former being that which manifests itself in the latter, which is its mani-

festation. But he could do this only by regarding the God-consciousness as the

product of the sense of entire dependence combined with an act of sensational

consciousness, which he does not.

* The description of these different relations is clearer and more definite in

the first edition of the Glauhenslehre, § 9-11 ; but in the second edition it is

withdrawn, especially the part which relates to "the amalgamation" of both

tendencies of consciousness in pious endeavour. Compare pp. 43, 45, 46 of ed.

1 with pp. 29, 32 of ed. 2.
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at the discriminating point at which the consciousness of sin

arises. Where can it have its origin if not in the fact of our

sensuous consciousness, which has to do with what is finite,

being hindered in its union with the feehng of absolute depen-

dence ? This expectation is fully confirmed by the introduction

to " the Doctrine of Sin," § 62-65, including certain statements

in § 6Q, Here Schleiermacher shows that whenever the ten-

dency to fulfil the God-consciousness is hindered by the sen-

suous consciousness, disinclination is aroused ; and further, that

when our God-consciousness embodied in any state of mind

determines our self-consciousness as disinclination, the conscious-

ness of sin is awakened. But Schleiermacher, misled by his

ambiguous use of the word " sensuous," places this hindering

and interrupting force in the functions of the lower life (see
§

66, and following),—-in " the flesh,"—according to the meaning

of this expression above described, and yet he adheres to the

corresponding conception of " the spirit," as denoting exclusively

the God-consciousness. Thus arises an unjustifiable confusion

between conceptions widely different in their range ;
" sense,"

as denoting the functions collectively which concern man's

relations to the world, and " sense," as denoting the functions

of the lower or animal life. Hence, too, arises that manifest

hesitation between two distinct and separate points which

pervades Schleiermacher's entire treatment of the Doctrine of

Sin, not only in his Theology, but in his Sermons likewise.

Sometimes he seems to adopt the ordinary sensuous theory
;

but suddenly we find him taking quite a different standing-

point, and proving, in most impressive language, that every self-

willed act, every effort violating our relation to God, however

esteemed and lauded by the world, is sin, showing us that selfish-

ness is theinmost source of sin,andtracing the corruption proceed-

ing therefrom, into the most refined and spiritual forms of evil.

As the Glauhenslehre of Schleiermacher is really nothing more

g
than a description of the directlypious and Christian

MACHER consciousness, it does notproperly concern itself with

™^^Jf^ n^^ sin and its derivation, but only with the conscious-
INTO THE Coy-

^ . .

scioTJSNEss OF HCSS of slu: and, accordingly, it must be regarded as
^^'

an opus supererogationis (which, like everything

superfluous, implies a corresponding deficiency), when Schleier-
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macher endeavours to show that sin cannot exist in the Christian

life without this consciousness of it (Part i. pp. 396, 397). He
unwarrantably encroaches upon the objective bearing of the

question, when (p. 405) he maintains that sin in general can

be said to exist only where there is a consciousness of it. Thus

in place of the principle which he laid down at the outset that

the Glaubenslehre had nothing to do with the consideration of

sin in itself, but only with pious endeavours which imply the

consciousness of sin, he introduces the objective opinion that

sin, strictly speaking, and the consciovsness of sin, are

identical. So far as this consciousness may be regarded as a

power for good in the subject of it, it would follow that the

notion of obduracy involves a contradiction. If we follow out

these views in their ulterior bearings, the results of our

inquiries concerning the conception of guilt and concerning

unpremeditated sins oblige us certainly to grant that an

immoral act can be imputed to a man as sin, only so far as he

can be supposed to possess some consciousness of the moral

law, of its contents and its obligation.

But we must distinguish between the presence of this con-

TMs theory is sciousness generally in the person's life, and its

erroneous. being felt in this or that particular act. Its

warnings, through repeated neglect of them, may become less

and less distinct, until its voice be wholly unheard, in the case

of actions which spring from unbridled selfishness violating law,

and yet the guilt of such actions is by no means obviated.

Hence it may happen that the crimes which spring from
" rudeness and uncouthness," and still more, those arising from

obduracy,—though the perception of their wickedness may be

wholly wanting when they are committed,—must nevertheless

be looked upon as sins, and be condemned as involving guilt

;

the former, because it must be taken for granted that every

man who has passed the age of childhood, and is not afflicted

with mental imbecility, possesses some activity of conscience

;

and the latter, because they clearly imply the wilful searing

and suppression of conscience by repeated slighting of its calls.

We cannot regard the conviction in the commission of sin that

it is a violation of the moral law, as a power for good in the

man, unless there be along with this an inner rejection of the

sin in the moral sense, together with an approval of the good
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and a desire after it. But it by no means follows that the

objective knowledge of the sin is coupled with this feeling of

approbation. There may be some consciousness of the claims

of the moral law, but this by no means involves a necessary

limit to moral depravity ; on the contrary, this depravity is

often aggravated by the fact that its most wilful outbreaks go

hand in hand with that consciousness. If it were entirely

extinguished, the man would sink into a deeper degradation,

but the energy of evil would at the same time be lessened in

him. Still less can mere feeling of total dependence apart

from more accurate defining of the feelings, as good or evil, be

regarded as an essential limitation to moral perversity.

Without doing justice to these distinctions the Glaubenslehre

How God-
ventures to answer the question as to the origin

consciousness of the hindrance which begets in us the conscious-

accordin^fr^to ^^^^ ^^ ®^^* ^^ ^^^ scction Concerning man's

Schleier- sinful state, reference is made first to the general

course of human development,—how, when the

spirit begins to awake in nature the sensuous part of our

being has always the start of the spiritual,—how this develop-

ment is unequal, because in the spirit it proceeds fitfully and by

impulse, and because, moreover, the spirit is one, but the flesh

is multiform and varied in its power. The spirit (it is said)

cannot maintain a uniform relation to these various tendencies,

and if less effective in one direction than in another, it seems

to be foiled and overcome. In this fitful development the

understanding and the will do not keep pace, but the former

outstrips the latter, and thus the union of the sensuous

functions with the God-consciousness seems to the under-

standing to be far more perfect than can be realized at the

time by the will, § 68, 1.*

But in endeavouring to apply this reasoning to facts we are

again involved in great difficulties. If the spirit

inconsistent ^s here meant be nothing more than the God-
with his consciousness, we cannot see, according to Schleier-

macher's view, how it can be a defined and limited

quantum, which the sensuous functions hinder or even out-

* The Advent sermon, "Christ, the Redeemer from sin and from the law,''

throws light upon this ; see Schl. Predigten, new ed., vol. ii. p. 25. The gist

of this development is the thought, ** No one can have a consciousness of sin

without there being in his knowledge something better than in his practice."
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weigh. The functions being directed to what is finite may be

represented as possessing a limited strength, but the God-

consciousness cannot thus be spoken of, for it is the immediate

entrance of what is infinite into human and finite life.

Schleiermacher, indeed, expressly says, that the spirit (the

God-consciousness) possesses an " intensive magnitude " (p.

401), and is thus susceptible of increase or diminution ; but to

go no farther than the Glavhen^lehre, how does this agree with

what is stated in the Introduction (p. 28), namely, that "the

feeling of perfect dependence is in itself absolutely simple, and

free from the conditions of time, ever the same, and raised

above all shadow of turning ? " In order to be defined and

limited and realized in time, it must identify itself somehow

with the sensuous consciousness ; before this union, i.e., when

we are inquiring how far this union can be realized, and how far

it is hindered by the resistance of the sensuous consciousness, we
cannot regard this feeling of dependence as in any way limited,

even though looked upon only as intensive. In this sense of

absolute dependence, is it not God who makes our self-consci-

ousness an absolutely determining one ? How otherwise could

this feeling of dependence be absolute ? And how then could any

opposition on the part of the finite consciousness limit or hinder

this absolutely determiningconsciousness? According to Schleier-

macher's premisses we must affirm that sin is utterly impossible.

This difficulty has hardly escaped the notice even of Schleier-

How Schleier- macher himself ; and accordingly, in describing the

to^8olve\his
^ig^^r self-consciousncss as increasing or diminish-

difficulty. ing in strength, through the opposition of certain

functions of the sensuous self-consciousness, he adopts peri-

phrastic expressions, such as " the tendency of the God-con-

sciousness," its " efficiency," its " determining power," " the

activity of the spirit," pp. 379, 380, 384, 393, 401. These

circumlocutory expressions, which only mystify and confuse the

thought, have the appearance of being other thoughts when
they are only a repetition of the same, and, if taken literally,

amount to an identification of the feeHng of absolute depend-

ence, with the sensuous self-consciousness before that union is

supposed to have taken place. Such phrases are out of place

in a strictly scientific work, when the question concerns the

exact defining of a difficult conception, viz., that of sin ; and they

altogether fail to obviate the mistakes which we have pointed
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out. Are we to understand the frequently recurring expres-

sion, " tendency towards the God-consciousness," as anything

more than a circumlocution ? If so, it would^necessary follow,

that the God-consciousness and the sensuous consciousness are

not the only factors in every pious excitation, as § 5 teaches,

but that between these two there is a third, a tendency either

towards the God-consciousness and the union of the sensuous

consciousness with it, or against the God- consciousness and this

union ; and that in this third factor lies the true source of

every given state of mind, and of the hindering or furthering

of the God-consciousness which it represents. If this be

meant, what can this third factor be but the power of choice,

the EEEEDOM OE THE WILL ? And in this case, this freedom

of the will would furnish the real basis for the possibility and

the entrance of evil. Yet, though Schleiermacher's argument

True solution seems frequently to lead to such a solution of

Schlefer-
^ *^® problem, in his celebrated Dissertation upon

macher, the doctrine of election, and in his Glauhenslehrej

§ 80, 4, 81, 2, he distinctly forbids any appeal to the freewill of

the creature in deciding the question as to the ultimate ground

of sin. According to him, the feeling of freedom is nothing

more than a determination of the sensuous self-consciousness ;
*

it is not something intermediate which effects a union between

the sensuous consciousness and the consciousness of uncondi-

tional dependence. The absoluteness of this feeling of depend-

ence, in the sense in which Schleiermacher means it, would

be done away with, if the entrance of this feeling of dependence

into real consciousness (which occurs only by its union with the

sensuous consciousness) were felt to be conditioned by freedom.

We must therefore abide by our opinion already expressed,

that such expressions as " the tendency of the God-conscious-

ness," must be regarded as vain repetitions or circumlocutory

phrases ; and as far as our investigations have gone, so far

from the fact of the existence of sin being explained, it is

represented really as an impossibility.

y Glauhenshhre, § 4, 2, 3. '*Our self-consciousness accordingly '*
(§ 4, 2),

"as the consciousness of our existence or of our co-existence with the world"

[but this, according to § 5, 1, corresponds with the conception of the sensuous

self-consciousness], "is a succession of alternate feelings, now of liberty and

now of dependence.''
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These last remarks lead us on to another phase of Schleier-

§ 3.ScHLErER- macher's doctrine of sin, namely, to his conclusions
MACHER*s concerning the relation of sin to the divine
THEORY OF t i • • . , , . , . ,

THE RELATION causality, and. in connection with this his expiana-
oFsiNToGoD.

^^Qj^ q£ ^^ie consclousness of guilt.

While his religious or philosophical principles will not allow

that anything can proceed from the will of the creature, which

is not at the same time God*s doing, there seems to be but

this alternative in deciding the question concerning the rela-

tions of evil to the divine causality—viz., if evil be maintained

as a real and positive antithesis to moral good, it must be

recognized as ordained and brought about by God ; if, on the

contrary, it be excluded from the divine causality, it must be

regarded as a mere negation. We shall see that Schleier-

macher, by a singularly artificial theory, endeavours to blend

both these alternatives in one.

The sense of absolute dependence which, in Schleiermacher's

Man's sense view, is the essential principle of all religion,

of dependence answers (in our views of God) to His absolute

causative causality, His eternal power, which must be
power. regarded as the basis of all His attributes. Every-

thing that exists, everything that occurs, has this for its

foundation ; for only upon this supposition can He be the

" absolute " cause. We cannot, therefore, in the face of this,

speak of a finite power of causation, for this must, in its action,

be pervaded by, and wholly dependent on the divine power, so

fchat whatever is produced in time and space by finite causes,

has been already, yea, eternally, appointed by the Infinite

Cause."^^ And there can be no distinction here between more

or less powerful or active finite causes, between causes belonging

to -the sphere of freedom, and causes belonging to the sphere

of nature and necessity.f ITow, if sin be an act, and if it

proceeds as such from the highest activity of finite causaKty

—

ie,, from freedom,—it is nevertheless ordained by the will of

God, who absolutely orders all things. To deny this would be

to allow the existence of a causality independent of God, and

thus to destroy the absoluteness of the divine causality, which,

according to the terminology of the Glaubenslehee, would

* GlmibeTislehre, § 50, § 51, § 54, 1.

t/6R, §49.
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be Manichaeism* And yet, withal, we cannot avoid the

recognition of the fact, that sin, so far as we have to regard

it as a total contradiction of the requirements of God's will,

cannot have God for its author, For the causative or creative

will of God, though in our consciousness it may be distin-

guished from his authoritative or commanding will, cannot

really contradict it.

How then is sin to be regarded so as not to attribute to the

divine causation that which cannot be attributed

preponde- to it ? There are two elements combined in every
ranee of sense ^^.^ Qf gjj^ namely, the outgo of a sensuous impulse,
over spirit.

"^ ° ^

and the consciousness of God. "We derive both

without hesitation from the eternal causality of God ; but both

taken together do not in themselves constitute sin. Sin only

ensues when the determining power of the God-consciousness

is inadequate, when compared with the strength of the natural

impulse. But we must regard this weakness of the God-

consciousness at any given stage of our life, as arising from the

gradualness of our spiritual development, and from the condi-

tions of our present state of existence ; and the original or

i.e., merely ideal perfection of man is not thus done away. But
negative gj^ g^g guch, thus resolves itself into a mere nega-
according to . . i « i .

Schleier- tion, and no mention can be made of a productive
macher.

^-^ generating will of God in connection with it.t

But it is clear that these propositions lead us on to the

This view Hiost complete Pelagianism, according to the

leads to description of it given in the Glauhenslehre, Sin
Pelasianism. j.'j.i, £ i ji i.i,^ must, m the progress or human development, be

constantly vanishing, and the necessity for redemption no

longer remains ; the contrast between sin and grace, so far as

these expressions denote real facts of consciousness, is resolved

into a difference only in the stage of development, and instead

* Glauhenslehre, § 48, 1, § 79, 1, § 80, 4.

t Ibid., § 68, 1, 2, § 80, § 81, 1, 3, 4, where the concluding words are worthy

of particular notice, p. 498. Schleiermacher here draws a distinction between

his view and that of Calvin and Beza, who, though maintaining that evil

is ordained of God, yet ever maintain its fearful reality and positiveness.

In order to avoid Dualistic inferences, Schleiermacher resorts to the merely

negative view of evil (not, however, exactly to the idea of privation). It is

clear that this difference of view on Schleiermacher's part coincides with his

doctrine concerning eternal punishment and the a-roKotTccaTeiins -reivTm, as con-

trasted with that of Calvin and Beza.
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of conversion and regeneration we have a straight course of

gradual progress and improvement ; Christ is no longer the

absolute centre of holiness and life, but only a prominent

turning-point and leader in the history of our race. And even

supposing it were possible upon these principles to regard Him
as the centre and perfection of creation in virtue of the per-

fection of the God-consciousness in Him, we should not thus

avoid the naturalistic system of Pelagianism. For a second

and perfecting creation cannot, in Schleiermacher's view, be

maintained in such a manner as to allow a real elevation of

the facts of Christ's manifestation, distinguishing it from and

raising it above the course of nature according to its wider

sense, as embracing all history. Christ, on the other hand, is

a new creation only in the sense that He was free from all

hindering and disturbing influences in the development of the

race down to His time, and that He sprang from its universal

and untainted life germ as an original or ideal embodiment of

human nature,—the perfect man. If the first communication

of the God-consciousness to mankind in Adam was insufficient,

this was because it had calculated upon the complete penetra-

tion of human nature with the God-consciousness in Christ at

a higher stage of the development, and thus Christ is the

complete embodiment of human nature. But as on these

principles creation and providence are identical, this new

creation is nothing more than a preservation and growth of

the God-consciousness originally implanted in man,

Schleiermacher does not shut his eyes to the fact that this

How Schleier- theory inadequately fulfils the declarations of Holy

to^avoid^th^
Scripture, and the demands of Christian con-

issue, sciousness as to the import of Sin and Eedemp-

tion. He therefore endeavours to establish a contrast or

antithesis in the simple progress of human development

between these two factors—sin and redemption—which alike

spring from the divine causation.

God has ordained (he says) that the relative inefficiency of

the God-consciousness in us should to us be sin, in order that

its perfect power, as realized in Christ, and given to man
through Him, might by us be regarded as redemption. This

weakness of the God-consciousness is sin to us, because, thouc^h

it cannot overcome the sensuous impulse, it nevertheless

VOL. I. z
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negatives or forbids it, being (in conscience) the consciousness

ol a commanding or forbidding will of God. The higher stage

of development in Christ is thus anticipated in the conscious-

ness of the lower, and this perception is always present to the

will, and to its executive power ; we are therefore compelled

(notwithstanding the imperfection of our God-consciousness) to

regard the sensuous impulse, still unsubdued, as " a disturbance

of nature, and a departure from God." But this has been

ordained only on account of redemption, a scheme which pre-

supposes limitation and contrast. God is thus the author of

sin so far only as He is the author of redemption ; but sin is

only the condition which redemption presupposes, and can in

no other sense be assigned to God's absolute causation*

Leibnitz, if we take his Theodicee in its true import, simply

postulates sin as the conditio sine qua non of the most perfect

world, without bringing before us the inner necessity of evil

thus implied ; he simply concludes, from its presence in a

world dependent on God's power and wisdom, that it must

form a part of the divine order and plan. Schleiermacher

extends this line of argument by attempting to demonstrate

this inner necessity ; according to him, there must be Sin, in

order that the perfect development of the God-consciousness in

us may be regarded as Eedemption.

According to this it would appear that sin is necessary, not

Sin is thus ^^^^^ ^^ logical but On teleological grounds ; and

virtuaUy this directly contradicts the former inference that

sin, upon Schleiermacher's theory, is an impossi-

bility. And yet this contradiction is only an apparent one, for

the doctrine that sin is a necessity is a denial of its possibility

in another way. If we regard sin as necessary in virtue of the

divine ordainment we give up nothing less than the essence of

sin itself.t

* As before, § 80, 2, 4 ; § 81, 3 ; § 83, 1
; § 89, 1. See also the Dissertation

on the Doctrine of Election, Tkeol. Zeitschr.^ part 1. p. 96.

t Kegarding Schleiermacher's doctrine of the necessity of sin, Liicke aptly

remarks :
" The universality of sin is thus fully explained, hut not the nature

of sin as a free act," Gott. Gel. Anz., 1839, part 28, p. 265. Schleiermacher's

theory is not the only one which explains the universality of sin so as to lose

its real nature. But as Liicke and another friendly and acute Eeviewer of this

Treatise (in EJieinwald's RepertoriurHy 1842, March, p. 223), will not allow

that on Schleiermacher's principles the possibility of sin is denied, I would only
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If we more closely examine this view of the relation of sin to

the divine causality, we find that it calls upon us

and objective ^0 look at sin from two standing-points. Viewed
view of sin, from the one, the objective, sin is nothing more

than the expression of a negation incident to the

progress of our moral development, and like any other mere
negation, having no real existence in God's sight, and not,

therefore, to be attributed to His causation. Nothing but

what has positive existence can be traced to God's power of

causation, although in each particular thing thus caused, its

determinate limit is necessarily implied. Viewed from the other

standing-point, the subjective, sin is a positive act of opposi-

tion to the determining power of the God-consciousness, and,

therefore, an act of our own of which we are guilty. This

subjective view of sin, moreover, is probably not a merely

arbitrary one, but has been ordained for us by God, who has

implanted it in human consciousness.

From this it is clear, first of all, that guilt finds place only

Sin implies ^^ ^^® subjective or human standing-point; in

guilt only other words, we are guilty in the judgment of our

jectively
' own conscience, but not before God or in God's

viewed. judgment ; which latter, indeed, is evident, if evil

has no real existence for God. The same, of course, must be

true regarding our notions of God's righteous punishment and

of redemption ; they are only different aspects of the conse-

quences of sin ; sin objectively viewed suggests redemption,

subjectively considered it implies punishment. In the former

case the insufficient, and in the latter, the sufficient communi-

cation of the God-consciousness to man is implied. We here

perceive the reason why Schleiermacher does not, in conformity

with the plan of his Theology, treat only of the consciousness

of sin, but goes on to the objective assertion that " sin and the

consciousness of sin cannot be separated ;

'* this he maintains

obviously because, according to him, sin in itself is a mere

negation, and is real and positive in consciousness alone.* Well

suggest whether a theory of religion which bases everything upon the ahsolute

dependence of man and the unconditioned causation of God, and which looks

upon the freedom of the wiU merely as an activity of nature gifted with power,

must not in one way or other make sin an impossibility.

* In the Glaubenslehre, 'accordingly, the holiness of God, inasmuch as it

produces this consciousness of sin in conscience, is represented as an attribute
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would it be could we but rid ourselves of this consciousness

itself which causes us such grief and pain ! We cannot do this,

the Glatibenslehre replies, for God has made this apprehension of

the relative inefficiency of the God-consciousness as sin and

guilt inseparable from our spiritual organization, to the end that

the perfecting of human nature in Christ may be apprehended

by us as redemption. If this be so, God has by his very creative

ordainment consigned us to suffer an inner discord which every

one who is not absorbed in frivolity and insensibility experiences

as the deepest sorrow and most terrible hindrance to his higher

life,—nay, even as a remorse which plunges multitudes in

hopeless ruin, and drives them to despair and self-destruction,

—and how are we to reconcile this with His love ? Schleier-

macher himself recognizes that the divine ordainment of

conscience would be a " cruelty " if it were not requisite in

order to make men "think upon redemption and persevere

towards it." * But his view really frees us from this " thought

upon redemption," for according to it the essential good which

redemption secures might have been imparted to man without

redemption by making him perfect in the first act of creation.t

It is as irreconcilable with the divine truthfulness as it is with

the harmony or (as Schleiermacher expresses it), " the identity

or oneness " of God's knowledge and will, that He should have

given us an apprehension of the relative inefficacy of the God-

consciousness in its gradual development which is not true for

Him as well as us.J

And here we encounter the strange contradictions in which

Contradic-
^^® adoption of these two different standing-points

tions pro-
^
—the objective and the subjective—necessarily

twofold^
^^ entangles us ; the one recognizes aU beings and

standing- events as alike dependent upon God's absolute
^^^^

'

power of causation, and therefore admits of no

by whicli sin is ordained of God, not in and for itself, but in relation to

redemption ; see vol. i. p. 503, compared with 478 and § 79. It is by conscience

that the progressiveness of our moral development comes to be regarded as a

want of conformity with knowledge and will through not keeping pace with

these, and hence as sin.

* Glauhenskhre, vol. i. 505 (§ 83, 2).

+ See what is said generally concerning this inference at p. 220.

t The expression, *' In so far," continually occurs like a barrier on both sides,

and we thus arrive at the same conclusion regarding Sahleiermacher^s views as
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contrast between sin and redemption in relation thereto ; the

other abides so firmly by this contrast that it regards sin as

not communicated by God, but as having its foundation in man
only, and redemption as not founded in man but communicated

by God. Kow, if the second standing-point had been adhered

to throughout the Glauhenslehre, and the first maintained on

philosophical principles in the Introduction alone, the work

—

though not the author—would have been self - consistent.

But instead of this, bothstanding-points are maintained through-

out the dogmatic system upon religious grounds ; the first

being insisted on in the first part, the second in a subdivision

of the second part, yet with frequent alternations between the

two throughout. They are made to counterbalance one

another so that the one may not lead us into Pelagianism, nor

the other into Manichaeism ; but they only entangle and

embarrass each other. The whole inquiry, therefore, concern-

ing the relation of sin to the divine causation swings to and

fro between mutually counteracting limitations ; these opposite

standing-points are never reconciled so as to lead to a higher

unity ; neither indeed could they be, considering their

antagonism to each other. Supposing that we allow the first

method of looking at the question to be that which properly

relates to God, and the second that which relates to man, does

not the recognition of the first, which is absolutely the true

view and yet directly contradicts the second, oblige us at once

to surrender the second even in its relation to man ? The

first standing-point, we are told, has to do with God, the second

with ourselves, but if the first be absolutely true it destroys

the second (which contradicts it) for ourselves. And on the

other hand, if God has ordained the second standing-point for

us, must not any attempt to contemplate sin from God's point

of view be an unwarrantable prying into a mystery which He
has reserved to Himself, a presumptuous rebellion against God,

and itself the worst of sins ? If this ordainment rests, as

Schleiermacher holds, not merely upon an arbitrary command,

but upon God's absolutely productive will, working in us both

by law and conscience that apprehension of sin, how is it

Braniss, in Ms acute and in some parts thorough criticism of Schleiermacher'

s

Theology, see in particular p. 134 of his work ; though we by no means agree with

the various stages of the argument hy which Braniss arrives at this conclusion.
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possible for the theologian to entertain any other view save

that which regards sin as a departure from God, a derange-

ment of nature, man's own guilty act apart from any divine

causation ? Nay, more ; if God has ordained that we should

regard what to Him is only a negative as a positive derange-

ment and contradiction, to the end that we might recognize

as Eedemption what to Him is only the perfecting of human
nature, He must Himself somehow regard evil not only as a

negation but as a positive contradiction ;—how otherwise could

He have ordained it thus for us ?
'''

We should like to take Schleiermacher at his word here, and

to keep his Glaubenslehre to this truth which it
The
subjective allows. It is God's ordainment that we should
view alone ^j^^g regard sin as sin in our own consciousness ;

—

the true one. n i , i . ^ i

well, then, let us resolve m good earnest to keep

fast hold of this view of sin, to go through with it, and not try

to stand as if upon our own shoulders and to look beyond our-

selves. We are justified, nay, we are bound to condemn and

reject every view of the relation of sin to the divine causality

which in any way contradicts that appointed for us by God,

simply because He has appointed it. And for this reason we

are compelled firmly to reject that first standing-point, though

Schleiermacher maintains it as the absolute one. His main

error lies in that very point from which this investigation

started, namely, in his regarding the relation of created

personality to the Uncreated as one only of absolute dependence,

and the corresponding relation of uncreated Personality to the

creature as one of absolute causality. This eternal and omni-

present causality of God which has not itself in its power, but

is compelled to work according to its absoluteness, necessarily

consigns every other being to a state of passivity. But if the

relations of finite spirits to God are thus absolutely determined,

so that all true freedom must be denied them, they are more or
* It is thus evident, that if this ordaining power of God be real, Schleier-

macher cannot avoid attributing to God Himself two opposite and mutually

contradictory views of sin. It is plain, moreover, that—contrary to what U
stated in the Glaubenslehre (vol. ii. 18)—sin, according to the conception of i^

there maintained, i.e., "the consciousness of sin in man," must be regarded as

itself a creative thought of God. And it must thus hold true, generally, that if

evil be not an actual and wilful fall of man from the divine ideal, we must regard

it as in some way itself that ideal, or as forming part thereof ; unless, indeed,

we are content to adopt such a negative view of it as Spinoza's.
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less confounded in their essence with nature ;^'' and as the legiti-

mate consequence of this view, evil comes to be looked upon
merely as the power of the sensuous nature hindering the spirit

and conditioning the activity of its development. But the truly

Christian view of sin and of redemption, which Schleiermacher

adopts as his superstructure, is in direct contrast with this the

foundation of his theory. Firmly agreeing with Schleier-

macher as to the superstructure, we are obliged to reject the

theoretic foundation of his doctrine.

CHAPTEK IV.

Derivation of Evil from the Contrasts of Individual

Life.

Every glance at nature witnesses that life in all its forms

§ 1 State-
springs from contrasts. The isolated and simple

MENT OF THE is abstract and dead, without form and void ; but
THEORY.

everything living and concrete is manifold ;—what
is primarily one must divide itself in various and even opposite

directions in order, by means of the contrasts thus formed, to

repeat and re-establish itself according to a definite pattern,

* Schleiermacher's dissertation concerning the difference between the laws of

nature and of morals, together with his work upon the Doctrine of Election, are

important as giving us an insight into his views on this point. His logic also

contains significant hints upon the same subject. It is not, therefore, u, para-

doxical whim on Schleiermacher's part, but a settled conviction, forming a

necessary link in the chain of his thought when he says, p. 150, that " we may
look upon nature as a whole as a system of Ethics in miniature ; and this im-

plies the necessary converse that the spiritual world may be regarded as an

exalted system of physics." It is hardly necessary to remark that this is in

perfect harmony with Schleiermacher's renunciation of every philosophical

argument for the immortality of the soul. It is also in keeping with his

explanation of the great contrast in man's relation to God (see his treatise on

the Doctrine of Election) in the sphere of theolog)\ He expressly regards this

contrast as akin to the manifoldness of nature in relation to God, and he resolves

it finally into the cc^oxaTaffTairii To-vTcav, which if it cannot be brought about by

an inexhaustible power of endurance, unavoidably resolves itself into a mere

process of nature. (See Theol. Zeitschrift, part i., especially pp. 99 f., 103 f.,

109.)
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and in a sti]l higher form. Light by itself is colourless,

Contrasts desolate, and void, even as is darkness ; they are

in nature
: g^t qyqj. against One another as extremes, which in

themselves possess no real life, but need to be blended in order

to manifest themselves in a multiformity of operations. The

medium for this is the earth's atmosphere, cloudy yet trans-

parent, and as light and darkness are reflected in this medium
upon material things and in our eyes, the variegated world of

colours arises, through the charming alternation and conflict of

the opposite forces. In the plant, again, if there were but a

single power at work there would be no development, but as

opposite forces and impulses act upon it, it is urged on in the

progress of its changes to unfold a rich and pleasing life.

But individuality in the concrete conception of it implies

In individual plurality in oneness, and manifoldness in the most
existence

: intimate and indivisible unity. Thus we see that

the forms of organic nature become definite and individual in

proportion as new contrasts, presenting the most striking

antitheses, are produced at each successive stage. In virtue

of this polarity which belongs to everything finite, each new

feature must have its contrast, and yet indicates a tendency to

harmonize both extremes ; and the more striking and obvious

the opposition, the stronger and more active is the effort after

union ; the greater, moreover, are the results of this effort, and

the more individual and distinctive will be the type of

character.

How then can it seem strange to us that in the highest

Contrast of range of finite existence known to us, in the

good and evil
; spiritual life of man, this antithesis appears with a

clearness and strength apparently excluding all reconciliation ?

I mean in the contrast of good and evil, which a moral sense

within us pronounces absolute and unimpeachable, simply

because it is more difficult to explain. But what else would

it be than a wilful renunciation of all scientific method and

logical understanding of the world and human life to allow

this antithesis in all its boldness and definiteness to remain ?

An explanation even of this antithesis is to be found in the

Simply ^^^^' *^^^ whatever is individual and characteristic

evolves indi- in the manifestation of moral character depends
VI ua

1 y. upon this contrast, appearing as it does in maui-
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fold modifications in human life and conduct. What would

ideal moral perfection—without any weakness and imperfec-

tions, without the warfare and suffering attaching to finite

existence—be, but a mere abstraction meaningless as it was

monotonous, a conglomeration of attributes such as we never

witness in real life ? The abstract and general ideas of virtue

which Ethics may present, serve only as formulae for the

guidance of one factor in moral development ; they cannot be

realized in actual life amid the throng of earthly relations

without the co-operation of the other factor ; and too scrupul-

ous a fear of being tainted by evil leads only to inaction and

morbid withdrawal from life, and ultimately to neglect of every

moral claim.

Attempts indeed have been made to give real life and form

Aneels and ^^ those mere abstractions of good and evil, and

devils per- we have an instance of this in the doctrine of
soni cations.

Christianity concerning angels and devils ; but

such beings must be regarded as mere personifications. Must

not every candid person admit that it is more than difficult to

conceive of such beings as really existent ? The difficulty is

as great in our conception of angels as in that of devils, for

visible and individual life is conceivable only in the region

between heaven and hell, wherein man is placed, to fight, and

to yield or conquer.

Who is not cognizant of the enlivening and glorious effect

which the contrasts of light and shade produce

evil to give it both in nature and in art ? Is man then to be
reality and likened to a Chinese picture which is without
vigour.

shadow, and therefore virtually without light ?—
for the real nature of anything is manifest only by contrast

;

truth is truly known only by its being distinguished from error.

Take away pain from the life of man, and you take away

pleasure likewise. Eest is no longer rest if it does not spring

from action, and the true value of health is felt only by sick-

ness. Can it be otherwise, then, with the contrast of good

and evil ? It is in the mirror of evil that man first sees moral

good reflected ; and evil is thus itself a condition of good even

as error is a condition of truth. Man must taste of evil in

order to know and truly to choose the good. How flat and

unprofitable, how objectless and tame would our life become
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if sin were entirely removed from it ! Good itself would

slumber, and all incentive to action would be lost without the

powerful stimulus arising from the opposition of evil which

keeps it ever in motion. Hence the poet represents Mephis-

Goethe's
topheles among the servants of God in heaven,

recognition of and in the presence of the Lord ; and describes
^'

the design of his existence in God's great economy

in these words :

—

'

' Man's activity is all too prone to slumber
;

He soon gets fond of undisturbed repose.

I therefore gladly give to him a friend

Who stirs and strives, and must, as devil, work.

"

When, indeed, we see evil coming forth from its prison-

house in appalling crimes, and by the power of vice making

men its slaves, and threatening to destroy the primary laws

of hfe, the feeling of aversion and horror which fills us neither

can nor should be expelled. But the same powers which,

when they thus prevail, plunge men into destruction and

perdition, if kept within due bounds, tend only to the fuller

development of individual life with its varied aims.

In analysing our conception of evil, moreover, do we not

The nature of
^^^ ^^^^ ^^® ^^^® nature and essence consists in

evil confirms the resolve to act for oneself only ?—asserting
^^

one's own particular interests and will at the

expense of others, and in opposition to those rules of propriety

which hold good for all ? Now, all individuality is in its very

nature exclusive ; it negatives whatever is foreign to it, and

is impatient of whatever disturbs or hinders it : that which

does not resist cannot really be said to exist ; and he who is

incapable of hatred against what withstands him, has no power

of loving what is congenial and agreeable. Indeed, the more

in the case of ^^7 individual, even in nature, is conscious of

individuals, n^ inner power and right to assert its existence,

the less will it hesitate to make itself felt, peradventure

at the expense of other individuals, and to obtain if need

be from them what it needs for its healthy and free deve-

lopment. Thus, for example, the strong oak sacrifices

numberless small- plants for the sake of its own growth,

appropriating to itself the nourishing juices of the soil and the

life-giving light of the sun ; and every one recognizes in this
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a sacred and wise ordainment of nature. Why should it be

otherwise in the relations of men to one another ? If men
thus are involved in manifold contentions, even these are pro-

ductive of strengthening and confirming effort ; the individual

needs the most striking contrasts and the keenest opposition

as incentives to unfold his powers.

This most clearly appears if we turn from individuals to

and of nations. Who is not familiar with the tirades

nations. indulged in regarding the iniquitousness of war ?

And yet must we not allow that prolonged peace produces

indolence and enervation of life as its necessary consequence ?

The sea, if never tossed by storm, would become stagnant

and impure, and in like manner nations sometimes require

the mighty excitements and convulsions of war if they are not

to fall into ruin and decay.

In these complications it is natural that individuals should

Indispens-
often be at variance with the common weal and

abieness of with universal law, and should hold to their par-
is variance.

|^-[(>^jg^p ^^^ separate aims in opposition thereto.

But upon closer consideration, will it not be found that the

distinctive spheres of persons in society and their individuality

would be fused and lost, if they did not possess a tendency to

assert their existence, not only as a part of the whole, but in

their distinct individuahty ? It is only thus that definite and

independent points occur in the general fusion of life and

history, individual points which become the centres of parti-

cular spheres, and which form in themselves an organic

whole
; indeed it is thus only that the distinction between

the individual and the race is maintained, which gives rise to

a higher and more effective union. If in the case of the

planets of our system there were not an internal power of

cohesion and a centrifugal force counteracting the attraction

of the sun, they could not retain anything upon their surface,

but would themselves erelong be absorbed. In Like manner

in the moral world, the self-seeking of individual existence is

indispensable to counterbalance the attractive power of the

common centre.

A marvellous conflict between attracting and repellent

forces, between the powers of expansion and contraction,

thus prevails not only in nature, but in the moral world.
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Affirmation and negation, love and hatred, social life and

individuality, are the extremes between which it is waged

;

and it obtains significance and character only in proportion as

good and evil are blended in it.

The perception of this truth may often be hidden from our

ConfirmatioH view in real life by manifold and bitter experiences
of this.

arising from sin in others and in ourselves, and a

dread of the practical consequences may perplex and bias our

judgment ; but (it is further argued) there is a sphere, namely,

Sienificance
*^^* ^^ -^^^' wherein we may discover the truth

of evil in the regarding this question, unbiassed by personal
sp ere a

. cQugit^gj-ations, however noble. Whatwould become

of Art, if nature and experience presented only the eternal

monotony of virtue and holiness ? If everywhere there were

calm, peaceful, and harmonious development, without struggle

and without disturbance, to what a scanty and meagre sum
would the materials of artistic representation in painting and

in music be reduced ! And as to poetry, could it be esteemed

an advantage if it had to content itself with the idyll and with

descriptions of nature ? Little else would be left to it if the

conflict of good and evil in all its bearings were virtually

destroyed or blotted out of the world. If pure conformity to

law, untroubled clearness of spiritual life, perfect love, integrity,

and self-abnegation prevailed, how could there be any com-

plications of particular spheres and interests, whose solution is

the appropriate task of the Epic and the Drama ? How could

the tragic poet produce the excitement and perplexity necessary

in order to unveil the deepest secrets of character, without the

instrumentality of those dark powers of folly, suffering, and

crime ? Even rehgious Art would lose the secret of its vigour,

whereby it tells most powerfully upon the mind, in the anti-

thesis of sin and grace, if evil were altogether done away. It

is the strange mystery of our life, that while we cannot

surrender ourselves wholly to those powers of darkness, neither

can we wholly free ourselves from them without destroying

the stimulus of life ; and this mystery can be explained only

by the philosophic principle which is here indicated.

„ .

.

This solution, indeed, extends still further ; for
Exceptions ' '

i i

even it is Said to explain a phenomenon to which we
explained.

j^^^^ already had to refer, without being able to
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account for it. If evil has its origin in the universal contrasts of

finite life, so that all active development of liuman individuality

arises from it, this view of it seems to fail us in cases where it

has attained such a pre-eminence as wholly to subjugate the

individual. If evil then be regarded as the substratum of

personal and individual life, does not this make it all the more

inconceivable how it can become the centre, and even the

focus of this life ? To this it is replied, that what thus seems

contradictory in the individual may furnish a liigher stimulus

to the whole of which the individual is a member. Thus

discords in music serve to produce more artistic and telling

harmonies, asserting themselves even in the contrast. In like

manner figures in any large picture, not in themselves beautiful,

by their very contrast and strangeness contribute to the beauty

of the whole. Evil may in countless individual cases gain the

ascendency, and become predominant ; but in the human race

as a whole it only exists to be subordinated and overcome in

the ever-advancing rhythm of the world's history.

As this theory lays great stress upon its being contemplated

§ 2. HisTORi- in its completeness, we felt bound to present it

.^t^^^ri'^^^^ thus, and to eive it a fair hearing as a whole,
Or THIS ^-^ ^^

THEORY. before proceeding to test its soundness. We
must not overlook the fact that it is in some respects an

advance upon the theories already discussed. Evil is here

apprehended as something more inward, more active and

comprehensive ; the explanation of it on the grounds of the

limits of the human spirit and its power no longer suffices, its

presence is recognized in the sphere of spirit itself. And
though in one description of this theory the explanation of evil

is for the most part negative only, yet the conception presented

of it is very different from, and much more positive than those

other distinctly negative theories.

This derivation of evil from the tendency in finite existence

Tf th
^^ develop itself in contrasts, is by no means

held in an- peculiar to modern times. Its germ is to be foiond
cient times.

-^i^hin the Church (to say nothing of what may

* I allow the above exposition of this theory of evil to remain in the present

Edition, although a, clever theologian has quoted parts of it as if they were

expressive of my own views.
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be found akin to it in the Gnostics and in the Psendo-Clemen-

tines), as early as Lactantius, and with a striking approxima-

tion to dualistic views : for this theory of evil is in its essence

as much akin to Dualism as to Pantheism * Which of these

opposite tendencies it leans towards, will depend very much

upon the strength or weakness of the moral consciousness in

the person who advocates it. According to the

view of Lactantius, summed up as it is in the

expression malum interpretamentum honi, the contrasts

heaven and earth, light and darkness, fire and water, heat and

cold, and so on, of which the world consists, and which are

traceable even to the two highest created spirits, the Logos

and the Devil (anti-theus, aemtdus Dei)^ are concentrated in

* The germ of this theory generates itself in the soil of positive Dualism.

Thus Pococke in his Spec. hist. Arabum, quotes from Abulfeda the supposed

statement of Zoroaster : honum et malum e commixtione lucis et ienebrarum con-

iigisse, quae nisi mixta fuissent mundus nunquam exstitisset. See alsoStuhr, Die
'

Heligionssysteme der heidn. Vulker des Orients^ p. 361, f. According to Mani-

chaeism, moreover, the existence of a world of tinite beings arises from the com-

plications of good and evil emanations ; see Baur's ManichdiscJies I^eligionssystem,

p. 41, f. This method of explaining evil is to be found in connection with a

Pantheistic view of the world in the eastern Theosophists, and in the theosophic

sects, and in the profound Mohammedan mystic Dschelaleddin, (born 1207).

Tholuck in his ** BliUhensammlung aus der morgenldndischen Mystik," quotes

the following lines from him :

—

" ITever could aught its healing virtue show

Did dire Disease on none inflict its blow.

The Low doth ever mirror forth the High :

Nor Want is known apart from Full Supply.

All things by mutual contrasts are revealed,

"Where nothing Bitter is, the Sweet must be concealed."— P. 108.

And in another passage,

** Though God In conflict with Himself appear,

Yet in this conflict see an Eden near :

In peace, in war, ever is God the same,

And conflict with Himself brings Him no blame."—P. 122.

We find similar thoughts concerning the necessity of evil in the universe in Plo-

tinus, Ennead i. book 8, caps. 7 and 15.

The Stoic Chrysippus (according to the statement of Gellius, lib. vi. c. 1)

teaches the same doctrine of the necessity of evil as a foil for good, and against

him, Plutarch in his treatise adversus Stoicos, c. 14, 15, urges several very clever

jirgiTments. In Chrysippus, moreover, this theory rests upon a Pantheistic

basis.
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man as the contrast between the soul from which good emanates,

and the body whence evil comes."^^ Lactantius abides by the

principle that evil is to be absolutely rejected, and he avoids

any direct contradiction by maintaining that the second created

spirit was not originally evil, but became evil in virtue of

freedom, and that the corporeal nature is sinful only so far as

it does not subordinate itself but rules. This thought, as it

afterwards appears in a different form in Joh. Scotus

Erigena, is developed into a pantheistic explaining

away of evil from a nominally higher standing-point. Scotus

regards evil in all its forms in an aesthetic light, as that con-

trast in the ideal of the world, which though injurious to the

individual, appears necessary and good if we survey the whole.t

The elements of this view of Scotus are certainly

traceable in Augustine's earlier writings, and

indeed, every logically consistent optimism, which regards the

world not only as originally ordained by God's creative will,

but as thus ordained even in its present state, and which

makes not only the possibility but the fact of evQ the necessary

condition of the greatest possible perfection, leads unavoidably

to such a solution and explaining away of evil. Augustine's

treatises Be ordine, and De libero arhitrio, are founded upon

this second form of optimism, and in more modern times Leib-

nitz's TheodicSe J
and Schleiermacher's GlauheTtslehre are based

upon the same principle ; but Augustine, even in the first-

named treatise, seems to be perplexed by the logical conse-

quences of his own principles, and the inquiry abruptly closes

(lib. ii. c. 7) instead of leading to a definite conclusion ; and in

* Div. Instit., lib. ii. c. 8, 9, 12 ; lib. v. c. 7 ; lib. vii. c. 5. This view, the

outlines of which only are hinted at here, strikingly coincides with the specula-

tions of Jacob Bohme, and in another direction with Blasche's treatise. Jac.

Bohme's thoughts upon this subject have been epitomized by Sigwart in

Das Problem des Boseiij pp. 173-198. See Baur's Christliche Gnosis^ p. 558,

569.

t De divis. naturae, lib. v. 35, 36, 38. Compare Fronmiiller's able treatise

DieLehredes Scotus Ulrigena vom Wesen des BOsen, Tub. Zeitschri/t fiir Theolo-

gie Jahrg. 1830
;
part i. pp. 80, 81.

t Herein the TheodicSe coincides with the optimistic philosophy of Chrysip-

pus, asis shown e. g. byTennemann,
*

' Geschichte der PkUo-sophie, " voL iv. pp. 296,

307. The before-named formula also, that evil is par concomitance united to

good, resembles the xara. ^apaKo^ouhiny of Chrysippus ; compare the Theodicie,

part 3, § 336.
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his later wriiings, he resorts to the first form of optimism,* by

which Thomas Aquinas- in his Sv/mma abides.t

This way of explaining evil has been carried to its extreme

Extreme of
length in modern times. This is fully and

this theory ; thoroughly done in Blasche's treatise, das Bose im
Einklange mit der Weltordnungj 1827. God is

here regarded as pure and absolute Unity, the negation of every-

thing actual and definite, pp. 78, 79, 98 ; the special and indi-

vidual, the multiform and manifold, which are necessarily im-

plied as contrasts or opposites to this unity, arise only by means

of a fall from unity, i.e., evil. All development of corporeal

beings in the various spheres of nature—in the animal, vege-

table, and mineral kingdom—is the evolution of a manifoldness

which is placed in them as unity, and is therefore nothing less

than a progressive fall, a continually repeated and more defi-

nite yet inherent sinfulness ; and in like manner, the rise and

progress of conscious life, and its awakening daily out of sleep,

is to be regarded in the same way. That man may not boast

of his origin from God, he is reminded that this derivation

necessarily imphes a departure from him or a fall, pp. 198—210,
219-227. Now, seeing that God in and for Himself, and apart

from the world, is, according to this theory, a mere abstraction

and "nothing actual," p. 99, we find that in this system, like

that of Buddhism, something comes out of nothing by means of

evil alone. In this case, the fall of man is more effective than

* In the later writings of Augustine, e..^., in the Enchiridion^ c. 96, the thought

recurs bonum esse, quod mala sintj hut this always presupposes the depravity

of the human race as a thing already realized. The existence of evil is good in

so far as physical and moral evil form a punishment for the ungodly, and mani-

fest the rectitude of Grod, and serve, moreover, as a wholesome discipline for the

godly. The thought does not go beyond this though repeated in several ways

in the Givitas, viz., that evil is punishment, and in its proper place is compati-

ble with the beauty and well-being of the world, and has therefore been per-

mitted by God.

+ Not, however, without a very marked leaning to the other side. Thus, part

i. qu. 48, art. 2 : per/ectio universi requirit, ut sint quaedam, quae a honitate deji-

cere possint, ad quod sequitur ea interdum deficere. Further on in the same

article we read, ipsa rerum natura hoc hahet^ ut, quae deficere possunt, quandoque

deficiant. Were this the correct view of the transition from the possible to the

actual in the sphere of morals, the fact of evil must be regarded as necessary to

the perfection of the world. If the fact be thus necessarily connected with the

possibility, the possibility itself ceases to be a mere possibility, and is already a

necessity.
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God Himself ; and the theory threatens to resolve itself into

Pantheism, Dualism, or rather Pan-satanism. At the same

time, it is clear that this extension of the notion of sin, which

makes it the essential condition of all being, is a direct and

entire doing away with the conception of it. If everything

be sin, then sin is no more sin.

The explanation of evil given in Blasche's work belongs to

Virtually
^^^^ earlier stage of philosophical development,

adopted by which knew no way of reconciling the finite and
iiiany.

individual with the idea of the absolute, save by

the supposition of a fall from primeval unity.* Some indica-

tions, however, of this view may be traced in Schelhng's

treatise, ilber die Freiheity though elevated by their connection

with a purer system, and thus obtaining another and a higher

import. The view delineated above, finds its more perfect

counterpart in Hegel's Lehre von Bosen, from which some

parts of the description above given have been taken ; and yet

here also they are greatly modified by the system in which

they occur. But the theory of evil which we have sketched,

may be found in various forms and stages of development

among the more highly cultivated of our own day, who pride

themselves chiefly upon a more profound and spiritual view of

life ; among those who are too thoughtful to be satisfied with the

ordinary sensuous theory, but not thoughtful enough, or rather

too fashionable, to lay aside all pretentiousness, and to learn the

unassuming yet sacred reality of the Christian doctrine of sin.

We shall not here enter upon the investigation of the

various forms in which this theory of evil is presented in

various philosophical systems, lest we should involve ourselves

in irrelevant discussions. We shaU keep to the general out-

line of the theory as we have sketched it, assured that no one

acquainted with the subject will suspect us of having drawn a

caricature for the sake of obtaining an easy victory.

It is evident that the question with which we have here

J
. to do, is one of the highest importance. Is sin

of this essential to, and inseparable from, all self-conscious
theory,

individuality ? Is it a necessary element in man's

* The work, indeed, is chargeable with a clever, but barren, and therefore

distorted apprehension of principles, which might in various ways have been set

right by a reference to Schelling's *' Philosophie und Beligion."

VOL, I. 2a
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manifestation and development ? Or is individuality as involv-

ing the energetic awakening and activity of human life

compatible with perfect sinlessness ? It is evident from our

earlier inquiry concerning the conception of guilt, that the

truth of our consciousness of guilt, and of those other great

religious doctrines dependent upon this, is concerned in our

answers to these questions. If evil arises only from a general

necessity in the world's development, sinful man is merely the

instrument by which this unavoidable necessity is realized ; his

sinfulness is not in himself, and the reality of his guilt is

destroyed. Upon the same alternative, moreover, depends the

decision we arrive at concerning the questions, whether in

Christ's earthly life, a truly human individuality was combined

with perfect hoHness—a doctrine which Docetism denies—and

whether, supposing He possessed a truly human individuality,

perfect holiness was possible to Him—which the extreme

Ebionites denied ; and lastly, whether the Christian doctrine

of the kingdom of glory, and of a holy and blessed life for the

redeemed in fellowship with God, be more than a dream,—an

imaginary picture,—ravishing when gazed on from a distance,

but upon closer examination resolving itself into incongruous

elements.* As to this last question in particular, some gifted

men among our contemporaries have candidly confessed that

any such representation of an eternal life, from which, together

with sin, all suffering, all conflicting interests, all effort against

hindrances, and all contrasts of love and hatred are banished,

and which is penetrated and filled with the love of God, and of

one another, produces in them the feeling of a spiritless and

deadening waste and void, nay, even of unendurable weari-

someness. They thus have openly avowed what multitudes

have more or less distinctly felt. They fear that with the loss of

sin they will lose themselves and everything, that they will

sink into an abyss of indifferent and meaningless existence, or,

indeed, of non-existence. If, notwithstanding, they require

for themselves and others perpetual effort to conquer and

destroy evil, this involves the self-contradictory obligation of

labouring without ceasing after self-destruction.

* As to the Christian conception of a perfectly holy and blessed life, the

question may be thus expressed : Do holiness and bliss exclude life, and does

life exclude holiness and bliss ?
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We allow, indeed, that the theory of evil above described is

The motive prompted by a worthy motive. It cannot endure

which devises that any stage of our existence should be wholly
^^ ^00 •

without spiritual life, motion, and activity. But

in order to this, does good always require the companionship

of evil ? Is it necessary that man should sink into inaction

and spiritual sloth, when goodness alone rules in him apart

from all incentive from its opposite ? This question is already

answered, if we will but recognize the truth that living and

energetic activity is itself an element of real goodness and of

true piety ; and even if it were not so, why should not goodness

be able to dispense with evil in its realization ? If good obtained

vigour and energy only by contact with evil, good, as distinct

from evil, would be no longer good, and evil would be no longer

evil ; their opposition to each other would be only nominal,

and the highest issue—that which alone could have any reality

or worth—would be good, in its connection with cvil^ a logical

fusion of the two, which would do away altogether with any

distinction between them. Happily, however, that is only a

weak and meagre conception of good which sees in it only

Good implies what is weak and meagre, while it attributes

activity. strength and energy to evil alone. What sort of

morality would that be which needed some admixture with

evil in order to give it consistency, and to prevent its being

dissipated into the indefinite and void ? What sort of love,

for instance, would that be which must be blended with hatred

(and it must be hatred of the person loved) in order to become

a living and active power ? That inaction from which good is

to be preserved by means of evil is itself an evil, so that grant-

ing the rest, we should after all have one evil conquered by

another (inaction peradventure by passionateness) but not the

good requiring evil for its realization.^^ To attribute all power

of advance, of moulding terrestrial existence, as well as of

negatively working, to evil, while we regard good as simply the

principle of continuous existence, would be to maintain the

* Daub, in his Judas Iscariothy rightly says, that " the idea of absolute

good, together with the fear of God and conscience, forbid man's regarding truth

as dependent upon falsehood, love upon hatred, reality upon non-reality ; as if,

forsooth, humanity and nature, which are limited and fettered by what is con-

trary to their nature, could be nothing without this fettering, and were true

and real only "kj means of those unnatural hindrances."—Part ii. p. 377.
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very opposite error to that combated in the second chapter of

this book, the derivation of evil from the sensuous inertness of

human nature. But instead of this, while history presents to

us an impulse to movement and advance, confirming the

definite reality of being, and bringing it into conformity with

its true ideal, which must be a power of good in the history,

it presents to us also a conservative power endeavouring to

retain what has long been established, and as a mere vis

inertiae, acting as a hindrance to healthy development ; and

this is of the Devil just as much as is that rude thirsting after

change and destructiveness necessarily arising from rebellion

against everything established and ordained as a check to

arbitrary power. Now if it be argued that evil is useful and

necessary in order to prevent the slumber of history in that

conservative indolence, by a circle in the proof, that very evil

is presupposed as abeady present, whose existence this theory

would fain harmonize with the present order of the world.

There are two truths the recognition of which will enable

us to distinguish what is erroneous and false in

TRUTHS this theory of evil from the true and deep to

HOSTILE TO which it attaches itself, and on which it rests.

The first is, that our moral life is complete in

itself according to God's original ordainment, without requiring

evil as its complement ; complete in itself, and

this by means of contrast. It is quite correct to

say that all finite life, in the sphere both of nature and of spirit,

possesses in itself from the beginning the germ of manifold con-

trasts, and makes advance by the intervention and unfolding

of these contrasts. It is no less true that the most vigorous

growth of terrestrial existence, and its strongest impulse

towards progressive development, consist in this striving of

contrasts after adjustment. At every stage of the develop-

ment we find contrasted qualities which before were foreign to

each other harmonized and adopted into the unity of life.

Thus, even in a stone there is a principle of movement,

though only in one definite form—its weight, which, though

it is passive, yet opposes itself to every influence from without,

sometimes as a hindering power, and sometimes as a power

overcoming hindrances. In the plant, again, the weight of its
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material is not destroyed, but it is entirely subdued and per-

vaded by the formative power of the organism, and is thus,

though living, harmonized with the contrast. Thus the plant

stands, not like the stone, in a passive relation to the external

world, but still in a state of receptivity ; the forces which

operate upon it from without serve to stimulate that organic

development whereby it assimilates the material presented to

it. In animal life, again, we find receptivity and spontaneity

united in the same individual. Thus man, as the corner-

Contrasts in
stone and topstone of nature, combines and har-

individual monizes in himself, ^.e., in the material part of

^ ^ ^ his nature, all those contrasted qualities which
appeared separately in lower stages of being and species, and
in him we see them as if summed up and epitomized. But
inasmuch as he is not only a material being, but also a spirit

distinct from nature, his individual existence possesses this

contrast or antithetic character, not only internally and subor-

dinate to a higher unity, but outwardly, so that one of the

contrasted elements may be said to be external to the indi-

vidual. This is the essential limitation of all finite being

developing itself in time, and for this very reason it can never

wholly free itself, as an individual, from a certain onesidedness,

—taking this word in its strictly etymological sense. That this

unavoidable onesidedness pertains to all individual and finite

life, even the highest

—

i.e., in our experience, to humanity

as the sphere of self-conscious individuality—is manifest in

the fact that it possesses the distinctions of sex, which is

not only a physical contrast, but pertains to the sphere of

spirit likewise. In general, however, our conception of mental

idiosyncrasy implies the fact that there are certain points in

the endlessly varied web of human life and character which

form prominent centres of attraction for innumerable threads

and complications. These central points—whether we call

them mental tendencies, talents, or preferences—^have others

opposed to or contrasted with them which are nevertheless

equally justifiable. Thus all human idiosyncrasy, even the

most perfect, though in itself an inexhaustible living whole,

flowing from a never-failing spring, and not by any means to

be derived by negation or limitation from a general concep-

tion of human nature, is withal only a particular section or
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part of the great whole wherein the ideal of humanity is

summed up and realized ; and it will still remain this, when,

having reached the goal of its development, it will perfectly

correspond to its individual ideal.

But these contrasts in individual life exist only so far as

the elements composing them have been ordained

contrasts of God—not mutually to exclude one another

—

pure and ]^yj^ mutually to Seek and claim one another in
sinless. ''

order to harmony and strength. Such a har-

mony must involve a variety, the elements of which stand to

each other in the relation of contrast, and are attracted to

each other like the opposite poles of a magnet. Man's

vocation is thus declared to be to live, not in the cold isola-

tion of reserve, not as a self-sufficient hermit, but in society,

humbly giving himself up to fellowship with others, to be a

living member of the body corporate, and thus to benefit

himself and others. His vocation is to love, and this, as the

apostle teaches in 1 Cor. xii., xiii., xiv., is the true means of

reconciling the contrasts of individual character, the real

instrument of overcoming the limitations therein involved.

'Now, as these contrasts are ordained by God's creative will,

so as mutually to produce a living unity, we may certainly

affirm that they can become one, only so far as they are

already one in the divine thought. The same holds true

concerning the internal blending of contrasts in individual

life, as this keeps pace with the advance of spiritual develop-

ment. It is only an isolating and atomizing process, separat-

ing each element in the internal contrasts of individual

character, and isolating each man from his fellows, so as to con-

template him as complete in himself alone, that can find any

insolvable difficulties, or any real disorder in this original and

essential dualism characterizing all finite existence.

But the distinctions of good and evil must be carefully

Moral separated from these divinely ordained antitheses,

distinctions j^ jg quite possible, of course, that there should be

these natural some among the innumerable contrasts of nature
contrasts. presenting a striking analogy to moral distinctions,

the contrasts, for instance, of contraction and expansion, of

lightness and heaviness, of heat and cold ; and it is not to be

wondered at that they who are wont to look upon spirit merely
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as specially gifted nature, identify moral distinctions with some

or all of these natural contrasts. But we have already seen

how erroneous that view of spirit is ; and analogy is not identity.

Good, in its full meaning

—

i.e., moral good, of which alone we
now speak—must, according to the very essence of it, be

something brought about by man. It is not something

naturally existing from the beginning, or that can be pro-

duced at any moment ; it can be realized only as the result

of a free development, whose task is to unite the mani-

fold tendencies of life, which are relatively contrasted, in a

vigorous and unbroken harmony. Thus the tendencies to

mere continuance and to progress, to rest and to action, to the

individual and the general, to analysis and comprehension, to

violence and gentleness, to isolation and association, are con-

trasted with each other. The creative beginning of the truly

moral life—the act of the will—by which man surrenders

himself to God, is certainly simple. But this beginning itself

consists in man's not resting " quietistically " in this act of

will, but going forth to the inexhaustible fulness of human Hfe,

so as to mould and sanctify all its elements with his godlike

energy. Eemembering the distinctions already defined, no

one can so mistake what we have recognized as the principle

of moral good—viz., love to God—as to suppose that it consists

in one side only of the series of contrasts, while it negatives

the other. If it were so, then either the aim of morality would

be to destroy that other side, or love itself would have only a

relative meaning and partial excellence,—both alternatives

being equally absurd. Love to God really embraces both sides

in the series of natural contrasts ; it does not allow that they

are contradictory to each other, but it works out the perfection

of moral life by means of their mutual influence. A love of

God and man which (as a narrow view of Christianity has

often supposed) mars the power of action and choice belonging

alike to male and female character, would not be genuine love.

This, therefore, is the true and altogether satisfactory way in

which moral good is realized in the sphere of human life.

Evil is in ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^t deny that in a certain sense evil

some sense
ijg a meaus of good. We shall in an after part of

lative of " this treatise have to inquire how this comes to

good. pass in an objective sense—for the doing of
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evil must be possible for man if he be able to appropriate the

morally good as his own, and if moral goodness is to be pre-

dicated of his acts. Eut this is true in a subjective sense also,

in relation to the consciousness of good in man himself. If

evil has once become real in the world, it must be perceived

by personal beings, and this knowledge of it serves by contrast

to produce a profounder consciousness of good.* And here

we see how in the sphere of life which alone comes directly

within our observation, they who turn to goodness after a bitter

experience of the nature and power of evil in their own hfe,

possess a much clearer perception of good than they whose

consciousness has been but superficially moved by evil. But

how does the man who has thus experienced the power of evil

attain to moral goodness ? Not by his own power, but by the

redeeming grace of God. It is this alone which makes the evil

which sinful man in rebellious arbitrariness begins (Eom. v.

20) the means of good. But what divine grace is able to

bring out of evil, supposing it to be already present, and the

salvation which it is able to work out from a state of arbitrari-

ness and perversion by overcoming evil, cannot certainly be

referred to as a proof of the necessity of evil.t Christian poetry

may have ventured to adopt the expression

" certe necesaarium Adae peccatum, quod Christi

morte deletum est

!

Ofelix culpa, quae talem ac tantum meruit

kabare redemptorem !
"

* This has already been said by Plato, in his De Legihus, lib. vii. (Bekker's

ed. part iii. vol. iii. p. 67), avsy yi^^oiuv <ra, ff-ffovhaTu xxi •rdyra/v ruv hetvrwv ra

lyecvTia, fictSttv fcly oh SojiacTov, e/ ^eXii tis (ppovifcof 'ifftffSott. But he Wisely adds,

•rotiiv Se ovk av ^vvbctov afi,<porspeCj I't ns aZ fAxXu km) fffiixpov apiTtjs fAi^i^Btv^

aXXa alvuv tvixa ravTotv xai fAccy^oiviiv aVTa dtT^ tov (ta\ wars o! ayvotitv opciy «

Xiyiiv offct yikota, jU»;Sev SsflV x, t. X.

+ Exception might also be taken against the oxymoron of Bernhard von
Clairvaux,—" ordinatissimum est minus ordinate interdumfieri aliquid

"—(epist.

276, ad Eugen, P.) if this bold language did not find its justification in the

general tenor of Bernbard's thought. The well-known grammatical law
exceptio firmat regulam may be taken as true in a subjective sense,

X These words occur in the Mtssale Homanum—in the Liturgy for Easter

Eve—in a beautiful hymn upon the consecration of the lights, which tradition

assigns to Augustine. But the words are not to be found in G-regor's Liber

sacramentorumf nor in the old Roman liturgy by Muratori, nor in other old

editions of the Missal. See Daniel, Thesaurus hymnologicuSj torn. ii. pp. 312-314.

Similar phraseology may, however, be found in the sacredpoetry of modern as

well as ancient times, especially in the hymns of the United Brethren.
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but the calm and deliberate reflection of science can never

venture to adopt such words. Evil, strictly understood, and

accurately defined, is not merely a contrast to good, but

positive hostility against it.

The external correlative wherein good must reflect itself

The relation clearly in consciousness, is simply the natural life,

between good which in its essence is free love, the unconscious
and evil not

.

'

one of contrast necessity of the powers of nature. Contrasts pro-
merely. perly imply one another ; neither member of a

contrast can be taken as the whole, but each requires the other

for its realization; there must therefore be a higher unity

above both, which is perverted when the one would exclude

the other. To apply these principles and definitions to the

relation between good and evil, implies the most serious

misconception of their nature. While evil ever strives to

destroy good, good ever wages a war of extermination against

evil ; if it seeks to supplement or produce itself by means of

evil, it would cease to be good, and would itself become evil.

The self-realization of good, by means of internal contrasts.

The energy —we may call it " immanent " in distinction from
of good. ^Y^^^ other realization of it, which arbitrarily

transgresses the sacred limits of the divine law,—implies that

virtue, in its true sense, by no means consists in an apathetic

nil admirari,—an immovable passivity,—such as the negative

morality, not only of the Stoics, but of many modern philoso-

phers and theologians, imagines as its highest ideal. True

morahty, in its realization and accomplishment, includes an

abundance of energetic efforts. Every truly great character

has at its foundation powerful energy, and nothing great and

immortal in art or science, in character or state, has been

accomplished without warm feeling, Christ Himself, who is

perfect in holiness, spoke and acted with anything but

apathy ; He was equally vehement in the expression of His

love, and of His wrath, which is only another revelation of

His love.*

* We must here, however, he upon our guard against the opposite error into

which Schelling (in his celebrated Discourse concerning the
ScheUmg s relation of plastic art to nature, and in his work on Freedom), and

nassitm or
Hegel in his Encydojpddie, fall, of affirming concerning passion,

enthusiasm. what is here stated concerning affection or inspiration. In

passion in its usual forms, the spirit, or more accurately the will.
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If this immanent self-realization of moral good be recognized,

the Christian hope of an eternal life of bliss for
Consumma-

i >i i, n ,-,•-, • p n
tion of moral the redeemed, m G-od s perfected kingdom, is tully

good m vindicated. If sin were necessary to self-conscious
eternal glory. •^

individuality, Christian belief in eternal life would

be meaningless, save as a symbol or synonym for the absorption

of the individual into God, i.e., for the annihilation of self of

personal existence,—whereby alone the consuming torment of

the inner discord of good and evil can, according to this

view, be brought to an end. If there be necessarily in personal

individuality a germ and beginning of sin, or if, according to

another form of the same doctrine, individuality itself is the

result of an original fall from God, there can be no other

redemption for man, most miserable of aU creatures, than his

annihilation, together with the contradiction which his very

existence involves, or (to express the same thing more

euphemistically) in his absorption into God. For that

optimism, moreover, which confines its attention to the present

state of the world, and regards sin as in most beautiful keeping

with its supposed perfection, the idea of a kingdom of glory

has no true meaning ; it must regard the hope of it, and the

desire after it, as, strictly speaking, impious and blasphemous.

The Christian Church, on the contrary, preserved from such

wanderings of one-sided speculation by the Word of God, and

is itself passive, and is in subjection to that whicli is below it, and which

works upon it as a blind force of nature ; and this surrender of the whole nature

to any impulse of selfish inclination or dislike, however laudatorily described in

modern poetry, is a state unworthy of spirit, a state of servitude. Even in

cases where the inclination is unselfish, and where its object is spiritual, this

passionate condition is a miserable narrowing of the mind, a depression of the

spiritual life, because it necessarily involves man in dependence upon the object

sought. Genuine enthusiasm, on the contrary,—and that only is genuine which

is directed towards a worthy object,—^is a higher freedom of the spirit, a deeper

self-consciousness and realization of its true being. A discriminate use of

language, therefore, forbids our speaking of a " passion for God ;
*' because our

relation to Him is not exclusive and binding, but all-embracing, confirming, and

sanctifying, bringing true freedom to the spirit, Schelling, however, in his

Discourse, more accurately describes his view, by making virtue to consist, not

in the absence of passion, but in the power of the spirit over it, and we coincide

with him here ;—though passion, over which the spirit has control, can no longer

be designated passion. The collected sayings of Maximus, the confessor, con-

cerning the moral right or wrong of the kivvktus ^uxvis (referred to by Hitter,

Geschichte der Christl. Pkilosophie, vol. ii. 543), furnish a striking parallel.
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His Spirit working in her, rests hopefully in the faith of the

perfecting of that kingdom, which God has begun on earth
;

and regarding sin not as a necessary condition, but wholly as a

disturbance of moral development, she lives in the assurance

that upon her elevation to that realm of glory, the true and

perfectly harmonious march of human existence will begin.

The other truth which we have to urge against the theory

§ 4. Second which we are now combating is that sin is not

TRUTH something isolated and merely outward, existing,
militating „ ^ ^ i -j •

against this ^s lar as we are concerned, only when it is em-
view, bodied in some definite action, but on the contrary,

and as the investigations of our first Book showed, an

OPERATIVE PRINCIPLE whose hindering and perverting influence

pervades man's entire being. In the recognition of this

affirmative proposition a negative truth is implied, viz., that

the spiritual life of the individual does not need sin for its

development ; and both propositions taken together justify the

explanation of evil which we have already given.

Proceeding from will as the basis of all personality, sin pene-

The awful
trates deeply into human development, entwines

ramifications itself like a rank and luxuriant creeper about all

° ^^ '

the branches and ramifications of life, hindering,

disturbing, and complicating all. No sphere of life presents

its normal order or true form undisturbed ; as sin cleaves to

the will, so error cleaves to the mind, impurity to the imagi-

nation, misery to the feelings, pain and sickness to the

corporeal nature. Nay more, in virtue of the dynamical and

Even in internal connection of man with nature, a dis-

nature. ordering and destructive influence has gone forth

into nature from man's sin. As the sensational nature in man
struggles in various ways against acting as the organ of the

spirit, and must first be subdued by care and discipline, so

external nature likewise refuses that subjection for which it was

originally designed. Gen. i. 26, 28. its relation, as willingly

subservient to man, is by no means wholly destroyed, it is stUl

J
.. apparent in various ways ; but in these iadications

relations it is like a tattered robe torn in a thousand places
;

to man. -^ presents innumerable signs of the strangest and

most violent resistance and the wildest revolt ; and instead of
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nature being subject to man, we often find man subject to

nature, and a helpless slave beneath its sway. This is true

not only in the ice-bound regions of the pole, but under the

glowing heaven where the animal and vegetable world unfold

their richest luxuriance and beauty,—even there nature

endeavours, and not in vain, to subdue man beneath her yoke,

—and where it is forced to recognize his power, it repeatedly

exerts its terrible strength against his painstaking toil, and

robs thousands both of possessions and of life in the twinkling

In its own of an eye. But in the depths of its own life, as

^^^®' well as in its relations to man, nature is at

variance with itself, and though the eternal laws of the Divine

order prevail and conquer this variance, they do not wholly

destroy it. As the right standard of true self-limitation has

been lost in the sphere of the spirit, so the productiveness of

the powers of nature seems to be seized by a wild fantastic

tendency which confounds the worthless, the loathsome, and

the monstrous, with the pure and beautiful. Countless

degeneracies, abortions, and malformations of all kinds bear

witness to a disturbance of the generative powers of nature, to

a principle of disorder and lawlessness pervading all, and

preventing the pure embodiment of its species in each indivi-

dual ; and yet, while this is working, the invincible power of

these universal laws, the expression of God's will in nature,

still asserts itself. But the most appalling phenomena in this

sphere are the manifold imitations of human sin which present

. , ,.- themselves so unmistakablyin animallife,implanted

by the force of instinct, and expressing themselves

more or less even in the revolting and hideous physiognomy of •

some animals. Those forms of evil which are most revolting

in the world of man—covetousness and envy, falsehood and

spite, wild bloodthirstiness, and a cruelty making sport with the

torments of its victims,—all these we find repeated in nature

in the fixed and permanent characters of certain species.

In a word, our present state of existence taken as a whole,

We cannot
^^^ including the relation in which we stand to

form any nature, is so thoroughly under the power of sin,

ception of
°^'

*^^* ^® ^^^ Unable even to form a correct con-

what a sinless ception of what a perfectly pure and untroubled

development of human life really would be. This
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purity is indeed presented to ns in the holy life of Jesus

Christ, but only in relation to the inner sphere of His life,—for

we must not include what is miraculous ; man, even in his sin-

less development, would not have possessed a miraculous power

over nature—and even in this sphere, on the one hand,

we do not fully behold the development itself, but rather the

result of it ; and on the other hand, the picture as far as our

knowledge is concerned, is not complete but only fragmentary.

It must be remembered, moreover, that in Christ the revelation

and realization of His perfectly holy mind was conditioned and

limited outwardly by the opposition of existing evil. If,

notwithstanding these drawbacks, we endeavour to delineate or

sketch a picture of human life in its manifold ramifications and

departments, and begin by leaving out the strong solicitations

to exertion, the impulses to action, the claims of interest which

arise from the limiting and disturbing power of evil, no other

elements present themselves to our view to take the place of

these ; and it is not to be wondered at if the picture conveys

the impression of tameness and want of life.* This feeling will

naturally be strongest in those who possess no inner experience

of a life spent in fellowship with God ; they will be quite unable

to understand what there can be still to urge men on to action,

when they are deprived of their selfish desires and sinful lusts.

Further, it is easy to see that when once sin is active in

the will of a personal creature, it must find its

of sin in ^e most ready and immediate opportunities of per-

noblest verted action in those divinely ordained contrasts
n 9.tinr6s

which determine the life of the world and of the

individual. If man's will has set itself at variance with God's

will, what is only a contrast in those departments of life most

closely connected with that inner centre of will, degenerates

into a variance. The contrasted tendencies which mutually

condition one another, and when duly blended produce the

* When a reviewer of this work asks me how I know that an immanent

development of good apart from evil is possible, seeing that I acknowledge the

imperfection of our conception of it, I reply that the entire course of our

inquiry shows clearly that this possibility is implied in the harmony—plain to

every religious mind—between our ideas of moral good and the ideal of life

and its development. The strongest actual proof is certainly the sinlessness of

Christ • for no one will venture to assert that Christ could not have been holy

if the men about him had not been sinners.
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health and beauty of human life, separate, assume a hostile

attitude, and endeavour to destroy one another. It is, there-

fore, as much the rule of a life beset with sin as it is contrary

to the original ordainment of God, that the conquest of a

thousand errors is the way to obtain a thorough knowledge of

the truth, and that the pain of conflict should be the only

path to peace. Herein we have the key to the strange fact,

that the most highly gifted characters have to pass through

the greatest difficulties and the worst aberrations in their way

to the goal. Gifted of God in order to a fuller and richer

harmony, the elements of their character—those talents which

they possess in common with others, and those peculiar to

themselves,—their spiritual and sensuous nature—are at still

greater variance; and while in their spirit the noblest aspirations

arise, while peradventure a desire after what is highest and

noblest will many a time spring up in their heart of hearts

as an ardent longing, they wrestle in vain to free themselves

from the fearful tyranny of sensuous passions. Heaven and

hell seem to be striving together in them and for them, and

the most contradictory thoughts, inclinations, and deeds may

be found in them side by side. Woe to them if, upon the

plea that they are following nature, they raise themselves above

the eternal laws of morality, and, on the ground of being

stronger spirits, demand an exceptional standard. But who can

fail to perceive that a more difficult task has been assigned to

them than to persons of a weaker organization ? And if they

do not fulfil this task, if their life is not wholly freed from

entanglement in discords and contradictions of all kinds, who

among us shall throw the first stone at them ?

And is the history of the human race as a whole in any

Its stFenffth
respects different ? It does not advance onwards

and tyranny to its appointed goal by a steady, unwavering
in e race.

development, preserving its central unity amid

the unfoldings of various forces ; but, on the contrary, it has

to pass through the greatest discord and the wildest aberra-

tions.* History marches on, not only by means of contrasts,

* When Satan said to Christ that the kingdoms of the world which then

existed were in his power to give to whomsoever he would, he said this of

course as the "liar from the beginning," yet appearances were certainly in his

favour.
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but by startling contradictions, and shows its partiality for new

and eccentric aims, alternately demanding, combating, and sub-

duing one another. The present usually raises itself upon the

ruins quite as much as upon the foundations and structures of

the past. No age has any idea how many living and fructify-

ing germs, sown by the preceding generation, it passes by and

destroys in order to cherish and develop others with a one-

sided partiality ; no age is perfectly just to its predecessors.

And if, in order to avoid any extreme, any given age or gene-

ration would redeem its character by a universal system of

justice, an impartial theory of compensation, it would only be

a new extreme, an unmeaning equalization and levelling of

good and evil, and a confusion of the genuine with the worth-

less, of the baneful with the healthy, which would be anything

but justice.

Since the introduction of Christianity indeed, a strong life-

The stream of ^"^^^S stream flows through the world's history

Christianity and preserves it from relapsing into the wild
m IS ory.

chaotic confusion, which ended in the destruction

of the old world. It has proved itself an effective means of

union for the nations amid the clashings of opposing elements,

a never-failing source of regeneration for sickly and dying

times. As in the order of nature it has been divinely decreed

by God's covenant after the Flood, " While the earth remaineth

seed-time and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day

and night shall not cease," so the divine warrant has been

given regarding the inviolable order of history in the words of

our Lord, "the gates of hell shall not prevail against my
Church"* (Matt. xvi. 18; compare also Matt. xxiv. 35, and

xiii. 33). In this last-named passage the aim and end of

Christianity is expressly likened to a divine leaven, leavening

human life throughout, till the whole is leavened. But while

this penetrating work of Christianity in the sphere of history

is still so far from its accomplishment, the divine order main-

tains itself only amid disorder, and the tide of history advances

as if amid violent ebbs and flows. Strong reaction against a

tendency on one side, with difficulty escapes the danger of

* We find this thought commented upon by StefFens in his Anthropologie,

voL i. p. 530, with deep insight into the co-ordinate principles of nature and

of history.
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going to the opposite extreme, and a new poison is often

developed from the very means of cure.

All this arises from sin which has troubled the stream of

Sin counter-
human development to its lowest depths, and given

acting sin : it an uneven and wavering motion. In conse-
e.g., war.

quence of this disturbance, phenomena which

have their origin in sin may become beneficial as opposing

checks counteracting other sinful forces. This is true espe-

cially of war, which, as the theory we described above main-

tains, may be a true benefit, preserving the life of nations. But

how ? and upon what ground ? Because nations cannot

endure too long a season of peace and quiet ; it is apt to

develop in individuals a bias towards petty selfishness and

narrow-mindedness, and it tends to stunt and wither national

character; moreover it augments men's trust in worldly

possessions, confirming the delusion that they are. stable and

permanent. War is necessary to preach to nations the insta-

bility of all earthly things, and they require such palpable

preaching, because sin has fettered them to the earthly. But

seeing that war has generally * its origin in sin, we can easily

understand how, while trampling down one weed it sows broad-

cast another,—reckless immorality and unbridled lawlessness.

As to the relation of sin and its effects to art, and especially

Sin in rela- ^0 poetry—for it is to this department chiefly that

tion to art. the opinion I am combating refers—there is

certainly truth in the representation that an entire exclusion

of the inner discord of human life from this sphere would

deprive its pictures of all individuality, and give them a pale

haziness, a sameness and simplicity void of interest. It is of

course a most interesting and attractive task to trace a hidden

order amid the confusions of life. But we can never allow

that moral discord and confusion are necessary to the living

development and individualizing character of poetic art. Such

a supposition obviously rests upon the mistaken

notion that a life undisturbed by sin would be

destitute of all motive to action and all incentives of contrast

;

that all participation in human relationships in the joys and

* I say generally, for in particular cases, when the relations of nations to

each other are established, war may arise without any apparent blame or

injustice on either side.
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sorrows of earth would cease if the principles of the divine life

attained full sway. When any one turns away from the earthly

side of human life and its endless change and variety, with

indifference or even with railing and condemnation ; when he is

unmoved by the mostwonderful phenomena and the profoundest

agitations of the world, he certainly cannot be commended as

evincing thus a stronger piety or more perfect love to God.

So far as his conduct is not owing to some natural defect or

idiosyncrasy, it must be condemned as a vagary of fanciful monas-

ticism, an endeavour to solve the problem of human life by

separation from and rejection of it, instead of reconciling it

to God and hallowing it by piety. Seeing, however, that there

are these discords in human life, disarranging every sphere of

it, producing the greatest sorrows and the most perplexing

difficulties, poetry must take it as it is and shadow it forth in

its workings and effects. Its aim should not certainly be to

represent and describe discord and disorder for its own sake,

but only as contrasted with harmony restored. We cannot

affirm that this canon is realized, at least in its full and Chris-

tian sense—whereby alone true harmony can be restored—in

our modern poetry.

Quite a different view of the scope and end of poetry has

Riickert's been given by our gifted and learned poet Friedr.

view. Eiickert, in a thoughtful and suggestive poem,

which bears so closely upon the subject before us that we cannot

refrain from quoting the opening lines :

—

" In turning o'er the leaves of history's thick book,

Almost on every page thou findest some sad tale

Of perverse strife or cruel treachery.

Each deed of light on a dark background stands.

The poet's art, which boasts that it is free,

Follows with servile tread this rut of history ;

It knows of nothing that will more amuse

Than covert trickery and bloody crime :

As if God's world had nought for art to grace,

Save what concealing one would fain efface. "
*

We could not think, on theological grounds, of defending

poetry which obstinately pries into the dark abysses of sin and

wallows in its mire ; but though perfect silence and reserve

concerning it may well become the calm self-reflecting nature

* Ruckert (born 1788, died 1866), Die Weishelt des Brahmanen, vol. i. p. 85.

VOL. I. 2 B
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of the Brahmin, it would be anything but promotive of a

profound and spirited development of poetry. How could this

reserve be maintained in such poetry as makes us feel as

„, ,
Goethe did when reading Shakespeare's plays, " as

Shakespeare. .„ ,, , .11 «-.,,,
it the storm were opening the leaves of the world s

history " ? If " every deed of light on a dark background

stands/' the knowledge of this dark ground is closely inter-

woven with the dearest interests of human life, every other

enigma of our being is involved in this. The poet's art may
well " amuse," but it cannot disclose to us the secrets of our

own bosom if it keeps silence concerning the inner variance of

,,.,^ man with his better self. If one of the greatest
Milton. ?. 1

poets the world ever saw, has made paradise the

theme of a rich and varied poem, he has succeeded in his

theme only by reminding us throughout the " regained

"

harmony, of a *' paradise lost,"—of a discord that has been

overcome,

Ihus is it regarding our present standing-point, our present

state. As for those who have attained perfection,
Individuality .^ , , , , c .•

retained in a there cannot be an unreal sphere oi poetic repre-

state of sentation, because to them the perfected reality

has become itself the highest poetry—the purest

development and blended harmony of individuals according

to their perfectly realized ideal, even as from eternity it was

contained in the diAdne mind. Sin, so far from belonging

to the distinctive features and individual peculiarities of

human character, is exactly that which disturbs and hinders

these,—as Steffens has cleverly shown in his " Caricatures of

the Holy,"—that which in their earthly life prevents the full

manifestation of ideal and distinctive character. Holiness,

which in its essence is love, does not destroy idiosyncrasy, it

confirms and sanctifies it ; and no one need fear that he would

suffer the loss of his individuality if sin had no more place

within him.

The theory we have been discussing,—overwhelmed by the

thousands of phenomena in human life wherein sin

its "relation to SO reveals its fearful power, that no one can explain

^^h \T^
^^ ^ it as a mere incentive to active individual develop-

ment,—withdraws at last fromthe individual to the
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general. It argues that out of the moral ruin of the individual,

the most admirable triumph of the race springs. The dark

shadows of sin which lie brooding over portions of the human
family, by contrast with the light and virtue illuminating

other portions, are said to tend to the glory of the whole.

This thought has been advocated upon other principles than

that of this theory, and has been modified in some degree, but

variously applied by Optimists and Predestinarians. What
Augustine says, particularly in his books, De Ordine and

Be lihero arhitrio,^ Leibnitz also in many parts of his Theodicde.i

and Schleiermacher in his " Beden uber Religion"'^ and in his

dissertation upon the Doctrine of Predestination,^ as to the

significance of evil in the divine government of the world, is

either identical with, or at least borders upon this theory.

Passages of Scripture, too, have sometimes been appealed to

as sanctioning it, in particular John ix. 3 ; 1 Cor. xi. 19;

2 Tim. ii. 20.

Let us examine the true import of these passages. In the

Examination last the apostle by no means pretends to explain

referred to
^^^ phenomenon of sin, but, stating its power

2 Tim. ii. 20
; among men as an acknowledged fact, he compares

the visible Church to a great house wherein are vessels to

honour, and vessels to dishonour. That this pertains to the

Divine order of things, he by no means says, he simply states

a fact. When in the following verse (the 21st) he speaks of

one who is a vessel unto honour, ev^pv^'^ov Tfi3 SeaTroTjj he repre-

sents this character as moulded by its own independent action

;

* De ordine^ lib. i. c. 7, De lib. arb,, iii. c. 9. Augustine in these earlier

writings regards the contrast between the pious and the impious, the blessed

and the lost, as ordained of God, and as arising from a natural distinction

between a higher and a lower race, which agrees with his bias before noticed

towards a quantitative view of the distinction of good and evil. See, concerning

this aspect of the Augustinian system, the thorough investigations of Kitter,

Geschichte der Christl. Philosophie, vol. ii., pp. 319, 328.

+ Eg., part ii. § 119, 122, 123, 128. Especially striking is the language of

§ 123, "puisque ces maux (le p^ch^ et le malheur) devoient exister, il falloit

bien qu'il y eiit quelques uns, quiy fussent sujets, etnous sommesces quelques

uns;" which enables us to understand another expression, § 122,—"Siquel-

qu'un est mechant et nialheureux avec cela (ayec cet ordre de I'univers), il lui

appartenoit de VStre.^'

X 3d ed. pp. 126, 130 f. A confusion is traceable here between moral contrasty

and natural differences of character.

§ Theologische Zeitschrifty part i. pp. 80, 81.
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and how, then, could he have explained the contrasted

characters, " the vessels to dishonour/' as moulded by the

ordainment of God, and not by their own will and choice ?

In 1 Cor. xi. 19, St. Paul certainly does speak of

it as the divine decree (Bel) that dissensions within

the fellowship (cr;3^to-/xaTa, v. 18) should result in decided sepa-

rations, and even sects (atpeo-et? v. 19, where the intensive

Kul must not be overlooked), in order that genuine Chris-

tians might be made manifest in distinction from their false

brethren. But the presence of dissension is thus presupposed

;

the apostle teaches neither here nor elsewhere that this has

itself its foundation in a decree of God, to the end that good

might be made manifest by its contrast with evil ; on this point

he unquestionably abides by the word of our Lord, Matt, xiii,

39.* John ix. 3 refers not to moral but to
John IX. 3

;

, . . „
physical evil.

As to the doctrine in itself that the divine government

The doctrine Sacrifices a part of the human race, giving it over

t?aim)tes upon ^^ destruction, in order that the rest, or (if it be

man. preferred) God Himself may enjoy a higher and

more perfect harmony, there can hardly be a greater violation

than is this of the dignity conferred by God on man, in ranking

him above all other beings by the gift o'f personality and

creation in His own image. In comparison with such a

degradation, the slavery and Helotism of the ancients was a

mild and liberal institution, and the vindication of it as a

necessary offset to the consciousness of freedom among citizens

was a humane thought ; for therein man was treated as

a chattel instead of a person, in his earthly state and re-

lations only ; but according to this doctrine he is thus treated

in his eternal and absolute relations to God. It is by giving

him personality that God has placed man in this absolute

* There is still less difficulty in explaining Matt, xviii. 7, avayxr, yap Iffrtv

lxh7v TOi ffKciv^etka. As in 1 Cor, xi. 19, the h7v connected with "va a/ ^cKifiot

{pocnpoi yUm tchI vvfuv attributes a certain teleological necessity to the occur-

rence of dissensions, so the Kvayxvt here (in Luke xvii. 1, avivtixTov i</Tt rod f^ii

ixhTv TO. ffxa.v%a.Xa) implies a necessity aitiological only. It is based of course

upon the power of sin as already present among men. There is not a word to

sanction any reference of the passage to the divine decree, as Meyer would make

out in his Handhn^h upon St. Matthew. Regarding 1 Cor. xi. 19, seq Riickert's

Commentary on 1 Cor.
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relation to Himself
; and having done this, He will sacrifice

no individual to the whole, but offers to each His redeeming
love in order to draw him into fellowship with Himself.

The extreme to which Beza's logical consistency in his

Beza's view
" Mumpelgartschen Religionsgesprdch " has pushed

a thought of Augustine's, also violates most
wantonly man's dignity as a personal being, and our faith in

the highest truth of God's love. In Beza's opinion, sin and its

power could not have been dispensed with in the world,

because the contrast, always represented as dualistic, between
those two attributes of God, His righteous judgment (judicium)

on the one hand, and His mercy (misericordia) on the other,

demanded objects on which to manifest themselves.* Besides

the declarations of Christ Himself, we have those
erroneous. p -i * i

of the Apostle Paul, assuring us how highly and
sacredly man as an individual is esteemed in God's sight, and
how he cannot be a mere instrument whereby his Creator may

'

reveal His attributes ; and a seemingly contradictory state-

ment, such as Eom. ix. 21, cannot move us from this con-

viction, even though we know of no satisfactory solution of

the difficulty.t The infinite importance of individual per-

sonality is confirmed not only by isolated passages in Holy
Writ—such as Luke xv. 7 ; Matt, xviii. 14 ; Eom. xiv. 15

;

1 Cor. viii. 11—it lies at the very foundation of Christianity,

* The germ of Beza's theory is traceable in the acute anti-Manichaeaa

Dialogue De causa et ortu malorum. We there read, ^^ Quorum, enim Tniseratus

fuissetf cumnon essent^ qui peccarent? Quibonus esse queat, cum nemomalus
esset, qui ea Dei bonitate opics kaberet ?

"

t A true solution is discovered in the circumstance that St. Paul here and

throughout the chapter is speaking of the human race (of whom
Rom. ix. 21. God has power to make vessels to dishonour as well as to

honour) as already the subjects of sin and guilt. This thought

is in keeping with the entire scope of the epistle, but it specially appears in the

passage cited, because the apostle represents those who were to be lost as

already the subjects of God's wrath (ver. 22). It is not solely the bare relation

of the Creator to the creature of which the apostle is speaking ; the <pupafAcc is

already depraved. Keeping to this fact, the most literal exposition of the

difficult expressions of this verse and chapter will not shake the principle that

the ultimate source of sin in a personal being lies nowhere but in himself. To

this must be added a second consideration, viz., that in this place St. Paul is

not describing the actual conduct of God towards sinful men, but only explain-

ing how He might act without violating His justice. See the accurate remarks

of Petersen in his elaborate work on Church Doctrine, vol. i. p. 62.
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and pervades it throughout. Upon this truth those funda-

mental moral principles of Christianity rest which have exerted

so powerful an influence in moulding the world's history by

progressive development, excluding from marriage, from family

relations, and from the State, whatever is at variance with the

recognition of the infinite value of a human soul.

We conclude this discussion by quoting a striking remark

of Nitzsch, " the dogmatic assertion that good requires evil for

its glorification is no less objectionable than the ethical maxim,
' let us do evil that good may come,' or i7rcfj,evovfM€P ttj afiapria,

ha 7] 'xapi^ nrXeovdcrri, Eom. vi. 1."* This is all the more true,

because so long as the dogmatic assertion is maintained, the

less security have we against the immoral maxim.

It has been already remarked that the Hegelian doctrine

§ 6. The concerning evil is a modification of the theory

THE(fiiY^oF
which we have now been examining. It is

EVIL. natural that the main features of this theory, when
associated with a definite philosophical system, should be more

or less particularized and modified ; and we must not therefore

wholly omit a more minute examination of these modifications.

First, as to the nature of evil, Hegel makes it consist in

abstract subjectivity, or, more exactly, in arbitrariness,—in

making self the ruling principle, instead of universal good,

—

in the Subject's recognition of his individuality as that which

determines him, so far as it asserts some subjective interest in

opposition to moral good.t

If it be asked, what is this subjective interest ? Hegel

His definition vouchsafes US the reply that this formal self-asser-

of evil. tion finds its subject-matter only in the natural

will, in man's instincts, passions, inclinations, and so forth.|

In this sense evil is more accurately defined, " the adherence

of the spirit to its naturalness
;

" or, to adopt another mode of

expression, " spirit in its state of nature isolating itself."
§

The spirit must begin with its natural state, with what it is at

the outset, but if it have any conception of its relations and

* System der Christl. Lekre, p. 221, 6tli ed.

f Pkilosophie des Bechts, §139 {Werke, Isted. vol. viii. p. 184) ; Encyhlopddiej

§ 511 (3d ed. p. 513). t PUlos. des Rechts, p. 184.

§ Varies, iiber die Philos. der Rel., vol. i. pp. 163, 167 (ITer^e, vol. xi.).

Phanomenohj p. 582 (vol. ii.).
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its harmony, it must go out of this state in order to be Spirit

;

this state of nature or " naturalness " is not proper to it, and
if it makes this the subject-matter of its will—if it chooses

and wills this state of nature—this is the negation of Spirit,

or evil. The mere animal is guiltless, neither good nor evil

;

but man, because he has consciousness or will, is in his natural-

ness wild and evil.-^^ '' ITaturalness " in itself is not evil, but

only so far as it is recognized in the sphere of Spirit, only so

far as it enters into consciousness and is adopted as right and
real by the subjective will. Inasmuch then as naturalness as

such is not blameworthy, and as variance occurs only through

consciousness or will, it is no real contradiction, but only a

remarkable example of the flexibleness and ambiguity of this

system to say, as Hegel does in other places, that evil is " the

first stepping forth of spirit from this naturalness," " the self-

withdrawment of the ego from a state of nature." t

By "naturalness" Hegel certainly means more than is

Meaning of
implied in the theories which derive evil from the

"natural- opposition of "the sensuous nature" to the spirit.
ness

"

^
-*

But our investigations thus far concerning the

nature of evil sufficiently show how inadequate this " natural-

ness " in its widest sense is to furnish subject-matter for the

evil will. It only serves to hide the innermost depths of evil, to

underrate the most spiritual and, on this account, the most

aggravated forms of wickedness. Thus, for instance, there is

a licentious and reckless self-idolatry of the human mind which

by no means appears where " naturalness " with its impulses

and passions prevails, but only in the ranges of the highest

and most cultivated intelligence.! The presupposition already

examined of the evolution of the spirit from nature Lies at the

foundation of this view, but, as developed in Hegel's system,

we cannot object to this as involving a degradation of man's

* VorUs. uher die Pkilos, der JRel.j vol. i. p. 194 ; voL ii. p. 64. Philosopkie

des HechtSy pp. 185, 187.

t Varies, iiber die Philos. der Bel, vol. ii. p. 210 f. Phdnom., p. 587.

t "Naturalness," in this philosophical use of the word, which is opposed to

spirit just as immediateness is to mediation, or isolation to harmony, must not

he confounded with " naturalness " in its theological sense, which is opposed

to grace. A person may have left "naturalness" in the Hegelian sense far

hehind him, who in the judgment of Christianity is still in the depth of that

state.
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true dignity, because God Himself is not allowed in this respect

to have any pre-eminence over the human spirit. The

unsatisfactory representations of the conquest of evil resulting

from this view of its nature shall be considered by us just now.

Another and more important question is, how does man

Twofold come to prefer this " naturalness " to the universal

negation. g^od as the subject-matter of his will? The

reason of this, Hegel tells us, does not lie in any necessity of

nature ; man can will evil, but he is not obliged to will it.

On the contrary, there is a necessity which opposes evil, moral

necessity, attaching itself only to good ; evil is an act of arbi-

trariness of spiritual wilfulness ; it is what ought not to be,

i.e., what ought to be done away.* But are these two expres-

sions identical ? In the Hegelian phraseology they are, and

this is an important point in our criticism. " Evil ought not

to be," means usually " it ought not to occur at all," but here,

its meaning is only " it ought not to continue/' or " to remain,"

" it should be overcome." But it is at once clear that the

necessity of evil generally is by no means excluded by this,

indeed, it is rather included, for to say that evil is not to con-

tinue, that it is to be overcome, implies that it exists. Hegel

himself expressly recognizes this necessity.t Evil, therefore,

which ought not to be, must exist in virtue of a higher specu-

lative and logical necessity. J What is af&rmed, is not the

simple and immediate negative, but a negation of the negative.
§

The idea must separate itself, it must in the progress of its

development alienate itself, in order by again obviating this

alienation, to reahze itself as Spirit. Spirit is the infinite

harmony, that which spirit brings itself to ; but the natural

* Philos. des Rechts, § 139. PUloa. der Hel, vol. i. p. 195; vol. ii. 217.

Encyhl. § 248.

t Especially in § 139 of the Hechtsphilos. See also Phil, der, Bel, vol. i. 193,

194, ii. 77.

X Vatke, who discusses the problem concerning the necessity of evil from the

standing-point of Hegel in the fullest and most careful manner (Die mensch-

liche FreiJieit in ikrem Verh. zur Siinde und %%r gottl. Gnadef pp. 262-303, 467),

describes this necessity as "intelligible" or ideal. This view may in general

be most simply described thus :—Physical necessity has nothing to do with the

existence of evil ; moral necessity excludes it ; but metaphysical necessity

requires it, yet only in order to the realization of good.

§ Phil, des PechtSf p. 187 Vermischte Schr\ften [WerJce, vol. xvi.), pp. 469,

470.
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unity from which it proceeds is, strictly speaking, spiritless,

and must be obviated by means of discord. " Man must eat

of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, otherwise he would

not be man, but an animal only." * " The essence of man is

Spirit, but it is essential to Spirit to exist for itself, to be free,

to oppose itself to ' naturalness,' to raise itself from its passive

state in nature, to set itself at variance with nature, and by and

through this variance or separation, to reconcile itself again

both with nature and with itself, with its essence, with its

truth." t Accordingly, Hegel does not hesitate to affirm that

* Vorlea. iiber die Gesch. der Philos.t voL iii. pp. 100, 105 ( Wtrke, vol. xv.).

Compare Philos. der Bel, vol. i. 196, ii. 212. "Hegel divides the whole of phi-

losophy into three parts, viz., Logic, Natural Philosophy, and the Philosophy of

Spirit. These three are but different stadia or degrees of manifestation of one

and the same idea. Hegel defines the word idea to be what is true in and for

itself, the entire correspondence or union between the notion of a thing and the

thing as it really exists, between the conception and the object, the thing in its

objective existence [Encyclopddie, § 213). The definition of idea and the defi-

nition of truth are with him one and the same thing. The idea is the same as

what is elsewhere called the absolute. The first part of philosophy, Logic, is

the science of this Absolute idea, of what is really true, in its abstract charac-

ter, as it exists in and for itself. The second part of his system comprises

Natural Philosophy. Nature is a manifestation of the same Absolute Idea, but

in a diff'erent form. It is the same absolute substance, but existing materially,

externally, instead of spiritually. The third part comprises the Philosophy of

Spirit. This is the highest stage of the development of the Absolute Substance

or absolute idea. It has here, so to speak, returned back from the material and

external shape which it took in nature, and has become spiritual. As it existed

in the realm of nature, being material and external, it was deprived of some of

its true characteristics, it was in » foreign land, an estranged condition. But
in the realm of spirit, it reassumes its true, its permanent, its real character-

istics." Bibliotheca Sacra, vol. ii. 277; see also the able sketch of Hegel's

system in Willm's Histoire de la Pkilosophie AUemande, vol. iv.

—

Tr.

t Phil, der Hel., vol. i. 193. If we are to avoid having three negations here

Ambiguity in instead of two, Hegel's meaning must be taken to be this :

—

the term " * Naturalness ' is not in itself the negation of spirit, but it be-

*'naturalness.'' comes so by being regarded as man's real and essential state by

the will. The reality or perfection of spirit consists in the negation of this

negation." There is here, as above observed, an ambiguity in Hegel's concep-

tion of "naturalness" by virtue of which he can in the passage above quoted,

describe the essence of spirit as consisting in " separating itself from or setting

itself at variance with nature," and immediately afterwards, represent it as an

enhancement of this variance that the spirit should " set itself at variance also

with its essence and its truth," and this, as we have already seen, "through

isolation of its natural existence." Accordingly, the spirit raises itself out of its

state of depression in nature, in order, by the isolation of its natural existence,

to realize itself as Spirit.
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this variance of man with himself, in which evil consists,

belongs to the true conception of man.*

These affirmations have by no means the import which some

Necessity of HegeFs disciples would attribute to them, as if

of evil. ii^Q necessity of evil were to be attributed to

the state of self-contained existence, only as it remains

immanent in the universal, and reserves the possibility of

separation, but not when it has actually separated itself. As
by this separation, self-contained existence first becomes evil, if

this interpretation of Hegel's doctrine were correct, it would

obviously follow that evil might, perhaps, be spoken of in an

exoteric way ; but certainly not within the range of a system

which is only the unfolding and evolution of logical sequences.

But any glance into HegeVs writings, e.g., §§ 507-512 of the

Encyklopddie, and §§ 82-104, 139, 140 of the Eechtsphi-

losopkie contradicts this. Spirit submits itself to the utmost

estrangement, in order, by the most striking contrast, to become

certain of its identity. " It attains its full reality, only by

finding itself in absolute disseverance." t Not in play, but in

earnest, it pushes the distinction on till it becomes contrast and

opposition, in order again to overcome it by toil and conflict,

and to unfold in this conflict a great variety of determinations.

The necessity of evil, therefore, from Hegel's standing-

point, is something unmistakably different (as

from Strauss rightly maintains), | from Spinoza's doc-

Spinoza's trine. According to Spinoza, all active and
view. OX'

practical impulse is absorbed in a contemplative

contentment with human circumstances and acts as they are

;

moral consciousness, with its distinctions of good and evil, is

reduced to a mere prepossession ; what is called evil has its

appropriate place by the same necessity as good. In Hegel's

system, on the contrary, the necessity of evil is wholly condi-

tional upon and involved in the necessity of good ; evil exists

only because good requires it, in order that good may realize

itself, by overcoming it; by evil a stimulus is given to a progres-

sive movement, which must gradually supplant and crush evil.

* Phil der Eel, vol. ii. 217, 218. Compare Philos, des RecUn, 187, "The
will is, according to the true conception of it, both good and evil."

t Phdnomenol.
, p. 26.

t Chrietl Olaubenslehre, vol. ii. 380, 381.
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But are the claims of our moral consciousness satisfied by

Conflict of
^^^® * ^^ ^^® ^^®^ P^^^^^ ^^ ^s evident that these

metaphysical two necessities, the metaphysical and the moral,

necesTty!^
Contradict each other

; what the one demands, the

other excludes. How can a moral necessity which
forbids evil maintain itself in a consciousness which admits
the metaphysical necessity of evil? The Hegelian system must
allow those who have learned, by an unbiassed contemplation
of human nature, the untiring earnestness requisite to over-
come evil, to doubt whether this can be.t

But apart from the practical consequences of this theory, as

bearing upon consciousness, how can the contradiction between
the two necessities be maintained ? It is least of all admissible
upon the principles of " abstract Theism,"| which would have

* We agree with Strauss when he says (p. 379) that the best grounded
"moral accusations " against the results of any system are no refutation of it

in a scientific point of view. But it nevertheless holds good that a system
which lays claim to truth, must prove itself to be in harmony with the moral
consciousness of man. I^one but a conscience utterly degraded could willingly

sacrifice moral truth to the idol of logical sequence demanding such a sacrifice.

Strauss himself cannot help recognizing this, else why did he hot rest satisfied

with Spinoza? Must not a speculation, which boasts of being "free from any
pre-suppositions," explain—without dissipating—the conception of moral good
as well as that of life ?

t To obviate these inferences, Vatke (p. 279) affirms that "whoever begins

to reflect upon the necessity of evil will soon turn his back upon the logical

process, which shows how evil comes to pass." If this statement is to serve its

purpose, it must be taken to mean that, when once by reflection the necessity

of evil is recognised, nothing more remains to be explained ; that when once

we have passed that turning-point, evil no longer exists, or at least is not really

present in human life. We might wish it were so, for the sake of the logical

consistency of this view, but experience does not confirm such a notion. This

has not escaped Vatke himself, for further on he adopts another method, in

order to avoid the clashing of moral consciousness and practical interests with

this doctrine of necessity. It is said to hold good only of those immoralities,

from which even the best are not free ;—sins of weakness, of inaction, of haste,

are said sufficiently to indicate this necessary contrast (p. 456, 471). Vatke, in

his review of this work {Hall. Jalirh. 1840, p. 1134), narrows the circle of this

necessity still more. There he makes out that the experience of sin, " in sin-

ful thoughts," suffices to prove its reality. Strauss {Christl. Olaubensl., vol. ii.

382), rightly calls this an illogical statement, resorted to for the sake of the

dogma of the sinlessness of Jesus ; it is an affirmation, moreover, which does

not answer even this purpose, and which, on Vatke's principles, is meaning-

less.

X In explanation of the expression "abstract theism," as used by Vatke and

others, we must bear in mind a remark of Schleiermacher's, to the efiect that
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to regard the supposed metaphysical necessity of evil as an

element of the divine government, and must nevertheless abhor

the blasphemy of attributing to God a deceptive or ambiguous

will and law. Yet it is no less inadmissible upon the principle

of any philosophical system ; for how utterly self-destructive

and nugatory does the notion seem, that evil ought not to be

realized and yet of necessity must.

If, however, we examine the system more closely we shall

The moral find that the contradiction is really obviated in
necessity g^^.}^ ^ manner as to suppress and deny the moral
destroyed by ^^ ''

the meta- " Ought not, ' just SO far as it ventures to object to
physical.

^Yie speculative "must." Hegel in his BechtS'

philosophie (p. 544) asserts that the moral obligation, the

" ought not " forbidding evil, cannot remain, and must in turn

be removed. According to this the matter stands as follows

:

—In so far as evil ought not to be, i.e., as the prevailing and

permanent element of life, if is not required by any meta-

physical necessity ; but, in so far as this metaphysical necessity

demands it, we cannot say that it ought not to be. The con-

tradiction between the moral and the metaphysical necessity is

thus obviated, but at what cost ? Conscience, which forbids

the prevalence of evil, pronounces an equally distinct veto

against the occurrence of evil at all, and if we are not to trust

its latter judgment, how can its former be maintained ? If the

authority of conscience in its integrity and universality cannot

be preserved against any metaphysical necessity, how can it be

maintained when abridged and maimed ? On the other hand,

these definitions and explanations lead unavoidably to the

startling conclusion that metaphysical necessity is not attri-

butable to moral evil at all—to evil in its reality as that which

ought not to be—to subjectivity maintaining its opposition to

the universal ; and moreover, even if the reality of evil be not

straightway denied, it remains still entirely unexplained, and

he who pursues the middle path seems to them who keep to the left to deviate

towards the right. Thus Christian theology, while from the creation to the

end of all things it excludes all deistical isolation of Deity, yet, in opposition to

Pantheism, maintains the distinction between God and the world, and thus

is naturally exposed to the reproach of teaching an abstract separation between

God and the world. Deism, on the other hand, has imagined that pantheism is

traceable in the essential doctrines of the gospel.
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argument, from beginning to end, is fruitless."^ Evil thus the

unexplained would be nothing less than an insuperable contra-

diction of the doctrine of the Absolute in this philosophy, which

should perfectly unfold itself in the sum total of clear and

reasonable thought ; i.e., this " absolute " would be no longer

"the absolute," but would be resolved into an absolute Dualism.

It is clear that upon this principle of the necessity of evil

The Heeelian ^^® conception of guilt cannot in its true import

conception of be entertained. Yet Hegel always describes evil

^^ '

as man's guilt, and the question arises,—In what

sense ? Hegel replies, " When subjectivity maintains its

antithesis and isolation from the universal, i.e., when it is

evil, it acts for itself, asserts itself only, and thus is really

arbitrariness. The individual subject accordingly must be

chargeable with the guilt of its own evil." t But this is only

* This fruitlessness of the theory is clearly indicated in Vatke's endeavours

to reconcile this "intelligible " or metaphysical necessity
Vatke s

pf gyjj ^j^j^ ^jjg moral necessity against it. At p. 290, indeed,

exnlanation ^°^ *^® consolation of human weakness, it is said that no indi-

vidual is obliged to realize evil in all its forms, for this would

be impossible, but what the individual cannot do is accomplished by mankind

collectively. But from what is afterwards developed it appears that according

to Vatke's view, mankind collectively may only require sins of infirmity, of

indolence, and of haste, as the antitheses of good, but that vice and crime and

all the grosser forms of immorality may disappear from society without thereby

superseding morality (p. 471). These sins of infirmity, being regarded as

absolutely necessary, are no longer, properly speaking, sins ; and real sin, as it

is not to be included in the metaphysical necessity, remains still unexplained.

This becomes still more evident in the monstrous distinction between what is

"normal" and "abnormal" in the accumulation of evil realized in the world

(p. 472), which manifestly answers to the above-named division of sins. The

appeal to '*the logic of arbitrary will," in order to explain the transformation

of "normal" evil into "abnormal," is only a subterfuge of arbitrary logic.

What is to be explained is a phenomenon affecting the life both of the indivi-

dual and of society, and if in reference thereto metaphysical necessity is said

not to have the power to control the doctrine of volition and its logical results,

it would be better to leave this necessity out of view altogether. It is easy to

see, and to prove from Hegel's writings, especially his Rechisphilosophk, that

"vice and crime properly so called" (Vatke, p. 456) cannot be excluded, from

the metaphysical necessity upon the standing-point of this theory; the evil

which good is said to require must be in its nature definite ; if the clearness of

the antithesis be softened down, the impulse from the one to the other will be

proportionally weakened. This view is thus involved in hopeless contradiction,

and by endeavouring to mediate between moral or religious consciousness and

the " intellif'ible " or metaphysical necessity of evil, it violates both.

t Phil, des Beckts, p. 185 ; comp. Phil, der Bel, vol. i. p. 193 ; vol. ii. p. 350.
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a tautology, a repetition of that which the very conception of

evil necessarily involves. Our earlier investigations have

shown us that guilt is chargeable only when a person is by
his self-determination the author of his wicked acts and be-

haviour in such a manner that he could have determined

differently. But this is quite incompatible with Hegel's

theory of necessity. It may certainly be said that man
could have left undone any one evil deed which he does

;

but this possibility, as it regards the individual in the abstract

only, amounts to nothing, for it ceases to exist if the indi-

vidual is regarded concretely in his relation to the universal.

But that man could have avoided the isolation and variance in

which evil consists, directly contradicts, as we have seen, its

supposed metaphysical necessity. Hence, according even to

the Hegelian conception of guilt, it avails nothing towards the

solution of our question, when Hegel affirms (with express

reference to the necessity involved in the conception of evil)

that man's decision concerning his own conduct is the act of

his own free will and his own guilt.*

We may further judge from this how much truth there is

The maxim ^^ Hegel's more accurate definition of his neees-
*

'
evil a sity of evil, namely, that it exists only to be

good*"
°

removed. Hegel has himself refuted this, for he
unsound. recognizes that there are evils which cannot be

removed but must continue. Experience perfectly agrees

with this, and any one who is not totally inexperienced will

regard it at least as a very unpractical thought that man
must entertain evil in his will merely in order to reject it.

The devil at least knows nothing of jest or unreality here,

but relentlessly takes man at his word. His maxims on this

matter are, " In the first step you are free, the second makes

* Phil, des Rechts, p. 188. Vatke, at p. 279, says, ''The consciousness of

guilt, and conscience uttering its warnings against possible evil, directly nega-

tive the necessity of evil,"—and this must be regarded as a candid admission of

the unavoidable contradiction involved in his method of explaining evil, and

not as a recognition of the maxim, " Trust to conscience and to thy guilt-con-

sciousness in moral conduct, but pay no attention to them in speculation."

No greater reproach could be made against speculation than thus to exile it

to the sphere of empty abstractions, and to make it a principle hostile to, and

irreconcilable with, whatever is holy and godlike in human life. The conscious-

ness of guilt is with us also a stimulus to development—a stimulus, I mean, to

the development of philosophy, urging it on beyond all Pantheistic systems.
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you my slaves ;
" and " He who gives me the finger, I have his

hand." What was to be only a point of transition in the

man's self-development towards freedom holds him fast as if

within brazen walls. What this philosophy prizes as the true

health of man, the highest in the practical sphere, namely,

" life in a moral and upright community " (see for instance

Phil, der EeL, vol. ii. p. 279) has no power to free him from

this bondage. There is, indeed, one liberating power,

—

Kedeeming grace ;—but if we regard this as the free act of

divine love for the help of man, we shall have no disposition

to resolve it into a logical balancing of discord and slavery on

the one hand, with the redemption of the world and its recon-

ciliation to God on the other. Man's self-development by

means of evil, taken by itself, ends only in an indissoluble

entanglement in sin.

We should, however, be unjust towards the Hegelian system

were we to suppose that this permanence of evil,

Hegelian its resistance of all attempts to remove it after it

system allow
^13,3 once gained a footing, is (according to it)

the final , . , • t , , • i

removal of something that might occur to any one mvolun-
®^^^ tarily. In one aspect of it the system seems only

to necessitate an evil which is transitory, which appears only in

passing from " naturalness,*' or a state of nature, into the

realm of spirit, and then for ever vanishes. But in another

aspect it certainly necessitates an evil which is definite, which

continues, and makes itself felt by way of contrast, at every

stage of moral development.* For if evil in its reality be the

necessary means or instrument of good, that would be a very

mechanical and unspiritual view of this medium to regard it as

something happening once only and then done with and at an

end. On the contrary, as the moral vitality of the spirit depends

upon the action and instrumentality of this antithesis, its total

disappearance at any point in the development would cause the

* This, and many other contrasted aspects and seemingly contradictory ten-

dencies of the Hegelian system, and the vacillation of Hegel himself, seem to

have arisen from the elasticity of his principle of "negativity." It maybe

taken to be only a moderate disposition towards evil, whereby, as by a simple

metamorphosis, substantiality is given in consciousness to self-knowledge and

freedom ; but a reckless application of it may require that every theory, without

exception, should be given up to the resolving process which that principle of

*' negativity
" produces, and which is to make—that which comes to pass.
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extinction of the moral life.* For if true vitality be possible

without the stimulus of this contrast, there would be no

necessity for the discord, nor anything to prevent the spirit

from pursuing from the beginning the course of an unhindered

development. The removal of evil, therefore, can upon this

theory be regarded only as something continually taking place

but never accomplished; continually being removed, it must

still continually exist after each removal, and thus the progres-

sics in iyifinitum, so denounced by this system, is the final

issue to which this' very system leads. The discord is indeed

removed evil is vanquished, and is known to be so, in a

direct manner by faith in the forgiveness of sins, and indi-

rectly in speculative thought ; t but how its removal is to be

realized in the subject who has still " to make his will good,"

—this does not appear. No place is to be found in this

system for a finite life unfolding itself progressively, in pure

and undisturbed harmony with God and with itself, and the

endeavour to force such an idea into it is vain. Hegel, there-

fore, in his logic, is fond of using " infinitude " and '* holiness
"

as correlatives,;]; and in his lectures upon EeligumsphUo-

sophie, he uses " the finite " as the correlative of " evil,"

with the additional limitation that '' evil is the extreme of

finitude."
§

Indeed, we must go further than this, and maintain that

God Himself, seeing that (upon Hegel's theory)
Evil necessary

jj^g ^^^^ existence is contingent upon man's, shares

"process "of the same fate. "Were the contradiction between

Life
^^^^^

S'^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^ absolutely put an end to in any

one point of human development, the " absolute

process of the divine life," whose impelling power is the in-

congruity between everything finite and the infinite, would

reach its goal, and therewith the divine life itself, which con-

sists only in this process. " If this incongruity or inadequacy

were to disappear, the elementary separation (diremptio) of

spirit in which its vitality consists would also vanish, and thus

* The clever criticism of the Hegelian doctrine of evil in Ulrici's treatise,

*' Ueher Princip und Metliode der Hegelsclien Philosophie" p. 174 f. arrives

at substantially the same conclusion.

t PhU. der Bel, vol. ii, 273. J WerJce, vol. v. 328.

§ Phil, der Pel., vol. ii. 250, 251.
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if would cease to be spirit," ^^ history would thus come to an

end, for its problem would be solved. If God is to retain His

reality, if there is always to be a reason for the production of

the finite,—both phrases mean the same thing,—everything

finite, not only material things but spirit itself as finite and
individual, must perish in its own contradiction. His infinity

rises to the surface and ascends to Him, only from the cauldron

of this spirit realm wherein all individuality disappears, and
which, in the truest sense, is a " kingdom of shades."

Strauss, therefore, cannot be fairly charged with misunder-

Consequences
standing the HegeHan philosophy when he affirms

in relation to that a sinless Christ, as an historical individual, is
ogy.

impossible upon its principles.t In so far as

Christ is such a personal individual, he cannot be exempted,

upon Hegel's theory, from inadequateness or want of harmony
with the idea, nor from the general contradiction which pertains

to everything finite. If that contradiction, wherein evil con-

sists, pertains specifically to human nature, if man (as Hegel

says, Philos, der Geschichte, p. 333)J becomes man by a fall,

Christ cannot be free from sin save at the sacrifice of His

humanity. Thus the human race, ha\ring lost " its undivided

and original state in God," § is now robbed of its Head, or rather

* Phil, der Ret., vol. ii. 231. In another place, vol. i. 122, he says :

—

"God is in Himself this movement, and thus alone is He the living God."

From the above premisses it would also follow that God can only reveal Him-
self by His continual inadequateness and self-immolation ; and hence—unless
there be attributed to Him a vain effort to reveal Himself—this endless appear-

ing and disappearing of everything finite is the only adequate and satisfactory

form of His manifestation and self-realization ; and as Ulrici (p. 19) expresses

it, *' the essence of spirit consists in absolute negativity.*'

t Das Leben Jem, vol. ii. 716, 717, (1st ed.). Christl. Glaubenslehre, vol. ii.

§ QQ. Dorner has fully shown that Hegel's system cannot avoid this as its

logical consequence, Entwickelungsgeschichie der Lehre von der Person Christi,

in the section upon the Christology of Hegel and his school (2d ed., ii. 2, 2,

p. 1096) which is the most thorough criticism of this system from a theological

standing-point which has yet appeared.

J " The animal," it is there said, " is one with God (!) but only as an animal.

Man only is spirit, i.e. in and for himself. This existence for one's self is at

the same time separation from the universal and divine spirit. If I hold my-

self in my abstract freedom apart from good, this is the standing-point of evil.

The fall is therefore a mythus eternally realized in man ; that whereby he

becomes man. " In virtue of this all-pervading amphiboly, Hegel can imme-

diately add, ** to continue on that standing-point is evil," so that the fall itself

must have been sinless.

§ See above, p. 393.

VOL. I. 2 c
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of its new beginning, in the perfectly holy Son of God and

Son of Man, and the completion of the divine kingdom is im-

possible ; all that remains to the unhappy consciousness is an

endless desert of fruitless conflict and variance.

We have already shown how this philosophy, which often

Foundation of
i^^^i^atcs a very strong consciousness of the depth

the Hegelian of evil, is forced to elevate it into a necessary link
*^^^^^'

in the " absolute process." The ultimate reason of

this we shall find to be that in this system the essence of spirit

is regarded as thought, and this thought is looked upon as a

" necessary process." "Will, accordingly, the primary principle

of reality, and the distinctive principle of actual existence,"^

has to be subordinated to this single unity of logical thought,

and to be regarded as a mere mode of intelligence, a particular

form of thinking.t But all reality in nature and in history

is in this system reduced to the well-known formula, " whatever

is rational is real, and whatever is real is rational," and can be

nothing else (according to its main principles), save the real dual-

ism of logical reason ; so that if anything real be not perfectly

clear to thought as part of its own essence, this can only be

the fault of the individual Subject. Now as there are in

empirical existence various redundancies which cannot be re-

duced to the pure essences of logic, these are to be regarded

as mere contingencies wholly meaningless, to be accounted for

in the sphere of nature by a want of power on its part to

carry out the ideal in all its bearings.|

The fatal dilemma thus presented itself to Hegel, either

Inevitable
^^ explain evil as something quite unimportant

dilemma and trifling, beneath philosophical consideration,
invo ve .

^^ ^^ recognize it as an integral part of the idea

itself, thus attributing to it necessity, reality, and therefore

rationality. The first alternative involves a most superficial

view of evil, and is wholly inadequate to maintain the positive

antithesis between evil and good ; evil must logically be

regarded as something isolated and disconnected, a fortuitous

hindrance of good in its outward manifestation, belonging

* It may here be recollected that Leibnitz, in his Theodkie, § 8, describes

God's understanding as the source of essences, and His will as the source of

existences.

+ Encyhl, § 443 ; Philos, des Rechts, § 4, p. 35.

t Encykl, § 250.
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entirely to the world of mere appearances, and possessing in its

distinctive forms only a momentary and shadowy existence.

This view enervates all consciousness of guilt, and makes the

conflict against evil an unreal thing ; it fails to account for the

profound significance of evil in human history, and it leaves the

doctrine of Eedemption from sin by the Son of God wholly

unexplained. Wherefore these disproportionate arrangements

of God to obviate what is so powerless and trifling ? to

destroy what has only a shadowy existence, and what must
ere long perish of itself ? If this first alternative were adopted,

any scientific knowledge of Christianity would be logically

impossible for this philosophy. Eecognizing redemption and

reconciliation as the main principles of Christianity, and

admitting that these imply the reality of sin, it could not ofl'er

any philosophically dogmatic system or speculative theology if

the conception of sin were thus excluded from its range. Such

a view of evil, however, would equally contradict the philo-

sophical system itself ; for if its most characteristic thought is

" negativity " (a thought suggested by Jacob Bohme), which it

has exalted into a principle of universal movement and progress

in its contemplation of the world, it would never be compatible

with the energy of this movement or with the fulness and

characteristic definiteness of its results, were this system to cast

out of its world of thought the evil, the immoral, and the

criminal, which, according to this view, would be only the

boldest extreme of negation and the most unmeaning fortui-

tousness. The other alternative admits of a deeper and more

positive apprehension of evil on the part of a dialectic which

regards contradiction as a ground of unity, because distinctions

and differences must amount to contradiction ; but in its

wider consequences it not only enervates and volatilizes the

conception of evil, but totally destroys it.

Though the system inclines in the main to the latter

alternative in treating of evil, it vacillates be-

between^ tween the two. Not only does it lean to the

the two
^

former incidentally and in passing expressions,*

but that view of evil seems to exercise a powerful

influence upon the entire historical method of the system.

Evil is throughout regarded as wholly insignificant and weak.
* E.g.y Encyhlopddiej § 6, p. 8.
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a thing which cannot in the least affect the true development

of the logical series in its necessary progress. But when the

conception of evil becomes a matter of direct inquiry, as in the

passages of the Encyklo;padie and Eechtsphilosophie above

referred to, the other alternative is resorted to, and in the

most unmistakable terms, necessity is predicated of evil. This

m^ust unquestionably be recognized as the true teaching of

Hegel's system, and we must not allow ourselves to be deceived

by occasional inclinations towards the other alternative ;
*

indeed, the historical view of the world on Hegel's system,

which makes light of evil, though apparently contradictory,

may be harmonized with this. For if evil be a necessary

element in the absolute process, it obviously cannot hinder in

the least the world's unerring and fixed advance in history, but

really must strengthen and confirm it. But in this case we can

only be filled with wonder at the clever reason and the daring

deceit of the Hegelian " World Spirit '' as most prominently

displayed in evil. Thus, moreover, in the PhdnoTmnologie,

evil is represented as " an occurrence foreign to the Divine

essence," and is passed over as a mere representation ; it is

regarded—(and here there is an unmistakable reference to

Jacob Bohme)—as pertaining to the Divine essence just as

God's wrath pertains thereto, and both representations are

done away in the idea of the estrangement of the Divine

essence from itself—whereby " His Being retires into itself and

becomes evil "—and its return to itself again.t

It is easy to see that by this view of evil, and its necessity,

Consequences
excluding the possibility of recognizing a personal

of Hegel's Eedeemer, the Christian doctrine of Eedemption
^°^^"

as a whole, if not altogether rejected, must submit

to a complete distortion. It must, first of all, sound very

strange to speak of a *' reconciliation of evil with good," though

in this system this is quite logical.^ Christianity knows

* Hegel's hesitation manifestly arises from the rebellion of his moral con-

sciousness against the fearful consequences of the doctrine of the universal

necessity of evil, and thus suffice to refute the opinion of Vatke that this

necessity cannot come into conflict with our moral consciousness, because as

metaphysical it lies beyond its range.

t Phdnom,, p. 582.

X This formula is not often used by the author of the System, but by many
of his disciples. See, however, Phanom., p. 583.
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nothing of such a reconciliation, it speaks only of a reconcilia-

tion of man with God ; to identify these two reconciliations

could only occur to a system of thought which on Dualistic

principles, or by obliterating the notion in question—re-

solving it into the notions of " the finite," of " the subjective

consciousness," etc., regarded it as superfluous to distinguish

between a nature affected with evil and evil itself. According
to the teaching of Christianity, man is reconciled to God
because evil in him is removed, first, potentially and in principle,—objectively, by Christ's atonement, and subjectively, by jus-

tifying faith,—and then actually and in experience by progres-

sive and entire sanctification in communion with God. Evil not

having any justification of its existence, either in the Christian

conception of the world or of man, whereby it might, like

other natural contrasts of finite life, lay claim to be explained

away by reconciliation with the opposite good, but owing its

existence to the perversion of the will in arbitrariness and
presumption, must be thoroughly destroyed and annihilated in

those who do not exclude themselves from Eedemption. It

follows, moreover, that the discord produced by evil cannot be

truly removed by any science, by any speculation, but only by
Eedemption. Originating in a deed, it can by a deed only be

done away. In the Hegehan system, on the contrary, Eecon-

ciliation is resolved into a necessary " dialectic of the Idea
;

"

its significance consists in this logical removal of the contrast

between direct unity and separation—or " subjectivity isolating

itself." As knowledge produces separation or evil—for by

knowledge the spirit advances out of its "naturalness,"

—

so it is knowledge again which alone is able to overcome

the contradiction, by negativing the negation—o rpwcra^ koI

Idaerai
; nay, that very separation contains within itself the

principle of its removal.* This is said to be the eternal and

speculative import of the Christian doctrine of Eedemption

when elevated to its ideal ; but if it embodies this in that

single deed which was once transacted on Golgotha, it

accommodates itself to the form of a sensuous representation.t

* See in particular the section in Phdnomenologie upon Revealed Religion,

Werke, vol. ii. 582 ; also Phil der Eel, voL ii. 217, 228, 250, 254 ; Vermischte

Schriften, p. 471.

t Phdnomen., p. 573 ; Phil, der Pel., vol. ii. 240, 250, 263 ; compare vol. i.

140, 141.
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But if this were the true idea of Eeconciliation, it would be

a base fierd^aai^ eh aXKo jivo^ to make participation therein

dependent upon any moral transformation or regeneration of

the Subject. Such a change cannot mean more than the

transition of the Subject from the sphere of sensuousness and

abstract subjective opinion into that of speculative thought, or

an insight into the essential unity between the infinite and

the finite, God and man, good and evil. Evil, as opposed to

good, is only an abstraction ; and if this abstraction is obviated

by speculative thought, which alone is truly concrete, recon-

ciliation is realized in the subject, who is thus absorbed into

the universal spirit.* Kow, if any one chooses to call this

transition, as Hegel does, a regeneration by the Spirit, who

can hinder him ? All we can do is to refuse to regard this

speculative regeneration as identical with the regeneration of

which Christianity speaks. But in the practical sphere of

regeneration, Hegel calls what he substitutes in its place " the

necessary reconstruction of man," who, to begin with, is only

in a state of nature and evil,—or, more accurately, " chastise-

ment," " education," " government," and " culture." t

It is a beautiful witness to the power of Christianity upon

Hegel ^^^ mind and heart of this great philosopher, that

witnessesto he could not himself fully maintain the theory of
ns lani y. ^^^^ j^^^^ ^^^^ down ; that in more than one place

a deeper consciousness of the nature of sin prevails, and breaks

through the limits of his system.J We have a very striking

instance of this in what Dorner justly characterizes as " an

* Phil, der Rd., vol. ii. 270, 271.

t Phil, des Bechts, § 18 ; Phil, der Pel, vol. ii. 214 ; Gesch. der Phil, vol.

ill. 105, 106. In the passage first referred to, we read, "The Christian

doctrine that man is by nature evil, is higher than the other, which regards

him as good ; it may be philosophically expressed as follows : man, as spirit, is

H free being, who is in a position not to allow himself to be determined by
natural impulse. Man, therefore, in his primary and unformed condition is in

a state wherein he ought not to remain, from which he should free himself.

This is the true import of the doctrine of original sin, without which Chris-

tianity would not be the religion of freedom." When Hegel here, and often

elsewhere, resolves the Christian doctrines of original sin, atonement, and

regeneration into statements which the merest Pelagiauism never would have

objected to, and then assumes a patronizing air towards "modern piety," as if

he must come forward as the protector of endangered Christian doctrine, who
can refrain from feeling indignant ?

tPhil der Pel, p. 406.
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illogical and unmethodical procedure,"* when Hegel, in his

Lectures upon the Philosophy of Eeligion, in arguing concern-

ing the need of man's reconciliation to God, suddenly leaves

the high speculative strain and descends to an anthropological

argument, which sets out from the fact of a sense of need in

the Subject to feel himself reconciled to God. Here the fact

is tacitly admitted that man's separation from God does not

belong to the ideal, according to Hegel's theory, but to.

experience only; and, therefore, that it is not a link in a

necessary process, but altogether an act of man's arbitrary will.

CHAPTEE V.

DUALISTIC DEEIVATION OF EVIL,

DuALiSTio theories which regard the distinction of good and

SID r f
^^^ ^^ primary and essential, and which thus

theories alien dignify evil as absolute, are, as Twesten acutely

of our tfmes
^^^®' ^^ foreign to our mode of thought at the

present day, as Pantheism used to be not long ago.t

Our consideration of them here may seem to arise only from a

desire after a certain completeness in our method, from a wish

to carry on our progressive argument, which began with the

merely negative view of evil, to the opposite extreme, wherein

the antithesis of good and evil is as much exaggerated, as at

the outset we found it volatilized. But apart from this, apart

from the fact that an examination of them may bring to light

some important points concerning the nature of evil which

have not come prominently into view in our investigation of

other theories, the theological and philosophic character of the

present day affords but a poor guarantee that the tendency to

a dualistic view of the world may not, perhaps ere long, become

again as strong as it was a few decades of years ago, and as

the Pantheistic furor is again at the present time. The vigour,

indeed, of moral principle, producing a certain demand for, and

tendency towards, the classification of all existence according

* Dorner, vol. ii. 209, 210, 222.

+ Vorlesungen ilber die Dogmaiik, vol, i. 136 (3rd ed.).
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to the distinctions of good and evil, so little distinguishes our

time, that the prevailing inclination is rather to moral torpor

and insensibility. But Dualism may spring from theoretic and

logical causes, to be found even in methods of thought

diametrically opposed to it ; the Pantheistic views now in

vogue (as the preceding chapter has shown us) have in them

clearly enough the germs of it ; and if Dualism be, to use

Schelling's words, " a system of self-dismemberment and

desperation on the part of reason," the tone of the present

day seems to favour the development of those germs. If the

God who in abstract dignity is indifferent to good and evil,

love and hatred, must give way to a God who surrenders Him-

self to them in the world, and securesHis own life and activity

by means of evil as well as good,—who, in evil, estranges

Himself from Himself, that He may return to Himself,—one

step more will bring us to the recognition of two eternal

principles, which as affirmative and negative, as love and

hatred, strive together and divide the world between them.

A fit transition is supplied in some such doctrine as that of

Jacob Bohme, who held that there are two principles in God,

the one good, and the other not yet evil while in Him, but

realizing itself as such in the creature.

Daub*s Judas Ischarioth again contains very decided

Daub's tendencies towards Dualistic views, though from a

*' Judas different point of view. Here an absolute and
anot

. essential evil is demanded and supposed to exist,

answering to the relative evil which is found among men.

Not only is it said to have tainted man, and brought about

many disturbances in nature, but time and space are traced

back to its negative activity. This view, however, differs

from Dualism, properly so called, in representing its evil

principle as a being created by God, and the source of His

self-development and activity. But notwithstanding that its

existence is thus conditioned, the Satan of this theory becomes

virtually avTiOeo^;, and in the very region of the absolute, two

kingdoms are said to hold sway, the kingdom of Satan and the

kingdom of God.*

* Daub himself, as is well known, abandoned the view of evil developed in

his Judas Ischarioth, so that we are saved the trouble of refuting it here.

With all respect moreover, for the profound thoughts with which the book
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The Dualistic system of the ancients, as it was represented

Manichaeism by the Manichaeans, and apart from its fantastic

evil to sub- ^'^^ mythological garb, could never attain even the
stance. Semblance of tenableness. Evil is represented here

as it was afterwards in Flacianism,* as mala substantia or mala
natura ; but it is a clumsy and unmatured way of thinking,

which thus endeavours to blend the idea of evil with that

of "substance" or "nature." The arguments of Augustine,

and of Titus of Bostra, as well as those in the first article of

the Solida dedaratio in the Formula Concordice, sufi&ce to

illustrate the absurdity of this notion of a substantia mala, and
of the view of the world arising out of it. If evil is at all to be

predicated of substance, it must not be of substance in itself,

but, on the contrary, with Augustine, of the corruption (corrup-

tio) of substance, just as good ministers to its preservation and
maintenance. But the opponents we have named, could not

see the real ground of the error, because they were not wholly

free from it themselves ; it really arose from not perceiving the

fact, that the moral contrast of good and evil has not its root

at all in such conceptions as substance, reality, nature. While
the investigation busies itself about these notions, the distinc-

tions of good and evil are excluded ; we need thoughts and
facts more concrete to understand their ethical import. But
their ethical import is primary and essential, and if the con-

ception of malum is taken to include the malum physicum as

well as the malum morale—the so-called malum metaphysicum

should not be called malum at all—the former has its origin in

the latter, just as this is expressed by the old and profound yet

simple distinction of malum culpae and malum poenae, which

in relation to responsible beings is true.t

abounds, we must coincide with Strauss's opinion {Ckarakteristiken und
Kritiken, p. 123), that Daub here " got into a lane leading nowhere, and when
he could go no further, nothing remained for him but quietly to turn back,"

alas I to go into another more dangerous, from which he did not escape. This

attributing of the notion of the absolute to evil—which must, however, be

distinguished from the question, whether a being can become so evil as to have

literally no moral goodness whatever in him—may be advantageously compared

with the argument of Aquinas, that there cannot be any summwrn Tnalum, quod

sit causa omnis mali. Swinma, i. qu. 49, art. 3. Summa contra Gentiles^ lib.

iii. c. 15.

* Flacitjs (died 1575) was the leader of the stricter Lutherans, and held that

sin belongs to the substance of human nature in its fallen state.— Tr.

fin the same way, Aquinas (i. qu. 48, art. 6), shows that the ^^ malum
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There is a curious circumstance in connection with this view

m • f which we must not pass over. Dualistic views ofIme aim oi -^

these theories the world clearly owe their origin to an honourable
*^
^^^

• desire to maintain the sanctity of morality, from a

consciousness of the profoundness of the contrast between good

and evil, and the impossibility of harmonizing them, and from

the desire to find a key to those contradictory phenomena so

often met with in the world, even beyond the sphere of morals
;

a solution which shall do no violence to the moral sense and

our idea of God on which this is based.* But while pursuing

this as their only aim, they are blind to every other, and attain

at last to the very opposite of what they were seeking ; the

antithesis between good and evil being overstrained gives way,

evil is represented as a substance losing its ethical and retain-

ing only its physical import, man's falling into evil becomes a

necessity of nature, and if he is to be freed from its power, it

must be by some process of nature. Accordingly, the physical

view of the conflict between the kingdom of light and dark-

ness in Manichaeism, is not a merely figurative description, but

is the essence of the system.

But moral Dualism in its essence may be maintained with-

Unitv of Drin-
^^^ attributing the idea of substance to evil,

ciple blended When any system adopts as its principle the notion
with Dualism.

^^ ^^^ eternal substance (which is the absolute

indifference of all contrasts, including that of good and evil),

and derives therefrom as equally eternal and original, two oppo-

site personal principles, the one the will of love and self-com-

munication, the other the will of hatred, strife, and discord,

alike irreconcilable and alike strong, such a system, in spite of

its close approximation to realistic pantheism, is essentially

dualistic. The dualism does not consist in the recognition of

culpae " possesses plus de ratione mall than the malum poenae. As to the dis-

tinction between the malum culpae and the onalum poenae, see the preceding

art, of the same Quaestio,

* The interests of morality are even Mani's starting-point, as is clear, especially

in his Epistola adJiUam Menoch (Augustine, Op. imperfect, c. Julian, lib. iii.

§ 172 seq.). As he starts from the principle, that the sensational impulses are

evil, the attributing of these to God as their author, seems to him to sanction

sin. Besides, it cannot be denied, that in Manichaeism as well as in Parseeism,

the antithesis between good and evil is not recognized in its purely ethical import,

being identified with that between which brings salvation and what causes

misery.
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an activity opposed to God as present and operative in the

world—for Christianity recognizes this, but in the fact that evil

is made to share the same originality and beginninglessness as

good, the evil essence being independent of the God of good-

ness, an evil nature clothed with power, and thus producing a

doubtful conflict between the two. A second' active principle

independent of God is set up over against Him * and He is thus

subjected to a primary and distinct dependence and control,

such as does not arise from His own self-limitation, yea, to a

destiny or fate in His revelations and works.

This form of Dualism is not only conceivable, but has been

The Persian realized in history, and this in its primitive form.
Dualism. j^ ^j^g Persian dualism, besides the two opposite

principles, Ormuzd and Ahriman, there is, as is well known,
an eternal essence above these, Zeeuane Akeeene, from whom
both principles derive their origin. The inextinguishable

craving after unity in the reason is thus satisfied. But this,

being only seldom mentioned in the Zendavesta, is a very

isolated conception, exerting no influence upon the system as

a whole, nor upon the development of the conflict between the

two principles ; and thus this ultimate unity is too meagre and
weak an abstraction to have any power in itself to rob the evil

principle of its strength or to reconcile it with the good, t It

is otherwise indeed with the Persian religion so far as it teaches

* If the second nature be represented as something passive and externally

controlled, exerting no modifying influence still less an opposing reaction upon
the divine activity, somewhat like Aristotle's notion regarding the t-'Xw, such a

theory could not properly he called dualistic.

t It cannot indeed be denied that Parseeism recognizes a final reconciliation

within the range of its ideas, but this is not brought about by Zeruane Akerene.

E. Schlegel urges a very strange objection against this reconciliation when he

says [Sprache und Weisheit der Indier^ p. 126), "If it be understood, as it

usually is, that the evil principle is to be vanq^uished and transformed in the

last stage of the development, and that Ahriman is to be reconciled and united

with Ormuzd "—which of course could only happen by Ahriman's ceasing to be

evil—"discord would be done away, all would be blended in a pantheistic way
into one being, and the eternal distinctions between right and wrong would dis-

appear." Such a finite reconciliation may in this system be illogical ; it is not

at all in harmony with the principle of the originality of the evil principle, and

it does away with the essential features of Dualism. But to make the variance

between good and evil necessarily eternal, because otherwise "all must panthe-

istically be blended into one nature,"— and thus to make evil a necessary condi-

tion for the existence of a God distinct from the world,—this is itself the very

worst pantheism.
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that Ahriman was originally good, and became evil by a fall,

by an act of will. In this case it is not easy to see how the

appellation Dualism in its proper sense can be applied to it
*

It is not needful for us here to dwell longer upon the logical

§ 2. The consequences of the Dualistic theory ; we would
notion of an qj^w ^^^ whether its fundamental view of evil
original evil "^

i • i i -,

self-centra- corresponds With the data of the moral conscious-
dictory.

ness, whether it truly expresses the nature of evil

as conscience reveals it to us. We must call special attention

to the supposed independence of the evil principle in relation

to the good, by which Dualism stands or falls. Good, as we
saw in the preceding chapter, is quite independent of evil ; it

is the nature of good to reveal itself in contrast with evil,

since evil has made its appearance in the world. But good has

no need of evil for its self-realization ; love would be eternally

the same, and ever conscious of its own nature, though there

were no hatred. Evil, on the other hand, is so far dependent

upon good that it comes into existence only as a contrast

thereto. As opposition implies something which is opposed,

evil presupposes good, and is conceivable only as a departure

or fall therefrom. If evil be regarded as wholly primary

and original, it cannot in any true sense be called evil or " that

which ought not to be." This dependence of evil upon good

is still more apparent when we recollect that evil as an anti-

thesis is nothing more than a perverted abstraction and separa-

tion of one essential element in our conception of moral good,

—the elevation of self-love into a principle of action. Not

only, therefore, is moral good perfectly intelligible of itself and

by means of itself, but evil, on the other hand, can be under-

stood only by means of good ; honum index sui et mali, an

expression analogous to Spinoza's fine saying, " verumj index

std et falsi."

No one can fairly taunt us here with tacitly admitting that

* Baur, in his learned Darstellung des Manichdischen Meligionssystems (pp. 42,

43), regards the harshest form of Dualism as pantheistic, and this arises from

the supposition that the dogma of unity of substance does not at once destroy

the essential principles of Dualism. See the examination of the relation in

which Manichaeism stands to Parseeism on the one hand, and to Buddhism on

the other, in Meander's master-work, the new ed. of his KirchengeschicMe^ vol.

ii. 825.
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metaphysical conception of good which our former investigation

Good not ^^^ ^s to reject :—That good, the positive negation

reality only and denial of which makes evil evil, is by no
but love. , T , -, . 1 •

means bare " reality, ' but is the inmost essence

of moral good, love. We cannot recognize evil as in the depths

of our moral consciousness we feel it to be—not only something

unreasonable, vain, and worthless, but as fearful and loath-

some, a continual spring of innumerable ills—while we look

upon the eternal being from whom man in evil turns away
merely as " absolute substance," " real existence," and so forth.

It is the very centre of the doctrine of Christianity concerning

God, that He who is absolute existence and who contains in

Himself the source of all reality, is at the same time

PERSONALITY and LOVE. Eecognizing thus that in evil man
opposes the holiest love by the alienation and enmity of his

will, the peculiar clearness of our moral consciousness regarding

evil, our deep horror in the contemplation of it (which is want-

ing only where conscience is seared) is adequately explained

:

now at last the feeling of shame, repentance, and remorse of con-

science, find their adequate solution. If God were not Love,

there might indeed be badness and worthlessness, but there

could be no evil.

Evil, therefore, as the antithesis of good, is directly depend-

Evil depend- ®^^ upon good ; and from this general view of

ent upon the true conception of it, we see how originality

^°° ' can in no true sense be attributed to it. Its

dependence upon good, however, has another, a positive aspect.

In order to realize itself in our earthly life, and attain the

arbitrarily chosen goal of its endeavours, evil must in some

way or other link itself to good, and recognize and fulfil some

of its demands in all their authority. Evil has in itself no

uniting or concentrating power ; it can only produce an

inwardly hollow semblance of unity, an ever vanishing appear-

ance of fellowship. Not only does it separate and isolate its

servants, but it brings them into collision with each other by

the continual clashing of selfish interests, so that if evil had

ever the sole dominion over human life that " state of nature,"

as Hobbes calls it, " helium omnium contra omnes " would

ensue. The powers enlisted in the service of evil. would lay

aside their inner strifes and would unite only against the good.
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and when it was vanquished would return again to their internal

conflicts ; and it is nothing more than this combination that

Christ refers to when He speaks of the ^aaiXeia rov c-arava,

Matt. xii. 25, 26. But evil would always be in its own way
in such circumstances, its inward pain would break through

every veil of earthly satisfaction, the innumerable woes and

oppressions by which the wicked, as the unconscious instru-

ments of God's righteous punishment, torment one another,

would wholly occupy their existence, and thus the present life

would become a hell to sinners. Man's sensuous wants com-

pel him to seek the fellowship of his fellow-men, though reason

and God's law have lost their influence upon him ; and in order

to gain possession of and enjoy that for which he strives in sin

he must subordinate his wiU to certain regulations of society.

These regulations themselves, however, are the carrying out of

the principles of justice in human relations, and have their

deepest objective ground in love.

We thus discover this remarkable fact, that evil in our

earthly life is obliged to submit to some extent to

good for its the law of good, if it is not to destroy its own
Ufe and subjects and instruments. As the essence of evil

is selfishness, which implies separation and isola-

tion, all organized society forms a strong bulwark against its

overwhelming power, and the very worst abandonment to evil

has to contribute something to maintain this bulwark. Thus

every band of robbers who have given up all honest inter-

course with the rest of the world, and have declared open war

against the laws of the state, has to some extent re-estab-

lished these laws within itself, so as to put some restraint

upon the destructive power of evil among its members. Thus,

too, in our own day, we have seen how demoniacal rebellion

against all heavenly and earthly majesty, when once it has

attained dominion, will prosecute its own laws of utterly

limitless arbitrariness against individuals, even with fire and

sword. Driven by its own inner discord, evil is ever bearing

witness to the conserving power of good in society ; and must,

equally with good, become serviceable to that power for the

punishment of disorder and crime. Even when the wicked

unite together in avowed hostility to good, they must at the

very outset submit to certain things which are included in any
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adequate conception of good, if only the most abstract and

formal, such as order, and obedience to a common law. Evil, I

Evil has no ^^7' ^^® ^^ itself no productive or formative power
;

productive it cannot give itself any complete or historical
power.

reality in forms and arrangements of human life

peculiar to itself ; it cannot attain supremacy in any sphere of

society, save by resorting to principles which have their origin

in good. In connection with this there is a phenomenon
already referred to which is very striking and strange, namely,

that evil never manifests itself openly and above board in

human life, it always tries in one way or another to conceal

itself, John iii. 20. Uvil does not venture to he itself; it

incessantly shuns itself, and hides hypocritically beneath some

outward appearance of good. This is the usual occasion of

so-called " white lies," in which the dependence we have been

speaking of of evil upon good is strikingly illustrated. The

lie which thus in a cowardly way disowns itself, really acknow-

ledges the good as alone true and right, and itself as that

which ought not to be, which has only an assumed existence.

The moral foundations upon which all society rests thus

restrain the most confirmed villain who has quenched the

last spark of shame within him, and who no longer heeds the

inner voice of conscience. Even the mightiest and proudest

tyrant finds himself compelled, from prudential considerations,

—provided the principle of his capricious despotism has not

become utterly senseless and absurd,—to assume the mask of

not seeking his own interests, but the general good, the glory,

peradventure, or the wellbeing of the people.

If, therefore, we must recognize the power of hoHness in

the control which the Divine government exercises over even

what resists it, and by which it completes itself in its main

outlines amid the discord of selfish interests and passions, how

can we maintain the dualistic notion of an independent prin-

ciple of evil ? In virtue of the conditions to which the divine

purpose submits in the history of our race, evil may indeed

hinder and retard the realization of that design, but it cannot

wholly thwart it. We have seen in the preceding chapter

how thoroughly the disturbing power of evil has penetrated

the earthly development of the human race ; but however

severe the conflict in which we are engaged, there is ever
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present and visible to the eye of God the final triumph of the

good.

If we examine the inner variance of evil still more closely,

and follow it a step further, we shall find it not

variance of ^nly in the higher sphere of society generally, but
evil with {n the inner life of the individual. Passion strives
itself.

with passion, one affection counteracts another

;

man, while slavishly dependent on the various objects of

desire, never finds that rest and satisfaction which he seeks

in the service of sin. He cannot attain these even by a total

surrender to any one passion ; for—apart from the impossi-

bility of fully satisfying it—it can never attain sufficient

strength perfectly to free him from the calls of other impulses

striving after unbridled freedom. The two fundamental ten-

dencies of sin which we have already referred to—pride and

the supremacy of fleshly lust—are precisely those which stand

in the most striking contrast and mutual hostility to each

other. "Whoever gets between these two currents is restlessly

driven hither and thither by them ; when he frees himself

from the one, the other seizes him. In a condition of greater

cultivation this alternation in the service of sin becomes a

secret play of arbitrary will. Man learns the miserable

art of turning now to the one side and now to the other, now

to pride and now to sensuousness. The virtuous soarings into

which he rises from the degradation of sensuousness serve only

to excite and strengthen his humbled self-consciousness, and

he relinquishes the pleasures of lust in order to recreate him-

self with the efforts of his pride. Eightly recognizing the

fact of this inner variance of evil, modern education, by

ahenating itself from that Christian principle upon which

alone true self-love and noble self-reliance rest, frequently

adopts the plan of conquering sins of self-degradatiou and

abandonment in youth, by the passionate stimulus of pride

and ambition ; and thus, alas ! it has done nothing more

than drive out the devil by Beelzebub the prince of the devils.

Goodness, on the contrary, is ever in harmony with itself ; its

Perfect inner several parts, its manifold endeavours, and the acts

harmony of in which it realizes itself, mutually strengthen and
2000, 1 evil

self-destrac- confirm each other : whatever violates the ideal of
*^^^^' good, cannot, according to the unholy principle ofthe
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end sanctifying the means, be confirmed and advanced by that

ideal. Evil is at variance not only with good but with itself

;

good has but one enemy, evil ; but evil has two enemies, good

and evil. This contradiction of evil with itself has, in addition

to its moral and psychological import, a peculiar metaphysical

aspect. Evil has, indeed, no existence independently of God
the absolute good, but it strives after it ; and as we have seen,

it is nothing more or less than this departing from the living

God, this panting after independence apart from Him. When
the creature surrenders himself to evil he practically denies

his creation by God, he does not want to have his existence in

God, but he will live, behave, and gratify self, as if he had

life in himself and were his own lord. How would it be were

God to permit evil in the creature to attain its end ? were He
to separate Himself from man, as man does from Him ? The

moment such an emancipation of the sinful creature from God
were realized he would sink into nonentity, for he could not

exist a moment save in the hands of God, and as His manci-

pium, be his will otherwise good or evil. Evil does not possess in

itself any substantial being, but as ,the Formula Concordiae,

following Augustine and opposing Flacius, explains, it exists only

so far as it cleaves to some being in the form of a depraved

nature or tendency ; and therefore, by its efforts after separation

from God (which is the true conception of it) it clearly involves

itself in a self-destructive contradiction. If it succeeded, it

would not only destroy its basis of good, but it would annihi-

late itself. The parasitic plant endeavours to extract all the

juices from the organic body of the tree, appropriating them to

its own depraved and poisonous development ; but in attaining

the end of its efforts dt works its own destruction.

END OF VOLUME I.
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